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FOREWORD 
This book is one of a series of country hsndbooks designed for use 

by Mnonswhohsveneedforsodbbsdcgroandinfonnatkm. Theem- 
[duksis is on objecÜTe description of contemporary nmtioosl societies, 
focoanf on bsnc eocisl, economic and political institutions. Treat- 
meat w intended to be comprebensive rather than ezhawtiy«. The 
studies an introductory, and it is expected that th« reader will have 
reo MUSS to many other sources for more detailed informatian in areas 
of ipedal interest. Extensiv« bibliographies aw induded for this 
purpose. 

llie authors have reached certain oonduskms coroaiäng the diarac- 
ter of the aodety today and the kinds and direction of change whkh 
appear possible or probable within the near future; interpredv« judg- 
ments are their sole responability. 'UM study is in no sense a plea 
for any special point of view, or a reoommendation for any specific 
policy. Its contents represent the views of the Foreign Area Studies 
Division of the Special Operations Research Office, The American 
University, and should not be considered as having official or definitive 
Department of the Army approval either expressed or implied. 

The users of this work should consider it not as a final product, but 
as a basis for further reriearch to fill gaps in the present study. The 
authors' conclusions are subject to modification in the light of new 
developments and information. Readers are accordingly urged to 
submit comments correcting errors of fact or interpretation, filling or 
indicating gaps of information and suggesting changes as may be 
appropriate. 

Comments should be addressed to— 

Deputy Chief of Staff for Military Operations 
ATTN: OPSSW 
Department of the Army 
Washington, D.C.   20810 
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PREFACE 
CMombiaV importaiu» m Lttin AIMI^ mndts not merriy frou its 

l stntogic locatioD bat also from die w«^^ which the ooimtiy cam 
in iMmiaphffiric relations geranlly.   Despite its trtditUNmlly with- 
dnwn position with respect to intornatiotisl siun, Colonbni's iMel- 
kctasl and coltml letuhwship among ooontries shurinf its hwpaaie 

I heritage makes its status and stability espedaU. sifBiflffant to the 
Irast of the h«nisphere and, therewith, to the rest of the world. 

Attention is focused upon the conntrf's dosaestic aftün and its 
effort to achieve internal stability. The society has long been char- 
acterised fay prawoncnd social cleavage and attendaBt cml sorifs, 
and the modtu opertmdi agreed iq»on by the eontendiag maior poika- 
cal parties for alternation in office has not resohred the underiying 
reasons for disaffection and disunity. Although the goremmsat has 
been enabled to function in a stable manner lor semal yean, hoe- 
tility between clsswa and social groapings has contmsed to Hud 
expression in violence. And widsspresd receptivity to «atrcnie meaa- 
ures aimed at counteracting the traditional monopoly of privilege 
and power—a receptivity exploited by Cuban propaganda as well as 
by domestic extremiste—tends to make Colombia's internal order 
precarious. At the same time, the more optimistic signs implicit in 
an expanding economy and in official programs initiated to meet 
social and economic needs typical not only of Colombia but of the 
entire continent serve as reminder« of the country's potential as a 
model for constrocdve social and economic deveiopmeat. 

This book attempts to answer the need for a comprehensive study 
of the entire society of this pivotal country. The literature hitherto 
availabe on Colombia has consii ted largely of specialised studies of 
certain aspects of the society or of rather sweeping and often im- 
pressionistic accounts. This book is not designed to supplant either 
type, although it has drawn on both, but rather to provide a maxi- 
mum of information in a single volume covering the whole national 
society. Interpretations and judgments have not been avoided, but 
are offered tentatively as befits research done without benefit of field 
study. 

English usage is based on Webster't New International Dietionmy 
of the English Language (Sd ed., unabridged). Spanish usage fol- 
lows Veliiques, A New Pronomcing Dietumary of the 8pam»h and 
English Langvages (Appleton-Century-Crofts, New York, 1960). 
Spanish words and phrase« have been employed in the text only 
where satisfactory English equivalents are lacking and are defined 
at their first appearance. 
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SECTION L SOaOLOGICAL BACKGROUND 

oupinti 
GSra^AL CHARACTBR OF THE SOCIETY 

Tl^ ByMfe «rf C*kmH*t mm*Um Imkfmdm* mm **Uk 

wMt part altht rcliiil al SwA A—rk> in <hi w^a <f <hi 
aorÜMra And«.   Tti popnklinn of iMmlj 11 ■JIBim It 
tloBg ttfaaie lia« with whiti pmaut pntAammat\t% ^ Hi Up» | 
«M of miaid wUt» tad Jm^m hiood (■mifiii) Mi« » «b 

Mpmi ttd lafin^ Hi» IMMT Imhi   Hw pnpililiM m mm 
tnted in tha wmtmm hijklmto ud is d» «MM •( «• Ati» 

Hie iMtam plaiM (DaaMi) an» kip^y iftwadiy I» IMBM k 
taÜMi «ad ^MwiDM flfMuradtjr Mttkd. ir ' •" uiiwl atal» «f t 
aologj, Ümj tiovd oonpHBtiftfy tttü»       «tbl for MOM 

Ootaahaa oritf hm iwpfr hw» nwidtd by tkt HfapMio ttm- 
dilkm «ad UM doouattt BoMa GbtlMiiie lutk. Haarty all tfa» 
pepahtka bafay to tfca Oatiwiie CkagA, aad tha pa>wrtd ^par 
■agmant of aodety ia partkalar m devoted to the praawaliaa of 
tba Hiapaaie eohand äümritaaea. 

^Maiah ia the main language of the oom^xj, SOSM ladna laa- 
goagea an apokca by penphaml ladiaa paoplie, and fro» tbair 
speech aeaae ^doacnti !»▼» beeo added to the vocababiy of the 
aatkeal languaga. ladisaa ha-ra, howafer, ineviawnly adapted 
Spuuh or h*w become bilingaal. 

The Be{rabUe has a anitaty aüroctare, eitaMMhad ia IMS, aa a 
fwodoct of the period after the achkvwpnnt of tncfapendaaee ia 181Ö, 
daring which there were fzeqoent ahanatioea betwwa Tariooa da- 
graaa of confederation aad oentralizalioo. The pattern of govaa- 
BHntal orgaaiaction ia an amalgam of Euopaaa aad United Statea 
modele aa weU ai of the colonial bad^groratd. Throa^b'at the eoaa- 
tiy^ hiatory the Boman Catholic Chmeh and ite tawMap haw 
ptodnead a body of eommoa Tahna. On the other hand, the iama 
of drarefa-eteta rdatkua baa always baaa a dtrfaH« fbeter ia aa- 
tkmallife. 

Althoa^i aeue eqaaaajwai haw ban laada to dnaoatatfadif: Mte- 
ia thia eestaiy, the mamea are domianted poli^oaHy hf the 
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Xirrwr™—* 

A frowjuc niddk dw it iBema^y abb to 
act at» fcridf» batwua «ppv and krwr levab, tat th* ndal ocdv 
kaabm cfcaiaef ind by a grart gap balwwn a pririkgwl groop 
aal tka MM ol tika pOfMhtaoB. 
▲ fawMi «id Hatte MwMTt ol ndity hM iMdted from tht 

nfenün af a:ithorit7 CMT Mrtariw by th» BUM graop of paoph, 
«ta tmea tf^ «kMMt baek to tki «MfdMaim» a^i ta «ha kad» 
of tiw aarir «pkcatkM Moraavw, CdonbiaBa, «tet priwapal 

af «atana and aoMoaue intmat MM laaMa from tba na 
difiadt of ■ooaai firao wm&bormg ookolH, ihava pa— tad a 

wdtMril twditia^ ■Muning tha drty ta —faMm tfct 
paritgr of SpaaMi tprnk k Ü» Nw World aad 

a tt« ^yaaakEB into tbo 
r, it lull MMSM hnnfy dapudwi M ti» gvowiag 

olooiML GoAa prioM OR tha worid Mukat havi a gnat ofeei oo 
iko Ooleadaan BMMgr oeonony aad en tba toekpolitieal foiQM aot- 
iag apoa Ifca gornnamt Oa tlw otiwr band, tlwy hava a nla- 
tba^ atmor oAet on tbo laxgo amnbar of aabaiiteaea fuSMn aad 
agrieaKeni ipotba« who dominate the roai ooana. 

71M Mad to dnaga tiba patten «I land owBenhq», improva agri- 
oaltaial pMdaefcioii mtbodt and faeilitata social and ooonomie 
aiobO^y baa defdopod into a political factor which no gofarnmtnt 
or poStkal patty CM otarlook. Similariy, farther ezpannoB and 
swdanisatiott of iadaaby and teaaaportatifltt, batter planning and 
ooofdiaatka oa a kag-tarai baas for the main eeonomy faata bo- 
coma —iHali on which the SOOMB or ftilon of the gorenunent 
may depend. 

Qaography fragBMM the hm of the ooontiy; eodel and eoonenk 
generaliiiatioM seldom apply to the «contry aa a whole. Begkne 
differ ealtaraDy, ethnkaUy ind in their economic organisation and 
condition. Pttsiatent regional idantitise and rrralries involve intsosa 
feelinp of oompatition and eren strong vasentaieat. The improTe- 
miatt of transportation and oommonicaiion has only recently began 
to have in effect on each intense regionalism. 

At the cost of generations of civil strife the political unity of the 
ooontiy, relating region to region, group to group, and party to 
party, was reluctantly accepted. But political unity did not remov« 
or overcome physical and social conditions of fragmentatkn. 

Colombia has five contiguous neighbors: Venezuela, Ecuador, Peru, 
Bnudl and Panama. Panama was a part of the Bepublk until 1918 
when, by a revolution which the United States supported out of 
dears to build a canal, :t gained its independence.   The proximity 

■^gjg? 
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ol UM PuuBft Oastl pho« Cohariaa wry do» to <N» of A» by 
poiitino twgrtplHBii peiBti an tti j^abt. 

mftorietl niatiom with Vo&nwk «ad EeHador hem hmm par- 
tkaMy dm»; tlwar vm of LTomtMn Itam Spua «m «kflMy 
solstodi M puti of a ni^* Mn^t lad by Sm6m Botffir. Aftar 
lÜMmtkn the thno Inmsd potto of o gnotar npdbfie, bat dmal- 
tiM of iutwwto M woll M horfioss of gngnphy ewnd Am to 

hi 

OB Gotanfaio far aaij a dKtt 
11M aanow pfojoeliiMi ^ OokMBhitta t 

tho rif«r at thk point trat tha «aoaa of aa 
tha two ooaatnaa in the «ariy UKfi 

to tab» tfaa torsileiy. Ihla waa only oaa cpiaoda ia a bialoty of i 
tkne kaa thaa eovdiaL   Tb» 
dtaiea with BrasQ raw 
don mTohad the two 

By Tatet of its doaa ecoaomie aad politkal whÜ— with UM 
Oaiibbeaa ana, OtAaaltm m vitally ntonatad to tba otgflibihMi 
of the nfka and tMBtive to aay thxaat to üa aaeoily. la&aaaa- 
BOBÜe aphwa, for anunple, dimatie aad tapapaphk laatan aafei 
the Ooloaabiaa eooaomy both oompkaHBtoxy aad ii«ia|iaUliia wüh 
napeet to other paito of the Gairibbaaa ana, aad any qpotttog 
daroiopaM^ afecta OdoaAsa. Siaiilariy, in iim paujaad loaba, a 
danger sack ae that posed by Castro s Od» is Btore kaaaty felt by 
many Otombians than by «dtixens of the BKO« waaata paito of latia 
AaMtiea. 

Dwpita ita pooitioB cloae to the atratagk lat^Bna of Paaaaaa aad 
the Caribbean center of the waatom hwiaphara, CokNabto^i aotha 
iavohraaMBt in worid affaixa hae baoi «Sght aitttl laoaatty. Ha 
gofWBBMnt and paopia hat« pn—lad th«r datoetoaaat fiaa gjkibil 
eonflirta and opposed any dispoaition «a the part of other powan to 
mterrane in their internal afaira. The comifay mamtaiaed a peücy 
of neutrality during World War I, of limited balUgeraaoy fcxiaf 
World War II, and of direct iaT<dT«aimt in the Korean War. Thb 
rising curre of participation in world avaata baa been larpSy totel- 
nntory, bot there aUtdeindiiMtioB to Airk growing laapoiiaBiiBftiaa 
in the united Uation» and Organixatk» of American Stataa. 

The country atill seeks to preeerve BOBM of Ha fotsm datanhiwowf, 
bot competing ideologiea increaain^y reach the BMMB of ita people, 
the threat of Cuba's foreign policy and the intatnal raapeaaa to it 
hate dramatised the poaaibility that outride iaflaaraa may vpaat 
longstanding social arrangemotta aad jeopardiae the peaitiaa <rf the 
prwaat roling ehafc 

The ruling dasa is largely united aa to talaaa aad totaraata, al- 
though a few of its members aaaoeiata tbaawaKea wUh 
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tan«. MiMt d UM wmahm mm canädt that only mam* 
•on aaad be Bad» to ffroviaf liiamU IOT rafarm. Tha 
Mwrtllj »I ttwir tahwa md atawata haa frKuwnÜy ba« maalad 
k tka foraatk« of mtarparty eoalitiyja, moat neently in UM Na- 
tkaal Frool €tof—aat, for tka ptrpoae of naaüiif aa «stim- 
oomtitntioaal, rtroag-man form of government or revolutionary 

Thraa main kaaaa h*w* mgmdeni diaagnwmaits bstwvan tfaa 
tämü and Ooaaartatif« Partka tha degree of intimacy of ehuch* 
atato falatkna, tha degree of eantralnatk» of the political ordnv 
aad tin dagraa of govenment regolatk» of economic enterpriae or 
nlonn of the aoomank order. Tlw important fart ia that tha dühr- 
«feaa h»Ta been of degree and have never been anfieiantly wide to 
onttreigh the onrriding oonaMentkm that the upper claw mamtom 
IIS QOOUDASt pOflltlOtl* 

Among tha facUnra creating preesane within the traditional aooal 
order haa been the development of indnatrialisation which became 
Iw inaeiiiglj aigaafleant after World War IL One effect haa bean 
an improvement in living atandazda for many people. Such an 
ameKoratiob of conditiona loa had a beneficial effect on the nationV» 
health and well-being, both {«yäcal and mond, bat it has aho had 
Us negative ooueiiaenoea. The antidpatkma of the peqpk have been 
qmdEened, making it more diffieolt to maintain the social coutrds 
Ümt tradition haa supported. Moreover, social imbalanoee occur aa 
the dynamiam of industrialization alters both the physical end social 
landscape. 

Because industry haa attracted many and because civil diaorder 
haa driven more into the dtka, an underemployed urban proletariat 
haa been growing« But unfavorable economic and social statue make 
it scaceptible to diaroi^ive political influencee. The growth of indus- 
try haa accelerated the growth of what is, by economic standards, 
a middle dass by making place for increased numbers of small 
«ntreprawais, shopkeepen, managers, and government and other 
white-collar worhera. The upper economic stratum of the middle 
dam, however, which includes profeaekmal people and some entre- 
preneurs, ia founded on and haa the social concepts and aspirations 
of the orieUo elite (colonial-bom whites), from whose less prosper- 
ous members it derived its beginnings. The recent and gradual, but 
increasing, entrance into economic middle-claae status of members 
of the mtutiao group is viewed with social suspicion and reluctantly 
accepted. Because of the social gap, the capacity of the middle class 
to create a new political conaenana is limited. Without a aocial eon- 
sensaa, it runs the risk of disruption by leftist forces coming from 
the more mtclleetualiaed within ita own ranks. 
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In this pndomiundy political society the praidmey tas a ^eekl 
significeaee as a symbol of national onity. At any fmn thne k 
wpwwnta the partkalar arrangeaMntc that hat« ben made to eoan- 
pon national diferanen. The executive is the moat powerful politi- 
eal figure in the country. From the atan^Nnnt of pasty advantage, 
control of the ofioe k imperative. When a single party has «m- 
toolled the presidency, the ofioe has often ben need to crash the 
capacity of the oppoeition party to engage in political activity. Such 
attempts have always resulted in civil strife, usually coaclnded by a 
return to canftitutional prooeases, eometimee by means of a ooalitkm 

In late 1961, Ptesident Alberto Liens Camargo was the symbol 
ol the Katkmal Front, a coalition of Liberals and Cunsstiatim 
formed to overcome the destructive forces of the civil strife which 
prevailed in the early lÖöO's (see ch. 2, Historical Setting; ch. 21, 
Political Dynamics). Alfonso L6pea Michelscn, leader of the Mofri- 
miento do Becnperacidn—MBL—(Movement for liberal Beeovety) 
represented the leftist Liberals who tended to sympathise with 
Cuban Piddamo. Such figures as Laureano CWmea and Mariano 
Ospina Perez represented Conservative positians with rapect to 
nationalism, prsgrams of social reform and the desirability of the 
National Front. 

The party stnicturee which support the national executive, either 
in single-party governments or in coalitions, are dominated by an 
elite group but extend downward through the whole society. AD 
classes and levels in the society are split by party allegiance. Per- 
sons are born on their particular party levels and, with some varia- 
tions, assume that their party protects and serves their oodal inter- 
ests regardless of status or class. 

Only once has a man closely linked with the people been a serious 
contender for national executive power, Jorge Eltfcer Gaitin who 
was assassinated on April 9,1918. The murder set off the Bogotaao 
—violent riots and civil diatutbanoes in Bogoti and other places. 
His name remains in the minds of Colombians as a reminder of the 
possibility that political power may in the future become toon dif- 
fused. The political experiment of 1968 to 1967, directed by (hustavo 
Rojas Pinilla, began as an army decision to remove the dictatorship 
of Laureano Games but then evolved its own Peronist-laseist type 
of dictatorship linking the army and the people in an alliance afainst 
the elite. The reluctance of the military forces to participate in 
such political experiments, as well as the political gancherie of Bojaa, 
makes a repetition of his regime unlikely. 

The central factor in Colombian life is the administrativ« system 
operating under the executive. In effect the traditional parties form 
part of this power structure and other social organisations, iwted- 
ing the Church, reinforce it  Colombia achieves its unity 
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thttbatif. Hie elite prMnm its status «nd UM priTikfB of «stnct* 
äaf the ooontrf's iraaith Im- its own bene&t throu^i its manipoktkn 
of die edsuiusttathre madunery. In this context, the armed forces 
(ndadinff the pollee), the Ghnxch end the educational system are 
all arms of this minority oantxoL 

The netional legislatare is «abordinate to the national execntm 
and administrattTe apparatus. Although it is important in the 
omuse of a political career to gain membership in it, ss a body it has 
never aeqnirad the prestige of many other legislative bodice in other 
oonstHntiufia! systems. It has served on occasion ss a sort of forum 
of violence, within which political rivals have been able to fight with- 
out reeorting to the streets. A consdlntional requirement that it 
meet once a year has symbolized an effort to maintain some control 
over the executive. But its power to enact legislation and constitu- 
tional amendments is, in fact, a power to formalize what has already 
been decided elsewhere. Its positive power to control the executive 
and administrative apparatus is strictly limited, although it may 
effectively obstruct. 

At times in the country's history, in both colonial times and since 
independence, the Church has been in a position to exert a dominant 
influence within society. This was compatible with both Spanish 
tradition and Catholic doctrine. On the other hand, the Church has 
often been subject to attack when the Government has been controlled 
by those who believe in the separation of Church and state and in 
the secularization of education. 

Colombia is a part of Christian, in particular Catholic, civiliza- 
tion, but the depth of religious conviction among many Colombians 
is very slight. Religion provides an environment of social manners. 
Although practically all regard themselves as good Catholics, many 
people, particularly of the upper class, are nominal Church members. 
They participate in religious holidays. They seek UM» Church's sac- 
raments at birth, marriage, death and on other occasions. But they 
adhere only casually to its fundamental moral or doctrinal preach- 
ments. 

The process of indostrializadcii and economic expansion will con- 
tinue at a relatively rapid pace; so will the pcpulation explosion. 
Despite some improvement in general living conditions, it is doubt- 
ful whether the beneficial effects of expanding economic activity can 
keep pace with the miseries that accompany rapid population growth 
unless the ruling class recognizes that the old, rigidly maintained 
social order does not permit a sufficiently rational and equitable dis- 
tribution of human satisfactions. At the same time, unices the people 
accept evolutionary reform, their capacity for revolutionary change, 
to which their temper has always been responsive, will merely have 
been increased. 
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CHAPTERS 

HISTORICAL SETTING 

PrMmt-dfty Colombia m the outgrowth of Sfwriiah ooutal aettk- 
meets made soon after the discovery of UM New World. The int 
Spenierds wwe led by Akmao de Qjede (or, some eoatand, Bodrigo 
de Bastidss) who disoorered the Gusjire Brnmsnls a 1500 whib 
traveling westwszd from whet is now Venesoebt, For some Uns 
thereafter, the process of discovery, cooquest, sad snhssqasBt settle- 
ment oonUnued westward akng the cosst After the ooestal boa« 
were eatabludied, the conqneet begsa of the ragged nocthem Andeea 
hinterlsnd wbkb became the dominant fdiysieel inflamoe in the 
development of the Kingdom of New Qnnada (OoioaAia). Al- 
though governed by Spain, this area remained one of the mosi 
Isted of all the Spanish territories in the New World. Evw» 
than in New Spain (Mexico) and Peru, the popalatkm enters, 
except those on the coast, were located on isolated plateaut and in 
remote valleys (see fig. 2). 

Hie area remained under Spanish rule until the Napoleonic isnaolt 
on Spain provided the opportunity for movements seeking independ- 
ence. Complete indepemknee from Spain was at first sought only 
region by region; the province of Cartagena was the first to deoters 
for complete separation from the mother country. Colonbia% inde- 
pendence was confirmed, although pockets of resistanoo had suhse- 
quentlj to be overcome by the victory of Sim6n BoUvarfi foroes over 
the royalists at the battle of Boyac4 (1810). 

A dominant feature of the new country was the division of a small 
ruling class of erioüot (people of Spanish descent bom in the New 
World) from the great body of the nation, a cleavage which ha» 
persisted to the present time. For a time, it appeared that Colombia 
or New Granada might have common nationhood with Venexaela 
and Ecuador, but the centrifugal forces implicit in the history and 
social development of the area brought about their detachment and 
the redaction of Colombia to the sixe it maintained until 1908 when 
Panama, with the assistance of the United States, acquired inde- 
pendence. 

The Colombians first adopted a constitution in 1881. The country 
had only short periods of calm until 1903 when the Conservative 
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putgr« wluok had brangM •bast UM idoptmi «I * 
twtt ia Mit, memnM k ttaHliiiat Üt —awrty «wr ti» 

OoBMrvatm rato küed natil 1M0 wlmi Balp» CMafa HKMM «f 
th» Vkmü Pwiy wn >kctod Fiwiitwul, 

fhi 1f1ft*i bat MpMJdPy tinm Ha Hwwn liiMnhrrHin«. 
•and » groirng «iMi ifenfgte. Actbfe ri»> 

Mtad» tb» raBBf eb« hum aamm^fa ma&t wmM te- 
t; tiiqr bM» tandtd to tltauft» bifeWHa d» bof» teft 

Lrftst übanls watfA dntvoj th» ^pw clMt M9>ap<^ d 
by ptofal mmm tad iSb» eaBvietkn tiwfc mfy 
■■fchcidi «wid briag aboat aedbd wim—» Tht «ii 
b^pt Ldliil lÜMnb vmj from dimnuB kadiriiip, i 

wemrnkm. It bM kd to 
in nptdmuBj «t aufitny lad— iMlaBf balk to 

wftwi viohaBt «ad to w^oit pddie dkcoiiUat. 
Dnriag Urn period of eofaakd rak, Spsnkdi poßüod, 

tfffflil tad caibgal initüf¥lifflM wt ndwftfd to At awr * 
A OOQKKNH «foci «M BMdo to pcMOT» tbo ^ukk «adtaial lwfi> 
•§», partty ^traai »a kbpaln to wmb&m eoltanl parity la aaaa 
mntammi ia wbkb ladna iaiaiaai au^bfc ^faar to poat a 
titntt, and partly baeawa iwla^ba aahaatoi tba vabN of ^to ^riP' 
ml berkac«. The IUM> apon tha Bawpoaa 
«paciaHy among tha whita popalatkn. 

Spraiab politkad and aoonoaue toitiiatioaa wan ^M^^I^ to 
tba oaoMritin of imperial oontnl or to maintaia tlia doauaatloB of 
Speakb M oppoaed to moS« or natin iatMaato Maay of tba politl* 
«al OAOM and organa of gofwnment traaylaated fraa Spam mn 
tpvm a new role. Tfee erioÜM wen pena^ttod to paKtkipato m Urn 
governing procen only at tbe Bwniripal lenl aad tbanfenfraad 
little ezperinoe. Timde waa abo kift m tba baada of tba Spaalib 
governmaat aoting thron^i ftmimmdmm (then beta la tba Ibaciaa 
PudnaoU) who wan ita agaata ia tba Hew World. 

Colonial gonmramt waa baasd on politieal aad aoeial Inaqaallty, 
bepnning with the aoeial diadnetm hetwan ptmmämw aad 
«rfoflot aad continuing throogh UM djatinetkaa betwen miiüaü 
(p«w»a of mind white and ladwa blood), aHdattoaa, Ibdiaaa, tad 
aanboa (pwaona of Indian aad negro blood). IfeonoBw and weial 
aa well aa raesal fadon nme mto play aa criteria of gnr? düsraa* 
tiatkn and often found expreanoa in law (an cb. 4, Sttet« Chraapa). 
Fran the aarlieat timea Speakb kw reoopiiaad aad pi staefead tba 
iaatitntton of atarery, whk& waa fomaSky abdMbad only ia May 
1861. Ita duappearann did not change tba wide dmrgnn ba- 
tweaa tha many tereia of the depr—ed «Mnfraaehiand 
ard the few pririkged who rnk at the top. 



Soonl UntüetlMM «ad hg»! iii«|nIkiM Im IMR iaeoapttihit 
-^ ^7 iffr-tlifiHTrt rrf ilinrnitiff ynlMtm} pnemm Tfanrnotfc 
ooMMt» giptwium bits ban tht gntt gnK batman UM aowwiie 
iMd^s ^ tb« kwar eiaM aad tba ftvqJMBt opoiaaea of Kfa of UM 

MaBjr —ilari «f tba potential raüitf gnwp wbo lad in tba ibnif • 
#a tot iadyaajbaoa iwao daitfy iaqyw^ by tba priaci|to of ^ 
AaMriean and Fraaeb nvolation, bot tbeir aMtwial ktataata eon* 
iktadi «üb, and oftan praviilad over, tbaur iatoflactnal prindpiaa 
«ban political atnla appauad to tbraatcn their aodal pontkna. 
TbaniBn, pariiaanntaKy fcagw, napamSMm miniatraa, wiitan een- 
aritHtwaa witb gwarantaad emi «ad poHtkal richte, and popolar 
ahiiifkaw» bnra oHnn faam manipwlatadl bj tba ruling o&gBeby tat 
tba ptaaai laiiuu of Üa own ialawBfa. Tba pnwaaa cantafaad m t^a 

oidar baw baan maana of kaapiag Ü» relad doeUa. 

nn OOüQDIST 
Tba piaanwa of (3irMtephar Oaiwnbat in Spain aialrmg aid to tod 

aaa poota to tba OriMit ooimädad witii tba rakaaa of Spaniäh 
after final Tictosry ovar tba Moon in Ghranada. Döring tba 

; of tba Zbariaa FnoMala, tba Spaniards bad eoma to tbiidc 
ofawttislsdfaataraasiatbaaMaasl«d«oftbiags. Tbaaaeeea»- 
fal ootooma of Oofaoabo^ ▼<graga opaaad «p a new aTnroa for socb 
activity. Soldierly daring and brateay bacame tt* tools of tbe moat 
da^Misittad graad, and all mardbad togstfaHr witb prieaüy aoüdtuda, 
faith aad anmpka of generosity. Tba Spanish gofunmeat aooght 
papal jaatifieation of tba oonqoeat and tba policiee poraued in its 
eoana. Pope Alesander VI draw a Una from the North Pole to tba 
Sontb Pole (1498) to mark the diriaon of tba lande of diaoorecy 
into Spaniah ami Fortogaaaa ^beres. Betwam IMS and 1534 tba 
Spaniab king* astsMnhsd the Caaa da Contrataciön (Chamber of 
Oonaaaroa) in Sarilla and tba Ccnaejo Supremo da Indk» (Saprane 
Council of the Indiee) u means of maintaming oonf jol over tba rast 
now territoriaa coming under the aorerasgnty of tba Crown. 

The Spaniard! aooght tba riches of the New World and ware abo 
ocnearnad with the Indian souls which might be aared by tba Church 
witb the aid of dril authoritiea. Tba Spaniab system was astractwa 
aad axpkitm. The pradaoesaors of tba present Colombian ruling 
dam introduced a tradition of uaoon*sm about the condition of tba 
ruled. Their main pmpooa waa to preasm the adrantigea they had 
originally sought and gained. Their aoqniaitire motivatkina wee« 
aafiekatly strong to bring shout the conquest of the empire and the 
pnsenration of a aodal order that baa been greatly reaistant to 
change into the twentieth century, even in tba face of the graataat 
asad for reform. 
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Eurliwt SttttMwti 

IB wint IMCUM the Xmfdoai of If«w Gnundfty tl» inl < 
of snporteim eqdond utd iMfan tit wttl—Mrt ol tlw ooutal i 
—AIOOM de Ojtds, Sodrifo da ButidM (Lac ButidM), Jma d» k 
Coea, Martin Fernaadex de Ecctao, VMüO Haifa» de BaBx», Fnn- 
dwo PizartP, Pedro de Heredk. The int Ojeda eacpeditiaD ei- 
plond tae ooeai from the Golf of Pern to the Oefao de la VeU m 
the Gwjin PnuBMik ud retained to Europe by way of Hapamelt 
(Santo DaniBfo) after haräg eeqmrad fold and pouia.  Bodrif» 

fottzth of the jneome to be derived fron aa earpiülkwii, m&mA tie 
eoaet fioe Bfohad» (en the Qaaiira Peaiaeok) to Meada» de Diet 
(in preaent-day Paaaaa), etoppiwg at Claleca Zaaaha, UM loeab ol 
Ckitafeaa. Jaaa de la Co«, a BMadw el &e BiatidM «pettiaa, 
«aa Bade agtmeil mtyer (high coeataUe) of the XJiabi eoaA aad 
itae ecanauMoaed by the royal govanuMOBi to ea^ploae the «glott. 

The fir* arttkaMnte were eat^ished ia Soath Am 
ialSOe. Einff Ferdoand granted to Akoao de Qiada a 
naniag for fear yean to govern UM «mat fraea Chho de k Vek la 
the Qalf of Urabi. The goveramnt of Ceatilk de On», the ^d 
to the weat <tf the galf, wie giaated to Diego de Xieuea. OH» 
arrived at aa idaad off the Bay of CaTtagMa ia Homanhaf um. 
He leaded and read a prodaaiatka to the aativee, a nodal far eäh- 
BBfMiä aae, whkh atated the axtklea of the Ghriatka iNth, klonaad 
the Indkaa of the Pope'« jariadiedaB aad of the gnat of lanponl 
jarkdictkn to the King, and anaoonoad to the aatme thai äwjr naaa 
required to become Catholic Ghriatkaa or eke beeome abvu aad 
have their property taken. The Indkaa kaadted an attaek whkh 
wee rqpnked l^r Ojeda. 

Qjeda then eetaMiahed the aettkment of Saa Sefaeatün da üiah& 
aad left for H^enkk to get aappliaa, leaviag ia dattge Tkaaekea 
Pizarro who decided to abandon the aattkmaat. 

Alter trtmbka ana eontrovernea, Vaeeo KaSes da Balboa emerged 
aa the doeninaat leader, fib dkeorarad the Atnto Biver, then oa 
September 25, 1518, the Sooth Sea (Pedflc Oeeaa). He scat the 
proper share of the booty to Spain along with the report of the die- 
oovery, was nude adalmiaio (governor of a fraatiar provhaa er 
advanced area) of the Soath Sea far life, aad Ml fa üaattel «f 
Santa Made la Antigua. Bat, aeoeaed ia ^pua of b«ag aa uaarper, 
he waa replaced by a new govemer, Pedro Ann Dftvik (Fadrerke). 
Soon Balboa wee aeeuaed of trying to eatehBah hk 
of the Crown, tried, foaad guilty, and, ia Janaacy lölf, 

Deepite having been (oevknaly deposed by the ippoiatmaat ol a 
new governor, k Aagnat 1519 Pedrariee and the inheMtante of Santa 
Mark k Antigua founded Panama whwe, k Utt, 
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(» ]«diekl tTÜmial oft« ■■mning govwwMBte! power«) wu «Ub- 
liMbid. TIM dty en tlM «Mt bMk of UM Q«lf of Urab4 WM MOB 

Ftam Tm&mm aplotatiom «N^hwaid •kog UM eooat 
pwMMd tmäm the Iwwhwhip of PMCMI de Af/dagoym, Fnn- 
Pimto ead Dkgo de AJbacgn». 

Suite Harte ud Cartega» 

Seate Mute, later eepitd ef UM duputment of Megdeh— «ad 
of UM dutlt of SiBdn BOKTU, WM founded fay Bodrigo de 

ia 1885. He iiutmted e pdiey of fair end peeeefol tnat- 
of tie keel Indkne. After his death, however, the Spe&ieh 

teeort ed to defwedstkes and ▼iolence egahut the aatives. But fay 
thie time the uttkoMi^i f^ue was eeeue M the beae from ^i^ 
the Spaaiarde oonld move iakad sad ereataaUj eonqoer the Indku» 
«i the aorthera Aadee regkn, espeeiaQy the ChibchM of the plateau 
sad high Tslkys of the Esstwn Cordillera arooad what is BOW 
Bogoti. 

GovenMr Gaicb de Larma wu emt fay E^nperor Chaifee V with 
iastfueüoiM to treat the Indiaag fsiriy. Arriring in 1529 with about 
400 mea, indading Totals Ortiz, a Dominkea priest who beeame 
BkdM^> of Santa Marta, Luma fa^aa the traasformatkn of a mili- 
tary administration into one that wu more nearly eiril. He con- 
dcMted a land survey, vnited the nrighfamring Indian towns and 
afqpdntod a eonuniaBka of senior officials to distribote the Indians 
among the settlers or to determine the namber of them that would 
pay triboto in gold to each eiteememlere (a person to whom a oer- 
iaisk nnmfaer of Indians wu assigned or to whom a portion of the 
tribute of % number of Indians wu paid). But he wu unable to 
halt Spanxih abuses of the Indians who, in this region, suffered great 
reduction ia aumbers. 

Cartage is, now capitd of the department of Bolivar, wu founded 
in January or June 1533 by Pedro de Heredia. Establishiog friendly 
relntions with some Indian lead««, be neverthelen carried on profit- 
able raiding expeditions into the interior. He explored the Sinü 
Bivar end proceeded along the right bank of the Atrato Biver. 
Earliu his older brother, Akoso de Heredia, whom he bad made 
Lientenant-General, had reached the Cauca Biver. 

The two brothers had to face charges brought before the mdsmiaia 
in Santo Domingo tint they had deprived the royal treasury of its 
du portion of the wealth gained from their expeditions. Finally 
sequitted, Pedro da Heredia returned years later to Cartagena with 
all Ms old rights sad titles restored. By this time UM settlement be 
had founded had beeome prosperom partly u a result of gold ob- 
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tuntd in nidt and partly owinf to its actmtiai M UM KM! in- 
quaüy vintod port in UM nfks. It» memritj by bad had bcoa 
—nwd through UM padfiftkiB of UM load laduui trilMt. 

CoaqMst •# the latariMr 

Tha oonqpMSt of UM Borthmi Andou interiw regkn of Ooknina 
♦ook place within a nmaikably diort tiaae deq>ila UM haaards ps»- 
—tad by hoatile Indiai», a fonnidaMa terrain and a dMfadt dnwaft». 
Tha Spaniards were mo^ed to tha achtevement of the moat hank 
deeds by motma condwiing at onea greed and eonstraetro poxpoaa. 
UM eooqMBt of the interior began in 1681. Its major achiefCBeats 

aewmti^whed by 1539; eonsdidatkm took a decade more. The 
employed wsn aeveral ezpedstkms which conferged apoo the 

highlands and finally atataliaed authority aromd a new wtthmwrt. 
UM new Gty of Granada (known later as Santa Ft de Begot* and 
finally aa Bogota), the preaant capital of UM reptiblie. 

An eiplorataon aaowMBt was carried on ander the aaspkes of 
the Wdaers, Aogsbarg bonkwa. Tha first leader waa AmbroahH 
Al&^er who sat oat bom Manoafto in late 1581 and pwMtfated 
UM Dapar Valky between the Sierra Nefada da Santa Mart» and 
tha Sierra di» Periji. From there he went «oath to UM eenftwoee 
of the Otear and Magdahaa Biven, sooth along the Magdalena, and 
then east »^ro« what is now UM department of Norte de Santander. 
In the ralley of ddnlcota he died from the wound of a poisoned 
arrow. His aocooasor, Georg Hohennoth of Spire, or Jorge de Spit«, 
started oat from One in 1535 and traveled for a year in eastera 
Colombia along the foot of the Esstom Cordillera, readung and 
crosing the Apore, Arauca, Mete and Guariare rrrers. The expedi- 
tion overeanM great obatadee, o^peeially the reaistance of hostfla 
Indians, but it never sooeeeded in oonqnering the Eaststn OordiDara 
itedf and reaching the highland territory of UM Chihchss. 

The most distingaidied of the Gennan explorers was Nikolaoe 
Fedenaann who eroeaed the Gdombian llanos until he reached Nues- 
tra Sefiora de la Fragoa in the region of the apper Mete River. It 
is from this point that he oontinned cm %a eztewkm of his explora- 
tions that brought him into oonjunction with other major explorers 
of the ^atral highlands. 

Another exploratkm movement bore in upon the central highlands 
from the sooth under the general leadership of Sebastian de Belal- 
c&xar, founder of Quito, capital of Ecuador. He moved northward 
to explore the upper Cauca Valley and the valley of the PaUa River 
and then, in 1586, founded Cali. Lato* in the same year, ha estab- 
lished the town of Popay&n, south of Cali which became a center 
of inteUectual activity and the place of birth of a long roster of 
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figans MtpnrtOTt in tht astkn't political hktorjr. From PopRyia 
k« «xplond MgkMM to tl» «Mt tad then tluw in wUeh tlw Cuiea 
tad Mafdalna Bmn rin^ 

AB «qpeditkn kd by Fnndseo Cfmr diaoomed the ngk« of 
AntkHpii*, whidi ÜMB and now ia both phjaieally and pajefatdogi- 
ealty a^Numtad from tha feat of tha oomttry. Cfaar rtadied the 
Owea Yalkj on the Canca Bivar aida of tha Sferi», wheca tha in- 
vadma asptrienoed tfanr int maiatanoa from tha Indiana who hen 
no» mot» numaroaa and cngafad in mora intenava and divornfiad 
afrieoitiu« than in any other ana of Antioqaia. 

The moot famous of tha aipbration monmenta of the interior wae 
lad by Ckmsalo Jim&iea da Cjeeaada who aecompliAad feats of «n- 
dmranoa and panenraam whidt marked him as the greatest ezpknr 
in the oonntiy's hiatory. Lmving Santa Marts in April I5M, ha 
eBoomtend eDergetie bat ineffectual Indian rwnstaaca in the heart 
of the Chibcha temtoty. He reached the town of CbSa hj Apri1 

1887 aboirt 15 mike north of the site of tha present capital, Bogotl, 
which wee then called Bseati and was the chief Chibcha seat. Fy 
August 1588 he had founded a new Spanish settkment at Baeatl, aa 
the capital of a territftty to be called the New Kingdom of Granada. 
A conatrnetin type of colonization was decided upon, calling for 
tha parceling out of land among the settkn so that the arts of a 
sound oommunity could be pursued, and a new civil goremmeot of 
Bogoti was «etabljshed. Meanwhile, Qneesda sought in Spain a 
ssttlement of his claims against the competing ones of Federmann 
and Belakizar. 

CeaaoUdntioa of Conqncat 

After tho founding of CaM, Popay&n and Bogoti, the consolidation 
of the conquest in New Granada went forward under the leadenhip 
of many men. It took the form of exploration of great reachea of 
difficult terrain mainly in the mountainous part of western Colombia, 
then of settlements by such leaders as Martin Galeano, founder of 
Velez; Gonzalo Suites Bend6n, founder of Tnnja; Jorge Robledo, 
founder of Anserma, Cartago and Antioquia. Officials exercising 
authority granted by the government in Spain or its npresentatrres 
in the New World often came into conflict with one another as to 
their respective jurisdictions, and the governorships of territories 
ami settlements frequently changed hands among rival forces. In 
all the confusion, however, the consolidation continued with increaa- 
ing success and was accomplished by the beginning of the ISSO's. 
The Antioquian region was abaorbed. The upper Magdalena River 
Valley was explored and settlements established in it. The land 
northeast of Bogoti along the western dopes of the Eastern Cordi- 
llera came within the purview of at least an embryonic government 
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The Ones Bmr Valky «nth of Ammom mi üi •d^naft vdkfi 
«MMttlwL Fiarily, f«a th> «p» mad llMMflnni «ad tfct 

T!M o(Ml m hmaMi life to tht SpMkh WM gnat. Th» 
«lladkii ÜTM WM «BonMM. With nn» «raptiaH, tfc» 
rapooded to rdatml/ hnmaiw trwtwit with 
The tnetmant gmn the Xadiaae by the Speoiah, homwntt, wee f«f 
offen brntel, if not »TefB. The wealt mm vmmBj muBtarj 
The final vietoiy of the eaafOMtfag inwaden wee alwaja 
althoagh the Indiaae eceeaioaally achiefed toaapmaiy i 
wotrt lawK, fwm the ^eadpoict of 8p«ttiA hrtewrte, wae the i 
two of the native population whoa» labor wee aawiilkt to the de- 
velopoMnt of the new aotdaae^a, eapecielly aaee the SptaoA did 
not aoon devote thannlvce to indutry and hsnbandiy« 

A syatem of dktribntmg Indian labor wee apfdied by the eokaiile; 
aooording to its prindpke an mtemnmäm wee graced 
wtitnia (a ontain number of Indiane giasted to an 
to do work for him). The motmendero wee in efloct a d^uty 
diarged by the Crown with mpoeaibUity for the aoppoet ef the 
LMliane aiM their moral and rriifioue welfan. Belated to the p—n 
iw that the land and ita mhaMtanta WHO «ntnely at the JMpoil 
of the monardiy wee the principle wheraby the 
to be used ee a means of admiaiatering humane and 
polkne precluding the enelavencBt of the Indiana. But the 
meTidtrat from the beginning had a private intenat which «MM into 
conflict with both the publk policy of the govemmwt in Spain and 
the welfare of the IndianB. They eoaght to emfday the Indiana lor 
their own purpoane, often under oonditkna indiadnguiribabla fmm 
davery, and to maintain their emamimdoi as a ^Mdeo of heiedHafy 
property to be held in perpetuity. Moot awoawiiärfanai ware prince 
adventurers rather than agents of empire. The diatanee from the 
center of government enlarged their opportunity to violate thair 
trust. 

under the influence of Church figures, eapecially the Dominien 
Fethers led by Bartoloml de las Cases, new laws wen issued in 
November 1542 for the administration of the Spaniali Aaarfaa» 
empire and especially to remove the abasss connected with enee* 
mtenda» and the general treatment of the Indians. The laws «ailed 
for the strict enforcement of the regulations alnady in lone, tfca 
freeing of enslaved Indians, and the abandonmant of the pmetfae 
of enslaving than (it pieced them in the category of free aubfeeta 
of the Cnwn). It further provided that fweaiitfanrfaa would ha 
forfeited if the Indiana concerned wen mktrsated, that the tribste 
paid by Indians being instructed in religk» should be fiaed and In 
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■o «Mi wqaiiwl in the form «f penonal nrrioe, that psbfie 
MMuwtnriMeoakliMtholili 

wliidi mntaptaaBj rmmitd hy UM 
mmiiim, prakibitod UM emphtjineot of Indiana in UM BUBM or for 
turyng bankna, forbad« UM granüng of any fntan mwomumdai, 
mimd UM» lachMtkn in MM, and tanninatod UM zigbta of wiwm 
^^ diiUm to inharit UMBL 

UM laaetiont of UM eokmiata toward UM rojal gorvrmarnVs at- 
tMBpte to «nfone UMM ngnlatioes were extremely hostile. A f or- 
mnk was hit upon aoeording to which, the laws would be Mobeyed 
bot not «xeeoted." UM ookmists also had the qpportomty to send 
rspraawtatives to ^wic to seek modifications of the laws—modifica- 
tioos that were eventually granted. TIM tensions between the royal 
asthority and the ookmkts in the new «npire wen> never entirely 
nmored, but they were increasingly alleviated by the gradual im- 
profement of imperial administration. When the legitimacy of that 
administration became chalkngeable daring the Napoleonic regime 
in Spain, the tensions led to revolt and independence. 

THE NATURE OF COLONIAL ADMINISTRATION 

The New Kingdom of Granada was less profitable to Spain than 
New Spain or Fern. It was, during most of its history, technically 
subordinate to Peru, but, for UM most part, it ft-.ctkmed autono- 
mously in relation to Lima, although it was as thoroughly subordi- 
nate to the royal authority as the other territories of the empire. 

A decree signed by Charles V in July 1549 to provide for the 
establishment of the Audiencia de Santa Fk TIM Audienci« Real, 
established in that city in 1550, gave to it and the Grenadine terri- 
tories, a oollectivu body with political and admmistrative as well as 
judicial powers. A president of the New Kingdom of Granada was 
appointed in 1564. The presidency was maintained until 1718, after 
which (until independence) the territory was ruled under a separate 
viceroyalty, except for an interval between 1723 and 1739 during 
which the presidency was restored. 

UM pattern of government was the same, with minor variations, 
as that found elsewhere in Spanish America. The earliest authori- 
ties were the various adeUmtaiot (special designation by the King 
of Spain, given to the leaders of certain expeditions, which granted 
them full powers of government), whose status was gradually trans- 
formed into a more stable governorship under such titles as gohema- 
dor (governor), eomgidor (corrector, town magistrate) or alcalde 
mayor (chief mayor). The jurisdiction of the governor was usually 
larger than that of the other two and less certainly associated with 
the government of a town.   The early addantado* usually created 
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-m rngsm 'MJUt 

s eaHUo or mmttmmmi* (town oooneU) ts om of ÜMir int tcsü 
^pon «HiMkiiiBg * mtikmmL Tim maakxpta jaritdktaai «torn 
itntdMd, «mpt whwt k wm inpeded by rough twimia or wid* 
itreldMt of wildKBMi or dnart, for hamdnds of mikt wdl it 
IMCUM eontigaoM with the jttrwdictkm of maaQm 

Tho gebtrnmiopii UMI, porbenlariy, tho «Mmpüforat 
«tod in OMdcgraoor anothsr with the «SMUM and «oriy war» M* 

thori^ to iatarTMw in thw dbün ia th« paUie mtarat Widdy 
wpowtoa fron •nthority worand from abofo, then oAdab man 
intpmtij than not «xpioitod thaar opportuaita« to atnwt preit 
from tbrir poritiom at the mcrifim of good gotvmnMttt tad ofton 
«t tho pom of loeal «ypr—aiffli, mpockB^r gf tho KadÜMitn Thoi^ 
torn of pttrrindBl tdmiiuatntioii m Spaainh ikmrnieo WM rafonamd 
kte in tho eokakl period dariaf Um rriga of Choiki HI ^ tho 
mtoMUmmA of mtmuimaißij mtk ondw o fttrnna 
who WM mod» tmptmmtö» for tho mom ewtnuaod «ad 
fMMnl, fiaeal and jodiekl admmietratiM of anas largv thaa tha 
oldpmmaeoa. Thoiyatom waaaot formal^ aatohlMbad ia tho Mow 
Eagdem haeaaaa «rf oppoaitifea, hrt ia fact a geod daai oi tho tonal- 
aolsgy of tho qyitam and aoom of ha aotiataam ^ppaand fai tho 

Tho oafr&fei haeamo tha tot atfaetho afaacy rf oml 
aatodatny tt» Ootaabiaa Andkaeia Baal aa a miaiM oi agakiktag 
tho proeaaaM of govanomcet aad tampariiig tho authority of tho fov- 

r, ovaa thoogh thair meaabanhip wao eompoaad of hia 
They ware made op of a raryiag anaibar of Wftfawi (i 

tratoa or akbnnan), dreading oa tha aiae of tho oeamamity, and 
two «fooUoi. Tho fimt^ooa of tho towa govammaato war» partaou- 
lariy important ia Spanish Amnriea, ianladiBg Gokaüaa, beeaam 
thaae teRitmiaa mhentod from Spain a tnditiea which plaaed am- 
phaais upon mnnieipd rather than mral lil». Tha towaa warn tho 
«entora of Spanish eooeem, aad tha oooatrynde aad ita ooawy 
fnnetianed to support them. The aettkaiMrta ware projoetod ia ad- 
▼anoe and their layout and proceaaM were piaaaodL The towa ooaa> 
«Ua, therefwa, early became the oaaton of power ia tho baaie politioal 
«atitiea in Latin America. They were thamaehaa UM only cokmial 
inatitation» which were not mere ereatarea of tha royal gofwamant, 
although later their powers became cireameeribed by miaato raga- 
laticma impoaed by that goTammant. 

The town oooneils exercised the ocmventHmal powem of towa gor- 
omnMBt in addition to thoa» raqmred by special eiremnstaaoea. Thay 
ware ooneatned with town building and improvamant; poUie haüth 
aad aanitation; prorisioning; the protection of priTato property aad 
tho public peace; the control of artisan activity, including tho quality 
and price of their products and UM deoignation of maaton; tho 
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JMtotMg of CatlKdie worship; the fixing of bonndariei UM} UM 
■floatioB of lands; UM wfegiurding of fcwasts; Mid UM rMordifif 
of csttle bmids. On oeeaoon, during times of crisis, UM town dti- 
sens of impoctsnce might be invited to sit with the eabädo in whst 
wis eslkd the eabüdo abierto (open council). This ^fpe of body 
beesBM s BMsns of inenssing perticiptttion in govenunent snd mste- 
rislly figured in the insuguration of morsment leading to the wan 
of indepcndoDce. The two alcaide» mm elected annually and were 
initially concerned with acting ss judges in courts of first iwtaiM» 
with criminal snd cml jurisdiction. Appeals from their deeiswns 
might be tsicsn to the local governor or to a person functioning as 
his deputy sad finally to the mtdimeia of jurisdiction. 

The royal mddemeum in Spani^ AsMrica, unlike their counterparts 
in Spmn, «Hcised administrative and political as well as judicial 
fnetkms. They constituted the major check upon the arbitrary use 
of power OR the part of the viceroy or any subordinate official in the 
Hew Kingdom or say other Spanish colony and also shared in other 
powers of goverasMnt. Major muUeneuu, of which the viceroys, 
captains-general, or presidents were the presiding oftoers ex ofido, 
existed in UM ricersgal or other major seats; subordinate andiendas 
existed in lesser places. Audienctas were made up of otdofw 
(judges) oft«! sittbg in separate chambers and assisted by a num- 
ber of sssoeisted officials. As courts of law they heard appeals from 
numerous inferior courts on strictly judicial as well as administratire 
matters. They were assigned UM spedsl function of protecting the 
interests of the Indiens. They possessed original criminal jurisdic- 
tion in all owes arising in towns in which they resided, or within 
a specified radius of the town, over all cases involving royal officials 
or UM Crown, over cases between ecclesiastics and secular persons, 
or over esses involving the clergy under the civil law. Appeals from 
UM decisions of an audieneia could not be taken to any other tmdiam- 
«is, but only to the Council of the Indies in Spain. As time went 
by, the administration of justice below the level of the audientda 
became greatly complicated by a proliferation of courts, but the 
function of the mtdimcia» themselves remained essentially the same 
throughout the colonial period. 

In the event of a vacancy in the executive, an mdimekt could 
govern until a new executive could be appointed. They had some 
opportunity, in fact, to compete with viceroys snd other executives 
and, when such contests took place, the outcome would often turn 
on the power of the personalities involved. Usually the viceroys or 
other executives held the dominant position, but the mtdieneitu had 
an advantage in being continuous bodies. Moreover, every three 
years one of their number was designated to make an inspection 
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tour of the tmiieneia^$ area of jtrisdktkin «ad wu «npoim«d to 
bring any atwrtkn within hit panriew and to tain vigoraai action 
to oomct abase. 

Under the Coaneil of the Indiei, the vieeroya, e^Hams-fneral, 
and prendent«, aa UM direct reprceentatme of the eoferripi, «nr- 
died the royal anthority in all OTü and military alum, la the 
•ecalar aspecta of Chareh affairs, and In the snpemsfa» of the ad- 
Bunktration of jostke. Sabje?t to the ofnr-»I! sopesmra» of pemn- 
salar anthmities, the ezeentivee abo enrosed a degree of kgklatm 
power. In practioe, their powers wwre limited by three factors: 
higher anthority also appointed all their subordinates; their poweis 
of diseredon were severefy restrietad by the maltitade oi ngalatiima; 
they wen reqoired to dura anthority with the oonipeel]^ * 

Spanidi eokmial administTatkm indnded two additional 
mental inatitntk»»--the renimeia (public judiekl iaqpiry) and the 
etnte (secret inTestägation). The rendemeia was perfotmed at As 
ied of an oftdal's twm of office by a jnes da rwid<aela who wert 
to the chief seat of the jnrisdictioa of Obm offidal in ipisstifln to hear 
anyone id» wished to make chugea or to offer teptüniony wumsmg 
(he cAcial^i performance in office. DedaioBS wen leiwied to the 
Goondl of Urn Indies or an malfanpte es nfoktkos m^bft stipnhte. 
The «M&S ooold t^e place at any time without waning dnring an 
offidai's tennre and was performed by a vUiiader. ThevMiw^^t 
be general, applying to large jtirisdictkms, or epedfie, ap^yny to a 
■nail sobordinate jarisdktkm or to a single offidaL Afi local «•- 
dab were required to rencter assistanoe to the mtitadcrwho mitfAy 
in the performance of his task, sit with an tmOmeki in pdUis 
hearings. 

ASPECTS OF HISTORY IN THE COLONIAL PERIOD 

PttHtknl 

The first territories brought wafat the control of Santa Ft 
those which are now included in the departaMBts of Magdahna, 
AtJ&ntioo, Bolivar, Cordoba, Norte de Santander, Santai^er, Boyadk 
Tolima, Cundinnnarca and the Republic c2 Fauyna. iMer Antio- 
quia and the historic prorinoee of VeiMcaeb were induded. Of the 
many ezeentives who raoeesBirdy held the presidency (so-called be- 
cause the executiTe served aa prandent of the andijnwe), some wen 
outstanding ss contributors to politieal and social development, 
othen detrimental to the wdfan of the New Kingdom, still othsn 
merdy obscure. The petaonality of the executiTe waa always man 
important than any of the factional iatereets in determining the 
trend of administration. In many reapecta the polities of the Hew 
Kingdom during the ooionid period, with a few outstanding ezoep- 
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taims, tmamtd in a rdatiirdy donsutBt state. In MMDS periods the 
huftorj of tl» oraatiy WM not so mndi sockl ss penonsL 

During the first yeers of the ptmideaej, the popobdon decrsssed 
«s s rMBU «f the many pwssnrcs bearing upon the Indisas, inclnd- 
iag the nroges of Ear^eac distasM. Althon^i this tnod was not 
revened until the latter part of the seventeenth oentury, the spread 
of Spanish sstthmsnts «»tmned to be the means by which the oonn- 
txy was eontroOed and placed ander political administration. Ths 
problem presented by the trestment secorded the Indians» often 
involving their declining numbers and oonseqocot serioos eoooomk 
difirahies tot the country, constituted one of the most important 
politkal qoestions of the eckmial period, iaflnendng intraodonial 
ndations end nJatäons between the royal government and the colo- 
nials, b the longer perspective of lustory, some of the most reepect- 
fully rwnwnbwed Spenidi rqpreeentativee, beginning with the first 
pfemdast, Yenero de Leiva (1584-74), were thos» who directed their 
best ef orte to improving the condition of the Indisne. Bythenataze 
of the Conquest, the Indians were destined to be overcome by the 
sword and the cross, but they had to be preserved as «dements essn- 
tial to the eeknisl economy end social life. 

The other arses of eneative activity which provided opportunities 
lor improving life in the Hew Kingdom included: the efieetive super- 
vision of the administration of justice through the muUmna; the 
spreading of at least the rudiments of education, even among the 
Indians; the construction and maintenance of public worin, espe- 
cially roads end bridges; the exploitation of the country's mineral 
wealth; and the regularizatkm of the administration of the public 
finances. To the exten that sound policies could be and were snc- 
CMsfnliy carried out in these spheres, the country's political unity 
wss strengthened. 

Forces worked in the other direction, however, and the develop- 
ment of deeply felt regional loyalties became mor& apparent as the 
history of the New Kingdom lengthened. The periods of inefleetive 
administration and those during which there was no unified execu- 
tive (for example, when the audimeia* strove to rale in tha absence 
of a president or viceroy) allowed the regions to fall back on them- 
selves. Begionalism became a force in the early periods; it was 
aided by the peculiar features of Colombian geography end has per- 
sisted ss an exacerbating political factor down to modern times. 

The history of this area of Spanish America wit also marked by 
conflict between the rising British imperial sea power and Spanish 
imperial interests. With the cognizance and implied commit of the 
English government, Sir Francis Drake attacked Cartagena in Feb- 
ruary 1588, in elect held the town for ransom, and limited the 



BJVBs^MSK's&KMiaaercs« 

MBMMM 

i of dartracUoa i» wrao^t «odtf ^poB pqannft «< At ( 
km of lOtyH» ptm.   I» 168$ i» 4Mtx«^ Mb SSefaMfc» nd 
SnteliMte. 

TIM odk)^ laiM^ m tlw iev«^«rtli otalaij liui tfc» «bptodft- 
tkm of ^iTftte tdmiterMn i^o, in aoaj nqweta, iadlmstfy nmd 
•i»ü-S|MaM politk^ ialonita. Anoof tfaesi 1^0 IwfU nudof tho 
«outal luiosaiid aetätaiHitf was OtaM« «i» «ttodfctd Ifonc^o 
and Panto Gaballo i& vlial ia BOW Vmararia fam «aa tib« pant of 
UM New KJagdoaa. A »oie aotonow linnnanaiir «aa tiha WqtfUk 
mm, Bmaj MocgMi, irf» affwroiatad a loftaai tbio^i laida on 
tba ooaat fram Yamaatk to POsoaoa and th« satuad to Jawuea 
w)u»« h« beoaua gonaot tut rnHxai Um*. Otim kanr figwaa 
pc«^ oa tha ana, oflaB attaekraf k iaata, tlM^ diatioyad aa »^ 
aa paanUa aad took away all tba irwalilii tfatf ooeM naiiaainHf 
cany. 

SpaaUK oo^rol vaa at» tiuaateMd by tba attfta is tiw lala 
Mvmteartlt aad CM^JF «g^awtli oca^iia» of Soottsdi oAmmt» la 
catafaiiib duaasahrat is tha tack» of tka Gulf of üiabi odor tkt 
kadnahlp of WiUiaa Patanoa. Una» vaslan» lukd baaaaaa at 
tba detfenuBtd laautaaea of hatik tha flpa&di aiithoritka aai tiba 
kwal ibhabttanta. Is 1789 Portabelo ia Panaa» was taim hj Um 
EaghA Admiral Edward Vamoa bat it did aot long wmui* Im 
Ecftiab band» la tha two foQowiag jaara thwa wem Ea^iali 
attadaon Gartagiasa, bat tha «17 wta abla to wkbttaad than. 

A poUtical datilopeaa^ of BaJiHr aapottanaa dariag tha latar 
edoakl paoed waa tha «xpakkm at tha Janita bam tha Now Kmg- 
do» m 1767, by order of Cbadai HI. lha atatad gionida wara that 
tfa^ owadtiitad a thraat to aooal paf «a. Tha laal raamn waa that 
tba JcMiita, who took a apaaial ww of ahadknoa to tba POpa, «dad 
with tha Pope aad the Holy Sea artthoritiaa in thur fiaw of the 
reladix^iip of Chorch and «tat«. Hae axpalnen feflaotad aome laar 
of the Chiweh aa thiaatmwif to hmsam a atata within a «tale. Fran 
tb» beginnsiff of tba aoloakl period, «ml MV^orky had OOMO iato 
ctmflict with raligioaa authority. Ilia imaMdtata effeeta of tha as* 
pulsHm iadndsd tha forced donag of Jeaait adbodb, tha abandm- 
stent of it» oikivation of tba ifrkalttiral holdnigi o* tha order, 
and UM termination of its mianoa work ammg the Indlaitt on tba 
fnmtäna in UM eastern part of tha Hew Kingdom. 

The aoosaskm in 1700 of the fionrbaei to the Spaniah thraae m tha 
pttmn of FMlip V, gnaebon of Lools XIV of Franda, broaght 
about a strcngUMoed administration ia tba omaaaa «mpoa. Uom 
Tigoroos rieeroys were appointed and itepa wm takan to inoraesa 
royal authority. Increases in populatiocu, proqwrity, and trade ba- 
oame apparent. Ineraased inteneetna] at^inty, atimnlitad hj Earo- 
pean influencas, bad a marked effect on a new gronp of aritUm la 
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ktwmt fovHBBMnt poMtkm». Bmdks metrvfi lo Ü» Hew Kis^dssa, 
b«k many of th» dswlopoMBto inc«si«d til« s«sKRteasi «f t}«e meöö 
tkiMttta W2M> wtn At onn dfefndets of ir»ditk3a»l patt^tui sod 
wditiBM and oppond to tibe «xerciw of «a®» «otrol teaa Bpm&. 
Thtlr OQMHratm iMntenee WM «xpnand m tlse C^saaartum B^bdl> 
lion of 1T8<MH, tk» BKMI wriont nwAt agunat Spsoi^t Mthcoity 
Iwfor» UM mn of indqMndoMe. 

TS» nbdlMnf involriiif wamaj towna. WM a tpo&tuieocs bot dif- 
fa» noroMnt giving «pt—BCB to »11 types of namtmmt» sfainst 
UM ganrtmrntL Tko noat impoftant nprämg began and eoatinoad 
fron SOOORO (Saatandar). Tt «as «timolated by the impoattioB of 
now taxes by the rioeray, Fi^ec, and later by actions of a regent 
OMMST, Joan Fiandaoo (Htiema de Inneres. The rebels, aimofit 
witboot «seeptkaif m&mmA their loyalty to the King and the 
Church while calling for a rep-al of the new taxes and a modifica- 
tion of goreniMBt mooopollet, especially on tobaceo sad ram. The 
govemmeat wanted new rerenoe to wage war with Englaad. Its 
st^s to clarify and rBgnlarue the oollertion of the rorennes woo 
«aderstood as imposing new taxes. 

The rebels at first appeared to win a rktory by getting govem- 
maot repreaeatatives to agree to abolish the war tax and the taxes 
for the auuntenaaoe of the iuset, custom hoose permits, and the 
tobaeoo and playing card monopolies, and to redo« the tribute paid 
by the Indians and the taxes on liquor, oommercial transactions, snd 
salt The rebels also asked that American-bom inhabitants be given 
preferenoe in the appointments to retain posts. Howemtr, the gov- 
ernment negotiators later declared that they had acted under duress 
sad that the viceroy would not honor the agreement. The leaden 
of the rebellion were subjected to the severest puniahments, iadudffig 
death fvn* the more prominent among them. The people, who had 
been moved by the spirit of rebellion, were subdued by the somes of 
ponishment. The rebels had not sought independence from Spain, 
but their rebellion against the King's administration snd adminis- 
txators, despite protestations of loyalty to the King himself, was not 
far removed fran a fight for independenoe. In this light, the rebel- 
lion of the Gomuneros was part of the prelude to the struggle for 
independenoe. 

After the Comunero Rebellion the outlook of the local upper- and 
middle-class erioüo changed; the ideas of the European Enlighten- 
ment slowly reduced their opposition to any change in the status 
quo and strengthened their desire to control their own situation. 
Antonio Narifio, the precursor and early advocate of independenoe, 
and Camilo Torres, who filled a similar role, came '"om their ranks. 
When Napoleon established Joseph Bonaparte in Madrid, they first 
vowed loyalty to Ferdinand VII, then conditioned such byalty on 
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his abilit j pencnally to taasväm hi* sovcowgnty in th» Mew King- 
dom« «ad finally wo^t mdcpeadne« afUMt «fwy iffott at m- 
prMrion. The ^pukh Annnoui foond it diftntt to eolkborato 
even with the patriot foras in Spain baeaua» thay wfuwd to ««- 
oada to the ceioakla aqaality of powar and priTilaga. Tim diarap- 
tion of iegitinata aothoritj in Spain waa tha ocicaaion, rathar than 
the eanaa, of tha tinggfa for indapandwea, which oooid not hmm 
faaan pottponad lor long in any avant 

In aona laapaots and OB aonw oeraäona, paftaralariy in dt«]nifi 
with tha Indiana, tha Chttreh and its lapiaaMtatiTM msrnd 'luring 
tha ooknial pariod as an am of goaannmt; on other OBcaaiona, in 
tha early period, they wen in oonllict with gomtnmtmA. Tha 
Ghoreh derired an ordn-, aappoetad fay tha atata, within which its 
proeelytixation ai^t be continued; at the eeaea tima it nppoaad 
many of tha secular aims of govarnnunt which anpeaxed to ha in 
conflict with Christian morality, paitkolariy with reapact to tha 
fadiane. 

Tha Chorab acted to restrain secular etca—e and dtapoti—, par» 
tkalarly tboaa of tha aariy conqoiatadnta. Tha clexgy, by their 
representations to Chariea V, were behind the jasasnea of the New 
Lews in 1542. This work wss carried forward by Joan da lea 
Barrioa, in 1568 appointed first AnbMdiap of Sent» F«, who eartier 
had precided orar a synod which called for fsvorafale titat—if of 
the Indiana. 

In addition to bringmg the Chrisdan reiigioo to tha Indiana, tha 
Church sprned the ideaa ami insdtntions of Wcaton drilmtkn; 
it waa reqmisible for the eetabluhmant and maintmanee of ahnoat 
all the schools in ariatanea during (ha colonial period. Priests often 
aettkd quarrels between the various conquistadors. Eoeleaiaatiea 
wen oftart themselres among the most intn|»d explore» of new 
territory. They were the only ones in the early period to eroas tha 
Sooth American continent and reach its moat inaoosaiUa regions. 

The Frandacans, Dominicans, members of the Order of Marey, 
and, at a later date, the Jesuits and Augusdfiians, were aU important 
in the country's colonial history. The first two arrired in Santa Fa 
with UM first judges; the Franciscans «stablished oonrenta in Vfle» 
and Cartagena, the Dominicans in Santa F«, Pamplona and Popayin* 
In 156S the Dominicans established the first Chair of Grammar and, 
sometime later, one in philosophy. 11)« fii-st Jesuits arrived in Santa 
Fe in 1590 and nine years later undertook to open a collage. The 
Dominican Colegio Mayor de Nueatn, Senora del Rosario wee 
founded in 1663 by Cristobal de Torres, greet friend of the Indiana. 
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MMJ Ctaidi k«den pkyed important rolm in th» religiow, •»- 
ml, cvltviml Mid politiMl hiitoiy of urn ookni^ period; wm» 
WWB turn of gnat diadnctk». Doningo da ka Gaaaa, nmnin of 
Baitoloni da ha Gaaaa, aeempaaiad Qmoada «a hia hud joamaj 
iBto tk» intarier and g»v» great awiatottea in paeif jing the wan 
and in oatahliahing a peaoeful aoooaunodaüon auang tha rivaia, 
QaMada, Fadwaami and Bdalefaar, San Lua Baitr&n, who workad 
tirriMily among tha Indiana in the Caitagna ana, wca made the 
patron of the New Kingdom of Granada in MM. Hernando Ariaa 
da Ugarte was one of the moot oatatanding archbtahope whoae main 
wwk was directed toward protecting the Indiana and reforming 
acriaaiaatkal dmcipline and naagm. San Padio Clever emne to the 
New Kingdom in the baghuting of the rnnnteMth esntory and for 
man than forty jean carried on his miaum among Mgro dann. 
Ha became known aa their apoatla and waa eanonimd by LK> XIII 
in 1888. Another iHnAriooa ardtbi^Mip, wlw alao served aa ricaroy, 
waa AntonM OabeQero y Gongorm. ^e waa important for hit in- 
temntion in the intereat of peace in the Gorasnero Bebelfion and 
for hia Tigorooa efforts to noiganiaa i5*e army; to promote educa- 
tion, nusaons, and mining anterpriaea; and to enforce the govern* 
meot's rule on the iathmos. 

SMtal 

The New Kingdom was, for moat of the colonial period, a ponrty- 
stneken, diaeaae-ridden, largely remote portion of the Spanish Em- 
pire in America. Th» people who came from Spain brooght with 
them a great disdain for manual labor. Moat who had ben artisans 
in the homeland had no denn to resume their old oecupadons in 
their new homes. The nobles not only disdained work, but also 
determinedly sought to prevent the social mixture of their own kind 
with any repreaentativea of the artisan class. As a result it was, for 
the moat part, a somnolent society with a static dam stratification. 

The only industrial activities were mining end the manufacture of 
cheep dothisg. Medicine was almost entirely lacking; the little in 
existence was of a most rudimentary sort. Diseases wen widely 
prevalent and ran their course unchecked. Among them were lep- 
rt*y, smallpox, typhus, typhoid fever and paratyphoid- Two great 
smallpox epidemics swept the New Kingdom in 1568 and 1588, and 
the disease decimated the Indians. It was not until the third quarter 
of the eighteenth century, under the vioeroyalty of lieutenant-Gen* 
eral Manuel Guirior, that two homes for the care of the poor were 
established. 

The isolation of the colony was preserved by the failure to inaugu- 
rate a mail service until the eighteenth century; this did not become 
regular antil 1750.   Service was improved in 1757 when Cartagena 



WS« designated as the ectnpdt end the ptew whtt« mmil «M pah- 
end for ahipmmt oriurwi. 

Pditical power, eodal prtatife «ad nrihwaee «en held fay the 
pemkmdmm. Below them were their AnerMan-bom oApr^ «ad 
their deeeaidMtfa (the erteOmy. Neat m impettaaee, «ad dw faggeat 
group in terms of munhen, were the mixed Spaahb-Indiaa people 
(mestüöi). The Indians gradually became almoet eeaqdetriy ab- 
sorbed linguistically or lost their separate identity throogb mutan 
with other peoples, tearing only fringe groape whidi mnaiB to this 
day. The negroes, and those of mixed African-Indian parenteyi» 
were at the bottom of the aodal scale and coantad for little exoepl 
as a aooroe of labt»'. For gmerations Ae erisBet accapted a position 
of inferiority to die femmmdmta, hnt in the late eiglrtaenth eeutnry 
their respect was transformed into a reiantment which vltiflUrteiy 
led to rerolotioo. 

The eoooomic development of the edteny wfiaetad, or ran panlkl 
to, its social development. For a kng time even agrieaitua 
rery limited, in many i^ees restricted to pnmdiag As 
of cokmial settlements which often moved on to new lasatkm taUag 
with them those who had pwmded their food aad tearing a social 
roid behind. The original interest of the ookoists waa the wawh 
for gold. Only after the retain from gold became imaMiemA to 
sapply the needs of life did settlements related to trade asd other 
econotnie pnrsaits appear or become important. Thcreaflar the 
growth of a sense of oommnnity became poeetbte. 

Gradnnlly even the centers of mining actmty aeqoiied aapaeta at 
settled life. By the latter part of die eighteenth eentory, Antioqaia, 
for example, was developing rapidly. It became the onter of gor- 
emment for its vicinity and had a schooL Ruehanging gdd for 
merchandise, Antioqnians began to »gage in treda, «^ectelly with 
Popayan, Pasto, and Qoito (Ecuador). Other teas remote oecton, 
inch as Mariquita and Honda (Tolima) where goods were mote 
available, developed as places of seA'ämmt and as sites of markets 
along commercial routes. 

The government's policy of fostering trade in order to increase 
the prosperity of the New Sängdom itself, rather than that of the 
home country, was fully formulated and implemented only in the 
latter part of the eighteenth century, particularly during the tenure 
of Guirior as viceroy. Trade was then eystematicaily enoouragHl 
by the repealing of duties and the removing of ether restrictions. 

l tie system of taxation maintained in the colony, both direct and 
indirect, was burdensome in varying degrees on individuals and 
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TKe gpmaaamt ooeanonally rMctad to prearan by n- 
dadaf Uns, bat gnanlly the trad of taxatkn was upward. BO- 
OM» thi Spaiuäb govwnmMit was wkiitf ravaoiaa for itadf, its 
goal finally earns to bs that of naktaf ths New Kingdum a gomg 
ooBesra fay «Montactnf Us mtupriam «itainly a nqnind {»dada 
to indspendnoa. UM ookniak reasted Spanish efforts to incnass 
tans, howsver, snoa at ths tune this um naturally appeared only 
to tenra the pro^ariQr of the home ooontry (Me ch. 29, Public 
FbanM). 

Cmltaral 

Ahhoogh the Church, in its role as the patron of education, made 
a gnat contribution to the building of the New Kingdom as a com- 
munity capable of developing a local spirit of independence, its 
patronage was intellectually and politically eonsenrative in aim and 
motivation. In fact. Church and state combined their efforts to 
place the New Kingdom inhabitant« in an intellectual straitjacfcet 
which became loosened only in the decades just before the achieve- 
ment of independence. On the other hand, the educational develop- 
ment supported by the Church produced opposition to the mainte- 
nance of Spain's sovereignty over its American empire. 

Throoghont the eighteenth century the Church engaged in a bitter 
controversy with *he country's leading intellectuals, infioenoed by 
the political ideas of the French Enlightenment, and the concepts 
of empirical scientific investigation; but the educational institutions 
maintained by the Church provided the educational groundwork of 
the intellectuals whoee sctivitiee it opposed. Its contribution to the 
spread of education and information had been increased when the 
Jesuits founded the first printing press in Bogota in 1738. 

Slowly but certainly the artistic and intellectual life of the colony 
became more significant. Painters of note were active during the 
period, as well ss numeroos writers. The writing of historical works 
was the most important literary activity of the colonial period. A 
priest, Juan de Castellanos, wrote a poetic history of the conquest 
and another on the history of the New Kingdom in Granada. Others 
in a long succession of historians were Pedro Simon, Juan Rodriguez 
Fresle, Lucas Fernandez ds Piedrahita, and Juan Florez de Ocaiz. 
Other prominent literary works were devoted to religious matters. 

One of the major intellectual events in the colony's history was 
the arrival from Spain of Jos^ Celestina Mutia who began lecturing 
cm mathematics and astronomy at the College of Rosario (1762) 
where, against the opposition of the Dominicans, he taught the 
heliocentric concept of the solar system for the first time in Colom- 
bia.   E%rlier, Jorge Juan and Antonio de Ulloa, respectively mem- 
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bcK oX üie Paris and Londoo Acadanks of Sdenoe, had earn to 
Crkunbia to eollaboimto with Fmeh adcatati in meaaorinf a dtgrm 
on tha equator and to oompara meh a mMaamiant with a degraa 
measured in Europe and thus to improre calculations oonoerning the 
earth's siie. Mutis became the leader of the Botanical Expedition 
which was later transformed into an Institute. First sponsored fay 
the Archbishop-Viceroy Caballero 7 Gtagora, its initial purpose 
was to otganise Colombian, as opposed to foreign, explotatkm of 
the northern Andes region. During its life it developed a herbarium 
and a nursery; accumulated a collection of woods, shells, minerals 
and hides; established a manuscript library on plants, meteorology 
and mines; and maintained a collection of pieteres of vegetable 
species. In 1817 most of these materials were transported to Madrid 
trat some documents remain in the Colombian national archivea. 

In the latter part of the eighteenth century, the question ol 
whether or not a public university should be established became a 
public issue. Despite the opposition of the Dominicans, the Vkeroys 
Messia de la Cerda and Manuel Gnioror advised the Crown to sup- 
port it Archibshop-Viceroy Caballero y Gtagora also supported 
such a plan and stressed the importance of teaching the useful and 
exact sciences. For a time some innovations were made in the meth- 
ods and substance of instruction at San Bartokwai and El Bosatk» 
but did not last. Although a public university was never establuhed 
under the Spanish, a new intellectual atmosphere began to merge. 

A new viceroy was appointed in 1789, Jas6 de Expeleta y Gal- 
deano. He was a patron of art and litemture and, during his time, 
primary schools were opened in Santa Fe, the first periodicals were 
published, a theater was built in Bogota, and clubs were formed 
which provided auspices for increased literary activity. It was in 
this atmosphere that Antonio Narino received his oonditioning and 
education. Born in Bogoti in 1765, he studied philosophy and 
jurisprudence at San Bartolom6 and, more important, importad 
significant European literary works. As a result, he came under the 
influence of the new doctrines of intellectual and political liberty 
which were bringing a convulsion to Europe. He translated UM! 
published the part of the history of the French Constituent Assem- 
bly which related the Declaration of the Sights of Man. He 
preached, not only liberty, but also independence. He was arrested, 
tried by the audiencia, and received a sentence confiscating his prop- 
erty, exiling him froiÄ America, and imposing 10 years' imprison- 
ment in Africa. 

The various factors, political, religious, social, economic and cul- 
tural, that emerged as significant during the colonial period under- 
went a nationalistic development and consolidation after the achiava- 
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meat of indepeadntce. That was a natural oonaoqaenoe of UM 
achieTe&MOt of i&depcndnt Cokanbiaa statehood. The« factors M 
thej have emerged in modern times form the basis of contemporary 
Colombian societj. 

INDEPENDENCE AND THE FORMATION OF THE NEW 
STATE 

The invasion of Spain by the French produced, not only declsra- 
tioas of loyalty to legitimate Spanish Kirereignty, but conflict» as 
to the best manner of reacting to the situation.. The results were 
dedarstions of independence by the various political entities making 
up the New Kingdom (that of Bogoti on July 20, 1810, is com- 
memorated as the country's independence day) except Santa Malta, 
Biohacha, Panama and Ecuador. From the beginning, disputes 
arose over whether the government should be «ntralized, as local 
political leaden and intellectuals who had been influenced by Euro- 
pean experience usually desired, or federated, as advocated by those 
who were impressed by the example of the United States. 

These conflicts facilitated a temporary return of Spanish political 
authority between 1814 and 1819 after initial rebel success. Under 
the pressure of such reverses and goaded by the terroristic excesses 
of the Spanish Pacificador (Pacificator), General Pablo Morillo, 
Colombian forces regrouped in the eastern llanos under General 
Francisco de Paula Santander. There they joined the forces under 
General Simon Bolivar (The Liberator) in the valley of the Orinoco 
River in Venezuela. Bolivar led the combined armies into New 
Granada and decisively defeated the loyalist forces at Boyaca on 
August 7, 1819. Thereafter Bolivar continued the struggle, finally 
achieving victory in Venezuela in 1821 and in Ecuador in 1822. 
Meantime Santander had remained in command in New Granada as 
acting political leader of the state. 

In 1819 a constituent congress met at Angostura (now Ciudad 
Bolivar in Venezuela) and established the Republic of Grin Colom- 
bia which included Venezuela, Colombia and Ecuador. The republic 
so established was more formally organized at the Congress of 
Cücuta in July 1821. The government was divided into thrm 
branches, executive, legislative and judicial, and was designed to 
govern the old captain-generalcy of Venezuela and the viceroyalty 
of New Granada. It was provided th»»t there would be at least six 
departments administratively dependent on the central government, 
and, below them, provinces ^nd cantons. Bogoti was established as 
the provisional capital. The Congms also passed a law providing 
that the children of slaves should be •free at birth. Other laws dealt 
with the organization of government, the press, weights and meas- 
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tow, ewtoas dadt« and foremaMat lands. Bolfrar Mid Santander 
were efectod prmdsnt and rict-pnmdmAt nqwetmlf, and inaofn- 
imted on October 8. 

The C4eata political arrangemnU was kigjUy entralijMd and, 
«luring the war, ttrongly miiitaiy. After the cw—ticn of the «iK- 
tary struggle in Qiin Cokmibia, political riTalms and regional 
jeakmgiee progreanvely weakemd the authority of the new ayston. 
In 1826 General Joeft Antonio Paez, a leader of Venezuelan Umefm 
(inhalntants of the southern and eastern llanos) who had fought in 
support of Bolhrar to achieve independence, led a revolt in Vene- 
zuela seddng separation from Gran Cdombia. Onthreaks and dis- 
tuibanoes also took {dace elsewhere. 

The return of Boifvar fron» Pern was barely sofident to maintain 
his personal authority. A general eonventkn was held at Ocaia 
beginning in April 1828 to reform the Constitution of Cäcuta« The 
convention broke up as a result of conflicting pontkiM taken by the 
followen ox Santander and BoHrar. Bolivar's followers sopportsd 
n»re authoritarian and centralized government and many, especially 
those in Bogota, called upon him to aaanme national authority uatü 
he deemed it wise to call a national assembly. This devetopmeel 
was a natural consequence of the breakdown of the Ocaia conven- 
tion and was in line with the liberatart own ideas and tempera- 
ment. 

Bolivar assumed dictatorial powers and, in a decree, sougLt to 
regularise their use until a constitution, to be produced by a conven- 
tion called for that purpose, could come into force in 1880. During 
the convention Bolfvar resigned and died shortly afterwards. He 
had not promised liberty to the people, but rather their self-respect 
under a strong government The divisive forces achieved a major 
triumph, however, and, in the year of his death, the Venezuelan and 
Ecuadorian portions of the republic »ceded. The republic continued 
in its present size (except for Panama, subsequently lost). 

The wars through which the present Republic of Colombia, and 
other areas of Spanish America, achieved independence are the moat 
important event« in the histories of these lands. In connection with 
them a mystique developed concerning the importance of inde- 
pendence and the romance of its achievement The great liberator, 
Simon Bolfvar, has achieved a position of vast prestige in UM memo- 
ries of Spanish Americans, and not least among Cotambians. 

THE STABILIZATION OF THE REPUBLIC: 18S1-1MI 

The entire history of independent Colombia has been turbulent, 
but the period between 1881 and 1903 was especially chaotic. Al- 
though the adoption of the Constitution of 1886 (now in fores along 
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\ntk its mmmbamta) was a victory for the Conservative Party, it 
was only after 1905 that the victory became eoaaolidated and the 
party eookl mklertake almost three decades of uninterrupted rule. 
The year 1903 marks the beginning of a period in which there was 
aoftcieät consensus within parties and between them, particularly as 
to the form of the state, that it was possible for one party to rule 
in relative agreement with the other as to its right to do so. 

Appcanaee of Part«« «ad Party Strife 

In the long interval of Jiaorder 'hat preceded this relative stabili- 
zation, the substance and configuration of political parties emerged 
early. The two major political issues were the organization and 
power of national, as opposed 10 local, government, and the estab- 
lishment of stable church-state illations in terms of acceptable re- 
publican principles. The parties alignments with respect to them 
often depended on the relativ« advantages in terms of political 
power that could be gained frou taking one position as opposed to 
another. A period of relative prosperity was interrupted by a wide- 
spread civil war in 1841-42 caused by the government's suppression, 
with the agreement of Church, of several convents in Pasto. 

The government policy which caused the war and the prosecution 
of the struggle itself created bitter divisions among the members of 
the Liberal Party inside and outside the government. General Pedro 
Alcantara Herran, who had commanded the government forces 
which suppressed the rebellion, was elected president at the end of 
the Marquez administration in May 1841 and assumed power in May 
1842. His policy called for strengthening the executive power to 
permit more effective suppression of revolts and action in war. Such 
enlargements of the executive power were set forth in a new consti- 
tution issued on April 20, 1843. A group, denoted as Conservative, 
opposed such innovations and strongly supported the Church, 
thereby attracting Liberals who had been opposed to the govern- 
ment's religious policy. This Conservative Party shortly became 
the government party and, under the succeeding administration of 
Genera] Tomas Cipriano de Mosquera (1845-49), came to include 
his followers—"moderate liberals," "progressive patriots," those who 
had opposed the Herrin program, some of the old followers of Boli- 
var, a few dissident Liberals, and others. 

The Liberals, the party in opposition since the Herran administra- 
tion, included those who had been revolutionists in the civil war of 
1840, young men newly educated in the universities and cloisters and 
often strongly influenced by Benthamite doctrines and opposed to 
merely quiescent government. The civil war of 1840 had a catalytic 
effect in producing parties and forces which in their struggles an^ 
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ooOuuni k»pt UM country in tarmoil beyond UM tan of UM ant 
oentazy. 

ETAR th» period of dutraai prodneed «dbieruatBts. Uadar H^ 
rfca, K oamm WM taken, rowfc «we improved, «aronifttM wtn or- 
fuüxed end lower schools promoted, prieons wwe rejocraed, the 
muk mm made more eftdent, UM tribute of the ladiaaa WM re- 
dnoed, and the emancipation of children of elaves waa iwiBiujMi. 
The Jeenits were readmitted in 1844 end placed in charge of edoea- 
ti<m throoglMMt the country. The Moeqnera adroinistrat^m made 
similar improrements which affected tnuupcatatkn, ganertaamt ae- 
coonting and the mtmetary system. 

The Deepeniag «f Party Factie«Htlim 

The series of Enropean revolutions in 1848 had a profoond ^fect 
on Colombian politics. Many persons, eepeeially ^Mmg adaeated 
men of the upper class, became even more faittariy ofpoasd to the 
Mosqaera govemnnast. The election of hn weewBor became aach a 
▼ioknt omtest that congnsas finely had to decide UM efectkn. After 
heated ößtmte and the ezeition of extrsme popalar pessaz«, ea- 
pecially that of artisaiis and radical cdlege students organised in a 
Democratic Society, the liberal candidate, General Joaf Hilano 
Lopez, was declared elected after the congressional senttaay. Be 
was inaugurated on April 1,1849. 

Although worthwhile measures, saeh as the abolition of the death 
penalty, were pawed during this administration, its record was 
largely one of inflammatory political actions. The Democratic So- 
ciety was rigorously opposed by a ConsenratiTe organisation. UM 
Sociedad Popular (Popular Society). The most serious conffict de- 
veloped over the second expulsion of the Jesuits in 1860. This more 
by the government was inspired by European revolutionary develop- 
ments and was fo'lowed by provisions requiring UM abandonment of 
the official titles of magistrates, the abolition of slavery, the mainte- 
nance of freedom of the press and the establishment of secular con- 
trol over church affairs. The civil strife that ensued resulted in the 
temporary defeat of the conservative factions. 

When the Conservatives presented no candidate and abstained 
from voting, one of the Liberal Party candidates, General JoeS 
Maria Obando, who was supported by members of UM government, 
the army and the revolution*:iti of the civil war of 1840-0, was 
elected and inaugurated as president in early 1853. On May 31 of 
the same year a new constitution was adopted; it was the most lib- 
eral that h d thus far been seen in Latin America, especially in its 
provisions eU-Jni^j» the separation of Church and state and estab- 
lishing universal suffrage. It wa« also notable for the autonomy that 
it allowed the provinces. 
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Iwmwfatdy dien wsawi a pmod of extnordiiuuilj oamjdiu 
fftdionaiiai?, in whicfa Urn maim coatm/ten w«re the member« of the 
Democrstic Society and artneoa on the one hand, and the rtdicel 
Quiatiens uid upper-dam idaaliata on the other. The initial oat- 
oome of the oonfiwoii «na a mihtarf coup on April 17, 1854, 
brooght aboot by the first group led bj General Joe* Maria Melo 
ami supported hj Obaodo. A military dictatorship was attempted, 
but prodooed the omted oppositicai of the oatatanding leaders of 
both parties, and was overturned after seven months. A temperate 
Gonsenratm regime came into existence in 1855 under Vice-Presi- 
dent Manuel Maria Mallarino. Another Consenrative, Mariano 
OEpina Rodriguez, was elected for the term 1857-61. 

The StreagthcniBff «f Centnfagml Foreai 

The interparty, fictional and claas otmfliets fed to a gradual 
loosening of the ties of federation. For the Liberals, decentraliza- 
tion provided an opportunity to maintain largely autonomous fed- 
eral political unite as areas of Liberal control. The Conservativee, 
although not so enthnsastie, had similar reasons for at least not 
obstructing these developments. The first important step was the 
passage by the Congress of 1855 of a constitutional amendment ex- 
pressly e&tabiishing Panama («id some additional territories) as 
ua sovereign federal state" and granting to Congress the right to 
establish additional states out of any portion of the national terri- 
tory it might designate. Within a short tiny) six new states had 
been created. In May 1858 a new constitution establishing the 
Grenadine Confederation formalized this arrangement. 

Ospina's Conservative central administration symbolized a limita- 
tion on liberal success, especially since be did not include men of 
both parties in his government as had been the practice. The result 
was the outbreak of civil war in 1860 in which the liberals sought 
to achieve control of the central government and especially to oppose 
several centralizing measures the Ospina govemmert had passed. 

General Moequera, a former Conservative, now Go/ernor of Cauca, 
emerged as the most important Liberal figure, going so far as to 
threaten the secession of Cauca in the face of Conservative moves 
toward central control. The processes of government became almost 
completely obstructed. Elections could not be held as scheduled in 
1861, but Mosquera captured Bogoti and took the title of "Fvovi- 
sional President o*' united States of New Granada and Supreme 
Director of Wai. congress of plenipotentiaries, chosen by the 
civil and military I*, ders of each state, met in the capital in Sep- 
tember 1861 on the call of the provisional government and announced 
a Pact of Union, in effect an interim constitution for "The United 
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Sutes of Cokmbi*.*' Mmatamt Urn war ootttrawd «tfil Iftttqatn 
ikfetttMl th» Conwrvativw and finafly hrocgiit it to «a «d by nd»- 
duing the oppositioD in Antioqai» in October ISflBL 

A eonTcntion, also called by Ute {ntmeiooal gonramcRt, met in 
Bionegro in Fetwvary 1863. Bepreaentatm only of lifaerck, it pro- 
ceeded to enact the Constitution of 1863, wbkb waa io laet antsl 
1885. All powers not given to the central government were weerred 
to the states. The Conatitetk» contained folly df£ned boanui r^bto 
and gaaranteee made as neariy absolute aa posnUe. Belated to die 
power of the statse in pertkolar was the gmuantea of the -i^rt to 
engage in commerce in anas and ammunition. Tim tongstanding 
qoeetion of the statos of religions organisatk» waa dealt wkh by a 
guarantee of the right to profess any religion. The term of the 
president waa established as two years and his ekction was to be by 
states with each state having one vote. 

This Liberal oonstitvtkmal vktory broogitt littfe peace and tran- 
qnility to the country for« subsequent to its enactment and bafon 
the next major constitutional change^ the two party groups engaged 
in some 40 local conflict» and several major militaiy strqgglsa. Ceo- 
Usition, moreover, peraatod between the liberal aaaeutba and the 
party eztremisti who went so fer aa to enact a measuia {wohibkiag 
the central authority from snppnasing a revolt against the goven- 
ment of any ^ate. They also eaecated a coup against Prendent 
Mosqoera in 1867, leading to his imprisonment, trial befoca the 
Senate, and evcnturi exile from the country. 

Not only did deavages develop among the ruling Liberals, but the 
Conserx adves found it increasingly difieuk to accept the radical 
rational! an and antirelig^om provisions of the 1868 Gonstitutkn, 
especial / after the fell of Mosqnera which entrendied the radkal 
liberal in power even more firmly. Eventually the Conservatives 
in Tolima and Antioquia took to arms, thus initiating a major ctvii 
war in 1876-77. The Liberal national goverr:nent put down the 
rebellion, but only with diAentty. 

8tiangtlnnlig UM Caalar 

In the early ISSO's the economic end social conditions of the coun- 
try became exoeedkgly precarious. Prendant Bafeal Hifisa, who 
bad been elected for the second time in Fabmary 18M after a one- 
term interval, was anthoriaed to take steps urgently required to 
improve economic conditions. He became the leader of a movement 
to reform the Constitution, attempting to aooomplish it with the 
agreement of all groups. A revolution wsa began by the radkale 
who feared that constitutional reform would benefit the Conasrva- 
tivee and the new group of Nationalists organised by Nünar from 
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djwkknt ndicda and old Cooaervttiws. 11» revolution WM put 
down by AngMt 188ft, and KM» WM able to proceed as the leader 
of the reform motenent. 

The moat important result was the adoption of the Conatitntion 
of 1886 by a national eonncil made ap of two delegates from each 
state. This Constitution, with its amendments, remains in force to- 
day. Its chief pnncipks were those recommended bf Nones: a 
natkmsl rather than a esnfsdorated system of goremment; clear 
lines of aathority; and the raaasertion of the power of the Catholic 
Orardt (sea ch. 19, The Constitutional System; ch, 11, Religion). 

Politieal disorder did not oesae with the adoption of the new Con- 
stitution. Even the CooservatirM, for whom it had been a political 
victory, were divided, and the liberals began great agitation against 
the government. The supporters of the presidential incumbent. 
Miguel A. Coro, became divided into Nationalists and Conservatives; 
and the liberals in early 1895 revolted against the government. Al- 
though this uprising was put down, tranqnility was not yet estab- 
lished. The weakness of the national executive encouraged another 
liberal attempt at revolution, which began in July 1899 and con- 
tinued for three yean until June 1903. This war cost the country 
gnat loesea in Kvee and property, but its termination initiated a 
period of exceptional stability which withstood the political and 
psychological impact of the seoMskm of Panama in 1903. This was 
supported by the United States, which was interested in control of 
the isthmian canal route (see ch. 33, Foreign Policies). 

Prograaa Dcaptt« Ckaoa 

Even with the chaotic conditions that accompanied the risa to 
power of the liberals in the I860'« and persisted thereafter, some 
improvements in social conditions were accomplished. Railroad 
building was carried forward, river navigation was improved, roads 
were built, a national bank was established. The Church was able 
to make a continuing contribution to education and the national life. 
Except for a decline in die quality of medical education and practice 
in the middle of the nineteenth century, there was a general overall 
improvement in the quality of medicine; the most notable events 
wen the incorpontion of a school of medicine in the National Uni- 
versity at Bogoti in 1867 and the establishment of a National 
Academy of Medicine in 1890. The natural sciences and other 
branches of science, including the social sciences, were aim devel- 
oped, even though the political situation was often unsuited to their 
pursuit. The cultivation of the fine arts was manifested in the 
foundation of a National Conservatory of Music in 1?82 and the 
School of Fine Art« in 1886.  The study and production of literature 
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becuBB notewoithy After the ISW's. eepeciellj with the cfltebliih- 
mmt of the lieeo Gnnedino, a literary club which was the prede- 
oewor of the Academia de la Lengiia (see ch. 9, Aitutk and Intel- 
lectual ExpnMicn). 

THE CONSERYATITIS IN POWEB 

A Pttriod «f BMctiM 

At the end of the civil war in 1903 the ConaenratiTes were vic- 
torious in their struggle to maintain a unified republic Although 
the party affiliation of a Colanbisa, almost irrespective of his dass, 
was determined by the traditiona of his family and place of birth, 
some distinctions in principle between the two parties were apparent. 
On the other hand, the two parties had links and conuoon interests, 
particularly on the level of the ruilng claw. 

In the new era of predominantly Conservative control, the forces 
of constitutionalism were pot to the test General Baleel Heyes WM 
elected president in 1904 and soon proved to be an executive deter- 
mined, not only to sooomplish material and constructive improf*- 
ments, but also to prevent any obstacle, constitutional or other, from 
standing in his way. He imprisoned members of Congmt who ob- 
jected to his policies. On the basis of his own presumed preroga- 
tives, he created a legislative body, or national aswmbly, composed 
of three representatives from each department selected by depart- 
ment officials appointed by him, to supplant the Congress of the Con- 
stitution. This body was designed to place its stamp of approval 
upon his decrees and to pass on constitutional amendments. 

The policies of Reyes met with opposition and became the source 
of national disharmony. These conditions were dramatically ex- 
pressed in an attempt upon his life in February 1906. Hie extra- 
constitutional legislature, containing members of both parties who 
ww) at least temporarily willing to conform to his purpose, agreed 
to the extension of his term from six to ten yean dating from 
January 1,1905. He continued to pursue his vigorous programs of 
reform, among the most important of which were: military, includ- 
ing army reorganization and the establishment of a new military 
school; educational, involving increasing educational opportunities 
for the lower classes; and fiscal, calling for systematic amortization 
of the national debt. 

Also among his projects was that of achieving amicable treaty 
arrangements with the United States and Panama, Publi - considera- 
tion of these treaties by the assembly, beginning in February 1909, 
provided the opportunity for opposition to the dictatorship to de- 
velop and show itself.   It took as its main form the organization of 
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* Bepabucui üuion made op of both Conaervstires and Liberals. 
Ita cfmergHK» waa aooompanied by heated public debate and demon- 
fltratkn, which resalted in an abenive atiea^t hy Reyes to resign 
and the adoptica of repraasiTe raeasaree under a state of siege (sea 
ek. Cl, Political Dynamics). Soon, however^ in a reversal which 
amounted to an implicit admiasion that his prsTiooa course had hem 
net only unsuooeseful but mistaken, he agreed to the calling of an 
extraordinary session of the constitutional congress to begin in July 
1909; and the assembly announced that the Congreas would meet in 
regular session in February 1910. 

In June 1909 Beyea left the country and General Jorge Holguin, 
die Detignado (Preaident-Dostgnate), declaring himself in support 
of constitutionality and the rule of law, succeeded to the exercise of 
the executive authority. After a short period of repression, occa- 
sioned by threats or nuiors of revolution emanating from Barran- 
quilla, the regular seesdou of Congress waa finally opened as sched- 
uled. A new President, General Bairän Gonx&lex Valencia, was 
elected to fill out the original tmexpired term of Beyea which had 
begun in 1904. Hie Congress of 1906 proceeded to repeal most of 
the repressive measuree of the Reyea regime, especially those inter- 
fering with constitutional guarantees. 

CMatitattaaal Ca—arvativa GevcruMMt 

A constituent assembly, demanded by a majority of municipalities 
in the country, met in May 1910 and ace: ilishe1 a number of 
constitutional reforms. Bepresenting the pr :pal Conservative and 
liberal groups that opposed Beyea, its most important act was the 
election of Carloa E- Bestrepo for a four-year term beginning on 
August 7, 1910. In addition, it enacted measures abolishing the 
<kath penalty, requiring the annual meeting of Congress, requiring 
the annual selection of a detignado to exercise the executive author- 
ity in the abaence of the president, and establishing prohibitions 
against the issuance of paper money. 

During the Bestrepo administration and ita successors, other re- 
form measures were passed. The Bepublican Union, except for a 
small group which had snooessfully opposed the Beyes government, 
disappeared; ita members returned to their party of historic affilia- 
tion. The Conservatives continued to produce presidential candi- 
dates who gained ostensibly overwhelming public mandates. World 
War I seriously handicapped the Conservative government, however, 
in its attempts to pursue constructive public works. Financial diffi- 
culties were multiplied and it became necessary for the Conservative 
prerident to step down and allow the President-Designate, General 
Holguin, to assume the executive power.   Although during the ex- 
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ecutiT« term 1918-22, ConserratiTes «nd Liberals ocUsbontod in the 
Cebinet, an ardent liberal Party under the leadenhip of General 
Benjamin Herren developed to oppose the Conserrative candidate 
in 1922. In spite of this oppueitico, and with the aosistanee of 
electoral imgalarities, General Pedro Kel Ospina, the Conanrative 
candidate, was elected by a large majority in that year. 

The terms of General Nel Ospina (1922-2«) and Dr. Miguel 
Abadia Mendez (1926-30), also a Consenrative, ran their allotted 
time. The first administration was marked by significant but con- 
servative reform. The administration of Abadia Mendez was notable 
for his early plea to the liberal Party to allow its membera to col- 
laborate in the government. This gesture was recognition of grow- 
ing Liberal strength and activity; and it anticipated, in fact, the 
Liberals' success in capturing the presidency through the eketkn 
of their candidate, Enrique Olays Herren, in 1980. Son» note- 
worthy reforms wen aoeomplished under Abadia Mtedes, but his 
term witnessed the end of a period of prosperity, whkh had begun 
during World War I, and the accumulation of numerous problems. 

The Conservatives may have been willing to alhm the Liberals 
to carry the main burden of meeting these problema, and, thetefen, 
to permit the holding of a free election in 1980, thus allowing the 
liberals to win. Equally important, however, was the fset that the 
Conservative Party in 1929 was almost equally divided in its support 
of two candidates, Guilktmo Valencia and Vieques Gobo. Long 
tenure in office had its almost inevitable end in a breakdown in Con- 
servative Party cohesion, while the party in Opposition became more 
efficient as it struggled for power. 

The period of Conservative rule, brought to an end in 1980, had 
provided illustrations of certain principles operating in Cokmbian 
political life. One is that substantial numben of both the Conserva- 
tive and Liberal parties work together in Opposition to an a»c tive 
who is acting, or proposing to act, eztnconstitutionally, as was Ulus- 
tnted in the formation of the Bepublican Union which finally suc- 
ceeded in defeating President Heyes. Another is that a party in 
power often feels itself justified in maintaining ttnlf m office 
through ondemocntically rigged elections and through every avail- 
able device to prevent the opposition from carrying on political 
activity. A corollary is that the opposition party is justified in 
resorting to force to overcome repreanon. 

Chaagat: 1903-90 

Constitutional changes of kmg-nnga importance ware brought 
about as a result of a desire to prevent the reenmnoa of eztn- 
constitutional gorenunent   In 1910, the presidential term was re- 
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duced to four wants, tb*> death peiwüty was abolidied, the iaeo^nü» 
of fiat pap« money was prohibited, and annual meetings of Con- 
grrm »nd the aonnal election of a President-Designate were required. 
In 1914 the consultative Council of State, made up of the Designate 
and six others, was reestablished. Four yean later the national gov- 
ernment was given the right to inspect industries and the perform- 
ance of the professions to safeguard the morality, safety and public 
health of the community. In 1924, the Supreme Court of Justice 
was divided into a civil section and a criminal section. 

During this period, particularly in its later phases, the tempo of 
national life quickened. Projects for the improvement of transpor- 
tation, including mainly new railroads and highways, were com- 
pleted, benefiting commerce, industry and the physical and social 
unity of the country. Between 1913 and 1926. for example, railroad 
mileage more than doubled and the volume of passengers and freight 
carried increased eight times. The popukiion increased from about 
5,000,000 in 1912 to about 8,000,000 in I'm 

This increased tempo was most apparent perhaps in the economic 
sphere (see ch. 26, Character and Structure of the Economy; ch. 28, 
Industrial Potential). The period witnessed innovations in fiscal 
conditions, administration and control. An income tax was estab- 
lished. During the 1920,s, increased political stability, improved 
physical conditions, and the general world economic climate, resulted 
in the pouring of money into the development of the country's pub- 
lic enterprises, until, by the end of 1929, the public debt, national 
and local, amounted to over Coi$200 million. The purposes to which 
the inflowing capital was devoted were commendable, but it was too 
often employed without necessary integrated planning or sufficient 
regard for the possibilities of economic return—and without safe- 
guards against inefficiency and graft. Added to the moneys poured 
into the country for public purposes were the private foreign in- 
vestments which had, by the end of 1929, come to total around 
Ü.S.$400 million. By this time the country had become overobli- 
gated. This situation damaged the party in power, which was 
farther hurt by the world-wide depression. 

AFTER 1930 

The period which began with the accession of Olaya Herrera in 
1930 gave promise of being one of stability, despite the deepening 
depression. One reason for initial optimism was the peaceful and 
free election oi 1930. Moreover, Olaya spoke of his determination 
to conform to the highest administrative standards and seek worthy 
political ende The main characteristic of his administration was 
cautious moderation.   In meeting the crisis of the depression, Al- 
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fonso hope* (1934-38), his sooomor, nmlNtook to prcM for tit» ca- 
admNit of » wrin of socitl reform wmmm». limy iadodsd pro- 
gmnve taxes on iaooms sad inheritsnos snd their strict «tiomecotaA 
for the first time; the grantiBg of rights to sqastte» on pddie and 
prirste land; snd the granting of protection to labor in the eanröae 
of rights to organize and strike. The separation of Chnrch and 
state was declared, snd the Church was divested of its control over 
education. UM policy of the administration was most dearly indi- 
cated by a cunstitatiosial amendment which declared that "Property 
is a social function which implies oUigadona.^ 

These reforms, and others embarked upon daring the first Lopes 
administration, had disastrous political oonmqaences beeanss of the 
reaction to them of moderate Liberal and Conservatm fonaa A 
moderate liberal, Ednardo Santos, was elevated to the preetdency 
for the term 1938-4S. His adbnimttration did not attempt to undo 
what had been done bat was determined to go no further. L&pea 
wss elected again for the following term (194&46), hot the urn- 
servatives and some rightwing liberak effectively organiaed a 
coanterrerolution which, led by Laareano Games, sooeeasfully bar* 
ried Lopez from offioa 

After two interim ezecaava, Mariano Oqnna Pfoaa was deetod 
to the presidency (1M6-S2). Beginning his term with profaaBens 
of moderation and iini<m and even of some forward-kdüng reforms, 
his administration neverthelesB became an effective iztftrummt of the 
coanterreTolntion, moved mainly by its prindpal figure, Ckknei, the 
foreign minister. The Ospina administration soon changed its diroc- 
tion. Far from being a government of national union, one of its 
basic purpoees came to be the removal of liberal officials in the na- 
tional, departmental and municipal governments. 

Under the attack of the counterrevolution, the segment of the lib- 
eral Party led hv Jorge Eliecer Gaitin, became the engine of reform. 
Many people, becoming more politically conscious, looked upon 
Oaitan as the most effective, and only sincere, reform leader. Al- 
though he attempted to restrain his followers from attempting an 
outright challenge to the reaction, he served as the chief object of 
the reaction's hatred. His assassination on April 9, 1948, white the 
Inter-American Conference was in session in the capital, was the 
sign 1 for the outbreak of extreme violence in Bogoti, w^ich reduced 
the heart of the city to smoking ruin and destruction. This out- 
burst, which spread to other parts of the country, became known ss 
thu Bogotazo. It was exploited by local Communists, who attempted 
to take charge of events, and by international communism as a means 
of embarrassing the Colombian government as the host government 
to an international conference. 
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The iwctioa flood fins. IB ftet, it BO« had an meam for kaadt- 
mg what was, in fact, a raifB of temtr afumt the oppodtkm. Thm 
involved the ma of the army in aeta at Ttoknoe againet Liberal 
commmätim and the flneooxagimHit of a campaign of fuerriüa 
actrntke in the eoontrjvide. Traditkiwi Catmtnürm were ranged 
agaimt traditwiuJ liberal*, and extucaaiata of raxioaa types made 
üB of a ehaotie sitnatka to mrre tlnir own porpoeea. Games be- 
came pieeidait in 1900 and initialed a period of ratUem dietatonhip 
which permitted no kgal contest of idee« and interats and, in effect, 
had a« a mejor premise the rectitude of a particular Gonaeivative 
body of pnndplea. 

Tbe dietatwriiip tesulted in, by mmm of a coop d'etat, a military 
aathoritarien regime, with some anti-oligerehie, P&tw "it aqieeta, 
under General Gustavo Bojes PiniUa (l^S-ST) as president. It 
ket prestige became of its owrnptian end ineptitude end wee die- 
pieced by a military junta. The junta paved the way for a National 
Front government acting in accordance with a coelition arrangement 
worked oat between the liberals snd the Conservatives, led respec- 
tively by Alberto lieraa Camargo «ad Laareeno Games (see eh. SI, 
Political Dynamics). Such coelition arrangements have frequently 
been employed in Colombie's history as a counter to extraoonstita- 
tknal government and, more recently, to threats from the Left 
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CHAPTBI3 

GEOGRAPHY AND POPULATIOK 

Tb» Repablic of CdoaitMA ornnprins mm« 440,000 sqauc miki on 
the northwest«m comer of Sooth Americ» end has s p^mkäoB of 
«boat KJi miUioD (see fig. 8). Its locetion, boidaring urn. both äw 
Ceribbaen Se* end the Pacific Ocean, and its oanaeqBant proxiiaity 
to tba strat^icaily important Panama Canal, oombinMl with its eeo- 
nomic potential, luve girm it a pontion of international impoftanoe 
disptopwtionate to its use and popalstion (see ch. % Bk/banati 
Setting). la add^üan to its fnmtkr with Panaii» on the mnrthiraet, 
it shares fnmtiers with Ecoador and Peru on the sonth, with Brasil 
on the east, and with Veneaoela on the MKth. Hie eoanlrf ^i sas m 
rooghly mmjpnbh to the comtaned areas of Texas, Oklahoma, and 
New Mexico. 

The great moantaxn chain of the Andes running northward along 
the wertem coast of the continent dominates the western two-fifths 
of Colombia and gives it a markedly different character from the 
remaining three-fifths in the east Ninety-eight pcroent of the 
country's population is concentrated in the western region; UM FS- 
maining two percent or so live in the Llanos Orientales, the consid- 
erably largsr area east of the northern spurs of the Andes. IT» 
populatioii is densest on the plateaus and slopes of the mountains, 
where elr ration, reduces the advene effects of the equatorial cUmate 
and is a contributing factor to the health and vigor of the people 
who dominate the political, cultural, and economic life of the coun- 
try. The mountain ranges not only determine the settlement pat- 
terns by concentrating people in almost isolated pockets on high 
elevations, but also determine the lines of communication and travel, 
which run parallel to the ranges in a north-south direction. 

The country occupies a segment of the great earthquake belt that 
lies along the areas bordering the Pacific Ocean from southesst Asia 
to the southern tip of South America. Occasional eruptions of 
volcanos on land and off the coast, especially in the Caribbean Sea 
between the mouths of the Atrato and Magdalena rivers, have been 
recorded. 
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GEOGRAPHY 

Westen Colovoia 
TWH» 

Hie western part of the rountrr presents an extraordinarr diver- 
sit v of elevation, climate, and types of land. The terminal ranges 
of the Andes divide here into three distinct chains, called ucordil- 
ieras,n which extend from near the Ecuadorian border almost to the 
Caribbean Sea. Altitudes reach as high as 19,000 feet, and mountain 
peaks are permanently covered with snow. Elevated basins and 
plateaus of these ranges enjoy a moderate climate which provides 
not only plecsant living conditions but enables the farmer in many 
places to harvest twice a year. Torrential rivers on the slopes of the 
mountains produce a large hydroelectric power potential and add 
their volume to the navigable rivers in the valleys. The great ma- 
jority of the population lives in these temperate mountainous regions 
where, before the appearance ot the white man, Indians had devel- 
oped a culture almost as complex and elaborate as that of the Incas 
to the south and the Aztecs to the north (see ch. 2, Historical 
Setting). 

The three parallel chains of the Andes, the Western, Central, and 
Eastern Cordilleras (Cordillera Occidental, Cordillera Central, and 
Cordillera Oriental), present differing characteristics as they thrust 
themselves northward. The easternmost and longest range diverges 
from the central range some 100 miles north of Ecuador and thus 
provides a spacious valley or drainage area for the Magdalena 
River, which is fed by numerous mountain torrents originating high 
up in snow fields, where glaciers have been planing the surface of 
the folded and stratified rocks for millenia. 

In this area in the Eastern Cordiller at elevations between 8,000 
and 9,000 feet, a number of small and three large fertile basins pro- 
vide suitable areas for settlement and Intensive economic production. 
In the basin of Cundinamarcs, where the Spaniards found the 
Chibchas, settled tribes of Indians practicing agriculture, the white 
invaders founded the town of Sante Fe (Bogota) at an elevation of 
8,660 feet al>ove sea level. It has today become a metropolis of about 
1 million inhabitants. 

To the north of Bogota, on the densely populated plateaus of 
Chiquinquira and Boyaca, are found fertile fields, rich mines, and 
large industrial establishments which produce a great portion of the 
national wealth. Still farther north, where the Eastern Cordillera 
makes an abrupt turn to the northwest near the Venezuelan border, 
the highest point of this range, the Sierra Nevada de Coc:)y, rises 
to about 18,310 feet above sea level. In the L^partment of San- 
tander, the valleys become more spacious on tin western slops« and 
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Figure ,1    l'hyairal fiatunt of Colombia 



a partscwlarly mtensive agriculfuiv is practiced m the r^ion of 
Bucarsmangu. The northernu^oft region of the range around 
Cucutft and Oana again becomes so rugged that historically it has 
be-en found eaaier to maintain communication and transportation 
toward Venezwslf than toward the adjacent parts of Colombia. 

The Central Cordillera, also called Cordillera del Quindio, is the 
largest of the mountain system. Its crystalline rocks fcrm a 509- 
mile-long ujwering «all dotted with snow-covered volcanoes. There 
are no plateaus in Ulis range, and no pasaes cr?^ it under 11,000 
feet. The highest peak, the Nevado del Huila, reaches 18385 feet 
&lK)ve sea ipvei. Toward its northern end, this cordiijera becaine* 
separated into several branches which descend toward the Caribbean 
Coast. At this point in a relatively small basis about 12 rail*« long 
is situated Medellin, the second largest city of Colombia, a center 
of dynamic population and economic growth. 

The Western Cordillera is separated from the Central Cordillera 
by a deep rift, the Cauca River Valley; it is t'ae lowest and the least 
populated of the three ranges and supports little economic activity. 
A pass aboui 5,000 feet above sea level provides Call, the third larg- 
est city of the nation, with an outlet to the Pacific Ocean, but other- 
wise no river cuts through the range, and the only other means of 
communication to the Pacific lies to the north and is of rather recent 
const ruction. The relatively low elevation of the cordillera permits 
dense vegetation, which on the western slopes becomes truly tropical. 

South of the point where the Eastern Cordillera branches off, the 
range is still divided by an extension of the Cauca River Valley. 
Although it. continues to follow a north-south direction, it is drained 
in this region by the Patia River which cuts through the western 
range and empties into the Pncific Ocean. The path of the river is 
too narrow and steep to permit Its use as a means of travel and 
communication; thus, the maintains still force the main travel and 
comnmn;cat ions arteries to run in a north south direction parallel to 
the rangas of the Andes, as they do farther north. The town of 
Pasto lies at an elevation of 8,500 feet in the center of the deeply 
dissected terraces of fhe area, to which it also gives its name. 

From the standpoint of topography, the upper parts of the two 
valleys on either side of the Central Cordillera belong to the high- 
lands, in which both the Magdalena and the Cauca rivers originate, 
north of the Pasto region. The two valleys in which they flow have 
become the main economic arteries of the nation. Below the upland 
plateaus of the valleys a* they descend toward the north, the tribu- 
taries of the two nvers form spectacular falls and cut rifts in the 
steep slopes, thereby causing extensive soil erosion and limiting 
cultivation to isolated small patches. In the upper reaches of the 
Magdalena, approximately at the altitude of the town of Neiva, 
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where the river becomes navigable, and on patches bordering the 
valley, altitude and climate favor coffee growing. The upper reaches 
of the Cauca River Valley, up to a point just north of Call, are 
filled with volcanic ash deeply dissected by the river and its tribu- 
taries. 

North of Buenaventura along the Pacific coast runs the Serrsmia 
de Baiido, a chain of low and narrow, heavily eroded and rugged 
ridges, connected with the cordilleras only by a law transverse range. 
Its highest point is under 6,000 feet, and its >egwt.tion is similar to 
that of the surrounding humid coastal jungie. At one point, be- 
tween 7' and 6° of latitude, the mountains are so narrow that a 
canal connecting the two oceans and making use of the Atrato River 
has beer, contemplated. 

The isolated Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta li'res at the base of 
the Gu&jira Peninsula in northern Colombia, its peaks reach a 
height of over 19,000 feet, and its steep slopes permit little cultiva- 
tion. 

The LowiuuU 

The lowlands embrace the lower parts of the Magdalena and 
Cauca river valleys and th^ Pacific and Caribbean coastal regions, 
including the Guajira Peninsula. 

Although most j>opulation centers are closer to the Pacific coast 
than to the Caribbean Sea, the forbidding ranges of the Andes have 
channeled both rivers and human communication and movement into 
valleys running north and south and thus have caused them gen- 
erally to move by long routes of access to the coastal regions and 
the sea. East-weft communication has been much more limited in 
extent, and a large amount of what exists is of rather recent origin 
and has been brought about mainly by recent technical innovations 
in the field of transportation. 

The main artery of the lowlands, in fact of the entire country, is 
the Magdalena River system. Almost every settlement, and certainly 
all principal settlements, have established links of one kind or an- 
other with this system. The Magdalena River, which is navigable 
for some 800 niile^, ii terrupted only by the rapids at Honda, absorbs 
the Cauca, San Jorge, and Cesar rivers north of the Central Cor- 
flilkra and then proceeds through ar. area roughly triangular in 
shapa and filled with swamps and lakes to the Caribbean Sea. Al- 
though it is often referred to as "the life stream of Colombia," sand 
bars at its mouth and along its lower reaches, as well as flurtuations 
of the water level as a result of sudden floods, produce serious 
hazards for navigation, which nevertheless has been the major factor 
in the development and prosperity of the city of Honda, for a long 
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time one of the principal commercial centers of the continent. The 
signiticance of the city lu-s in recent jears been reduced through the 
building of railroad lines tnat bypass it and the rapids to connect 
the lower river with settlement areas higher up. 

Coüombia's major port, BarranquiHa, situated at the mouth of the 
Magdalena River, is of growing importance, but the ports of Santa 
Marta further north and Cartagena to the south compete with it for 
a leading commercial role. Behind these cities and adjacent to the 
seacoast spreads the vast flat land of swamps (cienagas), hidden 
streams, and shallow lakes, which supports banana plantations, cot- 
ton farms, and cattle ranches on the small areas above the waters 
and hence not too frequently subject to flooding. Beyond the Sierra 
Nevada de Santa Marta stretches the sparsely inhabited, arid desert 
of the Guajira Peninsula. 

The Pacific coast region, bounded by the Western Cordillera and 
crossed by the San Juan River and many other streams running to- 
waid the ocean, is a sparsely inhabited tropical jungle region with 
a great and ur .plored potential in natural resources. Midway 
between Panama and Ecuador on the coast is Buenaventura, Colom- 
bia's only port on the Pacific Ocean. Further north, where the 
Serrania de Baudö occupies the coast, the Atrato River provides 
drainage toward the Caribbean Sea for the low-lying jungle of the 
Choco. 

tListern Colombia 

The area east of the Andes comprises about 270,000 square miles 
or three-fifths of the country's total area, but Colombians refer to 
it and administer it almost as if it were a territory outside the main 
national territory. The name "Llanos Orientales" is often applied, 
to it, although in the strict sense it can only be properly applied to 
th? open plains (llanos) on which cattle raising is practiced near the 
eastern slopes of the Andes and in the north, mainly in the Depart- 
ment of Boyaca and the corrdtaria of Arauca. The rest of the area, 
especially in the southern part, is covered by dense and largely un- 
explored rain forest, the selva. 

Drainage and lines of transportation ait -ovided for the northern 
half of the territory by the tributaries of the Orinoco River, which 
runs northward on the Colombian-Venezuelan border. In the south- 
em half, the humid forests are drained by the tributaries of the 
Amazon River. The Amazon runs along the Colombian-Peruvian 
border for about 70 miles and is navigable here and beyond. It is 
believed that the vast area drained by this system contains valuable 
reserves of natural resources, but their presence cinnot be confirmed 
in detail nor their substance exploited because of the presence of 
health hazards and the lack of adequute means of transportation. 
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Island« 

Colombia possesses a few islands in the Caribbean and some in 
the Pacific Ocean, the combined areas of which do not exceed 25 
square miles. Off Nicaragua, about 400 miles northwest from the 
Colombian coast are some 13 small cays grouped around two larger 
islands and forming the San Andres and Vieja Providencia archi- 
pelagoes. The sovereignty of some other islands in the same area, 
claimed by both Colombia and the United States, and in some in- 
stances by Nicaragua also, is as yet in dispute. Among them are the 
small r lands, cays, or banks of Santa Catalina, Roncador, Quita 
Sueno, Serrana, and Serranilla. Off the coast south of Cartagena 
are several small islands, among them the islands of Rosario, San 
Berrf rdo, and Fuerte. 

The Island of Malpelo lies in the Pacific Ocean about 270 miles 
west of Buenaventura, and nearer the coast south of the city there 
m the larger Gorgona Island, with the small Gorgonilla cay off its 
southern shore. 

Climate and Vegetation 

Colombia is a country of great variety in temperature and precipi- 
tation, and consequently also in vegetation. Variation exists mainly 
as the effect of elevation, and thus climate is often appropriately 
referred to in the country as a vertical phenomenon. On the other 
hand, the proximity of the Equator has a dual effect: it widens the 
range of temperature from very hot at sea level to relatively cold 
at high elevations, and it reduces the monthly changes on each re- 
spective level to a bare minimum. At Bogota, for example, the 
average annual temperature is 58,1° F., and the difference between 
the average of the coldest and the warmest months of the year is 
only 1 8° F. More significant, however, is the daily variation in 
temperature which ranges from 40° F. at night to 63° F. during the 
day. 

Colombians are accustomed to describe their country ia tents of 
three, sometimes of five, climatic zones: th rea under 3,000 feet is 
called the hot zone (tierra caliente); ele\ aons between 3,000 and 
6,500 feet above sea level are classed as in the temperate zone {tierra 
tem-plada); and elevations from 6,500 feet to approximately 10,000 
feet constitute the cold zone {tierra fria). The upper level of the 
tierra fria marks also the tree line and the approximate limit o* 
human habitation. The treeless regions adjacent to the cold zone 
up to approximately 15,000 feet are usually referred to as the 
paramo« (high, bleak area), above which begins the world of perma- 
nent inow {nevado). 
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About 75 percent of the country's total area lies in the hot zone, 
where the full impact of the Equatorial location can be felt About 
35 percent of the population lives in this zone. Temperatures», de- 
pending upon elevation, vary between 76° F. and 100° F., and there 
are alternating dry and wet seasons corrraponding to summer and 
winter respectively. Rain falls most abundantly along the west oust 
and in the southern area of Eastern Colombia, where precipitation 
occurs almost daily, and tropical rain forests predominate. Breezes 
on the Caribbean coast, however, reduce both heat and precipitation 
(see table 1). The dry season in the hot zone usually lasts from 
October to May. Bananas, tobacco, rice, sugar cane, cotton, cacao, 
coconuts, and other tropical fruits are produced in these regions. 
Along the flood-plains of the Magdalena, Cauca, and Atrato rivers, 
the swamps are filled with bamboo and other tropical plant life; 

-better-drained areas provide grass for pasture. 

Table 1.    Average Annual Rainfall and Temperature in Selected Areas of Colombia 

West Coast . 

Eastern Colombia- 
Cordilleras  

Caribbean Coast. 

San Andt£s Islands 

Quibdd  
Buenaventura. 
Villavicencio-. 
Popay4n  
Medelifn  
BogoU.  
Cartagena  
Uribia    
Santa Marta.. 

RainMKiB 
nilUmcMn) 

10 993 
3,943 
4,295 
1,870 
1,450 
1,088 
865 
439 
383 

1,903 

Ttmptrstnr« ila 
•F.) 

79 
n.a. 
78 
«fi 
68 
58 
80 
82 
82 (AracaUca) 
n.a. 

Source: Adapted from Pablo Vila, JVU«>O Geographie de Colombia (New Geog- 
raphy of Colombia), P- 77; and Colombia, Departamento Administrative 
National de Estadistica (National Department of Statistics), Anuario 
General de EstadUtua (General Statistical Yearbook), 1959, pp. 4-20. 

i 

The temperate zone covers about 16 percent of the country, and 
in it live about 40 percert of the population. This zone includes the 
lower slopes of the Eastern and Central cordilleras and most of tht 
intermountain valleys. The important cities of Medellin (5,000 feet) 
and Cali (S,000 feet) are located in this zone, where the mean annual 
temperature varies between 65° *'., and 75° F., depending on the 
eleviition. This is also tho zone where coffee, maize, yucca, plantains, 
sufrar cane, sisal, citrus fruits, and orchids are grown. On the 
higher elevations of this zone the farmer benefits from two wet and 
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two dry seasons each year • January, February, March, July, August, 
and September are dry. These conditions also prevail in the cold 
sone. 

The cold zone comprises about 10 percent of the total area, includ- 
ing the most densely populated plateaus and terraces of the Colom- 
bian Andean region, with about one-fourth of the country's total 
population. The mean temperature ranges between 50° F. and 65° 
F,, and the wet seasons occur in April and May and from September 
to December. Forests cover luost of the slopes of the. mountains, 
and in the cultivated areas wheat, potatoes, barley, maize, beans, and 
such fruits as apples, cherries, and poaches arc grown. 

No complete survey is available, but some 7,000 species of plants 
have been identified in the country. The variety of climate and ele- 
vation is responsible for itfi rich flora. It ranges from tropical 
jungle plants to those typicvl of the bleak Alpine mountain regions. 
More than one-half of the country's area is covered by forests, rang- 
ing from the growth in the tropical mangrove swamps of the coaxal 
lowlands to the mixed tropical forests on higher elevations ami fine 
hardwoods in the temperate and cold zones. Mahogany, pine, brazil- 
wood, walnut, oak, cedar, and eucalyptus are abundant. Forest 
products beside lumber include cinchona, rubber, vanilla, gums, 
balsams, tanning agents and dye woods, and vegetable ivory. Some 
loO species of palms are found, and about 700 different types of 
orchids grow wild in large quantities. 

Because of the climatic diversity and the advantage of a large 
variety of soils, Colombia is able to grow a great variety of food 
plants. The hot tropical region produces tropical and semitropical 
fruifs and on higher elevations a great variety of cereals, vegetables, 
and fruits comraon in the United States is produced (see ch. 27, 
Agricultural Potential). 

Climate, ve/reiation, and topography are also refleoted in the rich 
fauna of the country. Over 1,600 species of birds are known, among 
which hummingbirds and toucans are prominent. Many migratory 
birds spend their winter in the area; as a result, the bird population 
fluctuates according to the season. 

The eatensive forests give shelter to large flesh-eating mammals 
such as pumas, jaguars, a wide selection of other cats, racoons, and 
carnivorous mammals of tre musteline family. Bears, tapirs, pec- 
caries, deer, and tropical rodents are also abundant. In the jungles 
of the Orinoco and Amazon rivers, as well as near the coasts, there 
are sloths, anteaters, opossums, and a wide variety of monkeys. The 
Magdalena River is crowded with crocodiles, and a multitude of 
other reptiles, such as turtles, lizards, and snakes in infinite varieties, 
can be found here and in other regions of the country,    A few 
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species of salamanders, many frogs, and other amphibians are also 
known. 

F'shing is little developed, but the rivers contain several varieties 
of fresh-water fishes. The abundance of the insect fauna is well 
established, but its composition is little known. An intensive study 
of mosquitoes has been in progress for 8r*ne time (see ch. 16, Health 
and Sanitation). 

Mineial Resources 

Large areas of the country are not yet surveyed, and their natural 
resources have not been assessed. Moreover, a significant j^ortion of 
the known mineral wealth represent« only a potential »set until 
proper facilities for their exploitation, including transportation, can 
be developed. Most of the productive mines and oil wells are in an 
area within a radius of 150 miles of the city of Honda (see fig. 11). 
Coal deposits are found outside this area in the region of Call and 
Pasto, and oil at Petrölea and £1 Dificil. 

Gold has played the most decisive role in the history of the coun- 
try as a factor infiuensing early settlement patterns and economic 
development Colombia, in fact, still produces more gold than any 
other Latin American country. Three-fourths of it comes from the 
Antioquia region, the rest from the departments of Caldas, Choc6. 
Narino, and Tolima. Platinum production also is centered in Antio- 
quia and to a lesser extent in Cuot^, Caaca, and Narino. Antioquia 
also produces some 81 percent of the silver mined in. the country. 
Other deposits are known and mined in Caldas and Tolima. 

The presence of many small emerald deposits in different part« of 
the < uuntry have attracted prospectors since the coming of the white 
man, although the Indians had worked the deposits long before. 
Only those in Boyaci have produced economically significant quan- 
tities. The government holds a monopoly on the sale of these 
precious stones. 

Promising deposits of coal and oil, many of which are practically 
untouched, are now of much more importance than gold in the 
country's economy. It is particularly important that such valuable 
fuel deposits are present in reasonable proximity to industrially 
valuable metals and other raw materials, 30 that they can be utilized 
economically in spite of existing difficulties in transportation. Coal 
has been found in great quantities, although its quality is not very 
high, in the departmerts of Antioquia, Cvndinamarca, Boyaca, Valle 
del Cauca, Caldas, and to a lesser extent in Norte de Santander. Oil 
deposits are being tapped in Antioquia, Magdalena, Boyaca, San* 
tander, Norte de Santander, and Bolivar.   The volume of present 
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oil production has placed Colombia in second place among Soath 
American countries. 

Iron ore deposits have been found in Boyaci and used in industry 
with the help of fuels present in the area. Deposits in Antioquia. 
Condinamarea, Caldas, Huila, and Tolima have not been exploited 
in significant amounts. Mercury is mined in Tolima, where there 
also have been reported occurrences of antimony. Antimony is also 
found in Caldas. Zinc deposits have been reported m Caldas and 
Cundinamarca, and other industrially valuable minerals, such as 
barite, clay gypsum, limestone, and silica, have been mined in quan- 
tities satisfying domestic demand. Bock salt is mined in large 
quantities near Bogota and in the Western Cordillera. There are 
repcrts of findings of marble, sulfur, mica, tin, graphite, and lead, 
but exploitation has either not yet been undertaken or is economi- 
cally iBfeasible. 

POPULATION 

It has been estimated that the population in 1770 was about 
806,000, and at the turn of the present century it had increased to 
about 8.9 million. During the subsequent 50 years it increased 186 
percent, and the most recent census, that of May 9, 1951, showed a 
total population of 11.5 million (see table 2). Assuming s continu- 
ous annual increase of 2.2 percent, as was the case between 1938 and 
1951, the total ponulation in 1961 can be estimated as about 14.5 
million. 

The rapid ^pulstion growth reflects the general trend in Latin 
Amema, which at present is experiencing the most rapid growth of 
any major region in the world. The causes are to be found not so 
much in immigration as in rapidly falling d^ath rates and in the 
high birth intes which are built into the cultural patterns of this 
are» and not restricted i-j lower socioeconomic classes of the country. 
The 1951 census shows a birth rate of 36.6 per thousand inhabitants, 
a death rat« of i3.T, and an overall rate of growth of 22.3 per- 
thousand (see ch. 16, Health and Sanitation). 

Because of recent improvements in health and sanitary conditions 
and a consequent decrease in infant mortality, the population of 
Colombia is relatively young—44 percent of the population being 
under 15 years of age, and only about 11 percent over 50. 

The density of population in terms JX total area is a low 30 per- 
sons per square mile, but this figure is largely meaningless, for the 
density per arable square mile is 1,842 persons (J055) Whether 
this ratio can be maintained or held down fo a reasonable level 
through the use of large areas now occupied h-s practically uninhabi- 
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ted forest is a aocioeconomic problem of major significance, the full 
implications of which will be felt in the not too distant future. 

One factor which may slow down population growth is the process 
of urbanization. Birth rates usually jsi >w a tendency to decline in 
cities, and Colombia is no exception. Although the population of 
urban areas increased at a rate of 4.2 percent between 1918 and 1951 
and the rural population by only 1.2 percent, the differential was 
caused largely by internal migration and not by higher birth rates. 
On the contrary, the birth rates of urban areas have actually been 
lower than those of rural districts. 

Urbanization has been following the general world-wide trend, 
and in Colombia it has changed the distribution of the population 
from an overwhelming rural majority of 79 percent in 1918 to 63.7 
percent in 1951 and an estimated 56 percent in 1961. Urban growth 
has been accelerated during recent decides mainly because of the 
stimulus of voluminous industrial investment, greater labor mobility 
produced by the agrarian reform of 1936, and the search for the 
greater personal security found in the cities during the political 
upheaval of 1948-53 (see ch. 2, Historical Setting). 

The growth of Bogota, the capital city, with 6.2 percent of the 
country's population, and of Medellin and Cali has been spectacular. 
Although official Colombian estimates must be viewed with caution, 
the acceleration in growth of the urban population as revealed by 
the comparative figures of the last SO years can be taken as illus- 
trating the general pattern (see fig. 4). 

Settlenent PmUerm 

The distribution of the population is as diverse as is the topogra- 
phy of the country. Influenced by climatic and economic factors, as 
well as by topography, the concentration of ancient and modem 
settlements is found in the mountainous western part of the country, 
where at the present time 98 percent live, with the remaining 2 per- 
cent in the vast Llanos Orientale«. The population is also extremely 
sparse in the humid, tropical Choc6 region, in the swamplands of 
the lower Magdalena River, in the arid upper Magdalena Valley, 
and on the semiarid Guajira Peninsuif 

In terms of settlement, the country can be divided into several 
broad regie.is, each of which has been rather isolated because of 
obstacles to tra^i, yet at the seme time having a high degree of 
economic independence because ci the presence of essential raw ma- 
terials f nd fuel. Much of the regionalism still present in sociopoliti- 
cal attitudes can be traced to the factors conditioning the early re- 
gional settlement patterns. 
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When the Spanish colonist« enteiBd this area t-W foend a ratfcsr 
d«'.se and weil-organized Indijui popoJation «m the plateaus and 
high valleys of the Eastern Cordilfera (»e ch. 4, Ethflic Groupi) 
A suitable ciimat« and the presence of adequate natural reaourcM 
and Indian labor allowed th« devtlopiamt of the Cosdlinamarca- 
Boyacs area and parts of Tolm * and Haila into «K eooiscii c, «ntitj 
with the h<Mivi«t coi&tÄntratico of peopk in the osss&y. At pransnt 
the small independe&t faKTier* and the worfcan an the large planta- 
tions are mainly meitäot (pffirscna of mixed white imd Indian 
blood), and the urban population i« miüaly S{Muaidb and m&ttioe 
Here, Bogoti became the eoonooik, pdlif ioii ^s»i cnltani eenter of 
the ooantry. It «dll maintain the latter two qoatitie«, ha& Urn 
proximity of coal to iron and «sO^r indaaUid^j vakablc taw m»- 
terials farther to the north and the developsaeat of atfaer eooe^nk 
oäuterB is the ooontry have wealE^oed kB potätioa ist reocent deeidift. 
In the Foyaci area seTwtml pisinaus a»» deaaatj pqpokted «id the 
distribution of the popohttioo is simÜar to that, of the Bogota are*. 

Tfee ncrthern @ad of the Eaetera Gordiikra has ezperie&eed a 
longer and more complete ieolation than its »^thsm saod, hx it waa 
not untii the export of dnchoßa bwk became highly pr<^$aHe in 
the «arlr part of the nineteenth cesatwy that white aetU«« appeared 
m Bfentander and Norte de Santander in mgniäca&t nomberi. After 
their arrival, howerer, they came rapidly to outnumber tbe relatively 
small git>up6 of mdigen«>aa people. Conters of »«ttJinent developed 
around Bticaramanga in S^ntaader and arottüd Cucuta and Ocana 
in Norte de Sant&nder. T!te early lines of comnmiucatio» with the 
Bogoti area wore improved and extended when coffee repiamd 
cinchona as the major product of the area in the aeoend half of the 
ia.*t emxmf, hut even thereafter aaany «etäksmmt» in the Horte de 
Santaader refion found it more eonveni«at to maintam track with 
Vene^u^lan than with Colombian communitiea. The rather rectal 
discorery of oil and the growth of induatry, partic«larty the textile 
industry, however, has stimulated the oonatrudioxt of pipeline« and 
highways lowa?d the Magdalena Valley and thoa a «tmngtheainf of 
ties between tlii» region and the rent of the country. 

The Beat most unportsKt concentration of people developed in the 
area of th« departments ef Aniioquia and Caldae, usually referred 
to as th* Antioqman region. The origin»! white eettlemect had it* 
center aroucd the littk ifold-misting town of Antioquia, but the 
wnrnt eventuaDy shifted to rapidly growing Meckllin, which haa 
dsveloped /rom a snedium-sixe city of 88,000 inhabitÄUis in 1&24 to 
a dynaniic mdustrml center of o%Ter 500ÄJ0 The region his the 
hiirhest birth rs*te in the couctry and probably the strongest fwiing« 
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of local patriotism. Although their present ethnic composition does 
not differ significantly from that of ctker major regions, the people 
like to refer to themselves as la raza antioquena (The Antioquian 
race). 

The population pressure extending from this focus of population 
has been felt in the adjacent regions. The city of Manizales, for 
example, founded by Medellinians in 1848, now contains 161,000 
inhabitants, and the neighboring areas of Valle del Cauca and 
Tolima have also been invaded by Antioquian settlers. 

Farther to the south along the Cauca River another population 
center developed between Popayan and Cartago. Because of a rela- 
tively small indigenous Indian population, the white settlers im- 
ported negro slave« to work on sugar cane plantations and in tobacco 
fields. Although Popaytm was at first the major settlement and 
center of economic activities related to farming in this area, after 
the completion of modern ties of communication and transportation 
with the port of Buenaventura on the Pacific coast, the city of Cali 
has come to supersede it in importance. The recently initiated 
Cauca Valley Corporation, patterned after the Tennessee Valley 
Authority, and the discovery of vast coal reserves promise an even 
greater concentration of population and eventual improvement of 
economic conditions. 

The region south of the Cauca Valley in the Department of 
Narino has a small concentration of people, mainly in the area of 
Pasto. The population on higher elevations consists mainly of In- 
dians and mestizos who cultivate small patches of level land and 
trade their products with gold-mining negroes and mulattos settled 
cm lower elevations along the lower region of the Patia River. 

Along the approximately 500-mile-long Pacific coast, there is only 
one noteworthy center of population, that at Buenaventura. This 
port city has gained in significance since the establishment of mod- 
ern means of transportation has permitted a closer link between the 
Cauca Valley, especially Cali, and the coast. The rest of the coastal 
area, particularly that of the Choco with only a small cluster of 
people around Quibdo, is sparsely populated, partially by negroes 
who seem to adjust theraslves even better to the hot, humid climate 
than do the indigenous Indians who live here in similarly sparse and 
scattered settlements. 

As compared with the Pacific coast, the Caribbean coastal area 
contains a larger portion of the popuktion, perhaps as much as 17 
percent of the total. Three settlements stand out, Cartagena, Bar- 
ranquilla, and Santa Marta; all three have been competing for the 
leading role a« port cities for centuries.   Cartagena, the southem- 
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most of the three, has doubled its population since World War 11 
and seems to hare regained the leading role that it once held in the 
colonial period when large cattle ranches in its hinterland, gold, 
platinum from Choco, and abundant negro labor gave it an edge 
over its competitors. 

Barranquilla and its port of Puerto Colombia some 10 miles wt 
of the city represent a settlement of about 350,000 people. The main 
city itself is on the Magdalena River, somewhat inland from the 
coast, and has served for centuries as the northernmost river port 
of the Magdalena river system. The prosperity of its economy WM 

for a long time based on the transfer of goods to and from ocean 
vessels that could not enter the shallow waters of the river. A road 
and railroad line connecting the seaport with the river port facili- 
tated the transfer. I uring World War 11 the river bed was dredged 
so that now ships of up to 10,000 tons can enter the river. Never- 
theless a relative Ices of shipping business has been experienced as 
compared with Cartagena and Santa Marta; this loss has been com- 
pensated for by the building of new projects by the government and 
the development of industry based on imported goods. 

Santa Marta is often referred to as "the banana port." Its hinter- 
land contains the largest banana plantations of the country (see ch. 
27, Agricultural Potential). Improvements in land transportation 
facilities and the development of closer ties with the economically 
important region in Xorte de Santander which is changing its orien- 
tation from Venezuela toward the Colombian coast promise to give 
further impetus to the growth of this port of some 50,000 inhabi- 
tants. 

There ,s no significant concentration of settlement in the lowland 
stretching behind the coastal area. West of the Magdalena River 
and also along the banks farmers, mainly negro and mulatto, pro- 
duce sugar and cotton on small, scattered settlements. East of the 
river the land is practically uninhabited. 

The semiarid Guajira Peninsula, with a total population of some 
50,000 seminomadic Indians, is actually losing some of its inhabi- 
tants through migration. More attractive living conditions in other 
parts of the country, combined with improved means of transporta- 
tion and communications, are facilitating the movement. Within 
the peninsula, migration toward the coastal urban settlement« has 
been common in recent decades. The shift of the administrative 
center from Uribia to the small port MI the Caribbean Sea, Rio- 
hacha, reflected this trend. 

The population of the islands of San Andres and Providencia 
consists mainly of some 6-000 negroes settled on scattered farms pro- 
ducing bananas and cacao for a limited export. 
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The vast area of Eastern Colombia, administered aa territories 
'(two Intendencias and four comisarias), is inhabited mostly by 
widely scattered Indian tribes. According to some observers, the 
number of indigenous peoples is underestimated in government sta- 
tistics (see f-h. 4, Ethnic Groups). Whites and mettieo» era be 
found in the few towns of any size as administrators or as pioneer 
fanners and cattlemen. The largest town is Villavk«ncio; it has a 
population of almost 40,000 and is tae administrative center of 
Meta, the largest district of the Orient Reliable. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ETHNIC GROUPS 

Among the countries of Lfttin America, Colombia is commonly 
described as a mestizo (mixed) nation rather than a white or an 
Indian one. In contrast to such countries as Argentina, where the 
population is predominantly of European stock, the society is com- 
posed of substantial proportions of people of diverse origin. These 
people have mingled to form a single national society in contrast 
with more "Indian" countries where as much as one-half the popu- 
lation remains outside the "nation." 

Colombian writers often describe their society as triethnic, be- 
cause whites and negroes have mingled with the original Indian 
inhabitants to form a new amalgam. This process of fusion has 
been taking place for nearly four centuries; most Colombians are 
of mixed origin, and the overwhelming majority regard themselves 
as participants in the same society. 

Nevertheless, ethnic boundaries have not been completely erased. 
In their relations with one another, Colombians still attach im- 
portance to certain characteristics associated with the ancestral 
groups, although the?« no longer serve to demarcate distinct social 
categories. The attempt is still made, by Colombians as well as 
foreign observers, to classify the population in tewns of racial heri- 
tage. These lists usually include the original groups of Indian, 
white, and negro, as well as groups resnlting from r^ixtures: mulat- 
toes, or the descendants of white and negroes, and msttitot, or the 
offspring of whites and Ir dians. Zambas, the children of negroes 
and Indians, were distinguished as a separate category during the 
colonial period but now geuerally as classified with one or another 
of the nonwhite groaps, generally with the mulattoes. 

Tr>6 white elite is found mainly in the urban centers, especially 
in the capital and the growing cities of the highlands (see %. 5). 
Mestizos live chiefly in the highlands, wVre the inhabitants of the 
Indian chiefdoma mixed with the Spanish conquerors. Whereas 
they have been predominancy a peasant group in the past, mettizo* 
are increasingly moving into the cities to expand the working class. 
This trend also characterizes the negro and mulatto populations, 
which are distributed mainly along the coasts and in the lowlands 
surrounding the Cordilleras, areas where few Indians lived or where 
they were eliminated in the course of the Spanish conquest. 
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Ftgire 6.    Stratification of ethnic group» in Colomhia. 

The remaining Indians are four.d in scattered groups in rea:./te 
areas largely outside national society—at the higher elevations of 
the southern highlands, in the forests north and west of the Cordil- 
leras, in the arid Guajira Peninsula, and in the vast eastern plains 
and forests which few members of other groups have penetrated. 
Despite general agreement on the existence of these groups, there 
are no exact figures on their relativa proportions. The most recent 
(1950--60) estimates are given in table 1. 

Tablf, 1.   Ethnic Oroupt in the Population of Colombia 
B»tim#t«4 

Or&ap per-entaget 

Indians    1-15 
Negroea   „_  „ +-10 
Mtrattoe« and Zambot   17-80 
Uestvzot  _._.. .  3S-58 
White«     10-25 



The figures may be too low for the predominantly rural negro 
and Indian groups, which suspect census take?: of being agents of 
taxation. No accurate count has been obtained of the nomadic 
groups in the Indian population. The figures themselves show that 
most Colombians are of mixed origin. Until 1918, when the census 
dropped questions about race, people were classified according to the 
impressions of the census taker, who m"?ht take into account—in an 
inconsistent manner—social and economic criteria as well as physical 
characteristics. 

Later estimates have been based on the 1918 figures plus varying 
estimates of the growth of each group. Most recent claasificatioo* 
have given up the attempt to classify zamboa separately; scone have 
even put mestvstm and mulattoes together simply as people of mixed 
origin. 

From the time of the Spanish conquest, both negroes and Indians 
began to adopt the ways of the dominant white group, the negroes 
more rapidly than the Indians. Sexual unions produced many off- 
spring of mixed origin. Th^se alliances were generally between 
Sparuan men and negro or Indian women during the colonial period. 
In some cases, children were considered to be of mixed heritage, 
distinct from both of their ancestral groups. If the father chose 
to recognize them, they might be given sorm of the advantages of 
the upper stilus group, such as property and education, which 
wonid enable them or their descendants to gain acceptance as whites. 
They were sometimts brought up by the mother and assumed mem- 
bership in her group. Although the separate categories continued 
to be recognized and racial labels applied to them, classification 
ceased in the course of time to be an accurate reflection of physical 
heritage. 

Present-day (1961) attempts to place individuals do not neces- 
sarily represent their racial anceatry, even though the categories are 
formulated in these terms. Clarification rests upon changeable cul- 
tural symbols and personal knowledge of a family's social standing. 
The ethnic divisions are largely coterminous with the criteria that 
determine the rigia class or caste structure of the nation; there is a 
class structure with ethnic labels. The various groups are viewed 
in a hierarchical order, and while upward mobility is rare, the 
transition from one class status to another may be synonymous with 
the alteration of an individual's ethnic classification. 

At the top of the class or caste structure is a small, predominantly 
urban group of whites who control wealth and wield national powpr. 
They believe in, and place great value upon, the purity of their 
Spanish physical descent and cultural heritage, whether or not it 
can actually be proved.    The white group is essentially a caste, 
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»■.Ace its members do not marry Co'omhians of lower statu«. although 
they may «ssimilate for»»ifrn whites. In many reepect.s. their oi:iJook 
is more closely orien'ed to other nation? than toward the other 
m^mhers of their own country. 

Below the elite are the vast majority of Colombians, whose orifXins 
are assumed to be mi:;ed. They view themselves a* members of the 
national society, with a common lanjruage and culture, bm are 
excluded from its positions of power. Instead of clear internal 
divisions there are subtle gradations of status differences. These 
determine whether or not an individual is considered a^ mestizo, 
mulatto, or negro rather than as white. 

Physical characteristics play a part in fixing social potion. 
Darker-skinned negroes and those with more Indian features tend 
to be at the bottom of the social ladder, but some persons with pre- 
dominantly white physical characteristics find themselves at the 
same level because of their style of life. A few darker-skinned 
persons have achieved high social standing m national terms be- 
cause other symbols of status place them closer to the white group. 
Among these other criteria of so-called "ethnic" membership, eco- 
nomic or occupational status is highly important. 

In the urban centers, unskilled worker« are in the lowest status 
group; tensnt farmers, sharecroppers, and agricultural laborers 
occupy this position in the rural zones. Skilled workers, merchants, 
and other members of an emerging urban middle chss have higher 
status, and their income enables them to maintain various aspects 
of a style of life thrtt approximates the standards of the whites. 
They are much more likely than unskilled or rural negroes or 
mestizo* to obtain education or participate in the political process. 

In the cities, ethnic labels tend to be large!/ reflections of a class 
structure which has much in common with the stratification Systems 
of many urban industrial societies. Colombians increasinslv rse 
such terms as "middle class" or "common people" in place of fhe 
old ethnic categories of m-ittuo or mulatto: the btter, although still 
used to denote the assumed origin of ar. individual, no longer are 
clearly correlated with his present social status. 

In the rural areas, physical characteristics and status distinctions 
may also be correlated with certain cultural features The term 
campesino (peasant), commonly used to refer to the rural popula- 
tion, curries the implication of ethnic differences. Such symbols as 
a different style of dress, the use of some Indian words, distinctiv» 
religious practice«-, and certain magical beliefs may sen» *o place 
people, in one of the nonwhite social categories. Some aifferences 
mav be Indian or African in origin: others reflect sixteenth-century 
Spanish customs which have long since disappeared from the urban 
areas. 
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A sma.ll portion of the population rsmains krgely outside the 
national structure, both in jtg own view &nd in the eyes of other 
Colombians. This group is m&de up of diverse Indian societies, 
some of which are actually of mixed racial heritage, bat all of 
which differ from the rest of the nation in major aspects of cul- 
ture. Some speak language* other than Spanish. Most inhabit the 
more isolated rural or trop-.cai forest zones of the coontiry beyond 
the area of effective national conirc'}. 

These dispersed Indian societies are the remnants of the original 
inhabitants of Colombia encounteied by the Spaniards. The nature 
of their settlement patterns and social organization in different areas 
hei^'Ki to determine Spanish policy at the time of the conquest and, 
as a result, shaped tha composition of the modem population in 
various parts of the country. 

INDIANS AND MESTIZOS 

Indian Societies at the Bcginnitif of the Coiosial Period 

The size of the Indian population at the time of the coaqueet has 
been variously estimated on the basis of reports gives by the early 
Spanish chroniclers. Their reliability is open to serious qoesdcn, 
because the conquerors may have exaggerated tae si» of the I&diaa 
nations that opposed them and because many of the inhabitants 
were killed off before they could be countecL On the other hfcttd, 
in some areas such as Antioquia, archaeological c-videnc* suggests a 
much larger native population than that reported by the chroniclers. 
Taking into account such discrepancies, a reasonable guess »boat 
the number of the aboriginal inhabitants of Colombia would prob- 
ably fall somewhere between 1,500,000 and 2,000,aX). 

This population was extremely heterogeneous. The Indians be- 
longed to many tribes and spoke mutually unintelligible dialects 
represtTiting different major language families. The complexity of 
their soaaS organization and technology varied tremendously from 
the stratified kingdoms or chiefdoms to tha tropical farm villages 
and the nomadic hunting and gathering groups. 

The chirfdoras occupied the highlands, the northern lowlands, and 
some areas of the river valleys. Their people spoke various lan- 
guages of the Macro-Chibchan group, which extends over a substan- 
tial portiun "f Central America. The best known chiefdom was 
the Chibcha proper, the Muisca, which dominated a large area of 
the plateau of the Eastam Cordilkrs and foromi dae largest New 
World state outside of the Inca anc1 Aztec nations. 

The early history of these peoples is largely unknown because 
little archaeological work has been carried ou'' an^ the ßnds that 



hava Wn uuovered so far represent nunterous distinct local cal- 
turM, Somt sites in southern Colombia suggest the inffupnce of the 
pre-Inca »ocieti*« of northern Peru wh;ch continued to affect those 
of Col'wobia into the historical period. The Middle American 
civiür&tions also affectud the peoples of Colomtis in the precouquest 
period. 

By the time of the Spanish conquest, the chiefdoms of Colombia 
were carrying on fairly intensivv« agricalture that supported a large 
pcpalation which lived in dispersed settlements protected by forts 
in the highlands and ii> palisaded oommunitie« in the lowlands. The 
population centers of m^ny groups had such features of public 
architecture a» large temples, aqueducts, and settlements, generally 
connected by weli-built roads and bridges. Agricultural surplus 
permitted trade between tribes in farm produce, fish, salt, gold 
objects, and ßnely worked precious stones. It also supported spe- 
cialists who were engaged in eraft production, religious duties, war- 
fp-re, and political Administration. 

The ruling chiefs, some of whom were religious leaders as well 
(and *t least one of whom was a woman), exercised influence over 
a aumber of communities, but none was able to achieve the com- 
plete domination that the Incas maintained further to the south. 
Their leadership appears to have b^n exerci^d mainly to carry on 
constant warfare &gaiust other tribes for captives who improved 
the status of the victor, were used as food, or were sacrificed to the 
state temple gods in ceremonies that resembled Aztec rites. 

Tight political organisation was achieved only in the southern 
highland zone of Colombia, where the local chiefdoms fell to the 
Inca Empire a few decades before the arrival of the Spaniards. 
Here the Incas exerted strict administrative control, imposed some 
asipects of their own culture, and largely replaced the local languages 
v^ith Quechua, their national language. 

Outside of the highland zones, the Indian population was much 
less dense. The tropical forest areas—to the east and west of the 
cordilleras and between them—were in! ibited by fürraer^ whose 
slash-and-burn type of agriculture limited the size of settlements so 
that they were seldom larger than a couple of hundred people. 
Most of the tribes were clustered along the rivers, since thej also 
depended for subsistencs upon fi.-h and river life. Lack of nurpius 
production prevented the development among the forest villagers of 
the social classes, the full-time specialists, the state organization, and 
the elaborate religious cult ; that characterized the chiefdoms, but, 
like them, they carried on constant warfare. They also differed 
linguistically—-only a few of the  forest  peoples spoke Chibchan 
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diülect«: most, appear to hare used iangruages of the Carib and 
Arawakaa f*niiiies thst wer? widespitrad iit northern South Amei- 
icfe and the Gar#bbeiW. 

Further to the east, ic ehe llanos of Colombia, w^re a few other 
trib«», speakir-g oss-inly Answakaa ftiid ifacro-Chibchao dialects, 
who w?re ^ntire'y nomhdic and moved, in small bfenda. Sea* m- 
habited the savsacas and li«ed by hunting a^d gathehßg <» land; 
others gained their subftistem* along Che rivers and iraveled mainSy 
by canoe. Unlike the other afaorigin&l m^mmtects, the nomads of 
eastern Colombia appear to have been pence/dL 

Modern Dereiepvcat of indiaa asd Mmti» Fofniati^tf 

The diversity of the Indian groups partly accounted for thfc rtrf- 
ing effects of the Sparish co&<|o«st in dJSerect area«. The ss&t 
drastic results were probably experienced by the dense populatioiis 
of the agricultural chiefdoms. In the northern lowlands, most of 
the Indians were eliminat^i within a few yea» after the conquest. 
In that area, near the «tost, it was relatively simple for tHe Span- 
iards to king in reinforcements, and their cavalry was highly effec- 
tive on the savannas. Furthermore, the concentration of the Indians 
in cities aided the spread of European diseases which contributed 
to the rapid extermination of the inhabitants. The few who sur- 
vived mpidly adopted the ways of the conquerors; little trace of 
the original inhabitants can now be found in this area. 

Tie HicMaafe 

In the highland chiefdoms, the Spaniards achieved greater suc- 
cess in the imposition of various snstitutiens designed to assure 
them conlrol of the Indians and the utilkation of their labor. By 
the end of the sixteenth century, political administration was or- 
ganized and the churcl* program of converting the Indians was 
well ander «ray. The Indians were not regarded as s'aves but as 
tributaries and «w expected to make their contributions to the 
Spanish rulera Kith in produce and m the form of a labor draft, 
the niitn. that eraployed kern for public works and in mining. 
These types of taxation wpre not completely abolished until some 
time after Colombia had achieved indep ndence. 

Soon after the conquest, much of the land was absorbed into 
encomiendas, grants of land from the Spanish Crown to the con- 
querors permitting them the use of the labor of the Indians living 
on the landv Tliese estates vrere the foreromiers of the modem 
haciendas, or largt1 landnddings, «rhich «re still pre a lent in some 
highland areas. Attempt!- weit also made to prr-tect the Indians 
from «.'xploitation by  the Spaniards by grouping them  into re- 
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duceionei, concpntraied ccmmuniti J where residence was forbidden 
to non-iodians and where they could more easily receive religious 
instruction. 

In the early seventeenth century, t' Crown expressed its con- 
cern for the Indians through the establishment of retyuardot (com- 
munal land-holdings). The Indians enjoyed the right of use but 
not ownership Mid could not sell their plots. The struggle of the 
Te$guardo* to protect their holdings from neighboring landlords 
continues to this day. 

Through these institutions, the cultures of the highland Indians 
were soon altered. Some individuals fled, but, a.« farmers, most 
found it difficult to leave the area? of arable land and accepted the 
ways of the conquerors. Within a relatively short time, they 
adopted Spanish material culture (crops, animals, tools, dress, and 
house types), community political organization, religious practices, 
and language. They were also influenced, to a limited extent, by 
the Inca culture of the Peruvian Indians whom the Spaniards 
brought to Colombia as laborers and personal sen-ants. 

Frequent contacts between the Indians and the conquerors, most of 
whan came without wives, also led to the growth of a mixed popu- 
lation of which some individuals might be recognized as mestizos 
and others were absorbed into either the Indian or the white group. 
This .mixing and the spread of Spanish culture were processes that 
occurred throughout the highlands during the colonial period; the 
tnd results differ somewhat from one area to another. 

In the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta, the Indians resisted Span- 
ish domination, and, in order to protect their own way of life, they 
retreated to the less accessible regions. They remained in isolation, 
and no mention was made of them by the Spaniards until the 
eighteenth century. In the modern period, the various tribes have 
reappear d as scattered groups of farmers with a material culture 
influenced by Spanish patterns; they still have limited contact with 
nation.<i society and have generally ignored missionary activity. 
These Indians, usually clarified together under the name Arhuaso, 
now number about 3,000. 

In the Eastern Cordillera, where the Chibchas had ruled, the 
conquest was relatively peaceful, and adoption of Spanish ways 
was rapid. By the end of the colonial period, the population, 
physically mixed and with a predominantly Spanish language and 
culture, had been transformed into a mestvio society. Nevertheless, 
the nativistic Indian movement that developed in the late eighteenth 
century gained some support here (see rh. 2. Ilis'oriral Setting). In 
the nineteenth century, as most of the retguardos were converted 
into individual holdings, the term "Indian" was dropped. 
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The rural inhabitants of the area are now part of the national 
mixed population and in many situations are referred to as campe- 
ginos rather than as nuBtizo*. They preserve only a few agricul- 
tural practices, foik reliefs, and Indian words to hnk thern to their 
Chibcha ancestors. Recognizing that these symbols identify them 
with a lower-?tatus ethnic group, rural villagers drop such cus- 
toms when they migrate to the urban areas. 

To the west, in the Antioquia area, the process of taestiaaje was 
somewhat different The people of this region, often referred to as 
the la mza antioquena. are commonly regarded as predominantly of 
white origin, even though the modern inhabitants have a substantial 
Indian physical heritage. What seems to have occurred her« was 
the individual assimiliation of Indians into other status categoriea, 
rather than the gradual transformation of a settled nativt popu- 
lation into a mestizo society. 

Large numbers of Indians were killed in the first years of th« 
colonial period through wsrfare, disease, and starvation. Many 
Indian proups of this area incurred he«vy leases in resisting the 
conquest. Those who remained were drafted for labor in gold 
mining, which in t^e Antioquia area was a greater attraction for the 
Spaniards than the landed estates that dominated the economy of 
other highland regions. Engaged in mine work, away imm their 
rural communities, the Indians were in relatively close contact with 
Spaniards and negroes and soon mixed with and adopted the ways 
of the conquerors. By the end of the coloni*! period, the inhabitants 
of the iew retguardos remaining 4t that time were estimated at 
5,000. and this figure included mestizos and mulattoes married to 
reservation Indians. Almost no trace of the Indian background 
remains in Antioquia at present. 

In the region south of Antioquia, particularly in the departments 
of Cauca, and Narino. the highland Indian cultures have been pre- 
served to the greatest extent known in modem Colombia. In this 
pan of the highlands, relatively isolated from the nation during 
much of its history, pacification of certain Indians wag not com- 
pleted until the end of the colonial era. Some aboriginal groups 
wearied of fighting and descended to the forests southeast of the 
Cordillera, and some residents of comparatively isolated villages 
were relatively undisturbed by the conquest However, others con- 
tinued to defend themselves as they retreated to the higher eleva- 
tions, and the Spaniards did not nursue them there. 

Possibly as many as 12ö,IK»O Indians have managed to remain in- 
sulated in more than 1W mgwirdo* in this district. They have 
adopted various aspiects of Spanish culture and probably have some 
white physical ancestry;  rno«t speak   Spanish.    Nevertheless, they 
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maintain a distinctive way of life, WO» ring homespun Indian dress, 
carrying on the minka tradition of cooperative labor, and using a 
numbe- of Quechaa words--practices that link their culture to that 
of the modern Ecuadorean and Peruvian descendants of the Incas 
to the south of them. The resgtuirdo inhabitants are self-con- 
scious about their status as Indians, and they distinguish neighbor- 
ing residents us mestizos. They remain largely outside the conduct 
of national affairs. 

At the present time, however, many of these Indians can no 
longer gain adequate subsistence on the land of the resguardos; 
they are moving to the cities to take up unskilled work or entering 
the fields of neighboring landlords as tenant farmers, sharecroppere, 
or agricultural laborers. Furthermore, the resguardos themselves 
are under pressure from the landlords, and some have been loeinr 
their land. 

ihese communities have been the subject of most Indian legisla- 
tion, and the lav:,, have tended to favor the dissolution of the 
resguardos. In the independence period, political leaders were 
strongly influenced by the individualistic political philosophy cf the 
time and sought to divide the land of the Indian communities in 
order to create a class of small independent landholders. A series of 
laws, spanning the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, provided for 
the division of resgttardo lands among the Indians. 

The earlier decrees included safeguards to insure that the land 
went only to the Indians and that they could not sell their parcels 
fo.* a certain period of years. But such restrictions were hfted in 
1850, and, as a result much resguardo land was absorbed mto the 
latifundios (large estates). Subsequent legislation, from ^890 to the 
i940's, specihed procedures for di\ iding up the land under the 
supervision of government commissions- The process of division 
continued until 195S, when policy toward the resguordo Indians 
changed because of the new political climate and the increased con- 
cern with Indian affairs that had been developing since the 1940*s. 

In 1$43, the Institute Indigenista Nacional (National Indian In- 
stitute) was founded as a private body. Four years later, it was 
attached to the National Fnivemty and also made an advisory body 
to the section of the Ministry of Economy (later the Jefatura de 
Resguardos Indigenas—Directorate of Indian Reservations—in the 
Ministry of Agriculture) which dealt with those communities. The 
Institute was charged with conducting studies of the reiguardoa of 
the western plateau. 

In 1958, it was reorganized to include representatives of several 
ministries concerned with Indians, such as Education, Labor, and 
Health, as well as representatives of the Colombian Institute of 
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An-hropology. The uirectorship of the Institute was tilled by «Jie 
bead of the Jefatura de Resguardcs Indigenas, who imiuediately 
suspended the division of retguardo lands, as far as possible, and 
embarked upon a program of community development and incorpo- 
ration of the Indians into national society. 

To further these aims, the Jefatura de Resguardos Indigenas was 
reorganized in July 1960 as the Division de Asuntoe Indigenas (Divi- 
sion of Indian Affairs), was given a larger budget, and, with the 
Institute Indigenista Nacional, was transferred to the Ministry of 
Government. In October, the head of the division announced the 
start of a development program for the resguardoa of Cauca under 
the direction of the United Nations Andean Commission, which has 
been functioning in Peru, Bolivia, and Ecuador since 1952. 

The activities of the Andean Commission and the Division of 
Indian Affairs are specifically concerned with the Indians living on 
retguardo« or those whose reservations have been dissolved. These 
bodies do not deal with the Indians who were defined as '"savages" 
outside civilization in the terms of 1890 law. Such tribes, which 
were tropical forest village units or nomadic bands in the lowlands 
at the time of the conquest, have had a very different history from 
that of the fanners of the highland chiefdoms. 

Lowland Groups 

Many Indians who lived along the coast or the major waterways, 
where the Spaniards came in great numbers, were killed; they were 
not well organized for resistance, although some fought bitterly. 
Disease eliminated many others. A few w^re enslaved. It is pos- 
sible that some were individually assimilated into the society of the 
conquerors. These Indians did not preserve their original way of 
life under Spanish domination, nor did they become a class of 
laborers, as did m&ny of the highland Indians. The small, scattered 
groups that remained in the area after the conquest disappeared 
early in the colonial period. 

Some tribes escaped extermination or assimilation by retreating 
before the conquerors into the less accessible or attractive areas of 
the nation, where they still survive. It was relatively easy for the 
forest villagers and nomads to maintain their independence in these 
zones, since they were mobile populations and their household units 
were economically self-sufficient, in contrast with the social organi- 
zation of the highlands. 

In the savannas and tropical rain forests south and east of the 
cordilleras, in the Choco area to the west, and in the arid Guajira 
Peninsula, a number of tribes remain outside the national society. 
Each maintains a distinct language and way of life; the frequency 



of their contact with Colombians varies.   In the past, their relations 
with outsiders have most commonly been with missionaries. 

Probably the largest of such groups is the Guajira tribe, which 
inhabits both Colombian and Venezuelan territory in the northeast- 
ern peninsula. Its members are estimated at from S0,000 to 130,000. 
They have adopted Eurofxean live^tocK raising from the Spmiiards 
and are predominantly nomi die herd'-s. In recent years, they have 
become highly active in trade and smuggling with various Caribbean 
islands and across the Colombian Venezuelan border, where they can 
take advantage of differences in the value of the currency of the two 
countries. It is also reported that they continue to sell persons into 
slavery in Venezuela. 

In relation to national society, the Guajiras have had relatively 
high status. Men who have married into the tribe, and their chil- 
tiren, have often adopted the Indian language and style of life, a 
practice trat is not common when intermarriage occurs elsewhere 
in Colombia. In the last decade or two. these Indians have been 
plagued by drought and a considerable number have been leaving 
the peninsula to work around Lake Maiacaibo in Venezuela or in 
the cattle ranches of the Siern» de Motiiones. 

Farther to the west, in the Siiui country ami the Pacific water- 
shed, the various groups of Chocö TndiÄn3 are in contact primarily 
with negroes and mulattoes, win art* gradually pushing them into 
the more remote areas of the voresta Some Chocos inhabited Pacific 
coastal areas at the time of the conquest, but after an early period 
of contact with missionaries and conquerors, most began to retreat 
inland along the riverways. In the course of the colonial period 
and into the present time, the negro population of the forest areas 
has increased, and the Indians have continued to move upstream in 
order to avoid intermarriage and assimilation. 

At present, »he Choco groups, numbering perhaps 10,000, practice 
-lash ami-hum agriculture in isolated areas. Th-y continue to avoid 
contact with outsiders and their ways, reserving special derogatory 
u rms for the dark-skinned negroes they encounter. In turn, the 
negroes, as Colombians and as Christians, look down on the Indians 
as uncivilized. 

The other surviving Indians of Colombia have even less contact 
with members of the national society. Located in the vast savanna 
uid rain forest areas, east and south of the Cordilleras, they are iso- 
lated groups of tropical farmers and nomadic hmnters and gatherers. 
Most have m\y sporadic relations with missionaries, traders, and 
other occasional travelers, and information is still lacking about 
many of these tribes.    The Motiiones, a group which inhabits the 
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Colombian-Vent 'uclan lA>rder area west of Lake Maracailo, still 
maintain ^pen hostilities against all outsiders and attemp' to kill 
oil company employeea who penetrate their area. 

In genera), the government has not attempted to -ägislaf" m ia»t- 
ters affecting the forest Indians. During much o* tiie coloui*} 
peritKl, the Spanish crown granted jurisdiction ov«r them to the 
missions. Following this practice, a series of agreements extending 
from the concordat of 1887 to a decision of 1953, entrusted the 
evangelization and education of the Ind;ans to the raiscions, with 
the financial support of the government. The missions were coordi- 
nated with the government's Division de Protecckm Indigena (Divi- 
sion of Indian Protection) through a representative in the Institut» 
Indigenista Nacional. Then, in 1960, the secretary of the Instituto 
Indigenisia Nacionai became the chief of the Secciön de Protoocion 
Indigena in the Ministry of Government, with specific responsibiiity 
for the Indians of the peripheral regions of the nation. 

In 1921, Congress passed » law piwhibitmg free labor by the 
Indians. In 1934, Colombia signed a treaty with Peru guaranteeing 
the welfare of forest-dwelling Indians and recommending such meas- 
ures as the establiohment of schools and the founding of medical 
centers for their benefit. In 1952, Congress appropriated funds for 
the drilling of wells in the Guajira Peninsula. Finally, in recent 
years, the Colombian Air Force attempt«! to end the hostile actions 
of the Motilones, marking one of the last specific measures to deal 
with these Indians until the measures of 1960. 

The fo.est-dwelling Indians have contributed little to national 
culture and lave been affected by it only in a few, limited ways. 
They have not had enough contact with persons outside their own 
group to have accepted the Colombians" view that they are inferior. 
For the most part, they look down upon both whites and negroes, 
preferring to avoid close relations with them. 

In contrast, most highland Indians at first preserved their original 
settlements under the administration of the Spar «rds, but tl »ir 
communities were gradually transformed; the members were ab- 
sorbed into the national society, usually with lower status. The 
bulk of mefitko society en erged in tl ese areas. 

The tropica. forest villagers and nomadic tribes, on the ot er 
hand, occupied the less hospitable areas or retreated to these zone« 
from the path of ihe Spanish conquerors. Withdrawal of some 
lowland tribes from the coastal areas and the extermination of others 
left ihe Spaniards without a labor supply In these zones and caused 
them to begin importing negroe;««. Many isolated groaps of Indians 
have managed to retain their aboriginal culture in a relatively un- 
disturbed state and have retained their identitv as Indians. 
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NEGROES, MULATTOES, AND ZAMBOS 

From the earliest years of the conquest, negroes accompanied the 
Spariard*. In the fcrst decades, they came in small numbers and 
some may have been fee members of the expeditions. As time went 
cm, more and more slaves were brought in to meet the labor needs 
of the conquerors where Indians were lacking. 

A few negroes were taken to the highland areas and many were 
reported in Bogoti in the early seventeenth century. Many were put 
to work as field hands and domestic servants on the plantations of 
th* coast and the lower elevations of die Cauca Valley. In the early 
seventeenth century, large numbers began to enter the region of 
Antioquia for work in the mines. Some negroes were employed as 
rowers on the major waterways and as pearl fishers in the Riohacha 
area. 

The slaves were brought from several areas of Africa; most came 
from Ango'a, the Congo, and Nigeria directly to the slave market 
at Cartagena. 

Some arrived after periods spent on one of the islands of the 
Caribbean. The trade was of enormous proportions. One seven- 
teenth-century priest estimated that in 40 years he had baptized 
about 300,000 slaves in Cartagena. In addition to theae, other 
negro«« who had escaped from the plantations of Panama and nearby 
islands entered Colombia along the Pa< ific coast. 

Some negroes died through exposure to European diseases and to 
the severe working conditions of the mines and plantations. In 
Antioquia, some apparently died of starvation. 

The negro slaves were at the bottom of the social structure, often 
directly under the private control of their owners. Relations be- 
tween Spaniards and negro«« were frequently close, particularly 
when the negroes worked as domestic servants. Therefore many 
slaves were exposed to the ways of the Spaniards to a much greater 
degree than were the Indians. Furthermore, unhke the Indians, the 
negroes could not remain within their own community; they did not 
arrive in organized social units and, coming from widely separated 
areas of Africa, h&d no common culture. 

As a result, the negroes became part of Colombian society fmm 
the beginräßg. They learned Spanish immediately and touk on all 
the ways of the Spaniards permitted them. They thought of them- 
selves as Colombians and from this point of view could look down 
on the Indians, who were nominally free and occupied higher status. 

The status of the negroes altered as the free population grew. 
From the earliest years of the colonial period, mixture with the 
Indians and whites occurred; in the mining areas, mulattoes soon 
came to outnumber viestüo*,  Indians, and  whites.    The zambos 
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tended to be absorbed into either the Indian or muUtto group. Sex- 
ual relations between whites and negroes, ss between whites and 
Indians, were seldom fcrmalized; the offspring, although not ac- 
cepted into the upper level of the society, were free. The proportion 
of white imcestry became an important measure of status among 
mulattoes, and each degree of mixture was recognized aa a distinct 
social category. 

At the same tune, many negroes of unmixed ancestry left dave 
status. By the eighteenth century, censuses included a separate 
category for free negroes, and at the end cf tlat oentur;. wome 
areas of Antioquia had more free negroes than stares. Some mgroee 
were awarded freedom by their owners. A negro working in the 
mines was sometimes given his freedom afe a reward for Hading a 
rich vein. In the Antioquia region, women were more likely to be 
freed.   In some cases, slaves were able to purchase their liberty. 

Probably a higher proportion of negroes achieved free status by 
escaping from i .very. A number of revolts occurred, especially in 
the Cauca Valley, and left groups of liberated slaves in their wake. 
Some who gained freedom moved into Indian communities, and their 
zamho children were assimilated into the aboriginal group. Others 
founded their own settlements. Some towns, such as Pale&que in 
northern Antioquia and Ure in southern Cordoba, keep alive the 
historv of revolt in their oral traditions. In the Chooo area, aiocg 
the Pacific, it is probable that many of the communities remained 
relatively unmixed, since there were few whites and the Indians 
became increasingly res'stact to assimilation. Such region? as UM 
Magdalena Valley have considerable white and Indian mixture. 

Those who remained in slavery finally achieved freedom after 
Colombia gained independence. In 1821, the ch Iren of slaves weir« 
declared to be free upon reaching the age of eighteen. All slave» 
were freed in 1861. With 'lis act, their membership in tht nation 
was formally recognized, and their incorporation into Colombian 
society proceeded. As citizens, negroes ceased to be special subjects 
of national policy 

At present, the national distribution of the negro and mulatto 
population reflects their location during the colonial period. They 
are found in the greatest numbers in the lowland areas or. the 
Atlantic and Pacific coasts and along the Cauca and Magdalena 
rivers. In the Cboco region, they have largely replaced the Indians 
and constitute a majority of the total population. In contrast, 
negroes and mulattoes in the Antioquia region appear to be losing 
numerical strength in relation to the whites or those considered 
whit«. 

On the Caribbean islands of San Andres and Providencia, which 
Colombia acquired from England at the end of the colonial period, 
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there are some 6,000 additional negroes. Despite the length of time 
during which Colombia hts had jurisdiction over them, meet of 
tJiese people are still Pryteeants, speak English, and regard them- 
selves as a special group to be distinguished from mainland residents. 

There are substantial cultural differences among the negro com- 
munities located in different areas of the country and between the 
rural settlements and the negro districts of the urban centers. In 
almost all areas, the darker-skinned people tend to have low eco- 
nomic status. The exception is found on the islands of San Andres 
and Providencia, where the standard of Hying has been somewhat 
higher than that of mainland residents. Th? activities of the vari- 
ous groups include farming, petty trade, panning for gold (in the 
Antioquia region), and various unskilled occupations. 

Individuals continue to move out of their original status group. 
The mixture of negroes with other groups has been considerable, and 
the process continues, particularly in urban areas, where some indi- 
viduals with negro ancestry are moving upward, although not into 
the highest groups. There seems to be a trend toward the disappear- 
ance of wholly nef to settlements. Not only are some of the inhabi- 
tants moving to tie urban centers, but many such communities are 
being penetrated by the surrounding white and mixed population. 
Some negroes have had considerable education, and, in the coastal 
areas, a number are achieving comfortable economic status, particu- 
larly through the acquisition of land. 

Social exclusion of those identifiable as negroes or mulsttoee con- 
tinues to exist in many situations, but cultural assimilation into 
Colombian society appears to be virtually complete. Descendants 
of slave« have preserved less of their African heritage or identifica- 
tion with Africa in Colombia than in other Latin American areas. 
Apart from religion and magic, only a few vestiges remain of 
African culture, such as hair styles, certain physical movements 
observed in dsuicing or in the carrying of burdens, and the musical 
instruments that hav«; been accepted by the larger Colombian popu- 
lation. Some distinctive customs found in rural negro communities 
may be of African origin; these are quickly given up when rural 
inhabitants move to the cities. 

With the possible exception of the community of Palenque in 
Antioquia, where the inhabitants foster traditions of their origin in 
Angola, negroes are quick to repudiate anything that identifies them 
with their African background. As members of Colombian society, 
they have long accepted the values of the top social group and depre- 
cate the less sophisticated negroes who still maintain distinctive 
customs in such areas as music and dance. They also display a 
preference for lighter skin aüd straighter hair in marriage partners, 
both for pr stige reasons and because it is felt that lighter-skinned 
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children will hare better economic and educmtionsl opportunities. 
The hope of individual upward mobility within the national pep«- 
lation is also n-flected in the fact that negroes feave not formed any 
onranizations to promote tceir advancement as a group. In common 
with the dominant white group, they express contempt for the Indian 
groups that remain outside the boundaries of civilization. 

WHITES 

UM Settfera «f New Gnuadm 

From the beginning of the colonial period, the mail group recog- 
nized as white has ml the standard for behavior patterrj and value 
goals. They have held the positions of power and prefitige SUM» the 
days wh^n the policies of the Spanish Crown ene^israged the main- 
tenance of rigid social stratification. 

Some Colombian geographers maintain that Be* Graced» was 
colonized mainly by persons from the central and southern parts of 
Spain, along with a small number of Basques and a few Catalan.'' 
who clustered along the coast. It is likely that täeir heritage was 
already more varied than that of other Spanish settlers in the New 
World, because they came from the regions of tke homeland that 
had been dominated by the Moors. 

The Crown soiight to insure the loyalty of its colonists by pro- 
hibiting foreigners from entering its New World temtoriee. In 
special cases, it granted permission for the entry of Europeans from 
other countries, and some entered illegally, hat there is no evidence 
that many came to New Grartada. Whf^ the Crown ordered the 
expulsion of all foreigners in 1T20, relatively few were found. Nor 
is there any evidence that the Colombian colonists included many 
Jews or Jewish converts to Christianity, whom the Crown also 
barred from the New World in an effort to guarantee the orthodoxy 
of its subjects. 

In the first years of the conquest, immigrants included a high 
proportion of adventurers lacking education or any of the attributes 
of high status at home: some probably had spent time in prison. 
In later years, thpy were joined by the younger sons of the nobility 
and others who found economic and political power unavailable at 
home. Although some worked as artisans and «nail businessmen, 
most sought to make their fortunes through the raining of precious 
metals and to validate their new positions through the acquisition 
of large estates worked by native labor. 

Others came to the New World specifically to cany out, the policies 
of the Crown, including the maintenance of strict political control. 
Most of the administrators continued to be sent out from Spain 
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throughout Us« colwml period. Sfmie of the higher poiiticai officials 
wew educated number? of ari^ocratk families. Another policy of 
the Spanish gov«nimej)t was the conversion of the natives to Catholi- 
osm; missionaries accompanied the settlers from the early years of 
the colonial period. The clergy and the political officials were en- 
trusted with the protection of the Indians againsst the abuses of the 
settlers, a task thftt they could not ahvays fulfill. 

The Spanish colonists in New Gr&nada soon occupied the Carib- 
bean coastal zones, the highland plateaus, and the areas along the 
major rivers. They neTer succeeded in settling the Chocö and the 
easte-n llanos, where colonization attempts by whites repeatedly 
failed; up to the presRnt day only a few white officials, traders, and 
missionaries are fcund. 

In all the effectively occupied portions of New Gfanada, the Span- 
ish settlers soon created a highly stratified society, in which the 
distribution of ethnic groups doeely paralleled differences of wealth, 
social status, and power. Many of these dtstincticns were embodied 
in law. At the bottom werfe the negro slaves, and in the general view, 
mul&ttoes and zamhm shared the lowest position with them. By law, 
Indians occupied a higher status as nominally free peoples, and their 
chiefs were permitted such privileges as the use of the title of ^don," 
the right to have servants, and exemption from tribute. Mestizo» 
also had none of the obligations of tribute. 

But all these groups were excluded from holding political office, 
a prerogative reserved to the whit«*, and, is time went on, they were 
barred from membership in many religious orders and were denied 
admission to institutions of higher education. All these areas of 
participation, as well as the ownership of large estates, were exclu- 
sively the property of those who were recognized aa whites. 

Nevertheless, these privileges were not «squally available to all 
whites. From the early years of the colonial era until its end, thers 
was a division between criollots or New World-bom Spanish, and 
peningidare«, those bom in the Tberian Peninsula, Crown policy 
regarded the latter as more loyal to its interests; with rare excep- 
tions, Uiis group occupied all high political and religious offices and 
monopolized trade. Furthermore, the p*ninm]are* always had the 
social advantage of an unmiied racial heritage, while the criolio«, 
in contrast, might often be suspected of having some portion of 
negro or Indian ancestry. 

The crudlos reacted to the discrimination against them in way» 
that still affect the outlook of the modem white group in Colombian 
society., Since they could not gain acceptance into the highest social 
category or occupy positions of power, they resorted to emphasizing 
all the characteristics that would serve to dissociate them from the 
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lower status groups. On« thing 'hey stressed was their avoidance 
of manual labor, even though some were erentaalljr reduced to it. 
Their preferred means of existence was to live from the income of 
larg? landholdmgs, and even those who made fortunes in mining 
soognt to gam tontrol of such estates. 

Other marks of distinction cherished by the ertcUo$ were light 
skin color and a Spanish surname; these characteristics might be 
used as criteria in t^e sekction of marriage partners. Name sad 
skin color were particularly stressed by persems who had fallen to 
low econoaaic positions and had no other measures of high status. 
Despite the insistence cm racial purity, however, the crioUc group 
came to inciude those indiTiduals of mixed background who pur- 
chased certificfttinn of white ancestry from the Crown. Furthermore, 
while aroiding mttrriage with members of the lower groups, crieUo 
men, like the pmintulafet, continued to mamtain informal sexual 
unions with womes of these groups. 

Another way in which whites born in tht New World sought to 
achieve recognition was by copying the living standards of the 
peninsuhr^s. The social life of the crioüo* in the urban centers iA. 
the New World exhibited careful imitation of the manners and dress 
of the Spanish court; considerable effort was ma'ie to reproduce the 
style of life of the Spanish aristocracy in as many ways as possible. 
CrioUo attempts to follow the lead of the homeland also influenced 
literary and artistic activities and resulted in their insistence upon 
maintaining the purity of the Spanish language. 

Although such features characterized crielh society in most areas 
of Latin America, they appear to have been particularly striking 
in New Granada, especially in the capital and in such provincial 
seats of colonial aristocracy as the city of Popayan. Some observers 
have suggested that the internal geographical bfirriers of Colombia 
left the <?notlos in relatively isolated groups, S3 that their attempts 
to preserve Spanish ways constituted a reaction to the predominance 
of a non-European population. Others have pointed out that Colom- 
bia did not have the mineral wealth yielded by other colonies and, 
as a result, placed emphasis upon its Spanish cultural life. Another 
contributing cause may have been that Colombia did not become a 
viceroyalty until the eighteenth century. It had only its social life 
to offer in rivaling such asats of political and economic power as 
Lima. 

Whatever the primary cause, the vast majority of thof, of Spanish 
descent developed and maintained a tradition of the purity of their 
racial and cultural heritage in almost all areas of New Granada. 

The one exception was the Antioquia region. Early in *he colonial 
period, it was established as a major prodwcer of gold in the New 
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World, and Spaniards who settled there placed less emphasis on the 
aequisition of large estates. To help them in mining the gold, the 
«ettlers used some Indian labor and also brought in increasingly 
large nnmbers of negro slaves. 

By the middle of the seventeenth century, however, the mines were 
asdttced to numerous email workings that could not support a large 
labor force. Furthermore, the settlers lacked the capital to buy 
slaves, and the Indians had been greatly reduced in number. Many 
whites were forced to carry on the manual work of mining opera- 
tions by themselves, while a few turned to trade and others engaged 
in fanning. Their involvement in such activities did not mean that 
the Antioquenoe ga^e up their identification with criollo society or 
that they rejected the goals of this group. They still preferred to 
avoid manual labor, and the few who succeeded economically pur- 
chased large estates; however, most Antioquenoe could not achieve 
wealth. By the end of the colonial era, they were generally re- 
garded as a poverty-stricken group, in comparison with residents 
of other areas where the criollo* were better able to maintain their 
traditional way of life. 

Since independence, much of this heritage ha? been preserved. 
The small white group at the top of the social structure still ex- 
presses disdain for manual labor and considers the ownership of 
large estates to be an important index of status. Members of the 
upper caste still stress the purity of their racial heritage, particu- 
larly in the home area of the speaker. Great importance is still 
attached to the maintenance of Spanish cultural traditions and the 
cultivation of pure language patterns. 

In many respects, the achievement of independence left this group 
relatively unaffected. The psninsulares were replaced by criollos in 
the positions of power, and Colombians were temporarily estranged 
from Spain and Spanish influence. But the patterns of living of the 
whites wer? left undisturbed, and they maintained the same positions 
of dominance over the other groups of Colombian society. 

There has been no formal discrimination .ince independence, a 
fact that is frequently cited by Colombians. Nevertheless, oppor- 
tunities are often limited for the darker-skinned residents of the 
country; it is nearly impossible for them to move into the top layer 
of society, which remains an almost closed group. 

The members of the upper caste still perceive their national 
society in terms of its ethnic categories. In their eyes, the identifi- 
able nonwhite. groups still retain the low positions that they occupied 
during the colonial era, with the possible exception of the Indian«. 
Since the aboriginal population has continued to shrink in size, it is 
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now possible for aomo Okunbiaat to ragard the luduaa from a 
distanoe with t romantictxed point of rkm that ettlogixes the aborigi- 
nal way of life. Such an ontlook is deplored by pcraons omcemed 
with the realistic solution of Indian problems, members of the still 
very small group of social scientists who hare recently begun to 
examine modern Colombian society. 

Although the attitudes of the white group toward other Colom- 
bians still preserve much of the colonial heritage, this outlook is 
now faced with the inevitability of change. One fact that has 
emerged in the last decade or so has been the increasing dissatisfac- 
tion of the lower status groups with thei" position (see eh. 31, 
Political Dynamics; ch. 6, Social Structure). It is unlikely that the 
whites will be able to maintain the position of dominance. 

At the same time, the whole structure of Colombian society is 
facing the changes brought about by the growing process of indus- 
trialization. In the urban areas whore this has begun—and whm 
relations between people are more impersonal—it has become leas 
feasible to make social identifications and distinctions on the htma 
of ethnic classification. Indmduals still may not achieve social 
acceptance at UM highest level, but they can gain employment on the 
basis of ethnic classification. Individuals still may not achieve social 
acceptance at the highest level, but they can gain employment on the 
basis of skill and education rather than family afiliation. It is 
likely that membership in the new upper class of the nation will 
increasingly rest on wealth rather than ancestry, even though the 
two are still closely related; thost who now achieve economic suc- 
cess in the new industrial centers still point to family backgrounds 
in the older colonial cities. 

At present, this change has proceeded furthest in the region of 
Antioquia, where it has centered in Medellin. This city has wit- 
nessed a remarkable development of industrialization since the be- 
ginning of the twentieth century, probably attributable to the tradi- 
tion of manual labor, a reaction to the poverty of the colonial era, 
and a tremendous growth of population m the nineteenth century. 
The success of Antioquenos in business and industry has given riae 
to several myths of their origin as a distinct ethnic group, and it is 
sometimes asserted that they are of almost entirely unmixed white 
-ncestry, despite clear historical evidence to the contrary. It is true 
that ethnic distinctions have somewhat less importance in this area 
at present, but it is more likely these have lost meaning since social 
distinctions have come to rest on economic achievement Neither 
does any evidence indicate a high proportion of Jewish ancestors 
among the Antioquenos, nor of hard working Basque forebears. 
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Modem Imwdgnat» 

CcJombia as a whole has experienced relatively little foreign inüu- 
ence or immigration, in comparison with other countries of Latin 
America. Daring the colonial period, Spain discouraged the admit- 
tance of foreigners to the colonies. After independence, Colombia 
had fftw economic attractions to offer immigrants, and the long 
period of civil war was another deterrent. The country has gener- 
ally lacked a clear iTtmigration policy but has never favored it on 
a large scale. Thoäe who have entered from abroad have generally 
come as individuals or small family units. In recent years, they 
hare been few iu number. 

The laws of Colombia provide for the admiasion of immigrants 
who do not jeopardize the social onler for personal, ethnic, or racial 
reasons. A 1941 act specifically barred gypsies from the country. 
In 1953, the Institute of Land Settlement and Immigration was set 
up to direct the colonization of the underdeveloped lands and was 
given the power to organize immigration for this purpose. In addi- 
tion, after World War II, Colombia expressed a policy of encour- 
aging the immigration of skilled technicians, and in 1958, procedures 
were specified for the admission of refugees. However, little has 
been done to implement these measures. Current reports state that 
more people leave each year than enter the country to settle. 

Exact immigration statistics are lacking. The 1951 census in- 
cluded data on persons born abroad for ten departments of the 
country; these gave a figure of 3.5 percent (27,032) of the popula- 
tion surveyed, but those covered by the total include Colombians 
born abroad as well as foreigners. Of those defined as immigrants 
by the census (those planning to stay more than one year), Euro- 
peans comprised the largest group, while people from the United 
States and Canada occupied second place. 

There are several identifiable ethnic groups of foreign origin in 
Colombia, all of them small. The Jewish population is estimated 
at 25,(KX). There has been a constant trickle of Spanish immignuits, 
many of them members of the clergy. The group of United States 
residents appears to be composed mainly of businessmen and riiission- 
aries. Gernans, Italians, and Lebanese (usually referred to as Turks 
or Syrians because they came from the Lebanese part of Syria which 
formerly belonged to Turkey) are reported to be active in commerce, 
particularly in the port cities of Barranquilla, Cartagena, and Buena- 
ventura. The Germans, who are also found in the urban centers of 
the highlands, were the founders of the SCADTA airline in 1920, 
the first regular commercial airline in the Western Hemisphere. 
Although they were estimated «t less than 3,000 in 1941, many Ger- 
mans were regarded as a danger because of their active Nazi sym- 
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pathies. These attitudes, including antisemitism, brought them the 
support of wn - iHght-wJiig Colombian conservatives who find racist 
attitude ctmgtxUbi 

Th« Germans, asi well as other foreigners, have found acceptance 
in the upper class frnd hare frequently married into the white group. 
It is also reported that some Lebanese have also married into the 
Guajira Indian tribe, but immigrants have generally been most 
closely associated with the white upper class which has often been 
more receptive to ties with foreigners than to alliances with other 
Colombian groups. 
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CHAPTER 5 

LANGUAGES 

Coiombifc, iik commoa with the naqority of the Letin Americaa 
nAtkns, acquired as its national language the Spanish of the oon- 
qcenws. In this part of the New World, Spaajeh replaced an «nor- 
mam array of Indian tongues, repreeenting most of the major lan- 
guage families of South America. The procew of replacement was 
far more rapid in Colombia than in the neighboring Andean coun- 
tries, where substantial numbers of the population still do not speak 
Spanish. Colombia also assimiiaied large numbers of negroes, who 
gave up their African languages soon after arriviiig in the New 
World. 

The speech of Colombia thus reflects the processes of assimilation 
which have made almost all her inhabitants participants in the same 
national society (see ch. 4, Ethnic Groups). The primary exceptions 
are members of the smali remaining Indian groups who still retain 
their aboriginal languages, and, at the present time (1961) these 
groups are becoming increasingly bilingual. 

As the rarious groups have adopted Spanish, they, in turn, hare 
contributed to the vocabulary of the language. The contributions 
from the Indian languages have been particularly large, including 
those from some languages not spoken within the borders of the 
country at the time of the conquest. In contrast, African immigrants 
absorbed into Colombian society appear to have added relatively 
little vo the national vocabulary. In recent years, a new source has 
gained importance in the expansion of Spanish vocabulary, without 
actual immigration as a vehicle; the vocabulary of technology, espe- 
cially from English sources, is entering lU language as Coiomüia 
becomes increasingly industrialized. 

Despite such foreign influence on their speech, Colombians tend 
to think of themselves as special guardians of the Spanish language. 
Educated people, in particular, express an interest in Spanish that 
appears to be unparalleled in the other countries of latin America. 
Tha interest is displayed in concern for proper usage, in attempts 
to create standards for the rest of the Spar;sh-sppaking world, and 
in linguistic research into the processes effecting the language. 
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INDIAN LANGUAGES 

Afeongtaal Laagmg«« «I tfe« Tim* @f the Conquest 

Since th« oraoqsiasl, the um of Spsrmh has spread so that aborigi- 
nal tongues are now found opÄy in the more remote areas of the 
country. At the present time, probably fewer than 200/M)0 Colom- 
bians speak one of the Indian languages as their native sr-^Ii. 

When the Spaniards arrived in the New World, thev encountered 
a greater number of languages in Colombia than in aty other area 
of comparable size in South America. It is nnt known just how 
many languages there were or how they were related to each other 
in terms of the larger language families of the continent. Many of 
the speakers were either exterminated or assimilated early in the 
colonial period, and the evidence of the Spanish chroniclers is insuffi- 
cient to permit analysis of the language of these groups. Some 
Indians were not encountered until long after the conque,?t, when 
they had migrated long distances or had adopted the language of 
other tribes, factors which contributed to the difficulties of classifi- 
cation Moreover, there are still some tribes along the upper Amazon 
and :,n the llanos to the east with whom contacts have been so infre- 
quent that it is not kn«. ^n even today what languages they speak. 

knowledge of the culture of the various Indian groups, either 
those now extinct or those who still survive, does not clarify the 
situation, since it provides no clue to language. Diverse language 
stocks were represented among the highland chiefdoms, and an even 
greater ririety was found among the farm villagers a.id nomads of 
the forest areas. Because of the generally confused situation, there 
is considerable disagreement as to the appropriate scheme of the 
classification of Colombian Indian languages; any such scheme must 
still be regarded as provisional. 

The chiefdoms of the highland zones and the northern lowlands 
for the most part spoke languages of the Macro-Chibchan family. 
This stock, composed of dialects of Chibchtin piX)p«f, found mainly 
in the Eastern Cordillera, and Paezan languages, which were spoken 
farther west, has been the Indian language family most commonly 
identified with Colombia. It probably spread from this area to the 
north, for it is found in a considerable area of Central America. 
Nevertheless, there has been a suggestion that Chibchan replaced 
earlier languages of the Arawakan stock in Colombia. Arawak and 
Carib, both wide-spread in northern South America and the islands 
of the Caribbean, were also represented among the highland chief- 
doms, along with some dialects that it has not been possible to clas- 
sify and some that rei. lin completely unknown. In the southern 
highlands, a few decades before the arrival of the Spaniards, some 
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of the luafoagM were replaced by Qoechoa, the Araiean kagmge 
impond bj the Incas M they extended their empire. 

Among UM Tillegen of the erees earroaadinf the hifhlesde, vmri- 
ons lengmge stocks wwe represented. Most of the n^dentt of the 
Pacific coastal area and the Sin6 country north of the omdilkraa, 
including the Chooo peoples, spoke Chibehan lanfo^ea. However, 
there was an «^laTe of people oa the sooth western coast speaking 
Ynrosoango, a tongoe that may not yet be extinct. This dialect has 
been identified with the Hokan or Sioox family which was wide- 
spread in North America, providing an interesting basts for qMcala- 
*ion »bout th? origins of the group. 

In the northeastern part of the country, adjoining the northern 
siction of the Eastern Cordillera, there was a substantial Mock of 
tr bes speaking dialects of the Carib group. Farther to the nottk- 
CKC, the Arawakan stock wes reprasoited in the Qnajira Pcninsnia. 
This language group was also widely distributed in tit* eaatera pkana 
and forests of Col<»nbia, along with a smaller number of dialeeta 
of other major familiee—Carib, Andean, Chibehan, Tueanoan, Tap« 
—and some languages that it has not been posstbk» to dasnfy. It 
has been pointed out that for this area, and for South America as 
a whole, a limited number of language families are represented ofw 
an extremely large area inhabited by forest ▼illagen. This euggesta 
a rather recent and rapid migration of these peoples over the north- 
ern part of South Aiberica, since there has not been time for thsm 
to become separated from each other and for their languages to 
diverge. 

In contrast, the nomadic tribes of the plains and forests appear 
as small isolated groups speaking languages of all the major stocks 
of South America and some tongues that at present seem to be com- 
pletely independent. This indicates that the nomads were probably 
early migrants to the area who were separated by the arrival of later 
groups. In Colombia, they speak Andean, Chibehan, and other 
languages, some of which are still unknown. 

Indian Languages Today 

The Indian tongues of Colombia were affected by the Spanish con- 
quest in various way». Many languages were simply obliterated as 
the groups that spoke them were exterminated, and the few sur- 
vivors adopted the language and culture of the Spaniards. This was 
true of the chiefdoms of the northern lowlands, those along the 
Criuca River, and some in the southern highlands. Through the 
same process, most of the languages of the villages bordering the 
northeastern zone of the cordilleras, thoee ou the coasts and the 
major waterways, and some in the eastern plains were also elimi- 
ttftted. 
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In other MMS, where larg« settled groups of Indian« came under 
Spenish domination, they gndually ga^e up their onginai languages 
and adopted the language of the conquerors. This occurred in the 
Eastern Cordillera, the region of the Chibeha proper, or Muisca. 
where the population was gradually transformed into a mettiao 
(mixed) societj in the course of the colonial period. In fact, the 
Muisca were noteworthy among all the agricultural populations of 
Latin America for the speed with which they adopted Spanish. 
It was reported to be the language of the market place by the end 
of the sixteenth century, and the Muisca tocgue wss considered to 
be completely extinct by the late eighteenth century. 

In the southern highlands, Spanish was also rapidly acquired by 
the Pasto and Quillscinga peoples, tribe that earlier had been con- 
quered by the Incas. Like the Muisca, they submitted to the Span- 
iards quickly and experienoed a fairly peaceful conquest. Since 
they have remained relatively isolated in their resgwirdo$ or reser- 
vations, the Pasto and Quiilacinga are still regarded as Indians, 
despite their UM of Spanish. 

Elsewhere, in the more remote areas of the country, Indian lan- 
guages are still spoken, and in these zones, native speech has great 
social importance. The use of an aboriginal tongue is actually a 
major element in the definition of Indian status, since these people 
generally do not participate in national society if they lack knowl- 
edge of Spanish. Of the Macro-Chibchan family, dialects of Chib- 
chan proper survive today among the Indians of the Santa Marts 
area, while Paezan languages are spoken by the inhabitants of 
some fttgvardo* of the southern highlands as well as by the Choco 
Indians of the Pacific forest area. An Arawak language is pre- 
served among the Guajiras. In the vast eastern plains ar.J forests, 
various speech far.älies are still found, including the Carib of the 
Motilones and ethers—Tucanoan, Arawak, Chibchan, and Andean, 
and apparently isolated languages that have never been studied. In 
many instances, it is not clear whether or not language« identified 
earlier have become extinct. 

There is no clear trend that can describe the future prospects of 
ail the Indian language». In some instances in which ail outside 
contact is still resisted, as among the Motiionee, it is likely that 
the native tongue will be preserved for soaie time. Elsewhere, 
particularly in the southeastern portion of Colombia, members of 
certain Indian groups appear to be giving up their onginai dialects 
only to replace them by the speach of other tribes. Apart from the 
occurrence of this practice in pr»-Colombian times, th© process has 
actually been in operation since the early years of the colonial period, 
as the result of the actions of miasionariee.   The? have sometuDM 
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wkct«d on« tazupiAfe to serve as » geaenJ om for •»» ia demimg 
with the Indian« of wioot tribes. Tbm, the Fnindsctne f|np»d 
Skml, 8 Tocanoen languafe, as the general loedioaa »f eosiattteiea- 
t»an throa^: mnch of the Pataiosjo r^fiMt lion» «omaioafy, dbe 
genenU Indian language has beet the QuechtM of the Andeaa 
highlasds, and this language emtmum to spread ftma&g the fore«t 
tribes, either through miasionary action or thpocgh. other types of 
oontacts. 

For moat speaks» of Indian language^ however« the trend is prob- 
ably toward the adoption of Spanish. 'Those wh& live in the 
Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta are gradu&Uy «fe^wj^iag asor» f»- 
qdent contact with outeders, jmrtkciarly iö the socth^a area. 
The resfuaedo dwells* in the highlands of NariSo and Caaw» a» 
increasingly drifting toward the towns to work, and t!»f may hare 
more frequent contacts with ontsideirs if proposed development 
prcgratos are put into effect (see ch. 4, Ethak Oroapt). Th» 
Oaajiras, too, are moring to the urban eentgrs m inwasgrng nsn»- 
hers. For the forest rillagert and nomads, eontacts with Spaaidk 
speakers are generally much leas frequent, hot SOB» group« a» 
gradually adopting the natioii&l language. For these people, a« wed 
as for tne highland Indian farmers, the käg-range prospect is 
toward the use of Spanish, further extending the proaee» thst; has 
been in operation since the conquest. 

SPANISH 

VariattoM of CotaMfekui SputUk 

The Spaniards who settled 0>l«mbi& can» from difsrent sec- 
tiiMi« of the mother country, «nd their speech reflected these regtosia] 
▼ariati<ms. It was also affected to some degree by eosttaci with other 
languages, such as Portuguese. These difference» tended to mingle 
in a common language as settlers from distinct regioos came into 
contact with each other iu New Granada; bat in time, farying 
speech patterns emerged in local areas of the Mtioo. 

At present, the speech of the educated upp&r chse, centered in 
the cities, appears to be fairly standard throughout the country. It 
provides the model for those seeking to raise their status and t&e 
example to which grammarians point with £pproval. 

The greatest variation in language habits is foüßd in rural areas. 
Cert&m speech patterns are commonly identified with the peasant 
population and, as migration to the cities continues, with the labor- 
ing class of the urban areas. 

Some shifts in pronunciation have been identiikd with partikular 
sections of the country.   The depattsaents of Cundinaroarea asd 
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ßojr«e& u« marked by tfae «herfttion of n* in Rieb word* «s ki&pro 
m thai ihm eoand appewra to be •ousewiuit slurred. Tb» CM» 
V»lky is noted tor the »ibstittttioB of «t» lor A a» Uutt, for erampie, 
tm^nSn loaads Uk» tembiim. In Cakbs, the final « cbsogn to i* 
«ftd tbe final 9 to « so that «w beotmMi em and e«to is spoksn a« Mtu. 
Speach in tbe ooastai rations is cbaraeterized by the suppression of 
the letter $ and the final <£. with jötj&ro and h&nd&d pronounced as 
/^/tfr» and (xmdd. It also freqaeotlj tcbows sound shifts of 4 to r, so 
the* dot tm*mm rot and detpuet becomes «s^««. The laoi- pettefn» 
ban; sometimes been traced to the speech of Andalocfa in Spain, 
but they are mure frnguenily attributed to African infiuenoe. They 
•re also charaeten^ic of other parts of the Caribbean are», espe- 
ciaUy Cuba, «here the population was composed of large group« 
from both Andakda »o4 Africa, 

There appear to be very lew patterns of speech ihstf merk tbe 
speech of Cdocsbia as a whole, »ud these are also encountered elsR- 
wbere in the Spanish-speaking world. Hies, rhe confusion of It with 
jr is also found '.n other parti» of Latin America, es well ss in north- 
ern Spain. The grft.ttaiatical shift ip^olriag tbe use of vo$ instead 
of I«, <£, or v&*eirot* the pnMiouna for the person or persons ad- 
dresMd m the fsmiliar form, j« also not unique to Colombia. 

Hie «ao» is also tree of rorabelary. Various rural areas of the 
cooptry haw developed their own words and phrases over the last 
lour centuries. However, some expresgion« that diverge from mod- 
ern art^n speech can also be heard in certair. other aectsons of tbe 
New World or the {berian Peninsula. Afany of these, in fact, tepre- 
sent the speech of sixteenth-century Spain, usages that were carried 
to tbe Western Hemisphere by the conquerors and preserved in the 
rural areas after they died out ir- the cities. Among such expres- 
sions encountered in the communities of the Eastern Cordillera are 
a prima noch« (early in the evening) and Su Merced (Your Grace), 
the polite form for the person addressed that long ago became Usted 
in general usage. 

The processes that have shaped modem Colombian speech thus 
involve both the development of new patterns of Spanish in specific 
areas and, at the same time, the preservation of archaic forms. 
Another major force in shaping the language has been the borrow- 
ing of words from other languages encountered after the Spanish 
conquest. 

The InSyenee cf Other Languages on Colombian Spanish 

Throughout the colonial peri«!, the Spanish of Nfcw Granada 
probably received the largest contributions to its vorabulary from 
the Indian  languages of the  New World.    Some of these  were 
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adopted generally in the speech of Latin Ameriem. Thit wu par- 
tiruJariy true of UM Arawak words «KwtaterBd in Cabs and 
Hispanioia, sine« them iümd» ooustituted the «taking area lor many 
of the expedinona setting out for the mainiand. Such words ac 
hamara (hammock)f harbaeoa (barbecue)« eabuya (a type of hemp), 
and tebatt (tdbacco) entered xht language from this area. After 
their conquest, the Astecs of Mexico contributed aguaoate (avocado), 
tomate (tomato), and others. The Induuis of Veneaosla added 
butaca (stool). 

In comparison, the Indians whe lived in Colombia at the time of 
the conquest CMtritmted remarkably little to the Spanish language 
as a whole or even to the national speech of Colombia. In the 
Eastern Cordillet-a, Chibcha has left many place names, such as 
Bogota, Turmeque, and Nemocon. It also has supplied son» other 
terms, mainly for things that were unknown to the Spaniards, in- 
cluding ehUputcd (an herb) and chita from the Chibcha n»a. (worm), 
bet these are not actually common in national usage. In the aotith- 
em highlands, some family and place names have been identified 
with the languages that were displaced by the Incaa. At pnnot, 
however, the major use of Indian words that is found in Ootombian 
Spanish as a whole appears to be in the adoptkx; by spots teame of 
the names of tribes noted for their ferocity in resisting oonqueot, 
as. for example, the Pijaos of the southern highlands. 

What is striking in Colombian speech is the use of many words 
taken from Quechua, the tongue that has been the major Indian 
language of Peru and Ecuador for some five centuries. A munber 
of these words—such as kuata (sacred place or shrine), mtsnga fttm 
the Quechua mmka (cooperative work group), or rkoclo (ear of 
com)—have entered the Spanish of America as a whole. At the 
same time, there are many other terms that appear to be in use 
only in Coiombia. Among these are pi$co (turkey) and nafttngo 
or napanga from the Quechut Uapanko (barefoot), which is used 
in Colombia as a synonym for mestäo and mulatto. 

In connection with the introduction of Indian words into Colom- 
bian Spanish, it is important to note that a section of the southern 
highland was conquered by the Incas; for much of the colonial 
period, this region was part of the Viceroyalty of Peru, in which 
the majority of the population spoke Quechua. This background, 
as well as proximity of the region to the modern Quechua speakers 
of Ecuador, is reflected in the fact that the use of Quechua words 
is most frequent in the {southern highlands. Nevertheless, many 
phrases of the Inca 'anguage are also heard throughout Colombia. 
This can be explained in part by the action of early missionartee 
who adopted Quechua as the medium through which to spread 



Ckrittianitj. Another factor was UM introdoetion into Cdomfaas 
in th» Mriy eokmud period of many yamaetmm (pemnai anTaata 
and laboren) from Pent Thcaa workera broo^it aome words that 
su^daBted the Chibehan terms still in oas by Indian groups at the 
time. 

Througfaont Colombian history, only one other group entered the 
ooontry in large number«. These were the aUves broogfat from 
Africa. From this background, some words have been preserred 
among small, local groups of Negroes who came from the same 
section of Africa, liany of these words have to do with the prac- 
tice of vdorioa, or religious ceremonies. It has been poseible to 
identify a number of them with the languages of Angola. 

On the other hand, the slaves appear to have contributed vir- 
tually nothing to the national language, although a few words of 
undetermined origin may in fact be African. The lack of influence 
of these tongues is quite probably due to the fact that they never 
actually served as media of communication for groups of any size 
in the New World. The Africans came from different regions, the 
patterns of life in Colombia served as their common culture, and 
Spanish was adopted as their common language (see ch. 4, Ethnic 
Groups). Furthermore, their languages oould not contribute terms 
for items native to the New World, a function that the Indian 
languages could fulfil?. 

Since the arrival of the slaves from Africa, no other group has 
entered Colombia in substantial numbers. The nation has drawn, 
however, on the culture of other countries and the language has 
been affected accordingly. During much of the nineteenth century, 
educated Colombians looked to Europe as the center of learning, and 
French became the language of prestige to be acquited as a second 
tongue by members of the upper class. 

More recently, English has been affecting the language. It has 
now largely replaced French as the secondary language learned by 
the educated. This is partly because, since industrid technology 
has begun to assume great importance in Colombia, members of the 
upper class have turned to the united States for educition in such 
professions as engineering and architecture. 

A small group in Colombia has English as its native tongue. This 
portion of the population is made up of the more than five thousand 
negro residents of San Andres and Providencia, iilands which 
formerly belonged to England. Perhaps of greatest in portanoe has 
be«» the importation of the techniques of industrial lociety. This 
has involved the direct introduction of related words to a much 
larger portion of the population. The construction of factories has 
resulted in the use of hokfctear (to boycott), guaehimS* (watchman), 
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«memto (htm: reiaforoed CMDeRt)T and Ittkmtt (iodcM^), Aalo- 
motnl« puts hsve bttoam familiar M brtftm (famkat), dtak 
(dutch), and ehtmi (eMw), and it is cwtomary to yrymar (paik) 
a ear. 

United States influence has aim been Mt in the /Of (field) of 
sports, where it is pcesible to eneoaBter a hamdtMpper, ymbl (Joekvf), 
or rifer (referee) or to witness mokmdt (knockouts) and jmtrmm 
(home runs). In this area, the English have also made SOBS oootri- 
botaons such as m^fry and eriqmt (cricket). 

Many areas of Colombian speech have also bew affected by the 
importation or imitatian of ooasnmer goods such es naüen (nykm) 
or $lack*. Finally, in recent decades, the widespread distribution 
of nnmes made m the United Statea has familiariaed CdomfaiaB 
audiences with trmitn (here: preriews), gmgtien», mem (money), 
and many other terms taken from American idiomatic speech. 

Of ooune, the spread of these aspects of our culture, and the 
words associated with them, has not been limited to Gotombia; 
many of the terms praeented above have entered the Spanish language 
as a whole or, at least, the Spanish of the New World. 

Atttari« T«wanl Lu«mg« 

Despite the jobstantial coottributians of other tongues to their 
speech, many Colombians, especially educated people, express the 
idea that Colombia has a special role in the presenration of the 
Spanish language. Ulis may stem partly from the attempts of the 
erioBot (people of Spanish descent born in the New World) dur- 
ing the colonial period to imitate the language and customs of the 
Spanish aristocracy as closely as possible, an effort thai was er« 
more marked in New Granada than in other parts of the New 
World (see ch. 4, Ethnic Groups). 

Aside from this factor, impetus was given to a concern with 
language by the work of several Colombian philologists, grammari- 
ans, and linguists of the nineteenth century. One of these was 
Miguel Antonio Caro, a philologist, Latinist, and Spanish gram 
marian, who was a founder of the Academia Colombians de la 
Lengua (Colombian Academy of Language). One of his collabora- 
tors, and probably the most famous Colombian who has worked in 
the field of language, was Rufino Joel Cuervo. He became inter- 
ested in the Spanish language as a child, studied various other 
languages, and, as an adult, settled in Paris, where he could main- 
tain close contact with the philologists and linguists of Europe. 
Over a period of more than 40 years, he collaborated on several 
periodicals and produced a number of books.   Among his work*, 
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itiU frequently quoted by ColMnbiana, is the ApwUaeumet crititm 
tobn el lenguaje Bagottmo (Critical Notes on the Len^uage of 
Bogoti) which w«s first publkhed in the eerly ISTO's. This book 
wtM % linguistic analysis of Spanish as s whole, taking account of 
▼ariations among all its speakers, including even the Sephardic 
Jews of the Middle East. It also covered historical development, 
with frequent references to classical Spanish authors and the Latin 
background of the language. In the study, Cuervo established a 
number of prineiplca that still guide the linguistic work of Colom- 
bians. Thus, he did not hesitate to recommend certain speech pat- 
terns, either in terms of the pattern of their development from 
Latin or with an eye to maintaining understanding between Spanish 
speakers employing different regional variations. At the same time, 
he was emphatic in stressing that language is constantly in a state 
cf flux and in holding that current usage is the important criterion 
of what is acceptable. His successors have continued to try to bal- 
ance between these absolute and relative principles, sometimes with 
less ease than Cuervo. They have also tended to accept the dicta 
of the Royal Academy of Spain, with which he did not hesitate to 
disagree. 

Another of his books was the unfinished Diecionarh de construe- 
cion y regimen (Dictionary of Construction and Rules). Two vol- 
umes, covering the letters A through D, each nearly 1.000 pages, 
were published in the late 1880's and early 1890's. The work was 
conceived as a revision of the eighteenth-century Diccionario de Au- 
toridade* (Dictionary of Authorities), »he first work issued by the 
Spanish Royal Academy. This was a detailed compilation of all the 
words of the time with the citation of 'authorities," or famous 
authors, to support usage. It was later reduced to the Official Dic- 
tionary, issued by the Spanish Academy at intervals up to the 
present. While Cuervo was unable to finish his work to replace the 
Diocianario tk Autoridadtt, the effort has recently again been un- 
dertaken in Colombia. 

In 1941, the Minister of Education, Jorge Eliecer Gaitan, founded 
the Ateneo Nacional de Alton Entudios (National Athenaeum of 
Higher Studies), including a philology section which had several 
responsibilities among which was the continuation o* Cuervo's work. 
Shortly afterward, thL body was reorganized as the Institute Caro 
y Cuervo (Caro and Cuervo Institute). It has carried on various 
programs in the field of language, including the publication of 
Cuervo's unedited work and, since 1945, the issuance of Boletin, a 
linguistic bulletin, called Thetaurvs in recent years. Since 1956, 
when an agreement w^s signed between this organization, the Min- 
istry of Education, and »he Pan-American Union (which has given 
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fiaanci&l rapport), the Institut« has been working to complete Cuer- 
vo's Dieewnmio de eomtrucoien y rifyimen. In 1854, ss the result 
of a resolution passed by the Tenth Inter-American Conference in 
Caracas, a new section of the Institute was organized. This is the 
Seminario Andres B "o (Andres Bello Seminar), named after the 
Latin American grammarian and philologist. Since 1958, it has 
been conducting a program to train teachers of Spanish in linguistics 
and philology for research and teaching in Colombia and in other 
areas of Latin America. 

Recently, the activities of the Institute have reflected a shift in 
emphasis from philology to linguistic studies. The major work in 
the latter area has been the construction of a Ltngvittie Atlat of 
Colombia, a project that has been underway for several years. Its 
purpose is to indicate the Spanish spoken in various regions of the 
nation, the relations of this Spanish to the language of Spain and 
other Latin American countries, and the influences on it of th« 
Indian languages. A team of trained investigators hap been visit- 
ing different areas, administering a questionnaire that covers pro- 
nunciation, vocabulary, grammar, and local ballads. 

The Institute has not been the only agency active in the ♦teld of 
language. The Colombian Academy of Language recently organised 
a contest among students for the analysis of the usage of Spanish 
expressions. In 1960, the Ministry of Education decided to hold a 
contest to determine the best text for teaching Spanish in the coun- 
try's secondary schools. 

One of the most widely acclaimed recent actions of the govern- 
ment was the passage of the Law for the Defense of the Language 
{Ley de Defensa del Jdioma) on August 6, 1960. the last day of the 
Third Congress of Academies of the Spanish Language. It provides 
that all official documents and names, teachings advertising, business, 
industry, arts, styles, or sports in the public domain will be written 
or ca.ried on in Spanish, with the exception of words that cannot 
be translated because they are proper names or foreign industrial 
names. In the case of patented trade marks, there should be an 
indication of pronunciation, an explanation of the object in Span- 
ish, and, if possible, a translation of the name. The law also de- 
fires the role of the Colombian Academy of Language as a con- 
sultative body of the government in all matters related to national 
language and literature, exempts it from taxation, and provides 
for government support of its library. Finally, the measure pro- 
vides for the annual commemoration by educational institutions of 
April 23, the anniversary of the death of Cervantes. 

AH these activities in the field of language are fully reported in 
the Colombian press in news items, columns on language and gram- 



mar, «nd special utkks in the Sunday snpplemmts. Some of the 
writers exe lingnkte. In their uewipaper eantriimtios»; «rtick» in 
Tk*immut end reont bodes, Cdombisn Isngnsge ^ecistiets fre- 
qaently ezpre« s number of themes. In genen^ following dwrro, 
they have adopted the objective position of modern Uognistks which 
hdds that no speech is to be evaiuated as good or bad and that all 
forms ahoold be examined as manifcetaticms of lingnutic proeeewe. 
At the same time, they are concerned with the preaervadon of 
"good** Spanish and recommend the forms that are moat generally 
aeceptad among educated people. These writers also frequently ez- 
preas coocem orer the me of foreign words when Spanish equiva- 
lents are available. Finally, they often remind their readers of 
the special role of Colombians with regard to the Spanish language. 
Great stress is placed on the close aaaociation of national speech 
with the language of the mother country. Writers on language fre- 
quently isfer to the Spanish Royal Academy, and Colombian news- 
papers proudly reported the favorable coverage of the Law for the 
Defense of the Language in the preae of Madrid. Streaa is also 
placed on the responsibility of Colombians for the maintenance of 
high atandards of speech among American speakers of Spaniah. 
Thua, readers are reminded that the occurrence of certain uaagea 
in other oountriea of the New Weald doee not mean that they are 
acceptable in Colombia. On the oontrar;, Spanish speakers of other 
nationa and foreigners learning the language are sometimes advised 
to adopt as their guide the atandards expressed by Colombian 
aathoritka. 



CHAPTEB 6 

SOCIAL STBUCTUSE 

Thb itractox« of toekty, sttoagty htmd in dunbb traditknt d»- 
tvrv&g htm nzteeath-omtiuy Spun, has rigid UM» of cla« IBMD- 
benhip and proaoonoad diffentnoM in statna. j>wpife th» effaet« of 
growing indaatmliBBtion, tlM grtal golf «prn^ng tho O^MST and 
lower CIIWM ramaini only imperl»eUy Imdged by * middk ela«. 
Th« eonotntration of «n inordinate amount of ssdai and piditical 
poirar at the upper torels «ubkR the ruling elaa to ding tenademdy 
and effectively to its prinkfed position and to raut the growing 
foroea of change. 

Tb» determinants of class atatas are primarily lineage, racial 
derivation and wealth. The upper claaa is predominantly osm- 
posed of rich, white-akinned erieUe ariatocnta. Great wealth nay 
overcome the liability of vte*&& ancestry; and impeecable Unsafe 
(aboisnffo) may preserve atatns for aome time aftor wealth has 
been lost.   But iadi exospti«» are «ÜU comparatively rare. 

The middle dass, which is bdng atrangthened gradually by the 
increasing <^>portunlties fear oomioerdal meoeas snd inteUeetual 
<Ü8tinctiont stiU haa Uttto of the independent motive force which 
early projected the bourgeoisie into the forefront of political devel- 
opment in most of Western Europe. At least until very recently, 
it formed a passive soda! element oompoeed mainly of people who 
had dropped out of the aristocracy through loss of wealth or who 
had aoenmulated enough money to graduate from the lower ebss 
without yet qualifying as members of the highest stratum. Scholars 
atili argue whether or not the country has a genuine, fall-fiedged 
middle class. 

The lower class, oomprising the bulk of the population, indudes 
most Indian and negro elements in the population. Greater eco- 
nomic opportunity makes it possible for an increasing nun bar of 
them to improve their stains. Although dan color usually im- 
poses a limitation on thsir upward advancement, they may secure 
increasing access to other instruments, mainly educational, for the 
further improvement of class status. 

The most mobile element in the society is the large SMSMM» seg- 
ment of mixed Spanish and Indian ancestry.   Mettmot are found 
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tt Ml levels of the social ladder and constitute most of the exceptions 
to racial limitations on advancing social sta'us. 

A secondary set of indices to class status includes educational at- 
tainment, refinement of manner, intellectual distinction, network 
of friendships and t?ssoeiaiions and style of dress. Most frequently 
these characteristics art emblems of class status already attained; 
but m a borderline case, possession or lack of such identifying traits 
may prove decisive u to "JQ individual's acceptance or rejection at a 
higher social level. The great emphasis cm these characteristics is, 
in any case, significant of the traditional nature of the society and 
of the built-in impediments to mobility. 

Recent trends toward more rapid industrialization, urbanization 
and increasingly responsible governmental performance have affect«! 
the prevailing social patterns. They have created a sharper cleav- 
age between a relatively fluid urban and an inflexible rural social 
structure. Modernization is making the upper class more aware of 
the need to loosen its grip on political power and economic privilege, 
and the lower class more aware of the extent to which it has been 
excluded from access to improved living conditions and political in 
fluence by the aristocratic monopoly. 

The future shape of society will be determined in large measure 
by the outcome of the race beiween these two relatively new forces 
of change. Either the dem&nds of the hitherto oppressed will be 
satisfied by the ameliorative efforts of the privileged minority, in 
which caae a more dynamic and open society may result; or these 
demands will outrun the willingness of the favored few to impair 
thetr privileges, in which event the social structure is likely to be 
shattered rather than merely modified by a sudden flare of destruc- 
tive resentment. 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

The social structure of the colonial period derived from that of 
Spain, with a small upper class composed of landowning nobility, 
military and clergy and a large lower class of peasants living in 
serfdom. Between the two stood a thin layer of small landowners, 
fckilled artisans and free propertyleas individuals. 

Thi» accial structure was imported by the Spanish colonizers; 
the Indians already there and the negro slaves brought to the New 
World to work the mines and the vast land acreages formed the 
lowest stratum. Partly because of the dependence of the colonial 
economy on the mines and land lor revenue, the feudal social 
system adapted from the Spanish pattern was carefully preserved. 
The principal change was that the seit* were Indian and negro 
rather than white Spaniards. 



The OOIOIUAI lociml tystem wu domiiiaMd by an aristocncy of 
abofamgo—• sociaty where social pontio» was defined by birth 
rather than by individual merit or achievvment. Separated by a 
vast gulf from the other classes the upper-class elite jeakmaly 
guarded its privileges and discouraged any a-tibitioos on the part of 
the unfavored maasts. Class solidarity among the elite was high 
and entry into the upper ciase from below was almost imponibie. 

At the top of the colonial social ladder were the Catholic Span- 
iards, men of wealth, called penmmdare*. Slightly below than were 
the erioüo», horn in America of Spanish parents. Both segments 
of the upper class prided themselvjs on their Spanish heritage and 
on the purity of their blood. 

In addition to the ptninmdaft» end erioUet, the eaeiquet, the In- 
dian aristocraey which occupied a specie! position among UM rul- 
ing elite. Assisted the Spanish mien in governing and exploiting 
the Indians. The power and status of the ruling elite was assured 
by royal charters, known ss fverot, granted to the nobility, thou» 
holding decorations from the Crown, military officers, mine owners, 
merchants and the Indian caciquss. 

In the eyes of the law the penmsvJarei and the eriollo» were equal; 
in practice they were not. Tiie penkmUar held the native-bom 
American, the erufflo, in contempt. Many commercial posts were 
closed to the eriollo. particularly in the lucrative trade monopolies 
sanctioned by the Crown, and many colonial business establish- 
ments refused to allow erwUm to reach a high position; and avail- 
able vacancies were instead filled by newly arrived Spaniards. Ckaed 
off from the influential posts of the Administration and the mon- 
opolies, the crioUo turned to the professions, to retailing and to 
illegal activities. Inevitably, tensions arose between the penimgulat 
and the crioUo and led ultimately to the drive for independence 
from Spain in the early part of the nineteenth century. 

A thin »«yer of free propertyless individuals and drilled artisans 
formed a middle stratum of persons who had, by their special abili- 
ties or skills, managed to raise themselves above the lower claas. 
In a similar position was an emerging social stratum, the me*two§. 
who were the result of the contact between the white colonialists and 
the Indians. 

The social distance was great between the mentito and both the 
upper and lower class. Unlike the Indian or the negro, the metttBO 
was recognized by the white elite as a rational person and therefore 
endowed with the rights and privileges of responsible adulthood. 
Although the mestizo was legally excluded from the priesthood or 
from receiving academic degrees, other avenues of enterprise were 
open to him.   Some mmtizo» became small farmers, smalKcale busi- 
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or adminiatratiT« empioyew. Th* TMt ionmd the mum of 
vorknrs and Mtinni who •esrwi ia th» guilds with «nlv the amUkat 
pcMnbiiity of •drmnemg themadrm into UM higher category of 
martar crafUmen. Yet that they soald drtm as the white penooa 
did was of atmoat social importanoe. 

At the bottom of the scale stood the lower class, oompmiag 
Indiana and negroes -or in the words of the colonial elite, UM "red* 
race and the "black" race—both looked on as imepocsibl« minnrs 
in need of paternalistic supervision and control. In general they 
had no rights and privileges. They were prohibited by law from 
bearing anna, riding horses or dressing as white and in ROOM locali- 
ties were even forbidden to leave a certsin axea. Most oceapatkms 
were closed to them except that of onskilled laborer in the iklds or 
in the mins^. Their pay was nsoslly a share of the prodoee they 
eokiTated or sometimee miniscule wages that could be spent only 
in company stores. I; ^as almost impossible for the negro or Indian 
to accumulate any SSTU gs which woold hare allowed him to mow 
away or better his condition. The Indian and the negro did not 
necessarily have equally bad living conditions or suffer the same 
social and economic plight; in some cases the negro laborer was 
better off than his Indian fellow. 

Negro slaveiy had been instituted in the New World as a result of 
what the colonial authorities had deemed to be economic necessity. 
But emancipation from this bondage was possible for the negro. 
On certain oocasiens, if they were rented out by the owners, slaves 
were enabled to earn money wages and could keep a portion of the 
money they earned. Some others were freed by their masters as acts 
of religious charity. Yet even if they became free their condition 
was often not materially improved. 

The negroes were divided into separate strata, according to their 
occupation and the lightness of their skin, with those having the 
least negroid features at the top of the scale. Though usually re- 
quired to marry among themselves, a certain amount of miscegena- 
tion occurred and the resultant offspring, called sambot, in time 
came to occupy a position somewhat analagous to that of the mettuo. 

A certain degree of social mobility existed for the negro. The 
negro could rise from slavery to freedom and earn money wages, 
upward mobility could be further facilitated by marrying lighter- 
skinned negroes or whites. A negro who had accumulated a large 
sum of money could L-ibe the colonial authorities to grant him a 
certificÄte of his "whiteness," which in turn couid obtain for him the 
rights and privileges enjoyed by the whites. 

The Indian had practKallv no chance to rise above serf don. The 
Indian's life in the system of forced labor, under the most adverse 
living conditions, has been described in harrowing terms by colonial 
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hktontam. Woiiinf the nüa^ thf» pU&Utioii« and the f «ctwiM «ad 
herded mtc Tillage» Cdder etri<% oontrri, the Istdkui was appnatd 
hj orntaxr, mine owner, factorr cwnar and oftm e^en by the prwrta. 
Tfe« »ie meaz» of effectinf upwards aaoeot for the Ifidian was BU»- 
cegenatko; tk? child wooid thew^ij acquire the etatas of the parent 
higher in the aocial ecaie. 

With the decree» in Spain'* world poeition in the SBfrmtemth and 
eighteenth centuries, its hold over the New World was loosenetL 
Fewer is the colonies began to shift from U» Spanish pmbamlm 
to the native-bora crwüo. The crieUo gradt^hr acquired greater 
acoen to pomdoas of power in tha colcnki adminktrstkit and was 
«tabled to bay titles and to panieipate is the areas of emerpfiw 
hitherto the exclusive monopoly of the Spanish pmhrntiar. 1M the 
ysare imsMdiately preceding ind^esd^e, the mmbee of erMh 
mine owsen, hossmmaam and landowners isereaaed. 

A primary social tesuli of Col^abia's mdepmdmm from Spate 
was the supplanting ol the Spanish pemnmihr «lite by the natüve- 
ham white crioUe. Yet the aidft is pow«r aztd stati» did iääe to 
affect the rest of the e»cial structure. Iteerk&ehMtolmBQmjh 
origins and traditions; his cultural and soda! habits prechadsd tüa 
ev<huti<m of a new social configuration. In canaolidating themarirea 
as tlw new «litSj Urn erioUm prer^rred ths greet earn! distance be- 
tween upper and lower claases that had eharaeteri^ed the eoknial 
soda! seen«. The system survived, anly riightiy altered, into the 
twentieth century. 

THE CLASS SYSTEM 

Upper Class 

In the past the upper dass was more a caste than a clas^ lor the 
poeition of its members at the apex of the social pyramid cam» about 
largely as a birthright rather than through their abtlitieo or efforts. 
But at present birthright is no longer the sole determißant Wealth, 
whether acquired through land, mlnea, commerc« or indos&nr, has 
become an equally if not mere important quaMficatioa for upper- 
class membership Therefore, the upper claw hass lost to the middle 
clsss many members who, because of their gmiaal käs of wealth, 
were forced to drop out of the financially demanding social climate 
of the upper class. But, on the other hand, tit» upper cka» is rein- 
foroed by the entry of thfe nuevo rim (newly rich) who have riass 
from below or who have come from abroad. 

In the past upper-class families most alwaye traced their origias 
back to Spanish cenqvistadore*. Many upper class f»milie§ now 
trace their lineage back to statesmen and politicians, to fortaer Pred- 
dents of the Republic or to well-known generals.   Another large 
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part of the prsaoat upper dtm » denve<i from cattie-nnching fmmi 
lies *»• UMOC of auiustriftli«"«, MuinciaaMin and coffM-pUnUtion 
owners. The »ctäal ä*I«* of members o^ the upper dug is oft«a 
primahly trac«*b^a to the baftl work of. & recent fxvtefather who 
acquired wealth, settled in a city and provided his children with 
education. 

ImmigraDt« trvm Europe having the necessary qualifications of 
wealth enjoy rr^dy access to th« epper cl«%. Only & fev months 
are nquiied for an iskmigfaat to «sublish himself «s a in?nibcr of 
the upper class, should he meet its standard*. In certain exceptional 
eafles, a well-known name can be substituted for the requirement of 
wealth. ItovQvtt, attendant factors of influence and of cultivated 
socia* Jifa, which may often »nre as supplsmentsry requiremests, 
eaz^Etot rjt replaced in cases where wealth is absent. Travel in Europe 
or the fnited StatM also incre»«« the prestige of the aspira»* to 
the «pper d&m. 

In the noore rural and isolated regions T?bere the w&ve of indas- 
tmlism has not mads itself felt to any large exteat, social rigidity 
m greater than in more modernised parts of the country. In areas 
«ich as Fopayan, whkh pridefi itself on its cultural and historic 
tradition and its rural feudal character, wealth or education do not 
serve to facilitate entry into the -jpper class: the old standard of 
birthright still holds strong. 

In other, mere industrialized regions, the passage of families from 
upper to middle class has often been the result of dissipation of 
inherited wealth or o^ livision of wealth among many heirs. But, in 
Popayan, stronghold of the colonial tradition, there is little dis- 
placement of families frr/m upper to middle class in cases of finan- 
cial difficulty; if an upper-class family surfers financial reverses, 
friends and relatives often rally to its support, helping the children 
obtain a good education and a position suitable to thei<- social stand- 
ing and giving the family a chanoe to recover its former financial 
position within a few years. 

The question of race enters into determination of position in the 
upper class. The upper class iß not exclusively white. Some say 
that it never was so, for many of the older families in fact are proud 
of their "mixed blood." Nevertheless, generally the "whiter" an 
individual is, the higher his rank in the upper-class hierarchy. 

Members of the upper claaa refrain from manual labor and look 
down upon anyone working with his hands, but some drive their 
own cars, work on their haciendas and even swing a machete along 
with their peons without impairing their prestige or status. 

In the towns the emergence of a middle class through industriali- 
zation and commercial development has created the rmeeo rico who 
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hav« easier »ere« to the «ipper clam. Bat mobility is infinitely 
harder in a rural entrironment insolated from UM» inroads of the 
indostnai age, wbere tradition etiil plays a dominant role in uoper- 
class cu«om& 

Middle Claas 

Spain's diacouragement of the introductKm of industrial enter- 
prise into the New World for fear of adTerae effects on the mer- 
cantilist economy of the mother country served to reinforce the 
rigidity of the cia» structure. But, with political and economic 
independe'ice from Spain, industry gradually began to develop and 
gave more importance to the once insignificant stratum of free prop- 
ertyiess individuals and skilled artisans. The white-collar workers 
of ai\ expanding governmental and business bureaucracy began to 
form during the course of the nineteenth century a middle stratum 
neither upper cor lower class m characteristics. This new social 
grouping was fed both from above and below and comprised both 
white and nocwhite individuals. Whereas the upper class continued 
to be predozui&antly white and the lower class almoct completely 
nonwhite, in Üus middle sector "whiteness" was not a requirement, 
though it, abüg with economic status and occupation, did serve to 
dictate the inämduals position within the emerging class. 

With the division of wealth among many heirs, the origins- 'arge 
landholdings or fortunes of the old leading families were • oded. 
Many in the upper class, deprived of the fortune of their ancestors, 
were forced to abandon the style of living of the upper class. In 
addition the upper class was beginning to lose iu> uniqueness as the 
original small cluster of proud old families was succeeded by the 
increasing numbers of their descendants. Well-to-do immigrants 
from Europe bought their way into the upper class, thus further 
diminishing its «zclusiveness. 

The evolving middle class includes the children and grandchildren 
of upper-class families who have l»een pushed down the social scale 
as the original fortunes of their forefathers have been dividnsd up 
among the heirs or have been dissipated. It is not clear whether such 
people, nuw occupying middle-class positions in government, busi- 
ness or the professions, still cling to their former status. Some re- 
tain upper-class values; others acknowledge their loss of status. 
Many attempt to regain status by taking up professions permitted 
to upper-class members, such as law or medicine. Most shun the 
manual labor which would mark an even greater social descent. 
Some endanger their present status by attempting to climb the social 
ladder in ways which strain their financial capabilities, though many 
of these are saved by the social environment that pervades the bust* 
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ncaB and govenumau! oommonity where nepotism is considered sn 
otligstion. A benker, lor example, is more likely to employ sa 
impoverished relstive or social eollesgoe than an equally capable 
pttrson of lower-class parentage. 

The rise of new industries and the growth of larger commercial 
enterprisee late in the century created a new stratum, that of the 
nuevo rico, occupying the upper level of the middle claas while slowly 
infiltrating into the upper class. 

The middle class is fed also from the lower class. It has become 
easier for lower-class parents to put aside the requisite funds to 
educate their children for social advancement. The mere fad; of 
moving to a city increases the opportunities for a lower-class family 
to rise economically and socially. The lower class frequently pro- 
vides tl»e small proprietors and skilled workmen who qualify for 
middle-class membership. 

The very existence of a genuine middle class in present-day Colom- 
bia has been debated among students of the subject. Because the 
dominant value system is dictated by the upper class, and because 
many people who seem to belong to a middle class retain the illosion 
that they belong to the upper class and dispute any claims to the 
contrary, some observers believe that a genuine middle class cannot 
be considered to exist A leading student of the subject, T. Lynn 
Smith, contends that only in Antioquia and Caldas is there a sizable 
segment of the population exhibiting characteristics of a real middle 
class. In these departments, commerce and manufacturing play a 
significant role in the economic and social life of the coimruaity, 
and hundreds of individual farm properties and thousands of other 
small enterprises have been developed. 

Others argue that a middle class is definitely emerging, particu- 
larly in the urban and industrial centers. A case study by White- 
ford of Popayan found that the population divided itself quite 
clearly into three classes. As one informant told him, "the members 
of the middle class distinguish themselves by having sufficient means 
to live, sufficient education to be cultivated, and honorable reputation 
but no lineage." In questioning the residents as to who comprised 
the middle class, the answer most often received was whits-collar 
employee (emplmdo), including both government and private em- 
ployees. The term encompasses, for example, most of the employees 
of the banks, many businessmen, butchers, tailors, barbers, bakery 
shop owners, brickmakers and hotel owners 

Some people in Popayan consider themselves middle class but are 
regarded by others as belonging to another class. They include some 
whose activities are more closely associated with the U| per class, 
sucl as doctors, lawyers, engineers and teachers.   Other components 
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of th« aüddk dam inclwfo master wrtmns and poorly paid taaefaen 
in primarf achools who, thoafh they may live in the atrakflnad cir- 
cumataaeea of the lower elMeae, still enjoy the aura of middk-cla« 
membenhip. At the lower boundary of the middle da« an found 
clerks with little education or skill«, osoally of lower-class parentage. 

Although the emergent middle class is noticeable in the hinterland 
sa well ae in urban areas, social mobility is not equal in both spheres. 
Class lines in urfoan-indostrial concentrations are more fluid; social 
rigidity continues to characterize rural areas where birthright is 
still the key to upper-class membership. The factor of race impedea 
social ascent less in urban industrialized areas than in rural com- 
munities. In urban-industrial areas, wealth has become the major 
factor in granting access to the upper class. Education also takes 
on added importance in such an atmosphere, whereas birthright 
becomes less meaningful. The concept of the ''self-made man" seems 
to have become popular, and there is much talk of the newly rich 
rising through education and the aeeumulation of wealth from 
middle- to upper-class membership. Another means of assuring up- 
ward mobility for a middle-class person is to marry a person at a 
more elevated status. This is possible anywhere, but is more fre- 
quent in cities. 

The Lower CUu» 

Most "f the available information about the lower dass merely 
describes its miseries—the soaring prices for bask staples, mras 
unemployment, alcoholism, the violence of the countryside and the 
deficiencies in health, education and housing. 

For centuries the lower class has seemed to be a me» appendage 
of society, a labor force to the nation. In the last quarter of a cen- 
tury, however, the lower class ha« become increasingly aware of its 
potential political power and has used the weapons of violence and 
social agitation. Yet although it has played a significant part in the 
violence of the last decade, it has abr borne the brunt of this violenoa. 

The lower class comprises the mam of the rural and urban worker«. 
It b tyi ified by manual labor, exceedingly limited education and the 
worn, possible living donditioos. It includes all racial types and 
mixtures. There is differentiation within the class, particularly be- 
tween rural and urban woikew with the city dweller often enjoying 
better conditions and prospects than his rural counterpart. The 
urban lower class encompasses domestics, day laborer« and unskilled 
factory hands; the lower class in rural areas takes in tint mine 
workers and tenant and subsistence farmer«. 

The factors that have kept the lower class in misery are the «»me 
ones that have prevented upward mobility and betterment of its 
condition—the lack of access to educational facilities and of proper 
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hoosiog, sanitation &nd health facilities; the social stigma of a pre- 
ponderance of Indian and negro blood in a society that values white- 
ness; the isolation of the mral members of the class from the benefits 
of industriaiization; and the lack of social concern on the part of the 
middle and the upper classes, which have until recently almost ex- 
cluded the unfavored masses from the life of the nation. 

The social mobility of lower-class members is minima!. The up- 
wntd climb for agricultural workers is difficult for there are few 
and infrequent opportunities. An individual must rise from farm 
laoorer to farm owner in one step. In the city the upward climb 
can be more gradual and therefore less difficult. If a family is 
fortunate enough io have a member m a white-collar position, the 
status of the famiv may be elevated v*i,lh relative rapidity. Politics 
also afford a path for advancement, for loyal party activity may lead 
to a governmental post and entry into the middle class. 

RELATIONS AMONG THE CLASSES 

The class solidarity of the elite is so deeply embedded in historical 
identity of interest that its observance in any practical circumstance 
is usually unquestioning. Although the emergence of social concern 
within the upper class has resulted in serious criticism of the favor- 
itism that is a standard expression of solidarity, the continued exist- 
ence of traditional privilege makes it difficult for an upper-class 
individual to deviate from a habitual protection of what he perceives 
as class interest. To do so would be to court the disapproval of his 
peers, the only segment of society whose opinion he vslues, and would 
also probably appear to him as an entering wedge leading toward 
the destruction of the values on which his and his class's life is baaed. 

Upi^er-class attitudes and behavior toward the other classes are 
more likely to be paternalistic than hostile. A genuine threat to 
class interest may unleash bitter and indeed brutal behavior by mem- 
bers of the upper class, but this has seldom provoked enduring en- 
mity. The increase in recent years of political participation by the 
less privileged segments of society has brought a rising frequency 
of such threats from below. But it has also increased communica- 
tion between and among classes, particularly as the former monop- 
olists of political influence have had to come to terms with the 
interests and aspirations of those lewer in the social scale in order 
to continue effectuating their wonted authority in a more orderly 
and increasingly democratic political arena. 

The middle class is often described as embryDnb because it is too 
new and too unstable to have developed an independent ethic or a 
sense of class aolidarity based on common interests. Middle-class 
feelings toward those above or below are more often dictated by a 
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annm of envy, on the one hand, or a revulsion against lower social 
origins, on the other, than by any perception of a genuin« conflict 
of class interests. Nevertheless, the pace of industrialization virtu- 
ally assures that the middle class will grow in size and develop its 
conäciousness of class identity. And this will undoubtedly have 
political as well as economic implications as the clash of interests 
l>erom«*s more palpable. 

Lower-class solidarity is still seriously impaired by educational 
deficiencies and by subsistence conditions leaving neither time nor 
energy for a concerted class effort to improve its share in the eco- 
nomic and social benefits of a developing society. Nevertheless, re- 
cent years have witnessed a marked growth in awareness of potential 
political power on the part of the lower class. The most striking 
evidence of this in an urban setting was the spontaneous outrage 
loosed in 1&48 by the assassination of the popular leader, Gaitan, 
Similarly, the violence that has characterized life in the countryside 
for over a decade is, in large measure, the outcome of lower-class 
embitterment over its inability to gain a hearing for its grievances. 
It would be premature, in s-iew of the fragmentation of the class and 
its lack of channels for communication, to speak of aolidarity; but 
the store of resentment of privilege constitutes a latent basis for 
such solidarity, as well as a particularly volatile threat to the social 
order. 

A sense of national solidarity was presumed to exist from the time 
of independence until recent decades—for as long as it was possible 
t? count only upper-class attitudes as significant. The elite was the 
vehicle of liberation from Sp&in »nd the center of ensuing national- 
ist sentiment; the masses could safely he ignored. But since the 
peasantry and the urban proletariat became sufficiently mobilized to 
constitute a political force, national solidarity has been severely im- 
paired by disparity of class interests and the resultant overt conflict. 
The restoration of effective national solidarity will require the heal- 
ing over many years of wnunds that are still open. The kinds of 
social and economic programs needed for this purpose are new and 
full of promise, but the containment of social discontent and politi- 
cal disorder are prerequisites for the realization of the program goals. 
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CHAPTER? 

FAMILY 

JA UM* predominantly rural and nooisdasthal Colombian socMty, 
th« family has retained much of its traditkoal unportaao» «lid 
ooheraveness. Along with oonunon iuiguage, religion aad dominant 
racial background, UM family has been oüe of the links binding the 
coaunnaity together. Not limited to parents and children, it ibdndes 
an extensive kinship group, which is bolster«! by ccmpadrcufo^ a 
peculiarly wide form of the institution of godparenthood. 

Even in cities, where family bonds an wesker that in rural com- 
munities, households tend to be large. The Colombian family, 
whether urban or rural, upper or lower class, prides itself ca includ- 
ing a wide circle of relativeB of «everal generations and sereral 
degrees of closeness. In addition, relatives, even distant ones, are 
often welcomed ss visiters for such long periods that they virtually 
become part of the household; thif tnidition of hospitality is more 
characteristic of the upper than at the kwer class. Through such 
associations the individual maintains close contact with a large num- 
ber of his kin and develops a strong sense of family solidarity which 
gives mesning to his life and provides him with s form of sccial 
security. The family may also constitute a work unit to perform 
the farm chores or to build a house; it may join as a imit in the 
pleasures of a fie$ta or unite to repel an intruder or to prosecute 
a feud. 

Significant changes are occurring in the structure, function and 
character of the Colombian family. Chief causes of these changes 
are the abandonment of rural areas, the growth of urban industrial 
centers, the development of a capitalist society to replace the for- 
mally feudal social structure and the spread of education. 

Certain related trends are also becoming evident: women are be- 
ginning to enlarge their role in public life, a phenomenon so far 
almost exclusively confined to women of the middle group; the break- 
down of the old family pattern may be weakening the hold of god- 
parenthood; and favoritism and nepotism may be declining in the 
face of modern industrial needs and techniques. 
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ROLES AND FUNCTIONS OF MEMBLBS OF THE FAMILY 

The Colombian family is usually authoritarian in tone, with the 
father occupying the dominant posUioi. But some students of this 
subject have noted evidence of a r'se in the number of families 
dominated by the mothers. 

Family roles are sharply delineated. The cardinal precept is coda 
tmo en m lugar, "each one in his place.'* Each member of the Colom- 
bian family is aware of his responsibility and of the rules governing 
his behavior. The father is ruler of the household and his word is 
law. The wife is expected to be devoted and submissive, to be* and 
rear children and to administer the daily operation of the hou. .aold. 
The mother may have great influence, but her position may 1« rmder- 
mined by the male children. This may come about beoaase of 
women's generally subservient status and because the father may 
feel more of a bond to his male children, especially as they approach 
manhood, than in other im.m.Vrs of \m family. The chadren are 
expected to obey, respect and -nve their parents, and to either attend 
school or contribute economically to the family's welfare. Parent» 
are addressed by the pronoun usted or mi rnsrced. not by the more 
familiar tu. The young male child must also cultivate virility, while 
* daughter learns feminine skills, responsibilities and attitudes. 

In addition to the parents and their children, the family or house- 
hold may include grandparents or other elderly relatives whom the 
family supports out of respect for at'.anced age. The mh of elderly 
family members differs according • • -lass. In the lower class they 
work in the fields as long as they M physically able to do so. In 
tne upper and miüdle classes they T)erform little work, but may play 
important roles in family life as sources of counsel and as doting 
grandparents. 

In a bioad sense, servant? are also members of the household. 
They constitute a social nece*isUy for any family desiring elevatei 
status and ate the last luxury lo be dispensed with in the event of 
financial hardship. In some families, servants are resperted and 
treated like family members; in others they are treated little better 
than slaves. 

SIZE OF THE FAMILY 

The relative influence of fartors affecting the aize of the family 
depends on the locality in question. For instance, in an isolated 
rani! area where there is a strong sense of tradition and of family 
solidarity, the factors making for a large family usually outweigh 
those factors which limit or weaken the family. In urban areas, or 
in rural areas accessible to industrial centers which draw the young 
people away from traditional family patterns, the family as a social 
institution suffers in size and in cohesiveness. 
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With ißercased iiidustmiaaHon and deveJ^pment has con»e an 
is» i"e*ae in education, opening up expectations of higher living stand- 
ards among young people by providing skills potentially useful in 
the fitb&n and indostrial centers. Education alao brings with it the 
spread of birth control information which likewise tends to cut down 
family size. 

Indi strializaMon has led to a significant shift in population from 
rural areas to utHan centers, made easier by the improved transpor- 
tation system and vastly accelerated by vioJcnce in the countryside. 
Many have flocked there in search of refuge, of better job oppor- 
tunities, of ascent on the social ladder, of a higher siandard of 
living. In moving they either leave their families behind or bring 
only their immediate families with them. The old traditional rural 
patterns of family life are broken, and the solidarity of thg ex- 
tended family is shaken. 

The city is particularly appealing to young lower-class women 
from rural areas. Mnny of them become domestics in urban middle- 
and upper-class famines. After exposure to this new life, they are 
unjaliy unwilling to return to the greater hardship and privations 
they knew in their rural homes. The young women usually find 
husbands in the city, marrying skilled or unskilled laborers, some 
of whom are also emigrants from rara! areas. The male migrants 
usually take up trades characteristic of the urban community, such 
as construction or factory work. 

High infant mortality resulting from substandard health facilit?e» 
further diminishes the size of the lower-class fsmilies, as do the high 
level of alcoholic consumption and the high incidence of disease (see 
ch. 16, Health and Sanitation). The violence prevalent in the '•urril 
areas has also tended to decrea.« the size of the rural family (see 
ch. 22, Public Order and Safet>). These factors combine t<. ofset 
the high fertility rate characteristic ui rural Colombia. 

In the rural community of Tabio the average family size is pbout 
4.5. Sixteen percent of the families include five persons, 15.3 |»er- 
cent four persons, 15.9 percent three, and only 10 percent of the 
families had eight members cr more. NonagricuUural families in 
Tabio were the smallest--3.8—'.vhile fa" . laborers' families aver- 
aged 4.3. The farm operelors had the largest families, averaging 
about 4.8 {arsons. 

These trends in rural family patterns show no signs of abating 
except as measures are taken which alter basically the socioeconomic 
fartors leading to high mortalitv rates, emigration and resultant 
diminution of family size <see ch, 17, Living Conditions and Public 
Welfare). Unless rural life becomes more attractive, instability and 
loss of cohc-siveness will continue to characterize the rural familv. 
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COMPADRAZGO 

Family orgairtatiou is extended by the institution of eompadraego 
or godparenthood. By tiü* elaborate system the social and OKJO- 
tional bcmds tbat link the family members together are extended to 
encompass selected friends A godparent acquires grave responsi- 
bilities as well as the respect and regard due him from his godchil- 
dren. Godparents are given the title of padrmo or madrina by the 
godchild and referred to by the child's parents tu compadre or 
eomadre. The bond between parents and the godparent io illus- 
trated by other meanings of the terms compadre and eomadre— 
"friend" and "companion." 

A Colombian may have various sets of godparents to commemorat« 
several important occasions in his life. The most important god- 
parents are the padrino de hamtismo, or baptismal godparents. This 
set of godparents takes on serious obligations, for they may have to 
act as substitutes for the child's real parents in case disaster should 
overtake the parents. More frequently these godparents concern 
themselves with the religious education of the child and provide 
gifts or services in keeping with the economic status of the pavents. 
It is not unusual for godparents to adopt and treat as their own an 
orphaned godchild. In turn the godchild has deep respect for his 
padrtn.- and madrma, continuing this regard through adulthood. 

In rural Colombia, residues of the Chibcha Indian tradition are 
manifested in the institution of godparenthood for such special occa- 
sions as the first cutting of the hair, the opening of earlobes and the 
first cutting of fingernails. Unlike the religious ceremonies which 
usually take piace in the church, these customary rites are performed 
only in private hom*« or shops. Son^ analysts consider that among 
these Chibcha-influenced ceremonials, ehe padrino* de sutas, those 
who cut the child's hair for the fir?t lime, appear to be the most 
esteemed. 

The marriage ceremony often brings with it another set of god- 
parents, th< padrino and madrina de boda. They are essentially 
witnesses to the ceremony and responsible for performing a few 
simple functions connected with the religious ceremony. On ccca- 
sioK they may help defnv the wedding expenses. 

Often the choice of godparents is directed more by practical con- 
siderations than by friendship. A father may choose a godperent 
for his child who can further the child's future. Rural caüdiUo*, 
labor union leaders, government officials and affluent businessmen in 
both rural and urban centers may be godparents to hundreds. 

Some criticism has been aimed at the compadre system for under- 
mining honesty in government. It makes for favoritism, for the 
person in a position of power is prone to help members of his 
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"fwnilj" iiTM^ectivip of thmr quali!icatioii. Compadrmgo or god- 
piur«Dthood forms part of ÜMJ *<rö\t of the friend,* irbereby buaimgB, 
social rektionships, and pditice ere all detennined <m the Imsis 
of friendship. 

SOCIALIZATION OF THE CHILD 

Because of the high iaddence of infani deaths, a newborn ehild'g 
godparwts are summoned alsKWt immediately, and the child is bap- 
tized to insure its going to heaven in the event of its death. Shoold 
the baby die, there is little mourning because of the widespread 
belief that children who die become angels. 

The lower-class child that orercomee the initial perils is kept 
constantly at his mother's side, nursed when he cries, sad catered 
to in a kmng and devoted manner for the first few months of his 
life. From the age of two onwards the child deeps with his 
brothers and sister« Parents place little stress on the chikft toilet 
training or deanliness because of the lade of facilities. As the 
child grows older the disregard of cleanlineee continues, and fisw 
children of the lower class ever leem to brash their teeth or take 
regular baths.   A Colombian sociologist has observed: 

At UM «X« of six, a child in Sancfo ■boakl be the tatrj at ehildrcn 
«▼erywhere. He asoally If aomtshid tad ancwabed. WMTS dirty 
clothes, no ttoem »ad Inrutehly • hat 111» his tide», let he is 
healthy in spite of the drcuBMtanew. TVae yonnf chUdnat art 
lively, ceriooa, free «ad able to take good care of theoMetas. 

The child born of rural lower-class parents learns the kseons of 
austerity and harsh discipline at an early age. The child's whims 
are rarely satisfied; he is conditioned to hunger and privation. 
Obedience to his parents, particularly to his father, is inculcated, 
often painfully. The mother is often less strict and may side with 
the children against the father. While the father remains aloof 
and unconcerned unless the child violates some rule, the mother is 
constantly concerned with the training of her children. She is re- 
spected and loved, her advice is valued, and she is the repository 
of her children's confidences. 

In a peasant family a young boy learns the work of the farm. 
From thi age of six he divides his time between play and minor 
chores. When he is approximately eight, the child starts school. 
After two or three years of school, be is usually put to work full- 
time in the fields. This is especially true in the coffee and the 
tobacco regions. Agricultural techniques are passed on from father 
to son, who learns by imitation, never questioning the wisdom of 
the primitive famiag techniques. 

As the boys grow into maturity they receive lese and tons super- 
vision.   The mothers occupy themselves increasingly with training 
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and supervising the daughters, who are also expected to contribute 
to the household work. 

Alongside this home training is ?he basic education the child 
receives in the precepts of the Citholic Church. From early child- 
hood he is taught reverence and love of God and the saints. Attend- 
ance at Mass and the reception of th> sacraments is encouraged. 
Receiving first Holy Communion at about the age of seven is a great 
avent in a child's life and is usually accompanied by a fLenta. 

Children in the upper and middle classes also receive sound in- 
doctrination in Catholic beliefs. But that is one of the few points 
of similarity between upper- and lower-class upbringing. From his 
birth in a hospital under the care of trained and competent medical 
personnel, the child of a well-to-do family suffers less chance of 
infection and disease and enjoys a much higher life expectancy. 
The middle- or upper-class child is given toilet train'ng and taught 
cleanliness. He does not have to perform chores or help at home. 
He is sent to school and kept there over a long period. Formal 
education plays an important part in his life as does the cultivation 
of the social amenities. Upper-class children, especially boys, are 
pampered. The young male is the nim bien. welcomed as the heir 
who will continue the family line and as a demonstration of the 
father's virility. He is never assigned tasks that are menial or 
that can be done by women or servants, who wait upon the children 
just as they do the adult members of the family. A male heir is 
so valued that a couple's failure to produce one often bestows 
tacit approval on the husband's efforts to obtain a son out of 
wedlock. 

YOUTH 

In all social classes the young man enjoys relative freedom and 
an absence of restrictive supervision. Early in adolescence he is 
encouraged to prove las virility by engaging in physical relations 
with women. The upper- and middle-class boy may spend much 
of his time outside the home, in clubs or bi».rs with his friends, or 
hi houses of prosntntion. The lower-class youth Hnds his social 
activities curtailed, however, by the necessity of earning a living in 
the factory or in the fields. 

The young girl, regardk'st. of class, is kept closer to home, her 
activities restricted. Under her mother's supervision she learns 
traditional feniiuinc activilies and attitudes. She is subject as weil 
to her father's discipline. But supervision is more prevalent in the 
upper than in the lower class where the custom of chaperonage is 
]?ss common. 

I pper-class children are permitted, when they near adulthood, 
to accept employment, but it is important that it be of a suitable 
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kind. Boji nifty «»ter business esUblishments, sach «s bftsJka, that 
do not impftir their class ststns. Girls ftre man iimitad in tJii» re- 
spect, but they sometimes become priirftte secretaries to membt^rg of 
UM family or close family friends. 

RELATIONS BETWEEN THE SEXES 

According to the prevailing code of conduct a man feds com- 
pelled to vaunt his aexual prowess and virility. Homosexuality is 
scorned and ridiculed. Alongside this is a sometimes pathological 
concern on the part of men to protect the honor of their «omen 
kin. This is especially noticeable in the reetrictive hold exercised 
by the father over his unmarried daughters and his wife. 

From early youth a young man is given more freedom than his 
sister. He is encouraged at an early sge to have sexual experiettoes 
with females. Male conversation stresses love affairs; oftea a house 
of prostitution may be UM social center for a particular group of 
friends. 

Lower-class parents and communities appear to be le» restrictive 
about the behavior of girls. The lower class seems to neglect 
almost completely UM more formal aspects of chaperonage, while 
the upper class observes UM custom inflexibly. 

The activities of a woman of the middle or upper class are 
severely circumscribed. In certain areas a woman dare not be seen 
in the company of a man without a chaperone. The social life of 
the woman, especially the adolescent girl, is therefore limited to her 
own home, to school, or to well-chaperoned encounters and parties. 
The only males m whose company a young woman may be seien 
are her mala relatives, nMmbers of the clergy en* venerable ancient«. 
Even in daily trips to the markets, many wonvui are accompanied 
by a female servant to forestall public co: ^ent. Were it ever 
discovered that an upper- or middle-class woman had indulged in 
an illicit sexual relation, she would be ostracised and denied UM 
opportunity of a good marrifige. Were she to become pregnant 
under such conditions she might b.? forced to leave her family and 
comr   nity. 

1 lower- or lower middle-class woman is under less rigid scru- 
tiny than her upper-class counterpart. For example, in rural Saudo 
young people are not precluded from premarital relations. Should 
a girl find herself pregnant, the young man is morally obligated to 
marry her if she wishes him to do so. And if he should demur, 
i he girl's parents and brothers would tempt to persuade him 
to reconsider. As the sociologist Fals Borda noted, "In one case, 
a young man was married from his hospital bed after just such 
a persuasive encounter with his future in-laws."    No stigma is 
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placed on a woman for having borne a child before marriage. It is 
qnite possible and commonplace for the girl to enjoy a normal 
existence, marry ^«11 and avoid censure. 

As contrasted with well-publicized and well-chaperoned court- 
ship in the upper class, courtship among members of the lower class 
is kept secret .luring the first stages. Yet oace intentions are made 
known, the restraints dissolve to a large degree. An accepted prac- 
tice is the amasufebomimto, a premarital period of sexual adjust- 
ment» However, should this period last beyond % few months the 
families usually express disapproval, and the parties are urged to 
marry. 

The lack of sexual education in the schools an«i the family is de- 
plored by many social analysts on grounds that many young couples 
are unprepared for marriage both physically and spiritually. Yet 
there is little resort to birth control mechanisms or to abortions, 
and few cases of desertion after marriage occur. 

Although not required by law for these who declare themselves 
non-Catholics, almost all marriages are sanctified by the Church 
(see ch. 11, Religion). Irrespective of class or region, Roman 
Catholic precepts constitute the most important single source of 
guidance in the conduct and inviolability of marriage. However, 
although the marriage contract is accepted as permanently binding, 
the responsibilities and roles of the respective partners ir<» sharply 
differentiated, A wife is required to subordinate herselt to her 
husband, and to regulate her conduct carefully to avoid any taint or 
even suspicion of infidelity. A husband, on the ether hand, al- 
though he would go to some length to respect the sanctity of the 
home as seat of the marriage, is subject to httle restraint in extra- 
marital relations. Most married men have, either permanently or 
sporadically, relations with women outside the home. Upper-class 
men are more often aah economically to maintain mis>es9es; eco- 
nomically less-favored men of the lower classes commonly resort 
to houses of prostitution. 
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CHAPTERS 

SOCIAL VALUES 

The value system has its roots in medieval Spanish concepts which 
have been conditioned by the romantic, ultranationalistic liberalism 
of the wars of independence that gave high priority to liberty 
r hieved through physical struggle and to the cult of the conqueror. 
Liberty, as conceived in Colombia, relates the individual to a group 
with a strict hierarchical structure in which each person has a 
role similar to that of his counterparts in other groups. A group 
is often coterminous with an extended family and its servants (see 
ch. 7, Family). Leadership is exercbei by men conscious of their 
conquistador ancestry and secure in positions that cannot be chal- 
lenged either from within or from outside the group. They consti- 
tute the ruling element of the society (see ch. 6, Social Structure). 
The fact that changes usually occur only as a result of violence has 
contributed to the development of values favorn g aggressive be- 
havior. 

Most Colombians share the values of the elite, partly because of 
pressure from above and partly because of imitation from below. 
The pre-Colombian element in the mixed population, which has its 
background in a cooperative agricultural Indian culture, survives 
most strongly in the lowest, usually nonwhite classes, so that di- 
vergence from the dominant values of the elite becon *><) more marked 
in proportion to the lowness of the individual's position in the 
social scale. 

The individual, who owes primary loyalty to his family, has 
secondary loyalties to other social units, such as the village, social 
class (in the case of the elite), political party or, in some cases, 
an occupational or professional group. A fixed pattern of personal 
relationship governs behavior toward superiors, equals and in- 
feriors. Persons superior in status owe protection and concern to 
their inferiors and in turn are due obedience and support. Within 
a social unit, the superiors can largely dictate the patterns of 
behavior of one individual toward another; loyalty to superiors 
takes precedence over loyalty to equals. Individualism is expressed 
in a high degree of self-awareness and self-assertivenees.   For ex- 
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ample, aggmsmn«», especially on the part of men, is accepted 
behavior and Justifies any physical act as long as the in, treats of 
the group are not unduly jeopardized. 

Values which are designed to preserve the sociopolitical system 
take priority ever moral values as taught by the Church, into which 
nearly everyone is baptized (see ch. 11, Religion). Neither life 
nor property is considered to be inviolate. Under the influence 
of rapid urbanization, which has tended to weaken the traditional 
system, norms of Western industrial civilization are adopted, but 
these may be rejected when the individual alone, or with his peers, 
superiors or clients, perceives opportunities which can be grasped 
only by recourse to aggressive methods. At such time, a composed, 
law-abiding upper-cbu» member of Congress might shoot down in 
cold blood an opporsnt at the rostrum, or a normally docile peasant 
yoi-lh might perorate the most heinous barfcrities on others. 

Since the rigidly stratified social structure s conceived as a con- 
venience raaintÄmaü by the power of the privileged elite, every per- 
son has to be pemanently an guard against cha'^nges from below 
and alert to opportunities for advancement at higher levels. Se- 
curity lies in the power to dominate; expansion and domination it 
conceived as growth, reduction as defeat. Should a person not 
p^"«9S sufficient power of his own, he is obliged to sedk a strong 
protector. 

The inflexible ch&rtcter of the traditional social ethic acts as a 
retarding factor in the development of nationel unity and common 
morality. Regional lovalties \&y give rise to common ideals which 
induce subordinate social uni's to cooperate toward their realization, 
as, for example, in the indi strialization process in Antioquia. But 
national concepts toward which all could work and cooperate are 
only vaguely acknowledged. In the absence of such binding links 
the society breaks down into rival elements whenever a crisis in 
politics or economics arouses intense passions, as is demonstrated 
by tb» decade-long rural violence which has cost over 250,000 lives. 
The ineffectiveness of re.,irictions on methods which one group may 
use against another makes any permanwit resolution of the conflicts 
very difficult. 

THE INDIVIDUAL 

Manliness (Machismo) 

Society emphasizes the role of the man. In all cHsscä, in city, 
town and village, the man has authority and responsibility in . •,: 
family, business, government, politics. The man mak'~s policy 
and carries it out, though in some contexts, su h as the family, the 
woman may have, in practical effect, u. great deal of powssn 
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A maa hM to ha?« atnnfth and poww to be duplsy«! ia all 
phaaM and «toadoos of HIB. Ha hac to prors himseif j^iyiieally 
rapwior in meh ntnationa aa iporta, drinng a car, oonrampiion <rf 
alcohol and sexual contacts. A luan is prood to be a riiik male 
(maeho). To be ooettdensd macho by his equals, he tries to impress 
them vdth his experiences with women, and he seeks their recog- 
nition as an authority on the subject Is the Tillages women are 
the subject of male oonreraation in the tienda (food and beer 
store), which serves as a social center for the men. Hie urban 
upper-elass nnd middle-class man likewise brags of his experiences, 
though perhaps kas openly. Reputation as a ladies' m&n is rsin- 
foroed in the Tillage by sexual affaire with local girls or with giria 
from neighboring Tillages. In the city, visits to brothels ar» ac- 
cepted as proof of rirility. After marriage, haring amorous affairs 
or Ttititaining mistresses is seen as normal. Homosexuality is 
little k^own, frowned upon and ridienled. 

The notior oi manliness also affects relations between men. LB 
this context, a premium is placed on one man's aseendaney over 
others, perhaps bat not neowrily based on physical strengtL and 
prowess. Athletic tctrnties, especially sports which empliaafcs In- 
dividual skill rather than teamwork, and contact, are poprJar. 

Manlineas also requires an ability to drink much alcohol. The 
occasion of a teen-ager being permitted to drink socially marks the 
beginning of his young adulthood. Yiilagen often engage in drink- 
ing bouts to see who san drink the most 

Men of the upper and middle elaas expert their brides to be 
virgins and attach great importance to this. Unmarried girls of 
good family are carefully chaperoned. Among the lower CISSB, 
where virginity is not deemed essential to marriage, young girls 
engage in premarital sexual intemmrse mainly on «pedal occasions 
such as feasts when supervision is lacking. Older oamarried women 
may engage in it with les restraint. 

In the cricUc upper class, manliness, combined with hispanie tea- 
Jit ions, has led to an additional attitude, not shared by the other 
classes—pride in the beauty of their women, üppep-daas men 
consider their wcmen to be thr pnitkst in the hemisphere. In the 
frequent beauty contests, beauty is judged according to Spanish 
aesthetic standards, althov^fa occasionally women with noo-Spanish 
features—blood hair, for instance—aie soccenful in these oompeti- 
tioco. Whi^t skin is an important criteria, and colored Colombians 
cannot expect to win. The winners are designated aa "queens" of a 
region, industry or product; they are given prominence in the pm« 
which usuaily citea their family background! ao that their familisa 
may «hare in their triumph. 
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This pbeDomenon is a moetam ««nation, partly no doubt an imi- 
tation of the United States, on an old but still revered tradition of 
respect of women, corresponding to the forms and titles which show 
deference to age. 

iMdhridulin 

Individual are taught, from childhood on, to look out £>•■ their 
own interests. Self-interest becomes the principal guide for a per- 
son's actions. It makes everyone quick to sense slights to personal 
honor or dignity and prone to react swiftly to any infringement by 
another. Men of the lower class are quick to reply with fists or 
knife if they feel insulted. Upper-class persons use physical vio- 
lence kes frequently, but prove no less unforgiving. Personal feuds 
and hostilities are kept alive for a long time by the principals as 
well as by their relatives find supporters. 

Every individual tends tc be suspicious of the motives of others. 
It is assumed that an individual never acts without some personal 
motive of gain of a material or nonmatehal nature. Evervont. 
must, therefore, be alert to the possibility that his interests *K bc 
hurt by another's acts. This suspicion is strong even among asso- 
ciates. It is strongest towards outsiders. The peasant, for instance, 
automatically assumes that outsiders of higher social standing, such 
as middlemen in market transactions, census takers, salesmen, land- 
owners and professional people, seek to exploit and to deceive. To 
avoid being taken in, individuals of all classes readily resort to 
deception and lying. In addition, persons of lower standing often 
lie because they seek to avoid giving offense to a person of higher 
standing. They will say what they believe their listener wants to 
hear rather than what they think are the facts. 

Suspicion of, and hostility toward, others often becomes an over- 
riding preoccupation of the individual. A characteristic story is 
that of the peasant who, when visited by the village priest who 
came to bless his fields, asked him to go instead and curse the fields 
of his neighbor. Writing of his kinsmen, one Colombian writer 
said that oar race "cannot stand, either in the individual or the col- 
lectivity, the success of our neighbor." 

CoBMrvmtk» 

Intense conservatism affects both the form and content of conduct, 
but even where content has changed or is changing, forms are 
adhered to for tradition's sake. In politics, Colombians nearly 
always maintain their affiliation with the party of their parents (see 
ch. 21, Political Dynamics), In religion, they retain their formal 
link to the church of their birth even when their personal beliefs 
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ctmm to rafleet its awd. They «M focietj »» krf^ly tttt'c tod, 
with few exceptions, expect it to nmsin in the future rtgj jauch 
S8 it has bftsn in the peat. The exoepti<ms are found in the middle 
class, parts of which have succeeded in impnmng their social and 
economic standing by their own efforts. 

Most Colombians deny the possibility of society's peace&l «voin- 
tion; they view proposed change—unless it be superficial—as un- 
desirable and dangerous and as likely to undermine the stability 
and viability of the society. At the same time, oooaenratiam has 
helped to create situations in which some indmduals or groups are 
prepared to take the rendutionaiy action which seams neoesmry to 
achieve aims punoant to their interests. 

THE INDIVIDUAL AMD SOCIBTT 

Colombians do not unite for something; they units against— 
against another group, another leader, another ethic. A poiitkal 
creed, a group program or an implicitly stated group aspintioB 
is formulated to serve tb« tactical needs of the groups sSruggia. 
Oronpe resdily dumge thsir programs, and, egpsdally in politios, 
dramatic shifts of position, always in response to the needs of As 
moment and the actions of other groups, ara eommonplaoec Tbe 
only constant is the avenion to other gronpa. Th» in itself nay be 
the mo^ important force holding the group together. 

The reconciliation of competing groups is very dUtadt Salvador 
de Madariaga writes of the tendency in Latin America to "widen 
gape instead of bridging them over, and to teun a split into a 
ditch, a ditch into a gulf." Group ethics baaed on hostility and 
competition do not lend themselves to peaceful adjuatmanta. The 
group suggesting a compromise becomes suspect as to its motives. 
Negotiations for a compromise become hampered by tactual jockey- 
ing for advantages. Compromises, if achieved, create not a unity 
of groups but, at beat, a tactical alliance against others—an allianee 
likely to break up m soon ae the need for the alliance is reduced. 

The leader of the group is its chief spokesman, ft is he whd, 
often without «xsisttlting even his eloeest aasoeiateo, charts the poli- 
cies and detenninee the standards of his group.. At the village 
level, the leader may be a eaeigue (political boss, usually an Indian 
or a mestizo who has attained leadership of one or more localities), 
At the departmental or national level, the leader is virtually always 
a criollo. Followers judge their leader by the power he wields. A 
powerful leader is expected to outmaneuver competing groups.   He 
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can vm \a» po««r to baud up his own foUowing and rewards hit 
•appwtMS «t du «xpnto of his oppoDMkt^ foUownt. 

the parson of th« bad» k «^adallj significant. His functions 
an mi^i broadttr than tkiss of % leader in a groap of equals. At 
the pinaaek of a group ^hich barriy manages to keep the personal 
oompetitmosask of its aMmben ander ocmtrol, he must orershsdow 
his followers. His ifcreDgth of character and rigor of personality 
ragst «mrooma the oenthfugal forces within his groap. He most 
oountwr the thrests to his leadership which stem from the ambi- 
tkns of intermedia's leaders who may seek to detach some of his 
followers from him in order themselves to rise to leadership. The 
leader can count on the support of the intermediate leaden only 
when they, in a given inte^ftoup clash, identify their interests 
ooffij. fltely with his own views,, the followers rely on the strength 
of numbers; ss members of a group, they can express their will 
which, as individuals, they would have diMculty in imposing. 

In each group, power and influence are always ormcenirstod at 
the top. Cokmbiaiks sdmire the leader who frankly monopoiiaei 
deeiaon-makiug; aotocratie leadership inspires awe and lespeet 
Channels of authority within the group are rigidly established. 
The rank and file have no share in formulating policy. At the 
same time, the sasceräul leader must be able to make his followers 
feel that they too could become involved in making policy if they 
wanted to. The suoosasM leader must be able to gauge the temper 
of Ms supporters and must take their aspirations into account 
Otherwise, some of his disgruntled followers will fall away; led b\ 
on© of his lieutenants, they will either form their own group or 
join a oreapetäng one. 

This interplay between eamiüo (leader) and followers often pro- 
duces the atmosphere surrounding the leader, which is the basis of 
penonaUtmo. His toss sophisticated followers come to believe that 
he has great, even vast, capabilities which serve as an essential basis 
for his rise above his immediate surroundings to a position of na- 
tional importance. In Colombia, as elsewhere in Latin America, 
the premise to unite all groups, classes, factions, parties and re- 
gionft has enormous attraction and can serve as the program of a 
rising dictator. 

Related to jMftonolitmo in leadership is the concept of fmro 
(jurisdictional privilege). Historically, in Hispanic tradition, such 
institutions as the Church, the army and certain other corporate 
groups had the right to try their members and to apply their own 
laws to the exclusion of other laws. In the Colon bian tradition, 
only the Church and the army had this privilege, and now only 
the Church retains it to any extent   Although ™ the formal sense 
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the iDMittttion of the fuero has netrij oompletdj dmppaarad, the 
•Uitode that justified it has sonrived; that is, no ens feasral kw 
sppiies to all mdrndoal*, but «vwy individnal is ragvlalad bj 
•uch law as is aooepted by the group to which ha bdongs 

This ooooqpt appeals to the i&diridaalism of the Cokmbiaa. A 
sncoMBfiil leader dtonld be able to gain for his adherents oattain 
legal immmnties whkh, thoo^i unwritten (beRauss oontraty to the 
present legal s^em), will give his adkwnts adraatafM ovar 
ftthere. This is om of the rewards whkh a foUowwr ezpeets of his 
chief. It is also one of the fruits of waaoem which ever; hadar 
seeks to plodk. A pohtkaaa expels to demoBstrat» his abilHj 
to shield his supporters team the rigorous appUeatkn of the laws 
end, conrersely, expects to BMaipiilate the processss of justka is 
nuch a manner as to sad» his opponents fed the full we^bt of the 
legal system. Similarly, a t«Twn hi^i in the gofenuDKit snries 
soeks to gain for his subordiiratea certain prerogatives which place 
them in a dass apart from tim» in other mimstrks, agndea or 
senrksea. 

WMpsrt far Artfctrity 

The man in authority, «id to •"• leaser degree a wtmaa who isp- 
reetints him, expects and ia accorded obedknee and Ktpaot PareBts 
expect tlwa of their chüdren. Qüldren of all elaaees an taught 
to respect their elders, parents, persons of higher social status and 
the clergy. The father eepedally is respected if not Isaiod. Ammg 
ail classes, respect for authority is carried over into rdulthood- 

Children are taught not to use die familiar form, tu, with their 
parents and elders. Eren adults frequently address their ausdots 
in sge or status with neh nqpertful tmns as m anwarf (your 
grace) or patromeUo (little boss). Jnni^s in status are expeotad to 
reflect their reqiet-t ftw aeniors in their tone of TOMB, their facial 
expressicti end their demeanor. In particnlar, pwasawts show ex- 
ternal marks of respect wher addressing nperiors whom they 
recognise or outsiders to thdr Tillage whom they bar« reason to be- 
Uere are supmor to them in status. They stand before such a per- 
son hat in hand and choose their words carefully. 

WORK AND LIISURS 

In the riew of some Cdombtans, willingness to work hard h a 
denrable trait. This attitude is a sunival of the traditkos of the 
colonial period, in which a continent was subdued through courage, 
daring and exertion, and reflects the difficult physical letting in 
which a large part of the population still lires.   At the same tisaa, 



ekat dmitrioa« oolor UMM mws and cremte ngnificutt ▼amtiaBa 
in the bane attitiida toward work, toward what work is to be done 
by whom and toward kicon. 

Hie pea*Jkt empbastae the nrtuet of farm work. Peasant par- 
ents «arty transmit to their children an agncuharal tradition, 
teaching them the sldUs of farming and stressing the importance 
of the tafiks associated with the agncultnral processes. Peasant life 
tt austere; peasants expect little leisure. Such hutsore as exists b 
connected mainly with retigioos days of rest and religious feasts. 
4t theae times, the peasants relieve their tensions in a frenzy of 
merrymaking. 

Ito orban lover class is often underemployed and unemployed. 
litt* is known of urban lower-class attitudes, but they probably 
parallel peasant attitudes. A shortage of job« in the cities may 
tend to make work attractive, and enforced idleness debases leisure 
for many persons. Moreover, their poverty often excludes them for 
such valued activities as attendance at bull-fights and sports events. 

For the peasant and for the urban lower-class person, the range 
of employment available is limited. Geography and social tradi- 
tion restrict them to agricultural work on the one hand or to 
menial jobs on the other. The urban middle class enjoys much 
greater choice in occupations, for, as the economy expands, the 
oocnpational choices available to them increase. 

The middle-claso person usually has considerable ambition to 
improve himself by hard work and to acquire UM education that 
will enable him to qualify for a better job. He works hard to 
attain the social benefits linked to a better job and tlso to main- 
tain or even improve his standard of living in tm free of rising 
prioas. But he rejects manual labor as onsuited to hi1« social status. 
He increasingly patterns his leisure activities on those of the upper 
class. In his leisure activities, he—much more often than his social 
inferior»—is a spectator rather than a participant He can afford 
to go to public spectacles, whereas members of the lower class must 
entertain themselves or find consolation in intoxicants or narcotics. 

The occupational range of the upper class is comparatively nar- 
row. It is restricted to administrative and managerial functions 
in govevoment, commerce and industry and to the learned profes- 
sions. Upper-class Colombians enjoy being involved in many things 
and participate readily, even without remuneration, in civic groups 
or in government-sponsored public committees or commissions. The 
range of these individual activities is such that the dividing line 
between the private and the public activi \m of sn individual is 
often blurred. 
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The apper-dMt Moooii^ete iiisiin m»j ran a bmin—, sapport md 
help direct a favorite religious or secular charity, service in son» 
e1eetiTe <^5oe, publüäi. books or articles of a potanical, cultural or 
scientific nature, patronise the arts, foster some communal pro|set 
and delight in being a pill» of high society of his commanity, 
throwing lavish parlies or hosting gatherings scintillating with 
intellectual conversation. He may use his business office to transact 
the business of other affiliations or may use his hoows, his estate in 
the country or his club to transact important public or private 
bosinesB. 

For the upper dass, there is no clear division between work ami 
personal activities. Both serve to sasert one's status. The uppsr- 
cbue man may go to a concert or to a thaator piwntation or cwn 
to the bull-fights in part for the enjoyment, in part became he 
wishes to support the project and in put because it is important 
for him to see othen end be seen there. Whether at wt^k, at pub- 
lic activities, or at Insure activities, he always mnaes himself in 
competition with his equals. He must outdo them in degree and 
kind and thus attain emin«noe over them. 

Upper-class privilefe makss for great emphasis on insure, which 
is, in the Hispanic tradition, often given over largely to hospitality 
and polite social discourse, two hallmrks of cnltivaliom. Within 
tiie upper-class value system, Antioquians have a special plase. 
They are deemed to exc«l «11 others it: commerce and are particnlaiiy 
esteenMd for this talent. At the sann» time, their SUCCMSB has come 
to be explained by the supposition that they are not as purely erMh 
as the rest of the upper class. 

All classes have a keen sense of the work division between men 
and women. In peasant communities, the man does the outdoor 
work. Women may be assigned certain farming tasks, but their 
main task I* to manage the home. In the cities, lower-claat women 
often Income domestics. Prostitutes are also recruited from the 
lower class. Middle-class women increasingly work in commercial 
or white-collar occupations in which they do not supervise men, 
except those doing obviously menial tasks. Upper-class women, ss a 
rule, do not work for money, although in addition to responsibilities 
within the home, they may be lavish in giving time and energy to 
public or charitable projects. How^v^r, some younger women of 
the upper class now are active in the professions. Moreover, since 
women achieved political equality with men following the 1967 
plebescite, some women serve in Congress and in departmental and 
municipal bodies (see ch, 21, Political Dynamics). Their presence 
there is still a novelty, but there apj^«:» to be little prejudice 
against their serving in formal positions o* leadership. 
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CHAPTERS 

ARTISTIC AM) JNTBLLECiVAL EXPRESSION 

The oontrMt tod oititrtdi^aa that eharteterise TurtisUlj vmj 
Heel of OAmMm lil» M« iaevitdblj i^Ssetcd in the oamtixf* 
ututie end inteDeetael Mpwicn Its divwae Bumileetetiooe ere 
ooBdiüooed hj the eümie ooo^oaaMrste of Speaidbt, Indien end 
n^o, by yewning ^tpe ht&mm the eoctei emi eeooomkt bvdb of 
the people end even by merked fBOfrej^kieei di#a«M«. 

A feednetioa with ideee end e lor» of pokmsm pmreil emoog 
the infloantiel oppw eleee end growing middle deei, which heve 
given the ooontry ite rnpntetke ee e netkn of hwmakta. Thtm 
people ere eradite, imbued with cleeneel ideeb, often edneeled 
ebroed end widely trended. Appreeietkn of, end pertidpetktt in, 
the fine exte ere confined to thie ooaMqwliten, highly eitienlete 
minority with He meny poets end phikeophera. Mart stetemnn 
heve won leoognitton for their Uterery prowees, end eeholenhip m 
eloeely identified with pclitke. 

At the other end of the eoele, needy helf the popaleäon is 
Ulitermte, end meny people live in tribe! iedetioB. Their chief forme 
of ealtarel ezpraenon en nmnente of folk eit beeed on tradition, 
Mperatitaoa end life in their wotkedey worid. 

The litente Colombien tekes qpedel pride in pnenrring the 
parity of the Spenieb lengaege. Gokmlnen phiidogista, led b* 
the phiklogiat Safin« Joe4 Caerro end the gremmerien MSgnel 
Antonio Gero, dieHngwiehed themeelvee pertiealerly et the end of 
the ninetetnth otntmy. The moden Gero y Caerro Inetitnte per- 
petaetee their edentiile etikly of the Spenieh leagnege end le eleo 
dedioited to Gdombien hirtoiy md Mteretart* The OokeäBen 
Aoedemy of Letten, luce the Snenuh Boyel Amdeeay, ie tmpmtod 
throaghoat the Spenish-opeeking world. 

Apparently meny Gdambiene egree with the opiska of the eda- 
eetor Aagaetin Nieto Oeballero thet the ooontry needs lewer golden* 
tongned onto» end more eiknt workwe. The rnmenricii ol the 
nineteenth outary end the fint deeadee of the twentieth he« gmn 
way to e new neliem, empheeiriwg eodel ooneeioaeMn end a mod» 
enind netionelMm.   The writer end hietoriui Qermin Ardnkgi«, 
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for instance, who hu published videly both inside and outside his 
country, is chiefiy absorbed with the popular culture—the Hispanic 
folk heritage and native Indian and African coutHbuiions. 

As the country industrializes, there is a turning away from the 
humanities and a growing interest in science. The younger genera- 
tion seems less aware of its Spanish traditions and more cloaely 
oriented to Anglo-Saxon culture. In line with this trend, the Uni- 
versity of the Andes (founded 1949) hap encouraged students to take 
specialized training in United States universities during their last 
wwo years of study. 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Colombian artistic expression falls into three distinct periods— 
pre-Hispanic, colonial and republican. The break between the first 
two periods was abrupt, whereas the cultural transition from the 
colonial period to independence was gradual. 

When the Spaniards arrived, they destroyed whatever artistic ex- 
pression they found among the Indians and imported their own 
from Spain. Their disdain for primitive art is apparent in colonial 
paintings and religious sculpture, although certain indigenous in- 
fluences appeared; for example, some churches of European design 
were decorated with native motifs by Indian artisans. On the 
whole, artistic output Tias low and often consisted of a mediocre 
adaptation of Iberian art. 

With the independence movement, Colombians turned their backs 
on Spain in a reaction against the Crown. But in their hostility 
toward Spain, they borrowed heavily from France and other coun- 
tries. Not until the turn of the last century did Colombians begin 
to rediscover and reappraise the indigenous element in their customs 
and cultural inheritance. Timorous appreciation of Indian monu- 
ments and colonial paintings turned subsequently to admiration and 
eventually to pride. Contemporary Colombians boast of the prehis- 
toric megaliths of San Agustin, claim as their own the Spanish 
colonial Chapel of the Rosary in Tunja and t*ke equal pride in the 
modern Bank of BogoUL Contemporary artists are working experi- 
mentally to fuse the three historical influences to produce a new and 
authentically Colombian form. 

The legend of El Dorado, the chieftain of a region of great wealth 
who was covered with gold dust when making sacrifices to the gads, 
lies at the core of much of Colombia's cultural inheritance. Tales 
of The Gilded One led gold-hungry Spaniards to explore the coun- 
try early in the sixteenth century, and far from South American 
shores, inspired writers like Milton and Voltaire. The country's 
rich archaeological heritage now attests that preconquest goldwork 
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wu no mere mjth. Thomaiids of handwroo^bt gold niMteipieoat, 
conaigting of body omuneata, oeremonkl TISM and human and ani- 
mal fignres, have beat collected througboat the national territory, 
fashioned by indigenous peoples, of wbom the Quimbayaa and the 
Muiscas (Chibcbas) were the most adranced. Hie objects repraaent 
8(^>histicated techniques, stylistically similar to, and presony^yr 
contemporary with, the Chavin Period in the Perurian Andes about 
AD. 300. As yet, howeTer, the exact time c: place of origin of 
goldworking has not been established for Colombia or eren for South 
America as a whole. It is only known that gold was the first metal 
to be worked. 

Apart from the indigenous goldwork, which constitutes perhaps 
the most original contribution to Colombian culture, the Spanish 
heritage focuses on language and letters. Colombian literary tradi- 
tions are rooted in the Conquest unlike most Spanish conquista- 
dors, the conqueror and colonizer of New Granada, Gonzalo Jimines 
de Queaada, was a scholar as well as an adTenturer, whose deserip- 
thre writings and historical works were the first major eontributk» 
to national literature. Colombian mdependeno leaders—Simte Boli- 
var, Camilo Torres, Antonio Narino, Frandsoo de Paula Santandsr 
—ware also gifted literary figures and ardent stndenu of the Emy- 
dopediot the French Revolution and the united Statea indqwadwMa 
moTsment. Since the birth of the Republic, literature baa flowecad 
in lyric poetry, costmnhritta prose (portrayal of everyday life and 
customs), the essay and critickm. 

UM country's major contributions to Spanish literature lie in the 
field of poetry and the novel. Colombian interest in poetry dates 
bad' to the Spanish soldier and priest Juan de Castellanoa wbo 
detailed the history-making adTentures of the Conquest in thouaands 
of stanzas. At the turn of the last century Colombian writers draw 
on the best of many cultures to produce a new, Spanish Amen««» 
expression in literature. Aware that it was a departure from tradi- 
tional imitation, they labeled it modernism. Colombia's two out- 
standing poets—Jose Asuncion Silva and GuiUermo-Leon Valencia— 
belonged to this movement. 

Colomhr is at least partly responsible for UM fact that the novel 
is con? iered Spanish America*» most significant contribution to 
world u^rature. It is valued not only for its intrinsic merit but 
for its documentary importance. The country is responsible for 
several top-ranking novels that are unsurptdsol for their originality 
asjd style; for example, the nineteenth-century romance, Maria, re- 
putedly the most widely read of any Latin American novel, and 
the real.-uc La Vordgine (The Vortex), a powerful novel mt the 
land. 
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Hmrngfaoat CoiombiA the Bomaji Cftth^k Church hsat played * 
ni«!«»-roie in ah«piiif saodeni life »id th««ght With the ootanöin 
«eine Dtanms^n, Aogutänua, Frewaaeea and Jcenit miHtoaeri«!, 
dktingtnghed fm their kemmf, who loaaded the ärat tchools end 
a&ivemtiw in their oonvrnta. By lS«Of oaily 28 yours efter the 
fotmdisg of Seat« Fi de Bogoti, the Bntnlaiea» Swnmerj et Pope- 
ylnveeteedüiiftheolo^. tigerte end the hmnemtke. Theeanten 
of kerning in ^e »püel were the ooUegee of Sento TXHD^S end El 
Boeario, founded by the Dos&inken fethem, In IfiOß the Jmsk 
aofaool of Sen .B&rtoloizi£ we» estaMkbed, followed in 1322 by the 
Jeeaifc Js^Mriene Uniiwraity.   Maet ol ihm» schools sorrire today. 

For nearly two centnme, while a Jeaiosifi Spem forbade the colony 
to import books, the mtBBonariet carried the torch of kamiag »ad, 
in 1T3T, introduoed the first printing press. The scientific imtittite 
known as the Botankal Expidit«m was founded in 178S by Areh- 
buiK>p Antonio CebaUer» j 06®%»* sor- after he became Vkseroy 
of New Granada and was headed fay the Spanish sckaitwl Jos! 
Ceteetino Mutis. Anthcdzed by the SpenMi Crown, its parpoae 
was to study the plants of ncrthem South America, to record astoo- 
nomkal, physical and geographical ttbaHrations, and to draw maps 
of newly explored regkos. 

In a more subtle manner reiigion has molded popular culture. 
Ever since colonial days, for example, people from Ecuador, Vene- 
roela, and neighboring pnmncee in Cdcmibia have mum pilgrimages 
to the shrine of Chiqninquiri to Tiew the uu&ge of the Virgin. The 
town markacplaoe has become a basaar for ««stem Colombia, and 
a po&ery industry has sprung up in nearby Raquiri to supply so**- 
▼anirs for people on pilgrimage. The bazaar offers small pottery 
horses with rider« that are caricatures of the Indian potters' land- 
lords and OTerseen on the hacip^das, figurines of tagua (the ivory 
nut), horsehair baskets, painted calabashes for chieha (ai» iatoxi- 
cating drink) and wowc wool ponehoa. Also in the marketplace of 
Qiiquinquiii, the gvebma (dance of the clay figurines) was born. 
It is danced by farm couples throufhout the country, always aecom 
panied by the HpUf a uniquely Colombian adaptation of the guitar. 

Quite different is the sensual tmmbia folk dtnce of the Caribbean 
area, which originated on the coast and is dearly an African throw- 
back. The dancers gyrate wildly carrying a bundle of burning 
candles as a torch. 

Moat Colombian fiestas are religioo« events—«acb a« Holy Week 
in Popayin or Camhral in Barranquilbi. But often the mixture 
of pagan with Christian elements obacuree the exact origin. 
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Coiombi« hu SdO pmtM for every 100 infobitants, aooardiit^ to ft 
local jest. Hie poets »re often »I» pro» writ««, philosopbent, hift- 
toriaiui «ad aometimee poUtidftns. The homanüt BeJdomero Seain 
Cano is en exampb of the combinetion of ecboierlj and litMary 
pursuit«. Sanin Cano, who died in 1952, WM oonskiered the ideal 
of Latin American writers of fictim. Yet, he wet also a joanalkt, 
amyist, inter^r; of sociology «id history, literary and art eritk, 
and gtudent of mathematics and philoeof^y 

It » difficult to separate Colombian writiag that has andaroa 
purely because of it« literary quality from the literatun» of ides« 
which has been so iaao^itial in isfaaprng the national ufe. Certain 
literary trmda are, however, apparent in the nation's inteUeettuü 
output, and Colombia has made noteworthy "ontributioas to Spanish 
American letters as a whole—chksfiy in poetry, the novel, and the 
eeoay. 

Colombians generally hold that their Batkmal literature was 
founded by Jimenez de Queeada when he explored and settled New 
Granada. A lawyer and avid reader as well as a conquistador, ha 
was one of the group of Spanish soldiers and priests who intiwfanad 
UM chronkk into the New World. 

One of the foremost Colombian chroniclers, Juan Bodrifues Fraik, 
fought the Indians for years before settling down as a farmer ^aar 
Bogota. In his old age he wrote a picaresque account of the con- 
quest and settlement of New Oranada entitled El Carmero (Tha 
Butcher) or Contpmta y Detovbrimiento dd Nuevo Beitw de Or*- 
nada (Ckmquest and Discovery of The New Kingdom of Granada). 
His firsthand account of events in the colony revetis gossipy details 
about the private lives of the people. True to picaresque tradition. 
El Camero is replet* with moralizing. More objective was his de- 
scription of the ceremony of the Chibchas that gave rise to tha 
legend of £1 Dorado. His source, he said, was the nephew of tha 
chief of Guatsvita who was in power when the conquerors arrived. 

Another endurin? literary genre bom on the conquest was the 
heroic epic about the deeds of conqueror and conquered. Juan de 
Casteilanos' vigorous and monumental work (published in 1589), 
Elegia» de Var&ne* Iluatrei de India» (Elegies of Illustrioos Men 
of the Indies), dealing with the battles against the Araucanian 
Indians in Chile, is considered the most important epic prose in 
Spanish American literature. 

During the seventeenth-century baroque period in Spanish Amer- 
ica, as if in reaction to the rigors of the conquest, exaggerated 
manners and florid writing became the order of the day. The centers 
of colonial culture during that penod '.vere the two Viceregal ca^l- 
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tob of Mexico and Lima. Bat in New Granada, as elnwhere in the 
ookmiea, Qongoriam floonshed. This Uterarf mode developed at 
UM eloee of Üie Golden Age in Spain and was characterised by an 
elaborate, artificial style in the manner of the brilliant Spaniard 
Luis de Gtagora y Argota—the wPrince of Darkness," as he was 
known for his abstruse phrasing. 

The eighteenth century continued the sterile hiatus in literature, 
reflecting the decadence of life and letters in Spain. Since the erioOe 
and the Indian were second-class citizens oi colonial society, authen- 
tic Spanish American influence was musing. The clergy, the army, 
and the rich landowners formed the elite. As before, Spain was the 
model for this aristocracy. Lifeless religious poetry was composed, 
and the prose represented an attempt to flee from reality. 

Then in 1794 Antonio Narino translated The Right» of Ma*, and 
the independence movement got under way. Rooseeao's influence 
im the freedom fighters wss everywhere evident, molding their 
thought and their literary expreasioa. Thfe writings of the Liberator 
Sim6n Bolivar, one critic has pointed out, read like a translation of 
Bousseau, for Bolivar "was reared according to (Rousseau's) pre- 
cept«, and became a most genuine representative of the romantic 
school in love, language, and in the quest of liberty." 

During this period tertvlia» (literary salons where the patriots 
discussed forbidden books sr-^gled into the colony) sprang up on 
all sides. In literature, despite the struggle of the classicist to pre- 
vent it, a romantic upheaval followed. Just as independence sev- 
ered political tics with Spain, so romanticism freed literature from 
peninsular models. 

The Colombian novel Maria (1867), an idyll by Jorge Isaacs, is 
conceded to be the masterpiece of the romantic school. Set in the 
beautiful Cauca Valley where the author was born, it deals with the 
love of Ephraim for his orphaned and epileptic cousin Maria, which 
is cut short by her death. While the novel has been criticized for 
its exaggerated sentimentality, it nevertheless faithfully describee 
the lush landscape as well as such local color as the servants' wed- 
ding «ad the country dance. Isaacs had many imitators, but none 
could match his sensitive treatment of the romantic theme of love 
and death. 

Scores of romantic poets flourished doring the nineteenth century, 
turning out intense works dealing with love, patriotism, nature and 
religion. Among the major literary figures was the religious poet 
Jos^ Eusebio Caro, who has been called the "Puritan of South 
American literature." Unique in his emphasis on character, he ex- 
pressed his spiritual exaltation in varied meter. The Spanish critic 
Men&idez y Pelayo remarked that Caro felt things so deeply that 
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tu» «ool "WM a rdoMio which in a short time was bound to 
him.n 

By contrast, Julio Arfookda was one of the Colombian posts who 
spent time in prison and in exile for his political writing in the 
cause of the liberals. In his ambitiooa, anfiniAed modern epk, 
Goiusalo de Oyon, deal:-1. with a legend of the period of the Con- 
quest, he describes UM beauty of the Caoca Valley landscape and 
his home town—"that Eden green and smiling, the iltaatrioas 
Popayln." 

Rafael Pombo represented the phUoscphk tendency in romaati- 
cian, while Diego Fallen, f^ecially in his ooletRmted poem "A La 
Luna" (To the Moon), represented the more lyrical phase of roraaa- 
tkism. 

Some of the best descriptiTe poetry appeared in "Sobre el Oddvo 
del Mais MI Antioquia" (On the CuTtiratka of Ccan in Antioquia), 
by Gregorio Gutienta Gonziles, a iyrical portrayal of the labor 
involved in planting corn. Another cf his work» deals with the 
spectacular Requendama Falls near Bogoti, four times as high as 
Niagara, which has inspired many a Colombian poet. 

The romantic period released new forces in literature. Toward 
the end of the nineteenth century, Colombian poets were ntfloMiosd 
by French poetry. Searching for new themes and methocb, they also 
learned from Walt Whitman, from Poe, and from the Spanish past 
Out of this cosmopolitan study the poets produced a poetry new in 
both form and subject matter called modernism, which some con- 
sider Spanish America's first original contribution to world litera- 
ture- All contemporary Spanish poetry is indebted to it. A tor- 
mented Colombian, Jose Asuncion Silva (1895-96), was a forerunner 
who exerted wide influence on later modernist poets. Whik other 
Bogota pools were writing conventional ll-syllabie-line sonnets, Silva 
was using free verse. 

Silva turned sway from the old writers of Spain and tows id the 
decadent modern»—Poe, D'Annunzio, Baudelaire. His entire life 
consisted of a series of frustrations; at age 31 he ended it with a 
bullet, but not before his melancholy verses had given Colombian 
poetry a new lyric quality. Suva's love poem "Nocturne III" (Third 
Nocturne) is .>>ie of the most famous in the Spanish language. 

A full-fledged modemist was the aristocratic poet Guillermo-Leon 
Valencia, known proudly as "El Maestro" in his native Popayin. 
A disciple of Suva's, Valencia, too, felt that the poet must escape 
from the world. He was a highly cultured man who worshipped 
beauty, and his stanzas »re filled with imagery. With him, perfec- 
tion of form became a cult.   Avidly he studied foreign poett»; his 
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BüM (1996) eomtdaad tnusabtions of Italima, Portogoeae, «nd 
Frcndi poetrr, and hi* tnnalatkoa of Ckinan poetry appeared in 
tha vdnma Catay in 1928. 

F<dIowiiif wach aacapiats aa Silva and Vakncia cama other mod^n- 
iata who turned their attention to local history, kndac*^ and people. 
Ilia eaaerging uuddte-claaa erioüo and metttMO writer searched for 
aobjaet matter among the kmer class. The novelist Tomia C^rras- 
quillat who wrote an authentic picture of the common people in the 
province of Antioquia, was oat of the more talented of the realistic 
writers. Both wit and akill went into Simon Magu», written to 
entertain aome literary friends. One of them, unknown to Cama- 
qnilla, had it publiahed, thus launching him on a career as an oat- 
standing regional novelist. In his masterpiece, La Marqueta de 
ToUmbö (The Marchkneas of Yok>mbo)t as in his first book, he 
deals with the mountain folk of Antioquia—a region noted for ita 
hardheaded buainesmwn and practical approach to life. 

In 1957 the Caro j Cuervo Institute in Bogoti published a volume 
on the evolution of the novel in Colombia which included a bibliog- 
raphy listing 747 titles, of which 262 were publiahed in the previous 
27 years. One critic, in emphasizing that Colombia is a nation of 
many novels but few novelists, attributes it partly to the lack of 
profeeskmal writers in the country. He points out that those who 
do not write for a living have no time for the mature reflection and 
long hours of work required by this literary form. 

In addition to Maria, a second Colombian novel, La Vordgin«. 
has won wide acclaim beyond the country's borders. Published in 
1924, it is one of the so-called "novels of the selva'' that have ap- 
peared throughout twentieth-century Latin America. The author, 
Jose Eustacio Rivera, was a poet, lawyer and civic figure who ac- 
quired firsthand knowledge of the jungle as a member of the com- 
mission sent to trace the Venezuelan-Colombian boundary. He lived 
for a while among the river Indians, got lost in the selva and suf- 
fered the torments of insects and fever. La Vordgine reveals the 
exploitation of the rubber workers, driven by desperation to attempt 
escape or commit suicide by orinking the thick latex from the rub- 
ber trees. His vivid descriptions, in this brutal but powerful tale, 
of the degradation of human beings dominated by the rain forest 
bring the jungle to life in his pages. 

During World War I, the modernist movement tapered off. 
Writers, and particularly poets, became more individualistic. Ths 
postwar poet Luis Carlos Lopez, for example, turned to such "un- 
poetic" themss as a postcard or a barber and wrote verses that dis- 
played a keen sense of humor. Every post-modemist poet became 
the founder of his own school.   One such poet, Germin Pardo Gar- 
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tU, who hius hem livmg in Mexko for the past 30 je*rs and hm 
paUidtsd moat of his work» there, writes of saguish, of mystcsy, of 
the night, but above si! of solitade sod desth. His work hss be*:- 
sflOMBcd S9 smoi^ Ute best in Spsni^b Asnerim. 

In the IftSff» s group of poets, known ss aPi(dm y Cislo" (Stone 
snd Hes^n), who believed thst poetry is «n sit purely for the 
mitisted reader, srose in Bogots snd sttempted to recsptore the 
Meternsl Tslues" of po^ry. The founder of the group, Edusrdo 
Csrrsnzs, believ« i that poetry repreeents the spirit of the men of 
Spanish America. Among the followers were the vsnguard Ansuri- 
canists—followers of the Chilean Pablo Neruda—and the Hiapani- 
cists—who revived Spanish poets ranging frcua Cr^ogors to the 
contemporary Juan Ramon Junenes. 

PAINTING 

During colonial days, works of art were usually iupo?*ed from 
Spain. Eventually the erMlo» who learned to draw and handle 
color examined the countryside around them or turned to the lucra- 
tive business of portrait painting. But this work was banal and 
unoriginal. The Spanierds on New World sou were so intent oa 
proselytmng or exploiting that the painters seemed littJ» more than 
artisans at the service of the Church or the »athoritioa. 

Two notewcrthy colonial painters were the seventeenth-century 
Antonio Acero de la Cruz, a religious {»inter probably bom in 
Bogota, and Gregorio V&squez Aroe y Cevallos (1638-1711), known 
for his portraits and religious paintings. Both followed Spanidb 
artists in technique and subject matter. Two men commissioned in 
1835 to sell scan® Vasqueg pictures in Europe reported that they were 
unable to find buyers because the paintings could not compete with 
their European coimterparts. A Visquez admirer, on the other 
hand, marvels that he could paint so well with neither resources nor 
models and claims that his genius surpassed that of his Italian 
contemporaries. In any case, his work is sdll recognised as out- 
standing. 

Painting declined during the eighteenth century and the early 
republican period. However, as a painter for the Botanical Expedi- 
tion, Javier Matiz (1774-1857) contributed to both science and art 
Among the cottumbristot portraying the national scene was B&mon 
Torres Mendez. The country people—their costumee, occupations, 
and diversions—were his subject? in a aeries of drawings and water 
colors. 

Toward the end of the century, Colombian painters took up 
French realism and impressionism. One of these. Andres de Santa- 
maria, boldly disregarded the conventions preTsiling in his country. 

US 
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Bat Colombians consider hiui uthe least Colombian of our artists" 
because of his long residence in France. His work, while throwing 
pictorial caution to the winds, lacked unity and style. 

Other forerunners of the new generation were the landscape 
painter Pedro Nel Gomez; the indigenist painter and sculptor Luis 
Alberto Acuna; and the portraitist Ignacio Gomer Jaramillo. They 
opposed servile, commercial expression, but ihey were scarcely revo- 
lutionaries 

Contemporary Colombian art revolves around a small progressive 
group which has gained renown in Europe and the Unitsd States. 
Four painters—Alejandro Obregon, Ramirez Villamizai. Enrique 
Grau, and Fernando Botero—and the sculptor Edgar Negret are 
credited with being the first to break avay from the old subservience 
that for so long stymied creative imagination. Their fresh, imagi- 
native, colorful work is solidly grounded in a knowledge of the 
fundamental principles of art. 

The figurative painter Alejandro Obregon spearheaded the modern 
art movement in Colombia. His carefully conceived but apparently 
spontaneous compositions are aflame with color—brilliant violets, 
blues, greens, reds. Both flora and fauna abound in his canvasses; 
he is famous for his cocks, doves, eagles and fish. Obregon is a 
mature painter who uses an original approach in manipulating color 
and objects. 

The expressionist Ramirez Villamizar was the first to introduce 
abstract art in Colombia as a new, original form of painting. In 
his early period Ramirez Villamizar was clearly influenced by 
Rouault. Lacerated Christs and spectral moons appeared against 
his dense and chaotic backgrounds of violent color. Later he turned 
to stylized acrobats, bulls and horses. Since 1950 clean planes and 
textnral variety have marked his work. 

Enrique Grau has changed from a well-defined style based on the 
human figure theme to work with triangular and quadrilateral forms. 
Fernando Boteio began his artistic career as a child prodigy. Un- 
spoiled by this early success, he steadfastly remains independent, 
despite a storm of controversy over his paintings. 

The revolutionary compositions of the avant-garde sculptor Edgar 
N?gret are referred to as "magic apparatus" or "magic machines." 
He works in metal, stone and plaster, "The Magic Machines do not 
represent machines," he «"^s, "but the feeling they inspire in me as 
symbols of our era, which I try to express as a human being and 
an artist through plastic elements and modem materials." Apart 
from Negret, Colombian sculpture is generally mediocre. 

Besides winning the respect of international art circles, the mod- 
em painters are decisively affecting the future of Colombian art. 
Already their influence is apparent in the rising generation of 
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painters. One of the more mature of theae even younger «rtisu u 
32-je»/-oId David Manzur, who has had e one-man show in the 
United States. Manzur started is a stage d^igner and actor, play- 
ing the male lead in the first full-length feature film to be prodviced 
in Colombia. Now profeasor of drawing, COIT end fresco at the 
University of the Andes in the capital, he works mostly in tempera 
and oils. A mural be executed for the Axlequin Theater in the 
capital is considered one of his best compositions. 

Two Colombian artists from the hinterland have made unusual 
contributions to contemporary art. Francisco Tumina, a self-taught 
Indian artist from the community of Guambia, near Popayan, has 
turned out a delightful series of pencil sketches depicting the land- 
scape and legends of his people. Alfonso Ramirez Fajardo, a school- 
teacher from the mountains, caused a stir in the capital for a while 
with his meticulously executed primitive water colors. Deciding 
that his country needed schoolteachers more than painters, he van- 
ished into the n^juntains once again. 

The artist in Colombia does not enjoy the prestige of the writer. 
In general, the attitude of the public toward art has tended to stifle 
creative talent. People lack information about modern art and are 
easily swayed by a group of older painters who scorn the younger 
artists as expatriates. Foreign painters working in Colombia—«nch 
as the German Guillermo Wiedemann whose portrayal of the aegro 
is outstanding—are often in a better position to depict the country 
than are Colombian artists. 

ARCHAEOLOGY 

Most of Colombia's prehistoric past is still wrapped in mystery, 
though local and foreign scientists have lifted the veil here and there. 
Scattered, localized prehistory makes it extremely difficult for scien- 
tists to establish the chronology of past civilizations. The only place 
this has been done is on the Caribbean coast near Cartagena. There 
a team of archaeologists has been at work under Austrian-born 
Gerardo Reichel-Dolmatoff and his Colombian wife Alicia—perhaps 
the leading authorities on Colombian archaeology. They have estab- 
lished the date of 1509 B.C. for the oldest level of the so-called 
"Barlovento culture."  This is the earliest date recorded in Colombia. 

ladigeiMMM Goldwork 

Scientific researchers have been uaable to classify the country's 
indigenous gold collection according to cultural or chronological 
periods. It is as yet possible only to relate the objects stylistically 
with large ethnic groups that occupied definite geographical areas 
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at UM time of the Conquest—such u the Maiscas (Chibchas) of the 
Mrannas of Omdinamarca and Poyaca, or the Quimbayas of Ü» 
tone of Quindio. 

The fint «eieatific rtudies of indigenous goldworic were made only 
a century ago by the Colombian philologist Ezequiel Uricoechea. 
His Memories »obre la$ Antigvedadea Neogranadma» (Reminiscences 
of New Grenadine Antiquitki), published in Berlin, contained th* 
first deecriptions, as well as drawings and chemical analysis, of 
Chibcha objects. 

Nearly 30 years later a number of pieces were found In the Depart- 
ment of Antioquia One, in the form of a raft bearing a chief and 
raven retainers, appeared to depict the investiture ceremony that 
gave rise to the legend of £1 Dorado. Liborio Zerda wrote a series 
of articles describing and illustrating the objects, published in book 
form in 1883 under the cumbersome title £7 Dorado: Estudio Hi$- 
torieo, Etnogmpso y Ärqueologieo de los Chibchoi, HdbiUttUe* de la 
Antigtm. Cundmamarea, y de Alguruu Otras Trihu» (El Dorado: 
Historic, Ethnic, and Archaeological Study of the Chibchas, Inhabi- 
tants of Ancient Cundinamarca, and of Some Other Tribes). 

In 1892 the government commissioned Vicente Restrepo and his 
son, Ernesto Restrepo Tirado, to prepare Colombia's archaeological 
contributions to the Madrid and Chicago International Expositions. 
They aase, .bled, classified and photographed hundreds of gold objects 
from all over the country for the Madrid Exposition catalogue. 
Each also published basic works on Colombian archaeology. It was 
about this time that individuals began building collections by buying 
from the Inuzquero»—diggers who made a business of robbing pre- 
historic tombs. 

In 1936 the Colombian Government rest rioted the export of 
archaeological material and organized official archaeological serv- 
ices under i he National Ministry of Education. Three years later 
the Bank of the Republic decided to buy up indigenous gold- 
work—not as a form of capital investment but to establish a Gold 
Museum (Museo del Oro) for the enlightenment and enjoyment of 
the Colombian people. 

During the next 15 years the bank acquired 6,276 pieces—over 
four times the total number in collections throughout the world. 
Today the Gold Museum is housed in modern quarters in the bank 
in Bogota. The bank's cultural center also includes a library of 
incunabula and rare fifteenth- and eighteenth-century editions, plus 
contemporary works on philosophy, history, science and technical 
subjects. 

The largest and most significant part of the bank's gold collec- 
tion, from the standpoint of art and archaeology, came from burial 
grounds uncovered since 1939 in the upper valley of the Calima 
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Biver in the Beputment of Valle del Cauca. These pieces of the 
so-called "Calima Style" inctade oorapkte sets of body tdornments 
from s single bnriml and are related stylistically with the famous 
stone statues of San Agttstfn cm the upper Magdalena Eiter. They 
are therefore considered older than either the Chibcha or Qnimbaya 
pieces. 

The CaUma pieces also rereal stylistic sunilaritiee to the coastal 
cultures of Pern and perhaps those of Central America. Since 
the Calima goldwork is highly dbreloped as a craft and is ap- 
parently contemporary with the beginnings of Chavln in Peru 
about AJX 300, archaeologists believe that the earlier, primitiv« 
stages of prehistoric goldwork antedated the Christisn era by sev- 
eral centuries. Howev r, no Colombian objects have yet been 
found that use the primitive method of simple hammering alone; 
all reveal more advanced techniques. 

The indigenous peoples melted gold in stone or baked clay cru- 
cibles, using wooden or clay blowpipes to fan UM flames. The 
gold was poured into single open molds or closed two-piece molds. 
The more ootnplez cire-perdue, or "lost wax" method, was also used. 

The lost wax rothod consisted of modeling a "core* of clay and 
powdered charcoal with a bone or wood instrmneat, coating the 
core with wax, then adding an outer "shell" of the clay and char- 
coal mixture pierced by entrance and outlet openings. After dry- 
ing, the entire piece was heated, causing the melted wax to run 
out Molten metal was then poured in to »«place the wax. What 
the mold cooled, the miter shell was broken and the cast polished. 

Sometimes metal, wood, stone or shell objects were sheathed 
with gold foil. Metallic plating was achieved by dipping pieces 
in molten gold, by sheathing them with a veneer of fine gold leaf 
or by surface oxidation of the copper present in gold alloy. Solder- 
ing was very common, so that sometimes a single object is made 
up of throe different types of gold alloys. 

The repom«S decoration includes both engravings pressed into 
the surface and designs standing above the surface in rtlief. Many 
Colombian gold objects are filigreed. Decorative bangles and pre- 
cious stone inlay work are also found. 

MbaiuMiits of a Lost CivilisaÜMi 

Near the headwaters of the Magdalena River, between the Cen- 
tral and Eastern cordilleras, 175 acne have been set aside as an 
archaeological park. Within this area more than 600 nxmoKtha 
have been uncovered.   No one knows who carved them.   Scientists 
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call this the Megalithic North Andean culture, but it is more 
commonly known as Agustinian after the name of the nearby Til- 
lage of San Agostin. 

Many broken sculpture groups have beer, reconstructed in their 
original settings. Some of the massive statues «re in crude relief; 
others are finely chiseled, indicating that the work might have been 
done over several centuries. Stone implements, pottery and other 
relics have also been excavated. Another source of mystery is a 
ceremonial bathing shrine called Lavapatas, with dozens of figures 
in relief and man-made waterfalls. 

The eighteenth-century naturalist Francisco Jose de Caldas first 
mentioned these totemic figures, .in Italian explorer, Agustln 
Codazzi, discovered and carefully described many of them in 1857. 
In 1913 and 1914 the German archaeologist and ethnologist K. T. 
Preuss made a special trip to San Agustin to study the site and 
took some statues and plaster models back to the Berlin Ethno- 
logical Museum. The Colombian scholars Gregorio Hernindez de 
Alba and Jose P&rez de Barradas have surveyed the park area, and 
Luis Duque G6maz directed recent excavations. The park is ad- 
ministered by the Institute of Ethnological Research of the National 
Museum in Bogoti. To expand recovery and restoration operations, 
it brought in the German archaeologist Hans Nartigall, of the 
University of Mainz. 

Apart from the dramatic splendor of the figures as examples of 
primitive art, certain elements are found in the Agustinian statues 
that also appear in Central American cultures and in the Peruvian 
and Bolivian Andes. The Agustinian monoliths seem to represent 
two abrupt interruptions—one after an early, representational peri- 
od; the other after a later, stylized period. 

DRAMA 

Colombian drama is virtually nonexistent, even though the first 
theater was built and the first performances given as early as 1793. 
During the early nineteenth-cemury renaissance, outstanding pieces 
were written for the stage by Jose Fernandez Madrid and Luis 
Vargas Tejada, Since then a few dramas and comedies have been 
produced by Colombians, but most are derivative, and no writers 
are exclusively playwrights. 

The "(ikenesses of both Fernandez Madrid and Vargas Tejada 
appear in has relief on the front of the Colon Theater in Bogoti, 
built in 1885 and MS?d for the plays, operas and ballets that foreign 
companies—mainly Spanish—bring into the capital. Theater tradi- 
tion consists chiefly of imports by impresarios. There are now one 
or two university experimental theaters, but whatever playwriting 
is done is designed for television. 
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MUSIC 

Ccilombian music has a *cw isolated roots in the past. Althoa|h 
it is impossible to reconstruct Chibcha melodies, it is known that 
music accompanied the religious ceremonies of these indigenjas 
peoples. Moreover, surviving musical instruments point to the 
existence of a pentatonic scale. 

The priest Juan de Herrera y Chumaoeio, choirmaster of the 
Cathedral at Bogota, was t e most important Colombian compceer 
during the colosia) period. He composed pmhm, a Requiem Ma«, 
Christmas carols and other choral works. The best-known nine- 
teenth-century Colombian composer was Jose Maria Ponce (1846- 
82). 

Although Colombia lacks a tradition of art music, a few musi- 
ciaas have achieved international reputations in their field. How- 
ever, it cannot be said that their taknts were nurtured at home. 
Every Colombian department boasts & music school, but anyone 
desiring a serious musical education goes either to Europe or to die 
United States for study, usually he eventually takes up perma- 
nent residence in a country with a deepei interest in music than 
he finds at home. 

Hence the Colombian violinist Carlos Villa, a former child prodigy 
who studied at the Curtis Institute in Philadelphia, moved to 
Switzerland. The soprano Lia Montoya became associated with 
the Co'ogne Opera House in Germany. And the harpsichordist 
Rafael Pyuana, a student of the famed Wanda Lsndowska. emi- 
grated to New York. 

One Colombian musician, Guillermo Espinoea, has conducted in 
nearly every European and Latin American country, as well as in 
the United States. He founded ana formerly conducted the Or- 
questa Sinfönica Nacional of Bogota (193ft-47)—the present leader 
of which is a Lithuanian, Olav Roots. Eepinosa also established 
a symphony orchestra for foreign residents in the Colombian 
capital. A student of Felix Weingartner's, he became head of the 
Music Division of the Pan American Union and continued his efforts 
to stimulate interest in symphonic and chamber music by organiz- 
ing inter-American festivals of music. Espinosa has put on music 
festivals in Caracas, Bogoti, Cartagena and Washington, D.C. 

The dean of Colombian composers is the prolific 81-year old 
Guillermo Uribe-HolguJn. Uribe-Holguin, who is also a violinist 
and conductor, has written more than 500 oompoeitions—300 pieces 
in popular style for the pieno alone—as well as the opera Fvratcm 
(named for the Chibcha goddess of emeralds) and the symphony 
Del Terruho. 

Roberto Pineda Duque, the only 12-tone composer in Colombia, 
has  written  symphonies  and  cantatss.    Fabio Gonzalez  Zuleta, 
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who studied and taught in the National Conservatory of Music at 
the National Unirersitj, has written three symphonies, a riolin 
concerto and chamber music 

ARCHITECTUKa 

As in most of Spanish America, there is colonial architecture of 
merit, particularly in Popayin, Cartagena, Tanja, and Bogoti. £1 
Sagrario Chape! in Bogoti and the Rosary Chapel in the Church 
of Santo Domingo in Tunja are considered two oolottial period 
masterpieces. They preserve examples of the Spanish-Moorish 
mudejar style, characterized by monolithic columns, ornamented 
eaves, stone lintels, wooden balconies and domed bell towers. The 
technique of complicated wood inlay, decorated with Islamic forms 
and patterns covered in gold leaf, was brought in as early as 1543. 

Some of the finest examples of Spanish Renaissance military 
architecture are found in Cartagena. They are chiefly the work 
of Bautista Antonelli, an Italian military engineer commissioned 
by Spain. 

San Felipe de Barajas Fortress in Cartagena is adjudged the 
best of New World military architecture. This massive stronghold, 
with thick, crenelated walls, watchtcwers and a labyrinth of under- 
ground tunnels, took a century to build. 

In general Colombian colonial architecture is less baroque and 
more functional than the elaborate colonial monuments of Mexico 
and Peru. Colombia lacked both workmen and materials for such 
intricate details. Yet there are a few noteworthy examples of the 
baroque and rococo in Colombia, such as the gilt altar in the 
Church of San Francisco in Bogota and the elaborately carved, 
chalice-shaped pulpit in the church of the same name in Popayin. 

Fopayan's San Francisco is one rr many colonial churches that 
contain jewel-encrusted monstrances and other religious and artistic 
treasures, often the work of Indian craftsmen. Its splendid statue 
called La Inmaculada (The Immaculate Conception), for example, 
has been compared to the famous Winged Victory of Samothrace. 

In the twentieth ren^ury, as the airplane overcame natural bar- 
riers and the cities began to grow rapidly, young Colombians who 
had been studying architecture abroad flocked home to put their 
ideas to work. They came from England, Belgium, Switzerland, 
Germany, Spain, France, Italy, the United States and Chile. While 
Corbusier held sway over most of them, the influence of Frank 
Lloyd Wright, Gropius, and Mies van der Rohe was also apparent 
in th«ir work. Colombians welcomed the efforts of the returning 
architects to replace the colonial-style hon&e with a simpler, more 
functional type of dwelling. 
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In 1986 arckitoctaral facnlUf« begtn to spring up within tha 
cmatsj. Fifum jmn imter 700 wtoukmta were «mllad is « 
diifer-Jit schoss. Trmining in ooostmeCioQ melhods, howevw, did 
not keep psoe. Col<HBibian uchiteela »re forced either to etndj 
oonstmction enfineerinf along with architectnie or to aworiala 
theniflelvea with pmfmmcmk in this field. 

Taken as a whole, modem ardiitectnre in Gdkmixa m onnotarii- 
able. Unlike the Peraviane and BrazUian^, Cokabmm have Made 
litth» <wr no attempt to impart local flavor to their fanedoaal de- 
signs. The ample, dean lines of office buildings, prirato homes, fee- 
tones and a few churches are their main oontribatiooa. The mon» 
spe^acoiar examples are the dramatic baseball stadium of rein- 
forced concrete in Cartagena «id the Bogoti Country Club, the 
latter the work of Jorge Araogo and the highly regarded firm of 
Bafael and Joe* M. Obregon and Pablo Vakaiznda. The baseball 
stadium is the work of architects Gabriel Solsno, Jorge Gaitin 
Cortee, Alvaro Ortega, Edgard Burbano and the structural epgiaeer 
Quillermo Gonx4ks. 

FOLK AST 

Coknntna has neglected its folktare. Handicrafts art «spwaally 
is dying out The glased clay figuiines of aunts and folk types 
generally used for Nativity scenes are etUl made in the Department 
of Boyaci, and decorative pottery is found in Oirardot Fiber 
hammocks and the so-called Panama hats are woven in Cundina- 
marca. Bat cheap imitations are replacing much of the authentic 
folk art. For example, it is hard to find the heavy, lacquered 
wooden bowls, made in Pasto for hundreds of years, that were 
painted with floral designs made by applying with a brush masticated 
gum from the mopa-mopa bush. 

Folk and popular music are perhaps the most significant sur- 
vivais of Colombian folk art Moreover, some effort is being made 
tf> preserve both music and dances. The profeoacmal dance troupe 
of Delia Zapata has introduced them abroad, and various amatem 
folklore groups inside the country cultivate folk dancing. 

The bamhtco, a deriration of the waltz in moderately quick 
tempo, is the most representative of the dances. The partners bow 
to each other before they begin to dance; then they alternately 
whirl and face each other, with the man pursuing the girl as she 
coyly evades him. The bamtmeo, like the gvabma, the hmde, the 
pa*fflo, and the torbeUmo, originated in the interior highlands. 

The negro and Indian races have both exerted a strong influence 
on the coast»! music Afro-Cartagenan rhythms—the porrm, fm- 
dasngot, and mapaUg—have spread beyond Colombia's borders. The 
monotone & rhythm of the gadta^ much like a schottische, is of 
Indian origin. 
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The eumhia, danced with candles in the dimly lit plans of 
Caftagma, goea <m far hoara. The munciaos ät in the center 
playmg mostly wind instramenta. A circle of ooaplee dances around 
them, each woman holding a bundle of three or four lighted candles 
in one hand at Lead level, while her partner dances around her. 
When s couple or a musician drops out, they are izamediately re- 
placed. Another Cdombisn folk dance calling for candles is the 
malape, traditionally danced in front of the mayor's office. 

The most typically Colombian musical instrument is the OpU, 
a small aTs-sthnged guitar. Other instruments found in Colom- 
bian orchestras are the seven-stringed guitsr called the vihuela, the 
four-stringed metro, the drum end the gmaehe., a hollow, 15-ineh 
hardwood pipe filled with seeds that rattle against the walk and 
against bamboo thorns placed croeswise inside the tube. Hie 
guacharaca consists of a piece of hardwood palm with shallow 
grooves over which the player scrapes » piece of dried bamboo. 

Some elemams of tradition survive in the wearing apparel of the 
Colombian country people. The ruana, a type of poncho worn by 
the men, for instsnce, is typically Colombian. This short, square 
piece of wool is slit in the middle to slip over the head; often it is 
blue on one side, nd on the other—the colors of the two major 
political parties, Conservative and Liberal. 

The trademark of the Antioquians—and of farmers from Caldas 
—is the carried a unique expandable leather money pouch which 
the men sling over their shoulders. Fur-covered, generally with 
nutria or jagaar skins, and trimmed in patent leather, these bags 
have been made for generations by craftsmen in the village of 
Envigado, 10 miles from MedeDin. 

Colombian fiestas art) a rich source of folklore tradition. In 
Popayan, for example, for nearly four centuries elaborate Holy 
Week processions have wound silently through the streets, often 
with as many as 2.500 participants. Stations of the Cross are de- 
picted on huge litters supported on the bared shoulders of young 
Colombian men. Some of the litters, embellished with figures, 
floral decorations, silk and velvet canopies and supporting poles 
sheathed in stiver, weigh more than % ton. With eight bearers to a 
litter, they advance about 40 fe^t, then stop for three or four 
minutes to rest the litters on upright poles. This arduous job is 
considered a privilege and is handed down from father to son. No 
one knows the exact origin of the processions, but a written refer- 
ence to them ia dati 1 1558. 

At Christmas time in Popayan, groups of wandering minstrels 
called chimidas wander through the strests, saluting the season with 
a nimble of drums. (fhirmia refers to an ancient oboe or flageolet, 
which was originally the solo instrument of these groups but which 
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hu beec rapkoed by A CUM flöte.) Moat chirimiat eoomt of young 
boy» who play for penniec or the fiery iiqaor called apuanlimUt. 
Scmetimes they are aoenmpmted by a red-suited, maaked deril danoMr 
who chaaae n^ghborhood children as they taunt him in the street*. 

INTELLECTUAL EXPRESSION 

In an issue of the daily newspaper El Tiempo of Bogota a 
columnist nostalgically reminisced ab«Nit days when Colombians were 
absorbed in things of the spirit New, he reported sadly, the«» an 
only two faculties of philosophy and letters in the capital: all the 
emphasis in national life seems to focus on science, modern tech- 
niques, economics—and woridlineas. 

Current efforts to industrialise the nation and lift its asapoBue 
and educational level are largely responsible for this new intel' 
lectoal orientation aod apparent break with tradition. It probably 
seems more abrupt in view of the tremeodou» devehtpmeot of 
humanistic studies in the past, despite a limited reading pnblk. 
Colombian mentality has traditionally inclined toward the philo- 
sophical and metaphysical rather than toward the technical and 
concrete. Geography also has played its part; before the adroit 
of the aiip'*ne the country's regional isolation and faulty com- 
munications encouraged contemplation and study. 

In one important respect, however, Colombian habits of thought 
remain unchanged. Politics, always paramount in the national 
life, is still the overriding concern of the people. Essayists and 
orators continue to be inspired by political themes, and the nation's 
long history of political strife indicates how strongly the people 
defend their ideas. 

Until about 1830, Colombian intellectual expression was gov- 
erned by eighteenth-century European forms and traditions, fol- 
lowing classicel models. With the new romantic movement in 
Europe, Colombians likewise began to express thetnselvee senti- 
ment nlly about nature and the Indians. Subsequently a reaction 
set in with the modernist movement. Stereotyped traditions and 
forms were cast aside, to be replaced by individualism. 

Except for Spain, France has been the all-pervading influence 
in Colombia's European-oriented culture. Fr»"- -l philosophy, French 
liberalism, French law, French literature have molded Colombian 
learning. More recently the United States has enjoyed a limited 
acceptance as a cultural mentor. 

President Alberto Lleras Camargo—writer, editor, publisher, 
Cabinet minister, amba^iador and educator—i« a leading intellectual 
force in the country, even though he received no university edu- 
cation.   He has been influential in the development of international 
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law wkhta the Western Hemisphere. As t newspepencai^ h» 
fonadsd the daily El LSbtnd (now «bfaiset) sad th» lively Bogoti 
pewiweeLlji 8§mama. As «alTsratty pfeedMit (Hector of the 0ai- 
vemty ci the Andai), lierss helped pioneer the Coioxnh>«a edoee- 
üonei experimMit with the United Stete^^jle univemlty—privately 
owned Mid free of church end stete inftaenoe. 

Lob L6pet de Mess, «me of the most celebrated essayists ia 
Sooth AniHrica, writes with equal facility <HJ eomomic questions, on 
■setaphyecal matten, or on sekoti6c tbemes. A msdieal doctor 
who specialised in psychiatry at Harvard, he also studied in Eng- 
land, France, Germany and Italy. Lopez de Mesa has played an 
active role as senator, Minister of Edncatioi^ Minister of Foreign 
BelatioBS as well as professor and rector of the National Univer- 
sity. He is also a serious philologist, in the manner of the famous 
oineteenth-oentary scholars Miguel Antonio Caro and Buino Jose 
Cuerro. 

Colombia ahoo^s in acacbmi«&. those of language and history 
being especially revered. The literary dub known as the "liceo 
Qranadino," orgauiaed in 1SS6 in Bogoti, wm the forerunner of 
the Academy of Language (Aeademia de la Lengua), Three 
mMnbers of the Spanish Boyal Academy formed the nacku» aroand 
which the Academy of Language was organized in 1781: Jaa£ 
Maria Yergara y Vergara, known as the fatter of Colombian liter- 
ary research because of his book Eittoria de la Literatora de Nmva 
Granada (History of the Literature of New Oranada); the poet 
Joe£ Eusebio Caro; and prose writer Jose Manuel Marroquin. 

Two of the most popular branches of Colombian learning are 
philosophy end history. The nation's influence in philosophy ex- 
tends beyond its borders. Jose Vicente Alvarez Romero of Colom- 
bia, for example, is one of the guiding lights in the newly founded 
Ibero-American Society of Philosophy that was born in Guatemala. 
Jesus Maria Yteep, President of the Colombian Academy of Juris- 
prudence, wrote a legal work in French on the philosophy of Pan- 
Americanism. 

The modem tendency in Colombia to interpret events in terms of 
social reality is fallowed b} Otto Morales Benitez, the youngest 
member of the Academy of History. In his most recent book, 
Revohmion y CaudiUos (Revolution and Strong Men), he sees 
in the independence movement the economic conscience of the 
colony struggling with the problem of an oppressed people. 

Twentieth-century Bogoti continues to be the cultural apex in 
this "land of intellectuals." Its label, "Athens of America," is 
not entirely inappropriate. 
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A «snotiik kediBsric at the end of Ute «ightMStli eenturj was 
tin BoUnioJ Exp«dttkm foonded by Arebbkhop-Vicaroy A&t4mio 
GabaUero 7 Gdnfom. For more ttaa 25 yean thtf initit^ka 
«ngsfad in KMinti^e rMRsreh oo fl^m, &sata aiMi stinenis i4 tl» 
Vkwrt^alty thmt tltraetad UM attenticR of European teic&tnlc. 
At hod« it« presmoe ^aa the saore keeoly Idt haeaii» it becsma 
a center of learning. Becanae of the Botanical Expedition, apeea- 
latioc and theoriaag in edneatim were replaced by the aämtsSc 
method of experinMmtation. 

The fer-weching infl^esc« of the Botanical Expedition waa hurgtty 
attnbatable to .t* leoder, the Speniah prieat, phyneian and nat- 
uralist Joel Celestino Matis. Mntia the physician acoaospanied an 
ailing Ticeroy to the Hew World. Faadnafeed with the trspieal 
vegetatias he found on the eoaee, ha eta^d in C^rtifana for move 
then a year and eogeged in acienttfie stndka, B» then begin teach- 
ing mathematics and astronomy at the CoQege of Booario is Bogoti. 
In his teaching Mutis inaiated <m rational expk&atkaa metoed of 
«^ecalatiTe thinking and opeet mmj facsitj memben by taachb^i 
that the earth rerolves aroond the son. 

When Caballero y G^ngorn aäked Mutia to head the Botaaleal 
Expeditiim, the Spanidb «nentiat turned for a leMfcreh itaff to 
the crioUos he had been training. Patiently ^laater and diaaplea 
woAed to collect and classify «peeunena. löay studied botany, 
«oology, geography and geodetica. They boilt np a berimriam eon- 
taming more than 20,000 plants. The Expedition abo had a nur- 
sery, samples of domestic products, paintings of Gokanbian ■»"»fllff, 
thoosands of accurately colored botanical platea and a BfiOQ-wimm 
library. 

The self-made scientist Joe^ de Caldas, who h*jm» a martyr 
in the independence movement, waa a disciple of Mntia. Oaldaa 
huilt his own barometer and sextant and diaoorered how to maaanre 
altitude by the temperature at which water boils. 

Another upaurge in science to«* place daring the mid-nuwteenth 
century through educational reforms introduced by then Ifiniator 
Mariano Ospina, who wished to educate citiaeni capable of develop- 
ing  he country's natural resources. 

The lament of the chief executive of that time is echoed in presmt- 
day Colombia: 

We have «p abuadaccv of scbolart and doctor«, who Inereue day 5qr 
day but we lack a rafllcient ntimber of men Inatmcted In Uw «tact 
«•iences and mechanical arts. In cbemMry, mineralocy, botany, and 
ayrlcolture, without which we cannot develop the State's fall potco- 
tlallttea. 
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Suweedtng presidents who agreed with this point of view im- 
portod fsfeigB psohman to s^ np schoc s of natorml SCMHOB, dmn- 
iatry, nrntbemaiics, and arts and crafts. Jose Triana, a Colombian 
botaaiit who was noe-prefident of the International Botankml 
CoogNas oi London, «ajoyed a world-wide repotaticm during that 
period. The nndons of acämtific (krelopmeat was the Cdombiaa 
O^rographk Coscmissicm, headad by the Italian colonel Angustin 
Codasxt. 

One Colombian who carries on the tradition of the Botanical 
Expedition is Father Antonio Olirares, a Franciscan priest and 
nataralist who is a dedicated ornithologist. He has identified and 
dunSed huudpeds of birds, soane in oat-of-the-way places such as 
Um Vanpäi district in the Amaxcm Basin and the little-known 
foreit regkaos of the Paeiäc coast Then he collected spedineDS 
for the most important research of modem times cm this region. 

Father Olivares studied natural history in the United States at 
Catholic University and, after working on birds at the Smithsonian 
Institution, decided to specialize in omknology. He divides his 
time between the biology classroom and the Institute of Natural 
Sciences of the National university. 

Modern Colombia has been comparatively inactive in the scientific 
field, with the exception of medicine. Tim Medical School at the 
nniversity in Cali ranks among the three best in Latin America. 
Its dean is a surgeon with special interest in preventive medicine, 
Gabriel Velasquez. 

Hernando Groot, who studied Public Health at H&rvard on a 
Rockefeller Foundation fellowship, is another very able Colombian 
scientist The current Surgaon General, Patino Camargo, was a 
general practitioner in Cucuta before he became interested in public 
health in 1932. Since then he has traveled on muleback to the 
farthest confers of his country to collect information on communi- 
cable diseases. 

With outside collaboration the country has carried out extensive 
research on such diseases, especially those common in tropical and 
subtropical zones. The Carlos Finlay Institute in Bogoti, for 
example, in cooperation with the Rockefeller Foundation, concen- 
trates on yellow fever re^arch and vaccine production. 

In 1958. with the Pan-American Sanitary Organization—the re- 
gional office of the World He«!*h ^"ganization--Colombia carried 
out the first large-scale experiment anywhere in the world with live 
polio vaccine. 
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CHAPTER 10 

EDUCATION 

Education is recognised by political and inteUectoal leaden as 
preaenting a national problem of the first magnitude, bat freqmot 
political uphearals have limited progreae. and edaoatk» nau^aa 
nnaTailable to a large part of UM population. Moreover, difficult 
mountainous terrain in a considerable portion of the country has 
aggravated the problem of establishing school facilities. 

Only 5 percent of the population in 1960 had an education con- 
sisting of complete elementary schooling sad some secondary train- 
ing. Twenty-three percent had only three years of elementary 
schooling. Thirty-two percent had only a year or two of elemen- 
tary education and were barely literate. 

About 40 percent of the population were illiterate despite literacy 
programs sponsored by the government and church, particuarly 
that of the Catholic Accion Cultural Popular, operating through 
a system of radio schools. Illiterary rates were higher in some of 
the rural areas, notably in the geographically isolated departmente, 
such as Choco, where the rate was 70 percent. The percentage of 
illiteracy declined slowly from 58 percent in 1918, but there is a 
high incidence of relapse into illiteracy on the part of those who 
abandon school after only a short period of attendance. 

The government has adopted education laws and formulated many 
proposals for reforms, but frequent political unrest has cut down 
their effectiveness and caused a rapid turnover in key personnel in 
the Ministry of Education. Since the portfolio of the Minister of 
Education was held by not less than 48 persons between 1935 and 
I960, the Ministry of Education has ber prevented from drafting 
and implementing systematic long-range plans for the educational 
system and from integrating and coordinating the various levels 
of teaching in the educational hierarchy. 

By a law of 1957 government funds allotted to education must 
amount to 10 percent of the national budget. In 1960, they came 
to about Col$200 million (at the end of 1959, the free rate was U.S. 
$1 equals Col$7.0l). In the distribution, higher education m favored, 
and only a modest portion—leas than one-Sixth iu 1960—goes to ele- 
mentary education. 
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UM Catholic Church exerts a powerful influence in the educa- 
tional system of the country. It founded the earliest educational 
institutions and still controls a majority of private schools, particu- 
larly on the secondary level. The tesching of Catholic religious and 
moral doctrines is compulsory in all educational institutions. 

Elementary education is free in the public schools, but a com- 
pulsory attendance law cannot be enforced not only because school 
facilities are inadequate but because the law is dot clear about the 
compulsory age and required periods of attendance. 

Enrollment figures increased on all school levels between 1950 
and 1960, particularly in the universities, out only about 5C percent 
of *he school-age population, or 1,726,92P pupils, were in attendance 
in 1958. Of these, 1,493423, or 87 percent, attended elementary 
schools; 214,590, or 12 percent, secondary schools; and 19,112, or 
1 |»ercent, the universities. 

In the cities, only 12 out of every 100 children enrolled in the 
first year of elementary schools finish the five-year cycle. In rural 
areas, for every 100 children completing the first year of elementary 
school, 47 complete the second year, which in mtny rural schools is 
also the terminal year, and only 1 finishes the * jurth year. In aca- 
demi: secondary schools, only about 14 to 20 percent of the students 
enrollod in the first year are successful in obtaining the hacMUerato 
certificate granted at the end of the terminal sixth year. 

The high attrition rate also constitutes a major problem in the 
vocntional agricultural schools, even though government scholarships 
pay for the tuition and boarding of a large proportion of the 
students. On the university level, not more than 10 percent of the 
students complete the full course. The chronic indigence of many 
families forces the children to begin working at an early age, par- 
ticulirly in rural areas. The lack of means of transportation to 
school for many children who live in remote areas further limits 
their attendance. 

The entire educational program is severely handicapped by an 
aout« teacher shortage and by the great number of poorly trained 
teiwhers. A majority of secondary school teachers possess only the 
hoch illrraio. There is a general lack of interest in the teaching pro- 
fe-vsinn, mainly because of poor salaries. The low social prestige 
atcoided to elementary and secondary teachers and a lack of enforce- 
ment of official standards governing dismissals, transfers, and pro- 
motions discourage many from pursuing teaching careers. 

During the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries, education was in- 
tended for the members of the upper-class minority. During the 
nineteenth century, extension of education to all became official 
government policy, although the persistence of oligarchic social 
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traditions, among other factors, prevented its implementation. Dar- 
ing the nineteenth and tw-atieth oentuhes, however, there has bt«& 
a relative increase in public school facilities. Partly because ' an 
increase in the prosperity of the middle class, especially since the 
IMO's, the number of persons outside UM ra'ing groups who are 
receiving education vs reaching significant proportions. The school 
system on the whole, however, is still adapted to the nerds of those 
to whom elementary and secondary education :<) a preparation for 
university studies. 

A traditional high regard for humanistic, abstract learning and 
the association of sich learning with social prestige continue to exert 
a powerful influence upon professional and educational choices. 
This influence is apparent in a preponderant popninrity of aca- 
demic secondary education and in a disdain for vocational edu- 
cation leading to technical and agricultural occupation.». Hie en- 
rollment in the country's 23 universities in 1958 represented a 60 
percent increase over the figure for 1954. Several of the universities 
have broadened their formerly nsrrow, professional curricula. 
Others have attempted to compensate for the absence of graduate 
studies by the establishment of research programs, A choice of 
local economic, agricultural, and health problems as subjects of 
investigation in these programs represent*? a departure from the 
former exclusive emphasis upon abstract, theoretical studies. 

Government educational reforms are envisioned within the frame- 
work of a five-year plan initiated in 1950 but in 1960 only partially 
operative. The plan proposes a total overhaul of the educational 
system on the basis of statistical, population, geographic, and cul- 
tural studies which reflect the conditions of specific regions and 
communities. The improvement of rural education is strongly 
stressed through the training of rural teachers in skills needed for 
community improvement. The training of such teachers is already 
in progress in rural education pilot schools in üribia, Pamplona, 
and Milaga. 

Another plan, presented by the Ministry of Education in 1959, 
calls for large-scale construction of elementary school facilities bp- 
tween 1960 and 1975. Some 17,000 new schoolrooms are to be built 
to alleviate present shortages and an additional 18,000 to cover ex- 
pected population increases. 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

From the beginning of Spanish colonialization until about 1810, 
rh^ Roman Catholic Church was the principal authority i the 
field of education. The first schools (doctriruui), establish«'! by 
religious orders during the early 1500'8, were designed primarily to 
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eonTtrt Indiftss to Bommii Catholicism. By 1656 the schools ex- 
paaded their curriculum to include reading, writing, arithmetic, and 
tinging. The childnm of Spanish settlers wei taught language, 
religion, and the arts in special school« established for them. 

The founding in 160S of the fir«; Jesuit seminary, that of San 
Birtolomi in Bogoti, wa« followed by the founding of similar insti- 
tutions in Popayin, Cartagena, and Pampl<ma. Only the sons of 
Spanish settlers and gorenunent ottcials were eligikle to study in 
them. The country's two oldest onivenitiei, the Jesuit Javeriana 
University and the Dominican Colegio Mayor d» NeuMra BeAora 
dsl Roeario were founded in 1022 and 1858, rttpectmly 

The 18th century marked the hegiiming of secular infimace in 
education. Attempts, howerw, to foand a jmblk university fatNl 
because of the oppomti<m of the Church (sse eh. 0, Artistic and 
Intellectual Lzpression). After the beginning of the sneoesiful 
straggle for independence, education gradually passed into the hands 
of the government. 

Francisco Paula de Santandst is considered "the father of public 
education in Colombia." It was ander his influence that Bolivar 
placed all educational institutions, including seminaries, ur der gov- 
ernment control. Santander made the schools accewible to children 
of all social classes and ethnic groups. The first teaehenr training 
schools were established in 1822. The creation in 1886 of the Gen* 
eral Directorate of Public Instruction, predecessor of the Ministry 
of Education, provided for the central administration of education 
at the national level. 

The most important development in education daring the early 
twentieth century was the passage in 1903 of Law ,m 39, the so- 
called Organic Law on Public Education. This Law, and one 
elaborating its provisions passed in 1904, established the system of 
national school inspection and the combined financial responsibility 
for education of national, departmental, and municipal government«. 
The first provisions for compulsory education were made by Law 
No. 56, passed in 1927, according to which parents or guardians ars 
obligated to see that the children for whom they are responsible 
receive a minkaum education either in public or private schools. 

During the \9W\ the activities of Agustin Nieto Caballero, na- 
tional inspector of education under President Enrique Olaya Kerrera 
(1930-34). provided a powerful stimwlus to developments in edu- 
cation. Viewed by many as the outstanding figure in Colombian 
education, he called for the introduction of modem teaching methods 
to replace rote learning and for emphasis on practical subjects. 

Although the dominant role of government in education was 
affirmed in several laws and decrees of the early republic and re- 
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affirmed in the Congdtatios m re-edified m 1W5, the icAvmm of 
the Cborch ha« remAiasd powtifoL Ao^mimg to tM Csttoofdst 
of 1887, education was to b& "orgaaäed aad dinged m »»ordaaoe 
with the dogmas sad moral aode of the Caiholk ChanH." The 
Concordat also gsv* UM Ghitreh Ae ft^t to Intpeet ^1 tactt »- 
lated to the study of reiigiofi and xaotaii. 

EDUCATION AND SOCISTT 

Aoeeaa to education tradititmally has been the prrruage oi the 
small elite which furnished the oosntrf's poUtkal aad Istiilleett»! 
ieadere Fcmemm of edocation has bean sfm&jmoa* with h^b 
social prestifK. Members of the educated elite have itmudaiid » 
theoretical interest in universal public ed^eatÜoe, hvt m het edutft- 
tkm has tended to be restricted largely to membscs of the ttpj?ir 
class. Such attitudei as« gradadlj grr'uf pounl to the «kaMtftd» 
voiced in gcvenunent, among intelk^tuals, and among repwaata- 
ti^es of industry, for mising the IST«! of litcra^r sod for traial^f 
personnel in the professions and tJse trmdee. Th» gonroaksnt's ofi- 
eial positkm m reSected in many laws aad deeress. Heariy all of 
these are prefased by statements of the urgmt Bead to pnrvids edu- 
calional opportunities for elL 

Althoogh law« establishing ccmpnlsocy educatkm have ba«t in 
force since 1927, the lack of school facilities, parti&darly in rand 
awes with widely scattered populations, has mads the full enfoxos- 
ment impoesible. EVKI where school facilities exist, the enforcemMtt 
of the law is difficult because of uncertainties of mterpretotioii with 
respect to ezoepüans, required periods of atteodanoe, and age limits. 
IK addition, widespread lar < of parental cooperation makea it diÄ- 
enlt to enforce school attendance, particularly in farm areas whew 
the labor of children is needed* 

Rural attitudes concerning education add to the difficultias. Modi 
booUeaming and schoolgoing Are coasideted to be unastüing sad 
of little use in daily life. To the peasants, culture and education 
are primarily reflected in courteous manner and elaborate speech. 
Nevertheless, in the snail rural f^mmtwity, the person who cannot 
read (non pmde lem) is looked upon with a mixture of pity «ad 
contempt, and a person able to read and write enjoys general sstesm. 

To members of the upper class, education is an indispensable merit 
of their social station. Education is highly rained by the develop- 
ing urban middle class, to whom it represents the key to general 
social advancement and to prestige-bringing white-collar jobs. 
Among the fomml proofs of education, the university d&ctoredo 
carries the higher respect with the hachiUerato next in importance. 
For m?ny years, th« possession of the bachülertUo implied the social 
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■Uta» which wu reqaired to study at on« of the expenaiT« and 
«zclosiTft pnyately owned Becondarj school» (eoUffios). Hower», 
with th« appeanmee during the ld50's of « number of gorenuDent- 
owned secondary schools, the exclusive chamcter of academic suc- 
oedary education has diminished, and th« prestige value of the 
iaehMeratt has fallen. 

On the univ«mty level, middle-clars students have made up a large 
portnn of the incx«aw in enrollment The financing of univargity 
stnd^ however, k dtmcult for many, although fees at public uni- 
vtrsittos generally are not eA~r*::**nt. Most families appear KUiin^ 
to nuuce considerable sacrifice in oro^r to put at least one child 
through a university or at least through a ^ccodary eolegio. In 
large familiee, the children often go to work to pe^it at least one 
brother or sister to obtain an education. 

Colombians have shown a propensity for abstract thinking wiüwh 
frequently manifests itself in erudite literary and philosophical 
treatises (see ch. 9, Artistic and Intellectual Expression). A rela- 
tive lack of interest in the applied sciences is reflected in the high 
dropout rate in such fields as cheieical engineering. Prüficwncy in 
literature, philosophy, and law is still considered tc be the mark of 
ta& educated man. There is relatively little iaterest in technical and 
vocational education. The long-standing contempt of the >ipper end 
middle classes for manual labor further reinforces the widespread 
ncfativism toward education in technical fields and trades. The out- 
standing exception is eommercia! education, which appears to be 
next in popularity to the programs offered under the academic 
secondary curriculum 

The government shares control over the administration and the 
content of education with the Church, which o^^ns about 75 percent 
of the academic secondary schools. In view of its strong vested 
interests in secondary education, the Church viewed with apprehen- 
sion the recent eforts {1940-60) of the Mm'stry of Education to 
inci\ «se the number of government secondary schools. On the oni- 
vsrsity level, the country's oldest and most highly respected institu- 
tions are under Catholic control. An additional aspect of Catholic 
influence is the requirement, in accordance with the provisions of the 
Concordat of 1887, that Catholic religiös and morals be taught at 
all schools. 

The Catholic h'erarchy has come to adopt a more flexible attitude 
toward the tearhing of empirical subjects, notably the natural and 
social sciences. Javeriana University added a department of sociol- 
ogy in l?*^, and modern science is represented on the faculties of 
many Catholu nniversities. The effort of various ministers of edu- 
cation to increase the number of scientific and practical subjects 
offered hss not encountered any opposition from the Church, but 
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mch oppoeitior occur? <ai the part of some oonsermtiTe teachers. 
The Church has, moreover, emerged lü the ranguard of the fight 
against illiteracy. In Addition to goTemment and the Church, the 
uwneir of business and industry have manifested a growing interest 
in education, prompted by the need for trained personnel. This 
interest has often taken the form of subsdra to educatiocal insti- 
tatioiis immediateiy concerned with the training of professionak, 
notably to uniT««itiec and to the Institoto Colombiano de EepeeiaJi- 
»acion Tecnica en ei Exterior—ICETEX {Colombian Inetitate for 
Technical Education Abroad)- 

Although the shortage of facilities, outmoded corhcola, and the 
lack of teachers are often criticized by goTemment officials, by some 
middle-claae intellectuals, and in newspapers, there is a lack of active 
public interest in education and en absence of community action for 
its improvement. This relative inactivity is also manifest in the 
urban middle claases, although this group appears to be the most 
eager to secure educational advantages. Only at the beginning of 
the school year, when many applicants for enrollment are turned 
down because of the lack of public school facilities, is there a tem- 
porary public outcry against the inadequacy of the educational 
system. 

THE SCHOOL SYSTEM 

AdnintatrailfHi and Finaacs 

The Constitution of 1945 guarantees freedom to own or to operate 
educational institutions. Such institutions, however, are subject to 
over-all supervision by the government The key government organi- 
zation discharging this function is the Ministry of Education. In 
addition, the Ministry's official tasks :iclude the advancement of 
educational development in general, the promotion of sdenoe and 
culture, the review and approval of professional titles, and the 
awarding of government scholarships. 

After its reorganization in 1960, the administrative structure of 
the Ministry included departments of elementary education and 
literacy, secondary education, teacher training and higher education, 
cultural activities, technical services, and scholastic development. 
The Minister of Education is assisted by a Secretary-General, a 
Director of Education, and a High Council of Education, which 
includes a number of professional educators, some of whom are 
representatives of the Church. Foreign experts on education invifed 
by the govjmment also sit on this board. 

Most of the key positions in the Ministry are filled by political 
appointment, a factor which has created an almost constant turnover 
of personnel on the policy-making level. It has also been respon- 
sible for the frequent appointment to important positions of penoos 
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who lacked qualifications. In order to create greater stability within 
the ranks of the Ministry and to increase the number of qualified 
professionals, the Liens government decided (196Ü) to appoint all 
personnel except the Minister and the Secretary-General on a civil 
Mmrice basis. 

In the past, the taking of office of evsry new Minister of Educa- 
tion was followed by an avalanche of laws, administrative directives, 
and changes in curricula designed to modify the educational system. 
In 19ZS the Office of Planning. Coordination, and Evaluation was 
added to tb$ Ministry of Education to coordinate the various levels 
of the educational system and to organize the testing of new cur- 
ricala. 

Government supervision of schools is implemented through a body 
of national inspectors. The activities of local educational authori- 
ties are also within the jurisdiction of inspectors. 

Government supervision also extends to private schools, to a large 
extent owned by the Church. On the academic secondary level, in 
fact, 75 percent of the institutions are m Catholic hands. In spite 
of state intervaation, however, the private schools enjoy a consider- 
able degree of autonomy. They are authorized to choose their 
teachers, to draft and administer their examinations, and to organ- 
ize their curricula. The government, on the other hand, may inspect 
private schools to ensure the fulfillment of certain prerequisites for 
accreditation or to determine the presence or absence re irregularities. 
The government, moreover, establishes standards for the curricula, 
the passing of examinations, and the grading system. 

On the local level, the fiscal and administrative aspects of educa- 
tion are handled by secretariats of education, established in the 
capital of each department« intendencut, and comisaria. Cities with 
a population of over 100,000 have their own secretariats of educa- 
tion, similarly organized. The administrative unit is divided into 
zones, to each of which an inspector is assigned. Each inspector 
controls the teachers, handles complaints concerning their perform- 
ance, and dispenses study materials in the course of periodic school 
visits. 

The duration of the school year is March 15 to December 22 in the 
capital and early October to the end of June in the provinces. There 
is a 15-day midyear vacation during Holy Week, in addition to many 
religious and patriotic holidays, leaving an average of 180 days of 
attendance during the academic year. A uniform academic year 
beginning in September was planned to begin in 1960. 

In accordance with legislation passed in 1957, the funds devoted 
to education by the national government are required to be not lees 
than 10 percent of the national budget. In 1960, according to the 
National Directorate of the Budget, this figure amounted to Col$184.5 
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million in & totml budget of Col$l,8dl.6 millioQ. Howerer, a Dews- 
paper report quoting sources in the Ministry of Edueation fUted 
that the sum allocated by the national government for education wag 
Col$207 million. Theee figures do not include some Coif 180 million 
spent on education by the departments and contributions to educa- 
tion by the municipalities, the Church« and prirate persons. 

For 1961, the proposed total national budget was Col|S,427.6 mil- 
lion, out of which the government proposed to spend ColfSSSJ 
million on education. These amounts represent an appreciable ia- 
cresse over the education budgets of earlier years, which amoented 
generally to 4 or 6 percent of the total national budget Experts 
consider them largely inadequate, however, to meet the country % 
needs. 

In the financing of elementary schools, the departmental govern' 
meats pay the teachers' salaries, the municipal governments ptwids 
and furnish the school buildings, and the national govenunent «ap- 
plies the teaching materials. In some instances, however, the gov- 
ernment assumes responsibility for all these items, indudmg the 
construction of buildings. The government, furthermore, finances 
all aspects of primary education ia the territories without self- 
government Since the size of the budgetary contributions of the 
departments depend largely cm their economic resources, the lack of 
school facilities is most serious in the poor regions. The goven^jeat 
has generally been unable to compensate adequately for the imbal- 
ance of departmental contributions, sines tbs portion of the educa- 
tional budget allotted to elementary education tends to be low. Is 
1960, for example, it only amounted to less than one-sixth (about 
Col$30 million) of the total ram. 

Twenty-seven percent of the total education budget is earmarked 
for higher education: 15 percent is allocated to the National Univer- 
sity of Bogoti; 10 percent, to the departmental universities; and 
2 percent, to private universities. Because of the increase in the 
number of universities, however, theee funds are rather thinly spread. 
Departmental and municipal contributions to univemty budgets tend 
to be very limited. Forward-looking administrators of some of the 
universities, notably those of the universities of Cali and Bucara- 
manga, have initiated vigorous public relations activities designed 
to enlist additional financial support from local governments and 
from private groups. The University of the Andes, however, de- 
pends almost altogether on private donations. 

Elementary Sehools 

The majority of elementary m&^uuons, 16,545 out of a total of 
17,788, are free public schools operated by departmental governments 
or by the national government   The public schools in territoriet 
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wkkout aelf-goverament are operated by Catholic religious orders. 
Most of the privat« elementary schools are also under Catholic 
auspices. 

The construction of elementary schools has not kept pace with the 
rising school-age population. In many rural areas, children have no 
schools to go to, even though the majority of public primary schools 
are located in such areas. Only about half of the schools function 
in buildings erected for the parpoee; the remainder operate on rented 
praEnians which often lack toilets and running water. Notebooks, 
pencils, chalk, crayons, and textbooks are supplied free of charge by 
the government. Each pupil receives a reader and a Boman Catholic 
catechism. Other texts are passed down from pupils in the senior 
grades. In many cases, however, the number of textbooks distrib- 
uted is insuiEcient, and parents must provide them at their own 
expense. In 1,665 public elementary schools the government finances 
school restaurants which serve breakfasts and lunches to indigent 
children. 

Types of elementary education are a five-year urban program, a 
four-year rural program with separate schools for boys and girls, 
and a two-year "alternate" rural program in which boys and girls 
attend on alternate days. A fe« rural schools in some of the depart- 
ments have a five-year cycle. The two-year alternate rural schools 
have 188 days of school attendance in the academir year. Because 
of the alternate attendance, however, boys and girls attend only 94 
days, respectively. Since each group of boys and girls is further 
divided into first- and second-year courses, each coarse receives in- 
struction for only 47 days, the equivalent of 282 class hours. It is 
the system operating in 8.760 of 11,861 rural public schools. 

The curriculum in both types of rural school fails to give suitable 
terminal training to those who propose to pursue agricultural voca- 
tions. It appears designed as a preparation for academic secondary 
schools, even though only a small number of rural pupils ever reach 
that level. The subjects taught at the two-year alternate rural 
schools include religion, reading, writing, arithmetic, and civics. 
One period a week is devoted to manners, health habits, and music. 
The basic elements of agriculture are taught to boys, and home eco- 
nomics, such as sewing and embroidering, to girls. 

The four-year rural school offers the same subjects, but devotee 
more class hours per week to each. Depending on the qualifications 
and the initiative of the teachers, concepts of patriotism, courtesy, 
and habits of sociability are also taught within the framework of 
civics. In the five-year urban elementary schools, the curriculum 
is: reading, writing, and languages, 20 percent; arithmetic and geom- 
etry, 20 percent; religion, 1C percent; manual work, including agri- 
culture and gardening, 11  percent; natural science, 11  percent; 
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nation»] history and geography, 10 percent; physical education, 
9 percent; ciric« and mann««, 5 percent* singing, 3 percent; child 
care and home economics, 1 percent. 

In general, »Ten years is hold to he the legal age for commencing 
education. In practice, the median ag? in the first grade of many 
elementary schools is nine or ten, not only becauso many enroll late, 
but because there are many repeaters. 

The number of children enrolled in public and private elementary 
schools in 1958 was 1,493423 compared with 806,494 in 1950. In 
urban elementary schools, for every 100 children completing the first 
year, 64 complete the second year; 40, the third year; 24, the foorth 
year; and 12, the final fifth year. In rural elementary schools the 
corresponding figures are 47, 5, 1, and 0.2 respectively for each 100 
children finishing the fin* year. In many regions, particularly in 
the departments of Boyac4, Cnndinamarca, Hanno, Santander, and 
Norte de Ssntander, school at$endar-£e is extremely diificalt became 
of the distance of schools from the widely diapemd sptttoments and 
communities and the scarcity of transportation facilktes. Moreover, 
a number of children are prevented from attending school because 
they suffer from one or more of the endemic illnesses or from under- 
nourishment (see ch. 16, Health and Sanitation). 

In accordance with the provisions of the Five Year Plan the triple 
system of elementary education is to be replaced by a unified fife- 
year cycle, eventually to be increased to six years. The cycle is to 
be divided into two parts, in order to give a terminal elementary 
education to the large number of children who drop out of the early 
grades. Moreover, the curricula of urban and rural elementary 
schools are to be integrated and made more flexible in order to adapt 
them to regional needs. The 1961 budget of the Ministry of Educa- 
tion provides for the establishment of several pilot schools, with a 
total capacity of 5.000 children, where these innovations will be 
tested. 

Secondary Education 

Types of institutions for secondary education are six-year college- 
preparatory academic secondary schools {cdegiot), which lead to 
the bacMUeraie degree; vocational schools, which offer training in 
technical, commercial, industrial, and agricultural skills as well as 
in art, nursing, and religion; and schools for the training of urban 
and rural elementary teachers. Some 57 so-called "complementary'' 
schools offer a two-year program of general vocational and academic 
subjects. Most vocational schools require only four years of elemen- 
tary training. 

Of 829 academic secondary schools, 625 are private institutions, 
nearly all owned by the Church.   A majority of public secondary 
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«hoola *n defMinneDit*} mstituticKs, althoagh sovas 62 toUgioi 
HaexmaU* aw opented directly br the Mmisrry of Education. The 
departmental arcondai j schools are tii located i» cities. Although 
thfc gorenmicnt built «ome 130 rocoo-järy school» between i947 and 
1%7, more than 8^00 applieante tm adt^mion into public secondary 
•ehoois bad to be turned down in 1958 because of lack of space. 
Tuition is free is the public fecondary schools; onH a m^ninal 
fcfiftration fw of about Col$50-60 is charged. 

Eves thobgh there j* an «rgmst need for pereoss qualified in tech- 
HtcxA and indcävtria! 6*ids and in agnculiural techniques, a great 
majority of aecondary rttnisnts choose the baek&sraio pn^ram. In 
196&, of a total of 214,590 students cm the secondary level, 115,041 
were enrolled in harh3R«rat& schoolg. Commercial secondary schools 
were second in popularity, with 30,479 students enrolled. Only 
10,016 studied at industrial and trade school, and 4,61S at agricul- 
tural vocational schools. Vocational schools offering training in the 
arts, such as drawing« design, and musks bad 3 total of 4,823 sfca- 
denls. Another 4,671 were being trained in schools for religions 
perwncsi. 

Ths BecMBtwit 

Of those who enroll at schools offemg the baehälerato certificate, 
oaly a small percentage socceed IB obtaining it. In 1956, for exam- 
ple only 5^000 graduated with the baakHhraio out of a total of 
35,000 «trolled in th? firm grade of academic secondary schools six 
years earlier. Because of the lack of public secondary school facili- 
ties, many parents enroll their children in ant of the expensive pri- 
vate schools where the minimum annual cost for a day pupil is 
Co!$1.500 and Col(2,500 for a boarder; hence, the six yean of 
secondary school require a total «ipend:fure of Col$9,000 for a day 
pupil and Co]$15,000 for a boarder. i?ith an average income of 
about Col$6,C00 per year, middle-class families are generally unable 
to carry such financial burden, especially if they have more than 
one child. 

Designed to impart a broad cultural background and to prepare 
for university studies, the btsekHlsrato curriculum has been fre- 
quently criticised for its exclusively academic nature and for its 
generml irrelevance to those who do not enter a university, xt WM 
changed and modified not less than 10 times between 1930 and 1955. 
The results have been a congestion of courses and a total lack of 
integration of the different phases of the program. 

In 1959-60, another reform was proposed for the haeh&iitrato 
program, providing for the division of the six-year cycle into two 
stages. The first three years, called "orientation" would include 
vocational counseling    During the second stage,, called "systemati- 
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zation," th« studenta would oonceatntte on chosen fields of sprciali 
zation.   In 1960-61 the new bachilitrato curricaJ« were tested in 17 
pilot seconcUry achools. 

CMUBOTdal SchMb 

Gommercml educfttion is next to the haekäierato in popularity en 
the seoondaiy leval because it represents a shortcut to leJattvaly 
remuneratiT« jobs in the white-collar category. Ommercial schods 
train scountanta, cashien, secretaries, and oonuncmal aaiatants in 
oourses lasting from six months to one year. The avenge earnings 
of an accountant are abrat Col|600 per month; a bank cashier earns 
between Col$S00 and Col$400, and a clerk proficient in typing and 
stenography, betwesn CoI$S50 and Gol$500 pw month. Some of the 
schools offer a combination of the haeMEerate and commercial 
eoursss to prepare candidates for bosinesn careen on a hi^ber krsL 
The lively demand for commercial education has given rise to many 
private institutions in this field. In 1968, £24 commercial schools 
out of a total of 366 wen in private hands. 

Acrkattanl 

Training in agricultural techniques is offered in some 62 vocational 
agricultural schools, located in 13 departments, 2 miemUmda», and 
1 e&muaria. This category includes aome agricultural schools for 
Indians (ini«mado$ agriooltu para ImUffenat). Vocational agri- 
cultural schools offer two- to five-year courses designed to oompia- 
ment the rural elementary program, to introduce the students to 
the use of technical equipment in agriculture and animal hua- 
bandry, and to teach them productive work habits. The enrollment 
in these schools in 1956 totaled 2,822. 

Enrollment of children from farm families is encouraged, but in 
1956, 16.7 percent of the students were from urban zones. More- 
over, between 1950 and 1955, about one-fourth of the students en- 
rolled in agricultunl vocational schools followed nonagricultunl 
occupations after graduation. There are, in addition, M domestic 
science schools for rural girls designed to complement the ele- 
mentary training of runl girls 14 yean of age or older. They 
offer courses in vocational techniques, hygiene, first-aid, and child- 
care.    In 1958, 1,791 girls were enrolled in these institutions. 

Indnstrisl ud tni» Sdwela 
The country's 96 industrial and trade schools supply only about 

20 percent of the need for skilled workers. Apart from its failun 
to attract a large number of students, industrial education auffen 
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from msdequale and outmoded facilities and working equipment 
and from the absence of conelation between its programs and the 
needs of industry. 

Industrial schools have four- to five-year courses, which include 
some academic subjects as weil as those pertaining to a chosen 
specialty, such as macbaoica, electricity, foundry work, metallurgy, 
and motor mechanics. There are also more advanced technical 
institutes which offer a seven-year course for technicians. In 1960, 
there were 31 of these schools and institutes throughout the coun- 
try, with approximately 5,000 students. In addition, there were 
six polytechnic institutes, of whi-h two were in Bogoti, the others 
in Tunja, Neiva, Cartagena, and Carmen del Bolivar, with a tota' 
of 1,500 students. They offer a varied technical program to 
"prepare middle class youth for manual professions." The trade 
schools train semiskilled and skilled workers for industry in three- 
and four-year courses, respectively, as well as tradesmen for non- 
industrial trades, such as weaving, carpentry, and shoemaking in a 
two-year course. 

Teacher Training 

Underpaid and badly trained teachers represent one of the crucial 
problems in education. The profession itself holds few attractions, 
since, in addition to inferior salaries, it entails % great deal of 
insecurity in regard to placement, promotion, and tenure. The 
social prestige of the primary and secondary teacher is generally 
low. 

Tuition and board are free in most of the public teachers' schools. 
Although there are 98 schools in the country, only 178, or an aver- 
age of 2 students per school graduated in 1956. Of those who 
graduate, not moro than 30 percent dedicate themselves to teaching. 
Many persons without serious interest in teaching enroll in one of 
the schools in order to receive free lodging and food and a sec- 
ondary education of sorts. 

Primary school teachers are trained in rural schools and in 
regular schools. The prerequisite for enrollment in both is the 
completion of a primary education. Regular schools have a five- 
year course, which is terminated with the granting of a diploma 
and the official title of maeBtro. Schools for rural teachers offer a 
four-year course. Their curricula combine general academic sub- 
jects, practice-teaching, and some agricultural work. A majority 
of the students in these institutions are women. 

Even though the training is free of charge, relatively few of 
those enrolled complete the four-year cycle; a dropout rate of 
about 50 percent between the first and fourth year is not unusual. 
Of those who graduate, a considerable number refuse to work in 
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rural areas and attempt to obtain a position in urban elementary 
schools. Government measures since the mid-1950'8 to improve 
rural teacher training have included the establishment of rural 
education pilot schools in Pamplona, Uribla, and Malaga. Ele- 
mentary schools operate in conjunction with these training centers. 
Designed to qualify teachers for a central role in the activities 
leading to rural community improvement, the curricula include 
cooperativism, modern agricultural techniques, hygiene, and com 
munity organization. The schools receive monetary and technical 
assistance from UNESCO. In addition, there is an agricultural 
teachers' school in Lorici to prepare teachers for the vocational 
agricultural schools. 

Because of the acute teacher shortage, schools often have no al- 
ternative but to hire persons with only a year or two of teachers' 
school training or those with an incomplete secondary education. 
In 1955, for example, nearly 70 percent of the public ekmentary 
school teachers were inadequately or incompletely trained. In 
1960, only about one-third of a total of 35,000 teachers were gradu- 
ates of teachers' schools. In the private ekmentary sdiools, the 
women teachers are in many cases members of the upper class 
who have a bachiUenUo and choose to work temporarily. 

The government has organized short-term, intensified courses for 
the training of teachers in Medellin and BogodL A monthly gov- 
ernment subsidy of Col$150 is granted to those who enroU. UM 
number of participants in these courses in 1958 was 175 in MedelUn 
and 80 in Bogota. In 1959, the enrollment figures dropped to 88 
and 58 respectively. 

Secondary school teachers are trained in higher teachers' schools, 
at the Pedagogical University of Tunja, at the National Peda- 
gogical University for Women, and by pedadogical facultiec of 
severJ universities. The hachßkrato degree is an entranoa reqnire- 
mei>t in these institutions. The courses are four yean in length. 
According to a survey of the Colombian Association of Universi- 
ties, the pedagogical universities graduated only 1,800 secondary 
teachers between 1933 and 1958. 

Only a minority of secondary school teachers have completed 
professional training. Most of them have a haehißerato certificate 
and a few years of professional study at the university level, 
which, for either academic or financial reasons, they were unabk» 
to complete. 

The low salaries prevailing in the teaching profession are the 
main reasons for its failure to attract many and are responsible 
for the high rate of professional desertion on the part of trained 
teachers.    In  1955, approximately 60 percent of the elementary 
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tMch«n received less than Col$200 per month. Only 6 percent 
reoeired the mazimtun «Iftry of ColfSOD. These figures compare 
unfavorably with the average minimum earnings of taxicab driven 
and bricklayers, which amount to Col$S0o-4&0 per month. Between 
1959 and 1960, most of the departments increased teachers' salaries 
to some extent, but these increaaee have not kept pace with the 
diminishing purchasing power of the peso (see ch. 80, Backing 
and Currency System). Secondary school teachers earn ahout 
Col$l 70-200 a month more than elementary teachers. 

An important factor which discourages many from entering a 
teaching career is the arbitrary nature of transfers and dismissals. 
Although officially a teacher may be removed only for manifest in- 
capacity or misconduct, departmental secretaries of education may 
at any time order a teacher's transfer to undesirable or remote 
places, an action which is considered the equivalent of dismissal. 
Such actions often take place if the teacher's political views fail to 
coincide with those of his superiors in the departmental office of 
education. Political considerations, moreover, often play a decisive 
role in the granting of promotions or tenure. 

Higher Education 

Of the country's 23 universities, 11 are private, 9 are depart- 
mental, and 3 are national, including the country s largest univer- 
sity, the National university of Bogota, with an enrollment of 
over 6,000, and the pedagogical universities in Tunja and Bogota. 
The alternatives to university education are the schools of higher 
learning {esmelajf superioret). Among these are several institu- 
tions, notably in Medeliln, Bolivar, Quibdo, and Bogota, devoted 
to the higher education of womc*^ {colegiot mayore* de cultura 
femenlna)  and the National School of Physical Education. 

Character of UaberaUks 
During the tenure of office of Rojas Pinilla (1953 57), univer- 

sities were controlled by law or b^ ministerial decrees. Political 
influence or affiliation generally determined the appointments of 
rectors or of key administrative officials. In July 1958, Decree 
Law No. 0277 established university autonomy. It was primarilj 
designed to free the universities from political influence and to 
bring professors and students into the Consejo Superior, the prin- 
cipal policy-making and adminisirative body of the university. 
However, the Consejo also includes the governor and the secretary of 
education of the department, both of whom are politically influen- 
tial persons.    Moreover, the appointment to the Consejo of repre- 
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«enUtivcs of prcfeasional associations and of former stiuienU it 
subject to approval by the departmental governor and the wcratazy 
of education. 

University education i« nearly always exclusively profeaRoasa! 
pref/aration. The univcrsiti«» as well as the schools of higher 
learning comprise several faculties (also called schools or institut«), 
representing professional specialties. The largest number of facul- 
ties exist in the fields of law, architecture, ecoßomica, medicine, 
and chemical engineering. There is no time devoted to liberal arts 
courses during the early phases of most university progr*ms and 
no place for elective subjects later within the rigidly pr««crtbed 
professional curriculom. Since the mid-iSSO's, however, several 
universities, notably the University of Cartagena, the Univewity 
of Santander, and the Unirersity of the Andes, have broadened their 
curricula. Basic courses in the humanities, social sciences, gm- 
eral science, and language (English and Spanish) are offered dur- 
ing the first two years. Students enter their fields of specialization 
during the third year. 

Four years of university studies lead to the degree of doctorado, 
approximately the equivalent of a bachelor's degree in the United 
States. In the case of a five- to six-year degree program, notably 
in engineering, the doctorado may represent the equivalent of a 
year or two of graduate studies. In most universities, no pro- 
grams of study are offered on the graduate, level. Those who wiih 
to pursue graduate studies go abroad, mostly to the United Stataa. 

Nearly all universities .-•ely on a staff of part-time instructors, 
consisting of professional men who devote a certain number of 
hours per week to teaching. Although some of these part-time 
instructors have high professional standing, the majority lack the 
qualifications needed for university teaching. Their academic train- 
ing usually goes no further than the doctorado, obtained after four 
to six years of university study. The number of university pro- 
fessors who possess a doctor's degree from the United States or 
from a European country is small. 

Since the lOSO's, the level of university instruction has, in fen- 
eral, benefited from the growing opportunities for graduate pro- 
fessional training abroad. Many of those who return from such 
training, how aver, prefer to (*ccept a lucrative industrial job rather 
than to devote themselves to teaching for a relatively modest uni- 
versity salary. For full-time teaching, a university professor may 
receive from about Col$l.800-2.000 per month. In a very few cases, 
the salary level may reach Col$3,000 per month. Even tliongh 
this salary greatly exceeds that of an elementary or secondary 
teacher, it is considerably below what an upper-middle or upper- 
class professional man can earn. 
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A number of imiversiiies have made considerable effort« to pUee 
at least a part of their faculty on % full-time basis. Those vhich 
have been partly or fully successful in these efforts include the 
University of Vslle, the University of the Andes, the Industrial 
University of Santander in Ilucaramanga, certain departments of 
the Naüontd University, and the Catholic Javen»ui» University. 

The absence of faculties for graduate studies and the largely 
theoretical nature of university instruction account for the relative 
aloofness of most universities from research activities, particularly 
from those which concern themselves with practical problems affect- 
ing the country, such as malnutrition, disease, and soil utilization. 
Since the i950's however, efforts at «ome of the universities, par- 
ticularly among social science faculties, havo been directed toward 
establishing research centers in connectien with graduate teaching 
projrrams. Such centers are also design«! to bring about an in- 
crease in the number of full-time university mst- ctors. An orienta- 
tion toward community problems, iporeover, ..as become apparent 
in  the  professional  traininjr proirrams of several  universities. 

At the National University, the medical faculty conducts an 
urban preventive health program which involves field work in the 
community. Law students have been assigned to a number of 
courts if Bogota to gain practical experier.ee. At the University 
of Vallc. the economics faculty has conducted & major agricultural 
and cattle survey. The economic researrh center at the University 
of the Andes devotes many of its activities to community projects. 

Perhap« the most outstanding representative of modernization at 
the university level is the University of the Andes. A private 
institution founded in 1949 by Mario Laserna, it is modeled to a 
large extent after United States universities. Its curriculum em- 
phasizes engineering, economics, and science, especially chemistry, 
as well as a wide range of the humanities. There is also intensive 
language training in English. A transfer arrangement with the 
universities of Illinwi^, Pittsburgh, and Texas enables the students 
majoring in engineering or economics to finish their junior and 
senior ye«r at any of these universities. 

By 1958, 135 students in engineering, 8 in economics, and 1 
in architecture had graduated under this arrangement. The pro- 
giam is financed by a loan fund geared to the fumncial resources 
of the students. Contrary to practice in other universities in the 
country, the University of the Andes has » full-time faculty of 
about 70, which includes many scholars from the UakH States 
and Europe: graduates are in great demand by k i mry and 
government. 

Another institution which oöers a vigc-ous science program in 
conjunction with subjects in the humanities is the Industrial Uni- 
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Tereity of S»nt*.^der in Hucurainangm. The University of V»Ue 
has also become known for its diversified curriculum, it« efficient 
»dminist.-ation, and its comsäunity-oriented research activities. 

Tulane University (New Orfeans) has a cooperative project to 
develop medical education is C&Äombia. The improvement of med- 
ical education is also the object of a joint program between the 
University of Pennsylvania asd the medical faculty of Javeiiana 
University. Michigan Sut* University is cooperating with the 
faculties of agriculture at sever»! Colombian universities. The 
university of California has initiated a plan for the exchange of 
students and professors to conduct community development studies. 

More than half the universities h&v« been built since the 1*30"^ 
Because of the absence of a iaentral planning authority, them has 
been duplication of facilities. At the „Mm time, no provisions were 
made for proper equipment and adequate staffs. These shortages 
have prevailed and continue to hamper the operations of man> 
of the recently built universities. 

To coordinate universuy expansion, to rsgulst« the use of facili- 
ties, and to serve as a channel of communication between univer- 
sities, the Colombian Association of Universities was established 
in 1954. It is headed by a National Council of Keetore, which in- 
cludes the heads of the country's 23 universities. The Asaoeiatioe's 
approval is required for the establishment of new universities. In 
addition, the Association is responsibV for the supervision and 
improvement of academic standards and university autonomy and 
serves as a clearinghouse among universities for the exchange of 
successful innovations. The Association operates through th« Na- 
tional university Fund, to which every university contributes a 
certain percentage of its income and which receives a goveraaent 
subsidy equaling 1 percent of the national budget for education. 

EaraJbacat mai Stadeat Baij 

The enrollment in universities and in institutions ti higher leara- 
ing increased from 13,234 in 1955 to 19,212 in 1958. At least 40 
percent of the students who begin the first year of their university 
work fail to finish the second year. Only 15 percent proceed to the 
third year, and not more than 10 percent reach the fint/ year. 

Of tne total of 12,000 university students in 1954, 8,200 studied 
madicine; 2,300, law; 900, architecture; and 700, dentistry. The 
next highest figure, 300, represented enrollment in economics. The 
enrollment figures for professions which are urgently needed in 
the national economy, such as agronomy, veterinary science, and 
chemistry, were even lower. The ratio of distribution of students by 
fields of study in 1958 was very similar, with 3,430 in medicine, 
4,966 in law, and 4,553 in engineering, out of a total of 18,212. 
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However, enroUment in UM oftturml sciences wu & reUtirelj High 
1,508. The fine arts and the social sciences also registered an in- 
crease in enroUnwfet. 

Even though there is an overaupply of lawyers and doctors, 
their services could be readily utilized in rural areas. The deter- 
mination of new medical graduates to work in the major cities has 
created % congested professional labor market and a prevalence 
yf unemployment among the new graduates in the urban areas. 
To eiicourage the migration of professionals to the rural areas, 
some of the oniversittee have launched one-~ear rural internship 
programs for young lawyers and doctors. The scope of such pro- 
grams, however, is limited, and the response is generally poor. 

On the other hand, those who have choaen the sciences, eco- 
nomics, busuess management, or mechanical engineering as their 
major fields are readily absorbed into will-paid industrial jobs. 
Students who have completed part of the r training in foreign, 
notably United States, universities, are especially in demand. At 
the University of the Andes, students are frequently signed up 
for future positions by industrial employers even before they 
graduate. 

Tuition and other fees at public universities are relatively mod- 
erate and are, in nKHt cases, adjusted to family income. The cost 
is higher in fields, euch as dentistry, which require thf use of 
much equipment. Private universities charge higher fees; th^is, 
the annual cost of study in the engineering faculties of the Uni- 
versity of the Andes and Javenana University are Col$l,400 and 
Col$l,500, respectively. 

Scholarships and loan opportunities have become available to 
many students, especially since the establishment in 1952 of ICE- 
TEX. A central coordinating agency for educational exchange, 
student aid, and professional placement for students returning 
from abroad, ICETEX was developed by the former Minister of 
Education Gabriel Betancur-Mejia. Initiated under a modest ini- 
tial grant, ICETEX holdings in 1960 exceeded Col$10 million. 
The funds represent government grants which amount to Coi$2 
million per year as well as contributions from private industries 
and business firms and from departmental and municipal govern- 
ments. The funds are used to assist students with low-interest 
loans, grants, and scholarships to enable them to pursue graduate 
or undergraduate studies at overseas universities. 

An important function of ICETEX is the evaluation and pro- 
fessional placement of students who have returned from univem- 
ties abroad. Between 1952 and 1958, more than 4,000 Colombians 
assisted by ICETEX loans and grants studied abroad. United 
States universities are preferred by many of the students.   In 1959, 
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of a total of 1,8x5 Colombians enrolled at univenities abroad, 876 
fftudied in the United State«, 576 in other Latin American coan- 
triea, and 563 in Europe. ICETEX is also the administrator of 
government loans, called University Board AUowtoces, extended 
to needy students who attend domestic aniversities. 

University students participate actively in politics; the aca- 
demic program is often interrupted for weeks, sometimes for months. 
Strikes may erupt spontaneously, but in some eases they may be 
called on a regional or country-wide basis by the National Stu- 
dent»' Strike Commmee, which played a significant part in the 
everts leading to the overthrow of Bojas Pinilla in 1857 (see ch. 
31, Political Dynamics). More recent political demonstrations 
(1960) involved student representatives of the Communist Patty and 
of the Catholic Rex ^lutionary Movement at the National University 
and other universities in Bogota. 

Students exercise considerable influence in university govenunent 
In moot cases, they are represented on administrative boards and 
other bodies which concern themselves with curriculum formulation 
and the appointments of teaching and administrative staffs. Student 
displeasure over the actions of the latter is on« of the freqoent 
(»uses of strikes. In 1960, the University of Atlintioo was at a 
standstill for 77 days because of protest strikes against a rector who 
refused to resign. The question of the choice of rectors was also 
the cause of strikes at the universities of Tunja and Oauca during 
the fall of 1960. 

SPECIAL SCHOOLS AND COURSES 

The Ministry of Education and the departments maintain SM 
night schools for working adults to improve their literacy and also 
to impart fundamental instruction in certain academic and prac- 
tical subjects. In 1958, 18,431 persons, mostly working youths be- 
tween 16 and 20 years of age, were enrolled in these schools. In 
accordance with legal provision established in 1947, industrial, min- 
ing, and agricultural establishments maintain literacy centers for 
the children of their employees if there are more than 40 such 
children. 

The educational needs of deaf-mute, blind, and mentally retarded 
children are met in six special schools in which a total of 710 
children were enrolled in 1968. 

Since the 1960'8, a number of special courses have been organ- 
ized by the Miiiistry of Education to improve the standards of 
living of practicing farmers, to introduce new farming techniques, 
and to help improve rural community life by offering information 
on family budgeting, health measures, and recreation.    In 1958, 
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63 such courses were organized, asaaliy through Tocational kgri- 
coltura and mrsl normal schools. 

Their attendance between 1853 snd 2956 averaged only a little 
over 50 percent of the original enrolhnent. Similar ooursea for 
rural adult women operate in conjunction with the domeetic science 
schools for rural girls. 

Aecida Celtanl Popular 

The Acci&i Cultural Popular is a ^^tem of radio schock de- 
signed to promote literacy in remote rural areas where school facil- 
ities are lacking. It was establiahed in 1948 by a Cathdk prieet, 
Father Jose Joaquin Saloedo. From Sotatenza, a small town in 
the department of Boyac4, a main transmitter broadcasts classes in 
readings writing, and arithmetic. Beligious talks and lectures on 
hygiene, home economics, and agriculture are also presented. These 
broadcasts are received by rural pupils, ranging from 4 to 64 years 
of age, gathered in groups of 10 to 20 around battery-powered 
shortwave radios. The classes are led by an "auxiliary" {wuxiUar 
mmediato), who transcribes on a blackboard the reading and writ- 
ing exercises according to the instructions of the radio instructor. 
Chosen by the parish priest on the basis of reputation and intelli- 
gence, the auxiliaries are sent for training to the Campesino Insti- 
tute operated by the Acci6n Cnltu^l Popular at Sotatcnza before 
they begin their work. Where this is not practicable, they are 
trained by the parish priest. 

Blackboards, reading and writing materipls, and alarm clocks 
to determine broadcasting time» are supplied free of charge by the 
Acciön Cultural Popular. The shortwave radios, however, must 
be purchased by the groups of pupils at a cost of approximately 
ÜJS414-18. As a general rule, most pupils achieve at least semi- 
literacy within about eight months, if they attend the radio schools 
regularly. 

Since the beginning of the operation of radio schools in 1948, 
about one-half million rural pupils hmrtt attained literacy, according 
to the estimates of an official of the Acciön Cultural Popular. The 
number of schools increased from 6,500 in 1958 to 17,162 in 1958. 
According to statistical information supplied by the Acciön Cul- 
tural Popular, the number of pupils officially enrolled in 1958 was 
145,248. Figures from earlier years, however, indicate that the 
number of people actually reached by the school broadcasts is be- 
tween 200,000 and 800,000. 

The Acciön Cultural Popular receives substantial financial contri- 
butions from public and private sources and, above all, from the 
Catholic Church. The government contributes about Col$3 million 
annually. 
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CHAPTFRU 

RELIGION 

Colombia is overwhelmingly Roman Catholic. Most estimates place 
the Catholic proportion of the popal*ÜGti close to 99 percent, defin- 
ing as Catholic those who have been baptised in that church and 
have not expressiv changed their religksas afiiüation. This Sgore 
is erne of the highest in Latin America. Furthermot*, the Church 
probably has greater inSuence «HI civil anc political life than in 
any other country of the Western Hemisphere. Colombians accord 
their nation special r«spoasibiiity in upb^Sding the tradition of 
Catholicism that has marked their history from the beginning of 
the colonial period. 

At the same time, the Church in Colombia has been criticised in 
recent years by members of the Catholic clergy as well as by non- 
Catholics for the emphasis which it has placed on the formal ele- 
merAs of religion. Critics suggest that attention has been too ex- 
clusively given to attendanc? at Mass, participation in religious 
feast days and the reception of the sacraments, leaving many Colom- 
bians without a clear understanding of religious doctrine. In addi- 
tion, the critics charge that the Church has divorced itself from 
actuality by its f&ilure to stress ethical values in religion, by its 
lack of interest in social welfare and by its overly close identifica- 
tion with the Conservative Party. 

Partly in response to such criticisms, the outlook of the Church 
has undergone some change in recent years. The new course has 
led toward more active participaiion m social welfare programs 
and, in politics, increased support for social reform. 

In comparison with Catholicism, other faiths have iittl« impor- 
tance in Colombia. Several Protestant groups, however, have 
gained national attention. Protestant proselytizing activity is a 
recent development, dating largely from the 1980'a Before that 
time, the few congregations that existed were composed mainly of 
a small number of Protestant immigrants. In the midst of the 
civil disturbances of the 1950's, some conflict arose over the activities 
of Protestant missionaries and ths association of these activities with 
polit>al discord. 
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Because c Cohnbia's policj of restricting immigratioE, few 
sdhereQt» o^ other »«iigioös have er.terwl the country. There are 
a few sasaU Jewish congiregatiofis in »ome of the largsr citie«. 
Bat, in the absence of substantial immigration from Asia, Colombia 
lad» reprcsentation of tb« Eastern religions that are found in some 
other countries of Latin America. 

Of the indigenous religions encountered by the Spaniards in 
Colombia, tew sarsive. The modern Indiang of the highlands are 
at least nominally Catholics, and only a few lowland tribes cf the 
eastern region continue to prastioe their aboriginal rfcligion- 

NeTcnhele«, in the face ov Colombia's overwhelming Caiholicisa, 
there exist alternativ« or supplementary means of dealing with the 
supercatural that do not constitute part of this religion. These 
belkfe and practices, found largely in rural areas, emphasize magic 
and *pp«ar to be survivals of religious beliefs of the original group« 
whoee descendants form the modem population. Although their 
origin is not clear in all cases, some forms of magic appear to be 
derived from earlier Indian religious practices, others are associated 
with the African heritage of the negro population, and some can 
be idectJSed with the sixteenth-century European beliefs brought by 
th*> eariy tolomayrs 

HI3T0ÄICA1. DEVELOPMENT 

T%« Colonial Period 

Th« modern position of the Qmrch in Colombia represents, in 
)Argt measure, the preservatiou Gf n p«tt«m that was established 
ia the initial years of the colonial period. Other countries of the 
Sew World shared this early heritage, but, in the century following 
independence from Spain, the greater camber redefined the position 
of the Church, The same procaas took place in Colombia, but here 
some aspects of the colonial religious tradition were reasserted dur- 
ing the latter pai!^ of the nineteenth century. 

The Spanish conquest of the Nt ^ World was, in a very important 
mmm, a religious mission with the object of converting the Indians 
to Christianity, and members of the clergy accompanied the earliest 
colonial expeditions. At the same time, the Catholic Church was 
an arm of the government in the settlement rf the Western 
Hemisphere. 

Through a series of papal bulls, some of which were based on 
traditional practices in the Iberian Peninsula, the Crown obtained 
several rights in the sphere of religion that gave it much tightei 
control over the Church in the Indies than in Spain. The Spanish 
monarchs obtained dominion over the new lands and the exclusive 
privilege of Christianizing the Indies, in return for which they 
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equipped religions expeditions, which the Pope was unable to do. 
In addition, they received the tithes of the Church while meaning 
the responsibility of maintaining the Church from the funds of the 
royal treasury. Finally, the Crown secured the right of universal 
patronage, or the right of nominating candidates for religious 
offices, while obligating itself to defend the religious establishnMBt 
without interfering in spiritual matters. 

In accordance with these previsions, the Spanish monarchs exer- 
cised numerous religious rights, ?ither directly or through their 
local political authorities in the New World. They set the stand- 
ards for holding ecclesiastical office, nominated the candidates for 
these positions and licensed their travel to and within the Indies. 
The Crown also controlled religious affairs by determining the 
territorial boundaries of dioceses and parishes in accordance with 
political divisions, deciding questions of patronage in civil courts, 
controlling the holding of Churth councils and synods, supervising 
the circulation of papal documents in the Kaw World and denying 
the jurisdiction of the Popt's representati^?«« m America. The 
religious orders were also controlled by the Spanish kings who 
determined their membership, supervised the creation and supprte- 
sion of their houses, granted the rights of superiors to travel to 
America and hold office and required annual reports of their activ- 
ity. The Crown determined the building of all ecclesiastical estab- 
lishments—churches, monasteries, hermitages and charit»Wft insti- 
tutions such as hospitals. 

The government collected Indian tribute and applied it to the 
needs of Church institutions, contributing the balance from the 
royal treasury. It was the Spanish Crown that established the 
Inquisition in America to protect the Church against the intrusion 
of non-Christians and guard it from Catholics accused of heresy. 
In la>er years, this body was increasingly dedicated to political ends 
and served to suppress liberalism as well as heresy. 

Within ^his legal framework the Church flourished and became a 
major force in many areas of life during the colonial era. From 
the start colonizing expeditions included chaplains who ministered 
to the soldiers, attracted Indians to the faith and oftsn prevented 
harmful treatment of the Indians. The constrjetion of churches 
was also initiated in the early period, beginning with the building 
of a chapel in 1510 in the first settlement on the Gulf of Urab4. 
With the growth of settlements, churches were soon built in all the 
population centers and in the major cities—Santa Martn, Cartagena, 
Popayin and Santa Fe de Bogota. These churches were soon ele- 
vated to cathedrals. The major portion of this construction was 
undertaken by the Crown, although some wealthy landholders also 
erected churches. 
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For much of the early colonial period the conversion of Indians 
and negroes remained a dominant goal of the Church. For this 
purpose, doctrina» «special parishes of Indians which were not under 
episcopal jurisdiction) were created in the densely populated areas 
of the nation, and missions were sent to the lowland and forect 
groups. From the early years, these groups were largely under the 
control of the religious orders, especially the Franciscans and Do- 
minicans. In time, Mercedarians, Augustinians and Jesuits also 
participated in the work of conversion. 

The Church pursued its missionary efforts by various means. 
Indians were obliged to attend preaching and instruction in cate- 
chism. Idolatry was fought through the destruction of shrines and 
idols. Drunkenness was combatted with a vain prohibition on the 
consumption of chicha (a popular fermented beverage made from 
maize, pineapple or other fruit). The Church also sought to en- 
force the wearing of decorous dress among the Indians. 

In the work of converting the native population, one of the most 
distinguished hgures was a Dominican, Luis Beltran (Louis Btsrt- 
rand) who was canonized in 1670 and became one of the patron 
saints. He arrived from Spain in 1562 ard spent the following 
seven years converting thousands of Indians along the Atlantic 
coastal area from Panama through Cartagena to Santa Marta. 

At the beginning of the seventeenth century, it was reported that 
the majority of the Indians had been baptized and all their com- 
munities v-ere served by priests. It is likely that, at the end of 
the colonial period, most of the indigenous inhabitants were f?railiar 
with at least some aspects of Catholicism and considered themselves 
Christians, with only a few Indian groups remaining unaffected. 

In the twentieth century, a few Indian groups aniong those who 
have experienced missionary activity still remain relatively unaffected 
by this teaching. They include the Guajiras, the Arhuacoe and 
some of the eastern forest groups. In addition, there are a few 
tribes which have never been reached. Among them are some iso- 
lated Lidian groups which are gradually being discovered in the 
Choco region, some in the eastern area and the Motilones (see ch. 4, 
Ethnic Groups). 

All the highland (reservation) Indians, however, and many of 
the forest tribes are now at least nominal Catholics and practice 
some aspects of the religion, although familiarity with Church doc- 
trine varies among them. Religion is probably the one aspect of 
national culture that has spread to almost all Indian groups, many 
of whom are still outside Colombian society in other respects. 
Among the highland Indians, considerable importance is attached 
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to th« observance of feast days while, in romparison, BC attention 
is paid to national holidays or the fuiiilhoent of obligation« to the 
go.omment. 

Catholicism was also quite ihoroujEfhly imparted to nsgn slare» 
as they entered the country. From tue start, they were rapidly 
assimilated into the national ailtui* and absorbed into the national 
religion (see ch. 4, Ethnic Groups). However, among the modem 
negro coastal population, there is «till some variation in degree of 
familiarity with Catholic practices and beliefs. 

The Church also played the role of protector of Indian and negro 
groups through much of Colombian history. The ckrgy was th» 
only group tha * protested the abuses of those unable to defend them- 
selves The Church generally »apported measures designed to bene- 
fit the Indians and, in some cases, defended the lands of the high- 
land Indians. San Luis Beltrin protested the treatment of the 
Indian groups along the Atlantic <«a5t. 

The most noted of those who sought to protest the negro slave« 
was a Jesuit, Pedro Claver, who became Colombia's other patron 
saint when he was canonized after the readmiasion of the Jesuits 
in 1888. Father Claver was born in Spain but settled in Cartagena 
in 1616 where he remained until his death in 16S4. He spent tke 
entire period caring for the negro Biaves, teaching them Glmsüanity 
and trying to improve their conditions as they debarked from the 
slavers and were kept in warehouses in the port. 

The Church served several important social functions throughout 
the colonial period. One of its inajor activities was education. Most 
schools were founded by religious orders, and the Church generally 
ran the educational system. The Jesuits opened colegioi in several 
cities and founded the Unbersidad Catolica Javeriana in Bogota 
in 1622. 

In general, the Church was the vanguard of cultural life. The 
principal writers of the colonial period were members of the clergy. 
The Jesuits were reported to have brought the first printing press, 
fo have edited the first books and to have introduced and developed 
the first coffee plantations. In the nineteenth century. Archbishop 
Antonio Caballero y Göngora supportea a number of scientific 
projects including the introduction of new mining methods and 
the improved cultivation of severe! crops such as coffee and flax. 
He also supported the botanical expedition that was one of the 
major scientific ventures to the New World (see ch. 8, Artistic and 
Intellectual Expression). 

In the field of social welfare, the Church founded and adminis- 
tered a number of institations, including orphanages, hospitals and 
other charitable houses. 
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At the same time, the Chmch constituted a major economic force. 
During the course of the colonial period, it received substantial 
grants of land so that it was one of the larger landlords by the 
time of independence. The Church was also an important source 
of capital since it derived income from various aourow. This 
money was usaaily invested in real estate and mortgages. 

In r !1 these activities, the Church was both supervised and sap- 
ported by the Crown, although some struggles ensued between gov- 
ernment officials and prelates over such problems as the allocation 
of funds. In a number of cases the clergy won. However, with 
the expulsion of the Jesuits in the eighteenth century, the activities 
of the Church were hard hit. Public instruction and the areas 
under mission control felt the adverse effects particularly. 

Independcace aai After 

With the coming of the struggle for independence in the early 
nineteenth century, the Church was split. The higher cl«?rgy were 
largely loyal to Spain, partly because they depended upon the favor 
of the Crown for their privileged position. Many of the lower 
clergy favored the revolution, and some preached in favor of it, 
collected funds to support the rebels and, in some cases, actually 
fought for independence. In this the clergy reflected the gensral 
split in Colombian society which found tl.e crioUo» (colonial-born 
white people) in opposition to the perumiuhrea (people bom in the 
Iberian Peninsula) who occupied positions of higher status in var- 
ious institutions. In return, the Inquisition, as an arm of the 
Crown, condemned the idea of popular sovereignty as heresy. At 
the same time, some Church authorities attributed a radical anti- 
religious program to Freemasonry, although there is little evidence 
concerning its role in the events of the period. 

In any case, the revolution was not antireligious. Bolfvar sought 
the separation of Church and state, and some revolutionary leaden 
were opposed to the economic power wielded by the clergy. How- 
ever, almost all the major figures of the war of independence wanted 
to maintain the privileged position of the Catholic Church in the 
nation, and the early chartere of New Granada declared Catholicism 
to be the state religion. The postliberation Angostura Congress 
?»de an approach to the Vatican, probably as much for religious 
reasons as to gain political recognition for the new nation. 

When independence appeared certain, many of the higher clergy 
expressed sympathy for the revolution, though this was probably 
an attempt to preserve the temporal powers of the Church. Boli- 
var's policy of conciliation also appears to have helped in gaining 
the support of some bishop, one of whom sent a favorable report 
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«a Uw MW .^cvenuDent to ehe Vatican. After s. difficult period of 
negotiations, during which the Holy See felt pressure from UM Holy 
Alliance against the acceptance of independence, the Pope named 
the first bishops to Colombia in 1827. 

Despite this first step and the support of Catholicism fey leaders 
of independence, the issue of church-state relations was far from 
settled. This problem dominated Colombian history for most of 
the nineteenth century. It involved the definition of the new cole 
of the Church in society, after the close ties between Church aad 
Crown had been severed. 

Patronage was the major problem that arose immediately after 
independence. Colombia, like the other new republics, sought con- 
trol over appointments to Church offices since ibis right had long 
been identified with power by the Spanish monarchs. It ako is 
likely that the independent states wanted to curb the Church smce 
some of the higher clergy were Spanish sympathisers and becanae 
of its economic power. Both the Angostura Congress and the Con- 
stitution of Oundinamarca provided for national patronage but, at 
the same time, hoped for papal confirmation. In 1824 the Govern- 
ment of Grin Colombia declared itself heir to the right of patrtm- 
age. The Holy See did not recognise this ri^ht but assumed an 
attitude of tolerance. 

After the dissolution of Grin Colombia in 1830, the Conservative 
Party governed for most of the period until 1849. This party, rep- 
resenting the landowners, the clergy and the military, viewed the 
protection of Catholicism as a vital part of its program to achieve 
national stability. Nevertheless, the policy of protection also in- 
volved efforts by the government to control the Church. These 
efforts resulted in «>me tension between Church and state, but a 
complete ruptute was avoided during the period of Conservative 
rule. 

In the two decades after the disolution of Grin Colombia, rap- 
port for the Church was expressed in several measures. In 1881 
Catholicism was declared to be the state religion, and no other 
was to be tolerated. The Constitution of .,882 and 1843 stated that 
it was the role of the government to protect Catholiciss. T!*t8 
period also saw the suppression of a periodical of Bogoti that was 
fighting for religious toleration, the readmission of the Jesuits and 
the extension of their jurisdiction in the mission areas, ui aooord- 
ance with this treatment of the Church, there was general rejoicing 
in 1835 when the Pope recognized the independence of the nation, 
the first Spanish Amarican republic to receive recognition. This 
was followed by restoration of the hierarchy and the sending of a 
papal representative. 
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Tim Jaet event, however, wie not greeted ftivombiy, and the papal 
reprewntathre's plan for a concordat did not come to pan. Further- 
more, he was not permitted to exerciü» the functions of Church 
government until a law was passed giving the executive the right 
to review papal instructions to him. These measures reflected rhe 
attempts of the govBrnment to limit the powers of the Cb"Tch 
while granting it a special status in society; during the 1830-49 
period, a number of other actions were taken in this direction. 

Efforts were made by the government to establish popular edu- 
cation; the govemmnat sought to exercise *Tie right of patronage; 
dvil tribunals were granted superior status over the ecclesiastical 
oourt; and a law was passed charging the police with supervision 
of the dergy to see that they dud not usurp temporal power. Be- 
ligieus orders were placed under supervision, cemetery land was 
granted to non-Catholics, and, finally, tithes were abollühed and the 
fiscal protection of the Church terminated. 

Neverthekos, these measures, taken by Conservative governments, 
did not seek to deny the Church a privileged position. In contrast, 
the steps taken by the Liberal Party, which came into power ii 
1849, were far mure drastic and involved a radical alteration of tfe>. 
status of the Church. With the exception of a brief interlude 
between 1855 and 1860, when Conservatives regained control, the 
Liberals were in power until the ISBO's. Particularly in tide period 
from 1860 to 1887, the Liberals took measures against the Church 
that were as drastic «s any others in Latin America during the 
period. 

The Constitutions of 1868 aad 1868 provided for freedom of 
religion, denying the special position of Catholicism. When, in 
1863, the Pope protested some of the anticlerical measures of the 
preceding year. Congress reacted by declaring the separation of 
Church and state. Colombia thus became the first Latin American 
country to take this step. 

Efforts to establish stringent government control over the activ- 
ities of the clergy involved: extinction of the rights of ecclesiastical 
courts, with the Supreme Court assuming jurisdiction over the clergy 
tar religious a& ~«11 as civil matters; the requirement that members 
of the clergy had to swear allegiance to the Constitution and obtain 
government authorization before being allowed to carry on their 
duties; the granting of considerable powera of supervision over the 
Church to the national and local governmental bodies; and, in sev- 
er«! instances, the exile or imprisonment of prelates who objected to 
these laws. 

The property of the Church also came under consideration. 
Tithes were abolished, a fixed income for the clergy was set, the 
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ownership of ChturchM was declared to be rated in rastdcnt Cath- 
olics, and the state took over all the propetty of reUgioos oommn- 
nities and other bodies, with the ezceptf >i of buildingt used directij 
for the exercise of religions actnrities. In accordance with the last 
meesnre, all oonvente, monasteries and reli^oos honsm were 
rappresed. 

OÜMr government action legalized dironae and made marriage an 
obligatory civil ceremony, secmlarired the cemsterias, ended diplo- 
matic representation at the Holy See and eliminated the right of the 
Church to educate its priests by incorporating the arehdkoesan 
seminary into the national college (see & 7, Family). Finally, 
the Jesuits were expelled, readmitted during the Conservative inter- 
lude of the IBSffa and again expelled afterwards. 

The majority of the anticlerical actions were taken before 1867, 
and even though the Liberals remained in power for another thir- 
teen years, their policy was less extreme in the later period. Never- 
theless, by 1880 the yean of Liberal rale had placed the Church 
in a position that was unique for a Catholic oov.iry. At the SUM 
time, the issue of church-state relations were not permanently settled. 
The Conservatives had not accepted the anticlerical measures, and 
civil strife continued. In the r<yes of some, the religious issue 
was destroying the nation. Recognizing this problem, a group of 
Liberals headed by President Nunez embarked in the 1880'* upon 
a policy designed to bring peace and restore the Church to some 
of its earlier power. To this end, they opened negotiations with 
the Holy See and a papal representative again arrived in Colombia. 
Thn period that followed was known as the Regeneration (Regenera- 
ci6n), and it witnessed the establishment of a government policy 
toward the Church that has not changed in its essential elements 
up to the present 

Evolution of the Charch'a Modem Role 

The 1880% marked the definition of the present-day position of 
the Church in the nation. Church-state relations constituted the 
major political issue of the nineteenth century, in contrast to the 
twentieth century. Although the Church has continued to be a 
political issue in recent years, the ground rules of the religious 
dispute were laid down in the ISSO's» and the position of the Church 
has not changed in any basic respect since then. 

Furthermore, the settlement applies to both political parties. Dur- 
ing the nineteenth century, the Church as an institution was clearly 
identified with the Conservative Party, and the religious issue was 
probably the major one distinguishing die two parties. To a cer- 
tain extent, the Conservative Party is still thought of as a bulwark 
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of the Church, hot th« Liberab also accept the basic position of the 
Church in Colombian aocietj, eysn though their opposition did 
not oompletelj cease after the 1880'a 

Hie first reversal of earlier policy came with the Constitution 
of 1886, promulgated in 1888 and still in force. This document pro- 
claims God to be the source of all authority and states that the 
Catholic Church is to be respected ss an element of the social order. 
The Church is free to exercise spiritual authority sod ecclesiastical 
power and, ss a legal entity, can take civil action. At the same 
time, the Church preserves its independence of the temporal author- 
ity. Furthermore, all religions not contrary to Christian morality 
are given freedom of operation, and the individual is declared to 
be free from interference on grounds of religious belief. 

The Constitution also authorized the government to ngn a Con- 
cordat to settle the outstanding issues of chorch-state relations. The 
agreement wss readied in 1887 and ratifkd by Congress in 1888. 
The document grants the Catholic Church as favored a position in 
Colombia as it enjoys ii any nation. 

The first article of the Concordat specifies: 
The Roman Catholic Apoatolk- religion la the religion of Colombia, 

the public powers rteogniae it as an «aiicntlal «tenmit of the aocial 
order and they are bound to protect and enforce reapect for It and Its 
ministen, teartnc to it at the same time the foil en^ment of Its 
rlthts and prerc^atlves. 

Accordingly the Church is given complete liberty in its eoclesiasti- 
cal iurisdiction and is granted juridical persontklity. It can acquire 
properties, some of which—churches, seminaries and clerical resi- 
denoea—are exempt from tmxttkm. The rellgioos orders are also 
granted juridical personalitA. Members of the clergy are exempted 
from the draft and other public duties incompatible with their pro- 
fession. The Holy See agrees to aid in the establishment of chari- 
table and educational institutions. 

It u in education that the Church is granted some of its most 
u^table powers. Religious instruction and the observation of Catho- 
lic praotioss are declared to be obligatory in all schools, and the 
government agrees to prevent the teaching of ideas contrary to 
Catholic belief. The Church is given the right to select texts for 
moral and religioas instruction in ail schools; this right has some- 
times been extended to the selection of books for other subjects. 

In other articles of the Concordat, the Holy See is given the right 
to fill the positions of archbishop and bishop and to establish the 
boundaries of ecclesiastical divisions, but in both cases it agrees to 
consult the government The Church is given jurisdiction over the 
marriage of all Catholics and, for them, religious marriage is obliga- 
tory for the contract to have civil validity (see ch. 7, Family). 
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Other provisions of the Concordat settle a number of financial 
mam involTed in ehnrch-su^te relations. Thos, the gatmmmt 
recognizes in perpetuity its debfc to the Chaxch inoorred through the 
oonfiseatic« of the property of religious bodies, and the Holy See 
grants it exemption for certain property disentailed before the sign- 
ing of the Concordat In return for this exemption, the government 
pledges to pay the Church annually certain funds, according to the 
state of the national treasury, for the support of Church institutions 
and aetföttau 

SUMS the signing of the Concordat, a series ol other agreemeots 
and legislative measures have further specified the details of church- 
state relations. Several conventions established the financial amounts 
that the government has agreed to appropriate for Church activities 
in eompensation for property confiscated during the liberal regime 
of the nineteenth century. An agreement of 1892 regulated the 
treatment of clergy who become involved with the law for civil mat- 
ters | placed cemeteries under ecclesiastical authority while providing 
lor the creation of municipal cemeteries for non-Catholics; and en- 
trusted the civil register to the Church. In 1902 the government 
agreed to appropriate funds and lands for the mission territories 
and entrusted the misnons with the direction of primary schools. 
In 1927 provision was made for the civil marriage of non-Cstholics 
upon their formal declaration of separation from the Church. A 
1828 sgreement organized the religious service of the army. 

Although new agreements are reached from time to time between 
the Church and the government, for example the granting of diplo- 
matic passports to cardinals and archbishops in 1958, thu poeitkm 
of tim Church was defined in all major nspects in the Concordat of 
1887. In accordance with this definition, the Catholic Church has 
continued to vv*y a major role in several fields. 

Perhaps tm most important area of Church endeavor has been 
education (see eh. 10, Education). After the signing of the Con- 
cordat, a number of new teaching orders entered the country. Many 
of these carry the burden of secondary-school teaehmf which is 
largely controlled by the Church and, according to some critics, is 
supported at the expense of primary education. At present, the 
Church is variously estimated to maintain from 2,585 to 4,919 
schools. In the mission territories, where the Church controls edu- 
cation completely, a greater importance appears to be attached to 
primary education. 

The Church also has a prominent role in the field of higher edu- 
cation, in 1910 the Jesuits were given a contract by the Ministry 
of Public Instruction establishing their control over certain branches 
of higher education. In 1981 the Universidad Cat61ica Javeriana 
was reopened in Bogoti under their direction after more than a 
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CMstury of interruption, and around the same time the Uniireraidad 
Bolivanan was established in Medellin. 

In 1945 the Federation of Catholic Schools (Federaciön de Cole- 
gios Cai61*oos) helped to sponsor the first Inter-American CongreM 
of Cathc Mc Education which met in Bogota. This meeting resulted 
in the organisation of the Inter-American Confederation of Catholic 
Education (Confederaciön luteramericana de Educaciön Catolica) 
which maintains its headquarters in Bogota. 

In a related field, mission activity, the Church has another impor- 
tant role. In the mission territories, the more remote and sparsely 
settled sections of the nation, the government has not established 
effective controls. Therefore, it has regarded the missions as the 
instruments of civilization in these areas and has given them con- 
trol over education as well as some financial assistance and grants 
of land for cultivation. Since the missions are particularly con- 
cerned with the instruction and Christianization of the numerous 
small Indian tribes in the territories, the Church has representation 
in the National Indian Institute. 

Mission work is carried on by a number of orders, some of which 
returned after the iSSO's, while others entered the country then for 
the first time. At present 11 different orders are reported to be 
operating in the mission territories. The Capuchins play the leading 
role in this work, but Augustinians, Jesuits and others are repre- 
sented. It is reported that foreign missionaries and nuns dominate 
missionary activity, but some of the work is in the hands of orders 
that have grown up in the country. Among these are the Little 
Sisters of the Poor of St. Peter Claver (Hermanitas de los Pobres 
de San Pedro Claver) and the Xaverian Missionaries of the Pon- 
tifical Seminary ot Yarumal (Misioneros Javerianos del Seminario 
Pontificio de Yarumal). 

The orders have the chief responsibility for the maintenance of 
Catholic charitable institutions throughout the country. These in- 
clude hospitals, orphanages, leper asylums, and other welfare estab- 
lishments. At present there are reported to be 811 such institutions 
run by the Church. 

The Church also has a tradition of activity in journalism. In the 
last century, one of the best-known religious journals was Reportorio 
Colomhiano (Colombian Repertory), which has among its modern 
successors the university magazines such as the Revitta Javerinna 
of the Universidad Javeriana of Bogota. There are also about 40 
other Church-sponsored publications, most of them weeklies. 

Through its participation in these activities, and in a number of 
others that have developed in the last few years, the Catholic Church 
continues to be a major force in the social order, and its position is 
essentially unchallenged.   Every leader in national life is Catholic, 
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•nd lew repudiate thii iffilifttioD, although wme do not actively 
pnetim their Rligi<xu lb practice, both major political paztUM 
accept the presmt position of UM Church, and dmich-state relatkmt 
are generally oordiaL However, Liberal oppositi<m to the Onaxeh 
did not completely cease after the signing of *he Concordat Thia 
party opposed the Charcb during the revolution of 1899-1902. In 
1922 the Liberals orgmnii.td the Liberal University in Bogota to 
which students were admitzed without having completed the Catho- 
lic religious training required by all other univemties. 

In the 1930's, under a Liberal regime, a movement developed to 
annul or alter the Concordat. The Constitutional Reform of 1936 
did declare the freedom of religion, but the Concordat was not 
changed. During the same period the Liberals becams somewhat 
mote receptive to the admission of Protestant missionaries, and it 
was then that a number of groups first entered the countsy. The 
Liberals have continued to express concern over the power of the 
Church, particularly with respect *o the power of local priests as 
leaders of political opinion, especially in the rural axeas. 

Conservatives have generally continued to support the Catholv; 
Church, and members of the clergy sometimes openly express their 
prefr ence for the Conservative Party. In 1930 the archbishop 
issued a circular in favor of the Conservative candidate, and in m- 
cent years some prelates have openly denounced the Liberal Party. 
Furthermore, the Conservatives have generally been aaicciated with 
acts of official Catholicism. 

Nevertheless, despite the greater lip service paid by the Conserva- 
tives to Church loyalty, there appear to be only minor differences 
between the parties respecting the Churca at present. At recent 
Church Congresses, both Liberal and Corservative leaders have 
knelt together at the same altar, and both groups accept the basic 
position of religion as defined in the Concordat. 

CHURCH ORGANIZATION 

The territorial division of the Catholic Church reflects the dis- 
parate population distribution of the nation. The 6 archdioceses 
and 22 dioceses include the more densely-settled areas, particularly 
the highland zones and the urban coastal areas. The remaining 
divisions—11 Vicariates Apostolic, 8 Prefectures Apostolic and 1 
Prelacy Xullius—cover the less thickly settled and more remoi« 
areas, including the Guajira Peninsula, the eastern plains, some 
highland Indian zones and the islands of Providencia and San 
Andres where the majority of the population is Protestant. These 
are the areas, known as the mission territories, where most Church 
activity is in the hands of the religious orders. 
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The Choreh is bwded l^r A Cardinal, Luis Concha Cordoba, Aidi- 
Insbop of Bogoti, who was devated in January 1961. Is additko, 
tbu« are 5 other archbishops, 36 bishops and 3,810 priests in the 
country, of whom 2,904 are diocesan priests and 1,609 religious 
priests. The 30 religious orders are oompoeed of 5,016 male mem- 
bers in 842 houses and 13^93 female members in 1,307 houses. Some 
of die orders current]j represented in Colombia are relatively new 
to the country, having opened there since the late IMO's. 

The Church hierarchy established a number of new organizations 
for the coordination of Catholic affairs during the 1950'«. In 1951 
the Episcopal Conference of Colombia (Conferencia Episcopal de 
Colombia) organized a permanent secretariat with offices in Bogoti 
to coordinate Church institutions and actmties and to diflseminate 
information. In iA~»S Bogota also became the seat <>f the Latin- 
American Episoc-pal Cvmcil (Consejo Episcopal Latmoamericano). 

Other bodies hav-s iifict been created as dependencies of the Perma- 
nent Secretariat (S( 'otariado Permanente) of the Episcopal Con- 
ference of Colombic. One of these is the National Committee of 
Catholic Works (Comit£ Nacional de Obras CatöUcas), formed in 
1952, representing certain Oiurch commissions, including those for 
Grace, Charity and Social Welfare. It is also concerned with activi- 
ties of «ich groups as the Boards of Catholic Action (Juntas de 
Acciön Cotölica), the 800 Marian Congregations (Congregaciones 
Marianas) and the 900 Commissions for Missions (Comisiones pro 
Misiones). 

Another body organised under the Permanent Secretariat is the 
Sub-Secretariado Naciona? de Catequesis, formed in 1960 to coordi- 
nate religious teaching, train teachers of religion for the schools and 
supply materials for instruction. 

The activities of the Church in the nation cover 2,959 churches 
in 1,365 parishes Although there are variations from one region 
to another, the distribution '»f the clergy throughout the nation gives 
a ratio of 3,650 Catholic. p»r priest. This is one of the highest 
proportions of clergy tu Catholic population to be found io South 
America and is exceeded ouly in Chile, Ecuador and the Guianas. 
In this respect, as well as in the proportion of population that is %t 
least üominally affiliated with the Church, Colombia is one of the 
most Catholic countries of the New World. 

RELIGIOUS PRACTICE 

The nature of Colombian Catholicism has been questioned and 
criticized, particularly in m'ir.t years, by both Catholic and non- 
Catholic writers. 

Some question the emphasis placed upon the formal elements of 
Catholicism and criticize the concern of Church member« wich ritual 
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and liturgy. In the view of these critics, Catholkism is not « rital 
force in the life of the individ ^1 Church member. 

The few sttidic« on the subject indicate that, in compariaon with 
other fouatries of Latin America, gteat importance is attached to 
compliance with the formal acts of Catholickm. Within Colombia, 
the people of Anti^quia are known as particularly devout Catholics, 
but reports from other areas also indicate a high degree of formal 
observance. The Indisne of the southern highlands are especially 
cited for their regular Maan attendance and observance of religious 
cays, particularly those of Holy Week. 

A survey of a predominantly working-class parish in the city of 
Manizaiee found almost the entire population observing the formal 
act« of Catholicism. More than 99 percent of the population studied 
had been baptized; more than 89 percent of thoae 14 yean of age or 
over had been confirmed; and first communion had been received by 
more than 97 percent f those ^ho had reached 9 yean of age. 
Furthermore, of th^re iacladed iv the census, more than 86 percenl 
had attended Maas in the four weeks preceding the study. The only 
comparable figures cm attendance at Mass in other vomiam of Latin 
America are of 29 percent and 36 percent, suggesting that much 
greater importance is attached to the observance of Catholk ritual, 
at least in this area of Colombia. 

The Manizales study points to some facton which appear to affect 
religious practice. Attendance at Maas appeen to increase with 
level of education, at least up to the university level when it drop« 
again. The educational factor is also reflected in the relatiooahip 
between class status and religious obeerranoe. Thus, for wome» the 
performance of church obligations increase^ with class status. Among 
men it is higher in the middle than in the lower claw, but drops 
again at the upper social level, probably reflecting the greater num- 
ber of university-educaied men in the top group. But for all groups, 
the observance of religious duties is high. 

Women tfke religious observance« more seriously than men and 
»re apt to pray longer and with greater fervor. For women church 
attendance may also serve the function of attesting to their general 
virtue. Nevertheless, unlike other areas of Latin America, in Colom- 
bia Hiere is no difference in the frequency of religious observance 
between women and men who follow Catholic rites. 

The same high rate of male participation has been noted in a study 
of a rural community in the Eastern Cordillera. There, both men 
and women attend Sunday Mass with great regularity, observe all 
holy days faithfully and attend rosaries every afternoon in May, 
even though to do so involves a trip to the nearby town. In the 
local village there is no chapel, but the resident« have many re- 
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Binden of nUgion in th» form of outdoor cromx in the community, 
and in their homes are shrinee, image« and religious pictures. 

There is some suggestion, at least in rural areas, that the careful 
oheerrance of church obligations implies turning over pemmal re- 
sponsibilities to the Church and the priests. Villagers appear to 
attend church largely to aroid penalties and to obtain favors from 
the saints. The performance of duties and the repetition of doctrine 
an largely mechanical. Correspondingly, there is little understand- 
ing of the substance of religious tesching, which is therefore subject 
to bizarre perversions, for example, for political purposes. 

Obsenren also point out, particularly in the rurel and the Indian 
areas, the great emphasis placed upon the nonreligious aspects of 
holy day celebrations, especially during the fMta of the patron saint 
of a community, when several days may be largely devoted to 
dancing, singing, gambling, bull fighthur and drinking. Th» last 
activity most frequently draws tht, criticism of Protestant mis- 
sionaries. 

These criticK are joined by some members of the Catholic clergy, 
especially those of other nations, in protesring the divorce of Colom- 
bian Catholicism from the affaire of daily life. They point to a 
failure to relate the ethical teachings of the Church to daily affairs, 
the failure of confession to produce any lasting results, and the fail- 
ure to enlarge the small proportion of the population which partici- 
pates in any of the social action organizations of the Church. Such 
church activity is generally a field for women, particularly for those 
of the upper class for whom it probably constitutes the major field 
of socially accepted activity outside the home, since it is not con- 
sidered proper for upper-class women to work. 

The general indifference of the Church toward problems of daily 
life, the stress placed on the formal acts of religion and, in some 
anas, the lack of a clear understanding of doctrine have been attrib- 
uted to several factors. During much of the colonial period, the 
Church placed considerable emphasis on the performance of ritual 
as the most obvious aspect of religion and therefore the easiest to 
teach to Indians in the process of conversion. As a result, ritual 
became the most important feature of religion, particularly to the 
rural residents. For many, Catholic ritual waa a substitute for the 
ceremonies of the Indian religions. 

The stress on ritual was not entirely a matter of choice for the 
Church authorities. From the colonial period to the present, there 
hat) been a shortage of clergy. Moreover, the dispersed settlement 
patterns and, in recent yean, population growth have combined to 
cause inadequacies of personnel for the thorough teaching of Church 
doctrine. The low general educational level, partly a product of the 
same factors, has also hindered religious instruction. 
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RECf NT TRENDS IN CATHOLICISM 

Is LfttiQ America AS a whok, tk« Tkwpoint of thu Charch hac 
beee shifting gradually frwra its former positioa. Hie defek^ment 
of the middle class in a number of ootmtries has hem reflected to 
some degn« in the composition of the Church hierarchy. This traod 
is probably one factor ü» the Church's initiation of a more liberal 
policy. At least in statements of policy, the Charch is no koftf 
completely identified with the moat oooserratm political interats. 
Fcuthennore, Uw hierarchy has increasingly ezpmsed ooooem for 
the welfare of the BOMB ot the population. 

Two new chalkngce confronting the Catholic Church are abe 
furthering a change in its positioo. One of these is the spread of 
communism. In the eyes of the Church, the direct challenge of oom- 
munism in Latin America is probably limited. In an indirect aana, 
howeTer, it has had its efforts in the Western Hemisphere in the laal 
decade. The expulsion of all missionaries from China has eamed 
many religious groups to turn to Latin America as their major field 
of endeavor. This has led some North American Catholic nkisnooaxy 
groups, such as the Maryknoll order, to enter South America for the 
first time. Such orders hxv* trought to their new area of operation 
a variety of social welfare programs that have not characterirod 
previous Catholic mission activity in Latin America. 

On the other hand, the termination of mission work in China hat 
also meant that a number of Protestant groups have shifted their 
activities to Latin America. Many Protestant mission organizations 
had actually been operating in the area before the last decade, and 
they have generally devoted considerable attention to social weifat» 
programs. Their challenge has bean recognised by the Catholic 
Church for some time. Neverthekes, the expansion of their activi- 
ties in the last years has probably provided an additional impetus 
for the expansion of Catholic policy in aew directions. 

The« factors, affscting Latin America as a whole, have not all 
been of equal importance in Colombia. The spread of communism 
has not appeared 30 far as a major threat, and Protestantism ha* 
not succeeded in reaching any substantial portion of the population. 
Nevertheless, the presence of these challenges in some areas of Latin 
America has resulted in the formulation of new programs for the 
area, both by oigAniuations representing the entire Latin American 
hierarchy and by the Holy See. 

Among such arm-wide programs are some of the plans of the 
Latin-American Episcopal Ccnncil. At the time this body was 
organized in 1956, it recognized the challenge of Protestantism and 
announced a policy to respond by devoting greater attention to edu- 
cation and social action.   It also made provisions for obtaining more 
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nminarUns froes Roone to redncc the ihortege of clergy in Letin 
Anerka. In 19ft) the Holy See israed en appeal for lay persons to 
wmm u ▼olnntwr mbnonarMs in LAtin America. The same year 
In the United Statca, the National Cethotic Welfare Conference an- 
nooneed plam for initiating a program of «Hiding by miamonanes 
to Latin America in I96L 

The Catholic Chnrch of Colombia has increasingly expanded its 
social action program over the last decade and a half. In 1944 a 
oonferenoe of CfJmnbian bidiope crested Oatholic Social Action 
(Aeci6n Social Catdlka), with headquarters in Bogota, which sup- 
ports a number of programs and publishes bulletins and pamphlets 
for the leaden of these organisations. One of the movements it 
supports is the National Agrarian Federation (Federacion Necio- 
nal Agraria), 9U organization of peesants which so far has not 
gained wide support. Catholic Social Action has also backed the 
Colombian Workers' Union (Union de Trabajadoras de Colombia) 
which was formed in 1947 under the guidsnoe of the Jesuits. This un- 
ion enjoyed immunity from reprcsgion during the period of the right- 
wing government of th* 1980% an advantage which ether onions did 
not poosesB. At present it is described as Church-oriented, though 
not Church-dominated. In some areas, such as Oli, it is coi.aidered 
to be strongly socialist (see ch. 15, Labor Relations and Organi- 
xations). 
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CHAPmt 12 

PUBLIC INFORMATION 

The technical facilities of the two prindpel raecti» of poblie 
mlormatioD, the pre« and radio, are weil developed. Wideepiead 
illiteracy and the lack of electricity in many rural anas, however, 
limit the nambera of readers end listene/s. 

The country's literate population (abcwt 60 percent) rsprseenU 
an eager newspaper-reading public To *iif educated reader, the 
newspaper is not only a raoord of news at.d public events, bat a 
source of intellectual stimulation for the amnipreamt politkal 
discaasicns. The literary interests of many Cokambiam and ikmt 
<kep appreciation of the well turned phraae Have enhanced a gan> 
era! intereet in new^apeta. The journaliatk aoeonpIialuMOäa of 
many distinguished public leaders—«>uch as Alberto Ihna OuKttffo 
and German Arcinie^s—have added to the general respect ac- 
corded the profession of journalism. 

Although traditionally the press has reflected and sought primarily 
to moid educated, upper-class opinion, its mfluence today (1961) 
reaches a broader readership. Air transportation has made newt- 
papers available in many of the rural areas, where it is customary 
for the priest or local officials to read the paper aloud to infonnal 
gatherings of those who cannot read. 

The Colombian press has an international reputation tor effective 
or rage and competent writing. The layout acd reporting in many 
papers reflect the influence of American journalism. The country's 
five leading newspapers. El Tiempo, El Etpeetodor, El Siffl», El 
Pai$, and El Cdombitmo are known throughout the continent. El 
Tiempo is frequently quoted by leading newspapers of other Latin 
American countries. 

Newspapers operate under either liberal or Conservative political 
auspices, but partisan polemic» in the leading newspapers are not 
excessive. There is a slight preponderance of newspapers reflecting 
the Liberal political creed. A number of daily and weekly news- 
papers of small importance, however, reflect various extremes of 
the political spectrum. Violently partisan, they tend to repel 
readers and advertising patrons alike and usually survive only 
briefly.    A number of weekly newspapers and periodicals pub- 
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lished by the Catholic Church are nonpolitic&I; they place an 
emphuis an religion and carry news items of interait to lanntn 
and labor. In spite of their importance as media of informatioc 
and their definite political influence, newspapers are not published 
with the primary purpose of affecting government policies. Their 
primary efforts are ma^e to gain influence among the readers and 
to insure adequate publicity for leading representatives of their 
respective political parties and factions. 

Colombia's radio network is among the best developed in Latin 
America. With the exception of the government's Radlotelevisora 
Nacional de Colombia (National Radio-Television Network of Co- 
kxribia), the networks and stations aie privately owned. The par- 
tisan affiliation of many of the stations is reflecvcd in their political 
commentaries and newscasts. Radio audiences tand to be concen- 
trated in the cities, although cafes, pharmacies, and barbershops 
even in small villages (which are electrified) have radio sets which 
are usually turned on all day for the benefit of tLe patrons. Radio 
loudspeakers in main squares of towns -vnd cities are also used. The 
reception throughout the country is generally excellent. Many 
scattered mountain settlements, however, do not receive broadcasts, 
except a certain percentage who are reached by tb» literacy clashes 
broadcast by Radio Sutatenza. Operated by the Caiholic Church, 
Radio Sutatenza is considered to be the most su^xessfoj radio 
venture in Latin America (see ch. 10, Education). The technical 
facilities of the television network are being enlarged, although 
the television andience is small. 

Leading is a favorite occupation of the educated classes. Book 
publishing is extensive and has its main centers in Bogoti, Bucara- 
manga, Medellin, and Cali. Public and university libraries in the 
major cities are well used, but most municipalities lack public 
library facilities. 

Informal channel of communication are important. In remote 
rural areas where there are no formal media, the parish priest 
and the village mayor are employed as sources of news. Itinerant 
political agitators, including Communists, spread their :deologjjal 
ware in marketplaces, main squares, and union locals. Churcites. 
city cafes, and village cantmaa (restaurants) are additional gather- 
ing places where news and rumors are given currency. Mule and 
truck drivers rest, exchange news, and discuss politics in wayside 
inns. The capacity of the less educated to accept superstition and 
*rie irrational allows ruraors to multiply. They often exacerbated 
public violence in the civil strife of 1948-53. Even today, rumors 
add to social unrest, particularly in areas where banditry persists 
(see ch. 22, Public Order and Safety). 
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THE PRESS 

Historical Bacfcgrwad 

The coimtry'g firrt newspaper, the weddy El Pmptl Periddieo 
fUmtmdo, wu pnblidied in 1791 by m Cabeo, Mjuradl 4el Sooono 
Bodiignez. Under the strict oenaorehip of the Sptaish (kmatmuaA 
end the Viceroy, the items tppeemg in El Pafd PmiMteo IV- 
hutradc were limited to rsprints of world news from the Spanish 
press end to briei soooonts of events ooeurnng in the VkeroyaHy. 

During the first three deesdes of the eerhr npuUie (1810-80), 
the joarnslistie sctrnttes end interests of «ich nstkmsl keden ts 
Narino and Santander hdped to >jtimnlate the derekq»MStt of the 
press, particularly of political Joornaliam. Most of the early or- 
gans of the press were liberal joomals of opinion, featuring ar- 
ticles and essays on political, military, and social iaraes. Nsrino's 
periodical BagaUla publicized the ideas of Bentham and contnbnted 
to the defest of the first govenunent of Condinamarca (see ch. % 
Historical Setting). Saatander was the anthor of many political 
essays and the pnblishor of El Patriota, a newspaper designed to 
raise the morale of Colombian troops in the fight for independence. 

A law was passed in 1821 which granted to all Colombians the 
right to "write, print and publish freely their thoughts and opinkn 
without the necessity of examination, rerision, or oensonhip by any 
authority prior to publication." In order to curb the widespread 
practice of defamation of persons in newspaper columns, the law at 
the same time provided for "penalties'1 for "thoee who abuse this 
precious right" The publication of "writings contrary to the dog- 
mas of the Catholic religion" was also forbidden. The latter stipu- 
lation, however, was generally disregarded by the authors of the 
numerous anticlerical articles published in the liberal journals. 

La G*4*ta ds Colombia^ an official organ of the Bolivar admin- 
istration, was founded in 1821. Featuring mainly laws and or- 
dinances, the Oaeiia expanded its scope under Santander tc indnds 
war news as well as essay cm polities aüd topics of gMnsral intel- 
lectual interest. The Corrto tU la Cmdad de Bogoti and, after its 
demise in 1834, La MüceUmea, were the leading repreeentativM of 
militant liberal journalism. They campaigned sgainat Conserva- 
tive members of the Congress and were strongly critical of the 
clergy. El InturgenU and El Notm&tito, both founded in the 
mid-1820'8, were the main press organs in opposition to govern- 
mental policies. 

The first metropolitan newspaper was El Conttüveimal, founded 
in 1824 by the English-born Leandro Miranda, ll was published in 
Spanish and English and featured court decisions and summaries of 
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congression&l deb«tef>, in sdditkn to sabstantial foreign news and 
commercial anr.oun'<nnent&. In the departments, official or semi- 
official gazettes were pablished to circulate ordinances and to pub- 
licise the political views of local leaders. El Constiiueional Boya- 
eerne and La Gaeeta de Cartagena were amcmg the representative 
local publications. 

The prevalence of illiteracy limited newspaper readers to a few 
hundred among the better educated urban population. In the De- 
partments, local suthorities sometimes ordered the public reading 
of the gazettes by parish priests. Largely because of the paucity 
of readers, newspapers depended largely on government subsidies, 
often provided in the form of a large number of subscriptions. In 
the case of such successful newspapers as El Conatitucumal, sub- 
sidies often came from abroad, notably from England. 

Freed«« of the Pram 

Press freedom has in general been effectively maintained, al- 
though during certain periods restrictive measures amounting to cen- 
sorship have hem enforced. These measure have been invoked not 
only by dictators but also by heads of state who have cume to 
power by constitutional means, notably by the Presidents Nun», 
Lopez, Ospina Perez, and Laureano Gomez. Article 42 of the 
Constitution of 1945 states that "the press is free in times of peace 
but it shall be responsible under law for injuries to personal honor 
and for disturbance of the social order and public peace." The 
reference in the constitutional article to the responsibility of the 
press in oonnecti&n with public peace and the implicit limitation of 
the freedom of the press to times of peace have served as the mair. 
pretexts for the more recent (194ft-57) instances of the application of 
press control. 

Acting President Urdaneta (1951-53) ordered the prior censor- 
ing of all articles dealing with the public and political order. On 
the other hand, some heads of state have invoked repressive meas- 
ures against newspapers in order to silence political opponents. 
Conservative President Laureano Gomez (1950-53) confiscated the 
Diario del Colombia in 1953, in order to prevent the publication 
of articles providing favorable opinions of a Conservative political 
opponent, Mariono Ospina P^rez. At the same time, he warned 
El Tiempo and El E$pectador not to publicize Ospina's candidacy 
for the Presidency. 

Under dictator Rojas Pinilla (1953-57) many nowspapere were 
placed under censorship and others were suspended. Recurrence 
of violent partisan conflict shortly after Rojas assumed power was 
reflected in the newspapers. In reporting instances of armed con- 
flict in the cities and provinces. Liberal and Conservative news- 
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papers engaged in mutual rwriminatkos over Üw rMponnbility for 
these (xmfiicts. Aocunng the pnm of putüea irrMponaibility sad 
of enoouraging civil diaturfaanoM, Bojas OTdered between Jnnr and 
July of 1955 the prior oenaonhip of ail news items dealing with the 
public order appearing in nine major newspapers, including £1 
Tiempo and El Espeetador. Is addition to the iasuanoe to the 
press of repeated dBcial warnings against publishing material deal- 
ing with iaatanoes of public violence, a decree was promulgated 
forbidding the printing of siatements which were "directly or in- 
directly disrespectful of the President of the Bepnblic or the head 
of a friendly nation." One of the morning papers, Infvrmteidn, 
was also required to submit its entire contents to prior censorship 
after reporting a demonstration against Rojss' family. Uta re- 
prating of an antigovemmert demonstration was also the reason lor 
measures against El Colotnliano, publisijed in Medellin. When the 
govenunent censorship office was moved from Medellin the paper 
closed down, since the submissioo of its material to prior eenaor- 
ship became impracticable. 

Bojas' repressive acts against the press reached a dimaz in 
August 1955, with the issuance of his order closing down El Tiemfo, 
the country's leading Liberal paper. The order was given when 
an Ecuadorian paper printed a cable received from the editor of 
El Tiempo contradicting Bojas' official statement giving the reasons 
for the censorship imposed upon El Tiempo and El Etpeetador. 
The closing of El Tiempo, sud shortly thereafter of El Etpedador, 
precipitated widespread national protest and provided perhaps the 
single common denominator for Liberate and Conservatives in their 
protestations against the regime. 

Colombians have shown considerable alertness to any form of 
government interference with freedom of expression in the various 
public information media. During the Bojas dictatorship, there 
was a plethora of clandestine mimeographed newspapers which en- 
joyed great popularity. Circulation figures of El Tiempo and 
El Espeetador skyrocketed when the two papers appeared under 
the respective titles of El /ntermedio and El Independiente shortly 
after their suspension. During the conference of the Inter-Amer- 
ican ^ress Association, held in Bogota in October 1960, Colombia's 
representatives were among the most vocal critics of the infringe- 
ments of the Castro regime upon the freedom of the press. In 
June 1960, the Mimtry of Communications was the object of vigor- 
ous criticism in the press when it suspended a program of political 
commentary televised on government-owned channels. The Min- 
istry claimed that the excessively partisan nature of the program 
rendered it unfit for transmission on government-owned television 
channels. 
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TIM N«wtr*i«r PTMS: Sc«pt aad Ckanctcr 

Of * total of 130 newspttpcn published in 1859, 57 were dailiae 
with a combined total circulation of 1,024*830. About 43 percent 
•of this figure represents the circulation of the two leading dailies* 
El Titmpo and El Etpectador. Most of the circulation represents 
street sales at the rate of about 30 centavoe a copy. In the pest, 
the regional newspapers shared the influence and popularity of the 
nntropolitaa press. With UM advent of air transportation, how- 
ever, the leading Bogotfc newspapers have become available through- 
out the country end have reduced both the influence end circula- 
tion figures of the provincial press. 

The newsprint ««sumption in 1957 wss 1.8 kilograms per capita, 
a figure which is about one-half the average of most Latin American 
countries and about one-twentieth of per capital newsprint con- 
sumption in the United States. For newsprint supplies the country 
depends on imports from Canada, Finland, and Sweden. The first 
Colombian newsprint factories are scheduled to begin operation in 
1961. One of the factories, located near Cali, will use sugar cane 
residue in the manufacture of newsprint. 

The major organs of the press are owned by wealthy newspaper 
dynasties who wield considerable influence in national and regional 
politics. Among the owners and editors of newspapers are several 
former presidents, candidates for the Presidency, and leading figures 
of the Liberal and Conservative parties. The leading Conservative 
or Liberal newspapers are looked upon as the official mouthpieces 
of their respective parties; their support or lack of support may 
decisively affect personal political fortunes (see ch. 21, Political 
Dynamics). Thus, newspapers have a markedly partisen affiliation, 
although violent partisan language and homilies on party ideology 
are absent from the columns of leading newspapers. Their partisan- 
ship is reflected rather in the degree of prominence accorded to 
personal news concerning the leading personalities of political par- 
ties or factions and to public statements mu\ by them. The prac- 
tice of spelling out the political affiliations of victims of public 
violence is an added implicit appeal to the reader's partisan loyal- 
ties. This practice, however, has aroused the political temper of 
the readers, only in times of general crisis. 

Although most Colombians hold strong political opinions, their 
choice of a newspaper generally is not affected by its party associa- 
tion, but rather by its reputation for reliability and record of dura- 
bility. For example, El Colombiano in Medellin and El Pau in 
Cali, both Conservative, are the most widely read papers, although 
both cities have large majorities of Liberal voters.   The Coruserva- 
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live Diario de la Cotta is the leading paper of CartagniA, center of 
the predominantly Liberal Atlantic coast (see ch- 21, Political 
Dynamics). 

Party leaders and members of the educated classes usually sub- 
scribe to two papers, representing opposing political views. Edi- 
torials are subjected to careful scrutiny, me average reader, how- 
ever, tends to concentrate on the front page, sports page, and 
comics 

For tinancial solvency, newspapers rely heavily on advertising 
revenues. Editors generally tend to take into account the politic»! 
opinions of advertising patrons when writing about contror irsial 
socioeconomic issues. The dependence on advertising revenues is 
particularly critical for mir.or newspapers, founded Mi a share- 
holding basis by members of political factions of the far left or 
right to pubticize a single candidate or platform. Unable, becaow 
of their partisan vehemence, to attain adequate circulation or to 
attract advertising patrons, many of these papers close after a few 
issues, unless a wealthy shareholder can provide adequate continu- 
ing support. 

Major Newtpapcn 

The country's most influential daily newspaper is El Tiempo, 
with a national circulation of 280,000. Owned by ex-Preädant 
Eduardo Santos, the paper is Liberal, although its partisanship 
is very modfrate. Many nationally prominent men have con- 
tributed to its columns, including Alberto Lleras Camargo. Hen- 
rique Santos, brother of Eduardo Santos and a journalist of na- 
tional renown, is on the newspaper's staff. His articles, written 
under the pen name "Caliban," are popular with the newspaper 
reading public in all parts of the country. 

Tke other leading daily, the Liberal El Espectador, has a circu- 
lation of 160,000. Founded in 1886, it enjoys UM same general 
respect as El Tiempo and is read thtoighout the country. El 
Etpeclador is owned by the Cano newspaper dynasty and is man- 
aged at present by two brothers, Gabriel and Guillermo Cano. 

Tin: strongly Conservative El Pat*, published in Call, is a lead- 
ing paper on the Pacific coast region. Owned by Alvaro Lloreda, 
the ^aper ha^ a circulation of 80,000 and is noted for its sound 
financial position. Ex-President Laureano Gomez owns El Siglc, 
which represent »he ultra-Conservative position. Its circulation wts 
60.0<)0 in 19f>9, .it it reportedly has decreased since. Its manag- 
ing editors are Gomez's two sons. El Colomhiano of Medellin (cir- 
culation 50,000) i«. an organ of the moderate Conservatives, led by 
ex President Mariano Ospino P^rez. The paper is owned by Ospina's 
brother-in-law. Julio Hernandez.    The ex-President himself own« 
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La BefibUea of Bogota (cimilmtioä 90^)00), which «ko Kpnmsata 
nodwato Oonmrvfttram. Aaoihw Conssrvative daily in Bogota is 
the iJixriö J«/ CoUmhia (circulation 25,000), which was owned by 
Colombia's ex-Aibbsseador to Spaia, the late Gilfoerto Alzafe Aven- 
daSo. La Vtmguardia Liherd {eircuiukm 12,000) is the le&dtng 
Liberal daily in Bucaraman^a. El Catoiicienu}, a weekly news- 
paper with a circulation of 20/)00, is viewed as the leading or^ua 
of the Catholic Church. Its popularity stems largely from tne 
days of the Kojas dictatorship when £1 Catalieumo wta noted for 
its ▼igorous, open critieton of the i^ime. 

La CaUe is a weeakiy newspaper with a circnlation of 11,000, 
owned by Left-wing Liberal, Alfonso L6pex Michelsen. In the 
late 1950's La Calk lost subetential adTertising patronage becmuse 
of its political extremism. In late 1960, Ute paper became more 
moderate, a move which reflected Lopo^ Miohelaon's ostensible 
break with Castroisn and communism. £7 Rdator, published in 
Ca!i, is anotner oigan of left-wing Liberalism supporting Lopez 
Michelr .. The paper formerly belonged to the influential Zawad- 
dd famiW, but it was taten ofer in the late ISdO's by Oscar Cuevas, 
a left-wing Liberal. The paper's subsequent shift to the left has 
precipitated a decline in advertimng revenues and circulation which 
forced a tempo* wy shutdown in Ar gust 1960. TH left Liberal 
political creeds of Jorge Eliecer Gaitan have been revived in the 
tabloid Gaitan. Appealing to lower-income groups, Gaitan appears 
at irregular intervals, mostly because of financial difficulties. 

Although some of the left-wing Liberal newspapers occasionally 
publish articles favorable to the Soviet Union and to communism, 
there arc no dailies cleanly reflecting ths Communist Party line. 
The Communist Party, however, publishes a uumber of periodicals 
(see ch. 25, Propaganda). 

8tfk, Ceron««, ml MakMf 

Colombian Journalism is noted thrcughout the hemisphere for 
its effective reporting, purity of idiom, and broad coverage. In 
spite of decidedly partisan affiliations, the language of the major 
newspapers is moderate in political matters, and sensationalism is 
generally avoided in discussing or criticizing personalities of rival 
political factions. 

Criiues are reported extensively and in detail even in respectable 
newspapers, usually with pictures of twe persons involved. The 
Colombian propensity for "personalism" is rejected in the extensive 
picture and news coverage accorded not only tt domestic person- 
alities but to international ones as well, including royalty and 
artists of the stage and screen. 
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Criticj'jn of the President h«s uwaily bem rigorom on the part 
of the opposition pram. President LtartSr however, «s ssymbol of th« 
two-party principle of parity, has been relatively immiuw from cen- 
sure by newspapers. On the other hand, the ministers of his govem- 
menl have been ciiticixed freely, oanaUy for their involvement in 
partisan activities while in oüce. Statements on public issues made 
by leading personaliti«« of the political parties or factions which the 
newspaper reprasentas are typk-ai editorial themes. International 
iasaesi, particularly tliat of Castroism sir.« 1959. are often the subject* 
of ediiorü'I comment 

Foroigr, news coverage in the metropolitan press is eztenav« 
and up to date, and it is significant that even those items featured 
neniepaper rvpresents are typical edito";t! themes. International 
interest» of Colombia. Foreign news cover„tee in the regional news- 
papers is less thorough and o''«n 'ikes secona place to the reporting 
of local event». 

Political essays are generally written by prominent men in public 
life. Article« dealing with cultural subjects, «specially history, the 
aits, music, heraldry, and science and medicine, are featured. These 
articles arp written by authorities in the fields rather than by 
'oumalists. The national interest in literature is reflected in the 
fre^ut-nt printing of poems. Occasionally comprehensive and well 
rrsearched articles on problems of domestic importance, such as edu- 
cation and nutrition, are featured. Local and national news, in con- 
trast to major foreign news stör es, is generally reported without 
bylines. £7 Tiempo, however, often gives credit to its reporters, 
especially to those covering stories in the provinces. 

Conrderabie space is devoted to society news and women's p&gss, 
including fashion plates, by both the metropolitan and the provin- 
cial press. The metropolitan pre» also features society news from 
the provinr««. Persona! news deals with births, marriages, travel, 
illness, and deaths. Such news is often accompanied by photograph!. 
Beauty contests are a favorite feature. Sports sections ate exten- 
sive, their main item being football and horae racing. 

Most newspapers, including those in the provinces, are well printed 
and profusely iliusti^ted. The photographs are clear and well 
produced. Comics, placed usuelly toward the end of the paper, 
occupy about one-quarter to one-half a page. Many comic strips 
familiar in newspapers in the United States are featured. 

Weekday editions of the major metropolitan newspapers consist 
of approximately 20 pages, Sunday editions of El Titm^o snd El 
Etpectador include several eight- to ten-page supplements on li'era- 
ture, movie», comics, and so forth. The larger provincial papers, 
such as El Pai*, also have about 20 pages.   Ten to twelve pages is 
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thm awifct dm of other pnmncial newspopefs. With the ezeep* 
tion of El Erpietador, which is published in the morning snd sfter- 
noon, the newspspen hsre only one (morning) editicm. 

With the heavy reliance of newspapers on advertising revenoea, 
the competition for Advertisements is keen. A number of adver- 
tisers in the major newspapers are United States firms. Advertise- 
ments are prominently displayed throughout the papers, including 
page cne. Commercial advertisements are interspersed with obitu- 
arie* and employment advertisements. The large metropolitan 
papers have extensive sections of classified advertisements. 

Periodkala 

Periodical publications are numerous and varied in their subject 
matter. According to official statistics, there were 347 in 1958, 
although a considerable number appeared irregulaly and tempo- 
rarily. In 1959, the number of important magazines and reviews 
published at regular intervals totaled 122, with general interest and 
news items, science, religion, economics, and literature providing 
the moet prominent subject categories. Of the 122 periodical publi- 
cations, 20 appeared to reflect the Communist Party line; their 
total circulation was about 72,500 per month (see ch. 25, Propa- 
ganda). The circulation of the 102 non-Communist periodicals was 
nearly 1 million copies per month. 

The most popular and widely read periodical is Semana, an illus- 
trated weekly news magazine with a circulation of 25,000. Covering 
a wide range of topics, including science and art, Semana closely 
follows the format and style of the American Time Magazine. 
Formerly noted for its impartiality, Semana under the ownership 
of newsman Alberto Zalamea in the late 1950,s indicated strong 
sympathies for Alfonso Lopez Michelsen's "Movimiento de Recu- 
peracion Liberal" (see ch. 21, Political Dynamics). During the 
same period, the periodical also published an article on Cuba which 
reflected pro-Castro sympathies. This trend arouced resentment 
among the shareholders, principal among which is the Spanish- 
language magazine Vision, published in the United States. The 
«»nsiiinn; crisis forced the dosing of Semana in the summer of 1960. 
It was later republished in the fall of 1960 under the ownership of 
Senator Alberto Montezuma Hurtado. 

Cromos is a popular illustrated weekly with a circulation of 
30,103. National and international social events, the arts, sports, 
and a special women's section are among its standard items, all of 
which feature numerous photographs. Suce»oa (circulation 20.000) 
is a general interest magazine which reflects Liberal political 
sympathies. 
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r£*nj of the periodic»]« cater to intelleetiuü interests. Hie qnar- 
teriy BeMvar is a leading literary review pnbliehed by the Cul- 
tural Extension Dmsk» of the Ministry of Edoeadon. The bi- 
monthly Etfiral features art an<f literatare. Revitta Javerima 
(circulation 4,000) is a monthly, published by the JaTcriana üni- 
▼ersity. Limited to a small, highly sophisticated readership, it 
rspmsents the most current Catholic intellectual trends. 

Other periodicals are intended for special groups, such as buei- 
nessmeo, university ^udents and teachers, workers, and women. 
This category includes the monthly Eemomia Grmcolombiana, and 
Devenir, a monthly student publication. A relative newcomer to 
the periodical pre« is El Campenao, with a circulation of about 
65,000, published by the Catholic Acciön Cultural Popular. 
Strongly anti-Communist, El Campetino features news mainly of 
interest to farmers. 

The demand for and interest in Communist publications is negli- 
gible. Bogota is the place of publication for Problema» ie la P«M 
y Sodalvtmo, the Spanish edition of the international Communist 
theoretical magazine Problem» of Peace and SoeiaJitm. Vo» de la 
Demoeraeia is intended for members of the Colombian Communist 
Party (Partido Comunista Colombiano) and for Communist-ori- 
ented labor; its weekly circulation is 12,000 to 15,000. The monthly 
ReturgimietUo published by the Atlanticö Department of the Com- 
munist Party, is also directed at labor (see ch. 25, Propaganda). 

Foreign periodicals are imported duty-exempt. They are readily 
available in the '«ookshops of Bogoti and the larger provincial 
cities. Subscriptions placed by individuals outside the country are 
exempt from currency restrictions. In 1958, Co>ombii spent 107,999 
pesos on the importation of periodicals and reviews. Moat came 
from the United States (60,517 pesos). Other major sources were 
Mexico (28,231 pesos), Cuba (6,777 pesos), England (3,356 pesos), 
and Germany (3,366 pesos). 

The most popular foreign magazines are Time Magaaina, The 
New Yorker, the Spanish edition of Life, the French periodical 
Match, and, among English periodicals. The EeonomUt, the Ilhut- 
trated London New», and Th^ New Statesman and Nation, Nearly 
all the readers of such publications are members of the educated 
upper class. 

Professional Training and Organization 

Traditionally, journalism has been a part-time activity for men 
in public life. There are few full-time newspaperman because of 
the exceedingly low salaries paid in the profession. 
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To date, no Cokmbiui timini]>g &cilities exist for journalists, 
ahhoo^i plans for ooame in joamalism are under consideration 
at the University of the Andes and at some institutions of higher 
learning in Bogota. El Tiempo, moreover, hts established scholar- 
ships at Columbia Universitv in New York City and at the Uni- 
versity of Missouri School of Journalism. Sons Mid other close 
relatives of newspaper owners frequently attend schools of journal- 
ism abroad, mostly in the Unite«1. States, in order to prepare thern- 
«hres for future positions as managing editors. The son of Raphael 
Escallofi, owner of the Dtario de la C«ta. published in Cartagena, 
attended the Unh'er?'ty of California School of Journalism. Roberto 
OarcSa Pena, editor of El Tiempo. is also a graduate of an American 
school of journalism. 

The salaries of newspapermen are often inadequate to meet even 
the most basic needs of livelihood. Full-tinie reporters on the large 
metropolitan dailies receive the equivalent of about U.S.$150 per 
month. Provincial newspapers pay even iess. Many of the latter 
rely on the sen-ices of local teachers or university students who 
act as part-time reporters. 

The Colegio Nacional de Periodistas de Colombia (National Col- 
lege of Newspaper Wriie^ of Colombia—CNPC), with headquarters 
in Bogota, promotes the professional interests of journalists, includ- 
ing the improvement of salaries and working conditions, social and 
medical benefits, and the development of indigenous professioiial 
training. Sine« the majority of its membership represents the 
lower rank? of the reporting and editorial staff, CNPC more nearly 
resembles a labor union than a professional organization. The board 
of officers includes five directors, headed by a President, Guillermo 
G&refa. Although chartered as a local organization in the capital, 
CNPC has affiliated branches in Barranquilla, Cali, Medellin, Mani- 
zales. and Bucaramanga. 

The Cfrrulo de Periodistas de Bogota (Organization of News- 
paper Writers of Bogota), under the presidency of Ricardo Ortiz 
McCormick, is a similar organization, representing the journalists 
of the capital. Because of relatively high profensional standards rf 
admission, its membership is smaller thsn that of the CNPC. More- 
over, it is better organized financially. It is planning to construct 
a new headquarters building which will also serve as a club pro- 
viding professional and social opportunities to persons in the public 
information field. Negotiations concerning a merger have been in 
projrress between the two organizations since 1958, but no agree- 
ment had been reached as lat" a.* ^arly lOfil. Differences in member- 
ship poliries nre believed to .^present the principal obstacles to such 
a merjrer. Both organizations also represent the professional inter- 
ests of radio newscasters. 
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PreHmflB, proofreaders, and other tedmieal «nployeee of new*- 
papers are represented by the Aasodaciön Nackmal de Trabajadont 
de la Prenaa (National Association of Prev Workers), headed bjr 
Hamberto Pinsan. Linotype operators are organued in a national 
labor union. 

NEWS AGENCISS 

Foreign and -VMneetk news agencies supply the press with na- 
tional and international news material. A number of newspapen 
also carry news items supplied by the United State« Information 
Agency. With the exception of the domestic Frensa Norte (North- 
ern Press), «11 news agencies hare central «Aces in Bogota. 

Nearly all the newspapers subscribe to the services of the united 
Press International Its Bogoti oorreepondent, Carlos VUlar Borda, 
has been appointed manager of UPI South America-: operations. 
The Associated Press, on the other hand, represented by one corre- 
spondent, has only one subscriber. El Correo of MedelHn. There 
is relatively infrequent use of Beuten news material. Agenoe France 
Presse maintains a large staff, mainly for the purpose of translating 
its news into Spanish. Radio news commentators, rather than newa- 
papers, are its principal customers. The Soviet TASS agency had 
no local correspondent in I960, but the establishment of a TASS 
oiSce in Bogota is planned for 1961. Alleged lack of funds ren- 
dered the New China News Agency (SINUJA) inactive in 1960, 
although the agency plans to resume its operations in the near 
future. The Prensa Latina (Latin Press) news service is believed 
to operate with the support of the Castro regime. Its services are 
regularly used by the press organs of the far left. 

The principal domestic news agency is the Colombia Press. A 
private enterprise he&ded by a Liberal, Guillermo Peres Sarmisnto, 
it serves some Venezuelan newspapers in addition to its Colombian 
subscribers. It is generally friendly to the United States and fre- 
quently makes use of information material supplied by the USIA. 
Teleprensa is owned by the left-wing Liberal, Oscar Coevas, bat k 
managed by Jo^ A. Guzm&n Alandete, a Conservative. Other 
domestic news agencies include Interpreas, directed y the Laurea- 
nista Conservative. Hugo Velasco, and Prensa Norte, with head- 
quarters in Cali. The latter, under the management of Guillermo 
Baena, a former editor with Colombia Press, specialuBM in newt 
of the Caribbean countries. 

BADIO 

Stations sad PrsgnuBs 

Under Colombian lr.nr. individuals or groups wishing to operate 
radio stations must obtain a license from the Ministry of Commu- 
nications.   This provision, however, has not discouraged the pro- 
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Ufantkm of ndio tUttoos; their Bomber m 1958 totaled 902. All 
lioMMd ftatioos are masobat* of th» Aaociaci^a Nacional d« Eadio- 
difnaona (Natkmal Aacciatico of Badk» Brdfitkaaters). 

Of the 202 stations, ITS operate AM transmitters of which lä? are 
medium wave acd 42 short ir<tve. There are 93 FM etatiooa (aw 
table 1). The mo^ powerfa! ($0 küowatts) AM gtations are the 
Emieora Naevo Mundo (New World Station) in Bq^oti, la Vox de! 
Rfo Caoca (The Yoke of the Cauca River) in Cali, and IA Vot de 
Antioqaia (The Voice of Antioquia) m Medellin. From Sutatensa, 
three 25-kilowatt transmitters broadcast to & countrywide networic 
of radio schools operated b? the Cathobc. Church (^e ch. 10, Edu- 
cation). Meet other AM stations are powered by lesg than 10 kilo- 
watts, BadkMÜfuBoi-a Militär (Military Radio Broadcsstmg Sta- 
tions) and Emisora Sur America (Station South America)« both in 
Bogoti are the highest powered FM stations, with 10 kilowstts each. 

The Ministry of Communications operate« Radiotelerisora Kteio- 
nal de Colombia with stations in Bofoti and one in Maniz&Ies. They 
feature government bulletins (Boletin de Noticias), United Nations 
prs^ams, and cultural programs sponsored by various embassies. 

The principal national networks are the Radio Cadena Naciocal 
(Nalkaal Radio Chain), with 36 stations; Circuito Todelar (Tode- 
iar Circuit), with 32 stations; and the Primera Cadena Radial 
ColomMana (First Colmnbian Radio Chain—known as Caracol), 
with 26 ^atiosa. _ The key station of the latter is the 50-kdowatt 
Emiso» Nuevo Mundo (New World Station) («HI 840 kilocycles) 
in Bogota. The country's two other 50-kilowatt stations, in Call 
(820 kikcyclee) and Medellin (770 kilocycles), are also within this 
network, Caraco! broadcasts features, music, and a five-minute news 
program entitled "Reporter Esso," which is given from 1200 Green 
wich Mean Time every hour except on Sundays to 2305 and from 
0100 to 0505 every day except Mondays. On Mondays, from 0205 
to 0230, there is an interview period during which five prominent 
journalists question persons in put lie life on national issues. Emi- 
sora Nueva Mundo has a nightly program from 0805 to 0530 GMT for 
Colombians abroad. The program includes yoth national and re- 
gional cultural and sports news, as well as music and general com- 
ments 

Music, special features, and one- to two-minute newscasts, usually 
every hour on the hour, constitute the basic program on the Radio 
Cadena Nacional network. The brief hourly newscasts are supple- 
mented by ''Actualidades RCN,M a 80-minute program of news and 
comments given at 1050, 1200, aad 1730 GMT every day except 
Sunday tnd at 0001 and 0445, except on Mondays. Some of the 
news items originate in the network's studios in Manizales, Medellin, 
and Call. 
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TW» 1.   Rau« Stotim* «/ CoTumUa—Continued 

FMHMtaM 

Ptty fN^., 

Bocoti Radiodifuaor* MUiUr de Colombia          ...    ... 90000 
Rmiaont 8ur ^meriem 99100 

Souree: Adsptad from Foreign BroadcMt Information Service, BrowktUimi Sto- 
twr* of Ike World, January 1, 1989, Pt. I, p. 162, 163; and Pt. IV,   p. 8. 

On the Circuit© Todefor (Cali) network, the general program of 
music and features is interspersed with newscasts presented from 
1200 to 1230 nd 1730 to 1800, except cm Sundays, and 0001 to 0030, 
except on Mondays. La Vox de Cali (The Voice of Cali—on 6195- 
900 kcs. and 91.50 megacycle    is the key station of this network. 

The programs of the respective networks are broken up intermit- 
tently during the day, at which times the key stations broadcast 
programs of local interest. Most other member stations have indi- 
vidual programs and join the network for certain broadcasts only. 
Classical and popular music, live broadcasts of local events, and 
cultural features are included in the local program schedules. There 
are some stations featuring special types of programs: UE1 Mundo" 
("The World"), in Bogoti, for instance, is popular because of its 
fine programs of classical music. All programs are heavily inter- 
spersed with commercials, which are an important source of income 
for the stations. Critical comments on the programs are frequently 
voiced by radio listeners in letters to newspaper editors. 

Many stations feature the radiopenödieo» (radio newspapers)— 
programs of news and comment with strong political overtones. 
Identified by their titles and the names of their editors, radioperio- 
dico« are independent enterprises which may serve several stations. 
Some of them have become a source of concern to the government 
because of their alleged tendency to spread inaccurate news and for 
their excessive political partisanship. For example, Moises Durin 
Prieto's Radioperiodico Universo (universal Radio-Newspaper), 
which served the Bogota stations I^a Voz de Colombia and Emisora 
Sor America, was suspended in the fall of 1960 for broadcasting 
items tending to incite civil disorder. Another station in Bogoti, 
Emisora Radio Tricolor (Radio Station Tricolor), features the new 
Radioperiodico Sintesis (Radio-Newspaper Synthesis), which sup- 
ports the policies of the national coalition. 

In 1958, radio stations broadcast a total of 594,184 hours. A pai- 
tial breakdown of the total broadcasting time indicates that 43.7 
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percent was devoted to popular music; 8.8 percent, to claamcal music; 
6.1 percent, to cultural subjects and lectures; 10.4 percent, to pro- 
grams featuring folklore; 2.3 percent, to sports; and 9 percent, to 
radioperwdi&Mi. 

In 1959 there were 2,084,300 radio reoeiven in the country. All 
were imported sets, with the German Telefunken and the American- 
made Zenith and RCA sets representing: the most popular makes in 
use. Since the cost of radio sets was high (about Col$300), most 
owners were members of the better-paid middle or upper clasns. 
The only relatively low-price sets available were the «ingle-wave 
length short-wave receivers tuned to the literacy clasns of Radio 
Sutatenza, which eould be purchased through the Acckm Cultural 
Popular for the approximate equivalent cf U.SJ14 (see ch. 10, Edu- 
cation). Receiving conditions throughout the country are generally 
excellent. 

Fordga Broadcasts 

Spanish-language programs are broadcast to Latin America every 
day by the British Broadcasting Corporation, the Voice of America, 
and Radio Moscow. However, it is not known what proportion of 
the Colombian radio audience listens to these broadcasts regularly. 

The BBC broadcasts daily news and news commentary on one 
specific news item of paramount importance from 0100 to 0230 GMT 
on "Comentario del Dia." "Actualidades RCN" is a feature program 
on medical and scientific discoveries and other cultural topics. An 
English-language instruction program for beginners and advanced 
students is also included. The news, news commentaries, and "Actua- 
lidades RCN" have gained special favor with the Colombian audi- 
ence. The technical reception of BBC programs is generally good. 
The broadcasts are on wave lengths of '61M And 25.53 meters. 

The Voice of America broadcasts daily from 2000 to 2100 East- 
ern Standard T -vs, on wave lengths of 16.78, 19.65, 16.94, 19.68, 
'61.09, and 48.58 n-eters. The broadcasts are repeated from 2100 to 
2200 on 16.92 and 19.83 meters. Each program includes news 
md commentary, special features, and music. During the first quar- 
ter of 1961, some of the features presented were "Press Opinion," 
'Labor Notes," "Women Today," The March of Science," and "Uni- 

versity Life." "Music of Today and Always," "The World of Jasz," 
and "Musical Folkways" were presented in the music programs. 

Radio Moscow broadcasts from 1600 to 1630 GMT on wave lengths 
of 25, 16, and 13 meters; from 2300 to 2400 and from 0100 to 0200 
on wave lengths of 31, 25,19. and 16 meters. The reception of these 
hTt>»H/»«»sfq on short-wave sets in Colombia is very good. 
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TELEVISION 

Th« Ukmnon nctvork ia nndergoing oonaidsrftble expansicm. In 
1960, then were 14 teleTision stations (see table 2). The most 
powarful amcmg them were the stations at Cali (Channel A 7,190/80 
kilowatt«) and lianjui; UM latter is an experimental station pow- 
ered by 400/200 kilowatts. An additional 7 teUriaaou stations wen 
under construction—on the Gerro Quemado hill, in Ex Carmen de 
Bolivar, Monteira, Las Jurisdicciones, Neira, Puraci, end Qaleras. 
In 1959, then wore ISOflOO television sets in the couutry. 

M e^^s^ 9 *       a v^^p^ws^^n sje^^vv^^wv Cj  %^^n^*^^s^a^p 

Ott 
(to kflaOTMT 

vtdw Aadto 

«TO» 
a» 

VMw 

AHo Magdalen*.  
BoioU  
BoymeA.  
Buearamaaf»  
Cdl.  
Cali (weekdays only)   
El Quindio (relay station)  
Madrono  
Manisafae   
Manj'Ji (experimental station). 
MedeIMn  
Pas del Rio (satellite station).. 
Tunja.  
Valle del Cauea (satellite •**- 

tkm)  

A7 
A» 
A7 
A10 
A7 
A10 
A9 
Ail 
A5 
A7 
A3 
A7 
A10 

A7 

40 
5 

20 
6 

120 
10 
40 
80 
40 

400 
26 

150 
20 

60 

20 
2 

10 
2 

30 
2 

20 
40 
20 

200 
12 5 
40 

5 

30 

175.26 
187. 2» 
176.26 
193.26 
176.26 
193.26 
187.26 
199.26 
77.26 
175.28 
61.26 

175.26 
193.25 

176.26 

179.78 
19L7S 
179L78 
197.76 
179L76 
197.78 
19t7S 
^S.78 
8L76 

179. 76 
68 76 
179:76 
197.78 

179.76 

>Oemnl data lor «IlittttoM: Owmr. Owtnmmt 
0»e to««. HJRN-TV 
ammkWU 
vubm. Sm*iy 
Nnmbw of Vatm: KB 
Platan ArsoMBcy: ID cydw psr 
ChMuitl «idft: • mcseiKlM pw 
VhiM bead wtdtk: 4 BMiMfrtH p« 

Soaroe: Adapted from World Äedt« and TV Hemdbook, 1961, p 196 

The television network (Televisors Nacional) is owned and oper- 
ated by the government. Televising times are from 2820 to (M00 GMT 
Monday through Friday and from 2130 and 1910 to 0400 on Satur- 
days and Sundays respectively. Cultural and musical programs an 
presented, as well as political commentaries reflecting the views of 
both major political parties and their respective factions. The gov- 
ernment, however, discourages the expression of excessive partisan- 
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■hip in politic*! progruns pnwntod en gfynivmrnt tdevmon ehan- 
neh. Coranercial announoccm&ts are featiuned dnnog 80 mroesA 
of the prognuns. 

To improve te'evisicm proframs Mtd to eeUUiah policiw gorem- 
mg the tllotmeist of time to rsriocj types of programs, th^ Jont» 
Superraor» de Program*« (The Supervisory Cotmdl on Program- 
ming) wig organized in 19*0. The Junta trill wart M a «msolta- 
tive body to the governing board of Televisor* Kecional »nd include 
representatives of different political and calturai organizations and 
trend«. 

FILM 

Films are a favorite form of recreation in the cities, bot they are 
not accessible to a large part of the rural population. In 19&8 a 
total of 55,452,064 persons attended performances in the country's 
691 movie theaters equipped for tlte showing of S5-mm, feature filn^. 
During the same year, the annual per »pita movie attendance was 
slightly over 4. 

The Government Board of Censorship reviews all feature and 
documentary films. With half of its members appointed by the 
Catholic Church, it strives particularly to restrict the depicting oi 
vioieace and organized crime. If such films are shown they are 
limited to audiences over 18 or 21 years of age. Films showing 
scenes of violence stay be completely banned m certain localities. 
The Roman Catholic Church applies its own code in evaluating and 
condemning films which are contrary to Catholic moral or religious 
principles. Film ratings according to the Catholic code are featured 
in many of the newspapers. 

Domestic motion picture production is limited to that of three 
email companies. These produce newsreek and documentary films 
in black and white or in color and mainly feature national events. 
No full-length feature films are produced domestically. 

The principal source for the import of feature films is the united 
States. The united States in 1960 was the country of origin of 
65 percent of all imported motion pictures. American films are 
popular with both educated and less sophisticated movie audiences. 
The Be»t Fear» of Our Lives, Wuihzrwg Heightt, You CanH Tak$ 
It With Tou, and Around the World in 80 Days have had month- 
long runs in movie theatres throughout the country. In 1960, Amer- 
ican films shown in Bogoti theaters included Ben Bur, The Vnfor- 
ffiven, and The Bramble Bueh. Mexico also figures as an important 
source of imported films. French and Italian films have been 
gaining favor with the educated audiences. Ten Soviet feature films 
were shown in 1957.   In 1959, Cinecolombia, S.A., announced the 
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impcat of ioar Soviet film»—Lot Hermmm, Bam Goimev^ fig* 
Mwtommta, «ad El Mtmiemm. 

Doeamenterf fiira» gndoaUy hrnv« been gümng wgnifioiM», 
»tebottgb their dntfibution has bem tampend by tbe preveknee 
of onHttled oonditioos in many ptorinoM. Docummuurics end 
nemiinds ere often aliown by Bomea (Xtbolk perishes at under 
loeei goveraimmt sponeonhip. The gorenunent he* «bo equipped 
some eehodb with projectors and edneetiocud films. In 1%9, the 
aamber of K^mm. sound fwojeetors owned by Boman Catholic 
perishes, govenunent office, and private peraons toteled 558. 

The United States Information Agency operates an extensive 
docnmentaiy film program which indndn the use of mobile film 
units (see «*.h. 25, Prop^anda). 

PUBLISHING 

Publishing and the book trade are vigorouslj pursued activities. 
but no specific figures are available regarding the number of titles 
published by domestic firms in any one year. The latest figures— 
for 1956~merelv indicate that a total of 817 new titk» were pub- 
lished and imported in that year. Of this total, 157 were published 
and imported by commercial firms, 88 by the government, and 
44 by karaed societies. The social snenoes, history, geography, biog- 
raphy, literature, and religion were the main categories of subjects 
of books published end imported by commercial firms. 

There are 116 major publishing and printing establishments in 
the country, 41 of them in Bogoti. The majority of the remaining 
75 are located in Bucaramanga, Medellin, snd Cali. Many of the 
firms spc* alize in the publishing and printing of professional re- 
views and magazines catering to special interests. Among the 
publishing houses located in Bogoti is the nationally known Minerva 
Ltda., which publishes the Bevuta del Banco de la RejmbUea in 
addition to reviews in engineering and commerce. Minerva also 
specializes in the publication of cultural, legal, and scientific works, 
as well as books of poetry and theses. Communist Party pamphlets, 
the Communist monthly Problemt öf Peace and Socialutm, and 
"vorks by Lenin—in addition to professional reviews and works in 
law, medicine, and religion—are published by the Menorah publish- 
ing firm. La Prensa €ftt61ica is the leading house publishing for 
the Catholic Church. Yoluntad Ltda. specializes in works dealing 
with Colombia, scholarly texts, and works by national authors. 
Antares and Qtwrta are also leading publishing houses of the cap- 
ital. Tipografla Bedout in Medellin is nationally known as a pub- 
lisher of bell«« kttres. 



A publiahiiig program of cmm&nJbb msop» it earmd o«t by 
Imj^vcitc Naeionälf the Qvnmmmt Printing CMka Ths mmtanak 
poblished ii^Iade annmb tad bnlktins of UM National Admmittra- 
tive Department ior Statatka, the Annak of CongTii, legal testa, 
political epeechee, tni. caltoKl, ecientifie, and edneadonal mono- 
graphs. 

Beading is a popular pastime only with the educated upper and 
middle claanc These readers, hoareror, may freely seleet from a 
▼ariety of publications representing diverse social and pdittcal 
opinions and literary styles. Bastrtetnw prorinans govwning 
printed matter are limited to laws prahibidBg the proandgatMn of 
poroogra^iy and to the Raman Catholic Indeac, which forbids the 
reading of certain books by members of that faith. Political books 
and those dealing with the national past, inefoding historical biog- 
ni{rfties, are preferred literary sabjeets, althoagh the best selkn 
are most likely to com» from the rafeka of romantic norels and 
those dealing with sociological probhrns within the framework of 
a fictional plot Recent (1958) bestsellert in die latter category 
included La V6»agme by Jas£ Eastacio Rivera «nd Maria by Jorge 
Isaacs. El üruto de EtpaUof, by Edoardo C^milero Galderön. has 
been modi in demand, as were the poems by Leon de Ornff. 
German Arcmiegas has gained great popularity with his soeiologieal 
Mid historical novels (see eh. 9, Artistic and Intelleetttal Expression). 
UM best known among them are Lo$ Commterot, dealing with the 
first uprising against Spain, and El Eitudümte de iu Mem Re- 
dondoy which analyzes the problems of the new generation. La 
Vida MaraviUota de loe Libroa, by Jorge Zalamea Bords, and 
Lievano's political bi^raphies of Nones and BoHvar have been 
prpular fare with the more sophisticated readers. Althoagh native 
authors hre preferred, the translated works of Hemingway. Stein- 
beck, and John OUara are read by many (see ch. 9, Artistic and 
Intellectual Expression). 

A relatively large number of books are imported from foreign 
countries, mostly from the United States, Great Britain, Germany, 
and Spain. The mms spent on book imports from these countries 
in 1958 rotalpd 366,273,150,186, 51,333, and 37,255 pesos respectively. 
Books, particularly works of literature and volumes of poetry, are 
generally expensive. But poetry is accessible to many in newspaper 
columns. The publications of the Imprenta Nacional, which include 
political works and speeches, may be purchased at small cost. 

LIBRARIES 

Library facilities are available only to inhabitants of the major 
urban centers.   According to the Directorio de Bihliotecas y Edit«- 
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«R Colomhia, eompikd by UM Daputaamto Adminiitntin» 
NacmMl <k Eitodkliea (1M0), th« nanÜMr of UbnriM inonMMd 
from 8S2 in 1957 to 889 in 1958 and the number of Tolnmee from 
14TlyB18 to 1,0284189 during tbe seme period. However, the Aimmor 
rio Ommvl de Ettadittiec of 1958, oompüed by the aune agency, 
lista a total of 296 I;brarie8 with 1,625,519 TOIIUMB for the same year. 
The largeat among thme is the Biblioceca Nacional in Bogoti with 
850^000 VOIIUEDM. The others indnded 116 public libraries and 29 
apeeial librariea. Eighty-fire libraries wer« affiliated with schools 
and 66 with unrfenitks. The J)tip*nmc&i of Antioqui and Bogoti, 
the capital city, haw the laigest nmnber of public libraries, n^nmsa, 
and readns. The number of public libraries in the other 15 depart- 
ments averagei 4.7. Of these dqiartmenta, Santsnder and Valle 
have the largest number of readers and Tolnmes. During 1958, 
2/)0fi,758 books ware ooosnited by a total of 1,504^)76 readers in 
public libmriis throoghout the country. 

The scarcity of libraries has been a SOUITP of concern to the gor- 
emaMut, putknlariy because their number in relation to the mm 
of the population is less satisfactory than in several other Latin 
American countries, notably Chile, Caba, and Peru. Official plane, 
made in oollaboratkm with UNESCO, aim at the establishment of 
at least one library in each municipality, as well as at the creation 
of better educational faciliti«« for tbe training of librarians. In 
1958, according to the Colombian Association of Librarians, there 
were only 108 trained librarians and 119 assistant librarians in the 
country. 
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CHAPTER 13 

LABOR FOBCE 

In the abbince of a census since 1951, the Office of Pknniiig, in 
cooperatior with the National Statistical Office, estimated in 1960 
that the total population was 14,771,000 and that the labor force 
was 4,814,000, or 32.6 percent of tint population. Slightly over 50 
percent uf the labor force was employed in agriculture, 17 percent 
in service occupations, 15.1 percent in manufacturing, 5.4 percent 
in commerce, 3.6 percent in electricity and transportation, 3.2 per- 
cent in construction, 1.6 percent in mining and 3.2 percent in other 
occupations. However, the latest detailed statistical analysis of the 
labor force according to sex, age and status of employment is based 
on the 1951 cens a (see tables 1 and 2). It is unlikely that the 
basic proportions revealed in this analysis have changed much by 
1961. 

Rapid population growth waa sno^n in an increase of about one 
million in all occupational categories between 1951 and 1960. Ur- 
banization, industrialization and the large-scale movement to the 
cities by rural inhabitants, ra&inly from the violence-torn areas, 
accounted for a marked increase in the number of persons in urban 
occupations. In manufacturing, employment between 1951 and 
1960 rose by 32 percent, in commerce by 27 percent and in the 
services by 36 percent. The same factors, on the other hand, created 
a proportionate decrease in the number of persons in agricultural 
occipations from almost 54 percent in 1951 to an estimated 50.9 
percent in 1960. The proportionate (although not absolute) de- 
crease of employment in this category has been consistent since 
1925, at which time 69 percent of the total labor force was engaged 
in " ^•; cultural activities. 

Although agriculture employed half the labor force in 1960, it 
accounted for only about 40 percent of the national income. The 
large majority of the agricultural labor force worked for wages, 
grew subsistence crops, or at bebt, tiny cash crops. Frequently 
unemployed and nearly always underemployed, it was the country'« 
largest under-utilized labor potential—and had the lowest living 
standards. Only a «mall fraction of the agricultural workers, in- 
cluding tlie coffee growers, produced regularly for markets.    An 
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antiqunted sysieni of land tenure and indifference to the fate of 
the landless aptioultural laborer prevented the effective contribu- 
tion of the agricultural labor force to national production. In spite 
of much official lip service, rrforms designed to effect a change met 
with opposition and delay. 

The large-scale movement of the rural population to the cities 
since the W20's created a spectacular upsurge in the number of 
persons in urban occupations.    In spite of industrial growth, min- 
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inp, oonstruiticn and manufacturinjj aL^rbed only « relatively 
small portion of the nearly lOO.OtO additional persons who sought 
urban ensployment each year. The limited capacity of the indus- 
tries to provide jobs was shown by the disproportionaiely larjre 
number of p?r8ons in service occupations in 106<)—some 82C).0(¥> 
j^rsons. or 17 percent of the labor force, represent inp the iarjirest 
nonagricultitral occupational catejrorv. An unknown, but presum- 
ably very large, number of urimn workers  lepem'.ed on temporary 
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or occmsionel jobs. Subsiding on small earnings and ineligible for 
most of the protection ander the labor laws, they were often reduced 
to slum imng and destitution. 

In 1960 the manufacturing industries employed about 724,000 per- 
sons, or the second largest number of persons m nonagricultural 
occupations, but only about 240,000 were employed in factories. The 
rest worked in artisan shops, making shoes, leather goods, furniture 
and traditional articles of clothing imanaa). 

Compared to the 1920's and earlier periods, conditions of workers 
permanently employed in construction, mining and manufacturing 
had materially improved by 1901. But organized labor contests the 
validity of statistics which seem to indicate that wages have kept 
up with the rising «*t of living. Workers in the large rnanufac- 
turing enterprises received good wages and enjoyed better working 
conditions than did workers and employees in small firms. They 
also formed the hard core of trade union membership (see ch. 15, 
Labor Relations and Organization). 

White-collar employees in commerce represented another promi- 
nent urban occupational group. Although jobs in commercial en- 
terprises often paid less than those in the manufacturing industries, 
they attracted many middle-class youths with partial or complete 
secondary education who rejected manual labor. 

Some urban areas had extensive unemployment because of the 
continuous movement of rural workers to the cities and the large-scale 
layoffs necessitated by occasional slumps affecting the industries. 
The number of urban unemployed persons was estimated at between 
150,000 and 400,000 annually during the late lOSO's, The preoccupa- 
tion of labor unions and of the Ministry of Labor with layoffs in 
early 1961 indicated that unemployment had assumed serious pro- 
portions. Because of the absence of unemployment compensation 
and the disparity of living standards between the temporary workers 
and those permanently employed, worker? were much concerned with 
job security. Their concern was expressed in demands for protec- 
tion against dismissals without cause and by protests against 
mechanization and technical innovations. 

Industrial expansion and productivity were hampered by the 
lack of skilled personnel. Training programs under the auspices 
of the National Apprenticeship Service (Servicio Nacional de Aprer - 
dizaje—SENA) were in progress in 1961 to meet the needs for 
skilled laborers, junior and senior managers and technicians. But 
the traditional contempt for manual labor, particularly among the 
middle and upper classes, limited the public response to programs 
offering technical training. In 1960 many skilled jobs in industry 
and business had to be filled by qualified foreigners.    Although 
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the Lahor Code of 1950 restricts their numbers, their praaenee elicited 
protest« from organized labor *nd profeanonal MBociations alike. 
Lawyers and doctors continued to represent the majority among 
professional workers although there wis an increasing demand for 
candidates to fill well-paid jobs in agronomy, veterinary medicine, 
mechanical and electronic ensineoring and business administration. 

The labor laws adopted since the 1930's, and compiled in the 
Labor Code of 1950, extended numerous social benefits to workers 
and employees. They reflected the government's paternalistic con- 
cern with workers' welfare and tended to encourage similar atti- 
tudes on the part of management. In 1960 a bill was presented to 
Congress proposing several amendments designed to adjust the 
Labor Code to current social and economic conditions. In connection 
with the proposed amendments, the paternalistic spjrit of the pres- 
ent Code was criticized by many employers and some labor leaders. 
The National Association of Industrialists (Asociacion Nacional de 
Industriales—ANDI) asked for the abolition of regulations cover- 
ing minute details of working conditions and of employer-employee 
relations. Labor unions, on tiie other hand, urged the adoption of 
measurps designed to strengthen employment security. Other pro- 
posed amendments envisaged the restriction of supervisory positions 
to Colombians and changes in the wage structure. 

The administration of President Lleras Camargo followed a policy 
of vigorous government initiative in labor affairs. Besides mediat- 
ine frequently between management and labor to avert strikes, the 
Ministry of Labor investigated the reasons for, and procedures fol- 
lowed in. larjre-scale layoffs of workers neoessivated by business con- 
ditions. It has enacted measures designed to reduce the scope of 
dismissals and to protect the interest of workers affected by them. 

OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION 

Affricvltiire 

The number of agricultural workers was estimated in i960 at 
2,452,000. There was no estimate, however, of how they were dis- 
tributed among the various kinds of agriculture or about their status 
of employment. In 1955-56 it was estimated that 1.16 million, or 
93 percent of a total of 1.25 million workers in the coffee-growing 
arens, worked on coffee farms. Women and children represented 
55.7 percent of the labor force engaged in coffee growing. Accord- 
ing to the 1051 census. 40.4 percent of the labor force then engaged 
in agriculture worked for wages, 13.7 percent were unpaid family 
workers and 24.1 percent were self-employed. It is unlikely t'uat 
those pro|»os-vions had changed much by 1900. 
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Molt of the Agricultural labor fore« in 1960 was engaged in mih- 
siatenoe fanning as sharecroppera or as owners of mmifundis (small 
tracts of land) which are an^saxaomical to farm because of their 
size (see ch. 27, Agricultural Potential). In either case, cash re- 
muneration obtained from the sale of surplus products was either 
minimal or totally absent. The minifundit were u&uallj under 12 
acres and, more often, under 4 acres, and were barely able to pro- 
duce enough for their owners' subsistence Many families lived 
near starvation since part of the subsistence crop had to be sold 
in order to obtain clothing, medicine, tobacco and liquor (see ch. 
17, Living Conditions and Public Welfare). The small plots were 
also unable to absorb the labor potential of a typical family of 
four to SE 'en members, particularly since most crops did not require 
year-round care. 

Initiat»^« to improve production, in the few cases where it ex- 
isted, was frustrated by the involved bureaucratic procedures re- 
quired to obtain government credit for the purchase of modern tools 
and fertilizers. The farmer usually turned to usurers for credit 
which he obtained only at exorbitant interest rates and by mortgag- 
ing whatever little cash he might earn. 

Because of the decisive role of coffee in the economy, the owners 
of coffee farms represented a more prosperous sector of independ- 
ent agriculturists. Coffee farms generally relied on family labor, 
although at harvest time they hired a few helpers. Technical as- 
sistance and favorable terms of trade and credit extended by the 
Government and the National Federation of Coffee Growers (Fede- 
racion Nacional de Cafeteros) enabled most coffee farmers to attain 
favorable production rates and to obtain good cash returns from 
the sale of their crop. These factors were largely responsible for 
the higher per capita income of coffee farmers as compared to 
other agriculturists. 

In 1953 the yearly per capita income of coffee growers was Col 
$475 (Col$3.41 equaled U.S. $1 in 1953) which was 24 percent higher 
than that of persons engaged in all other branches of the crop and 
livestock sector. During the same year, however, workers in the 
manufacturing industries earned an average per capita income of 
Col$580. Coffee growers also benefited by welfare and health pro- 
grams sponsored by the National Federation of Coffee Growers; 
many of them received grants for the building of adequate housing 
and for the installatiot. of water supplies and septic tanks. 

The majority of sharecropper» were landless fanners. Some 
owned land too small to yield subsistence crops. Remuneration to 
sharecroppers accrued in the form of a small portion (ranging from 
one-half to one-fifth)  of the harvest which was grown for the 
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owner. As in the case of most independent farmers, the land al- 
lotted to the sharecropper was osnally too small (sometimes leas 
than 1.2 acres) to allow for an adequate cash crop after the con- 
sumption needs of the family had been filled. Even when the 
tracts were larger, the owners rarely extended technical assistance 
to tenants to improve crup yields, although a few sharecropping 
agreements provided for such assistance. 

The largest number of sharecroppers—and the most difficult «Mi- 
di t ions of sharecropping—were to be found in the tobacco regions 
of the Department of Santander. among the cotton planters of 
Atlantico and the rice-growers of Bajo Sinu in Cordoba. In 
Santander the tobacco sharecropper, with his wife and hi« chil- 
dren, worked for a period of about six months from daybreak until 
sunset, clearing land, making seed beds, planting, irrigating, worm- 
ing, weeding and harvesting. Because of the demand for their 
labor in the fields, most of the children never attended school. 
Whatever crop was left, *fter the landowner's quota had been filled, 
was sold at very low prices on the tobacco market which was vir- 
tually dominated by a f^w buyers who use the leaves in the manu- 
facture of cigars and cigarettes. 

In the western highlands, especially in the department of Boyaca 
where the population was dense and arable land short, the competi- 
tion for sharecropping tenancies created further deterioration in 
the conditions of sharecropping contracts. 

Hired agricultural laborers worked on the plantations and farms 
of big landowners and, to a lesser extent, in the livestock sector. 
This form of agricultural employment predominated in UM leas 
densely popubied eastern areas where sharecropping was not com- 
mon. Most hired laborers depended on seasonal worl and were 
unemployed during four to six months a year. Adding to their 
numbers wen owners of mmifundio* and sharecroppers for whom 
the land provided neither subsistence nor full employment Daring 
periods of unemployment, farm laborers migrated from place to 
place in search of work. Many times the migrations involved UM 
temporary or permanent breakup of families, thus contributing to 
juvenile delinquency and prostitution. Often near starvation, home- 
less and without any medical or social assistance, these workers rep- 
resented one of the country's major social problems in 1961. 

Workers on the banana plantations of the northern coastal areas 
and on the sugar plantations of the Cauca and Magdalena Valleys 
received wages which were considerably above the national average 
and enjoyed various social and medical benefits. Both the banana 
and the sugar plantations employed some workers the yetr around, 
but the number of such workers was small as compared to the 
number hired MI a seasonal basis only. 
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Th« landless, anderempioyed agricultural laborers (peons) have 
been the subject of many political speeches, newspaper articles and 
sociological essays. No data were available, however, concerning 
their numbers, the extent of their unemployment and the pattern 
and frequency of their migrations. Agricultural reform plans de- 
signed to improve their lot have been implemented only on a minute 
scale or, by mid-1961, were still in the planning stage (see ch. 27, 
Agricultural Potential). 

MintBg and Constrnctioa 

There were an estimated 75,fXR) mine workers in 1960, of whom 
12,629 worked for the petroleum industry. Organized in the power- 
ful Petroleum Workers' Federation (Federacion de Petroleros), they 
represented a relatively prosperous sector of the industrial labor 
force. Their wages were about 112 percent higher than those paid 
to workers in other industrial sectors. Construction workers num- 
bered 115,000 during the same year, most of them employed on the 
payrolls of government-sponsored public works projects. Some 
15,U00 workers were employed in highway construction. 

Urban Labor 

Since the 1920,s an increasing number of workers have migrated 
from the countryside to the cities to escape rural poverty and un- 
employment. The violence and internecine warfare in the rural 
areas between 1948 and 1957 gave added impetus to the movement 
(see eh. 22, ""ublic Ord»r and Safety). 

The nigration from country to city has? been a principal factor 
in the striking growth of cities since World War I. From 1918 
to 1953 the yearly population increase in urban areas was 4.2 per- 
cent as compared to 1.2 percent in the rural areas. During the 
«me period the total proportion of the urban population rose from 
21 to 42.8 percent. Between 1938 and 1951 the number of urban 
centers with populations of over 100,000 roue from four to eight. 
Simultaneously the number of munii ipalities with populations of 
less than 5,000 fell by 24 percent. 

The annual rate of growth for urban areas reached its climax 
at 5.2 percent between 1945 and 1953, an era of political violence 
and unrest in the countryside. In the four major cities, Bogota, 
Medellin, Barranquilla and Cali, the growth rate reached an annual 
6.5 percent durirg this period. 

It has been estimated that, of the approximately 150,000 persons 
-«•ho enter the labor market each year, some 100,000 seek employ- 
ment in urban Areas.   Of this annual increment to the labor force. 
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manufacturing enterprises, although they reprfcyent UM major indus- 
trial employers, absorb only about 16,000—• figure which represents 
the average annual increase of empkiymect in this mdoKrial branch 
between 1951 and 1960. Another factor contributing to the crowding 
of the rrban labor market ii the reluctance of profeKioaally trained 
persons to accept positions in rural areas. Phytleians, lawyers and 
engineers, and even the few experts in such fields as agronomy or 
veterinary medicine, refused to accept rural assigTiinesits, favorable 
salaries notwithstanding (see eh. 10, Education). 

Although no staiistics have been published, the continued large- 
scale migration from country to city has created serious unemploy- 
ment in some cities, notably in BarranqniUa where the number 
of unemployable^ from rural area« was swelled by the layoffs lesuit- 
ing from business slumps in local industries. I» the spring of 1961 
layoffs in the textile and aluminum Indtistiy in Barranquilla affected 
about §0 percent of the total potential labor force of UM area, 
according to reports by trade union officials. Other Ui$6-aeale 
dismissals took place in some industrial enterprises in Bogoti be- 
cause of the water shortage of hydroelectric power plants which 
curtailed industrial production by 30 percent 

Alleged curt ailment of exploratory activities necesntated layoffs 
among workers of the Shell-Condor Petroleum Company. In the 
case of the latter, however, some of the workers scheduled for dis- 
missal were retained and those vho had to leave received three 
months wages in severance pay, largely because of the efforts of 
the powerful Petroleum Workers' Federation. 

The general rise of unemployment early in 1961 prompted the 
Miniefer of Labor to investigate the causes of the layoffs. At the 
samp time, one of the leading labor federations^ the Colombian 
Confederutinn of Workers (Confederaciön de Trabajadores de Co- 
lombia—CTC) suggested tlw holding of conference« between man- 
agement and labor to curb the tide of unemployment. 

Rural workers moving to the cities were attracted by higher 
wages, greater public safety and better working conditions. Many 
also hoped to acquire an education and penetrate social barriers 
(see cb. 6, Social Structure). Nearly all workers entering the 
urban labor market hoped to obtain permanent employment with 
a large manufacturing enterprise or to work in the well-paid 
construction industry. However, the jobs available in these sectors 
were limited. Most workers coming from the countryside were also 
handicuppsd by illiteracy and a total lack of skills. Therefore, 
most of fhem were absorbed by the services sector which, in 1960, 
«mployed some 820,000 persons, or 17 percent of the labor force. 
These were predominantly women, working as servants, waitresMe, 
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fenterUinets or kaadry worksr? It» I§6i, fo»- pxssspl«, 51.6 pfromt 
of all fern*!« w&ge »nd s&i&rj «a,ni«rs worked in th« asm« occu- 
pations—a proportics which b«d probjtbiy ehangM little by IMl. 

A consitwiible nroportion of the urt»ar, later for«"« held only 
-occasional rtr temporary jobs. Since their ««nuags wet« iKasfScient 
for maintenance, many toittöd to vagrancy And prosti^tion (see 
vi 17, Living Condsticns and Public Welfare). Thoae who ««c- 
c«eded in a quiring some rudimentary education became cab drivers, 
street vendors, sellers of lottery tickets or artisans' helpers. 

iidftttml MR4 Artfcna Mamfsctattaf 

Next to the services branch, the manufacturing industry included 
the largest number of persons employed in the nonagricultural 
sector. In I960 approximately 724,003 persons worked in manufac- 
turing enterprises employing more than five persons. The figure 
also includes self-employed artisans and their helpers. Although 
the percentage of persons employed in artisan workshops decreased 
from 64 percent in 1&38 to 56 percent in 1953. such persons still 
represented an estimated two-thirds of the 724,000 in the manu- 
facturing industries in 1960. Particularly numerous in the gar- 
ment, footwear and furniture-making branches, artisan shops relied 
extensively on unpaid family help. Sometimes they were operated 
by self-»mployed craftsmen working with one or two helpers. Meet 
artisans worked by hand, without modern machinery a!>d, in some 
rural areas, even without electricity. They catered to small local 
markets or to a limited number of customers and therefore were 
usually not intcre?ted in increasing productivity. 

In the manufacturing branch, the beverage, food-processing, tex- 
tile, garment and metal-processing enterprises represented the prin- 
cipal employers. A large number of women worked in the textile, 
garment and food-processing plants. Employment by the large 
manufacturing enterprises entailed benefits far in excess of those 
prescribed by the Labor Code. They included housing assistance, 
scholarship funds recreational facilities, meals for nominal fees, 
credit fsioilitie« find stock-purchasing plans, Coltejer, the country's 
largest textile enterprise esnploying some 7.000 worker«, financed 
the building of 243 houses for its employees in the Medellin area. 
A twenty-year credit was extended to employees who wishei to 
purchase these houses. Coltejer also operated 3 free primary 
schools and m? ntained 200 scholarship funds for secondary and 
university studies for the children of workers and employees. 
Workers of the brewing industry also enjoyed excellent working 
conditions and fringe benefits. 

Because of the keen competition among urban workers for employ- 
ment in manufacturing enterprises, employers rarely  resorted to 
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form»! recruiting devices such as adrertising or the posting of 
notice*. In mm* cases, racanc:»? were made kno«u informallv to 
UM workers already employed. They in tarn informed famüy 
members, relatives or friend«. Many employers, in fact, preferred 
this method of recruiting since it eliminated the need for inquiiy 
into the worker's fam'ly background and personal cir'cmstancea. 
Illiteracy disqualified persons for employment in most m .nofactur- 
ing enterprises. Whenever possible, preference was given to appli- 
cants with some degree of skill or at least with previous work 
experience. 

In the absence of skill or experience, the choice of new employees 
was usually made on the basis of physical condition and general 
reputation. Once hired, workers were more concerned with attain- 
ing permanent status than with advancement. Most of them re- 
mained on the same job level throughout their tenure, since poor 
educational background and inadequate vocational training pre- 
vented their promotion to the supervisory or low-level managerial 
positions. Such positions were nearly alwuys filled by applicants 
from outside. Horizontal shifts from job to job were, however, 
frequent, depending on operational needs of the enterprise. Rewards 
were given to workers in the form of wage raues or bonuaee for 
increasing periods of service or cm special occasions, such as mar- 
riage or Ihe birth of children. 

In the hiring and promotion of supci, :<*>ry and junior or senior 
managerial personnel, and in the determination of their salaries, 
family connections and social background played an important role, 
particularly in tlv 'amily-owned industrial enterprises. Since the 
1950"s, how-rver, many employers have realized the importance of 
professionai qualification and have adopted the practice of hiring 
and rewarding on the basis of professional background and merit 
In the family-owned enterprises, the son or the closest male rela- 
tive was stiil the logical candidate for managerial and supervisory 
positions, but generally only after he had returned from professional 
studies abroad. 

Conner««! ami GoTcrtment Enptoyeca 

In 1960 an estimated 260,000 persons were employed in commerce. 
Secretaries, clerks, bookkeepers and typists in private offices ac- 
counted for a large proportion of the figure. Some 12,000 bank 
employees were also included. Commercial jobs were favored by 
young men and women of the middle class who were reluctant to 
engage in manual occupations. In addition to maintaining social 
prestige by holding a white-collar job, commercial employees also 
earned relatively good salaries. In 1958 a typist-stenographer was 
paid  between   Col$350  and  Co)$500  per  montli   (Col$l  equaled 
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UJS4.17 in 1958). The werajge monthly mUry of an MccoantMnt 
WM Co^COO per mmth; that of a bank caahitr aboat ColfiOO. 

Approximately 10,000 persons were on the payrolls of the various 
minislries in 1958. In most ministries the average monthly salary 
of a majority cf employees ranged from Col$300 to Col$600. In 
the Ministries of Agriculture, Mines and Petroleum and Public 
Works, between 24 and 29 percent of the employees earned over 
Col$l,000 per month. These salarl i were piid for professional 
jobs which were often vacant because of tM lack of qualified per- 
sonnel. In 1960, for example, the Ministry of Agriculture was 
unable to fill some 69 position in agronomy, s^ricuhural economic?, 
veterinary medicine and rural sociology because of unavaikbility 
of personnel. 

Political affiliations and family connections were also important 
in obtaining government jobs. The principle of parity between 
Liberal and Conservative candidates prevailed in the assignment of 
top-level jobs, bat it WM not always applied in the case of appli- 
cants for lesser positions. Although many among the candidates 
for the top positions held law degrees, their qualifications were 
often irrelevant to the tasks which the position applied for entailed. 
Candidates for kcser positions generally attempt»! to qualify by 
presenting evidence of possession of a secondary-school graduation 
certificate {hachUU.'ato) and a letter of recommendation from the 
local chairman of their political party. In 19$0 the Lleras gov- 
emment introduced a civil service system under which all applicants 
for government positions were required to take examinations, but 
ths system was not yet full operative fay mid-1961. 

PRODUCTIVITY 

Labor productivity was low in all e'sonomic sectors, although some 
improvements had been made since 1953—particularly in some 
branches v'f manufacturing. Croconomie land tenure, lack of mech- 
anization and an average of only 216 working days per year ac- 
counted for low production levels in agriculture. On some large 
f*rms, mainly in the coffee- and cotton-growing areas, satisfactory 
and even high labor productivity was aUair.ed through the intro- 
duction of mecharization and advanced production methods. But 
such farms were too few to raise substantiaily the rate of agricul- 
tural productivity which, in 1953 was stili four time? lower than 
that of industry. In industry the labor productivity index rose 
from 100 to 1953 to 125 ;n 1958, although it dropped to 120 in 
1957. Increased capitalization per worker, in the form of invest- 
ment«? in new machinery, was the main factor contributing to 
improved  industrial  productivity.    The possibility of  increasing 
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productivity by this method exclusively was limited, however, by 
the need to import machinery under high tariff rat» and UM diffi- 
culty in obtaining import licenses. Unions, moreover, objected to 
increased mechanization on the grounds thtf it would rapidly load 
to farther unemployment. 

In general the concept of improved productivity was, in 1? 
still relatively new to employers and workers alike. Many amc g 
the former found it more profitable to draw on the cheap and 
abundant labor supply than to invest in new machinery or training 
programs. Such attitudes were still common among many land- 
owners and even among some industrial employers. 

Because of the very limited use of piece rates, workers saw little 
advantage in increasing their output. A more extensive application 
of piece rates was rendered difficult by the vigorous opposition of 
labor unions which considered this method of remuneration unfair 
to older and inexperienced workers. Many workers ware also handi- 
capped by illness, malnutrition and the psychological impact of 
inferior living conditions (see ch. 17, Laving Conditions and Public 
Welfare). Traditions of paternalism and rigid social barriers 
strengthened the worker's inclination to indifference and his rejec- 
tion of initiative as a means of attaining personal betterment 

MANPOWER PROBLEMS AND VOCATIONAL TRAINING 

All sectors of the economy were affected by the lack of skilled 
workers, technicians, and intermediate-level managerial personneL 
On the profeseional level, traditional attachment to such fields as 
law, medicine and engineering led to an acute shortage of agrono- 
mists, administrators, metallurgical and chemical engineers (see eh. 
10, Education). 

To determine the degree of need for skilled personnel, the Na- 
tional Apprenticeship Service (SENA), a semiautonomous organi- 
sation financed by a 1 percent payroll tax on enterprises employing 
more than 20 persons or capitalized at more than Gol$100,000, 
conducted a survey of such enterprises. Total employment in the 
firms surveyed was 249,831. It was found that their existing or 
anticipated shortages in skilled labor amounted to 30,437, or 12 per- 
cent, of the total employment Of this figure, industrial enter- 
prises reported 45 percent and commercial firms 35 percent of the 
unfilled need. 

Vocational training was given at 96 secondary-level industrial 
and trade schools, in training centers of the SENA and in factories 
on the job. Traditional contempt for manual labor, inadequate 
primary-school preparation and the need for most to start earning 
wages at an early age accounted for the low enrollment and high 
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drop-out r»tcs in secondary technical schools. In 1958 they fur- 
nished only 2 peroeat of the country's need for skilled personnel. 
Poor teaching equipment and unfavorable physical location further 
reduced their effectiveness. Many of the schools were out of touch 
with the development and conditions of employment in the indus- 
tries. Many students of the vocational schools tended to seek non- 
manual occupations even though they had only completed one or 
two grades. Those who continued to the higher grades, which led 
to the training of technicians usually applied for supervisory posi- 
tions involving little or no manual activities—if they remained in 
industry at all. 

A program to increase the number and improve the qualifications 
of the country's skilled labor supply has been launched bv SENA. 
During 1959 and 1960 it built eight industrial apprenticeship cen- 
ters in Bogoti Medellin, Barranquilla, Belencito, Cxli, Cartegena, 
Manizales and Pereira, as well as a center for commercial appren- 
ticeship in Bogota and one for agricultural apprentices in Annenia. 
In 1959, 1,190 students graduated from the daytime courses offered 
at SENA's industrial centers. The number of adult graduates from 
night courses offered at these centers was 5,500. Corresponding 
figures for graduates for commercial centers were 1,120 and 4,500 
respectively. 

Two commercial apprenticeship centers in Cali and Bucaramanga, 
two industrial apprenticeship centers in Cücuta and Barrancabermeja 
and additional agricultural apprenticeship centers were in the plan- 
ning stage; in 1961. SENA also extended technical assistance to 
enterprises operating permanent trainipg programs on thc'r own 
premises. 

Although the establishment of training facilities under f' J SENA 
program was gaining momentum during the late WSO's, about 90 
percent of the workers were still trained on the job. Such training 
was empirical, without theoretical instruction, and was given by 
persons who themselves were not thoroughly skilled. The need was 
also urgent for intermediate-level supervisors (foremen), particu- 
larly sincfr workers' morale and relations between workers and super- 
visors have become important factors, largely because of the infiu- 
erre of organized labor (8n?e ch. 15, Labor Relations and Organi- 
sation K In many enterprises improper supervision contributed to 
low production and to unrest among workers. Courses for workers 
selected by employers to fill supervisory positions were offered in 
a Tew large enterprises and by SENA. In Medellin the Colombian 
Institute of Administration (INCOLDA) has established a school 
for the training of senior level industrial personnel. 
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The acute shortage of skilled laborers, technicians and managers 
neceentated the employnent of foreign peratmnel in many enter- 
priare. In 1958 some 750 European immigrants were admitted to 
the country to work as technical experts, but, in accordance with 
provisions of the Labor Code, enterprises were required to limit the 
number of foreign workers or employees. In enterprises employing 
more than 10 persons, the proportion of foreigners could not exceed 
10 percent of the unskilled workers or 20 percent of skilled workers, 
specialist« and managers. The Minister of Labor could raise these 
percentages when no Colombian personnel was available for posi- 
tion^ involving essential technical skills. But in such cases the 
specialists hired in excess of the legally established percentages 
might remain only until such time as Colombian replacements could 
be trained. The employment of foreigners in supervisory positions 
gave rise to friction and to requests that these positions be given 
only to Colombians. 

LABOR LEGISLATION 

The first major labor laws were passed during the first admin- 
istration cf President Alfonso L6pez (1934-38), an era noted for 
extensive social legislation. During the same period the principle 
of protection of labor by the state was written into the recodified 
Constitution of 1936, Article 17 cf which provided that "labor is 
a social obligation and it shall enjoy the special protection of the 
state." President Lopez' Decree No. 2350, passed by Congress as 
Law No. 6, is usually referred to as the Colombian Charter of 
Labor. In addition to establishing minimum wages, severance pay, 
paid holidays and employers' liability for sickness and accidents, the 
law established conditions favorable to labor organization and guar- 
anteed the right to strike (see ch 15, Labor Relation? and Organi- 
zation). This law. and others passed subsequently, were compiled 
in the Labor Code of 1950. The Code itself was amended many 
times after 1950 by a number of specific laws and regulations re- 
flecting the government's paternalistic attitude toward labor. 

The first book of the Labor Code contained provisions regulat- 
ing relations between employers and employees as well as funda- 
mental rules governing the employment contract, apprenticeship, 
wages, social benefits and hours of work. The second book dealt with 
collective labor contracts, workers and employers organizations and 
labor disputes (see ch. 15. Labor Relations and Organization). The 
third bcKik regulated labor administration and procedures for en- 
forcemem. 

Labor and social laws were enforced by the Ministry of Labor, 
notably by its Technical Branch.   The latter included Divisions of 
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Indmdual, CoUectife aad Rural Labor Affairs, a Division of 
Medical Care and Industrial Safety and a Division of Occupational 
Raalth. The main advisory body of the Ministry of Labor in mat- 
tars of policy and planning was the National Labor Council. It was 
«ompowd of the Ministers of Development, Public Health and 
Agriculture and the representatives of the Social Security Institute, 
SENA, the National Wage Council and the two central organizations 
of trade unions and of employers' organizations. Labor inspectors 
and regional labor councils were charged with the local enforcement 
of labor laws. 

In the urban areas, and particularly in large enterprises, the 
labor and social laws were effectively enforced. Enforcement was 
leas stringvsnt and often neglected in the rural areas. Because of the 
general reluctance 10 accept employment in the countryside, the poets 
of labor inspectors were often vacant. Moreover, it is likely that 
in some rural areas employers bribed local labor inspectou to ignore 
noncompliance with labor laws—a custom which was extensively 
practiced in the ISSO's and ISSO's. Agricultural workers, mostly 
illiterate, were often unaware of the benefits to which they were en- 
titled and so failed to claim them. 

Theoretically provisions of the Labor Code applied to all workers 
regardless of their status in the labor force. In fact, however, 
the neediest category, notably occasional, temporary and unpaid 
family workers, were ineligible in many parts of the country for 
benefits in cases of nonoccupational sickness and maternity. Other 
benefits applicable only to permanent workers were severance pay, 
wage bonuses, paid vacations, group insurance and work clothes. 

Contracts of Employment 

Employers in all sectors of the economy who employed more 
than five persons were required to adopt rules of employment, gov- 
erning such subjects as apprenticeship, probationary periods, work- 
ing hours, overtime work, minimum wages and discipline. In some 
cases the terms of the contract represented legal minimums as pre- 
scribed in the Labor Code. More often they were established after 
individual or collective bargaining and were considerably above 
minimum standards. In accordance with the provisions of the 
Labor Code, the employment of youths under 18 was subject to 
prior approval by parents or guardians, or, in the absence of these, 
by departmental or municipal labor inspectors. 

The minimum duration of employment contracts for fixed periods 
was four months. Contract« without a fixed period of duration 
were presumed to continue for six months. Such contracts could be 
terminated by either party on at least 45 days of written notice. 
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Employers were not obligated to give advance notice if they paid 
the wages and salaries for 45 days. Nearly all employers insisted 
on including this provision, called the "reserre clause," in the em- 
ploymeut contract. The reserve clause represented the main point 
of controversy between management and labor. Both trade unions 
and nonorganized workers have demanded its repeal and its replace- 
ment by provisions curtailing and e^fu abolishing the emploTers' 
right to dismiss without cause, but it was still in effect in 1961. 

Severance pay had to be given to all workers and employees upon 
termination of the work contract or upon dismissal for nondis- 
ciplinary reasons. Artisans employing less than five persons were 
exempted from the obligation to give severance pay. The severance 
pay amounted to one month's wages for each year served and an 
additional proportionate sum for every fraction of a year of service. 
In industrial firms capitalized at less than Col$20,000, and in agri- 
cultural and forestry enterprises capitalized at less than Col$60,000, 
the severance pay equaled 15 days" wfges for each year and a pro- 
portionate amount for fractions of a year. Grounds for the denial 
of severance pay included criminal acts against the employer or 
his family, intentional damage of busius'js property and the dii- 
closure of business secrets. 

Wages 
Struct»'!-* 

In accordance with regulations of the Labor Code, the remunera- 
tion of employees and workers in 1961 consisted of a basic wage 
or salary, premiums paid for overtime and Sunday work and fringe 
benefits. Service bonuses and commissions were also considered to 
be part of the regular wage. Fringe benefits were much more ex- 
tensive than in the United States. Many of these were social benefit« 
for which employers were held responsible, although they will be 
relieved of some of this burden when social security legislation is 
fully implemented (see ch. 17, Living Conditions and Public Wel- 
fare). Some employers, mainly in the large enterprises, provided 
additional benefits beyond those prescribed by law. In these enter- 
prises, the cost of fringe benefits amounted to 50 percent and some- 
times to 80 percent of the wage. The high proportion of the total 
wage applied to social benefits was one of the main factors which 
kept basic wages and salaries relnMvely low. During the late 1950'g 
some workers and employers called for the abolition of at least 
some of the overprotective benefits and for the payment of ligher 
basic wages instead. 

Most employees felt, however, that the educational standard of 
workers was too low to justify the assumption that they would apply 
the higher wages to the purchase of insurance protection.    Em 
ployers also tended to agree that additional fringe benefits increased 
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total labor costs to « lesser extent than higher bssic wages. The 
ezte&sioB of benefits far in excess of those prescribed by law in 
many enterprises illustrated the generally favorable managerial at- 
titudes toward fringe benefits. Small enterprises, however, often 
found it difficult to meet the cost of the» benefits. 

Among th« workers too, there was relatively little support for 
the change in wage structure. Most of them felt that an increase 
in basic wages would not make up for the benefits which they re- 
ceived under the present system. Trade unions, on the other hand, 
demanded still further increases in both benefits and bisic wages 
(see ch. 15, Labor Relations and Organization). 

MianuB Wage 

Minimum wages were determined periodioally by the National 
Wage Council. The wage rates were baseO on the cost of living, 
business conditions in the various branches of the economy and the 
niture of the work. In 1960 minimum wages ranged from Col$2.80 
per day in rural Narino to Col$6.30 in more industrialized areas 
(Col$l equaled i:.S.$.14 in 1960). Legislation passed in late 1959 
provided for the adjustment of wages and salaries to the cost of 
living. According to the law, bonuses were added in proportion 
to the rise in living costs to the wages and salaries. If the cost 
of living continued to rise by more than 20 percent over two succes- 
sive six-month periods, the bonus became part of the salaries or 
wages. 

Lrreb of IBCMBC 

Between 1957 and 1960 both salaries and wages in the industries 
increased by 33.8 and 56.8 percent respectively (see figs. 6 and 7). 
The higher percentage of increase in wages as compared to salaries 
reflected the vigorous bargaining efforts of the unions. Since only 
a small percentage of salary earners were unionized, they were less 
successful in obtaining higher wages. Although statistics indicate 
that the increases in wages and salaries generally followed the rise 
in living costs (see table 3), the unions dispute the validity of 
these statistics and the cost of living was a major concern to most 
workers and employees in 1961. L«boi' unions considered the 1960-61 
wages too low and called many strikes in these years to obtain wage 
increases. 

In the industries average hourly wages rose from about Col$0.00 
in 1057 to Col$1.32 in mid 1960 During the first half of i960, 
average hourly wages ranged from Col$0.91 in the clothing industry 
to about Col$1.66 pesos in the beverage industry. The range of 
average monthly salaries during the same period was from Col$55H 
in the wood industries to about Col$900 in the rubber industry. 
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Figure 8.    Avtragt monikly •atom« in Coiomlna, 1957-410. 
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Table S.    Money Income and Real income of Colombian Employoet * an4 Worktrt* 
1957-40 

tmpiOTml Ü Werken 

rmr i I 
| Caowmer I 
tphe»ia4ei 

 ! I 
! j 

1957« j 12a 8 ! 
1958« ..} 138. 7 j 
1959«.. I 148. 3 j 
1959* j 143.5 j 
1960" ! 154.6 I 

Month'? ntartc« 

Pea«       IcOu 

Real Boorly 

Pan 

546 
618 
682 
666 
723 

116.9 
132.3 
146 0 
14Z7 
154 9 

96.8 j; 
9«. 8 ij 
98. 4 j! 
98. 0 !i 

ioa2 ;! 

123. 9 j 0. 97 
139. 9 j 1. 10 
151. 7 i 1. 20 
149- 7 j I. 16 
157. 7 I 1. 29 

lode« 

149.2 
169 2 
184 6 
17a 2 
197.9 

K«s! 
■•ft* 
laötx 

120 4 
12a 9 
121.7 
119.1 
125.5 

• .hose awntDf monUiij- miaiiec. 
* Thtm mnmf bouri; w»gn. 
• AsniisJ mmngt 
* January to Jose »venee. 

Source: Adapted from Dcpart&mento Admiüistrativo Nucional EstAdfetJc*, 
Boeltin Mensuoi de BsiadUtita, March I960, p. 91, »ad September I960, 
p. 8". 

For male agricultura] workers the daily wage in the hot regions 
was Col$5 78 o! Coi$3.33 plus food. In the cold regions the daily 
wages were Col$4.90 and Coi$8.80 respectively. During the harvest 
season, however, daily wages for some crops were prolmbiy as high 
as Col!? 10 per day. Standard day wages paid to the workers on 
banana plantations of the northern coastal areas and to those work- 
ing on sugar plantaiions of the Cauca and Magdalena valleys were 
in excess of Col$10 per day. 

The highest wage rates were paid by the petroleum industry. 
Petroleum workers in the first half of 1961 earned an average daily 
wage of Coi$20.K) as compared to ColSl2 earned by textile workers, 
even though the latter were considered to be among the best paid 
workers in the mamifacturing industry. Even ii j»|jer wages were 
paid »»arly in 1061 in the construction industry in Bogota. Average 
daily wages ranged from Col$28 for driver? ot earth-moving equip- 
ment to CoISIC» for machinists and Col$7 for watchmen. 

Overtime work was paid at tm- rate of tinie-and-one-fourth and, 
if performed at night, at the rate of time-and-thnse-fourths. Wages 
pr.id f r /rgular night work were 35 percent higher than day wages. 
Wagt t'firners working on Sundays and on public holidays received 
twice tV daiH' wage. 

Workers and employees in enterprises caphr-Iized at Co'$200.000 
or more were entitled to « special service bonus equaling 2 weeks* 
wajres, to lie paid twice a year. In enterprises capitalized at less 
than ("O'^JIHI.^MI. the bonus equaled 15 days' wages 
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Werkins Ho«» and Holidays 

The Labor Code prortded lor *n S-himr day and a 4B-hour work 
*r«e-k. In some enterprise the working day wat increased to 9 hours 
und » free Saturday afternoon w*s granteci instead. Hours of work 
eoosd be shifted by the n-aöAgement as iong as they were not in 
excess of 8 per day snd 4S per week. Minors under 16 could sot 
work more than 8 hours per dey and eould not work nighu« at all 
except in doniO»*if service The F hour day was not applicable to 
directors, drivers employed by transjjort firms and to tliose per- 
forming »erviees of rigiboc*. 

All permanent workers »nd employers were entitled ro 15 days 
of paid vacation for every year of service. Rejrukr wapes were 
paid on Sunday to blue-collar ■? crkers only, provided that they had 
not been absent from work durmg I'.B preceding week. In addition 
- --kers ajid eiaploye*^ received paid leave on 17 religious and 
nation*! hohdays. 

Benefits 

Sinie, in l?H>i. workiaens1 compensat!-r>i» is rider social security 
laws -jras still inoperative, amployers were still responsible for the 
medical expenses of peisous injured during work or contracting 
occupational diseases. The expenses to be covered included first 
aid, medications, «rgical treatment and hogpitalixation not in ex- 
cess of two years. In addition woikers and employees were entitled 
to cash benefits tor disabsiity caused by accident or sickness. The 
sun. of th* benefits varied depending on *he degree and duration 
of the disability; tail wages for up to 6 months m:ght be paid for 
temporary disability and a full 24 months' wages for total perma- 
nent disability. 

For nonoccupational sickness and maternity, employees snd work- 
ers were covered by social security in the departments of Antioquia, 
Cundinamarca, Caldap and Valle del Cauca. Elsewhere, however, 
employers were required to provide coverage. Cash al'owances for 
disability due to nonoccupational sickness were payable up to 180 
days. 

Pregnant women were entitled to eif.ht weeks of maternity leave 
during which they received cash benefits end free prenatal care, 
hospitsdijatjon, obstetric care during confir ement and postnatal car«. 
Enterprises employing more than 50 women were required to ««tab- 
lish a miif^r. for small children. 

Enterp:.*» with large payrolls or with high basic capitai were 
required to provide group life insurance, retirement pensions and 
family allowances, but, in 1961, it was expected that such benefits 
«'VPiitually became available under social security. 
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Enterprise« with »i ie»st 20 emplojees or capitalized at ColtlOO^XK) 
or more were also reqaired to pay 4 percent of their monthly pay- 
roll into "family compensation funds." In 1960 the allowance aver- 
aged a monthly Co!$12 per child for workers in the manufactoring 
industries. 

Enterprises employing one or more permanent worker were com 
pelled to issue work clothes twice A year to workers earning lees 
than Col$200 pur month.    The payment of transportation benefits 
to workers in the lower wage brackets wafc required of employers 
in urban centers- 

The Labor Code included special provisions to assist worker» 
employed under difficult climatic and physical conditions. For 
workers in certain agricultural, catt'e-raismg and forestry enter- 
prises, for example, eraploysrs wer* required to proride special 
housing and food as part of the wages »nd also to establish preT«n- 
tive and curative laedical facilities. There were similar provisions 
for thosse employed in the petroleum and construction industries, in 
l«üia}ia plantations, in gold, silver and platinum min«« and those 
employed in mining and industrial enterprises in the remote prov- 
ince of Chofx». 
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CHAPTER 14 

FORCED LABOR 

Each of the constitutiona passed sin« 1853 bars slavery. *lrti- 
cie 22 of the Constitution of 1886, retained unchanged in the 
codifications of 1936 and 1545. states, ". . . there shall be no alavee 
in Colombia. Any person being a slave who shall enter the ter- 
ritory of the Republic shall b« free.'' Slavery survives vestigiously 
among some Indians. There is no forced labor in the sense in 
which it has been defined by the united Nations Economic and 
Social Council—a "system of forced or correotire labor which is 
employed as a means of political coercion or punishment for hold- 
ing or expressing political views, and which is on such a scale as 
to constitute an important element in the economy of a . . . 
country." 

Slavery was widespread among the Indians at the time of the 
Spanish conquest The decimation of the Indian population under 
Spanish rule sharp!y reduced the number of Indian slave-owners 
&üd slaves. Even now, however, slavery may noi yet have become 
extinct among the Guajira Indians, who reportedly still sell slaves 
to nearby areas of Venezuela and islands of the Caribbean. 

The Spanish ruler« considered the surviving Indian population 
to be tributaries and required them to work for certain periods dur- 
ing the year, in mines or on public works. This system, known as 
the mka, survived into the first half of the nineteenth century, even 
after independence (see ch. 4, Ethnic Groups). In addition, they 
imported large numbers of negroes whom they used as slaves. Slav- 
ery was abolished gradually in the nineteenth century, and in 1851 
legislation gave all slaves their freedom. 

Except among the Guajiras, forced labor no longer exists in the 
country, but two types of unpaid labor are still found in the western 
highlands, where most of the remaining Indian communities are 
found. 

In accordance with a tradition common to many parts of Latin 
America, Indian men still perform unpaid labor on public works. 
Within their own villages, they are responsible for cleaning and 
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repairing the pl«j». the churth. pat'is. and other facilities. In 
addition, thaae Indians have long contributed five days per Tear 
to the performance of similar work in the nearby towns. 

The other type of unpaid labor is generally associated with the 
Indians, but it may also involve other rural residents. This actually 
constitatee abuse of the farm tenancy system. In the past, at least, 
landlords have required extra services of their tenants or have made 
use of the labor of family members of the tenants without remunera- 
tion. While neither of these two types of unpaid labor is forced 
labor in the sense of the definition, their abuse may create hard- 
ships which resemble those of forced labor. 
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CHAPTER 15 

LABOR RELATIONS AND ORGANIZATION 

Although unionization has been increasing more npidUy since 1958, 
only slightly more than 15 percent of the labor force (ipproximately 
325,000 of the total of 4.8 million) was unionized in 1960. A 
majority of these van urban industrial workers. The unionization 
of the large agricultural labor force has proceeded slowly and is 
strongly opposed by rural employers. Salaried employees first be- 
gan to form unions in 1959. 

Since its beginnings in the 1920*8, the labor movement has been 
associated with political parties. The first unions and their federa- 
tions were led by Communists, but the first major labor confedera- 
tion, the Colombian Confederation of Workers (Confederaciön de 
Trabajadores de Colombia—CTC) was formed under Liberal aus- 
pices in 1935. Because of it« association with the Liberal Party, the 
movement declined under Conservative governments. A period of 
dictatorship (1953-57), frequent politicaf upheavals and a decade 
of public violence prevented iis steady, organic development. The 
organization of the national Union of Colombian Workers (Union 
de Trabajadores de Colombia—UTC) in 1946, under the auspices 
of the Roman Catholic Church, represented an attempt to divorce 
the labor movement from politics. However, because of UTC's 
favored position under Conservative regimes (and under Dictator 
Rojas who wooed Church support). Liberals tended to associate it 
with their rival political party and with Church influence in politics. 

Persistent Communist attempts to gain control over the unions 
have damaged the unity and prestige of the labor movement Com- 
munist efforts were directed mainly against the leftdership and 
local federations of CTC v "äch, in 1960, finally expelled its Com- 
munist-ruled affiliates. However, Communist influence remained 
strong among local unions, mainly in the departments of Saatander 
and Valle del Cauca and also among rural workers who were just 
beginning to organize under UTC auspices. Communist association 
with the labor movement has also intensified ihe suspicion and hos- 
tility of employers toward unions. 

The strength and prestige of organized labor has not been suf- 
ficient to influence social legislation.    Governmental  paternalism, 
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rather than union miriative. was responsible for law«, regulating 
employment conditions, wages and fringe benefits. Labor leaders 
who have entered political life have landed to forget the interest« 
of organized labor and to become preoccupied with party politics. 
However, unions have used collective bargaining successfully to 
increase wages. In the 19C0*s wag«? levels established in collective 
bargaining came to be used as bases for adjustment, rather than 
those in the minimum wage law. The terms of collective contracts 
negotiated by major unions have been generally extended to non- 
organized employees. 

The policies and attitudes of the Lleras government toward 
orgafii?«d labor have been friendly and protective. The govern- 
ment has not favored one national federation ovet the other and has 
not interfered with their organizational activittes. It has extended 
financial assistance to UTC and CTC and has supported their 
labor-leader training programs. Since 1960 labor leaders have been 
appointed to serve on official bodies for the study and implementa- 
tion of economic and social reform programs. In advocating the 
creation of a unified, nonpolitical labor movement. President Lleras 
has lent additional emphasis to the concept of nonpartisan coopera- 
tion which represents the principal aspiration of his National Front 
government. However, traditional resentments between UTC and 
CTC and the political ambitions of many of their local leaders have 
been puwerful obstacles to any practical steps leading to the unifica- 
tion of organized labor and to its renunciation of political tuje 

()n the other hand, .he government has readily intervened to 
maintain lal>or peace. Mediation efforts by the government have 
often succeeded in averting strikes or in shortening their duration. 
Strike demands have often boen submitted to the President or to 
the Minister of Labor for arbitration. The government has been 
inclined to use its broad powers to declare a strike illegal, par- 
ticularly when Communist agitation was involved or when a work 
stoppage tended to interfere seriously with national production. In 
some eases the government protected participants in illegal strikes 
from retaliation by management. Such protection has not been 
extended, howeve:. to workers who refused to return to work after 
a strike was declared illegal. In 1959~ft0 the national leadership of 
UTC and CTC coopera! d with the government in trying to reduce 
the incidence of strikes. But these efforts were not supported by 
local unions, which were pressed by the'r members to call strikes 
in nrotest against living conditions. 

Relations between employers and workers have always been 
marked by mutual distrust and much strife because of traditional 
class cleavages and frequent upheavals in the national economy. 
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To discourage the growth of onion membership, many employers 
have adopted a paternalistic policy of extending various benefits to 
their workers. White-collar employees, composed mainly of middle- 
class elements and of impoverished members of the upper class, 
have tended to sympathize with management even though their 
economic conditions were scarcely better than those of common 
workers. This attitude is changing, however, with the growing trend 
among salaried employees to form their own unions. 

Although relations between the national leaders oi CTC and CTC 
and employers have improved, industrial relations between 1958 and 
1961 have generally been unstable ard marmi by many strikes and 
threats of strikes. In most cases the strikes were called for higher 
wages, the curtailment of managerial privileges or in protest against 
the high cost of living. Communist agitation, however, was respon- 
sible for a number of strikes. 

Er'oloyers' associations have been primarily con.-mied with the 
economic interests although, since the late 1950's, some of them hav© 
also dealt with labor relations and with problems of meeting the 
demands of organized labor. 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

The country's earliest labor organizations were the artisans' 
mutual benefit societies which flourished during the colonial era 
in the seventeenth century. During the middle of the nineteenth 
century the I>emocratic Society of Artisans and Workers was 
formed by young intellectuals influenced by the ideas of Louis Blanc 
and Francois Fourier. The Society gained considerable influenc© 
in the cities; by 1853 it included soim 90 local branches, but after 
1860 membership declined. A few mutual welfare associations of 
workers survived until the early 1920's. 

The antecedents of today's labor unions emerged during the 
1920*8. Their early ideological orientation V7as anarcho-syndicalist, 
but after 1925 Communist trade union leaders gradually gained 
control over them. In 1925 the Second Workers Congress net in 
Bogota to form the National Worken' Co ■''deration (Ccnfedara- 
cion Obrera Kackmal). Ignacio Torres Giraldo. a member of th* 
country's early Communist party, the Grupo Comuniota. presided 
over the Congress. Although the majority of the delegates were 
anarcho-syndicalists or socialists, Tovres Giraldo succeeded in af- 
filiating the nascent National Workers' Confederation with the Red 
International of Labor Unions (RILU), the global 'abor counter- 
part of the Communist International. The ThinI Workers Congress 
in 1926 considered f>niiing a wcrkerr; party; the majority of dele- 
gates decided to organize the Socialist Revolutionary Party (Par- 
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tido Socialist* Bevolucionario—P>R), a party winch adopted Com- 
nranist programs and obiectives although it was not Communiat in 
name. Upon the suggestion of Torres Giraldo, the PSR joined the 
Communist International in 1927 During the same year Torres 
Giraldo became a member of the presidium of RILU. 

Liberal and Marxist factions competed within the PSR. Under 
^he leadership of Torres Giraldo the Marxists gained control, uuring 
the late ISJSO's, over the banana workers union which had been first 
organized by an anarcno-syndicalist. Rau Mahecha. Torres Giraldo 
and his "solidarity committees*' were instrumental in organizing the 
banana zone strike in 1928 which was violently suppressed by the 
government. Communist influence was dominant in most regional 
labor federations although some had Liberal leaders. Those under 
Communist auspices included the Magdalena Syndica! Union (Union 
Sindical de Magdalena), the Federat;on of the Zone of Atlantico 
(Federacion del Zona Atlantico) and the Workers' Federation of 
Bolivar (Federacion Obrera de Bolivar). In addition, there were 
the National Workers' Confederation of Coliwnbia (Confederaciön 
Obrere Nacional de Colombia) and the National Center of Workers 
and Peasants /Central Nacional Obrera y Campesina), although 
these national federations were hrgely mythical. Both the regional 
and national federations were among the signatories of the first 
Communist regional labor union organization affiliated with RILU, 
the SyndicU Confederation for Latin America (Confederacion 
Sindical Latino Americana—CSLA), organised in Montevideo in 
1929. In addition to the propagandistic exploitation of the social 
and ethnic problems of Latin American countries. CSLA denounced 
the non-Communist Pan American Federation of Labor (PAF1...) 
as an instrument of "yankee and British colonialism." 

The close asbociation of the early labor unions with Communists 
accentuated the hostility with which employers and Conservative 
political elements looked upon tlie labor movement. In the absence 
of legal guarantees for union organization and the right to strike, 
employers often resorted to the use of strike breakers and the 
arbitrary dismissal of workers for membership in the labor move- 
ment. 

The elections of 1930 marked the beginnings of cooperation be- 
tween the Liberal Party and the labor movement. The Liberal fac- 
tion of the PSR supported the winning candidste for the presidency, 
Enrique Olaya Herrera (1930-34). The original PSR, weakened 
by factional strife, disappeared during the same year but re-emerged 
as the Colombian Communist Party (Partido Comunista Colom- 
biano—PCC) during the early 1930'8.    Following the mstrueuana 
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of the Comintern, the PCC conceotratsd on the laboi' moTein«it 
and particularly on agricultural workers of Indian ethnic origin 
m the Department of Tolima. 

Li.ws passed during the admiBistration of Liberal President 
Alfonso Lopez (1951-38)—granting 'reedom of association and the 
right to strike—enabled the labor movement to gather strength. 
In 1935 the labor unions controlled by Liberals formed the Syndical 
Confederation of Conmbia (Confederaciöß Sindical de Col<anbia) 
which later changed iti name to Colombian Confederation of Work- 
er» < Confederacion de Trabajadores de Coiombia—-CTC). By 193T 
CTC had 900 local» with a total claimed memberehip of about 
10O.«'KX). Communist influence was strong in tb« central committee 
of t e CTC and also in many of the local unions. The CTC was 
among the first major labor federations which participated in the 
charter congress of the Confederation of Latin American Workera 
(Confederacion de Trabajadores de America Latin»—CTAL) which 
met in Mexico City in 1938. CTAL wus the second Commonist- 
dommated regional labor union organisation to be formed in Latin 
Americt. An instrument of the popolar front technique, it urged 
the cooperation of labor unions regardless of political aMliation. 
Its first executive committee included two Colombians, Clodomiro 
Clavijo and Cristiano Costillo. After World War 11, CTAL be 
came one of the main platforms in Latin America for the denuacia- 
tion of the influence of the United States and of the activities of 
the American Federation of Labor. 

In 1939 and 1945 anti-Communist members of the Liberal Party 
fried to change the Communist orientation of the CTC. Their 
efforts succeeded only in temporarily splitting the organization into 
Communist and Liberal factions—after which the Communist« suc- 
ceeded each time in reasserting themselves. During the late 1940'8, 
however, factionalism within the PCC and the growing influence of 
left-wing liberal Jorge Eüecer Gaitsn with the lower classes precipi- 
tated a decline of Communist influence in CTC and among workers 
in general. Labor organization, under the auspices of the Church, 
also began during the same period and contributed to the decline. 
In 1946 Jesuit Father Vincent Andrade, supported by the Colombian 
Church hierarchy, organized the Colombisn Workers' Union (Union 
de Trabajadores dt Colombia—UTC). UTC's objective was to im- 
bue the labor movement with Christian socialist ideals, to combat 
Communist influence and to strengthen the Roman Catholic faith 
among workers. In 1950 UTC became an affiliate of the anti-Com- 
rnunist International Confederation of Free Trade Unions 
(ICFTU). 

The decisive split between Liberals and Communists in the CTC 
finally occurred in 1950.   At the CTC convention in May of that 
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year, two rival groups were oijiniml under Liberal and Com- 
munist leadership respectively. T\.e Liberal CTC promptly joined 
the ICFTU. The Communist faction called itself National Con- 
federation of Independent Workers (Confederacidn Kacional de 
T^abajador^ Independentes—CNTI). After the split the govern- 
ment withdrew legal recognition from CTC, but in October 1950 
the liberal CTC regained its legal status. The Communist CKT1, 
on the other hand, was never legally recognized and disappeared in 
svibsequent years. 

The CTC suffered serious setback» during the Coniervative gov- 
crnment of Laureano Gomez (1950-53). The repeal of the law 
prohibiting the parallel operc'u of employer-subsidized unions 
i .'-ether with regular unions had particularly serious effects. Em- 
piojers not only created their own unions :n most enterprises, but 
envoked police for^e to break up the meeting of regular unions. 
Union leaders were put on blacHists for perpetrating "acts of 
violence." Because of the awochlion o^ Liberal element« with the 
CTC, and because of the Libera1 jtotitical sympathies of most work- 
rs, Conservatives regarded the isbor movement as an api^endage 

of their political rivals. AffiliÄticji with the Liberal Party or mem- 
bership in a CTC union constituted sufficient reason for dismissal of 
employees. Workers with 15 to 20 year* of service were fiml for 
union activity. Between 1961 and 15)52 the National Railways 
'hsmissed 4,772 workers because they were members of the Lilieral 
Party. UTC unions, on the other hand, were not affected by .'he 
antilabor policies and actions of the Conservative government. 
Because of its close connections with the Church and its combative 
attitude towards communiem, TTC enjoyed the tacit approval and 
sympathy of many Conservative«, including President Gomez. 

The development of the labor movement remained relatively stag- 
nant during the Rojas Pinilla dictatorship (1953-57). Both UTC 
and CTC temporarily lost some of their membership to the National 
Confederation of Workers (Confedciaciön Nacional de Trabaja- 
dores—CNT), a branch of the Peronist (Argentine) labor move- 
ment. The Rojas government supported the CNT and gave it 
preferred treatment in the granting of legal status, in spite of 
opposition from UTC and CTC. However. CNTs anticlerical stand» 
notably its opposition to Church interference in social affairs, and 
its support of Rojas elicited strong protests from the Church as 
well as from Conservatives and Liberals. CNT also failed to 
attract the majority of devoutly Catholic workers and automatically 
disappeared with the demise of the Poron government in 1!>55. 
The remainder of Rojas' term was noted for his attempts to con- 
solidate the labor movement in a government-controlled labor or- 
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gßnwkiiva, the Great Labor Center (Grin Centtrsi Otem). Both 
Liberals and Cooäsnratires opposed the Grin Central Obren which 
the} considered a potential mass organization in support of the 
dictatonihip. The CTC, although it was allowed to flourish under 
Bojas. vigoroutdy objected to what it coQsid«x*d an attempt to 
establish state syndicalism. 

By the late 1950*s the UTC emerged as the stronger and man 
influeüitial tabor federation. The Liberal CTC was disunited and 
nearly bankrupt after nearly seven years of Conservative persecu- 
tion and the efforts of the Bojas dictatorship to consolidate the 
labor movement under its own auspices. In spite of its break with 
the Communist faction, Communists continued to dominate many 
of CTC s regional federations. CTC had been unable to expel 
them from these federations because the holding of departmental 
conventions was prohibited under the Conservative regimes. 

LEGISLATION 

Treedom of association was granted in the revised Constitution 
of 1936 and was further elaborated in the Labor Code of 1950. The 
right to form associations for UM representation of occupational 
and professional interests was recognized as applying to all em- 
ployers, to self-employed persons and to private and public em- 
ployees, except ' o those serving in the police or in the armed forces. 

The Labor Code prohibits the use of pressure by employers upon 
employees who organize or join labor unions. Employees are like- 
wise forbidden to force fellow employees to join, or refrain from 
joining, a union. Interference viih the right to form associations is 
punishable by fines or imprisonment, and administrative fines may 
be imposed by governmental agencies in charge of the enforcement 
of labor laws. 

The Second Book of the Labor Code contains collective labor law 
dealing with employees' and employers1 organizations, collective 
labor contracts, labor disputes and strikes. The enforcement of these 
laws rests with the Ministry of Labor, notably with its Dividt» of 
Collective Labor Matters, and, on the local level, with deparuneD'al 
and local labor inspectors and regional labor councils (see ch. IS, 
Labor Force). 

The Labor Code contains extensive provisions for the control and 
regulation of industrial associations—the Colombian legal term for 
labor unions and employers organizations A minimum of 25 mem- 
bers is required for the organization of a union; 5 for the organiza- 
tion of an employers' association. To be legally recognized, at least 
two-thirds of the members cf any industrial association must be 
Colombian nationals. 
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The Labor Code recognizes craft unions representing person» 
pursuing the same trade, industrial unions formed by persons work- 
ing in enterprises in a single industrial field and company unions 
consisting of employees working for the same enterprise. Catch-all 
unions, those which represent employees of all types belonging to 
any cnit or industry, are also recognized—although they may oper- 
»rate only where the number of workers available to forra a union 
in any one trade is below the legal minimum. If several company 
unions exist in the same enterprise, only the largest one may be 
legally recognized. Unions representing public employees who work 
for administrative branches of the government may not bargain 
collectively or present demands except in the form of petitions. 
Their activities are restricted to the rendering of legal advice, the 
representation of their members before law courts, the extension 
of mutual help in emergencies and the establishment of facilities 
designed to promote education, training or general welfare of 
members. 

Employees participating in the organization of a labor union, or 
joining a labor union duriiig its formative stage are protected by 
union immunity (fuero eindical) from discharge, demotion or trans- 
fer. The same protection is extended to members of central execu- 
tive committees, subcommittees and sectional committees. These 
committees, however, may not have more than five regular and five 
.'jputy members. The union immunity of the committee members 
becomes effective when the employer and labor inspector are notified 
of their election and it expires three months after their term of office 
ends. Before it can begin to function, the union must apply for 
and be granted a charter giving it legal status. Subjects to be 
regulated in the bylaws include administrative and financial manage- 
ment, amounts of dues and disciplinary procedures. Changes of 
personnel on the executive committees and amendments of bylaws 
are r j?tw^nized as valid only if approved by the Minister of Labor. 

The internal government of labor unions is also regulated in 
detail by the Labor Code. Membership meetings are to be held 
every six months. Persons eligible for election to executive com- 
mittees must have been members of the organization six months of 
the year preceding their election. They must be Colombians and 
regularly employed in an occupation or trade. Persons who have 
been sentenced for crimes, or whose trial is pending at the time of 
the elections, may not be made members of an executive committee. 
The Code also regulates the use of funds, bookkeeping and budgets. 
The use of funds for commercial operations is prohibited. Collec- 
tion of dues by the checkoff system, that is, by the automatic deduc- 
tion of union dues by employers, is permitted only if approved by 
two-thirds of union members. 
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Labor Code rogulations pertaining to the functions of industrial 
associations forbid participation in party politics or in denomina- 
tional affairs—a provision which is practically never applied. The 
giving of financial asistaiuce to religious organizations or political 
parties and the nomination of candidates for public office are also 
prohibited. 

The Labor Cede detannines the forms of collective agreements 
rather than procedures goverr.ing collective bargaining. In the 
most commonly used collective agreements the labor union signs on 
behalf of its member* l^t their individual terms of employment 
Collective covenants, signed between employers and nonorganized 
employees, cover the same aspects as collective agreements, but they 
apply only to the individual employees who signed than. Union 
contracts are signed between the employer and a labor unit» for 
the performance of a specific job by members of the contracting 
union. Collective contracts must be filed with the Minister of Labor 
to be considered valid. Either party to the agreement may bring 
suit if it claims to have suffered damages through failure of -he 
other to comply with the terms of the contract Contracts are 
usually signed for successive six-month periods. Although collec- 
tive agreements apply only to the members of the union which nego- 
tiated tb > contract, their scope may be extended. Nonunion em- 
ployees or those who are members of a union other than the 
contracting one, may be covered by the agreement if they con- 
tribute monthh payments to the contracting union amounting to 
half of its regular dues. Unions have generally been willing to 
extend the terms of the collective contract to nonunion employees 
without insisting that the latter pay dues. 

Some collective bargakan^ agreements may provide for the estab- 
lishment of a conciliation or arbitration facility for the settlement 
of labor disputes. The Code provides that, if such a facility is 
established, it must render awards within 10 days after it convenes. 
The awards have the effect of court judgments and may only be 
appealed at labor courts of appropriate jurisdictions. In practice, 
however, few contracts provide for such a facility. 

A nationwide system of labor courts operates for the settlement 
of individual and collective labor disputes. The territorial limit» 
of labor courts of the first instance correspond with those of the 
circuit courts. Labor courts of the second instance (called Labor 
Divisions of Superior Tribunals) hear appeals against judgments 
of local labor courts or against arbitration awards. The latter, 
however, are generally only reversed if violation of constitutional 
rights or noncomplianoe with the arbitration award is involved. 
Decisions of labor courts of the second instance may be appealed to 
the Labor Division of the Supreme Court  The jurisdiction of labor 
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courts extends over controversies involving contmcis of employ- 
ment, c<Hnpensation claims for perscm&l serv-^es and claims involv- 
ing social insurance laws. Sac? »* <is also hear claims concerning 
the discriminfttion against employee) for union activities and bring 
judgments in cases involving strikes and the leg*l status of indus- 
trial associations. However, the most frequent cases before labor 
courts are those involving compensation or benefits, brought by 
individual emj oyteB against employers. 

Before a strike can legally be declared, employers and employees 
must initiate certain conciliatory procedures prescribed by the Labor 
Code. A three-man committee appointed by the union or by the 
employees concerned must submit a statement of demands to the 
employer. The latter must begin negotiations with the committee 
not later than five days following the receipt of the statement. The 
duration of negotiations between employers and employees varies, 
but does not generally exceed 10 days. If no agreement is reached, 
the issues must be submitted to conciliation. According to the Labor 
Code, the conciliation may be handled by an individual agreed upon 
by the employer and employees or by a board composed of one 
member from each side. If agreement still cannot be reached em- 
ployees are free, after notifying the Minister of Labor, to resort to 
strike. 

The right to strike, except in the public services, is constitu- 
tionally guaranteed (1936). Public services are defined as includ- 
ing: all enterprises supplying the population ^ich water, electric 
power and transportation; health and welfare establishments; 
dairies; slaughter houses: markets; and sanitation facilities. More- 
over, the government has the power to declare any activity which 
affects the safety, health or economic life of the nation a public 
service. The freedom to strike does not extend to sit-downs. Strikes 
called without resort to conciliatory procedures, or those for which 
a majority of the employees has not signified agreement by vote, 
are illegal. The calling of strikes for other than economic reasons 
is alsc unlawful. The legality of a strike is determined by the 
Minister of Labor. Appeal against his decision may be made only 
to the Council of State. Unions which call illegal strikes may be 
temporarily suspended or dissolved. Workers who participate in 
illegal strikes may be dismissed, although such dismissals are sub- 
ject to approval by the labor inspector. 

The Labor Code provides for a 10-day cooling-off period follow- 
ing the strike declaration. Commencement of the strike before the 
expiration of this period constitutes another reason for declaring 
it illegal. If a strike continues longer than eight days, the Minister 
of Labor must organize a nine-member conciliation board on which 
employer, employees and the Minister of Labor are represented with 
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three members each. The Board's snggeetions for m/Uktamt of the 
dispute are presented to the emplojeeo for a vote of acceptance or 
rejection. The procedure mart be repeated every eight days if the 
suggestions are rejected. In practice, however, the provision calling 
for compulsory conciliation of strikes lasting over eight days it 
rarely complied with. 

LABOR UNIONS UNDER THE NATIONAL FRONT 

During the late 1950'g the CTC continued to maintain close ties 
with the Liberal Party. Victor Julio Silva and Liborio Chica, 
respectively president and vice-president of CTC in 1960, were both 
members of Congress, although they had not used their positions to 
introduce legislation beneficial to workers and organized labor. On 
the other hand, the rift between the official wing of the liberal 
Party and the one led by Alfonso Lopez Michelsen has affected the 
leadership of CTC and has contributed to its lack of internal cohe- 
sion (see ch. 21, Political Dynamics). The shift of Liborio Chica 
from the official to lie Lopista wing of the Liberal Party resulted 
in competition between CTC officials of the two factious for the 
political allegiance of the labor unions. 

The UTC has professed neutrality toward both political parties. 
According to its bylaws, its officials may not hold political positions 
while serving in the confederation—a provision which was reiterated 
before the elections in March 1960 In fact, however, UTC remained 
closely affiliated with the Church and counted many supporters in 
the Conservative Party. 

The leaders of both confederations have commented on the desir- 
ability of a ÜTr-CTC merger to promote the creation of a unified, 
nonpolitical L'. ur movement. However, differences in official atti- 
tudes regarding the role of organized labor in national life have 
constituted major obstacles to such a move. UTCs philosophy, 
which is guided by an implicit reliance on the prestige and influence 
of the Church, has favored a nonpolitical labor pressure group, free 
of political alignments and capab'e of exerting an over-all influence 
on government and society. CTC has emphasized the need for 
reliance on political contacts and political action to advance the 
objectives of organized labor. UTC's Church-oriented and largely 
Conservative membership has resented CTC's close alignment with 
the Liberal Party and Communist infiltration among local CTC 
federation, and un.ons. CTC, on the other hand, has objected to 
the ties between UTC and the Conservative Party and to the power- 
ful role of the Church within the confederation. 

Among regional and local officials of both confede: \tions, the 
concept of a nonpolitical labor movement has found little acceptance. 
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Meet of these, including local officials of the nonpolitical UTC, 
have combined their activities with political campaigning and verbal 
attacks on rival onions in terms of Liberal and Consenrative politics. 
Their ultLnat^ goal has been a political position, at least on the 
departmental level, % th the party of their preference and the 
attainment of corresponding social fnd financial advantages. 

The national leadership of UTC and CTC has officially sup 
ported the policies and aspirations of President Lleras Camargo's 
National Front government. However, legislative inertia and delay 
in implementing the agrarian reform, the social security program 
and the Labor Code reform have been freely criticized by both 
UTC and CTC leaders. The UTC, which has taken the initiative 
in organizing agricultural workers, submitted a detailed study of 
the proposed agrarian reform to its Eighth National Congress held 
in April 1961 in Barranquilla. The report pointed out thr.t the 
reform falls short of solving fundamental problems although it 
creaf^s the conditions necessary for handling the land problem within 
the framework of democratic evolution. The UTC economic plat- 
form, published in connection with the Congress, called for a 
workers' share in profits, unemployment assistance, higher minimum 
wages and greater participation of workers in total national con- 
sumption. The platform also dealt with such national problems as 
education, health services, political patronage in public administra- 
tion, exports, public investment and restrictions on the sale of liquor. 

Communism and Castroism were condemned in strongly worded 
statements by UTC and CTC. The CTC statement accused Castro 
of establishing Soviet Communist rule over Cuba and emphasized 
the need for an organized fight against the Communist invasion of 
Latin America. Referring to Soviet blandishments in the form of 
economic aid, the statement stressed that Colombians were unwilling 
to sell their freedom for a few pesos. In conclusion the statement 
praised Alfonso Lopez Michelson for publicly disassociating h'mself 
from the aims and policies of communism and for refusing to 
cooperate with Colombian Communist leaders (see ch. 21, Political 
Dynamics). 

The UTC statement emphasized Castro's betrayal of the aims of 
the Cuban revolution. In reference to the unsuccessful invasion of 
Cuban freedom fighters in April 1961, the statement invoked the 
example of the Hungarian uprising in 1956 when patriots were 
slain with Soviet weapons. In delivering Cuba to communism, the 
statement continued, Castro adopted methods used by the Soviet 
Union in Eastern Europe. The statement closed with the asser- 
tion of the belief of the Colombian labor movement in free labor 
unions and its rejection of communism. 
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Since the inauguration oi the Lleras government in August 1958, 
both UTC and CTC have been the recipients of governmental assist- 
ance designed to strengthen the labor movement and to enhance 
its prestige. In the fall of 1958 Congress appropriated Col$S0,000 
to cover convention expenses of UTC and CTC (in 1958 US. $1 
equaled Col $8.23). In 1960 thr» courses for the training of labor 
leaders were organized at the National University of BogoU under 
the auspices of the Ministry of Labor. The Minister of Labor, 
Otto Morales Beniiez spoke at the UTC Congress in April 1901. 
President Lleras himself addressed the opening session of the CTC 
Congress at Cartagena in December 1960. During the same year 
the President appointed Eogenio Colorado, UTC's secretary for agri- 
cultural affairs, and a CT'J representative, Arnoldo Tabares, to 
serve on the National A^rieultural Commission. Lleras also 
selected UTC president Antonio Diaz and CTC president Victor 
Julio Silvo to accompany him on his visit to the United States. 

Membership and Organizatien 

The Lleras government s policy of nonintervention in the organi- 
zational activities of the tabor movement baa created favorable con- 
ditions for unionization. Although no official figures were available, 
union membership was estimated at 325,000 in 1960, or about 15 per- 
cent of the labor force. 

Unionism was much stronger in urban than in rural areas. Un- 
skilled workers represented a higher proportion of unionized workers 
than skilled ones. About 90 percent of the oil workers and 80 per- 
cent of the textile workers were unionized. Unionization was also 
high among brewery, soft drink, transportation, communication, 
steel and metal workers. With the exception of bank and insurance 
employees, relatively few salary earner» were unionized. Some of 
them have joined unions which accept mixed memberships of wage 
and salary earners. Few workers in the agricultural sector were 
unionized except those employed permanently on banana and sugar 
plantations. 

Representative union types included industrial, craft and catch-til 
unions, but company unions were predominant. Contrary to practice 
in the W2Q's and 1930*8, the latter were no longer employer-domi- 
nated.   Company unions usually joined industrial federations. 

Most unions were affiliated with one of the two major federations, 
the CTC or the UTC. In 1960, however, some large independent 
unions were organized including the National Federation of Gas- 
tronom ical Workers, the National Federation of Telecommunication 
Unions of Colombia (Federaciön Nacional de Telecomunicacionea de 
Colombia—FENATEL) and the Union of Workers of the Colom- 
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bum Tobaeoo Compaaj (Sindicaiode Compük ColootbiaoA da 
Totwoo). Tbe Colonibüui Awocutkm of Banking £mplo7«M (A«>- 
cmetön Colombiana de Emplcados Bancahoe), which reprnentod 
th» majority of abont ZfiOO organized bank employees, was also 
nnaffiliated. Azea and industrial federations formed tbe middle 
level of tbe structure of UTC and CTC. Generally, industrial 
federmtions were national orgmnizatioDs, such as tbe 20,000-meinber 
Colombian Uninn of Textile Workers (Union de Trabajadoree Tex- 
tileroe de Colombia—UTRATEXCO), affiliated with UTC, and the 
10,000-member Federation of Railway Workers (Federaciön de Tra- 
bajadorea Ferroriarios), a CTC affiliate. 

Since tbe passing of the Bojas dictatorship, CTC has gained in 
strength and influence. Several unions formerly affiliated with UTC 
changed to CTC after 1958, including nearly all their petroleum 
onions. However, massive Communist infiltration among local CTC 
affiliates and fellow-traveling by some members of the national 
leadership created intemai crises and fuiancial dilemmas which 
hampered, and often completely arrested the progress. Anti Com- 
munist el n ante finally prevailed and, in September 1960, expelled 
the entire Communist-dominated, 40,000-member Federation of 
Workers of Valle (Federaciön de Trabajadores del Valle— 
FEDETAV), six locals in the Bogota area and the 5,000-member 
Petroleum Workers' Federation (Federaciön de Petroleros— 
FEDEPETROL) in Barrancabermeja. Communist influence was 
also eliminated from CTC's Ley affiliate in the Bogota area, the 
Federation of Workers of Cundinamarca (Federaciön de Trabaja- 
dores de Cundinamarca—FTC) wh«in, in 1959, the federation elected 
a 25 man executive committee composed entirely of non-Communists. 
In mid-1961 CTC was still in financial difficulties, however, because 
local officials of Communist-dominated unions had prevented the 
forwarding of dues to national headquarters. The election in 
December 1960, by which Jos^ Raquel Mcrcado became CTC presi- 
dent and Virgilio Conde, a Point-4 Ip.ljor trainee, became secretary 
general, indicated the rise of a younger more vigorously anti-Cor.i- 
munist leadership. Mercado has also stressed the desirability of a 
nonpolitical labor movement. 

In 1959 CTC claimed a total membership of about 200,000. Repre- 
sentatives of 400 affiliated organizations attended its national con- 
gress in December 1960. CTC's largest and most important 
organizations were the 40,000-member Federation of Workers of 
Cundinamarca and the 350,000-member Federation of Workers of 
Atlantico (Federaciön de Trabajadores del Atlantico—FEDETRAL) 
in Barranquilla. CTC was strongest in the transportation sector 
(railway, aviation, river and ocean transport) and »lso in the 
petroleum industry since the local unions of the Petroleum Workers' 
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F^ontfiw ip«"-» *•«♦ »Tp^ed In 1961 two new federations jmned 
the CTC—the Colombian Federation of Transport Workers, with a 
claimed membership of 30,000 and the National Federation of 
Municipal Workers of Colombia. 

In spite of the withdrawal of some of its unions and dMfadtki 
on the local level because of Communist afitatio^ ÜTC ha« 
progressed organizationallj and improved its financial position since 
1958. In 1959 it formed over 100 new unions. In 1900 it pur- 
chased additiona1 printing equipment and its Cundinamarca slIHista, 
the Uoion of Workers of Cundinamarca (Union de Trabajadores de 
Ctmdiiuunftrca—UTRACUK), acquired a new headquarters building. 

TJTC has been noted for its unostentatious but effective organisa- 
tional work. Its success has been largely due to a relatively large 
number of dedicated leaders, although opportunism is not unoom- 
mon among local officials. UTC leaders, many of whom an former 
members of the Catholic Working Youth (Juve&cnd Obren» Cato- 
lica), have spent much tin« traveling and ezteuding servioM to 
local affiliates. Priests working as spiritual advisors to Ü*^C snioc* 
have assisted workers in personal problems and have also advised 
officials in certain administrative matters. UTC has also benefited 
from the dynamic interest in labor of Father Vincent Andrade, its 
founder and present moral advisor, and of Father Jos6 Joaqnin 
Saloedo, a leader of Catholic rural improvement activities (see 
ch. 10, Education; ch. 17, Living Conditions and Public Welfare). 

Between 195S and 1960 UTC was also active in the organization 
of agricultural workers in an effort to oountertä Communist efforts 
to gain influence over the campetinot (peasants).   In November 
1959 UTC reactivated the dormant National Federation of Farmers 
(Federaciön Agraria Nacional—FANAL). During the same month 
5,000 peasants attended the first National Congress of Rural Work- 
ers in Bogota. In his address to the Congrees President Lleras 
spoke of issues with which it ^as concerned—notably rural violence, 
land reform, education and community improvement. He also 
stressed the desirability of labor unions for rural workers and their 
affiliation with the International Lend Workers' Federation.    In 
1960 UTC's regional federation for Atlantico, the Union of Workers 
of Atlartico (Union de Trabajadores del Atlantico—ÜTRAL), 
sponsored the resettlement of landless agricultural workers on islands 
of the Magdalena River. Although the settlement of idle fluvial 
land by landless claimants is permitted under existing laws, local 
landowners and officials have objected. UTRAL led the protest of 
the settlers against attempts of local officials to dislodge them. 

UTC's claimed total membership in 1959 was 118,000 members 
in 597 affiliated organizations. The largest number of UTC workers 
were in the steel and textile industries and on the plantations.   The 



Union of the Worker« of Valle (Üni6n de Trabajftdores del Velle— 
UTRAVAL) in Cali end the Union of Workers of Antioqoim 
(Uni^i de Tnbejedores de Antioquim—UTRAN) in MedelUn had 
the UrgMt number of affiliated unions (117 and 110 respectirely). 
Among the largest of its national industrial federatiors were the 
90,000-member Colombian Union of Textile Workers (Union de 
Trabajadoree Textileros de Colombia—UTRATEXCO), the 15,000- 
member national Federation of Highway Workers (Federaciön de 
Trabajadoree de Carreteras) in Bogota and thu 9,000-member 
Federation of Metal Workers (Federacidn de Traba;sdotai Metalur- 
gicoe—UTRAMETALCO) in DuiUma. 

UTC and CTC were also engaged in various educational and cul- 
tural activities. Courses in labor-leader training were given under 
UTC auspices at the Universities of Bogota, Cali and Bucaramanga. 
The Jesuit Javeriana University offered an extension course in labor- 
management relations. CTC also offered night courses to train 
union officiate in such subjects as labor law, unionism, sociology, 
public speaking and accounting. Some area federations and their 
unions offered recreational and cultural activities. The representa- 
tive press organ of the UTC is the biweekly Justicia Social; CTC 
publishes the monthly CTC Revitta. 

CTC and UTC have maintained their affiliation witV fhe inter- 
national Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFfU) and us 
regional branch (fcuwed in 1951), the Inter-Arcerican Regional 
Organization (OR1T). ORIT activities in Colombia have been 
designed to promote labor-leader training and to encourage UTC- 
CTC cooperation. The AFL-CIO has also been active in assisting 
the Colombian labor movement. In January 1961 Andrew McLellan, 
Inter-American representative of AFL-CIO, visited Colombia to 
discuss possibilities of aid to CTC and UTC in developing their 
public information m«dis and housing projects for workers. 

A number of unions have become affiliated with International 
Trade Secretariats, notably with the International Union of Food, 
Drink and Tobacco Workers, the International Federation of 
Petroleum Workers, the Postal, Telegraph and Telephone Interna- 
tional, the International Transport Workers' Federation, the Public 
Service International and the International Textile and Garment 
Workers' Federation. 

Labor leaders have been sent to the United States for training 
under the Point-4 Labor Training Program, administered by the 
International Cooperation Administration. Sixty-five prospective 
labor leaders were trained in the United States between 1952 and 
1958 under this program. 

Efforts of the Communist World Federation of Trade Unions 
(WFTU) and of labor organizations in Communist countries to 
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eeUblkh relatkcs with. Coiambüui hbar cniocs htv« had oaly 
modermt» mc&m. in 1959 tho CTC cnacatirt hoard rejected KD 

iiävit»tias to fttieod M»y Day oekbratioai in Moaoow althoo^b 
MT«Q CTC fonctiofcame aooepted tha invitatioa oo a penooal baaia. 
In iö80 UTC md €TC rafaaod frieacUup offer» by WFTTJ, Banc 
Gertoan labor omma tad tke Coofederation of Cuban Workan. 
Member« of the Coaßmonkt-dkicamated Petroleum Worfcsrs* Fadera- 
tkai, bow«verv tcocftted an inrisatiim to Bed China during tm «UDa 
year. 

CooMiaitt I^Iintin 

Since the eouuzraniats were first ezp^kd from the CTC national 
ecngreei in 1950, their inÜtratioD manerafass have oHttered on the 
dqwrtaaentai acd local lerel of the labor moTemeot. In the de- 
partment« of Saatsader and Valla del Caoca, in the dtwa of Cali 
and Bocaramanga, and, «nee 1859, also in the departrocnta of 
Atlintico and Candinaasaica, the Communicts hama bau aaceeoaftd 
in bringing a large number of unions under their control. WBBQ 
the Communist Party regained legal status in 1958, its funetionartee 
in the labor moveroent intensified their efforts to capture the CTC 
and to gain control oner Ute organization of the large mass of non- 
unionized rural workers. By late 1958 they had succeeded in 
bringing the majority of petroleum worker« under their oantroL At 
the same time Communist influence was also gaining among the 
sugar workers of the Cane« Valley. The unions in 6 out of a total 
of 18 plantations and mills were Communist-ruled- ÜTC unions 
operated in 2 of the establishments In the remaining 10, where 
the workers were not unionized. Communist« agiuted vigorously. 
UTC, however, has also intensified it« organizational work among the 
uncommitted workers» Neverthelese, in July 1960, Ute sugar workers 
of the area threatened to stage a pro-Castro sympathy strike. By 
exploiting strong feelings of regionalism. Communists often suc- 
ceeded in cutting communications between local uniona and national 
headquarter«. This tactic enabled them to isolate and finally take 
over CTC's regional federation in Valle, the Federation of Workers 
of Valle 

Efficient, well-trained labor functionariee have been mainly re- 
sponsible for the Communist success. Communist infiltration often 
begins when one of their functionaries in a labor union volunteers 
to perform routine jobs which have been neglected by regular 
officials. H" gradually concentrates correspondence and financial 
matters in his own hands. Then, when he has become well-known 
and popular for his services, he strives for the position of secretary- 
general, yielding figurehead presidencies and vice-presidencies to 
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outer«. However, the key agents of CommaaMt power within e 
union ue the kgal edrisors {auesorti UgaU*). They en eleo the 
mein exponents of militent Commtmist teetke et the bergeininf 
Uble which have been so socoeesfol in obieining fSTorsble terms— 
end in widening the gulf between menegement end lebor. 

Because of the decisiTe role of leg»I edvioe in the prooees of 
csollective bergeining, Qni<»s have ccsne to depend strongly on the 
aenrioee of lewyers. Most non-Communist lawyers, however, have 
bebn unwilling to lend their services to organized labor since their 
affiliation with a union nearly always means «be Ion of wealthy 
diente representing management. Communist lawyers, on the other 
hand, have been readily available to assist unions. A Communist 
legal advisor, Tvego Montana Cueliar, was, for example, mainly 
responsible for establishing Communist dominance over the Petro- 
leum Workers' Federation. After he had negotiated several ad- 
vantageous collective agreements on behalf of petroleum workers, 
he was able to pose as a true representative of their intenets and 
his influence and popularity amorg them rose rapidly. 

Although most Communist functionaries in the labar movement 
have been under the central direction of the Communist Part^, 
there have been a numb« of free-lance Communist labor agitators. 
They have usually been dissident Communists, like Augusto Dur&n 
who was expelled from the party following a rift with secretary- 
general Gilberto Vieira (aee ch. 24, Subversive Potential; ch. 25, 
Propaganda). Free-lance agitators have been instrumental in the 
spreading of Communist propaganda and in the staging of wildcat 
strikes. 

In spite of their sueoesses between 1958 and 1960, Communists 
appeared to be losing ground in the labor movement by early 19S1. 
The expulsion of Ccmmunist-rnled unions from CTC helped to 
unveil Communist tactics. Communist activities &s>cag rural work- 
ers faced keen oampetition from ÜTC. Communist propaganda 
campaigns among workers, however, have been stepped up and have 
been supported by media of Communist countries abroad. Much 
Castro propaganda also reaches workers through the Worker- 
Students' Rural Movement (Movimiento Obrere Estudiantil Campe- 
sino—MOEC) which is supported by the Cuban embatey (se? ch, 25, 
Propaganda). A favorite target of Communist and Castro propa- 
ganda is The Inter-American Regional Organization, which is de- 
nounced as an instrument of "yankee imperialism." Communists 
have also denounced the cooperation of CTC and UTC national 
leaders with government and management as a betrayal of workers' 
interests. 
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EMPLOYERS' ORGANIZATIONS 

Employer»' organixatiant represent banneeB intereets of entr»- 
preoeaen in Tsrioas sectors of the economy. Libor policy «nd 
practice and the representation of omployere' intweets against those 
of orguiized labor have become subjects of concern to some of them 
only since the late 1950,a 

The oldest and most influential is the National Association of 
Industrialists (Asociaci6n Nacional de Indc-trialee—ANDI), estab- 
lished in 1944. In the labor field, ANDI has shown considerable 
interest in, and concern over, the problem of Communist infiltration 
among workers. In 1961 the organization was in the process of 
establishing a social afiairs department to hand'9 other aspects of 
labor, including workers' education. ANDI has also operated an 
employment exchange for foreign technicians interested in working 
in Colombia. 

Other employers' organizations include the Colombian Associa- 
tion of Small Industrialists (Asociacion Colombian» de Pequenos 
Industriales—ACOPI) and the National Federation of Merchants 
(Federacidn Nacional de Comerciantee—FENALCO), composed 
mainly of commercial employers. The Bankers' Association (Aso- 
ciacion Bancaria) represents employers in the banking field. In 
agriculture, the largest and most influential employers' organization 
is the National Federation of Coffoe Growers (Federaei6n Nacional 
de Cafeteios). In operates extensive social and educational pro- 
grams for the benefit of coffee growers and workers (see ch. 17, 
Living Conditions and Public Welfare; ch. 10, Education; ch. 18, 
Labor Force). The Farmers' Association of Colombia (Sociedad de 
Agricultores de Colombia—SAC) and the National Association of 
Cattlemen (Asociacion Nacional de Ganaderoe—ANO) are other 
employers' orgauizations in the nonindustrial sector. 

LABOR RELATIONS 

Although labor relatioas have improved since the 1920'», mutual 
distrust and suspicion have continued to prevail between employers 
and employees. Glaring social and economic differences have inten- 
sified the workers' hatred for the owners of land and business. 
Employers, on the other hand, have regarded labor unions as sedi- 
tious organizations, ever prone to violence and ready to proclaim 
the dictatorship of the proletariat 

From the seventeenth century to the beginning of industrializa- 
tion in the 1920'8. the large mass of agricultural workers and tenants 
depended on the paternalistic goodwill of the land-owning patron. 
The granting of assistance to the camperino in case of sickness, 



dire need or family difficulties ma general practice among land- 
owners. Bat absentee landownership and the indifferenoe of aome 
jfotronet deprived many agricultural workers of any protection ;n 
return for their labors and services. The pot in competino rela- 
tionship gradually deteriorated during the 193ffs as landowners 
became increasingly concerned about the pressure for land reform. 
Law 200 of 1936, granting squatters' rights to peasants on public 
and private land if they had made certain improvements, alarmed 
landowners even though it was implemented on a minute scale. By 
1961 agrarian workers had found no real substitute for the paternalis- 
tic protection by landowners which they hai once enjoyed. 

General unrest among industrial and agricultural workers and 
violent strikes marred labor relations during the so-called pros- 
perity years of the late I920'8. The few latvr laws which existed 
were disregarded by most employers, usually with the connivance 
of officials Starvation «Ages were paid even to workers employed 
in public works projects. Workers retorted with rioting and strikes. 
The deplorable conditions among the banana workers precipitated 
a strike in 1928 in which 1,400 peasants were killed when the army 
was called in to suppress the disturbance. The strike of railway 
workers was also met by force of arms. In Cundinamarca, Tolima 
and Cauca, rioting landless peasants clashed with the police. 

Labor laws passed during the Liberal administration of President 
Lopez showed a return to paternalism. Af^r some initial reluc- 
tance, employers appeared generally wiilii- , to extend to their 
workers the benefits prescribed by the laws. Many of them, in fact, 
preferred to act as protectors of tfceir workers than to yield this 
role to labor unions. 

In the 1960'8 most employers were still opposed to unions although 
a certain rapport has been established between employers and the 
national leadership of UTC and CTC. In the spring of 1961 the 
first roundtable conference between C7 H representatives and indus- 
trialists from Valle del Cauca was held in Cali. Problems of indus- 
trial relations and the need to improve the workers' standards of 
living were the main topics of discussion. Jot^ Baquel Mercado, 
newly elected president of CTC, urged employers to abandon their 
policy of opposing labor unions and to support CTC efforts to 
build a free labor movement He stressed that, although CTC had 
purged itself of Communist ruled unions and fellow-traveling offi- 
cials. Communist agitation was still powerful among workers, par- 
ticularly in Caxi and other industrial centers in the department of 
Valle del Cauca. To resist the inducements to violence and subver- 
sion, Mercado said, workers' living standards must be materially 
improved by at least a 30 percent wage increase. 
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BeUtiaos, bowever, luve remained stnuned becwwaa nwnegemait 
end indindaal anioDs and area federations. To a large extent, thia 
has resolted from the militant tactics of Conummist unions. By 
their show of intransigenoe and free use of strike threats in ooUee- 
tive bargaining negotiations, these onions s&cäeoded in obtaining 
rtsrj farorable terms from employers who were anxious to avoid 
the violenoB, disorder and demsgegoeey associaterl with Communist- 
led strikes. Non-Communist nnious often had to adopt similar 
methods in an effort to ke^p the loyalty of their own members (who 
were impressed by the soccess of Communist tmions) and to zefate 
Communist propaganda accusing them of aemlity toward manage- 
mtot In such cases, however, management retorted with unyielding 
attitudes and accused the unions of being foils of communim. 
Consequently manr non-Communist unions hare faced crises regard- 
ing their policies toward management In the ÜTC-affiliated ünkm 
of Workers of Atlintioo (UTEAL), for example, discord over 
policies precipitated a controversy which led to the resignaticn of 
some of its officers. 

Cdleethc Hnriafaifa« 

Collective bargaining between organized labor and management 
has become widespread, particularly in large industrial enterprises. 
In agriculture, however, the practice has beer limited to a few 
large plantations in the sugar-, banana- and coffee-growing areas. 
No statistics have been published regarding the number of collective 
agreements in force and the number of workers covered by their 
terms. It was estimated, however, that collective contracts covered 
more than 500,000 workers in 1960. About 150 collective agreements 
were concluded between August 1959 end June 1960. 

Since minimum wages, fringe benefits and other conditions of 
employment are regulated in detail in the Labor Cod« of 1950, the 
scope of collective bargaining has been limited to obtaining terms 
more favorable than the legal minima. Wage raises and provisions 
to improve employment security were the main objects of collective 
bargaining between 1957 and 1960. According to the Minister of 
Labor, more than 1.5 million workers received wage increases in 
1959 as a result of collective bargaining. For example, workers and 
employees of the National Colombian Air Lines (Aerovias Nacio- 
nales de Colombia—AVIANCA) bargained for and obtained wage 
raises ranging from 20 percent for workers earning less than 
Col$300 per month to 10 percent for those earning between Col$800 
and Col$l,000 per month (UJS.|1 equaled Col$7.01 at the end of 
1958). Labor leaders, however, were dissatisfied with the 1961 level 
of vs.gee established by collective bargaining. According to the 
president of a textile workers' federation in MedelHn, prices have 
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increased at a much more rapid rate than wages. He added that 
this fact has not been accurately shown m cost of living indices pub- 
lished by UM Banco de la Republic« for the Medellln area. 

Other subjects of collective bargaining included improved terms 
for workmen»' compensation and other social benefits, higher pay 
for vacations, the establishment of dispensaries and other medical 
facilities, housing assistance, recreational and restaurant services and 
funeral grants. In an effort to discourage the joining of labor 
unions, many employers extended these and other similar benefits 
on their own initiative. 

There has also been a growing tendency on the part of labor 
unions to include provisions for the establishment of grievance 
machinery and to regulate grievance procedures within the frame- 
work of collective bargaining. In the past such grievances have 
generally been handled unilaterally by management or jointly by 
management and government labor inspectors. In the latter case, 
employers often succeeded in securing the labor inspector's support 
for their cause. Grievance arrangements proposed by labor unions, 
however, include representatives of labor and management only. 

Strikes 

Strikes were frequent throughout 1959-60. Most of them were 
called in the hope of gaining wage increases or additional fringe 
benefits and abolishing the employers' prerogative to dismiss at will 
(reserve clause) (see ch. 13, Labor Force). To settle the strikes, 
management has nearly always adjusted the wages upward while 
refusing to grant the full amonnt of the wage raise asked by unions. 
In strikes involving the reserve clause, management has been ada- 
mant in upholding its right of dismissal, although in some cases the 
period of notice has been extended or the amount of severance pay 
increased. 

In the summer of 1960, some 2,000 workers affiliated with the 
Federation of Workers of Atlantico and the Union of Workers of 
Atlantico, regional organizations of the rival CTC and UTC, jointly 
demonstrated against the high costs of living in Barranquilla. A 
14 percent wage increase was obtained by 1,200 employees of Calce- 
terias Pepalfa, a stocking manufacturing plant in Medellin, follow- 
ing a 57-day strike in which some strikers were injured in clashes 
with the police. President Lleras and the Minister of Labor were 
instrumental in obtaining the settlement which terminated the strike. 
Government mediation also succeeded in averting an area-wide 
sympathy strike ordered in December 1960 by the Federation of 
Workers of Atlantico on behalf of the workers of the Posada Tobon 
bottling plant in Barranquilla who were refuse-1 a wage raise. 
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The nationwide strike of a large majority of some 12,000 bank 
employees in June 1959 reflected the effects of low salaries and 
high living costs on whit« collar workers. Represented by the Colom- 
bian Association of Banking Employees, an independent union of 
bank employees founded in early 1959, and by the National Union 
of Banking Employees (Union Nacional de Empleados Bancarioe— 
UNEB), a UTC affiliate, bank employees presente« their demands 
for wage raises, fringe benefits and protection against dismissal. 
Following the failure of the Minister of Labor to attain results by 
mediation. President Lleras declared banking to be a public service 
and the strike of banking employees illegal, although UTC and 
CTC protested. The strike continued in spite of the presidential 
declaration, but tbe government did not apply force to end it. In 
fact. President Lleras made a relatively favorable award to bank 
employees when they submitted their demands to him for arbitra- 
tion. The award ordered wage increase« ranging from 35 percent 
on the first Col$150 per month to 3 percent on monthly saltnes 
exceeding Col$300. A yearly bonus in the amount of two month's 
salary was also granted, and limitations were imposed upon em- 
ployers' power of dismissal under the reserve clause. Attempts by 
management to have the latter provision reversed by an arbitration 
tribunal brought threats of another bank employees' strike in the 
fall of 1960. Ultimately, however, the Supreme Court upheld the 
reserve clause in a decision handed down in January 1961. 

Communist agitation was involved in many strikes. The economic 
motives of these strikes were ostensible only, and their timing coin- 
cided with politically critical periods. Dominguee Perra, Com- 
munist legal advisor of the union of the Colombian Petruleum 
Company, prolonged collective bargaining negotiations for seven 
months then called a strike which was to coincide with the meeting 
in Bogota, in September 1960 of the "Committoe of 21"—a meeting 
of representatives of the 21 Latin American states to study measure» 
for economic cooperations. However, a presidential warning and 
firm attitudes on the part of management ultimately prevented the 
««trike and the industry-wide sympathy strike which was also urged 
by Perra. Communist agitation also resulted in a three-month 
strike involving about 60 employees of the Loffland Brothers Drill- 
ing Company. Government forces were called in to lend emphasis 
to the decision of the Minister of Labor which declared the strike 
illegal and ordered workers to return to thtir jobs. The strike at 
the Marysol Textile Factory in Barr&nquilla was called for wage 
raises, but it also involved Communist agitation and threats of 
sympathy strike. It was declared illegal and the eight workers, 
including four union officials, responsible for organizing the strik» 
were dismissed. 
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CHAPTER 16 

HEALTH AND SANITATION 

Crowded living cocditions. kck ol auütation and bwoc nutri- 
tional deficiencies impede the attainment for the great majority of 
the population of all but the most primitive standards of health. 
In both rural and urban areas, high rates of infectious and other 
communicable diseases are found. Dysentery is endemic throughout 
the country. In some areas, the incidence of goiter is as high as 
80 percent, and diseases resulting from inadequate nutrttion such as 
anemia, scurvy and pellagra are present in large segments of the 
chronically malnourished population. Only the few at the top of 
the social scale are relieved of these conditions through their access 
to the small number of excellent but costly medical facilities and 
physicians in the larger cities. 

Until recently, reliable information on health conditions in 
Colombia has been lacking, and almost all authoritiee consider the 
information now available from official and semiofficial sources— 
census figures and health surveys—to be largely unreliable. As late 
as the mid-1940's, the largest classification in the breakdown on 
causes of death was "causes not specified or ill-defined," which ac- 
counted for 1S.4 percent of the total number of deaths. The next 
largest group was labeled simply "diarrhoea and enteritis," a clas- 
sification embracing a broad spectrum of diseases. Other claarü na- 
tions were equally vague. 

Improvements in methods of public health reporting have been 
made, particularh since the advent of the Lleras government iSti'l, 
various factors frustrate the attainment of greater accuracy. Much 
of the population, particularly in the rurAl areas, is out of reach, 
either geographically or sociologically, of public health statisticians. 
That part of the population which is canvasaed is often reluctant to 
provide data, associating such contacts with liability to taxation or 
conscription for military service. Near complete blocks are co- 
countered in areas which involve personally sensitive ^reas of health 
or behavior. For instance, although Lebret, the author of the raoet 
complete sociological and health survey yet undertaken in the 
country, found obvious evidences of a high rate of venereal infec- 
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tion, the reported incideace of roiereftl diaMtae was extroaa«Iy low 
Such difficulties in reporting intensif j the problem of taking cor- 
rective action. 

In addition, in a people ridden with epidemic diseases, public— 
and even professional—consciousness of disease is deficient by North 
American standards. For instance, where a majorttj of the popula- 
tion suffers from intestinal parasites, as id Coloubia, the awareness 
of parasitic infestation as a pathological condition begins to fade. 

The determinants of public health conditions in Colombia appear 
to be attitudes toward disease, deficient nutrition, inadequate diag- 
nostic and treatment facilities and extremely unhealthy living condi- 
tions. There is great variation among these factors, depending on 
location and ethnic or class .background. Attitudes towards health 
range train the peasant who seeks the services of a curandero (a 
practitioner of folk medicine) and avoids the wind as a source of 
contagion to the well-to-do urbaa dweller who has access to modem 
medic»t fadlitiea 

An equally wide rertge of variation is found with respect to the 
other factors. The result is a broad spectrum of health conditions 
with high standards at the top of the social pyramid and highly 
active pathological conditions at the base. Because in general, only 
the upper and middle classes hav^j access to modem medical facili- 
ties and treatment, most of the population is concentrated near the 
unhealthy end of the spectrum. This is r iflected in unusually high 
disease rates, with Colombia leading Latin America in rates for 
yellow fever, typhus, hookworm, rabies and amoebiasis. High 
pathological levels for other diseases are encountered also. 

These conditions are unlikely to change rapidly. The Lleras 
government has supported more adequate health programs and will 
probably continue to do so. Projects to »mprove health conditions, 
particularly in the area of nutrition, are imaginative and wili, if 
carried out, bi ■.g improvement. Governmental social welfare pro- 
grams such as Accion Comunai (Community Action) will also 
benefit health conditions. Other positive aspects are relatively high 
standards of practice and training in the medical profession and 
notable examples of cooperation among international health organi- 
sations working in Colombia. But the lack of trained personnel 
and facilities is so extreme and the backwardness of cultural atti- 
tudes so great that notable improvements for the bulk of the 
population cannot be realistically expected in the near future, 

ATTITUDES AND PRACTICES 

Attitudes towards disease are a blend of Hispanic and Indian 
beliefs. Many folk beliefs, present in Spanish culture of the con- 
quest period, have been carried over and integrated into Colombian 
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patteras. In addition, pre-Colombisn beliefs have been retained 
and still influence the rural population's attitudes towards <&*>&». 
Spirit* are thought to inhabit the lakes, woods and mountains. To 
incur then displeasure is to invite some severe znisfortune, and 
illness K often so interpreted. Omens are sought for and found in 
natural phenomena. Thus, in some areas, a particular type of 
dragon fly is regard'« as a sign of approaching evil: death may 
occur if it enters a house. 

A person who knows wit ^hcraft may cast spells, sometimes in the 
form of illness, over his enemies. The identity of the originates- 
can be discovered and » cure effected only through the offices of a 
shaman-type practitioner—known variously as a tegua,curandero,«itc. 
Such persons may diagnose and treat ailments which are felt to fall 
into either tb^ natural or supernatural category, the line of dis- 
tinction bp'rij extremely blurred. In a large number of caaes, care— 
or what appears to be cure—is effected. Treatment may involva 
complex water ceremonies, mirrors, and other spiritualistic-type 
methods. In some instances, curonderos demonstrate considermble 
knowledge of folk medicine, particularly in the realm of herboiogy. 

The list of supematuraiistic btiiefs is practically endless. Moon- 
light is thought to be a source of infection and therefore is 
avoided. Ill health is often associated with sudden changes in 
temperature, and certain diseases are thought, in some regions, to 
be caused by exposure to cold or warm winds (see ch. 17 Living 
Conditions and Public Welfare). 

Boils can be caused by sitting on a stone warned by the hot 
midday sun. The fur of cats is, not unreasonably, associated with 
asthma. A variety of curative practices are found. Onions are 
placed on ulcerated varicose veins. Leprosy is treated with turpen- 
tine spirits or gasoiine. Sweetened butter is eaten for throat con- 
ditions. A biKck sheep's wool is reputed to have a beneficial effect 
if wrapped around the ueck of a person suffering from mumps. 
Internal infections are thought to be helped by eating boiled vulture 
meat or drinking the raw blood of the bird. Certain types of foot 
conditions are treated by placing the foot on a warm brick saturated 
with urine Creole in water solution is prescribed for toothaches. 
Most such remedies, other than some of the herbological ones, offer 
little relwf for the endemic diseases found in both town and vil- 
lage. Such beliefs and practices vary widely from area to area, 
but distrust of scientific medicine and acceptance of nonrational 
theories of causation by the 'nasses are widespread. By and large, 
it is only the upper and middle classes who think in terms of modern 
medicine. 

There is, however, evidence that even in some rural areas scientific 
measures are making inroads on traditional folk medicine.   The 
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thenpeotic effects of the antibiotics hsve particularly impressed the 
less advanced part of the population. Patent medicines of some 
efficacy are gaining adherer ts, and even such relatively untrained 
workers as practical nurse« and competent midwives can achieve 
much in directing attitudes and beliefs in the direction of greater 
rationality. 

NUTRITION 

Most of the population is chronically malnourished and thus 
highly susceptible to disease. Deficiencies exist not only in level of 
caloric consumpfion but in minerals and vitamins needed for main- 
tenance of proper health. There are readily observable economic, 
social and cultural reasons for the inadequate state of nutrition. In 
a society with an approximate daily income of U.S-$0.65 per person 
and Ü.S.$3.95 per family, the cost of adequate nutrition is beyond 
the means of most of the population. As of 1957. the price of a 
bottle of milk was U.S.$0.40, a pound of beef cost U.S.$1.80 and a 
single egg cost Ü.S.$0J25. 

Private food distribution programs and public assistance do not 
make up the deficiencies for the deprived part of the population, 
and cultural attitudes prevent the population from using such food 
resources as are available (see ch. 17, Living Conditions and Public 
Welfare). For example, although the climate of the country is 
ideally suited to citriculture, consumption of fruit, other than plan- 
tains and bananas, is thought to account for considerably less than 
2 percent of the total diet. ET en the rural population, living in the 
midst of food staples, does not as a rule consume milk or meat 

Quantitative estimates of the diet vary. The widely circulated 
figure established by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) 
of approximately 2,400 calories per person per day as a national 
average is reported to be considerably inflated. That of the United 
Nations Econoirnc Commission for Latin America (ECLA)—of just 
over 2,000 calories for the 1950-53 period—is probably more realistic. 
For 1953, the last year thoroughly analyzed by ECLA, average 
caloric consumption was up to 2,135 calories per day. Even these 
insufficient levels represented a considerable improvement over those 
of preceding decades, when, for example, an average consumption 
of 1,881 calories per day was reported for the period 1935-39. 

Various figures are projected as the minimum necessary for 
healthy subsistence in the country. Of these probably the most ac- 
ounite is 2.(>40 calories, cited by lehret. Even assuming some im- 
provement since 1953, the average diet is far below this minimum. 
The question of caloric consumption is even more serious than 
would appear from these figures, for the national average is raised 
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oousiderably by greater consumption at more fortunate socioeconomic 
larela. Thus, 25 percent of the population probably consume an 
average of 2,800 calories per day, whereas the remaining 75 percent 
have a diet of approximately 1,900 calories per day. 

In addition to quantitative deficiencies, national diet patterns are 
strikingly unbalanced. It is estimated that 50 to 80 percent of 
the population do not have meat or milk in their diet The ab- 
sence of these items is paradoxical in view of the use of nearly 50 
percent of cultivated land for pasture. Part of the explanation lies 
in the low level of milk production, which frequently is only three 
to four liters per day per cow. Deprivation , acutely felt by 
children and is reflected in the subnormal growth of many, particu- 
larly in the lower class. 

The extreme unbalance can be seen from the annual consumptka 
levels of various foods per person: 123 liters of milk; 26.5 kilograms 
of meat; 1.5 kilograms of fish; 3.1 kilograms of eggs; 60.1 kilo- 
grams of sugar, panela and honey; 81.3 kilograms of tubers, buds 
and root foods such as potatoes and yucca; 3.3 kilograms of fat» 
and vegetable oils; 48.9 kilograms of cereals; and 75.8 kilograms of 
fruit. The milk consumption is less than 40 percent of the recom- 
mended amount—285 liters annually. The consumption of 3.3 kilo- 
grams of fats is extremely low, and a usual source of energy is 
thus lacking. 

The small amounts of milk, meat and eggs in the diet have led 
to a nearly universal protein deficiency. Another result of dietary 
inadequacy is that much of the population relies for extra, reeded 
calories upon heavy alcohol consumption (see ch. 17. Living Con- 
ditions and Public Welfare). 

Diet patterns reflect the tenacious food habits of the population, 
which is extremely resistant to change. Education in nutrition has 
been attempted but is difficult in view of the low literacy rates and 
lack of schooling among the part of the population which suffers 
most from nutritional deficiencies. The unhealthy effects of im- 
proper conditioning are seen in the rejection of foods containing 
needed protein and mineral nutrients. Fish, a good source of both, 
is seldom eaten. 

In addition, food storage methods are unsanitary, and refrigera- 
tion facilities are rarely available. Food is left unprotected and 
sometimes placed on the ground. Flies and other disease carriers 
come into contact with the food, and contagion is spread. Primi- 
tive attitudes toward food also affect methods of food preparation. 
The press has reported used crankcase oil being sold as cooking 
oil and the addition of formol to milk,, chalk to bread flour, aud 
tallow to cooking fat. 
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•▼mildbfe to fonMn uxd the •dttcitiond tetiriti« in •eh'ob, hrnUh 
ontan, «ad indhridiuu hocnM; and the «UblkhiMnt of » luf»- 
acak training profnm for home ecooomiflta, cppnntioM, «nd 
taochen to be anpkjsd by the Tarkms wcwtamte of U» partici- 
jwtinf ministriM. 

The program ha« already been nqMMtMe for introdndng infor- 
mation programs on nutrition in all schools in the department. A 
relatively small-scale program for tsadung better cultiTation meth- 
ods was in progress early in 1961. In additkb to the national 
ministries sponsoring the program, the departmental government, 
the National Federation of Coffee Growers, the Agrarian Bank and 
uniTersity perscunel will all be involved. Preliminary reports on 
the socoess of the program have been encouraging. 

DISEASE 

Health conditions are extremely bad, in large measure because 
of crowded living conditions and lack of proper facilitieB in dwell- 
ing«. Prsctically 40 percent of the total housing units contain one 
or two rooms; 88.6 percent were in the three- to fair-room eatagoty. 
In 1957, only 28.4 percent of dwellings in the country had piped 
water available. An even email«' nmnber—16J percent—possessed 
some sort of facility for bathing. 

Translated into terms of population, the figures become more 
meaningful. In 1956, out of a total urban population of 4,415,257, 
approximately 2,827,000 were in houses with a water supply. An ad- 
ditional 160,000 had access to some other private or public water 
supply. The remainder had no such access. The situation in the 
rural areas was even less satiefactory. There, out of a total popu- 
lation of 6,873,921, approximately 531,000 had access to independent 
water supply sources. 

As late as the 1940's, some of the larger cities had extremely 
deficient sewage facilities, and several had none at all. At that 
tune, no metropolitan community provided sewage facilities through- 
out its incorporated area. Cartagena had no sewage system at all. 
Even those cities which had more thorough provision for sewage 
itself were wholly lacking in sewage-disposal plants. 

Since that time, there has been some improvement A WHO 
survey in 1956 repented the following sewage facilities for the total 
urban population cf 4,415,257: sewage disposal systems serving 
2,285,000; cesspools serving 8,491; latrines serving 875,000. In the 
rural areas, once again, more backward conditions prevailed: out 
of a total rural population of 6,873,921, less than 820,000 had access 
to any facility at all. The existing facilities were all of the more 
primitive sort—latrine and cesspool-type arrangements. 



Coaditkni in two nrbsn, woridnf-elaai barrio» (district«) «n in- 
dicative of tim origins of orban health and sanitatioa probkms. 
The first bad been sold to a real estate speculator by the original 
owners; he in torn transferred the property in the form of anim- 
prored lots to the current owners. This barrio was outside the 
corporate limits of its municipality—hence, ineligible for much of 
the aid provided by the city goremment ThougL 18 years old 
at the time of the study, its more recent residents had fled to the 
barrio as refugees of the civil war. With 6,000 people crowded into 
a small space, on sn undesirable hillsida site, without even the 
usual amenity of a public square, sanitary conditions were extremely 
primitive. The whole problem of crowding wss intensified by the 
lack of birth control information which wss nationwide. The only 
medical practitioners readily consulted by the population were un- 
skill^d midwives end neighbuTfaood pharmacists who provided advice 
end simple medicines, usually of the patent-medicine type, to clients. 
Only a very few residents ever consulted medical clinics or hos- 
pitals in the larger community. 

The second barrio prannted a similar picture: a total of 6,500 
people with sn avenge of 10 people to a dwelling. Extremely poor 
living conditions, particularly in saoitation and general hygiene, 
were the rule. Few public services were provided, although this 
particular barrio wss fortunate in having access to two primary 
schools, a kindergarten and a public hygiene center. 

In general, the extremely inadequate provision for wests dis- 
posal, the frequent contamination of water supply snd unsanitary 
conditions for food storage combine to encourage the spread of 
bacteriological disesses. These factors are further aggravated by 
the tropical climate in much of the country, with its abundance of 
disease carriers. In 1955, the reported total for amoebiasis (62,000 
cases) nearly equaled that for all other Latin American countries 
supplying statistical information for this disease; this extremely 
high rate undoubtedly results in part from the greater coverage of 
reporting in Colombia—88 percent of the population was covered in 
the reports for 1955. 

Individual studies also reveal high pathological levels. In cer- 
tain departments, as much as 80 percent of the total population 
suffers from goiter. A study of 165,000 school-age children re- 
vealed an incidence of 55.4 percent for this disease. Other condi- 
tions such as anemia, scurvy and pellagra—all resulting from inade- 
quate nutrition—occur with high frequency. 

The rate of parasitic infestation is likewise high. A majority of 
the people apparently suffer from some form of enteric parasite. 
In the rural areas, it is the exceptional child who does not have some 
type of infestation.   The weakened condition of children because of 
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defieieat natrition leads to high, mortality rates from this type of 
illnees. Resulting deaths are frequently classified under the head- 
ing "tropical anaemia," and under the circumstances, the medical 
profession tends to disregard the concept of infestation ss at. ab- 
normal, pathological condition. 

Other conditions which pose serious problems are typhoid, leprosy, 
tetanus, relapsing fever, yaws, smallpox, typhus, malaria and book- 
worm disease. As of 1956 the leading cause of death was gastro- 
enterological disease. Following it were pediatric diseases, influenza 
and pneumonia, heart dJüases and bronchitis, in that order. Bron- 
chitis probably includes tuberculosis, which has traditionally been 
a difficult problem. Venereal disease also constitutes a serious 
public health problem, though reported rates for this category 
tend to be low. 

The crude death rate is one of the highest in Latin America— 
18J per 1,000 persons, compared with 15.2 for Ecuador, 9.0 for 
Peru, 9.9 for Venezuela, and 12.9 for Mexico. (All figures are for 
1956 or 1957.) Infant mortality also is extremely high because 
of the lack of sanitary facilities and backward concepts of hygiene. 
The rate for Colombia was 103.8 per 1,000 live births for 1956, 
compared with 68.9 for Mexico, 66.7 for Venezuela, 94.8 for Peru, 
and 111.4 for Ecuador. 

Although the self-perpetuating nature of the health protlem makes 
improvement very difficult, progreai has been recoruad in areas 
where intensive programs have been undertaken. Malaria is a case 
in point A coordinated attack by united States agencies—prin- 
cipally the Inter-American Cooperative Service for Public Health 
(Servicio Cooperative Interamericano de Salad Publica—SCISP) 
now administered under the aegis of the local United States Opera- 
tions Mission—and United Nations specialists achieved a break- 
through in a Joint malaria eradication program begun in September 
1958. This disease had been one of the worst public health prob- 
lems in the country, with the highest incidence rate of any reported 
disease during the 1940*8. The attack on malaria consisted of 
massive spraying of DDT in order to stamp out the eight species 
of malarial mosquito in the country. The program was notably 
successful. The SCISP has also ham effective in implementing a 
yaws control program. In areas along the Pacific coast, where in 
1950 three out of four persons suffered from this debilitating con- 
dition, the incidence had dropped to 1 percent in 1960. 

In the past leprosy received a disproportionately large share of 
public health funds; in 1956, one-sixth of all such expenditures 
went to control this disease. Previously, leprosy programs had re- 
ceived as much as one-fourth of the total public health budget 
Nonetheless, in 1956, 25,000 to 30,000 cases were reported.   Another 
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diwMB which may be rapidly controlled once large-scale programs 
reach impact stage is endemic goiter. The goTemmenti approach 
here hss been to launch a campaign to encourage the addition of 
iodine to food products. Again, as with malaria, substantial im- 
provement (An be expected because disease etiology can be rather 
easily interrupted at a crucial point In the case of other dioeaseo, 
with more complicated causes, progress will presumably be more 
difficult. 

MEDICAL PROGRAMS AND FACILITIES 

Most hospitals are local facilities which derive their financing 
from lotteries. Others are administered by the various Roman 
Cutholic nursing orders which function in the country. The Min- 
istry of Public Health also supervises certain hospital and clinic 
facilities. As of 1957, there were estimated to be 40,000 hospital 
beds, distributed among 502 different instuutions. On the basis of 
population, this amounts to 3 beds per 1,000 inhabitants. It is 
estimated that of these hospitals perhaps half are equipped to per- 
form competent surgery, and a somewhat greater proportion are 
competent to provide obstetrical facilities and treatment In gen- 
eral, only the upper and middle classes patronize the hospitals. 

As of the IMO's, there was 1 physician to every 3,310 people in 
the country; by 1957, the ratio was 1 physician to every 2,900 
people, compared with the same ratio in Ecuador, 1 for 1,700 in- 
habitants in Venezuela, and 1 for every 2,200 in Mexico. There 
is still a great need for more physicians and a more even distribu- 
tion of them throughout the country. They are heavily concen- 
trated in Bogota and the departmental capitals, with very few in 
the rural areas. Of the seven medical schools in Colombia, two— 
the Javeriana University (Roman Catholic) and the National Uni- 
versity—are in Bogota. The institution providing the most dis- 
tinguished training in medicine is probably the University of Valle 
in Cali. The San Juan de Deis Hospital in Bogota and the St«4* 
General Hospital in Cali provide reputedly excellent clinical faeüi- 
tiee. 

Medical education is complicated by the legal requirement that 
schools admit without examination any applicant who has served 
a year in the armed forces. This has considerably complicated the 
task of medical schools, because of the high dropout rate among 
the student body. Three-fourths of the entering class at the Na- 
tional University are reported to be admitted on such a basis. 

A study of Colombian medical school facilities in clinical medi- 
cine, done by the Tulane University School of Medicine working 
under an International Cooperation Administration (ICA) contract. 
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singied out for eritieiani the ttodcncj for polities to inftiaK« med- 
ic»! school appointments ud the distribation of the limited funds 
for medical research. Nonethelees, standards in the Colombian 
medical schools are not low, and the country is well known for the 
surgeons it produces. 

Four dental schools and seven schools of nursing were function- 
ing in Colombia in 1960. The National Unirersity has a school of 
public hygiene and the Javeriana UnWeraity's Department of Pre- 
Tentive Medicine, which is part of its medical faculty, has at- 
tempted a well-publicized effort to focus attention on the sociological 
roots of health problems in the country. 

A high level of competence is generally found among personnel 
at the top of each group, but standards rapidly deteriorate as eoe 
proceeds farther down the profeaional ladder. The lack of com- 
petent nurses and facilities for training them is a particularly 
acute problem. Standards in this profession are notably defieisnt, 
and many persons practice nursing with only a "certificate" con- 
ferred by a physician with whom she has worked in a hospital in 
the past The lack of public health nurses is keenly felt at it 
frustrates the i mal avenue of approach to mediooeoeiological prob- 
lems—that of visiting nurses. This deficiency is all the more seri- 
ous as physicians frequently carry over the patronicing attitudes of 
their class in treating nonelite patients, and much of the public 
health services, as a consequence, enjoy little empathy or rapport 
with the msnse«. 

In addition to the local services provided by municipalities, the 
Ministry of Public Health maintains an all-inclusive national health 
service. Under the Minister is grouped a Secretariat-General, with 
administrative and legal sections, and a separate section for evalua- 
tion and statistical coordination. The two naaiii areas of the Min- 
istry's activity are in public health and public assistance {am eh. 17, 
Living Conditions and Public Welfare). The Public Aamtonoe 
Division supervises hospitals and other public medical facilities. The 
Public Health Division is subdivided into seven sections oierset 
ing control and treatment in rural public health, epidemiology and 
communicable diseases, tuberculosis, leprosy^ environmental health, 
maternal end child treatment, rad health problems in the ports of 
the country. The Secretariat-Oeneral supervisee sections in charge 
of professional practice, the cancer and nutrition institutes, the 
work of the Inter-American Cooperative Public Health Service And 
two other special health institutes. 

In 1957, budget expenditures for public health and social security, 
which are reported together, amounted to Col$82.7 million out of a 
total expenditure of Col$l,227.4 million (U.S.$1 equaled Col|2.50 in 
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1957). Spending for health has fluctuated widely depending on the 
ineambnnt gwernment's interest in this field and the degree of 
urgency of other elaivui on public income. Since the creation of 
the Ministry of Public Health in 1947, spending has been low. The 
first year, it was assigned 4.4 percent of the budget, which fell to 
the low point of 1.8 percent in 1955. It then increased to 8.7 per- 
cent in 1957. Although a study group—the Curri« Mission of 1950— 
had recommended the expenditure of Col$l billion cm health over a 
five-year period, actual spending for the years 1951-55 totaled only 
Gol$184 million—less than 20 percent of the recommended amount 

Goals projected by the Lleras goyernment hare been more irnag- 
inatire and, at the same time, more rational than in the past A 
determined effort to cut down the hospital shortage by 88 percent 
orer the next four yean is project^ in a building program which 
will provide a total of 15,000 additional beds. The cost is esti- 
mated to be approximately Col$460 million for this expansion, and 
the government plans to furnish 75 percent—Col$300 million—at 
the rate of Col$75 million annually. 

Colombia is a notable example of cooperation among international 
organizations in the field of health. In addition to SCISP, WHO, 
UNICEF and the Pan American Sanitary Bureau are active in the 
country. The SCISP carries on the cooperative health and sani- 
tation programs begun during World War 11 by the united States 
Government in Latin America. Formerly under the auspices of UM 
Institute of Inter-American Affairs, it is now integrated into the 
ICA. Its operations have recently been reorganized so that they 
meeh more closely with those of the Ministry of Public Health. 

Under the new arrangement initiated in 1960, all Servicio projects 
have been assigned to sections under the appropriate division of 
the Ministry. The SCISP will continue, as before, to meet certain 
administrative needs of these projects, but supervision will be 
vested in the respective Division Director of the Ministry of Pub- 
lic Health. Over-all direction of SCISP will be furnished by two 
co-directors—the Director-General of the Ministry and the present 
Director of the SCISP. This organization has been very active in 
working with a wide range of problems in health education, public 
health engineering, public health dentistry, state and local health 
services, nutrition and occupational health services. The SCISP 
was largely responsible for initiating the malaria eradication pro- 
gram. 

Its accomplishments are well known and respected in the country, 
both among professional public health administrators and in gov- 
ernment circles. It has played a particularly notable role in devel- 
oping programs on the local level, well before the government was 
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willing to do ea The current prognun of deceatrt&zmg lacilitiM 
for public health is partly due to the example art by SCISF. la 
1960 the organization's expenditure wa* acwnewhat in excess of U.SJ|1 
million. 

Soon after coming into power, UM Lleras govemraent gave tb« 
public health authori*!« strong support for a broad program of 
disease eradication. la 1958 the Ministry of Public Health, under 
J. P. Llinas, developed a series of campaigns against leprosy, ma- 
laria, goiter, policmyelitis, and tuberculosis. In these programs, th* 
Ministry cooperated with a wide range of national and interna- 
tional groups: SCISP, the Bank of the Republic, the Ministries of 
Agriculture and Education, UNICEF, ICA, WHO, and the Pan 
American Sanitary Bureau. Thus far, it is difficult to evaluate 
the progress of these programs. 

The increased scope ol public health planning does reflect gent one 
concem with this area in the government, though more often thai 
not reality does not confonn to planning. In 1958 soon after taking 
office, Llinas spoke boldly of establishing 10 percent—a level equi- 
valent to that of education—as a goal for health spending rather 
than the then prevailing rate of 4.4 percent He attacked the policy 
of high spending for education without equivalent emphasis on 
health, as one of "filling the cemeteries with enlightened youths." 
With the best of intentions, however, the ptojected budgetary ex- 
penditure on health for 1961 fell far short of the goal, amounting 
to only 5.9 percent of the total budgev. With increased capitaliza- 
tion of the society and with economic growth, Colombia may in 
the future have greater resources to ?pply to health problems thun 
at present. But the level of general awareness of health problem*, 
still needs to be raised, even among professional groups. 

f 
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CHAPTER 17 

LIVING CONDITIONS AND PUBLIC WELFARE 

Standards of material and physical welfare in Colombia an tha 
result of the mixture of class and ethnic group«, their different 
Tallies and attitudes towards life, their physical surroundings and 
interaction among these factors. Conditions in the rural areas pro- 
ride only the barest liring standards for the misses The upper 
class, on the other hand, traditionally enjoys an derated standard 
of living in striking contrast to that of the lower strata erf society. 

In the jities a similar gulf separates the priTileged upper dass 
and the masses. Only in the very recent past has the cüstanoe 
between these two been bridged by the appearance of a middle 
class with substantial living standards and an energetic mass of 
urban workers associated with rapid industrial development of the 
postwar j. riod. Poverty and the social enervation it brings affect 
most of t' 5 population excepting only the erioUo upper class and 
the small middle class. Traditional levels of acquiescence have been 
extremely high and they appear likely to remain so in the fort- 
seeable future. The rural citizenry of Indian and mettüo (mixed 
white and Indian) background have assimilated the republican 
values of the white elite, but seem to sense no conflict between these 
social principles and the glaring contrast of living conditions. 

The criollo upper class itself is generally insensitive to the con- 
tradiction between the values of the Hispanic republican tradition 
and the living conditions of the masses. But certain elements in 
the elite—intellectuals, ecclesiastical leaders, politicians associated 
with the Lleras government—have been sensitive to the backward- 
ness of conditions and have supported programs of improvement 
The question is whether the impact of these programs for social de- 
velopment will be felt before the population becomes actively aware 
of its own deprived living standards. 

Prediction is extremely difficult as to future improvement in liv- 
ing conditions. If the general political and social equilibrium which 
exists under the Lleras administration is maintained, attempts at 
progress will continue to be made and possibly enlarged over their * 
present scale. But with actual social conditions so backward, it 
is doubtful if any foreseeable welfare efforts will work significant 
improvement. 
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The expectation level of lower-class Colombians has always been 
low, leading to a high tolerance of the great deprivations in living 
standards which has continued up through the 1950*8 and early 
1960's. But the continuing movement of the rural masses to the 
cities—where they will accept new standards and expectations— 
will lead to greater awareness of poverty and backwardness. The 
continued growth of the middle class will also put new pressures on 
traditioaal social patterns. 

The upper class is largely unconscious of any very serious need 
for changes in institutions, but there are limited foci within the 
elite—which is generally conservative and tradition-bound—of those 
who are aware of needs and eager to meet them. It is doubtful, 
however, that the extremely introverted upper class will be willing 
to accept the necessary changes in institutions, knowing that status 
and privilege will inevitably be lost in the process. 

Demand will grow among the masses for a more equitable sharing 
of life's opportunities and i-ewards. As the population's knowledge 
of its own deprivation increases, the need for changes will grow 
proportionately, if revolution is to be avoided. 

Urbanization and the efforts of the extreme left to educate the 
public points to a tremendous rise in the expectation levels of the 
population in the very near future. If these expectations are not 
met with greater speed, it appears likely that the equilibrium of 
Colombia's institutions and social patterns will be drastically upset. 

URBAN LIVING CONDITIONS 

The phenomenal growth of the cities from 1918 to 1961 has posed 
major problems for the maintenance of urban living conditions. 
Cali, for example, with an estimated population of 500,000 and an 
annual growth rate of 8 percent per anum, by conservative esti- 
mates needed 30,000 additional housing units in 1960. In response 
to this need, the Cauca Cailey Corporation (CVC), after a previous, 
unsuccessful housing project attempted by the United States tech- 
nical assistance mission, has undertaken a reclamation project for 
a 1,200-acre area adjacent to the city. To develop the land being 
reclaimed by the CVC, an association was formed by 2,200 of the 
most deprived families. A fund of Col$250,000 (U.S.$1 equaled 
Col$7,08 in 1960) was collected by each family's contributing Col$l 
weekly, and a large plot of land was purchased fur Col$5 million. 
A favorable mortgage was expected to enable each member of the 
association to amortize his saare through a payment of approxi- 
mately Col$30 per month. By mid-1960 the individual members 
had begun to construct their own houses; assistance with the archi- 
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tecturai and engineering pluming required had been promised both 
hy the CYC and the architecture faculty of the ünirersidad del 
Valle. 

But such programs of self-help were exceptional. Typically the 
Colombian city of the 1950*3 and early IMG's contained sky-acrapen, 
clubs for the wealthy and extremely luxurious homes, but along- 
side these were the barrios (districts) of the woricing classes. Here, 
around the older colonial-type residential sections, felums have 
sprung up to house the tremendous natural increase of the lower 
class and the newcomer? from the countryside. 

This rural-urban trend in population movement wu accelerated 
by the mpid industrialization of the postwar period, by the jobs 
thus created, and by a decade of violence which induced people to 
seek the shelter of the cities. (It has been estimated that 300,000 
rural inhabitants moved to urban areas to escape the civil war.) 
The rapid growth of the cities was also enhanced by the inevitable 
attraction urban life exerts on the less accnltnrated part of the 
population in a transition society. 

Hie condition of the barrio inhabitants is, in its way, as deprived 
as that of the peasants. Since the urban proletariat, unlike UM 
rural masses, is dependent on the market economy, one of its major 
problems is making ends meet Of all groups in the country, it 
has been pet Imps most directly affected by inflation. According 
to official figures, a selected index of food items rose 272 percent 
from 1935 to 1949 in the absence or failure of price controls. 

The over-all rise in the cost of living wua even greater. The 
average worker in the 1950's labored a month for a suit, three days 
for a pair of shoes and one and a half days for a shirt. He 
expended two-thirds of his income for food, one-sixth for shelter, 
and the remainder on light and heat, recreational pursuits (includ- 
ing tobacco and alcohol) and clothing. Both his limited financial 
means and his inclination led him to purchase carbohydrate-rich 
food ifems, severely lacking in the nutrients necessary for basic 
health. This constant state of subnutrition drastically reduced his 
productivity and. consequently, his income. Even assuming stren- 
uous efforts in the part of the urban wr^'nr, he could never close 
the inexorable gap betwwn what he earned and the cost of living. 

The rise in the worker's cost of living scale in Bogota is not 
atypicai. Calculated on a 1937 base of 100, the index for food and 
tobacco had risen to 518 in 1956. By the beginning of 1961 it had 
risen to nearly 800. The index for housing in Bogota—placed at 
467 in 1956—had risen to 662 in 1961, The total index rose from 
483 in 1956 to 732 by 1961. Medelh'n showed an even more spec- 
tacular rise. Based on 100 for 1938, the over all vast of living shot 
up from 458 to 1956 to 735 in 1981. 
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Tb» eonditions in w&i^ UM arfaan proktuiat Im have b«n 
dileRom*.TDf ander th* imptet ef tb» BUMI papaktkn moyuant 
sine« Wcrid War 11. As üte »s the IMO's some entire cities, sach 
•• CarUgMut, «er« totally l«ckmf in Mwage faeilities. Very little 
it known, howerer, about actaal living conditions in the dtiee. But 
a pout-war study of a wodking-clan barrio offers some insight For 
aaomple, in 19S3, Barrio Castilla, situated northeast of Hedellfn, 
housed refugees from the ciril war in the provinces. The dwell- 
ings general!?' lacked electricity, running water and sewers. Street 
gutters serving as open sewers wen also utilised by UM women for 
laundering purposes. The road connecting the barrio and the city 
was in Mvere disrepair and the neighborhood streets were impass- 
able daring the frequent rains. The only medical practitioners 
readily accessible to farm residents were untrained midwivca 

Although outside aid in improving living conditions was prae- 
tkally unobtainable, the barn» still developed leaders interested in 
social improvement. Two factors frustrated their attempts to 
obtain direction and assistance from the larger community: destruc- 
tive partisan rivalry between Liberals and Conservatives, and the 
banioU position outside the formal municipal structure. Public 
services were, as a result, extremely difficult to get Presumably, 
such a barrio would be ineligible for the funds municipalities are 
legally obligated to expend on aid to housing. This has been a 
severe problem as a great part of recent urban settlement has taken 
place outside the legal limits of the municipalities. 

The prevailing outlook of the barrio was bitterly cynical. In- 
tensely critical of their surroundings and envious of the more 
privileged outside the barrio, most of the resideuls were unable to 
avail themselves of the advantages they had sought in coming to 
the city. Such efforts as they exerted toward betterment of their 
condition were frustrated by their own lack of energy and the 
general feeling of hopelessness. 

These conditions were not atypical. In most working-class neigh- 
borhoods, a high level of unemployment and lack of social inte- 
gration produce a strongly defeatist attitude. The transition from 
village to city is extremely disruptive of family life and often 
results in aa barrio of abandoned wives and illegitimate children" 
(see ch. 7, Family). In many such districts, children formed a dis- 
proportionately large part of the population. 

All of these problems had to be borne by a workers' group with 
extremely low income levels. In the 1950's, the barrio worker's 
average daily wage was approximately CoI$3 or about U.S.$1.20. 
Family income was $3.95 per day, or 65 cents per capita for the 
average urban family of six members.   Such wages were not suffi- 
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cient, given the infUted price levels of the citres, to susUin healthy 
aoci«! p«ttern& A l»rge nnmber of wooeu turned to prostitution 
oat of economic neoesnty. UM genenü feeliaf of rooÜMBMM led 
to »bcommUy high ineidctiOM of alot^iolisn and delinqiMBey. 

In the midst of rod» social isolation, the urban rnädent tMKfe 
to abandon belief in his own abilitj to effect improvement in his 
status or condition. The attitude of this part of the population 
toward its present and its future becomes stoical and inert The 
city-dweller is a complement to his rural counterpart, and his re- 
sponse to life is often uATo hay mal que dttre mä OHM, mi euerpo 
que lo rtrirta" (There is no evil which lasts a thousand years, nor 
the body which can endure it"), just as the peasant says uPam 
quer ("What's the user). 

RURAL LIVING CONDITIONS 

living conditions in the rural areas have been «octree back- 
ward even by Latin American standards. The lack Oi. expansion 
in the agricultural sector of the economy has acted to prevent any 
improvement Although the proportion of the rurrl population 
relative to the over-all population has consistently declined in this 
century, the farms and pueblo» (villages) have had a heavy riiare 
in the estimated annual population increase of 900,000 for the entire 
oountry. Lade of agricultural development aid continued popula- 
tion growth have combined to perpetuate a low standard of living. 
In addition, the systems of land tenure have frustrated any prog- 
ress toward greater productivity through the use of more intensive 
cultivation methods. Fi^y-six percent of rural holdings in 1960 
were leas than 12 acres n size and accounted for only 4 percent of 
the land. The size of tb«se>e holdings, the frequent steepness of the 
land and the extremely backward methods and implements used 
combined to insure extremely low yields (see ch. 27, Agricultural 
Potential). 

The typical rural dwelling is a mixture of Hispanic and prehis- 
panic building patterns. Mr »rials used are most often adobe, 
rammed earth or wattle and daub. Tile roof? are found, but thatch 
seems much more common. Metal is infrequently used as a roofing 
material. 

Floor materials apparently vary widely: mostly dirt and occa- 
sionally adobe, wood or tokte brick—a type of thin, baked brick. 
Ceilings are regarded with considerable indifference in the nival 
building scheme. Often no ceiling material is used at all. the 
thatch gradually acquiring its own covering from the accumulated 
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aoot of the cooking fire. Pcpular method» of soBStrocting e ceüing, 
where this is dorn* utilize a coat of lime on & foundetion of ekuiyue 
eane or wood«t boards placed next to each other. 

Many peaeaoi hooMS have no windows, apparently doe to the 
widespread belief that diseases are caused by winds. An absence 
of windows is thought to keep the house warmer at night, free of 
druit£ and thus presumably healthier. Where wooden windows are 
found, they are very smail and usually not opened. Glass windows 
are seldom used. 

The typical rural house encloses approximately 20 square meters 
—10 feet by 20 feet—which, divided into three or four rooms, pro- 
vides living space for about six people. The size of dwellings, 
however, is subject to considerable variation. Those in the upper- 
elevation settlements often have more space, while houses in the 
lower, wanner areas tend to be smaller. 

Facilities for cooking in the rural areas are extr9m»ly primitive. 
Infrequently the kitchen is located in a separate hut, detached from 
the house. Most often it consists of a simple stove arrangement 
set up in one of the rooms—under the eaves of the dwelling if pos- 
sible. The typical absence of a chimney allows the smoke and soot 
to circulate in the room and escape as best it can. The more ad- 
vanced eitufa, a cooking arrangement usually providing a chimney 
and lids on an iron top, is found only rarely in homes. 

Living space is further reduced, in many instances, by the fact 
that families often set aside one roo-n for grain and tool storage. 
Only the most well-to-do peasants can have separate shelter for the 
animals: usually animals are left in the open, although small, detached 
chicken houses are found. 

Advanced sanitation facilities are usually lacking. S«>pti- tanks 
are found only on the htifvmdio» (large estates), the fields serving 
a«? latrines for the eamperinos (peasants). Water is usually obtained 
from local sources—springs, streams and pools—which are widely 
distrusted, apparently with justification, as sources of pollution. 
Most rampetincs possess metal basins or crockery which they uti- 
lize for washing purposes. Baths are taken with extreme infre- 
quency, the more usual practice being simply to wash the upper 
part of the !x>dy and feet. Laundering is usually done at any 
nearby water source. 

Electricity is almost entirely confined to the latifundw$ or to 
farms approaching them in size and statua Candles and home- 
made kerosene lamps are used for lighting in most peasant homes. 
Gasoline lamps and, very occasionally, flashlights are also used by 
some.   Appliances dependent on electricity are, of course, precluded. 

The homes of the cempetino* usually contain only the simplest 
furnishings, chiefly the stool, chair and table—although, in poorer 
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settlements, sonte families lack even these. A limited vtriety of other 
household implements «re normally present: simple hand spindles, 
basins for dish washing, charcoal irons and scissors. Earthen crock- 
ery is used to store food. The primitive pi*4ra de moler (stone mor - 
tar) is increasingly being replaced by small meat grinders. The 
sewing machine is usually the man advanced appliance found in 
rural sections. Closets and dressers for clothing storage are ordi- 
narily not found. In general, furniture seems to be regarded as 
a dispensable luxury rather than as a necessary part of the house- 
hold. 

The junco (mat made by tying together stalks of the Juncua 
plant) is usually used for sleeping purposes. Mattresses, when 
found, are stuffed with wool or straw. Woolen blankets are widely 
used for cover and, when these are absent, the raana (a short poncho 
of Quechua origin worn- throughout the countryside) is used as a 
substitute. Umbrellas and suitcases are owned by some campe- 
sinot; clocks are in the luxury class. Table coverings and towels 
are found but are, apparently, little used by their owners. 

Most homes possess books, although these are usually religious 
volumes or almanacs kept for their practical function in weather 
prediction. In one peasant community, 80 percent of the homes 
contained books of one sort or another. Musical instruments also 
are found, although extf/isive rausio-making is usually confined to 
fiesta periods. 

The possession and wearing of shoes is an important indicator cf 
social status. Sociological studies have been made which indicate 
that between 50 to 90 percent of the rural population do not poasen 
shoes. Many of the peasants wear sandals made of agave fiber, 
known as dtpargata». There is a strong tendency to prefer working 
barefooted. Also noticeable is a tendency to view the use of shoes 
on all but special occasions—Sundays and fiestas—as ostentatious 
and opening the wearers to social disapproval. 

The campesino's clothes reflect his cultural and historical ante- 
cedents. The peasant girls wear long skirts of the type used by 
Biscay and Segovian women of the eighteenth century, a shawl of 
homespun cloth (most clothing material is homespun), a broad- 
brimmed man's hat over distinctive, braided pig-tails and the ruana. 
Males also wear the ruerna (which marks a traditional sort of water 
shed separating haves and have-nots), bell-bottom type trouscr« 
and the aljMrgiitn» which have been worn since their introductioi 
in 15C7. Thus, there is great preservation of form in Colombian 
peasant, dress. 

The attitude of the cfim/w'no toward his livinjir condition is 
basically acquiescent. He finds his home generally »Hsfactory for 
his needs.   Warm in the evening and cool during the day, it is a 
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rslathrely dunble and functional dwelling. The süaple, cultural 
■wterials of the home satisfy his limited intellectual interests. 
Household implements, though few in number and primitive in 
design, are sufficient to satisfy his wants. 

Such dissatisfactions as exist center around some specific frus- 
tration and do not usually give rise to generalized protest against 
the overwhelming poverty of life. A peasant may feel the diffi- 
culty of having marital relations in an over-crowded home and he 
may regret his financial inability to keep up with the general level 
of beer-drinking at the tienda (neighborhood shop and social cen- 
ter), but an extreme lack of cultural self-awareness prevents him 
from recognizing—let alone rebelling against—the sources of his 
frustration. 

The devoutness of Colombians and their deep belief in God in- 
clines them to view even the greatest disasters—famine, crop failure, 
epidemic disease—with resignation; bowing to "the will of God" is 
the« transmuted into an unquestioning tolerance of life's miseries. 
The campemno is further impelled toward fatalism by the absence 
of alternatives. Even if he feels dissatisfaction with his living 
conditions, the impulse toward action is dissipated with the typical 
reflection "Pam^tt«!"   ("What's the use?"). 

DIET 

Food consumption patterns are indicative of Colombia's problems 
in improving living conditions. In a country with great tracts of 
unused arable land and a climate suitable for agricultural produc- 
tion, the vast majority of the population exists in a state of chronic 
hunger. Undemutrition, malnutrition and acute vitamin deficiency 
an widespread in both urban and rural areas. Malnutrition is the 
fifth greatest direct cause of death. 

This deficiency in basic nutrition is paradoxical, in that caloric 
intake of Colombians is unusually high for Latin America—approxi- 
mately "i^tO calories per person per day, excluding alcoholic lev- 
erages (a possibly inflated .Igure cited by the Food and Agricultural 
Organization—FAO)—as against approxraateiy 2,100 in Mexico 
and approximately 1.500 in Peru. The level necaasary for minimal 
basic nutrition is estimated to be 2.100 calories per person per day. 
The explanation lies in the extreme imbalance of the Colombian diet. 
Cereals and sugar products are the main source of calories, An 
unusually large part of the diet is composed of starch. Fruit is s^l- 
•don eaten, with the exception of bananas and plantains which are 
fried or prepared in soup. 

Backward cultural attitudes have & pervasive and narmful effect 
on the diet patterns of most, of the population.   In an area with 
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prime possibilitieti for citrus cultivation, the consumption of fruit, 
other than bananu and plantains, amoont« to only 3? caloriat out 
of a total caloric consumption of 2,400 calorie« per person per day. 
In addition to indigenous blackberries, cherries and pApiya, the 
cultivation of prunes, pea», apples and peaches has been added. 
Nevertheless, in many areas only children will eat fruit. 

An ento more serious aspect of the Colombian diet is its almost 
anirefga! protein deficiency. Meat is seldom eaten due to its high 
cost which is unneceasarily increased by the absence of any uni- 
form system of price-setting according to quality (see ch. 26, Char- 
acter and Structure of the Economy). Because of cultural preju- 
dice, two prime sources of protein—fish and soybeans—are largely 
overlooked. Where meat is eaten, beef snd veal are the major items. 
Pork, Iamb, mutton, goat meat and poultry are also present in the 
diet, but in small quantities. The level of consumption of meat, 
poultry and fish at 32 pounds per capita in 1959, although low, is 
nonetheless a substantial increat« over the level of 90 pounds in 1945. 

Extremely low milk consumption is also as much due to cultural 
prejudice as to cost. As would be expected, the element of atti- 
tudinal prejudice in determining diet patterns is most prominent 
among peasants. Though living in the midst of :mportant food 
items, preat numbers of them do not eat such staples as bread, eggs, 
meet and milk. 

Another important food is panela (a type of brown-sugar loaf) 
whirh is used both as an ingredier.t ir. food preparation and by 
itself, particularly when strenuous work is being perforr,>ed. The 
use of paneh underlines the absence of other needed elements in 
the Colombian diet. A panela-sweetened drink is served in army 
messes where milk is seldom provided. Chicha (a fiery Indian 
com arink of ^reat potency), which was universally consumed by 
the rural population before it was formally outlawed by the gov- 
ernment in 1948, contained a heavy concentration of panela. 

Alcohol consumption patterns have a direct relation to the inade- 
quacy of diet. This is not difficult to understand in light of the 
ill-balanced Colombian diet, which consists in Isrge part (80 per- 
cent) of carbohydrates and has unusually low levels of energy 
sources. Alcohol, therefore, provides a mr-ch-needed dietary sup- 
plement for mam' Colombians. Beer is widely consumed in the 
rural areas. Although formally outlawed, chicha continues to be 
used in many areas—in part because of the population's dependence 
on it as an enersry source. Gitarapo, a drink made from fermented 
pwla, also serves as a dietary rniT-.-lement, 

The problem of dietary irnprowment involves the provision of 
physical facilities lackinir in IfWl and improved popular attitudes 
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toward diet. To bring food items within the financitl reach of the 
consumer, an effective transportation system permitting foodstuffs 
to be economically moved from producer to consumer will be needed, 
M well as proper stora^ facilities to prevent the wasting of food 
through spoilage or unhygienic conditions. The consumer must learn 
to recognize and choose foods that provide elements now lacking in 
his diet. Producers must also be educated or forced to provide more 
nutritious food items for the market. 

In recent years, signs of improvement have appeared. The Lleras 
government has insisted that bakers accept a program to enrich their 
floor with the addition of 3 percent soybean flour. After initial re- 
sistence on the part of the bakers was overcome, it became apparent 
that the additive not only doubled the protein content of bread, but 
also considerably lowered production costs since soy flour is actually 
cheaper than wheat flour. 

The Ueras government has also, by the intelligent use of price 
subsidies, encouraged the production and consumption of a wide 
range of vegetable oils, thus moving away from the almost sole reli- 
ance on copra as a source of vegetable oil. Growing urbanization 
has also contributed to increased sophistication in diet patterns. In 
general, diet deficiency is one of the few areas of need which offer 
a relatively bright picture for the near future provided that failures 
in cultural practice can be overcome. 

RECREATIONAL AND CULTURAL OUTLETS 

There are vivid contrasts between the recreational outlets avail- 
able to the upper and lower cL^ses. The upper class has access to 
luxurious facilities for golf, tennis, swimming and bowling. Restau- 
rants, nightclubs, and modem cinemahouses also furnish fashionable 
outlets for the criollo elite and the more sophisticated members of 
the middle class. In contrast, an extremely limited range of recre- 
ational outlets is available to the lower class. However, the growth 
of the urban masses has swelled the audience for spectator sports— 
aoccer, horse racing and bullfighting—and publiciiy in newspapers 
and magazines indicate a considerable increase of interest in these 
outlets. 

Both domestic radio stations and foreign short-wave broadcasts 
are listened to by large numbers. A smaller but growing number of 
Colombians have access to television. Newspapers and magazines— 
some of the photogravure type—are read widely in the cities, bur 
are almost wholly lacking in the rural villages (see ch. 12, Public 
Information). In general, cultural media do '.ot reach the rural 
areas, although in some villages the presence of a school with an 
interested teacher may introduce reading materials other than reli- 
gious texts and farmers' almanacs. 
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Cultural Popular Action (Accion Cultural Popular—ACP), a sys- 
tem of radio schools operated by the Catholic Church, has provided, 
wherever possible, some recreational facilities as an adjunct to its 
program. These have usually consisted of small courts outside the 
school-unit, suitable for playing games. It is hoped that these facili 
ties will develop into social and recreational centers, filling a serious 
gap in rural life. 

The tienda is the most generally encountered center of rural social- 
izing. Formally the tienda is a shop which stocks cigarettes, food, 
sundry items and the bottled beer which campesmo* consume in large 
quantities. But more than anything else it serves the function of 
a social center where peasants gather to gossip and spend their leisure 
hours. It can take Che form of several rooms attached to the pro- 
prietor's house or a separate unit detached from it 

In mo«t cases one room is fitted with a counter separating staff 
from patrons. The supplies usually include bread, ptmela, candy, 
candles and other articles of everyday use. Tables and stools or 
benches are provided. Adjacent to the tienda itself, and an integral 
part of it, there is often an outdoor court suitable for playing a type 
of quoits game, known as tejo or, less commonly, ttmmgm. The 
game is played by teams and is closely associated with the beer- 
drinking which is the main function of the establishment It is 
pursued with great fxcitement and earnestness, the losers usually 
prorating among themselves the cost of beer consumed. 

The tienda is open in the evening hours, but the real drinking 
bouts are, by force of circumstances, reserved for the weekends and 
fiestas. On Saturdays and Sundays camperino» usually arrive early 
in the afternoon and stay, playing tejo, cards or pite, a "penny- 
pitching" game, until, by eight or nine o'clock, they are intoxicated 
and often out of control. The drinking patterns of the tienda tend 
to be ritualistic, with a well-known and universally accepted set of 
rule»; governing the offering of rounds of liquor to one's friends and 
neighbors. By 1961 fights were much less common than in past 
years, appsrently because cMcha had been replaced by beer or other 
less potent liquors. On festa days the tienda becomes busy immedi- 
ately after Mass and an even more intense quality prevails in the 
mood of the group. 

Drinking, and particularly the ritualized, depressive drinking cus- 
toms of the tienda, obviously serves to express, and perhaps relieve, 
the df ep frustrations and hostility of the rural population. The lack 
of otner social outlets undoubtedly also contributes to the intensity 
of the ramppumon' drinking habits. 

There is an interesting tendency for the patronage of the tienda 
to be polarized along political lines.   Usually, in a pueblo that con- 
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tains two soch estmbliahments, Libemls will 90öi,l««< at <^m tssim 
Coommtiim pttavmm the other. TIs* politiow eempkoä&x of th» 
timia is spparanUy identified with that cf Its ow^«rs, and a sup- 
porter of one party will seldom venture iatc ti^ other's iiendä. 

SOCIAL PROBLEMS 

Vk»laicc 

Recent events have tended to exacerbate the entire spectrum of 
welfare problems. The decade of violence left a whole train of 
effects in the rural areas, refugees, resettlement problems, <l%hts, 
criminality and broken families. On the other hand the cities faced 
many problems created by rapid urbanization, including wholesale 
maladjustment among rural immigrants in unfamiliar barrios and 
the denuding, for a major part of the population, of a culture which 
formerly had provided a texture for the daily patterns of life. 

Violence was largely a phenomenon of the countryside which re- 
sulted from personalism in local politics (caciguitmc) and impover- 
ished social conditions. This aspect of the civil war was also in 
keeping with the traditions of the country. President Lleras has 
pointed out that "the great wars among Colombians are originated 
in the cities, tactically developed in the villages, and are incarnated 
in the fields and leave there the majority of victims." 

The history of the country's recurring civil wars has indeed been 
impressive. From 1819 to 1902 no single decade was free from civil 
ware, 70 of wh>ch were recorded in J}. A high loss of life distin- 
guished thtee conflicts. One hundred thousand died in the 1899- 
1902 period; a loss of 80,000 was estimated for the iSTO's. These 
figures are high in terms of the relatively small population involved. 

The violence of the 1940,s and 195oV killed 300,000. The occur- 
rence of such large-scale brutality with hiph frequency would indi- 
cate a tendency to solve conflicts through recourse to violence rather 
than through other social processes. 

The reported death rate in 1956 of 13.3 per 100,000 of the popu- 
lation wa^ one of the highest in the hemisphere. T* was counter- 
balanced by a bird rate of 41.0 per 100,000, and thus^ in spite of the 
hijrh death rate, population growth waw estimated to he 2.Z pt-irent 
per annum. Average life expectancy was 46 years, but for much of 
the population life expectancy at birth was considerably less. 

Drug Addiction 

In this milieu of poverty and disease a larg«» part of the popula- 
tion seeks relief in narcotics. The leaves of the . ica pknt are 
chewed for stimulation by the inhabitants of the Cauca region, in 
the northern section of Boyaoä and m Santander    The use of tnftri 
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joana in the entire Atlantic coast region and in Cali lias been re- 
ported. Some concern has been aroused by this latter problem and, 
though the use of the drug has not been proscribed, its cultiration 
and commercial marketing have been outlawed. 

Little information was available on addiction in the populatioe 
and estimates of addicts have been tenuous at best. In the study 
covering the Atlantic coast region opium was found to be rather 
widely used. The use of morphine was also reported, particularly 
in Manizales, as well as the use of morphine in conjunction with 
scopolamine to produce twilight sleep. Pilocarpine—made from the 
jaborandi plant—was also reported to be a drug of problem dimen- 
sions in some areas. 

Alceholim 

Alcoholism has been extremely difficult to control. Its perrasivs- 
ness among the masses has been widely commented on. Though 
figures on the incidence of alcoholism as a disease were not obtain- 
able, other statistics clearly indicated the seriousness of the problem. 
The Medical Federation reported an expenditure in 1952 of Col$300 
million oa k*r alone (U.S.$1 equaled Col$3.70 in 1952). This figure 
would indicate the sale of 500 million bottles of beer at an average 
price of Col$0 60 per bottle. A sum of Col$90 million was also 
spent on distilled liquors. In £1 Espinal the population, daring • 
three-day holidsy period, consumed more than 3 million bottles of 
beer. la addition the lower class consumes a large amount of home- 
made liquor, which does not appear in the figures of sales. 

In some of the departments the departmental government itself 
produced large quantities of alcohol for sale to the public, particu- 
larly affuardiefie (a type of brandy). Thus the authorities had a 
vested interest in maintaining rather than reducing oonsomptkm 
levels with respect to both state-produced and state-taxed liquor. In 
1960. 30 percent of all the departmentg' revenue was derived from 
state monopdies, of which the majority were apparently disfcillerii«, 
and, in some departments, a much larger share of revenue wm de- 
rived from this source. In some areas, such as the Chocö, teachers 
have been paid with bottles of aguardiente which they, in turn, sold 
to the parents of their students. 

Under such circumstances, it has been understandably difficult to 
decrease the rate of consumption. Reforms suggested have been 
mostly mechtnical in nature, such as closing drinking establishments 
early or paying employees during the middle of the week. The most 
promising proposal suggests that liquor production be reserved to 
private enterprise in the hope of increasing prices and, at the same 
time, effecting some improvement in the quality of the liquor.   This 
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propoaal would proBomablj dtcna.se consumption while preserving 
an important source of tax reTenue for the Mate. 

In the countryside drinking is an integral part of the rampetinoi 
daily life. It is not unusual for them to spend 10 ' 20 percent of 
their iaeome on alcohol. Drinking usually takes place in the tiendat 
where an mdividnars status can only be maintained by buying gen- 
erous rounds of drinks, most often of beer, for his frsends and 
neighbors. This form of tienda reciprocation as a mean of upholding 
prestige is of great importance to a campesmo, and he will go with- 
out thing» he needs to satisfy it. 

In the past peasants frequently would request th?ir employer to 
withhold a part of their wage for a daily ration of ehicha or gua- 
rapo, although this is apparently seldom done now. However, the 
rural employer may still provide his workers with homemade gvarapo 
even chough no deduction is made. 

A great improvement in this area was accomplished with the 
enactment of Public Law M of 1948 which, by requiring higher 
hygienic standards in breweries, effectually outlawed the making of 
ehieha. The toxicity of this drink was dangerous because careless- 
ness in its preparation frequently permitted higher alcohols to form. 
The toxic level of one liter had been measured at 0.00^2 to 0.021 
grams per 100 cubic centimeter«—several times over the human toxic 
limit of 0.005 grams per 100 cubic centimeters. Some investigators 
had reported the addition of such agents as human bones, rats, 
pepper, lime «nd cow hides to the home-brewed ehieha mix. 

Prior to 1948 the consumption of ehtrha undoubtedly played a 
large part in the social unruliness of rural communities. Since its 
prohibition, there has been noticeable improvement. Nonetheless, 
even so saloatory a reform as this had negative repercussions. Tsse 
beer, to which many peasants turned as a replacement—while far 
more hygienically prepared and less harmful—was often as much 
as five times more costly. Thus 9 peasant, who had habitually satis- 
fied himself with one or two pesos' worth of ehieha^ found that 
amount of beer unsatisfying. So, in order to achieve a comparable 
state of stimulation, it was necessary to spend far more than he had 
been accustomed to. 

Sinct the enactment of Public Law M of 1 3 chkha consumption 
has declined, but it is still produced and is obtainable even in metro- 
politan centers. Most of the population accepted the prohibition 
more or less readily, even tienda proprietors commenting on the 
considerable decrease in destructiveness that accompanied it. 

Consumption levels remain high. In many areas guarapo or beer 
is drunk In preference to water. With the provision of healthier 
water services by municipalities, such drinking may decrease, but 
in much of the countryside alcohol will undoubtedly continue to be 
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consumed in preference to the unclean water available. Such heavy 
consumption is even more than ordinarily harmful to a population 
already weakened by insufficient nutrition and by living in a tropi- 
cal climate. 

A more adequate diet could lower the need for drink aa an extra 
source of fuel. Nonetheless, until healthier social conditions in 
general are created, it is doubtful if the need for escape can be met 
without heavy resort to alcohol. 

ProsUtatioB 

Opinion on the prevalence of prostitution varies. The only statis- 
tics that seem to be reliable are for Antioquia and indicate a notable 
growth in the number of prostitutes in recent years. This, however, 
may result from certain cultural differences between Antioquians and 
other Colombians. In 1930 one prostitute was reported for every 
50 males in Medellfn. By 1946 this ratio bad increased to 1 for 
every 30 males—a total of 4^60. The subsequent rate of increase in 
the numbers of prostitutes has vastly out-stripped the rate of popu- 
lation growth. In 1957 an informant indicated that there were 
probably about 12,000 prostitutes in Medehui—1 to every 24 males 
or 1 to every 12 to 15 mature males. 

These figures probably were not representative of the country as 
a whole because prostitution has traditionally been considered to 
be greater in Antioquia than in other departments. The entrepre- 
neurial activity of the Antioquenos is well known. Nonetheless, 
rat» in the country were considered to be unusually high. This 
would seem to be borne out by the incidence of venereal disease. 
Some idea is gained of the effect of such high levels of prostitution 
on health standards by the results of a single examination of 9,703 
registered prostitutes which revealed 15,746 cases of venereal disease 
among them. 

Although the growth of prostitution disturbs the authorities, their 
attitude and that of the general population seems to be one of toler- 
ance, presumably out o* fear that sexual aggre^iveness might be 
diverted into seme other form of behavior more difficult to control. 

ORGANIZED WELFARE PROGRAMS 

Church Welfare Programs 

Attitudes toward" social welfare programs are in a state of flux. 
Historically, the crioMo elite has been concerned with preserving its 
own values snd social fvtructure rather than with improving condi- 
tions among tb ses. many of whom existed outside the Hispanic- 
Colombian society.   The Roman Catholic Church, to which Colom- 
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bit» toeiety relegated the function of maintaining "moral srand«^d«,,, 

lud strong interests of its own to protect and, if possible, extend. 
With the coming of industrialization, the Church hierarchy con- 
tinued to identify itself strongly with propertied interests and the 
status quo and was widely known in Latin America for its conserva- 
tire leanings. Nonetheless the Church had acted during the colonial 
period to maintain minimal standards of welfare among the Indian 
masses. With the coming of independence, the Chuirh customarily 
supported the Conservative party and alienated most elements inter- 
ested in reform. Since the destructive civil war the Church, pushed 
by the double spectre of communism and protestantism, has increas- 
ittfly identified itself with reform and social welfare. 

Considerable interest and activity in this area have followed two 
events—the convening of the World Eucharistie Congress during 
1955 in R'0 de Janeiro an 4 the agreement on coalition government 
(eonvivencia) in Colombia itself. The Eucharistie Congress sLrongly 
emphasized the necessity for social reform. It declared its concern 
for improvement in the "shocking social inequality, the existence of 
immense proletarian and subproletarian masses living in inhuman 
conditions, the monoply of land-ownership . . . and the general lack 
of social awareness on the part of well-to-do Catholics.'* The Con- 
gress was followed by the establishmenf of the permanent Latin 
American Bishops' Conference (Consejo Episcopal Latinoamericano 
—CELAM) «ith headquarters in Bogota under a Colombian mon- 
signor as secretary general. 

Shortly thereafter the Church in Colombia found itself confronted 
with a new fact in the nation's political life—eonvivencia (see ch. 21, 
Political Dynamics). The moderation of partisan conflict and an 
apparent realization of the advantage for the Church in a less politi- 
cal role further freed it to take a stand on social issues. 

With the encouragement of Cardinal Luque. the Episcopate of 
Colombia produced a number of calls for reform. In 1958 the 
bishops issued a pastoral letter over the Cardinal's imprimatur on 
the question of industrial welfare. It called for reform in labor- 
management relations and housing and property matters, while ex- 
pressing support for the Christian trade union movement. A new 
interest in land reform was demonstrated in strong support for the 
right of the state to expropriate latlfvnd'tG property. 

Following the death of Cardinal Luque in 1959, the hierarchy 
evidenced continuing reform sentiment. In November of that year, 
the bishops convened a four-day national ronirress on rural life in 
Bogota. The following year, on September 22. the 4W bishops issued 
a statement appealing for a "crusade for the liberation of the rural 
population." Attacking the absence of a comprehensive agrarian 
policy, the Episcopate urged making available to the rural popula- 
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tioc '"modem advances in health, housing, education, and social 
rity.*' Although expre^ing respect for the right of prirate ownar* 
ship, the statement called attention to the need for spreading rural 
holdings among a larger number of owners and for providing suffi- 
cient land for the family farm. In explicit references to social injus- 
tioe, the bishops criticized sharecropping contracts and unfair land 
rents and wages. They proposed tax revisions, exemptions for small 
landholders, low-interest agricultural credit ar.d the appropriate 
health, irrigation and drainage projects to support a viable program 
of land distribution. 

Two more pronouncements by the Church followed in rapid suc- 
cession. On October IJ, 1960, the twentieth annual conference of 
bishops urged the population to place human rights ahead of private 
gain or profit. Following this. Archbishop Luis Concha Cordoba 
of Bogoti issued an November 12, a pastoral letter calling for the 
rapid implementation of Christian social teachings to halt the 8$>i«sd 
of communism. 

Colombia has also been the site of a unique edncatiooal progmn 
under ecclesiastical auspices. This effort, sponsored by Cnltoi«! 
Popular Action (Aecion Cultural Popular—ACP), is popularly 
known as Radio Sutatenza after the small Andean village whtn 
Father Jose Joaquin Saleedo founded and developsd a «jnten of 
educational radio broadcasting. Originally a rwponse to ths need 
for reaching parishioners scattered over a wide mountAinoos aces, 
Radio Sutatenza has grown into a far-reaching educational and 
cultural enterprise. A powerful transmitter at Sutatenza broadcasts 
four hours daily to 6,500 outlets throughout the country. Most of 
these are radio schools-—simple one- or two-room units where the 
course is led by a local monitor who guides pupils in following the 
broadcasts. There are also parish aids who supervise irstrnctional 
work under the guidance of the parish priest. 

With a claimed audience of 700,000, the success of Radio Sutatenza 
may be largely due to the self-help character of its program. Vil- 
lage familipfi themselves purchase the receivers which cost approxi- 
mately ü.S.SH. There are two categories of schools: controlled and 
uncontrolled. There are 2.500 controlled schools which administer 
examinations and make monthly progress reports; records are kept 
at Sutatenza and appropriate cer*ificat«a are awarded. In uncon- 
trolled schools a less arduous program is maintained. 

The school centers in the rural area have considerable potential 
for effecting social change. Here the campemw comes into contact 
with more cultural material than is available to him anywhere else. 
Instructional equipment—notebooks, guidebooks, blackboards, pen- 
cils—is furnished. An attempt is isade to develop each school unit, 
wherever possible, into a simple social center with emphasis on sports 
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mad recreatioiul actiTitiee. Any rural community willing to make 
■erioas efforts to maintain such a center is provided with equipment 
by the central organization. A strong influence for greater social 
contacts has thus bee» introduced into the community. In I960 there 
were an estimated 5,000 of these centers in the rural areas. 

Developed by a professional secretariat, the programs were directed 
mainly against illiteracy. There were, however, coordinated pro- 
grams in agricultural methods, hygiene, home economics and religious 
instruction organised into four "services" for farmers, housewives, 
children and the armed forces. The impact of ACP has been con- 
siderable, particularly in the rural areas. Of the total number of 
primary students in the late 1950's, an estimated 63.7 percent were 
in the radio schools. There were 29 such schools for every ifiOO 
members of the population. 

Acckm Cultural Popular also maintained an impressive publishing 
program. From modern headquarters in Bogota it published and 
distributed school texts, simple educational materials and volumes 
of a catechetical nature. Since its inception, eight and onr-half mil- 
lion textbooks are said to have been distributed free to those enrolled 
in the controlled schools. In 1959 ACP began using a new four- 
color press for El Campetmo, a weekly magazine with a circula- 
tion of 80,000 which was published as an adjunct to its radio services. 

A training institute and two "peasant institutes" were maintained 
at Sutatenza. A United States-based organization—the American 
Foundation for Cultural Popular Action, Inc.—with headquarters in 
New York City helped in meeting the costs of Radio Sutatenza's 
program. 

Information on other church welfare efforts is fragmentary. Cath- 
olic Action has apparently been less active in Colombia than in other 
Latin American countries. It has cooperated with the Colombian 
Workers' Union (Union de Trabadajores de Colombia—UTC) and, 
in this connection, sponsored a program of workers' evening schools. 
It has also been active in promoting non-trade union adult education 
programs. A well-known example of this latter type of activity has 
been developed in Medellin, cosponsored by the Bolivcrian Catholic 
University. A program called Papal Volunteers for Apostolic Col- 
laboration in Latin America (PAVLA) has been initiated by the 
Vatican's Pontifical Commission for Latin America as a lay aid 
program for the entire area. With its national secretariat in Chi- 
cago, it is directed by the lAtin American Bureau of the National 
Catholic Welfare Conference and is supported by that organization. 
It ould not be determined, however, if this program had been ex- 
tended to Colombia by 1961. 

There have been, of course, the usual welfare activities of the local 
parish.   But the primitiveness of conditions and a traditional lack 
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of clerical interest suggest that their accomplishment has not beea 
great. Some specirJ parochial programs—oiganised on a more or 
less ad hoc basis—trere found. An example of this type of activity 
was the "Parochial Union" of South Bogota where 15 eztremelj 
deprived parishes—too poor to afford individual schools—banded 
together to provide a shared, interparochtal school. 

Goveraawat Welfare i'rognuM 

Traditionally the government has not demonstrated gnat interest 
in welfare problems. This was partly due to the natural absence of 
identification between the original Spanish rulers and the means—a 
lack of identification inherited by the erioUo elite—and partly to the 
fact that, in the colonial period, the Church had a special reeponai- 
bility for overseerag Indian welfare. The system of laHfmdie* also 
made some provision for the welfare of its workers through the 
patron (estate-owner) who was responsible for providing eenntial 
services for his clients. However, the combined welfare efforts of 
thee^i agencies—the elite, the Church, the patron—have been ex- 
tremely deficient in the past. 

Nonetheless, even in the colonial period, the state did noogniae 
the need for certain interventions MI its part. The rmgmmdo» (oom- 
monal land-holdings based cm former Indian settlements) were insti- 
tuted to insulate some of the Indian communities and protect their 
holdings from the whites (see ch. 4, Ethnic Groups; ch, 27, Agri- 
cultural Potential). The retgvardot themselves had exploitative 
aspects—there was a tendency to designate areas adjacent to the 
large latifundiot thus providing the estate-owners with a readily 
available labor pool. 

With the coming of independent», welfare was treated in much 
the same pattern as other areas of public policy. On the formal level 
government intervention was accepted. Or the level of action, how- 
ever, little was done. With the growth of industrialization, there 
has been growing activity hy the govornment. Several regimes have 
devoted substantial funds to attempts at improving social conditions. 
The Lopez administration (1934-38) was notable among these for 
its program of general reform. Although unable to accomplish 
genuine land redistribution, it did provide for increased access of 
the landless classes to public and private land. The Rojas Pinilla 
government also, as a par* of its attempt to develop popular support, 
evidenced considerable interest in welfare measures, particularly 
those involving trade unions where an immediate political profit wts 
obtainable (see ch. 2, Historical Setting). 
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iMhwtriai Welfare (SMU Security mi fawaruee) 

Attitudes towards welfare in industry are heavily conditioned by 
the patron concept of earlier periods. Much of the population looks 
to the goTemment for institutional paternalism. Even large elements 
of the urbanized middle class- while abandoning their old concepts 
based on the pemmaliamo (personalism) of earlier institutions— 
have nonetheless carried over a desire and need for paternalistic 
attitudes. The result has been an acceptance by the government of 
the role of patron—but on a formal rather than real basis. Wel- 
fare benefits have been b&sed on two acts: the social security statute 
—Law 90 of 1946—and the Labor Code of 1950. Such legislation 
has been extremely progressive and all-inclusive, but most of it is 
mit operative. An underdeveloped society, with only about half the 
population participating in the cash economy and great numbers of 
impoverished masses, cannot maintain the complex system of benefits 
provided by statute. 

The social insurance statute—Law 90 of 1946—provides for the 
gradual implementation of an extensive, highly complex system of 
benefits covering ordinary illness, industrial accidents and occupa- 
tional illness, maternity, disablement und old-age retirement insur- 
ance. It is highly inclusive, embracing all native and.foreign work- 
ers in agriculture and industry as well as self-employed persons. 

This act provided for the establishment of the Colombian Social 
Insurance Institute (Instituto Colombiaro de Seguros Sociales— 
ICSS) to fur i* Jon as an independent govemment agency with some 
degree of sup rvision by the Superintendent of Banking. It is 
directed by a small governing board, with representatives from the 
Ministries of Labor and Public Health and presidential appointees 
to represent labor, management and the medical profession. This 
body operates hospitals and clinics throughout the country. By 1961, 
however, of all the benefits stipulated in the law, only the provisions 
for maternity and nonindustrial health insurance were operative. 
These latter benefits were available in the larger municipalities of 
Antioquia, Cundinamarca, Caldas and Valle del Cauca, where cover- 
age was relatively complete. During the 1950's, 220,000 employees 
were eligible under these provisions and the number covered, in- 
cluding families, amounted to approximately 330,000. Even here, 
though, temporary employees and those covered by other insurance 
schemes were excluded. 

Financing is accomplished through contributions by employees, 
employers and the govemment. The size of management's contri- 
bution varies with wage classification and location, but usually ap- 
proximates 4 to 5 percent of the payroll. The employee must pay 
2 to 2.5 percent of his salary. Cash benefits for sickness begin 4 days 
after the interruption of employment and expire 180 days after- 
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wards. Such payments amount to two-thirds of the base p«T daring 
the first 120-day period and 50 percent for the remaining 60 days. 
Health care, including specialized care, hoepitalization, dental care 
and medications, are provided until the end of the 180-day coverage 
period. 

Maternity benefits under Law 90 are the equivalent of the basic 
wage. Insured women receive such reimbursement from four weeks 
before until four wedcs after childbirth. In order to gain eligibility, 
insurance payments must be made for 12 weeks. Medical care covers 
prenatal and postnatal care, obstetrical services, hospitalization. medi- 
cations and free milk for a 6-month period. Obstetrical services are 
available, not only to insured women, but also to legal and common- 
law wives of men insured under the program. A more liberal and 
extensive social security system is provided for employees of the 
national, departmental and municipal governments and is apparently 
operative. The army and police are eligible for still more generous 
schemes. 

Actually mcial insurance coverage is more complete than would 
appear from an examination of Law 90 alone because the Labor 
Code of 1950 requires employers involved in large enterprises to 
assume the burden of thoee provisions of Law 90 not yet in force. 
These are, in many cases, available as fringe benefits. Since 1957, 
for example, businesses with a minimum of 20 employees, or capital- 
ized at Col$100,000 or more, generally have had to pay a contribu- 
tion amounting to 4 percent of their payroll into a family compensa- 
tion fund. Employees are eligible for payments based on the num- 
ber of dependent children. In 1960 these appeared to average 
about Col$12 per month for each child. Benefits were restricted, 
however, to permanent employees with children under 18, who did 
not earn more than Col$l,500 per month in large cities or Col$l,000 
in smaller cities. Family allowances were tax-exempt and disabled 
children were covered regardless of age. 

The problem of persons inadequately covered still remained to be 
solved. For these there was some statutory provision in the form 
of wage supplements designed to serve as means of support until the 
other phases of the social security system became operative. For 
those persons not sufficiently protected by this combination, there 
were public assistance services sponsored by the Department of 
Public Assistance and Social Aid of the Ministry of Public Health. 
Hospitals, orphanages and other institutions maintained through 
special taxes and public lotteries fell into this category. 

The attitude of many employers toward this burden has been one 
of voluntary acceptance, partly because they hope thus to avoid 
^"age increases and partly because they too harbor remnants of the 
old patron-client concept. 
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The Llerts government has recently attempted to begin the full 
implementation of the original scheme. It issued two decrees in 
July 1960 aimed at bringing within the state social security program 
certain areas now covered by employers' benefits. These areas deal 
with permanent disabilities, old age and sumTors' insurance, and 
workmen's compensation. Under the decrees four new plans of cov- 
erage must be formulated for these fields. Coven ge in all categories 
is to be relatively extensive. Costs of the first three types of cover- 
age will be shared among the insured, the employers and the govern- 
ment. Employers will contribute twice as much as employees, and 
the state will then add not less than half of management's contri- 
bution. Workmen's compensation, on the other hand, is to be borne 
entirely by employers. The exact form of this expanded coverage 
is to be determined by future regulations, with no date yet set for 
the implementation stage. 

Housing has always be^n inadequate, the rate of population in- 
crease far out-stripping the rate of building. Theoretically the 
municipalities have been obliged to set aside a certain percentage of 
their income for construction of new dwellings, but, in the part, 
observance of this requirement has been sketchy. Two government 
institutions hare been active in this field: the Territorial Credit 
Institute (Institute de Credit© Territorial) and the Municipal De- 
velopment Fund (Fondo de Fomento Municipal). The former has 
been the principal agency for extending credit to build housing units, 
but its efforts have been strongly criticized both on the grounds of 
inadequacy and because the houses it did construct proved so expen- 
sive workers could hardly benefit. The latter, established in 1940 
to extend credit for construction involving public services, has also 
been much criticized as wasteful and ineffective. 

The IJeras administration has placed increasing emphasis on the 
need for housing. The new income tax law—Law 81 of 1960—pro- 
vided special L^nefits for low-cost housing. Middle- and working- 
class housing units, assees&j at not more than Col$60,000 and erected 
since the effective date of the act, were exempted from the supple- 
mentary patrimony tax. This exemption was also applied on the 
same terms to apartment developments provided the apartments were 
designed for low-cost or cooperative ownership. 

Chapter I, Title V of the income tax law additionally provided 
for a special housing development tax of 6 percent to be paid by 
corporations on their net taxable income over Col$20,000. A similar 
tax was laid on partnerships and on certain forms of mining enter- 
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prise , but affected only taxable net income exceeding Cot$100,000. 
Fusds thm collected will be expended on oan^ruciio» of middle- and 
working-class boosing. 

There has always been great diiScultj in attracting private capital 
into housing. One public institution which has enoonraged the 
channeling of private investment into that area is the Ontml Mort- 
gage Bank (Banco Central Hipotecario) whkis support« «xmstnictkm 
loans based on its mortgage debentures. In the lost few jean« there 
has been even greater difficulty in stimuhting the flow of private 
funds for housing construction. Official regulations require the par- 
tial use of bank savings deposits for this purpose, but eixforcemeni 
has been lax. In 1960 the level of mortgage loans for construeticn 
was considerably usder the 1959 level. 

The preference of private capital for luxury construction has Also 
prevented entrepreneurial investment from going to meet the hous- 
ing needs of the middle and lower classes. The extreme expecta- 
tions of investors, who often seek and obtain a capital return rates up 
to 30 percent, indicate there can be no realistic expectation that 
private capital will be diverted—without extreme coercion—into low- 
cost housing. 

There haw bsea reports in the press of local housing develop- 
ments being undertaken in conjunction with the commamty devel- 
opment program. The extent of housing activity of this sort was 
dilScult to assess, but it was presumably not extensive. 

Ommmnitf Dcretopaeftt 

During the period of violence an extreme deterioration of com- 
munity lif^i took place. With the coming of th* ti&vm regime, 
however, a new program of community development was formulated. 
The Parity Commission for Institutional Eeadjustment made exten- 
sive recommendations in t £57 for an investigadon of possible local 
program development Shortly after coming to power, the gov- 
ernment created a special task force to mvestigate economic and 
social conditions in the department« of Cauca, Caüdas, Haila, TG- 

lima. Valle del Cauca and Cundinamarca. In May 191S a National 
Investigative Commission of the Causes and Present Condition of 
Violence was established. This welter of organization»! activity was 
climaxed n September when a Special Commission of Behabilita- 
tion. made up of seven Cabinet ministers, was formed. According 
to the teriTiä öf U»e enabling decree, it was to continue until ?ate in 
1959 when its work would be absorbed into the regular ministries. 
This latter body was unusually effective, and, as a result, the de- 
cision was made to extend its work for another two yaars. Though 
subject to some criticism, the Commiasion came to play an in- 
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creasingly important role in policy formulation OR social welfare 
measures- Its work was carried cat by directors and sectional com- 
missions in those departments remaining under a state of siege. 
In the meantime a Vocational Agricultural Technical Committee for 
Rehabilitation was created to assist it. 

ätih another important event in the development of social wel- 
fare programs was the publication in 1957 of the Lebret report, 
a study of socioeeonomic conditions compiled by a French scholar 
and previously suppressed by the Rojas regime. Its recommenda- 
tions were closely followed in the subsequent programs of the Lleras 
government. 

Out of this background there emerged in 1958 and 1959 the most 
important single local welfare program in the country—Acciön 
Comunal (Commonty Action). {Accion Comunal should not 
be confused with Accion Comun—the communist walfare effort.) 
Long-range programing for Accion Comunal was vested in UM Na- 
tional Council of Economic Policy and Planning, and the execution 
of the program was originally directed by the Ministry of Edu- 
cation. 

At the heart of Accion Comunal were the equipog polivaimUs 
(teams of community development specialists) which attempted to 
stimulate and assist local improvements in education, literacy, sani- 
tation, roadbttilding, animal husbandry and farming methods. These 
groups moved about the provinces, bringing skills that had previ- 
ously been unavailable to the local population. A typical team 
working in the rural areas was made up of a doctor—the group's 
leader—two agronomists to work with adults and 4-H groups, a 
nurse and a specialist in home economics to assist housewives. 

Following surveys made by tiie Special Commission on Re- 
habilitation, the eguipos polivaUnte» worked with already existing 
local community groups, placing heavy stress on local initiative. 
Committees were formed to deal with school, health and agricul- 
tural problems. Programs were varied to meet local ne ds and, 
wherever possible, committees were organized on a neighborhood 
basis. Often a particular farm in each neighborhood was used as 
a pilot /?nca (farm) where new techniques and implements were 
demonstrated. A local Junta for Community Action was formed 
and encouraged to accept increasing responsibility for the direction 
and continuance of the program. Provincial Congresses for Com- 
munity Action (xniodically brought together local leaders and pro- 
vided opportun'•^H to learn what other communities were doing. 

The con^iderab"^ priority accorded Accion Comunal by the Lleras 
government has brought more cooperation and assistance from gov- 
ernment departments than had ever previously been available. An 
important reorganization of the program took place in September 
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I960, when « »purste Division toi Community Actioa was sec up 
in tht Ministry of Goremment. Direction was centered in this Dm- 
•ion, and it superröed sctirities carried out in liaison with other 
group« such as the Cooperative for American Remittances to 
Everywhere (CARE), the Kations! Federation of Coffee Grower» 
(Federacion Nacionsi de Cafeteros) and the Inter-American Coop- 
«mtiTe Poblic Health Service. 

Obstacles to Acciön Comnnal's work have been formidable. Not 
only was there great difficulty in staffing the teams with skilled 
specialists, but there was also extreme reluctance en the part of those 
who ware properly trained to work in the primitive communities 
where they were needed most. One answer to the shortage of 
traintd personnel has already been formulated. It envisions the 
employment of promotore* del pueblo (community promoiers), to 
be drawn from among those in the general population with enough 
insight into community problems to follow up the work of the 
professional cadres. Such workers would be "generaliAs" and would 
have the function of maintaining the momentum developed by their 
specialist associates. 

Regional differences in the provinces have further complicated 
the work of the eguipm poltvalentei. Another major problem has 
been created by the multiplicity of agencies working in community 
development whose activity impinges on the work of Acctön 
Comunal. The Ministry of Agriculture, for example, sponsors a 
parallel program to Accion Comunal, und it alone has 80 teams 
woikmg in the rural areas. In 1960 a survey found 30 such agen- 
cies in the country, indicating the necessity for coordination. A» 
of June 1960, political considerations had prevented the selection 
of a new coordinating director for Acciön Comunal. 

Opinions on Accion Comunal's program vary. Some university 
and clerical figures doubt that it has yet reached a significant im- 
pact stage. Jorge Franco Holgum, Director of the Administra- 
tive Department of Planning and Technical Services of the Nation, 
tended to share this opinion as of the middle of I960, though he 
saw great potential benefits to he derived from a large-scale, de- 
centralized development program. 

The actual extent of Ac. loa Comunal's accomplishment could not 
be objectively determined in 1961. The interprofessional teams 
were often successful in winning a good measure of the local com- 
munity's confidence and cooperation and. when they left a locality, 
considerable improvement in social conditions had usually taken 
place. Home gardens, new farm techniques and crops, Community 
centers and vocational institutes often remained behind. But it is 
uncertain to what extent local communities and leaders will sustair 
self-help projects initiated by the ttptipoit poiivaientes. 
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The Coaunmutf Developmait program was c'oaely felstod to tba 
gamnmmt'u efforts to pnmde greater access to land for rural 
popolauoa. This «as racofnixed as a crucial need in 1861 as there 
was general agreoment that the mimfundim (uiw!! tracts of land) 
wore not huge enough to support an areragH family. The Lehret 
report concluded that no system of land tenure now available to 
the eampttmo—with the exception of aparceria '. sharecropping sys- 
tem)—could proride yield levels sufficient for • ieqestte subsistence. 

The IJeras gfivenunent has, therefore, givei. increasing emphasis 
to agrarian reform projects. The two most significant programs in 
this field are eotamzaeum (the settlement of marginal farmers on 
public lands) and parcelizaeion (the purchase and distribution of 
privately owned lands). Both have attained sizeable dimensions 
and are often tied closely to Accion Comunal's work in the area 
affected. As part of its plan to contain violence the government, 
through the Ministry of Agriculture and the Agrarian, Industrial 
and Mineral Credit Bank (Caja de Credito Agrario, Indnstrial y 
Minero), had provided as of June 1960, over 700,000 acres of land 
for both programs ss well as financing for needed farm equipment. 
A broad program of land utilization is projected, involving more 
than two and a half million acres concentrated in the Department 
of Meta, south and east of Villa Vicencio (see ch. 27, Agricultural 
Potential). 

New decrees have been enacted, requiring 10 percent of saving.» 
accounts to be devoted to financing rural improvement jchemes. 
Further evidence of the government's seriousness about agrarian re- 
form has been given in the implementation for the first time of a 
1936 statute for expropriation of unused land. To support these 
agrarian development programs, a revolving Col$50 million fund 
has been projected, and there is talk of the expenditure of a billion 
dollars for land distribution over the next decade. Nonetheless, 
there is a wide gap between projected goals in agrarian reform and 
actual achievement. 

Private Welfare Programs 

The general attitude of management toward the considerable wel- 
fare demands made on it by the Labor Code of 1950 has been one 
of acceptance, presumably in the hope that satisfaction of welfare 
ncftds in this manner will prevent demands for higher wages and 
lavger government programs requiring higher taxes. The most 
notable management-sponsored welfare program is that of the Na- 
tional Federation of Coffee Growers (Federacion Nacional de Cafe- 
teros).   For a number of years the Federation has sponsored for 
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its workers a broad range of programs, incioding Tocstkoal tnla- 
ing, 4-H dobs, f araüng eztsnäk» ooones, hams soonomka mstrao- 
tion and cpqununity dBvmlofmmt {Mojects. AJ of the middle of 
I960, it had 80 teems of soeio-teehmieoa (Tillage social worfeora) in 
the field working with rural development, often in coUaboration 
with Accufei Comnnal. 

The source of funds to support these efforts is the National Coffee 
Growers Fund (Fondo National de Cafeteroe), augmented by spe- 
cial allocations from the Central Bank. The Fund is derived from 
an export tax on coffee. By mid-1960, it had developed a surplus 
of st leest Col$50 million. The Ministry of Finance accordingly 
proposed to the Coffee Growers Federstion an arrangement r'ymbj 
that amount would be devoted to speck' projects in runt A using 
and edttcati«L This proposal wss originair sooepted by ches Fed- 
erations board of directors, but the execution of the scheme lias 
been impeded by the insistence of some coffee growers that ut* jf 
the money be entrusted to departmental committees. 

The coffee growers have also been brought into several related 
projects. In 1960 an extremely useful evaluation of community 
development reeouroes wss carried out by CARE in cooperation 
with the National Federation of Coffee Growers. This group also 
agreed to send a number of specialists to the Philippines, India, 
Iran and Israel to study development techniques. Agreement in 
principle has also been given to support a training program in com- 
munity development at the Universidad de Msnisatos. 

The Federation's own attempts at improving living conditions 
among workers employed in the industry preceded the govjnunent's 
piogram. It has accomplished much in the field of rural educa- 
tion, improved sanitation and water supply and the sponsorship of 
cooperatives. The group operated its own program of research into 
rural sociological problems at an experimental station in Chinchini. 
One of its most important contributions has been the recent develop- 
ment of a program whereby local coffee growers' committer« accept 
the sponsorship of Accion Comunal's projects, after the work has 
been initiated by the government. Thus public funds are freed 
to start new projects elsewhere. This transfer of financial respon- 
sibility has developed especially in Huila and Tolima. 

The prospect of a prosperous year for coffee exports has led the 
National Federation to suggest an increase in its expenditures to 
CoI$85 million a year, though it is not certain that this ex()ansion 
will take place. One of the most important aspects of this work 
is the example it provides. Its special Department of Socio-Eco- 
nomic Affairs—established in September 1960—-is already considered 
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s model for other mduätries. The Netional Asso< iation of Indus- 
tmlista (Aaociaci^n Neciooal de Industriales—AK DI) has a similar 
dmsan in its own organization. 

latwiMttioaai Welfare Programs 

Manj foreign welfare programs are being curried cm in Colombia. 
Them are under both bilateral and multilateral sponsorship and 
include both governmental and nongovernmental activities In 1959 
the total United Nations assistance budget in Colombia amounted 
to approximately ü.S.$500,000. Fifty-three specialists worked in 
the country during that year. These were, in tlte main, technical 
aid personnel who advised various agencies and departments of 
government. A broad spectrum of organizations was represented: 
the United Kations Technical Assistant Organization (TAO), the 
Economic Commission for Latin America (ECLA), the Food and 
Agriculture Organization (FAO), the International Labor Organi- 
zatio«. (ILO), the United Nations Educationai, Scientific and Cul- 
tural Organization (UNESCO) and the World Health Organization 
(WHO). The Special United Nations Fund for Economic Devel- 
opment (SUNFED) was active through substantial support of two 
major projects: a grant of U.S.$500.000 to assist the National Ap- 
prenticeship Service (Servicio Nacional de Aprendizaje—SFNA) 
in estabhshing a training cen^r in Bogota and U.S.$350,000 for an 
aerial survey of the llanos (open plains). 

Assistance from abroad has probably been better coordinated thun 
the effurts of the Colombians themselves. Demarcation lines, for 
example, have been clearly established by tacit agreement for for- 
eign assistance to agriculture. Thus the Food and Agriculture 
Organization has been active in the area of agricultural economics; 
the Rockefeller Foundation has concentrated on research into farm 
crops; and the International Cooperation Administration (ICA), 
sponsored by the United States government, has been concerned 
with agricultural extension and educational work. The Rockefeller 
Foundation has also made great contributions toward improving 
health conditions, and the ICA has notable accomplishments to its 
credit in the control of epidemiologieal diseases. 

The United States Information Agency (USIA) has developed a 
model urban community center in one of the vrorking-ciass barrws 
of Boirota, offering typ'ng and home economics courses as well as 
orc-inizfl sports activities. The general level of adfisers and spe- 
cialists both in the United States and United Nations programs is 
considered to 1« high. 

The two in lepemlent groups working with welfare that have had 
the widest impact are CAKE and the National Catholic Welfare 
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Conference (NCWC). an Americmn group which hu be» nndwr- 
writing a food distribotion progrun. These two agenckas, by 
«Miserrative estimate, were feeding 10 percent of the popnktion 
in 1961. In addition to its food program, CAKE has played an ex- 
tremely valuable role in fertilizing activity by domestic groups. 
During the summ«- of 1960 it coeponaored, with the Coffee Growers 
Federation, the surrey of community development activities referred 
to above. This particular survey apparently did much to convince 
the government of the effectiveness and worth of Acciön ComunaL 

The transfer of responsibility for this program to the Ministry 
of Government was partly a result of the CARE-Cafeteros study, 
which stressed the need lor a coordinating body to oversee activity 
by different groups. This mission was also successful in establish- 
ing two agencies in Antioquia and Yalle del Canca to supervise 
development activities in those provinces. The CARE mission was 
additionally responsible for gaining the cooperation of the National 
Federation of Coffee Grower« in underwriting the study tour to 
India and othf-r countries in 1960. In goners! this body has played 
an important catalyzing role in stimulating interest among profes- 
sionals in community development prr blems. 

CooperatiTcs 

Most cooperatives—90 percent—-were credit funds, the bulk of 
whose service was in the area of short term loans (see ch. 31, Bank- 
ing and Currency System). Membership in the urban areas was 
usually drawn from the ranks of unskilled and semiskilled labor; 
the movement was little developed in the rural areas. Urban mem- 
bers relied on the cooperatives for clothing purchases and small cash 
loans for various purposes—the purchase of household furnishings, 
food, and so forth. Very little of the activity of the cooperatives 
seemed to be in the needed areas of health or housing. 

Cooperative members were not sophisticated in their use of credit; 
profligacy often resulted, and money borrowed to meet family crises 
was squandered on liquor or other outlets. In order to avoid this, 
many of the cooperatives have develops I a system of a edit in 
merchandise. Thus the member borrowir z to buy clothing for his 
family did not have the opportunity to waste his funds before pur- 
chasing the needed items and could obtain merchandise which the 
cooperatives secured at considerable discounts. 

In addition to the credit funds there were cooperatives in the areas 
of housing and transportation as well as a small number in agricul- 
ture. Although only 2.5 percent of activity by the cooperative move- 
ment fell in the latter category, some efforts m the nousing field have 
been effective.   The Pacific Railroad Cooperative in Cali has pro- 
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dttced approximately 2,000 housing units. In Medellin, the Housing 
Cooperative has built an equal number and plans 2,000 more. A 
notabk aetf-help effort has been made by the CooperatWe of Provi- 
dent» (Ckwperetiva de la Providencis)—one of the best-administered 
in the country—in Pereira where it has built 800 housing units. 

There is some opposition to the cooperatives among business ele- 
ments which see them as a threat. A certain amount of distrust of 
the cooperatives also exists among the working class, as a result of 
their history of fiscal unsoundness. In many cases the device for 
security membership dues hns been the compulsory withholding 
of salaries, and considerable dissatisfaction has resulted. 

With reform the cooperatives could be a much more effective 
instrument for i. provement of living conditions. One of the pre- 
requisites would be the enactment of comprehensive legislation to 
secure greater fiscal soundness. Another suggestion made by econ- 
«iiists is the establishment of a training program for administra- 
tors to insure men« effective managerial policies. Finally, the co- 
operatives must be channeled into areas basic to the improvement 
of social conditions, such as health and agricultural development, 
and away from their present emphasis on leas vital consumer goods. 
This probably can be accomplished only by government regulation, 
as self-discipline has been notably lacking in the past 
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CHAPTER 18 

ATTITUDES AND REACTIONS OF THE PEOPLE 

The attitndea of Colombians toward their coaaärjr, nation and 
state and toward its political institutions vary aooording to the 
position of the individual in the social structure. The members 
of the snail criolh upper clsss, which hss shaped these inatittttiaos, 
identify themselves with the mystique of hispanidad, strocgly sup- 
port the doctrines and strnctnra of the Catholic form of Chris- 
tianity end give st leest formal support to the principles of we« 
publicanism and democracy. The vast majority of the people— 
those of low« social and educational status—are only now begüminf 
to share the attitudes of UM elite towards institutions and values 
brought to the country by its traditional rukrs. 

Baring centuries of direct contact with the upper dass, in a 
society in which no middle class then existed, the lower class saper- 
ficialiy accepted some of the elite's attitudes toward institutions 
from whose values they did not really benefit. They spoke Spanish 
and were Catholics. During recent decades they have achieved 
limited participation in the republican process, but even now their 
contacts are mainly with local government, sometimes merely on 
th*> submunicipal level, and the national government is remote. 
Until a generation ago, they considered that government was ex- 
•clusively the prerogative of a paternalistic elite. Since then, they 
have barely begun to believe that they might hope to share in UM 
exercise nf national government and in the rights and benefits once 
the monopoly of the elite. 

A middle class has developed with aspirations to be part of the 
uppe? class. It has political attitudes resembling those of the elite. 
Its members in fact strve as a bridge over which the attitudes of 
the elite can reach the lower classes. The middle class provides 
the political spokesmen for the lower class; yet some of its own 
spokesmen are increasingly found in high policy-making circles. 

Domestic politics preoccupy most Coloanbians, To the vast ma- 
jority of the people, foreign affairs are of concern only insofar as 
they directly affect questions of local and national politics in which 
they have a stake, such as subversion, violence, the National Front, 
and economic development.   Attitudes toward certain foreign coun- 
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tries are formed in relation to domestic problems; the fortiga gor- 
enunents are judged according to the manner in which they aft 
believed to improve or hurt conditions within the country. 

The United States, Cuba, and th« Soviet Union arouse mctioni 
on the part of most Colombians, because these countries are seen is 
pursuing policies which, in one way or another, affect the Colombian 
scene. Attitudes about other countries, if they exist at all, are 
present only among members of th* upper class who, as a result of 
tradition, education, and travel, have teen exposed to other lands. 

Hispanidad is, in Latin America, the expression of the feeling 
that faditional Spanish culture is superior to other culturM in the 
Western Hemisphere. It stresses the historical tics between the 
Americas and Spain and seeks not only to keep alive the ties that 
exist, but also to develop closer cultural and political relations 
with Spain. 

Hispanidad has served as a rallying point for anti-United States 
sentiment. It developed at the beginning of the twentieth century 
when Spain, defeated in wer by the United States, lost the last of 
its possessions in the Western Hemisphere and United States influ- 
ence moved southward. With encouragement from Spain, eager 
to retain cultural hegemony where its political control had dis- 
appeared, hispanidad has remained an anti-United States force- 
sometimes latent and implicit, sometimes manifMt and explicit. 

After the Falangist government ander insurgent General Fran- 
cisco Franco took over power in Spain, hispanidad became anti- 
democratic and a vehicle for the spread of Falangist ideas in Latin 
America. Democracy and republicanism are linked in the minds of 
many educated Colombians with France, England, and the United 
States. 

Historically, Christianity in the form of Catholicism is closely 
linked to hispanidad because both came to Colombia from Spain, 
but unlike hispanidad, Catholicism is nearly universally accepted in 
the country. Except for the members of a few Indian groups which 
retain their historic cults, a few tens of thousands of converts to 
Protestantism, and even fewer Jews, all Colombians consider them- 
selves Catholics. Even though they may retain elements of Indian 
or African religions, they view the Church as an institutional pillar 
of their national society. 

ATTITUDES TOWARD GOVERNMENT AND COUNTRY 

The upper class prides itself on its, republican traditions. It is 
proud of what it considetN the successful implantinp in the country 
of republican, democratic, and parliamentary ideas and practices, 
borrowed  from the classic political thinkers of eijrhteenth-, nine- 
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itmth-, and twatUeth-centitry Western Europe and the United 
States. In its view, these traditions took root in Colombia more 
Crmly than elsewhere in Centra] and Sooth America. Until the 
acute period of vioknoe (194^-57), or the time of the Games and 
Bojss Pinilla governments, UM members of the upper da« pointed 
to their country as the one example in Latin America of political 
stability and took pride in their country's record which, since the 
beginning of this century, had be» free of military coups and of 
unconstitutional regimes (see ch. 2, Historical Setting; eh. 19, The 
Constitutional System; ch. 21, Political Dynamics). 

At the same time, the upper clasi's own interpretation of democ- 
racy and republicanism differed from that which became increas- 
ingly accepted in the United States and parts of Weste» Europe. 
It was admittedly a republicanism of the elite. MJaan Fulano"— 
the Colombian "John Doe"—was not inrohred in the naming of 
government Inasmuch ss UM upper dass was, in fact, the sole 
repository of education, culture, and of the skills of government, 
and since it had always ruled, it was taken for granted that this 
group was to make political decisions without reference to the 
masses. On UM part of the digarehy, this made for a largely con- 
servative outlook and for a policy of pranmng the status qua 

The period of violence changed many of these attitudes. It 
showed that, underneath the frann snrfaos of Colombian oligarehic 
politics, pressure had been building up which could undermine the 
stability of the system. The upper class began to nali» that the 
republicanism of the few had to be extended end that the gov- 
ernment had to acquire a more popular character if it was to briug 
about real stability. The immediate beneficiary of this change of 
attitude is the middle class, the entry of which on the policy- 
making level was speeded by political developments during the 
IdSO's (see ch. 21, Political Dynamics). 

At the same time, the period of violence focused attention on 
the lower class, especially in the rural areas. From these people 
came the guerrillas, as well as the victims of the period of vio- 
lence. In the words of Germ&n Arciniegas. a liberal Colombian 
political thinker, these people are "the inmibk America ... the 
mute, repressed America, which is a vast reservoir ox revolution.... 
Nobody knows what these . . . silent men and women think, feel, 
dream, or await in the depths of their being." Now it has become 
important to learn about them, to reach them, and to work with 
them. The universities and the government are beginning to en- 
gage in research about the rural population. Hoth the government 
and the Church are involved in rural rehabilitation work. 

In the cities, the miserable condition of the lower class is a 
matter of increasing concern to the government, to private and 



aemipnvftte groups, and to the press. The tipper class is begmning 
to ex)>. nd its concept of government, adding to government's ra- 
spopfililities the gradnal integration of the HinTi8ibIe,, country 
into traditional Colombia—the "visible" Colombia of the upper class. 
This is bound to have a long-range effect on the attitudes of the 
upper class. 

In the past, such relationships as existed between the upper and 
lo^er classes were based on paternalism. The upper-class individual 
often maintained a personal commitment toward specific members 
of the lower classes—his tenants, his employees, his nonkm god- 
children (see ch. 6, Social Structure; ch. 7, Family). Futurs rela- 
tionships of an institutional kind are likely to increase the govern- 
ment's role in social welfare at the expense of the pertonalitnuf 
(personalism) of the oligarchy. The lower class is likely to have 
its status improved as the personal dependence of individuals of 
this class upon members of the upper class wanes and their impor- 
tance to the upper class and to the nation as a whole is corre- 
spondingly emphasized (see ch. 17, living Conditions and Public 
Welfare). 

Already, the events of the late IJMWs have given greater dignity 
to the middle class. Many of this class, especially those of the 
lower middle class, have, in their own lifetimes, made considerable 
improvement in their economic lot and social status and have thus 
become symbols of change. Such instances must occur on a larger 
scale if the gap between the upper and lower classes is to be 
narrowed. 

SYMBOLS OF THE NATION 

The symbols of the nation date from the nineteenth century. 
They have historical significance to the old families who partici- 
pated in the shapirg of the country and are now widely accepted, 
although the degree of identification with these symbols and ob- 
servances is likely to be less for members of the lower class than 
for persons of the upper class. 

Coat of Anu 

The coat of arms consists of an escutcheon of Swiss shape, flanked 
by four inclined flags and crested by a condor holding a laurel 
branch in it» beak. 

The upper third of the escutcheon shows a pomegranate, a re- 
minder of the name of the country during major periods of its 
history, and two cornucopias, one overflowing with tropical fruit 
and the other with gold and silver coins. The central third of the 
shield shows a Phrygian cap, symbol of liberty, t>o a staff.   The 
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towaet Üarä of the shield drovs » represenliition of the Isthmus 
of PtftftH» and of two mÜmg vessels, one in tiw Atkntic «sd the 
otbuT in the Pacific. The Isthmus was onoe pert of Coloasbis; now 
thw part of the eteutdieon is taken to signify the pontkm of the 
couatiy ca two ocmmm. 

The coat of anas was adopted in Hay 1884. Hie legend "Libertad 
y Orden'' (Liberty and Order) now appears mtikr the condor. 
This was added by the Rojas Pimlla regime in 1954. 

Flag and Flower 

The upper half of the flag is yellow, and the lower half is divided 
into two horizontal bands, an upper one of bine and a lower caw 
of red. Hie flag, like these of Ecuador and of Venezuela which 
it resembles, is based on the personal flag of Simon Boltotr, the 
national hero (see ch. 2, Historical Setting). 

The national flower is an orchid of the Gattkya Triana rariety,. 
found in the Department of Anrioquia. 

Aathtai 

The words of the "Himno Nacional" (National Anthem) were 
written by Rafael Nunez who twice served as President. The music 
was written by Oreste Sfodre, a naturaliaed Colombian of Italian 
descent The anthem was fiwt used as a patriotic song in 1887 and 
was officially adopted in 1936 It was later rearranged musically 
by the director of the National Band, aud this newer version was 
adopted in 1949. 

NftUoml Holiday« 

There are six official holidays, of which four have patriotic and 
historic significance. 

New Year January 1 
Labor Day May 1 
Independence Day July 20 (1813) 
Battle of Boyaci August 7 (1819) 
Discovery of America October 12 (1492) 
Independence oi Cartagena November 11 (1811) 

ATTITLDKS TOWARDS OTHER COUNTRIES 

Attitudes toward other countries are formulated virtually entirely 
by the upper class on the basis of historical sentiment und the 
requirements of current foreign relations. Whatever attitudes these 
factors give rise, however, are blunted by the inherent isolationism 
which characterizes the views of Colombians (see ch. 23, Foreign 
Policies). 
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Traditional sympathies are directed toward Spain and certain 
SjMuiiflfa-speakmg American countries. Wannest fxUngs are felt 
for Ecuador and Voiezaela. There has been recurrent antipathy 
and hostility toward Peru. Relatively lew attitudes are expressed 
with respect to neighboring Brazil or the countries further south. 

The intellectuals, especially those who consider themselves lib- 
erals, have a considerable appreciation for France and Great Britain. 
They like to think of their own country as heir to many French and 
British legal traditions. At the same time, these two countries are 
viewed as important cultural, scientific, and educational centers, raid 
many young people from the upper class are sent to study in their 
educational institutions. 

Pro-German sentiment has existed among the upper class since 
the 1920's, when the Germans played a considerable role in eco- 
nomic affairs and established such enterprises as the Cr "br Air- 
line and the Bavaria Brewery. Pro-Germanisno was strengthened 
as a remit of the alliance between the Nafei. »nd Franco Spain. 
Germany's influence in the economy is again on the increase at 
present. 

.'Ititudes toward the United States an mixed. In Colombia, as 
in all other Latin American countries, the United States is never 
referred to as "America." Latin sensitivity is adversely affected 
by what they see as the implication that other parts of the Amer- 
icas are of minor importance. United States citizens are custom- 
arily, in polite conversation or writing, referred to as i4Norte Ameri- 
canos" and, less polite, as yamquis. This attitude, logical at its 
base, is also emotional in its application. The United States Em- 
bassy, Consulate, or Mission is never referred to as the American 
Embassy, and so forth. 

There is still latent antagonism toward the United States be- 
cause of Panama (see ch. 2, Historical Settting; ch. 23, Foreign 
Policies), Adherents of hispanidad are lukewarm about the United 
States as a Protestant, English-speaking power. They are often 
critical of its culture and of Its policies toward the Americas in 
general and their own country in particular. 

Coolness toward the United States is now shared by a vociferous 
sector comprised of indmduals of the middle and the \o\ ^r classes 
whose more explicit anti-Americanism is the product of their leftist 
views and who echo with varying intensity anti-American propa- 
ganda emanating nom Cuba and from the Sino-Soviet bloc (see ch. 
25, Propaganda). This attitude is reinforced by resentment of the 
economic power of the "Norte Americanos" symbolized by the activ- 
ities in the country of powerful United States economic interests 
and by the dependence of Colombia on trade with the United States 
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(see eh. 82, Foragn Eramomic Relations). At the same time m 
mpprecimtion of United States technological achievements and tech- 
nical education, a widespread sense of expectation of United States 
aid to the country, and an awareness of the overwhelming impor- 
tance of the United States as a trading partner blunt anti-Ameri- 
canism among all sectors of the population (see eh. 32, Foreign 
Economic Relations). 

Until the emergence of the Fidel Castro regime (January 1959), 
there was little merest in Cuba. The leftward drift of Castro, 
exacerbated by Cabaa p;opaganda directed at Colombia and by the 
activities there of Cuban diplomats, has had profound repercus- 
sions in Colombia (see ch. 23, Foreign Policies; ch. 25, Propa- 
ganda). Some Colombians recall the fact that Fidel Castro him- 
self participated in the 1948 Bogota riots, and they allude to this 
to illustrate the special threat which he presents to the country. 
Anti-Communist Colombians are against Castro and seek ways to 
quarantine that regime. At the same time other elements, such as 
ehe Left-wing far on of the liberal Party, have at times indicated 
support for the Cuban leader (see ch. 21, Political Dynamics). Be- 
cause of the strength of pro-Castro feeling in the country, the gov- 
ernment has not broken off relations with Cuba, although a num- 
ber of explicit demands to this end have come from political and 
labor groups. 

Similarly, attitudes towards the Communist bloc are largely a 
reflection of a person's stand on domestic affairs. To most Colom- 
bians the Soviet Union and Communist China, through their propa- 
ganda, represent threats to the stability of the country. Some 
prominent Liberals have, in the past, shown favorable inclinations 
toward aspects of the Communist system, but over the years they 
have, with few exceptions, broken with communism (see ch. 21, 
Political Dynamics). There have been no diplomatic relations 
with the Soviet Union since 1948, nor are there any with other 
Sino-Soviet bloc countries (see ch. 23, Foreign Policies). Some 
leftist politics! leaders have marked pro-Communist sympathies 
(see ch. 24, Subversive Potentialities; ch. 25, Propaganda). On 
the other hand, the Church, the traditional parties, and most of 
the pre», reinforce public opinion against bloc activities. 
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SECTION II. POLITICAL BACKGROUND 

CHAPTER 19 

THE CONSTITUTIONAL SYSTEM 

The constitaüoE&l system is rapnblicma in form end is hued, in 
put, cm a written constitatioa first enacted in 1886, The document 
serves not only to define the stractnre of the governmental machin- 
ery bat also to spel! oat the legal reUtionship of the government 
and 'be people to each other (see eh. 90, Straeture of Gcvemmaat). 
The constitutional document follows many of the patterns of 
earlier constitutions and, like them, was produced by inteUectaalt 
and politicians who took North American and European republican- 
ism as their model. 

Oligarchic traditions, which are deeply ingrained in the poUtkal 
consciousness of all segments of the population, are, however, of 
great importance in the operation of the system. They ooiue mainly 
from the Spanish origin of the country's culture and major aspects 
of its social structure, but an reinforced by attitudes found among 
the lower classes, which are mainly of mixed blood or of Indian 
and negro descent. These traditions entrust government to the 
elite, the so-called "great families"—appropriately described by one 
authority as "white, privileged, and competent.'' The great fam- 
ilies have a near-monopoly on political power. They provided the 
leadership of the revolutionary movement against Spain and now 
provide it for the Conservative and Liberal parti». They furnish 
the principal government officials, the highest prelates of the 
Church, and the senior officers of the armed forces. Both legis- 
lation and the day-to-day workings of government are the product 
of their thinking and of the policies they advocate. Hie ruling 
group is paternalistic, assigning to itself a monopoly of political 
wisdom. 

Principles of democracy are permitted to operate, but only in the 
oligarchy itself as an application of parliamsntaiy government On 
th« other hand, a tradition of autocracy and eztralegal political 
action permits the suspension of parliamentary government and 
political liberties and the imposition of dictatorial government sup- 
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ported bj the army (see ch. 21, Political Dynamics). The spirit 
and letter of the Constitution ha»€ been violated under strong 
presidents. 

Even in normal times the organs und institutions described by, 
and the offices provided for in, the written constitution function in 
a manner often at variance with the letter f t the document. Colom- 
bians consider it proper that the Presidents outlook, personality, 
and cap*, ty should affect the interpretation of the Constitution. 
The tradition of paternalism attaches greater importance to the 
person holding office than to the office iteelf; it puts few limitations 
on public authority and stresses the testing of individual capacity. 
The role of the written constitution changes markedly, therefore, 
from President to President Moreover, the pressures of partisan 
politics often nullify the limitations imposed by the forma' con- 
stitution, leaving solutions of issues to be arrived at pragrmatically 
(see ch. 21, Political Dyna-aics). 

Although the written constitution provides for wide participation 
in the political process by enfranchisiug all adult citizens, the 
75 to 85 percent of the people who ap? of mixed blood ot are non- 
white an still largely excluded through the operation of the oli- 
garchic tradition. They are not represented by their own kind in 
the national organs of government. Until the late 1950's most of 
them did not vote, and even now, their effective involvement in the 
operation of constitutional government has btrely begun. They are 
only starting to become real partkipanU» in tM all-important polit- 
ical parties which are the points of entry into the political arena 
(see ch. 21, Political Dynamics). The tcnsi<*i5 existing between the 
oligarchy and those who challenge its monopoly of political and 
economic power Have led to violence which has affected the opera- 
tion of government, sharpened partisan strife, and brought blood 
died to the cities and armed insurrection to the countryside. The 
Sitges Agreement (1957) granting parity 'o the Conservative and 
Liberal parties was ratified by plebiscite and formalized by amend- 
ments to the Constitution. It has paved the way for a National 
Front government which has been able to reduce civil strife without, 
however, putting an end to it (see ch. 2, Historical Setting; ch. 21, 
Political Dynamics). 

The present Constitution, enacted in 1886, has been frequently 
amended and twice recodified. Its 22 titulo« (chapters) and 218 
numbered and 10 unnumbered articles spell out the formal aspects 
of government in great detail. Although it divides the public power 
into legislative, executive, and judicial branches, it vests the execu- 
tive with such vital and important powers that the President be- 
comes, in effect, the focal poinc of government.    Moreover, the 
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Constitution grants powers to the central government which far 
overshadow those reserved to the major units of local government, 
the departamentot. 

The Constitution enjoins government to serve the social and eco- 
nomic well-being of the country. For example, it requires that 
10 percent of the budgeted governmental expenditures be spent cm 
public education. The authorities must also respect specified rights 
of individuals, such as freedom from arbitrary police action, free- 
dom of religion, and freedom of association. The government is 
charged with protecting the "lives, honor, and property" of all 
persons residing in Colombia. Although the Constitution grants 
religious freedom, it assigns a special position to the Boman CathoUe 
Church. Balancing the obligations assignment to government are 
specified civic obligations imposed on individuals. 

As in the case of the constitutions that have preceded it since 
1811, the present document is more a description of an ideal con- 
stitutional system, which a majority can agree upon as desirable, 
than of the system as it now operates. The divergence between the 
written text and reality stems largely from the adoption of con- 
stitutional concepts which were not then, and perhaps are not now, 
suited to the country. These concepts are in contradiction with 
political and social realities deriving from such factors as ethnic 
diversity and wide disparities in economic status. 

One result of prevailing political traditions has been a tendency 
to change and amend constitutions frequently. The Constitution 
thus has not been allowed to play a stabilizing role within the con- 
stitutional system. 

The key historical issues affecting the formulation of the con- 
stitutional documents have been: the relative powers of the central 
or "general" government and those of the local units (states, de- 
partments, provinces); the strength of the President, especially 
with respect to the employment of emergency powers to cope with 
civil insurrection; and the position of the Catholic Church, its in- 
stitutions and clergy, in the political life of the country. The 
1886 Constitution established a unitary system, and since shortly 
after its adoption, the first of the great issues of unitary versus 
federal govemmen» has subsided in importance. On the other 
two issues the Constitution, as amended, represents a middle-of-the^ 
fnd compromise between extreme positions. 

THE EARLIER CONSTITUTIONS 

Although the movement for independence from Spain began in 
the last quarter of the eighteenth century, it approached achieve- 
ment only when Spain itself was invaded by the forces of Napo- 
leon I.   The colonists of New Granada maintained that they owed 
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«Ucgiaaoe to the King of Spain rather than to the Spanish Gov- 
emmeDt, and, when the King proved unable to exercise his sov- 
ereignty, they asserted that the sovereign power had passed to the 
colonies. In November 1811 leaders of the Colombian independenee 
forces adopted at Leiva the country's first constitutional document— 
the Act of Federation of the United Provinces of New Granada. 
The system thus created took account of the strong regional senti- 
ment which prevailed and spoke of: 

... a federal assodfattoa which gives the General Govemmect the 
special and proper powers necessary to govern the nation and reserres 
to each of the Prorinces its liberty, sovereignty, and Independence in 
whatever is not of common interest, guaranteeing to each of them these 
precions prerogatives and the integrity of its territory. . . . 

The federal government was beset from the beginning by the 
issue vt centralization versus regionalism or federalism. The coun- 
try became independent more out of a sense of frustration with the 
Council of Regency in Spain than out of a sense of nationhood 
(see ch. 2, Historical Setting). National patriotism was slow to 
gain the upper hand over regional loyalties reinforced by vested 
local interests. The underdevelopment of the transportation net- 
work remained a major obstacle to national unity well into the 
twentieth century. 

Promulgated "in the Name of the Holy Trinity. Father. Son, 
and Holy Ghost." the 1811 Constitution stressed that "in each and 
every one of the united Provinces . . . the Holy Apostolic Roman 
Catholic religion shall be preserved in all its purity and integrity." 
The Church's involvement in political and constitutional contro- 
versies has remained as a consistent factor in politics. 

It was not until late in 1814 that the government of the province 
ot Gundinamarca declared its adherence to the Constitution. After 
the reronquest of New Granada by Spain (1816-19), the provisional 
government set up by Simon Bolivar was proclaimed by him to be 
"the depository of the national sovereignty of Venezuelans ^nd 
Granadines" (see ch. 2, Historical Setting). In December 1819 a 
congress of Colombia!.ä and Venezuelans met at Angostura and 
ratified the union of the two countries under the name of the 
Republic of Colombia; it was further provided that Ecuador might 
join after its liberation from Spanish rule. 

A new constitution was adopted in August 1821. In accord with 
Bolivar's views, it was strongly unitary. The republic was divided 
into departments, provinces, cantons, and parishes. The province, 
once considered by the federalists to be "the natural subordinate 
area," was thus displaced by the department as the chief unit of 
local administration. The President appointed the officials of all 
these units, as well as those of the municipalities.   The judiciary, 
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too, was largely appointed by him. In the bicameral legislature. 
the Senate represented UM departments, and the House of Bep- 
resentatives represented the people. The President, Vice-President, 
and all members of the Congress were elected by electors, chosen 
in terms of departmental units. A Council of Government advised 
the President on important matters, but he was free to reject its 
advice. 

In August 1828, BoUrar assumed dictatorial powers and called 
for a constitutional Convention to meet in 1880 (see ch. 2, Historical 
Setting). A constituent assembly meeting in April 1830 adopted a 
new constitution and elected a new president to replace Bolivar, who 
had retired from government. 

The new constitution created the Ministerio Publico (Public Min- 
istry) through which the executive gained a stronger control over 
judicial affairs (see ch. 20, Structure of Government). The Council 
of Government, renamed Council of State, was broadened to include 
representative appointees of the citizenry at large, and its powers 
were enlarged to give it the right to prepare legislation for sub- 
mission to Congress. The territorial subdivisions remained the same, 
and the control of tbe central government over them was reaffirmed. 
Departmental assemblies were created for the more populous de- 
partments and local responsibilities were assigned to them. 

Unlike that of 1821, the Constitution of 1830 did not grant the 
President special powers to deal with national emergencies. Prob- 
ably its most important provision, however, was that which formally 
established the Church and thus perpetuated the long-standing 
constitutional issue. It states that: "The Apostolic Roman Catholic 
Religion is the religion of the Republic. ... It is the duty of the 
government... to protect [the Colombian Church! and not tolerate 
the public exercise of any other religion.*1 The Constitution was 
rejected by the Venezuelan and Ecuadorian territories, both of 
which split off from New Granada and became independent. 

In the fall of 1831, a new constitutional convention, representing 
only New Granada, produced a Constitution, adopted in February 
1832, which called for a government in which the President regained 
the right to assume extraordinary powers. The presidential and 
vice-presidential terms of office were reduced from eight to four 
years. The Council of Ötate was reduced in size and its membership 
limited to citizens chosen by Congress. A Council of Government 
was also formed. Departments, as units of local government, were 
abolished. Each province was given a "provincial house" elected 
on the basis of cantonal representation. These local legislatures 
were given greater responsibilities in the election of representatives 
to both houses of the Congress and in the choosing of provincial 



governors. The provinces were also given the right to decide which 
localities were to have municipal councils. The Constitution im- 
posed on the government the duty "to protect Granadines in the 
exercise of the Apostolic Roman Catholic religion." No reference 
to other religions was made. 

This Constitution remained under constant attack both from the 
centralists who objected to the powers given to the provinces and 
from the federalists who desired the further strengthening of pro- 
vincial and local institutions. In 1840 civil disorders broke out over 
the closing by the central government of four convents in one of 
the provinces (see ch. 2, Historical Setting). The uprisings strength- 
ened the arguments of those who sought greater presidential powers, 
and, as a result, Congress adopted a new constitution in April 1843. 

The new document authorized the presidential appointment and 
removal of provincial governors and reduced the power of the pro- 
vincial houaes. Although the President was not granted emergency 
powers as such, he was given the right to "suspend or remove at will 
all political officials as well as persons employed in the political offices 
or in the administration of public revenues.*' A new office, that of the 
detignado (presidential designate), was created which followed the 
Vice-Presidency in succession to the office of the President. A con- 
stitutional provision declared that it was the duty of the govern- 
ment "to protect Granadines in the enjoyment of the exercise of 
the Apostolic Roman Catholic religion" and that "the Apostolic 
Roman Catholic religion is the only cult supported and maintained 
by the Republic." 

The Constitution of May 1853 was the product of a period of 
increased partisan strife between the Conservative and the Liberal 
parties (see ch. 21, Political Dynamics). The Conservatives stood 
for strong centralized government, capable of coping effectively 
with any disorderly element, and for the establishment of the 
Church. The Liberals wanted to strengthen provincial powers in 
relation to the central government and sought to limit the Church's 
role in the political life of the country. 

During the Liberal administration of General Josi Hilario L6pez 
(1840-53) a number of laws enacting reforms were passed. Soon 
after the elections of 185a, a now Liberal constitution disestablished 
the Church, guaranteed freedom of religion, abolished slavery, and 
instituted trial by jury. The franchise was given to all married, or 
former!} married, male citizens over 21 years of age, and indirect 
elections were abolished. The number of offices filled by elections 
rather than appointment was increased. The President was deprived 
of his authority to assume additional powers. The powers and pre- 
rogatives of the provinces were consideral»I-y increased.   The "full 
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powers of local govermnent*' were reserved to them. The provincial 
governors wem to be elected, and, in etch province, a Ugitlaium 
(legislature) was given the right to enact laws. 

Revolt broke out in 1854, civil war raged for several months, and, 
when peace had been restored, an election brought to power a Con- 
servative President and a coalition government. During the yean 
of Liberal rule the Conservatives had come to favor federalism since 
decentralization enabled them, as an opposition party, to remain in 
control of sections of the country in which they were strong. Con- 
versely, the Liberals opposed federalism while they were in power. 
The new Congress amended the Constitution to provide for the cre- 
ation of states. 

These were a new type of unit of local government consisting of 
provinces, or combinations of provinces, exercising a degree of self- 
government denied the conventional provinces. In 1856 and 1857 
many provinces, some of them Conservative Party strongholds, opted 
for statehood. There were thus two types of subnational units- 
states, whose ties with the central government were federal, and 
provinces, not within states, which were ruled as before from the 
national capital. Colombian historians often refer to this as the 
"centro-federal" pattern of constitutional organization. 

The Conservatives gained overwhelming control of Congress in 
1857 and on May 22,1858, adopted the Constitution of the Granadine 
Confederation of eight states which stressed federalism but did not 
materially undo the key Liberal reforms of the previous constitution. 
Direct voting was maintained, as was the broad franchise of 1853. 
The responsibilities of the central government were spelled out and 
all other powers reserved to the states. Religious freedom was re- 
affirmed, a guarantee made binding upon the individual states as 
fvell. The organization of state government was left to the states, 
subject only to ths provision that it be "popular, representative, 
elective^ and responsible." Amendment of the Constitution required 
approval of a majority of state legislatures and a majority of both 
houses of Congress. 

Fighting between Conservatives and Liber« Is bmke out in 1859. 
Emergency congressional actions of doubtful ccr^titutionality aggra- 
vated the situation. Four states seceded from the union. The forces 
of the Liberal rebel states seized Bogota in July 1860, and the gov- 
ernment established under the 1858 Constitution aiine to an end. 
The leader of the insurgents, General Mosquera, called together 
plenipotentiaries from each state to draw up a temporary constitu- 
tion. This instrument—the Pact of Union of the United States of 
Colombia—was adopted in September 1861. It reflected the renewed 
commitment of the Liberals to federalism, which had resulted from 
their achievement of control of state governments. 
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The Constitution was drawn up in the style and terminology of a 
treaty between "the sovereign and independent 8tateB.n Power w«a 
delegated by these states to the central government. The central 
government consisted of a House of Representatives, a Senate of 
Plenipotentiaries, and a President chosen by election. The docmacnt 
left the details of state government to the states. A bill of rights 
was put in force and included a guarantee of religious freedom. 
Provision was made for the designation by Congress of a federal 
district to serve as the capital. 

Two years later, after the fighting between Liberals and Conserva- 
tives had stopped. Liberal delegates from the nine states met in con- 
vention at Rkmegro and drew up a Constitution of the United States 
of Colombia, which was an elaboration of the Pact of 1861. Key 
national responsibilities were "especially, clearly and expressly*' 
delegated to the federal government, with all other matters remain- 
ing "within the exclusive jurisdiction of the States." It was re- 
quired that the states should establish governments which were 
"popular, elected, representative and responsible"; otherwise, the 
organization of state government was not dealt with in the Consti- 
tution. The creation of new states ont of existing ones and the 
alteration of state boundaries required the consent of the state or 
states conrc-rned. The President was chosen by electoral colleges of 
the several states, each college having one vote. 

The Constitution reflected the Liberal view that the Church 
favored the Conservatives. "Freedom of religious wor8hipr' was 
guaranteed in all states. Religious bodies were prohibited from own- 
ing real estate, and it was required that their financial support 
should be derived only from voluntary contributions. Clergymen 
were barred from public office. The central government was granted 
"the right of supreme inläpection', over religious affairs. 

The Liberal Constitution also sought to place limits on the capac- 
ity of government to cope with rebellion and to make unsuccessful 
rebellion less painful for defeated insurgents. No special powers 
were given the executive to deal with uprisings. Any armed action 
by the government against one of the states required Congressional 
approval. By making the "law of nations" a part of Colombian 
national legislation, the Constitution brought the laws of war into 
application in cases of civil war. "Such wars shall be terminated 
by treaties between the belligerents, who are to observe the humane 
practices of Christian and civilized nations.'' Persons fleeing from 
one state to another because of "illegal acts against the government 
of another state" were not subject to extradition. The Constituticn 
abolished the death penalty and limited the imprisonment to a maxi- 
n;um of 10 years for any crime. 



THE 1886 CONSTITUTION AND ITS REVISIONS 

UM Kionegro Convention ren.*ined fottualiy in effect until 1886, 
but UM apptrant stability implied by this continuity was belied by 
the facts (see ch. 2, Historical Setting). The Constitution itself 
served to exacerbate partisan strife between UM Conserratives, who 
opposed it, the radical Liberals, who supported it and intended to 
capitalize on its weaknesses, and the moderate Liberals, who sup- 
ported one of the other contenders. In time, the ConserratiTes and 
their moderate and independent supporters gained the upper hand. 
The Radical Liberals attempted to reverse this trend by revolting 
late in 1884, but in August 1885 they were crashed by the National 
Party, a combination of Conservatives and others. The victors de- 
clared UM 1863 Constitution to be no longer in force and «»lied for 
a new constituent assembly. 

The Constitution of the Republic of Colombia of August 1886 was 
ratified, significantly, not by the states but by the municipal councils. 
The new regime wished to avoid, in this way, any reference to the 
state as a constitutional unit. The new constitution established a 
Systran which was predominantly unitary. The states lost the im- 
portance they had enjoyed under the federalism of the previous 
constitution. Provinces became departments, which, along with the 
municipalities, were given a share in deciding how national legis- 
lation and policy were locally carried out. But these subunits lost 
the fundamental power which they bad enjoyed. Federalism has 
not been a serious issue since the adoption of the 1886 Constitution. 

Since its enactment, the Constitution has often been amended by 
a relatively simple progress. Originally Congress could pass an 
amendment by adopting it at two consecutive sessions, the second 
time by a two-thirds majority. But an amendment passed shortly 
before the Codification of 1936 reduced the requirement to a simple 
majority in the first session and an absolute majority of the member- 
ship of each house in the next ordinary legislature. 

This procedure has been maintained up to the present time in the 
Codification of 1945 and subsequent amendments, except for the 
margin of votes required. In keeping with the results of a plebiscite 
of 1957, Congress adopts by a two-thirds absolute majority all meas- 
ures except those which are designated by a two-thirds majority as 
requiring only a simple majority. Amendments to the Constitution 
4re now adopted by two-thirds of the membership of each house, 
unless the requirement is modified under this rule. Twice in the 
lifetime of the 18S6 Constitution constitutional codifications have 
been made, in 19.16 and in 19-15. These codifications are not new 
constitutions; they are restatements, in logical and orderly form, of 
the constitutional text, including all amendments in effect at the time. 
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The Executive 

The President has sabstanti&l powers of control over both the 
central government and the provinces. With his key subordinates, 
he issues "ordinances, decrees arid resolutions necessary for the exe- 
cution of the laws." He determines the policy of the administration 
and nominates or appoints key officials in the country. He has con- 
trol over military affairs and, most important, power to act in case 
of national emergency. 

Before 1910 the President's term of office was six years, and he 
was chosen by electors; since that time he has been directly elected 
for a term of four years. He is assisted by ministers of state whose 
functions are defined by law and who are the administration's 
"organs of communication with Congress." He is advised by a 
Council of State whose members are elected by Congress from lists 
submitted by the President. The Council also serves as the Supreme 
Administrative Tribunal. 

As "supreme administrative authority," the President has the 
power to control the armed forces, including their "distribution" 
(see ch. 34, The Armed Forces). He may "direct military opera- 
tions.*' He is entrusted with the responsibility for the conduct of 
'•foreign and commercial relations with foreign powers." 

The Constitution permits the President, "in cases of foreign war 
or domestic disturbances," to declare a state of siege to exist in all 
or part of the country. To do this, however, he must have the con- 
sent of the Council of State. 

The President has a power of veto over legislation. His veto can 
be overridden by a simple majority of both houses in the case of most 
bills. A two-thirds majority, however, is required to override a vaso 
of legislation amending the Constitution or the law codes, establish- 
ing the budget, formulating plans for the national economy, or alter- 
ing the territorial divisions of the country. 

The Legislative Power 

Legislative power is vested in the Congress, which cor ists of the 
Senate and the House of Representatives. The Senators and the 
Representatives are elected mainly on the basis of population, but 
the departments serve as electoral districts for the election of candi- 
dates, and each department is guaranteed a minimum representation 
irrespective of population (see ch. 21, Political Dynamics). The 
Constitution expresses the hope that this procedure should not work 
to strengthen regionalism; "the, members of both Houses," it empha- 
sizes, "represent the entire Nation and should vote in the sole inter- 
est of justice and the public good." 
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The main distinctions between the two bodies are the difference in 
the terms of office—four years for the Senate and two years for the 
House—and the additional qualifications required for membership in 
the Senate. The latter are designed to make the body a repository 
of persons of superior education and experience. Both houses must 
pass on legislation. In addition, each house is entrusted with special 
responsibilities (see ch. 20, Structure of Government). Congress has 
certain emergency powers, including the power to invest the Presi- 
dent with extraordinary powers. 

The Public Ministry and the Judiciary 

The administration of justice in exclusively a function of the cen- 
tral govemment. The Minister of Justice is the principal adminis- 
trator of the judiciary. The Public Ministry (which is not 4 Cabi- 
net ministry) is headed by the Attorney General and is entT-ostod 
with the defense of '•the interests of the Nation." It promotes the 
execution of the laws and supervises the official conduct of public 
officials. It has charge of the prosecution of "those guilty of crimes 
and misdemeanors that disturb the public order" and is responsible 
for the execution of judicial sentences 

The court system is headed by the Supreme Court of Justice. It "is 
entrusted with the guardianship of the integrity of the Constitution" 
and shares with the Council of State powers of judicial review of 
legislation to determine constitutionality. Legislation vetoed by the 
President on the grounds of unconstitutionality may be submitted 
to the Supreme Court of Justice by the House of Representatives 
for an opinion on the validity of the grounds. The Court has final 
decision in all cases brought before it in which the constitutionality 
of laws 0.' decrees enacted by Congress or lesser authorities is chal- 
lenged by ''any citizen" and also in all cases relating to the emergency 
powers assumed by the govemment. 

The Council of State 

The Constitution gives the Council of State responsibilities in the 
executive, legislative, and judicial spheres. The Council of State 
advises the President and his ministers. Its recommendations are 
not binding except in the case of extraordinary budgetary measures, 
for which its approval is required (see ch. 30, Public Finance). It 
also prepares legislation for the consideration of Congress and func- 
tions as Supreme Administrative Tribunal. In the latter capedfy, 
it has the power of judicial review in all matters except those specifi- 
cally assigned to the Supreme Court of Justice for such reviev. 



Social Gurantccs 

Constitutional amendments adopted since 1936 stress the ideals for 
which the Liberal Party strove while in power (see ch. 2, Historical 
Setting). Labor is declared to be "a social obligation" and, as such, 
enjoys "the special protection of the State." The right to strike ia 
guaranteed, except to government employees, and the exercise of the 
right is regulated by law (see ch. 15, Labor Relations and Organi- 
zation). Public assistance is declared to be a function of the state. 
"It shall be given to persons who, being physically incapacitated for 
work, lack means of self-support or the right to demand the »me of 
other persons" (see ch. 17, Living Conditions and Public Welfare). 

Since 1936, the government has had the power "to intervene in the 
exploitation of public and private businesses and industries for the 
purpose of rationalizing the production, distribution, and consump- 
tion of goods, or to give labor the just protection to which it has a 
right" This power, however, does not apply at such times as the 
government is acting under extraordinary powers. 

The Constitution declares the ownership of property to be a social 
function which implies obligations. "For reasons of public utility 
or social interest, as defined by the legislature, property may be 
expropriated by judicial decree with prior indemnification." But the 
right to indemnification is not absolute, since "the legislature, for 
reasons of equity, may deny indemmfication by means of an absolute 
majority vote of the members of both Houses." 

Civil Rights 

Private persons are responsible to the authorities only for the com- 
mitting of illegal acts. Public officials are responsible, in addition, 
f jr their conduct in the performance of their duties. Officials (except 
the military) who act illegally cannot protect themselves by claim- 
ing to htve acted under a superior's orders. 

Slavery is prohibited. Arrest, imprisonment, or search require a 
warrant from competent authorities except in cases in which the 
individual is caught committing an illegal ad. Masters of ships, 
military chiefs dealing with insurrections, or officials punishing con- 
tempt are excepted from this rule (see ch. 22, Public Order and 
Safety). Laws providing punishments ex post facto are prohibited. 
Death or confiscation may not be imposed as punishments. 

"Literary and artistic productions" are protected as personal prop- 
erty by the Constitution (see ch. 9, Artistic and Intellectual Expres- 
sion). Mail and telegrams may not be censored. Account books, 
however, may be demanded for the purposes of tax investigations 
or when the stale interveres in a business concern. Everyone is free 
to select his occupation, but the state may regulate professions by 
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law (see eh. 13, Imhoi Force). Only those who hold a law degrw 
may aerve as attorneys. Th«r« is freedom to form companies, asso- 
ciations, and foundations, all of which may obtain recognition as 
juridical persons. 

Subject to state inspection, freedom of instruction in public or 
private institutions is guaranteed. State primary schools are free. 
The law may make school attendance compulsory (see ch. 10, Edu- 
cation). The press is free in peacetime, but it is "responsible under 
law for injuries to personal honor and for disturbances of the social 
order and public peace." Unirersal suffrage is established (see 
ch. 21, Political Dynamics). The right of peaceful assembly is guar- 
anteed, provided that meetings do not degenerate into disordet or 
tumult or obstruct the public highways. The right of assembly, 
however, does not include the right to form quasi governmental 
bodies, and 'popular political assemblies of a permanent character" 
are specifically prohibited. The right of petition is guaranteed to 
everyone. 

"Only the government may import, manufacture, and possess arms 
of war." In towns, no one may carry any weapon except with per- 
mission. Such permission may not be granted to persons who an 
spectators at or participants in political meetings, elections, or ses- 
sions of public bodies. 

Religion and the Church 

"Liberty of conscience" is guaranteed. -The practice of all reli- 
gions "not contrary to Christian morals or law" is permitted. The 
government may, with Congressional approval, conclude concordats 
with the Vatican to regulate church-state relations "on bases of re- 
ciprocal deference and respect." No clergyman may hold public 
political office, but Catholic priests may "be employed in public edu- 
cation and charity." Religious associations must be recognised by 
their "ecclesiastical superiors'' in order to be protected as religious 
organizations under the law (see ch. 11, Religion). 

The 1959 Amendments 

When parliamentary government was restored after the overthrow 
of the Rojas Pinilla government in 1957, the Sitges Agreement, 
which had been given popular ratification through a plebiscite on 
December 1, 1957, was incorporated into the Constitution by Legis- 
lative Act No. 1 of 1959 (September 15) and No. 4 of 1959 (Decem- 
ber 24). This agreement concluded between the Conservative and 
Liberal parties provided for an alternation by the two parties in 
governmental positions at all levels and for parity in partisan repre- 
sentacicn (see ch, 21, Political Dynamics). 
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THE LEGAL SYSTEM 

Although much of the formal constitutional structure is based on 
the example provided by the United States, the }e.al system is 
derived mainly from Spanish and French traditions. It is em- 
bodied in detailed legal codes. Like the Constitution, these codes 
cover all contingencies minutely. Enacted by the legislature, they 
represent the consensus of the congressional majority as to what the 
law should be. The role of the judge is limited to applying the 
rules of the codes to actual cases. He must, under a constitutional 
requirement, justify his iecision by an opinion. Under this system 
his discretion has clear-cut formal limitations. He has much less 
opportunity than the ju<Ige in the Anglo-American system of law 
to invoke preceded i. 

The realities of the legal system diverge from thr. theoretical in 
much the same manner as the realities of constitutional system 
differ from the written text of the Constitution. The judge tends 
to act more as a representative of the government han an an arbiter 
between the government and the individual or between the written 
law and needs of society. Largely confined to interpretation of the 
legal codes, the judiciary has not evolved substantial traditions of 
judicial independence. 

As early as the first half of the nineteenth century arbitration was 
permitted in the settlement of civil and commercial cases. In 1938 
a new statute covering arbitral procedures was adopted and became 
the first such arbitration code to be established in Latin America. 
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CHAPTERS 

STRUCTURE OF GOVERNMENT 

The structure of government is set forth in the Constitution «ad 
legislation. The system is unitary; from the national Wei down 
to the smallest political unit, executive, legislative, arid judicial 
activities are carried on within one coordinated pyramidal struc- 
ture. The executive consists of the President and the ministen 
appointed by him and, at lower levels, of governors and mayors 
(alcaldes). In Colombian terminology, the President and his min- 
isters constitute the government 

The legislative branch includes both national and local units. 
At the national level is Congress, composed of the Senate and the 
House of Representatives; at the local level are the departmental 
assemblies and municipal councils. The judiciary is headed by the 
Supreme Court of Justice. Intermediate between the executive and 
judiciary are the Council of State and the Public Ministry. 

The role, mission, and prerogatives of every organ of government 
and every official are set forth in detail in the Constitution and in 
legislation enacted by Congress. In theory, little discretion is left 
to individual officials, for legislation has been designed to produce 
strict compliance with regulations describing their functions (see 
fig. 8). 

In practice the traditions of public administration considerably 
modify this formal pattern. Colombians have inherited the Span- 
ish tradition under which the interplay of personalities, rather than 
definition of powers, determines what can and may be accomplished 
and by whom. Therefore personal competition in office is intense 
and is often aggravated by a narrow political factionalism which 
makes it difficult for individuals to cooperate or governmental units 
to work harmoniously together. Noncooperation among officials is 
overcome only when a highly placed official is able, by virtue of his 
connections and prestige, to use the prerogatives of his office to 
force fulfillment of his orders or acceptance of his policy. But it is 
the man who is obeyed and respected rather than his office. 

Partisan or party affiliation plays a decisive role in influencing, not 
onlv the selection and actions of elected officials from the President 
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Figure 8. General organization of the Colombian National GmmmmtiU, 

and members of Congress on down to members of lesser legisla- 
tive bodies, but also in the staffing of the entire governmental struc- 
ture. Apart from average-level education, qualification for a posi- 
tion normally plays a lesser role in the selection of officials, whether 
elected or appointed, than identification with a party or faction. 
The senior officers of government dispense a wide range of patron- 
age. The spoils system has been reinforced by the strong desire, 
amounting almost to a craze (called "empleomania" by Colombians), 
of the educated elite and members of the oligarchy to achieve a 
government position. 

The attainment of public office often enables individuals to be- 
come rich from the opportunities afforded by office. Although 
members of the oligarchy are concerned with contributing to the 
general welfare, material incentives and the desire to gain prestige 
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are equally important in making them want to enter government 
service. The Constitution establishes prior government service as a 
prerequisite to appointment to some of the h gher official positions, 
and young men are eager to obtain an opportunity for such service 
at any level. Although many positions on government commissions, 
committees, and boards are entirely unremunerated, there is no lack 
of candidates for them. 

The system has not given the country an efficient corps of public 
officials. Until 1960 the President was required to pass on the hir- 
ing of government employees down to the lowest level, and on the 
awarding of every purchase or rental contract, no matter how small 
the sum involved. A general turnover in government personnel 
has taken place as every shift in control by the political parties 
produced new opportunities to exercise the powers of patronage. 
The result has been that the entire government, from the highest 
levels down, hss been identified with the party in power and that 
all branches of government, including not only the executive, but 
also the judicial, law enforcement, and security brandies, have 
hem partisan. 

These factors have frequently undermined public confidence in 
the probity of government. For example, they were blamed in 
part for the breakdown of constitutional government in the 1950'8. 
Reforms, seeking their correction, were provided for in the Plebiscite 
of 1957 and in subsequent legislation enacted by the National Front 
government (see ch. 21, Political Dynamics). The parity rale was 
immediately enforced from top to bottom to provide for equal 
representation of Liberals and Conservatives in all government posi- 
tions. 

This principle has removed some of the partisan bitterness from 
government and politics, but it has also produced new obstacles to 
efficient public service. Beginning in 1959, the stricture of the 
ministries and of other governmental agencies was revised to in- 
crease the efficiency of the public administration. In 1960, a decree 
was formulated which was designed to create a nonpolitical civil 
service incorporating all government employees. 

THE EXECUTIVE 

The President of the Republic 

The President is popularly elected for a four-year term, which 
begins on the seventh of August following the election. He may not 
succeed himself. 

Only native-born Colombians are eligible to become President. 
Candidates for the office must be morv than 30 years old and be in 
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full poeeemion of their political rights. They must further qualify 
by having p actioed a profession requiring a university education 
or by having held one of the following offices: President of the 
Republic, President-Designate, member of the House of Representa- 
tives, Cabinet officer, chief of a diplomatic mission, governor, judge 
of the Supreme Court or of a superior tribunal, member of the 
Council of State, Attorney General, or Comptroller General. But no 
citizen may be elected President who, during six months prior to 
the election, has served as minister, justice of the Supreme Court, 
Councilor of State, Attorney General, or Comptroller General. 

The President has legislative and judiciary functions in addition 
to his principal responsibilities as chief executive. He formally 
opens and closes the sessions of Congress, and he may convene the 
legislature in extraordinary session. At the beginning of each ses- 
sion, UM President submits to the Congress a message outlining the 
program of his administration and, at the same time, submits to the 
House of Representatives the proposed budget for the year. Through 
the Cabinet Minister concerned, the President may present bills in 
Congress. He may make available to the legislators nonaecret 
government information. He has the responsibility of seeing "that 
prompt and equal justice is administered." He may grant pardons 
for political offenses. 

As the "supreme administrative authority^ the President bns the 
power at pleasure to appoint and remove his Cabinet Ministers, 
the governors, and all persons in the national service whose appoint- 
ment is not by law entrusted to other authorities. In addition to the 
appointive powers he enjoys atone, he shares with Congress the 
responsibility for appointing certain other officials. With the 
countersignatnre of the minister concerned, he issues "ordinances, 
decrees, and resolutions necessary for the execution of the laws." 

The President is the highest military authority. He is respon- 
sible for the maintenance of the external security of the nation. 
He may declare war with consent of the Senate, or, in case of in- 
vasion, make war without such consent. He may personally direct 
military operations, from the capital or in the field. He is respon- 
sible for the maintenance of law and order throughout the national 
territory. He may proclaim the existence of an emergency and 
declare a state of siege in the entire country or in any part thereof. 

At any lime that the President issues such a proclamation, he 
must immediately call Congress—if it is in recess—into emergency 
session and it must remain in session for as long as the Mate of 
emer|»ncy remains in force. If the President fails to call for a 
congressional session, the legislature may meet of its own accord. 
For as long as the state of emergency remains in force, Congress 
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nmy ask the Supreme Court to pass on the constitutionality of any 
decree issued by the President under the emergency powers. 

The President is responsible for the collection of taxes and the 
expenditure of public funds; for the supervision of all government 
contracts; for the supervision of all bank and commercial institu- 
tions; for the regulation, direction, and inspection of the public 
educational system. He grants patents and issues certificates of 
naturalization. 

The President has at his immediate disposal a nnmber of aides, 
organized into the Office of the President and subdivided into the 
Presidential Staff (Despacho del Presidente) and the General Secre- 
tariat (Secretaria General de la Presidencia de la BepublK«). The 
Presidential Staff consists of three further subdivisions: The Private 
Secretariat, a group of councilors whose function is to make studies 
on current problems and to recommend appropriate action to the 
President; a Secretariat for tlie Organization and Inspection of ihe 
Public Administration, which has responsibilities connected with 
civil service reforms; and the Military Establishment (Casa Mili- 
tär) composed of officers and men from the several services, with 
responsibilities for the security of the President and of his family, 
protocol, and liaison with the Ministry of War. 

The General Secretariat is headed by the Secretary-General, the 
chief administrative aide to the President. An undersecretariat 
handles correspondence and telecommunications and maintains ar- 
chives as well as the presidential library. A legal office advises the 
President and his staff on lega. affairs. The Information and 
Press Section (Seccion de Infomacion y Prensa) acts as the Presi- 
dent's public relations staff: its public statements represent the 
official views of the executive branch (see ch. 25, Propaganda). The 
Budgetary Section (Seccion de Ejecuciön y de Control del Presu- 
puesto) draws up and supervises the budget and spending of public 
funds (see ch. 30, Public Finance). The Administrative Section 
(Seccion de Administraciön) handles s-ij\ .ies, housing, and main- 
tenance. 

The Cabinet 

There are thirteen Cabinet Ministers (Ministros del Depacho). Al- 
though there is no prime minister, the Minister of Govenunent is 
senior to the others. The Minister of Government handles internal 
affairs, including relations with local authorities. The Minister of 
Foreign Affairs, who is also referred to as Chancellor, is the prin- 
cipal official below the President in the management of external 
relations. The functions of the other ministries are mdicatod by 
their names: Justice, Finance and Credit. War, Agriculture, Labor. 
Public Health, Development, Mines and Petroleum, National Educa- 
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tion, Communications, and Public Works. Each minister hu an 
exet'utive officer {/C/J de gabinete) who oversees the details of the 
ministry's operations and may act for him in his abeenee. 

Standardization of the internal structure of the ministries «as 
decreed in 1960. Each ministry is now divided into two basic 
branches, the administrative branch and the technical branch, which 
are further subdivided into branches (rama. sing.), divisions {divi- 
sion, sing.), sections {»eeciön. sing.) and gioups {ffrupo, sing.). 
There are also other specialized subdivisions: coordinating or evalu- 
ating bodies within ministries, termed committees {eomdte, sing.); 
bodies appointed t.t special studies, called commissions (ctmisiön, 
sing.); and scientific units within a ministry, called institutes {imti- 
tuto, sing.). In addition, there is a lepal office (or legal adviser), 
a personnel division, a budget division, and a general services divi- 
sion, and these are designed to carry out the basic functions in each 
minifltzy. 

Ministers are appointed by the President, who, under the system 
of parity, must seek to establish equal party representation in the 
Cabinet. Formal qualifications for ministers are the same as for 
members of the House of Representatives. Traditionally, the Min- 
ister of War is a military officer, who is appointed as a nonpartisan. 
Memhers of the Cabinet may or may not be members of Congress at 
the time of their appointment, but they may not retain seats in 
Congress if they choose to accept a Cabinet post. 

The Constitution describes ministers as the "Government's organs 
of communication with Congress." Ministers may present bills to 
Congress and participate in the deoates of the houses. They are 
required to present to Congress a report on the affairs of their re- 
spective ministries within 15 days of the beginning of each session. 
Moreover, Congress xnay require the presence of ministers at its 
deliberations and may also order the attendance of heads of ad- 
ministrative departments within a ministry. 

The Prestdeni-Designate 

Every two years, Congress in joint session elects a President- 
Designate (Designado) to take office on August 7 of that year. 
He is the person who assumes the presidency when the President 
does any of the following: leaves the country; leaves the capital to 
e^ccise military command in the field; is granted a leave of ab- 
sence by the Senate; vacates the office for reasons of health by 
notifying the Senate (or, if the latter is in recess, the Supreme 
Court); resigns; is impeached; or dies. When he assumes the office 
of the President, the President-Designate is formally sworn in.   A 
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Designate «ho has servad as Pivsident during die year preceding 
elections may not be elected President or re-elected Designate. 

The Designate has no permanent duties unless he assumes the 
Presidency. Membership in Congress is not incompatible with elec- 
tion as Designate. Under the National Front gownment arrange- 
ment, which provides for the alternation of tb* office of the Presi- 
dent between the Liberal and Conservative parties, the Designate 
must be of the same political affiliation as the President If the 
office of President is permanently vacated by the presidential in- 
cumbent, the Designate serves out the entire remainder of the presi- 
dential term of office.   Congress thm elects a new Designate. 

THE LEGISLATIVE BRANCH 

The Congress alone can enact legislation establishing the atrne- 
ture of the executive and the prerogatives and responsibilities of 
executive officials. It also draws up legal codes and passes on finan- 
cial, fiscal, and budgetary matters. All international treaties re- 
quire its approval. 

Laws may be introduced in either house by any member or by a 
Cabinet Minister. Before being discussed on the floor of either 
house, they must be approved by one of the permanent oommittees 
of which there are fire in each house. Legislation dealing with kgal 
codes, the budget or other economic or financial matten, territorial 
changes, and changes in the administrative organization of the na- 
tional territory may not be introc uced in either house except by a 
minister or by a permanent committee. 

All legislation requires the approval of a two-thirds majority of 
the proper committee of each house. It must then be approved in 
each f onse by a two-thirds majority. Congress may, howevw, 
designate legislative subject matter as r quiring only an absolute 
majority for approval in committee or in the homes. Legislation 
becomes law when it is promulgated by the President, countersigned 
by the appropriate minister, and published in the Diario Oßeial, the 
official gazette. Special procedures apply to e. bill intended to amend 
the Constitution (see ch. 19, The Constitutional System). The in- 
troduction of a bill into committee and its approval by the earn- 
mittee must take place on separate days. To expedite the prooeas- 
ing of legislation, the President may designate it as urgent; in such 
a case, each house must deal with the law within 30 days. 

The President has a veto power over all legislation. A vetoed 
measure is returned with the President's comments to the house 
in which it originated. A two-thirds majority of the members of 
each house can overrule the veto, except for such legislation as is 
expected from the two-thirds rule, in which caae it may be passed 
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by vi abeulute majority. If the government fails to promalgatt a 
law after a veto by the President of the Republic has been over- 
ruled, the President of the Senate may promulgate it If the 
President veto»« a bill on the grounds tliat he considers it to be un- 
constitutional. Congress may not overrule his veto. It may, however, 
refer the bill to the Supreme Court, which must render a decision 
on the bill's constitutionality within six days. If it upholds Congress, 
the President must promulgate the measure. 

The regular sessions of Congress begin in the capital on July 
twentieth of each year and last for 150 days. When called into 
extraordinary session by the President, Congress may consider only 
such measures as are submitted to it by the executive. It never 
meets in joint session except to induct the President into office and 
to elect the President-Designate. Session are formally opened by 
the President or his ministers. Opening sessions are public and 
take place in both houses simultaneously. One-third of the mem- 
bership of each house is considered a quorum. 

Each honse elects its own officers—a President and two Vice- 
Presidents—every two months while in session. Tt also organizes 
committees which consider legis^tive measures before they come to 
the full house. These committees deal with^pecified types of legis- 
lation and may meet even when Congress is in recess. Cabinet Min- 
isters, justices of the Supreme Court, members of the Council of 
State, the Comptroller General and the Attorney General may par- 
ticipate in the discussions of either house or of the committees. 

Each house of Congress has the power to decide on the validity of 
its members' credentials. Members are immune from prosecution 
based on their votes or the opinions they express in the performance 
of their duties; but they are subject to the disciplinary regulations 
of their respective houses. For a period beginning 40 days before 
a session of Congress opens and ending 20 days after it closes, a 
member of Congress may not be arrester! or subjected to a criminal 
trial without the permission of his house. Only if caught in an 
illegal sot may he be arrested, and then he must immediately be 
placed at the disposal of the house of which he is a member. 

Congressional sessions are public at least three times a week. 
Committee meetings also are public, subject to the limitations pre- 
scribed by congressional regulations. Each horn« has the power to 
enact regulations for the conduct of its business, including the crea- 
tion of offices which enable it to discharge its business. Congress 
may organize a police force for the protection of its meetings. 

The President of the Republic, Cabinet Ministers, chiefs of ad- 
ministrative departments, justices of the Supreme Court, members 
of the Council of State, the Comptroller General, the Attorney 
General, and governors and their respective se   etaries of govem- 
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ment. may not be elected to Congress until six months after leaving 
office Xo one who lias exercised civil, political, or military juris- 
diction on any other level may be elected to Congress within three 
months of the date of his terminating such office. No one may be 
elected to Congress, who, in the six months preceding election, has 
bes-n a party to any business with the government, either in his 
own interest or in the interest of a third party. 

Members of Congress may accept presidential appointment to be- 
come Cabinet Ministers, governors, diplomatic officials, or military 
chiefs in time of war; if so appointed, their seats in Congress be- 
come vacant for as long as they occupy the appointive office. Mem- 
bers of Congress are barred from accepting any other category of 
appointive post while retaining their seals in the legislature. Nor 
may they enter into a contract with the government, either directly 
or through a third person. 

In both houses, temporary or permanent vacancies are filled by 
alternates (mplente*). Alternates are elected by party list in multi- 
member constituencies at the same time as the congressmen whose 
personal alternates they become (see ch. 21, Political Dynamics). 

Members of both houses receive no fixed salary. Instead, they 
receive a per diem allowance on the basis of their attendance at 
sessions. The remuneration \? paid to the member or his alternate, 
depending on who actually serves. 

The Senate 

The Senate consists of BO members elected for four-year terms. 
Half of them must be Liberals, the other half Conservatives. On 
the basis of population, the ratio is one senator for 190,000 inhabi- 
tants, elected by departmental constituencies, with an additional 
senator for each additional 95,000 inhabitants. No department elects 
fewer than three senators, nor does a department with a population 
of more than 1 million have fewer than six senators (see table 1), 
Senators are indefinitelv eli^ihle for reelection. Qualifications for 
senators are the same ,'ts those for President of the Republic. 

Apart from participating in the legislative process, the Senate 
is entrusted with spe "lal responsibilities. It tries such officials as are 
impeached by the IIouso, It may impose such penaku-s as sus- 
pension from office and temporary or pemanent deprivation of po- 
litical rights; it may also remand to the Supreme Court officials 
guilty of crimes or otherwise deserving of penalties. It has the 
prerogative of accepting or rejecting the resignations of the Presi- 
dent or of the President-Designate. It may grant the President 
leaves of absence for reasons other than illness. The Senate may 
permit the passage of foreign troops through the national territory. 
Except in case of invasion, the President must have its consent in 
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TaMe 1.   Congrttnonal Represeniafton in Cidomhis 

Department: 
Antioquia..  
Atüniieü  
Bolivar  
Eoyaci  
Caidas   
Cauca  
Choc6   
Cordoba .  
Oindinamarca  
Huila    . 
Magdalena  
Nariüo  
Norte de San tander. 
Santander .. 
Tolima . _ „  
VaU<? del Cauca  

InUndtncia»: 
Meta  
Guajira  

Total. 

■ 

10 l* 
♦ 6 
4 8 
6 14 
6 12 
4 6 
4 4 
4 4 
8 18 
4 6 
4 6 
4 S 
4 6 
4 10 
4 8 
6 12 

na. 4 
0 2 

80 152 

Source: Adapted   from   Institute   Colombiano   df  Opinion   Pü!.4ica.    Factort» 
Coombianns. I960, p. 42. 

order to declare war. Confirmation by tlie Senate is required for 
the promotion of v. Hilary officers to the grade of Lieutenant-Colonel 
or to higher rank. 

The House of Representatives 

The House of Representatives consists of 148 members. ,>alf of 
them Liberals, the other half Cunservatives. ».iev are elected for 
two years by departmental constituencies. One representative is 
allowed for each 90.000 inhabitants, with an additional representa- 
tive for every additional 45,000 inhabitants. No department may 
have fewer than three representatives; this does not apply to in- 
tendeneias (see table 1). 

Apart from participating in the normal legislative process, the 
House alone has the prerogative of initiating laws relating to the 
budget SUKI to the organ'z:itinn of the Piihlic Ministry. It elects the 
Comptroller General and selects the Attorney General from a list 
of three names submitted by the President. The House has the 
power to impeach the President, the Cabinet Ministers, the At- 
torney Genera», and justices of the Supreme Court.    In doing so, 
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it may examine charges and complaints concer iing the accused pre- 
sented to it by the Attorney General. 

To be a representative, a Colombian must be a citizen with full 
political rights, be at least 25 years of age, and must not have a 
criminal record. 

The Comptroller General of the Repoblic 

TIte Comptroller General of the Republic is the agent through 
whom the House of Representatives maintains a check over the 
tiscal affairs of the administration. He is elected for a two-year 
term by the House, which examines and passes cm his reports. He 
controls the accounts of the national treasury, including both do- 
mestic and foreign transactions. He prescribes accounting methods 
and reporting procedures for all public offices—national, depart- 
mental, and municipal. He selects the personnel of his agency. He 
has no administrative or policy-making powers apart from those 
related to his accounting and reporting functions. 

THE JUDICIAL BRANCH 

T\M judicial branch of the government is charged with the ad- 
ministration of justice. The court system has at its apex the Su- 
preme Court of Justice and it territorially organized into judicial 
districts. 

The Snprene Court of Jnstiee 

The Supreme Court of Justice (Corte Suprema de Justicia) 
consists of 20 judges—10 Liberals and 10 Conservatives. The Senate 
and the House each choose 10 judges from lists submitted by the 
President. Similarly, Congress elects one alternate for each judge; 
the alternates fill temporary vacancies on the court; permanent va- 
cancies are filled by new elections. On good behavior, they serve 
until the age of retirement. The Court elects its president annually 
from it? own membership. 

To be qualified for membership in the Supreme Court, one must 
be a citizen by birth, in full possession of legal rights, 35 years of 
age. and registered as a lawyer. In addition, a candidate nu.;* 
have heen one of the following: a judge in a Superior District 
Tribunal; a prosecuting attorney connected with such a tribunal: a 
memlter of the Council of State; a praoiicing attorney for at least 
four years; or the Attorney General for at least three years. 

The Court may meet in plenary session, or it may subdivide into 
four judicial chambers. In plenary session, the Court decides on 
the propriety of legislation vetoed by the President as unconstitu- 
tional. It has exclusive jurisdiction over cases in which the consti- 
tutionality of laws and decrees is challenged by any citizen, after a 
hearing l)efore the Attorney General.   In plenary session, the court 
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also bears cases mvclring the President, Cabinet Ministers, tbe 
Attorney General, and justices of tbe Supreme Court. Tbese per- 
sons stand trial before the Supreme Court after impeachment by 
the House and ccamction by the Senate. 

The plenary session also inducts the President when Congress is 
not »n sessiou; designates the official entrusted with the presidential 
office when an unusual vacancy occurs; inducts the President-Desig- 
nate, Cabinet Ministers, or governors when they takd over the 
presidency under constitutionally appropriate circumstances; and 
appoints the judges of Superior Tribunals. 

The Chamber of Civil Cassation {Üala de Casacion en lo Civil), 
made up of six judges, bears appeals in civil cases, including appeals 
on tbe facts against a lower court's order denying tbe right to 
appeal. Tbe chamber also bears cases in which the applicability in 
Colombia of civil sentences of foreign courts is at stake. 

The Chamber of Penal Cassation (Sola de Ccuacion en lo Penal), 
made up of six judges, has exclusive jurisdiction over appeals for 
abrogation and review in criminal cases: cases on appeal from 
Superior District Tribunals, including appeals on the facts against 
a superior tribunals order denying the right to appeal; cases in- 
volving a decision on the respective jurisdictions of courts (includ- 
ing military) in criminal cases in which conflict arises. It also has 
exclusive jurisdiction over cases involving questions of official re- 
sponsibility, violation of the Constitution or of laws or malfeasance 
in office, in which the accused is a chief of an administrative depart- 
ment, the Comptroller General, a Colombian diplomatic or con- 
sular agent, a governor, a judge of a Superior District Tribunal, a 
commanding general, or the head of a provincial treasury office. 

The Chamber of Penal Cassation may try members of Conpress 
for attempts to exercise legislative power through meetings held 
under conditions other thau those stipulufed by the Constitution. It 
also has the pover to hear appeals seeking nullification of review 
of niiütiry cases. 

The Chamber of General Session (Sala de Negocios Generales), 
has executive jurisdiction over litigation involving diplomatic agents 
acrmlifod to Colombia in matters stipulated by international law 
and over cases dealing with maritinie or fluvial navigation other 
than those which merely involve questions of administrative law or 
matters within the purview of the Commercial Code. It also hears 
eases arising between two or im-ie departments on matters in which 
they act in their capacity as corporate bodies—juridical persons in 
private law. It decides on certain tyjx's of citizenship ca^s and on 
certain cases involvi ig national lards. 

The Chamber of general Session has appellate jurisdiction over 
cases coming to it from Superior Distmt Tribunals; over cases in 
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voWing the jurisdiction of certain officials involved ia economic 
affairs; and over such other mattei-s as may by law be assigned to 
it. It also decides civil cases of conflicts of jurisdiction arising be- 
tween various tribunals or judges and involving geographical or 
procedural considerations. 

The Chamber of Cassation for Labor Adjudication (Sala de Caaa- 
ciön Laboral), made up of four judges, is the highest tribunal 
dealing with labor cases (see ch. 15, Labor Relations and Organi- 
zation). 

The administration of the Supreme Court of Justice is handled 
by a Governing Board (Sala de Gobiemo). It consists of the pre- 
siding judge of each chamber and of the president of the Court. 

Superior District Trttranals 

The country is divided into 20 judicial districts in each of which 
there is a Superior District Tribunal (Tribunal Superior de Dütrito 
Judicial). They are located in every departmental capital except 
that of Norte de Santander, where Pamplona rather than Cucat* 
is the judicial seat. In addition, there are courts in Buga (Valla del 
Cauca), Pereira (Caldas), San Gil (Santander), and Santa Boea de 
Viterbo 'Royaca). These courts are formed into chambers (see 
table 2). 

Table t. Superior Dittriet Tribunal» of Colombia 

J-Meiai distrirts 
Mtj&trates 

Clvfl 

B&rranquilia, _  
Bogota.     
Bucaramanga—  
Buga   
Cali    
Cartagena.  
Ibagu6   
Manizales   
Medellfn  
Monterla.. -  
Neiva   
Pamplona   
Paste  
Pereira   
PopayAn  
Quibdö  
San Gil  
Santa Marta  
Santa Rosa de Viterbo. 
Tunji   

Total..  

3 
10 
3 
3 
4 
3 
3 
4 
8 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

Pml 

r 

2 
3 
2 
3 

09 

3 
10 
6 
3 
4 
3 
6 
6 
9 
3 
4 
4 
6 
3 
3 

mixed 
4 
3 
2 
4 

86 

Labor Total 

1» 

8 
24 
10 
6 

10 
6 

10 
12 
20 

« 
8 
8 

10 
e 
6 
4 
6 
a 
4 

__8 

178 

Source; In^titsito Co!ombii>no ae Opinion Piibiica, Factored Colombianos, 1960, 
p. 35. 
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Superior District Tribunals have original jurisdiction in certain 
cksn in which the state or a department is a party as a private law 
respoiiucr.!, as well as in cases which involve grades of public 
officials ranking immediatelj below those over whom the Supreme 
Court has jurisdiction, including certain officials of the Church. 
They also have appellate jurisdiction over cases coming from lower 
courts. Judges of the Superior District Tribunals are selected by 
the Supreme Court of Justice and serve for four years. 

The parity principle of equal Liberal and Conservative representa- 
tion is applied. To be eligible for appointment a Colombian must 
be native-bom and 30 years of age or over. In addition, nominee« 
must have served in high judicial or legal office for at least four 
years or have practiced law or taught law in a public establish- 
ment for at least five years. 

Lower Courts 

In each judicial district a number of superior judges (Juez 
Superior de Distrito Judicial, sing.) preside over courts. They are 
appointed by the Supreme District Tribunal for two-year terms. 
Superior judges usually sit in the department capitals, but in 
some cases hold court in other localities in their district. Most cases 
come before them on review. They also have important functions as 
examining magistrates. 

Cases coming before superior judges are heard before a jury of 
three fact-finding judges {Juez de Hecho. sing.) who are empaneled 
from rosters of qualified persons selected by the Superior District 
Tribunal of the area. They must be citizens of good repute, have 
at least an average education, and be engaged in a profession or 
occupation requiring intellectual capabilities. 

Circuit judges (Juez de Circuito, sing.) function in the 157 
circuits into which judi< i.il districts are divided. They are ap- 
pointed for two-year terms by the Superior District Tribunal of 
their district, and they have original jurisdiction in all except minor 
civil and criminal cvses. 

Below the circuit jt'u'ges are the municipal judges (Juez Munici- 
pal, sing), appointed for two-vear terms by Superior District Tri- 
bunals. They have jurisdiction over minor cases within an area 
determined by law. 

The Supreme Court, or any Superior District Tribunal, may 
entrust governors, police officers, and municipal officials with certain 
judiciary responsibilities. 

Other Courts 

There are special judges for minors (Juez de Menores, sing.) who 
handle penal cases involving delinquents of less than 18 years of 
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age. They rank with circuit judges and are assigned to the capital 
of each department Labor courts handle cases involving relations 
between employers and employees (see ch. 15, Labor Relations and 
Organization). Military courts have jurisdiction over military 
offenses of members of the armed forces; other cases involving 
military personnel are handled by the regular courts. 

THE PUBLIC MINISTRY 

The Public Ministry (Ministerio Püblico) is entrusted with the 
prosecution of defendants before the courts. lf is headed by the 
Attorney General. There are prosecutors of various ranks within 
the Public Ministry who correspond to each level of the court sys- 
tem. Persons in the judicial branch can move professionally from 
the courts to positions in the Public Ministry and vice versa. 

The Attorney General 

The Attorney General of the Nat'on (Procurador General de la 
Nacion) is elected for a four-year ^erm by the House of Repre- 
sentatives. The qualifications for tl.is office are the same as for 
justices of the Supreme Court. The Attorney General sees to it 
thH all public officers discharge their duties properly and arraigns 
before the Supreme Court all official? to be tried by the court. He 
supervises the administration of the Public Ministry and the activ- 
ities of the subordinate prosecutors. 

Subordinate Prosecutors 

The prosecutors of Superior District Tribunals are appointed for 
four-year terms by the President from nominating lists presented 
by the Attorney General. They must have the same qualifications 
as judges of Superior District Tribunals. Prosecutors at the level 
of superior and circuit judges are appointed for three-year terms 
by prosecutors at the level of Superior District Tribunals. Prose- 
cutors of courts undtr the jurisdiction of Superior District Tri- 
bunal must be natives of the department in which they function 
or must have held public office there. 

THE COUNCIL OF STATE 

The Council of State (Cnnsejo do Estado) consists of five Liberals 
and five Conservatives. They are elected every four years by Con- 
gress from nominating lists presented by the President. The Council 
elects its own president annually. 

The Council of State has legislative and advisory functions as 
well as judicial ones. As an advisory body, it may be consulted hy 
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UM President and the Cabinet. The Constitution provides that, in 
certain situations, such consultation is required when Congress is 
in recess. For example, if the proclamation of a state of siege was 
envisaged or if supplemental appropriations for government de- 
partments were under consideration, the advice of the Council would 
be required and would be binding nn the executive. The Council 
may also scrutinize any acts or methods of governmental operation. 
Cabinet Ministers may attend Council meetings, but they may not 
vote, 

A section of the Council acts as Supreme Administrative Tri- 
bunal (Tribunal Supremo de lo Contencioso-administrativo). This 
tribunal handles cases of administrative law. It may nullify execu- 
tive decrees. The Council also has supervisory responsibilities con- 
nected with new public service reforms. 

The Supreme Administrative Tribunal is represented in each de- 
partment by an Administrative Tribunal, the members of which 
are appointed by the Council. These departmental tribunals review 
the acts of municipal councils and departmental assemblies. The 
Supreme Administrative Tribunal acts as an appellate court for 
cases coming from the lower administrative tribunals. 

INDEPENDENT AGENCIES 

Many governmental agencies and corporations have been set up 
by act of Congress, or by executive decree in pursuance 
of a congressional act. Their organization varies from agency 
to agency. Many are governed by mixed boards on which 
the government, as well as private interests, are represented. The 
representatives of private interests are often designated by business 
groups, such as chambers of commerce, or by professional groups, 
such as engineering societies. The Archbishop Primate also desig- 
nates respresentatives to some boards (soe ch. 11, Religion). Stand- 
ardizing reforms, initiated in mid-1960, will restructure the inde- 
pendent agencies into two basic types of organizations—administra- 
tive depanments and public establishments. 

The growth of these agencies has, in part, resulted from the 
rigidity of the executive branch of the government. When new 
tasks for government action arise, it is often easier to create a new 
agency than tn broaden the scope of an existing ministry. In addi- 
tion, the agencies make possible rapid contact—across channels— 
between the various ministries, whose representatives have seats on 
the board of the agency, and between ministerial representatives 
and the representatives of (territorial)  departments on the board. 
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The participfttion of privat« groups in such govemnrnt agencies 
helps to enhance civic awareness of goveraincnt programs and 
activities. 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

Slightly more than one-half of the national territory is divided 
into 17 departments. Departments have a limited degree of raton- 
omy which the other territorial units—the national territories 
{territorlo* mtriomjIe*\—lack. National territories are run directly 

by the government. The government also hau direct control over 
the capital area. Congressional legislation defines the prerogatives 
of all these units and their relationships with the government. 

Departments 

Departmental status may be granted to a geographical unit which 
requests it. provided that its population is at least 250,000. that its 
annual revenue is at least Col$500,000 and that its creation—if it 
involves the dismemberment of another department—will not reduce 
that department's population or revenue below the constitutional 
minimum. 

Governors of departments are appointed by the President and 
serve at his pleasure. Gubernatorial appointments are covered by 
the National Front government's parity rule. Governors need not 
be natives or. at the time of appointment, residents of their depart- 
ments. They are responsible to the President through the Min- 
ister of Government. They serve indefinitely, but it is customary 
for them to offer tieu resignations following every presidential or 
congressional election. 

The Governor has extensive powers. He is the agent of the 
government in the department and is responsible for law enforce- 
ment. He is the spokesman for his department in its relations with 
the national government. He directs the administration of the 
department and supervises the staff that he appoints. 

He bears to the departmental assembly the ?ame relationship as 
does the President to Congress. He may veto assembly bills on 
the grounds of unconstitutionality or inexpediency. He may call 
the armed forces tn his assinance, and. except when contrary ordere 
from the capital provide otherwise, the military commander of the 
department must obey his directives. To assist him he has a num- 
ber of secretaries; the principal one is the Secretary of Government 
(Srcretario de Gobernacion). 

In each department, an elected assembly with circumscribed pow- 
ers function". It ni?ets for two months each year, in October and 
November, The members are known as deputies, and their number 
varies in the several assemblies (see table 3).   Qualifications are the 
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..:           to ; 
, .;              se 

-.':         22 
28 

..; 16 
J              16 

16 

bffaetasrat Mamiwi 

Antioquia.   . 
Atlintico   
Bolivar   

C'-jndiäianiarc*   
FltifJa   

.   MäMEfiÄk-ÖÄ --   -     

42 
IS 
16 

Poraci.  Nanßo                     ... 16 
Caldas   
Cauca    .     

Nortt- d«- Santander  
i Santander  

16 
20 

Cbocö ._  
Cordoba  

' Tolim»   
1 Valle del Cauts  

IS 
28 

i 

Source: Adapted   from   Institute   Colombiano   de   Opinion   Püblica,   Factoru 
Colombianoi, 19^, p. 52. 

same as for members of the House of Representatives. The con- 
stitutional role of the assemblies is restricted to the enactment of 
ordinances {ordenwma*) for adapting congressional legislation to 
the needs of the department. Within this framework, assemblies 
may regulate primary and secondary schools and charitable institu- 
tions; regulate and promote industrial development; and regulate 
the utilization of the natural resources of the department. They 
vote the departmental budget and may levy certain types of taxes. 
They alio regulate municipalities. Following the pattern of the 
House of Representatives, assemblies elect a Department Comptroller, 
who, during his two-year term, administers departmental finances. 

National Territories 

The national territories are of two kinds, intendencies {intfnden- 
ch.i) and commi«saiiats (ropiisnriä* fipeetnle*). The organization 
of the territories resembles that of the departments. The senior 
official is appointed by the President and bears the title of Intendente 
or of fomisario Especial. Intendencies have an assembly (Conscjo 
Infendencial) entirely appointed by the President with advisory 
powers only. 

Special District of Bogota 

Bogota has constituted, sh <^ Januai-y 1955. a Special District 
(Distrito FspeHal) governed by a senior mayor (alcalde mayor) 
and six lessor mayors (alcalde menor, sing.) who have responsibility 
both for the District and the city of Bogota proper. There are 
several other municipal units in the District, 

Municipal Government 

Loralities of importance form municipalities {-mvniripio. sing), 
or municipal  districts   (dhtrifo mvnidpah sing.)   if they  include 
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outlying areas. In order to become either a municipality or a 
municipal district, an area of settlement must have at least 8^000 
inhabitants, of which at least 150 families must be concentrated in 
a locality baring the required facilities tnd human resouroes to 
provide such public services as a school, a hospital, a prison, and 
an administrative office. In addition, the area must have had an 
annual average tax income of Col$6,000, and be able to levy taxea 
the yield of which will exceed Col$140,00ö. There are about S50 
such municipal units in the country. 

The mayor {alcalde) is the municipal executive and the agent 
of the governor in the municipality. H* is appointed by the gov- 
ernor. Municipalities and municipal districts elect a municipal 
council {consejo municipal) every two years. The council may enact 
local ordinances {aruerdm), levy taxes, approve expenditures, and 
sslect such municipal officials as the municipal attorney and the 
municipal treasurer.   Municipal councils meet yearly in November. 

Within a municipality or a municipal district, there may be ad- 
ministrative subdivisions known as crrregimientoi run by eorregi- 
dores or by poiice officers appointed by X\w alcaldes. 

In sparsely populated areas, corregimientos form corporate bodies 
along the lines of municipal districts. Such autonomous corregi- 
mientos (corregimientos autonomo») lis outside the jurisdiction of 
any municipal system. 

THE PUBLIC SERVICE 

Politically conscious Colombians are in general agreement that 
reform of the public service is both desirable and necessary. Many 
feel that before the parity rule was made applicable to government 
employees, the public service had become more often than not the 
captive of the party in power. In their view, this was the case 
whenever the Cabinet was composed of members of a single party 
and was thus enabled to fill the public service with its adherents 
and to coerce supporters of the opposing party into supporting it. 
Colombians assume that those truly loyal to their party will usually 
place the interests of their party ahead of those of the nation. The 
periods in which bipartisan administrations have been in power— 
Lleras Camarpo's first administration (1945-46) is a recent »sample 
—are held up as models of how a bipartisan public service can 
benefit the nation. 

Partisanship in the public service became more onerous during 
the Gomez administration (see ch. 2. Historical Setting). The 
Rojas Pinilla government, which succeeded it in 1953, paid lip 
service to roformation of the ineffectual code governing the con- 
duct and the tenure of public employees, but failed to carry out 
its declared intentions.    Only after Rojas Pinilla was overthrown 
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were the spirit and concept of public service substantially altered. 
Bj the Plebiscite of December 1957, it was provided that, in 

order for the Liberal and Conservative parties to be assured of 
equal footing in the government, all government jobs should be 
equally divided between members of both parties. The effect of this 
parity rule on the public service was mixed. On the one hand, it 
assured both parties of an equal chance at dispensing patronage 
and safeguarded those employees who were given positions from 
dismissal by members of the other party. On the other hand, it 
forced the removal of many experienced employees who were Con- 
servatives and who were in excess of the Conservative quota and 
caused their replacement by Liberals who were not always so 
qualified. 

The 1957 plebiscite also produced further prospect of public 
service reform by placing on Congress the responsibility for enact- 
ing new regulation for the public service. In November 1958, Con- 
gress passed legislation which established a Commission of Admin- 
istrative Reform and a National Civil Service Commission. The 
Commission of Administrative Reform consisted of two members 
directly responsible to the President and was charged with studying 
the composition of the executive branch of the government and rec- 
ommending reforms. The united Nations supplied two experts, 
one from Ireland and one from Israel, to advise the Commission. 
The Ministry of Health was selected to serve as a pilot project for 
reform. 

The National Civil Sen-ice Commission was entrusted with rec- 
ommending measures which will insure improvements in the quality 
of government personnel. Its initial tasks include the restaffin^ of 
the Ministry of Health with career employees; present plans call 
for only two posts in the Ministry to be filled on the basis of 
political assignment. The National Civil Service Commission is 
being advised by a Brazilian expert supplied by the United Nations. 

As a result of the work of these two commissions, a decree was 
issued in July 1960 setting up a nonpolitical professional civil serv- 
ice. Permanent civilian employees of the executive branch are to 
be members of the Civil Service of the Republic. All positions are 
to be classified, and salary is to be based on classification. 

Except for the top officials, who are appointed and for whom the 
parity principle will continue in force, all government employees 
are to be considered to bs part of the Administrative Career. Entry 
into the Adminisirative Career will be on the basis of free oral and 
written examinations given by the newly constituted National Civil 
Service Commission. The appointment, promotion, and removal of 
Administrative Career employees may not be influenced by their 
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political alEliation. Employees »ow holuinff positions included in 
the Administrative Career franiework may be removed from their 
jobs. 

Civil servants may vote, but they may iiot otherwise participate 
in party activities. Deductions from employees' salaries for the 
benefit of political parties may not be made except with the em- 
ployee's written permission. 

An executive decree in early 1960 called for the establishment of 
a Higher School for Public Administration to train persons for 
high responsibility in the administration. Like a university, it is 
to offer courses, as well as to conduct research. Its budget is to 
come mainly from the budgets of the ministries and departments 
that will assign their personnel to the school. 
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CHAPTER 21 

POLITICAL DYNAMICS 

The major political issue is whether control of the government 
and the economy will remain in the hands of a relatively small 
eute which has, by traditsoa and social circumstances, lon^ been 
dominant. Most other political issues are more or less intimately 
connected with this central one. 

The leading families, which created the state in the nineteenth 
century »nd have since provided leadership in all fields of national 
life, hel i sway without challenge until World War I. Since then, 
a small urban middle class has developed which is politically 
conscious and eager to improve its own lot and exercise more political 
power. Its pressure began to be felt in earnest in the 1930's when 
it forced the oligarchy to agree to give it some role in national 
policy making and to permit limited social and economic reforms. 

The middle class is now continuing its pressure for an increased 
share of power and for tlw enactment of thoroughjwing reforms. 
It is being aided l>y the gradual growth of its own numbers and 
by the political pressurps exerted bv an increasingly articulate urban 
and rural proletariat (see ch. G. Social Structure). 

Members of (he elite have tried to njwt the challenge by enforcing 
for 16 years a political truce between the Liberal and Conservative 
parties which have had. since their origin in the second quarter of 
I he nineteenth century, a v rtual monopoly on partisan affiliation and 
activity. The embodiment of this truce ;s the National Front. By 
a parity system, all appointive and elective government positions are 
either shared equally by members of the two parties or are occupied 
by them alternately in successive terms of office. 

Nearly all Colombians identify themselves as members of one of 
the two parties. Pa41isan feeling is always high, even among those 
who do not aciively participate in political affairs, and affects the 
private lives of citizens in many ways. In the countryside, entire 
villages, led by a cacique (political boss), may owe loyalty to one 
or the other party; a member of the opposition party would be 
harassed if he sought to make his home in such a village. In the 
cities, party affiliation influences a man's social contacts; even mar- 
riage tics may l)e itiflnenced by political aftiüatiöns. 
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Extreme as it was, partisanship became even more violent in the 
mid-liUO's and, after the Bogotazo (the violent riots which occurred 
in the capital on April 9, 1948), changed in character from strong 
polemics to outright civil war fought in the rural areas by guerrilla 
bands of the two parties, with the armed fortes intervening at tKa 

order of the Conservatives in [Kiwer. Between that tinie and the 
abatement of the disturbances in 1957, an estimated 250,000 people 
were killed. The memor}- of this decade of violence, accompanied 
as it was by widespread suffering, and of the dictatorships of Lau- 
reano Gomez and of Gustavo Rojas Pinilla, gives popular support 
to the present political truce which, it is widely hoped, will achieve 
greater stability and prevent recurreiK': of massive violence. 

The two parties are very much alike: neither has fixed or strong 
principles. The Liberal Party stands for a secular political approach 
and relatively rapid social and economic change; the Conservative 
Party strongly supports the Church and is more resistant to change. 
But internal cohesion is a problem for both parties. Each is an un- 
easy coalition of factions led by personally ambitious leaders who 
seek to pursue policies quasi-independently of the "official" party. 

Persons are bom Liberals or Conservatives and very rarely cross 
party lines. Dissatisfaction with the party's official position is ex- 
pressed by switching to one or another faction within the party. 
Tha Liberals have internal difficulties with Leftists of pro-Com- 
munist or pro-Castro sympathies, the Conservatives with prufascists 
and profalangist elements. Political in-fighting amo.tg factions is as 
bitter as that between parties: «»ach party must constantly strive for 
a minimum of unity to make possible resistance to the other party. 
A degree of agreement among faction leaders holds each party to- 
gether. Principles and policir-* play virtually no role in produc^ig 
cooperation or agreement: political expedienty dictated the farrna- 
lion of the National Front, 

Under the National Front govonunem some reforms are taking 
place, and others are l>eing planned. Political leaders do not agree 
about their purpose. Most want them to strengthen the dominance 
of the few by further broadening public support to include lower 
social groups. Others want to create a new political, social, and 
economic system, carrying out a social revolution in a country which 
has changed little over the last century. Some believe that a thor- 
oughgoing social revolution effected now might stave off a violent 
upheaval later; they point to the inroads in Latin America of com- 
munism and of Fidelismo -the revolutionär}- ideology of Cuba'n 
Fidel Castro. 

An attempt is being made to improve government efficiency despite 
pressures resulting from partisan turmoil.    The executive is being 
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strengthened, and steps are being taken to insulate public employees 
from party politics in order to increase the government's ability to 
execute bipartisan policies decided upon in the Congress and the 
Cabinet. A divorce of partisan politics from government might pre- 
vent the party in power from trying to destroy the opposition; it 
might put an end to the prt'^nt artificial bipartisanship; and it 
might increase jul lie confidence and achieve a greater participation 
of the people in poluics in general support of the present systen:. 

More people voted in the 1907 plebiscite than ever before, partly 
because women were given the franchise in that year. In the two 
elections held since then, the number of voters remained high. School 
enrollment and literacy increased. Information media reached and 
influenced more people. The years of violence had the effect of 
thrusting politics into the rwral areas and the exguernllas of the 
interparty war now have great interest in party affairs. The effect 
in the long run may be to identify ike governmental policies less 
with the few now in power than with the interests of several classes. 

A number of measures are being considered to bring about an 
increase in, and some redistribution of, the national wealth. The 
government is seeking to develop the economy by a combination of 
domestic effort and a foreign technical and financial assistance pro- 
gram (see ch. 26, Character and Structure of the Economy). Vari- 
ous welfare and health schemes have been put into effect. Some land 
reform measures have been adopted. In the areas still affected by 
partisan banditry, special teams of officials foster community devel- 
opment in order to remove some local causes of unrest and thus to 
reestablish civic peace. 

In the fall of 1900 an agrarian reform program was drafted by a 
special commission appointed bv the President and then made public. 
Agrarian reform has great economic, social, and political meaning 
in such a predominantly agricultural country, but opposition arising 
from factional disputes m Congress within both parties blocked 
enactment of the program. 

The cumulative elTect of all proposed politi al and social reforms 
would W further growth of the middle class which would gain in 
power and prestige. Many of the tenant farmers, who form a ma- 
jority of the land workers, would become members of a stable tiuss 
working it?; own land. The reforms would hasten the gradual lower- 
ing of the =ooia! barriers which divide the upper class from the rest 
of the population, largely rlong ethnic lines (see ch. 4. Ethnic 
Groups; ch. 0, Social Structure). By blurring present sharp social 
divisions, they would probably reduce the number of those, who feel 
alien to the country's formal institutions. 
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POLITICAL FORCES 

The Upper Class 

R«*al political power is largely in the hands of an oligarchy re- 
cruited from a small group of widely extended faimlies which «re 
part of the white segment of the population (see ch. 4, Ethnic 
Groups). Some families claim descent from the Spanish nobility; 
all are conscious of their Spanish or other European background. 
They see their own role in the country as that of an aristocracy of 
blood, wealth, culture, and talents. Most of these families have exer- 
cised leadership in the country for generations, and national affairs 
at the highest level are still largely in their hands. 

Whatever changes take place in national institutions occur at their 
instigation or at least require their ratification and backing. Through 
ownership of land and cattle and through control of iidustiy and 
commerce, they effectively rule the economy. They are well educated. 
They provide nearly all administrators at the upper levels of gov- 
ernment, judges and other judicial officials, the planners of economic 
development, and the faculties of the universities. 

The monopoly of power, once completely in the hands of the upper 
class, has been somewhat modified, particularly since the 1930's, 
under pressure from the increasingly important middle class. Power, 
in effect, has become somewhat more diffuse. The upper class re- 
mains, however, for within the power-holding group it retains a veto 
over middle-class aspirations. 

The «haring of some measure of power by the elite with the middle 
class has changed its methods of operation. National policy used 
to be made within the social circle of the leading families, then trans- 
lated into governmental action through members of the oligarchy 
holding governmental positions. Now policy is increasingly formu- 
lated within political associations in which representatives of both 
the elite and the middle class thrash out issues as they arise and 
hammer out together a compromise acceptable to both groups. 

Such associations may be formal, such as Asociacion Nacional oe 
Industriales—ANDI (National Association of Industrialist^,), or the 
Sociedad Economica de los Amigos del Pals (Economic Association 
of the Friends of the Country), a planning group with close con- 
tacts within the government, or the Federaciön Nacional de Cafeteros 
(National Coffee Growers1 Federation). They may be government 
commissions entrusted with the study of a special problem; on these 
bodies, the Church and labor unions may be represented. Or they 
mry be nonpolitical in the formal sense, such as the Jockey Club in 
Rojrotii, the prominent social club to which most important persons 
belong These associations, directly or indirectly, transmit their 
consensus to government. 
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Basically the upper class is opposed to chang«. If change has 
become necessary and politically expedient—and most of the elite's 
leadership now think it has—they want to be the ones to determine 
its rate, decide on its scope, set its character, and remain in control 
of the new Colombia that is to emerge. 

The Middle Class 

The members of the growing middle class are newcomers to the 
social and political scene. The class is composed at the top of the 
less wealthy whites who have lost touch with the upper-class families, 
although, in some cases, they may be remotely related to them. 
Others are insutizos (persons of mixed white and Indian blood)— 
probably a rapidly increasing percentage of the middle class (see 
ch. 4, Erhnic Groups). Economic growth is raising more people 
from the lower classes into the middle class, most of which is con- 
centrated in the largest urban centers. 

The middle class is a product of economic changes in the last 
forty years. Its members are in technical and white-collar positions 
in gore.nment, industry, and commerce. Few top positions, even in 
polities, are open to them, but their power is on the rise as a result 
of continued economic growth which is increasing professional and 
white-collar employment opportunities. 

The middle class wants the reestablishment of civic peace and sees 
substantial reform as the best means of preventing the development 
of revolutionary situations. And it knows that, more than any other 
group, it stands to gain power from such reforms, and therefore it 
backs reform because of the real benefits to be gained from it for 
itself as well as for the nation. 

The Church 

The Ko'iian Catholic Church plays an iinineii.se role in national 
itffairs. All hough the Chuivh is represented on several government 
iMKdds. no meiiil)er of the rlergv serves, for example, in the Congress. 

The hienuvhv is neiirh entirely composed of men of upper- or 
middle rhiss antecedents. Formerly closely linked viith the Con- 
servaine I'anv, the ("hmth ;»pj»ears to have moved (»way from this 
IMisitidii timing the 'lictalorships of Laureano Gome/ and Rojas 
Pinilla. It now seeks to be nonpar!isan while working «ith govern- 
ment in endeavors of common interest. 

The Church has participated energetically in the general effort to 
rebuild the country and to undo the effect of the Rojas Pinilla 
regime. It is active in rural reconstruction through its "Cultifa! 
Popular Action'' movement, winch is supported financially by the 
government to the extent of "ti percent.    Through this movement, 
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it is engaged in rural educational and rehabilitation work which 
parallels the similar efforts of government to combat commanism 
and rural social disorganization. The Church also influences the 
working class through the Union de Trabajadores de Colombia— 
UTC (Colombian Workers* Union) which is Church-oriented (see 
ch. 15. Labor Relations and Organization). 

The Church is most concerned with maintaining the country's 
predomintuit Catholicism, especially by influencing government to 
discourage, if not prohibit, Protestant missionary activity {see ch. 
11, Religion). 

The Armed Forces 

The armed forces include the army, navy, air force, and the 
national police. The army sets the tone for the navy and air force 
in its influence on the general political behavior of the armed forces. 
In this century at least, a tradition of noninvo!vement of the armed 
forces in the determination of the country's political destiny has 
developed. The police are relatively independent of the other three 
military services and more politically involved. 

The officer corps of the four services is largely drawn from the 
higher rungs of the middle class and tends to be middle class in 
outlook. Fewer members of the leading families enter the military 
careers now than two or three generations ago. 

Conservative Presidents Mariano Ospina Perez (194^-50) and 
Laureano Gomez (1950-53) used the armed forces to fight the Liberal 
Party. Lieutenant General Gustavo Rojas Pinilla went even far- 
ther, but the peaceful and legal transfer of power in 1958 from the 
military junta which ousted Rojas Pinilla to the elected civilian 
government of Alberto Llera- Camargo largely restored the non- 
partisan character of the armed forces. The military forces are now 
used by the government to combat residual partisan warfare and 
banditry in the rural areas. 

The police were nonpartisan in character until Ospina Perez con- 
verted them, at least in the rural areas of the country, into a partisan 
force actively employed to harass Liberals. Under Rojas Pinilla. 
police brutality against opponents of the regime increased. Only 
after the ouster of the dictator did the police return to their earlier 
nonpolitical role. 

The Lower Class 

The members of the lower class are nonwhite. economically de- 
pressed, and poorly educated, if not illiterate. Most live in the coun- 
try as tenant farmers or as subsistence farmers tilling their own 
small plots. Some, in the urban centers, form a proletariat: many 
are unemployed or underemployed. The urban proletariat was aug- 
mented in the lOSO's by refugees from partisan violence in the rural 
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areas. Until a generation and a half ago, members of the lower 
class did not vote, knew little about government and the political 
issues of the day, and did not take part in par.'y activities. 

The lower class, both rural and urban, began to exert political 
pressure in the 19*20's when expanding markets and foreign invest- 
ments produced an economic quickening. The labor force grew. The 
communications system reached out into the interior to make possible 
the rapid dissemination of news to outlying areas for the first time. 
Prosperity was brief and was followed by the world-wide depression 
of the late 1920's and early 1930's. Both boom and depression pro- 
vided issues which have involved the lower class and the labor 
unions, maay of whose leaders drew their inspiration from com- 
munism. 

The leadership of the lower class came largely from the elite and 
the small middle class. A number of these leaders, men like Jorge 
Eliecer Gaitän, Gabriel Turbay, and German Arciniegas, later at- 
tained national stature, although only Gaitan remained a spokesman 
for the lower class after becoming a national figure. The degree of 
loyalty he commanded is reflected in the explosion of the Bogotazo 
which wa^ sparked by his assassination. 

The lower class suffered more than any other in the period of 
acute violence of the 1950's. The countryside was ravaged by guer- 
rilla fighting in which bands belonging to the Liberal and the Con- 
servative parties fought one another, while elements of the armed 
forces participated on the Conservative side. Rural life was dis- 
rupted, villages were sacked, crops burned, and gruesome atrocities 
committed. "»Vide areas were depopulated when refugees flocked to 
the larger towns and cities, where most of them remained. 

On the positive side, the years of violence focused attention on 
the plight of the lower class. Its tragic situation, depressed economic 
condition, and cultural and educational backwardness were fully re- 
vealed The blood bath also helped to bring the lower class into the 
political spotlight; many upper-class Colombians began to believe 
that the lower class was the key to the stability or instability of the 
country. 

The lower class still lacks national leaders of its own, but is de- 
veloping popular leaders. In many places, cxguerrilla leaders retain 
local influencft and, in the role of caciques, make their views heard 
at the municipal and even at the departmental level. 

POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS 

Party division began to develop fully in the ISSO's. Bc*Ji the 
Liberal and the Conservative parties appeared as such in 1848 when 
they took positions, respectively against and for the government of 
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Pnesidtent Tomis Cipriano de Mosqwra (see ch. 2, Hi^orical Set- 
ting), Hie modern phase of the political bistorj of the country 
begran in the 1990*8. 

The C<maeryatm> J*uttj gave the country Um 1886 ConstitBtkm, 
still in force with several amendments 'see ch. 19, The Constituttonel 
System). Althongh the Constitution provides for formal separation 
of State and Ciutreh, a Concordat with the Holy See established a 
close working r*kt«mship with the Catholic hierarchy (see ch. 11» 
Eeligion). The Constitution was amended by the Liberals to give 
the f^vernment power to deal with economic affairs which, wL'en the 
Liberals came to power in 1930, were in turmoil. 

Attempts by the more radical elements of the Liberal party to 
effect a social revolation were obstructed by moderate Liberals and 
Conservatives alike. ¥ery iittie actual reform took place under the 
several Liberal governments, hut the experience with liberal rule 
made the Conservatives, especially the more extreme Conservatives, 
detenuiited to prevent any degree of social revolution when they 
were returned to power in 19l€. 

The Liberal Party: 1939 to 1946 

The Liberal Party was mit of office from 1886 to 1930. It twice 
attempted to overthrow Conservative rule by force of arms, rebelling 
in 1895 and from 1899 to mid-1903. In 1930 the urn of a series of 
Liberal Presidents was elected with the support of some dissident 
Conservatives. 

The administration of Alfonso Lopez Pumarejo, elect, i in 1934, 
gave the Liberals the opportunity to rewrite some sections of the 
Constitution (see ch. 19, The Constitutional System). The changes 
limited the Church's prerogatives, grant«} important rights to labor, 
and gave the government the power to intervene in private business 
enterprises. They had little practical effect except to cause tension 
within the Liberal Party between due followers of Lopez and his 
moderate opponents. A split was temporarily avert«! and the mod- 
erate liberal, Eduardo Santos, was elected to succeed Lopez in 1938. 

In 1942 two Liberal candidates ran for the Presidency. Moderate 
Carlos Arango Velez lost to Alfonso Lopez despite some Conserva- 
tive support. Lopez' second term was marked by greater modera- 
tion, but Conservative extremists led by Laureano Gomez, openly 
talked of rebelling against the government. A coup by an army 
officer was attempted but failed. Lopez was blamed for recognizing 
the Soviet Union (in 1935), thus permitting its agents to engage 
in propaganda. Conservatives pointed to a number of Liberal in- 
tellectuals actively engaged in pro-Soviet activities. 

Lopez resigned in July 1945, explaining that he wished to restore 
national harmony.  To serve out the remainder of his term, Congress 
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»ienctad Alberto JUeras Csmargo, a modent« LiWmi who was MB 

to gain the ooofifciee of at l«aa:= some Cmmrtmivm* He urfdl a 
eoaittkn with the Conserratir« to stop th« drift toward eiril wag. 
Three moderate CoasefTatires served in hn cttbineL 

Although h» was maami&l in |mlluig the mauirf to^etib», 
Oeras Camarj^j did not «wc»d in mending the tmak within his 
party. In the IM« elections, the moderate liberals rm Gabriel 
Tnrbaj, a politiesl follower of Eduardo Sanies, white the Leftist 
Liberals Supported Gaitan. Tbc campaign was bitter; the two 
liberal factions foaght each other rather than trying to defeat UM 

Consenrative candidate. Tarbay outatripped GaMn by owr TO^OOO, 
but both lost to Ospma Perez who woo the election by obtaining 
only 42 percent of the 1,310,000 votes oat 

The Conserratms: IMS to 1163 

As th«, first Consenratree Piemdent SUM» 1^0, Mamno Oapbta 
Plrws began «ratio«sly. He was elected on a platform of Haüoml 
Union, promking to adopt t!» qnapi-bipartian a^readi d Lfaras 
Camargo. He appointed five Liberals to h» Cabinet and slatedi 
thai there would be no political reprisal« or discrimination. But 
his policy changed, particnlariy after Lasreeno Qimm^ mtamoM, 
clericalist and conservative, was Immght into the Cabinet as for- 
eign minister. 

Political partisanship increased. The police and the armed forces 
became political UM Liberals armed themselves with 
brooght in from Venezuela. Riots and bloodshed oee«md in 
places. Refugees from the countryside began flocking to the capital. 
The political climate grew worse when the Liberal ministera with- 
drew from the coalition in March IMS. At the same time, the 
economic situation deteriorated and the price index rose sharply 
month after month. 

Gaitan was assassinated April 0, IMS, and in the Bogotazo the 
lower clasfi gave vent to its fury. The rioting caused the eountry 
over f500 million in material losses, which further aggravated eoo- 
nomic conditions (see ch. 2, Historical Setting). 

Ospina Perez refused the Liberals' demand that lie resign, hat 
a compromise was worked out wltereby a new coalition govern- 
ment was formed with two key positions going to Um Liberals. 
The government took the position that the Bogotazo had been merely 
a very serious riot showing the need for stem measures to prevent 
the recurrence of civil disorder; it saw no need for reforms. Police 
measures failed, and violence in the rural areas increased to civil 
war proportions, which in turn exacerbated party feelings in the 
capital. Ospina Perax removed all Liberal provincial governors in 
April 1949, and in May the coalition government broke up. 
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UM übet«! Party obtauied a eongresfikwial malcrity in ihm 
IMf ^rtrans, «td the IM» Cimgw», ewifident of 
Ospina's hm 0! a mandate, passttd a law to move up Urn date of 
the Best presidential eiectkms from Jnm 1950 to Norember 1M9. 
Oqpiim Tetoed the meaaare, sending it to the Suprmoe Court of 
Jfustke for a ruling <m its eonM-itutwialitj. The Coort np^d 
Cmgrtm* action. 

Evm before the Court announced its riews. Lanreano G&nex te- 
tttri»d from an extended stay in Spain to enter the presidential 
race. He immediately added fuel to the flan» by his bitler at- 
tacks on the Liberals. His supporters in Congress, fed by his ami, 
Alvaro Gome« Hnrtado, blocked debates by harassing Liberal 
speakers. On September 8,1M9, Conserratires fixed on Liberals in 
the House of Representatives, killing one Liberal, mortally wound- 
ing another» and injuring several mere. 

Ospinafs government increased its anti-Liberal pressures as the 
ejections drew near. In the countryside, the peasants were forced 
at gunpoint to forswear allegiance to the liberal Party and wen» 
thereupon given safe-conduct passe« which were to be guarantees 
against molestation by Conservative strong-arm squads. Attempts 
to involve the Church in these moves were resmed by the hierarchy, 
which issued a pastoral letter forbidding priests to act as witnesses 
m these forsweanngs. 

When the Congress informed Ospina that impeachment proceed- 
ings against him were to be initiated, he dissolved Congress and 
declared a state of siege on November 9, 1949. This emergency 
measaxe provided for dissolution of all departmental assemblies 
and municipal councils, the granting of emergency powers to de- 
partmental governors, and the censorship of ^n«s and radio. The 
Supreme Court of Justice's voting proceduit were changed to re- 
quire decisions by a three-fourths majority, thus enabling the minor- 
ity of Conservative judges to control the Court. Ospina also packed 
the Council of State and replaced the Comptroller General with an 
appointee of his own. Finally, the Liberal Party was forbidden to 
hold public meetings. 

Faced with this Conservative assault, the Liberals withdrew their 
candidate, and boycotted the November 27 election. Laureano Gomez 
was elected President, taking office in August 1950. 

By the action of Ospina, the whole character of the governmfint 
had become largely authoritarian. Gomez, whose political ideas 
at the time reflected berth Italian fascist concepts of the corporate 
state and Spanish falangist emphasis on close ties between the 
Church Mid the state, completed the process. He was intent upon 
permanently changing the character of the political system- 
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Games appointed as his Minister of War Boberto Utdanü« 
ArbeUes—like GOIMX a partkun of falangiaaa. Urdaaela pumed 
tbe policy, initialed by Ospina f^ez, of parginf liberals Iwan the 
armed forces and the police and asing them to fi^it the oppoiitkn 
party. The fighting spread from the Lknoe Orimtaks, where it 

to nearly all the rural areas. In some pkees, 
had been active, it took on a 

singied eat ft» violent 
polkies deigned to mboilding the ee«i- 

rpm^e lines. I& phy&s, baaed partially 
the report of a surrey mianon of the International Bank for 

DefelopowHit, Mrcsscdi bwiry indttrtiy. 
growth was partially indaoed Aroagh fweed 

capital formation reaebed us all-tin«; hi|^i in 1S$3. Inistkm 
stinmlated speeulatiTe mvfeätment and benefited the mmE »vesdng 
ekas bat reducing the purchasing power of the snaaiBS. 

Gomez moved to strip labor of the advances it had made under the 
Liberals. The law which presented the foRnatkft of company 
unions was repealed, and company «ni'sns were learned while earlier 
labor unions were subjected to crippling controls. The ÜTC, a 
labor union sponsored by the government and the Church, was 
formed. It is one of the few institutions sumving from the G&nea 
regime (see eh. 15, Labor Belatkms and Organkation). 

Late in 1951, a heart attack forced G&nez to retire from active 
political life for a time. At his instigation, Udraneta ixbeMez was 
named Acting President; Gomes, however, when partially recovered, 
resumed direction of affairs from behind the scenes, lite appoint- 
ment, as well as the high-handed manner in which it was made, 
caused resentment in the Conservative leadership. A politician from 
Caldas, Gilberto Akate Avendano, seized upon G^mez' cooperation 
with the United States and the sending of Colombian troops to 
Korea as providing opportunities to challenge him (see eh. 23, For- 
eign Policies). At the same time, Ospina Perez gained swoort as a 
possible successor to Gomez. Ospina himself became the spokesman 
for those Conservatives who opposed Gotnez' plans for a total revi- 
sion of the Constitution. 

Neither Alzate's nor Ospina's opposition deterred Gomez, and, in- 
stead of seeking to heal the break in the ranks of his party, he be- 
came r »ore determined to entrench himself in face of mounting oppo- 
sition. The Commission on Constitutional Studies, which 1» ap- 
pointed, was guided by corporatist ideas which hi outlined in Janu- 
ary 1953. The structure and powers of governing bodies were to be 
reformed in corporate style, leaving the President free of any re- 
sponsibility to the legislature, which was to lose all powers of im- 
peachment and of the puree.  The judiciary was to be elected by the 



kaders of the legal profession. Department mi numiciptlitks 
wo«W low all l^islatiTe antonomj. A Gome? appointed Constitu- 
ent Aswmblj wm to be called to plac« its stamp of approval MI the 
reforms. 

in April 1953. in open defiance of G&tiez, Ospina offieiallj an- 
nonnced himself as a presidential candidate. Gomez retaliated, 
mnzzlinar Ospina by invoking a law against political campaigning 
which the latter had enacted against Liberals. The downfall of 
Gomez came through an incident invoMng m apparently Gomez- 
inspired plot «HI the life of the commanding general of the armed 
ftmm L entenant-General Rojas Pinilla. The incident isolated 
G&nez and Urdaneta from G&nez' previous «ipporters. It precipi- 
tated a crisis which forced Gomez to retarn as President. That 
night the army moved. Under orders from Rojas Pinilla, tanks sar- 
rounded Gomez* peeidence. Tim veteran politician was forced into 
exile, and Rojas Pinilla da?1ared himself head of a provisional 
government on June 13, 1953. 

Gevtraneiit of the Amed Forms 

Rojas Pinilla's coup was greeted with relief by nearly everyone in 
the country. Gomez'® clerical authoritarianism had offended many, 
including most of the Conservativps, and his inability, and that of 
Urdaneta Arbeläez, to control the violence made all classes in the 
country ready to accept a radical change in regime. Even the 
Gomez-appoimed Constituent Assembly expressed its confidence in 
Rojas and his "Government of the Armed Forees*' and legalized his 
coup by designating him constitutional President to serve out the 
remainder of Gomez' term. Rojas' cabinet was predominantly 
civilian; only three army officers were given posts. 

During his first year in ofke, Rojas sought to preserve the popu- 
larity of his regime. Me eased press censorship, but lifted it en- 
tirely only with respect to foreign correspondents. He maintained 
the state of siege but freed political prisoners. Rojas himself was 
identified as a Conservative, and bis Cabinet was made up of mod- 
erate Conservative—Ospina followers—but political freedom was 
restored, and the Liberals could proceed to rebuild their party or- 
ganization. The political mood of the country relaxed, and large 
numbers of partisans returned home. Violence continued, now 
mainly the product of the activities of bandits and of smaller num- 
bers of hard-core partisan irreconcilables, among whom Communists 
formed a greater proportion than before. 

In August 1954 the Constituent Assembly—Rojas has added 38 to 
its 61 Gomez-appointed members—postponed presidential elections 
and designated Rojas as the incumbent for the 1954-58 term. 
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Gradumllj Rojas dewk^ied a prog-mm dsstgnedl both to äxm up 
his goTe-ranjent and to get swpport from below. Its chfef irchitoet 
was Lodo Pabon $mm, a Gomez Cabim* raisktor whom Bajas 
fetained first as Ministor of War, then a^ Ummtm of Govemmait 
UM profraaa emriaaged tbs weabming of the teaditk^J pomtkn 
of the oligarchy and the relative unj^o^ramit of the eondltlcns d 

The Colombian Confedftrati<« of Workers (Cottfederacion de Tra- 
bajadows de Colömbia—CTC) was diartered as a in«Mis of rallying 
labor in his support. It proclaimed its aim as social justice- It had 
organizational ties with the Asociackm de Traba|adore8 de k 
America Latina—ATLAS (Workers* Association of Latin America) 
foonded by Argentina's dictator. Juan Peron. Rojss also set «p 
the Secretaria Nacional de Asi^neia Social—SENDAS (National 
Secretariat, of Social Assistance)—at the hmd d which he appointed 
his daughter, Maria Eugenia Bojas de Morena. Critics pointed to 
the similarity between SENDAS and the Peron-sponsored Eva 
Perdn Foundation headed by Peron's wife. Prime recipients of 
SENDAS aid were refugees from mral mma affected by 
SENDAS also ^rtieipated in some rural developtneitt pro|«cts. 

Rojaa' polieks also oilkd fm the initiation of semal majcw 
noraic projects, incluaing a $10 mill:«» h<msing {»oject for 
m Bc^ota and Urn organizat«on of the Canca Valley Autkmty. He 
provided many expensive amenitw for the armed forces which ibid 
made possible his rise to «office. 

Eojas fought a running battle with the press which had become 
critical of him. The first skirmish was the closing of El Tiempe, 
Bogta s leading newspaper, in August 1955. Such action drew do- 
mestic and foreign attention to the dictatorial nature of his govern- 
ment Through Pabon Nunez, Rojas moved toward the formation 
of a government-controlled political mass organization which would 
cut off lower-class support from the two traditional parties and en- 
sure his continuation in office. An ATLAS-linked Movimiento de 
Accion Nacional collapsed some months after th.» fall of Perdn in 
September 1955. 

Its successor, the Gran Central Obrera (Great Labor Center), 
probibly inspired by Pabon, was inaugurated with pretentious cere- 
mony in June 1956 as part of the "Government of the People-Armed 
Forces." Its motto was "Motherland is above Parties." A few 
weeks later, Rojas realized and officially adopted the Grin Cen- 
tral Obrera over the outspoken disapproval of the Church and the 
UTC and the lack of enthusiasm of the army. 

To counteract mounting criticism, Rojas assumed the title of Jefe 
Supremo (Supreme Chief), had pictures of himself placed in ail 
government offices, and had the army place busts of him in town 
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ftnd villmge »pans. A propigaiida dice, DIHAPE^ was ^abliAed 
to glorify him. At UM same tiiue. the opposition was simulated by 
reports tevmimg that 1» wM «iridiing himself and hk family by 
the acceptance of gifts, by graft, and by the use of his mAaence 
and power to obtain cattle, land, and other assets. The effect of mich 
«ports was strengthened by the disclosure at the stone time that the 
cost of liviag in Colombia was suffering a mark«! rise because of 
the drop in world coffee prkes in 1955 and 1956. 

A critical tttm in his Intones came with the disaffection of the 
armed forces. The officer corps, which had backed him as long as 
he sought to be the arbiter bctweea the two parties, drew away from 
him when he sought to become a political leader himself. The 
armed force« were deeply imolmi in the suppression of violence 
whkh. after the trief lull in 1933, had broken out again in full 
force. They decried Roias' failure to stop the fighting, feeling 
strongly that his immersion in polities increased political tensions. 

In August 1956, a eatastrophie accidental erplonon of dynamite 
on six army trucks ocettrred in Cali, killing over 1,000 persons. It 
was blamed by Bojas on his opponents. The accusation drew the 
anger of the military, who knew it to be untrue. At first demanding 
that he resign, they soon forced him to make concessions to their 
point of view. He promised not to maintain himself in office, re- 
organized his Cabinet, called into se^iou the Constituent Assembly 
which had not met since 1954, and relaxed his press censorship. 

When the Constituent Assembly met, Eojas demanded that it re- 
vise the Constitution along the lines proposed by Gomez. He also 
asked the right to add an additional 25 members to the Assembly; 
his purpose was to obtain Assembly ratification of a further delay in 
elections. He declared himself to be a Congervatiire, and Pabön 
Nunez assumed the roie of leader of the progovemment faction of 
the Conservative party. 

The Assembly voted the 25 additional members, but disbanded 
when Ospina Perez, President of the Assembly, resigned in protest. 
In February 1957, the President forced Minister of War, General 
Gabriel Paris, to make a public announcement that the armed forces 
supported his continuation in office, and then announced that Hhe 
people must be protected from political oligarchs who wish only to 
hurt and to hurl them into barbarism." 

As a result of negotiations between Liberals and Conservative, 
Guillermo-Leon Valencia, former Laureanista (follower of Laureano 
ööme/, who had turned moderate Conservative, announced himself 
as a candidate for ths 1958-62 presidential term. He was backed by 
all party leaders and endorsed by the Church. Rojes, seeking to 
block Valencia and to push through his own reelection, sent the As- 
sembly his program for constitutional reform and the proposal for 
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his own coutintmnce in (Met.   The Asseiablj never had an oppor- 
tunitj to act mi ctmstitüticmal rtfarai. 

On May 1 Bojas mugkt to have Valencia arrest«d. When Valen- 
eia resisted »rmsi hy barricading himself in a ^riend^ homM in Ca!i, 
the army half-be *rtedly besieged him. Bioting br^ «it, spear- 
headed by students, and within three days spread to the eapitaL 
Soon a general strike broke out, in which employer» is well as em- 
ployees participated. The President managed to get the Constitaeat 
Assembly to approve the proposal for his continuation in office, bat 
the Armed Forces, acting cm their own behalf as well as that of the 
Civil Front (the precursor of the subsequent National Front), de- 
manded his resignation. Rojas designated a junta of five officers to 
assume the executive power and left for exile in Spain on May 10. 

Tht National Front 

For the second time in five years, the armed forces had uttervened 
to interpose themselves between the government and the people. 
The action of the military junta of 1957 differed, however, from 
that of Rojas Piniila in 1953. Unlike Rojas, the junta acted know- 
ing that an alternate—civil—political group was ready to take over 
as soon as the junta relinquished peacefully the reina of power 
which it had seized by force. The emergence of this civilian group 
came about through the use of the principle of emmvmem (co- 
existence) . This was not a novel political device, but «me for which 
there existed some precedent In the {Mist, when the normal inter- 
play of parties got out of hand and the constitutional process broke 
down, the two parties frequently tried to find a way to emmvmma 
which implied the sharing of power. However, at most, ctrnmnenaa 
had involved a degree of expedient, although amicable, cooperation 
among rival political leader». 

The early period of Rojas PinilVs regime wai viewed hy party 
leaders as tlw meang of achieving such negotiations. The firsl move 
came from the Liberals on the initiative of ex-President Alfonso 
Ijopez. The«p program called for support of the Rojas PmJUa gov- 
ernment, and, with the help of the government, interparty negotia- 
tions leading toward conmveueia sod participation of members of 
both parties in the Constituent Assembly. Rojas promised his sup- 
port, and in June 1£S4, the tirst interparty negotiations since 19öl 
took place. The Literal program formed the basis of the agree- 
ment reached. 

Rojas Finilla, however, worked behind the scenes to sabotage the 
devalopmcnt of a bipartisan working arrangemeKt He playod on 
the ambitions of the Ospinistas, whose leadt ** hoped to regain power 
and the presidency by working with mvl tiirough the government 
In return for encouraging Ospina Perez' ambitions, Rojas obtained 
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his support in the Ctmstttwsnt Assembly, mclading backing for 
Rojas re-eieetioo f«r the 19M-d8 term. 

The hihsmh vrmt into opposition. Tl-^y were ordert by their 
National Pireetorate to boyoAt a^sions of Urn Con^ituent .Asjembly 
and to refuse to accept appointment to odcial pot^s. NegcAiatiois 
seeking emmvenem broke down, altkragh the Liberals, guided by 
Alfonso Lrtpe?, continned to advocate a «Aura to a negotiated inter- 
party agreement. 

Talks were not resumed until 1996. Disillusionment with Bojas 
was widespread, tispins Perez still sought Conserrative control of 
the government, but Valencia had joined Kojas' adversaries and 
advocated a bipartisan coalition against «ne government. The Lib- 
eral Party, now led by Alberto Lleras Camargo, openly came out 
against the Dictator whose policies were increasingly alienating the 
leaders of the parties. 

Lleras Camargo began his fight for convivencia by reaching an 
agreemeat with Laureano Gomez in Benidorm, Spain, in July 1956. 
The two ex-Presidents—wie the spokesman for the Liberal Partj 
and the other the exiled head of an extreme Conservative faction— 
called for civil and active resistance to Rojas, a return to juridical 
normality, and the removal of the armed forces from politics. This 
was the birth of the Civil Front, now called the National Front. 
Thereafter, in a series of talks culminating in agreements, Lleras 
hammered out further details of the Civil Front program with the 
Ospinistas and the Valencistas, who remained at loggerheads over 
their respective attitudes toward Rojas' regime until September 
1956 when the Ospinista faction's directorate broke with the Dic- 
tator. Sufficient unity was then achieved by Liberals, Ospinistas, 
and Valencfi'ns to permit the designation of Valencia as the Civil 
Front's candidate. Afier the disorders of May 1957, this unity was 
recognized as decisive by the officers of the armed forces who ejected 
Rojas in the name of the Civil Front and by the junta that took 
his place. 

The Sttgcs Agreenent 

The junta, consisting of Major Generals Gabriel Paris and Deo- 
gracias Fonseca, Rear Admiral Ruben Piedrahita, and Brigadier 
Generals Rafael Navas Pardo and Luis E. Ordonez, was an interim 
regime. The Civil Front, now renamed National Front, worked 
closely with the junta. It was still necessary, however, tj consoli- 
dnte the Front by spelling out its aims and by reaching a general 
agreement in order to coordinate the understandings between the 
LilMTals and Gomez on the one hand, and the Liberals. Ospinistas, 
and Valcencistas, on the other. 

Another agreement was reached by Lleras and Gomez at Sitges 
(Spain) on July 20, 1957, defining in greater detail the joint plat- 
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form of the Front   It called for equal representation of the two 
parties in all representative bodies, in the Cabinet, *nd in the ciril 
administration. It also called for proportional allocation of each 
party's quota among the factions of the party in legislatures and in 
the cabinet It prorided, that, in Congress, decisions should be made 
on the basis of an absolute majority. It also stipulated that the 
arrangement should reni/iin in force for three presidential terms, 
that is, for three four-year periods after the 1938 elections. Finally, 
it specified that a plebiscite should formally ratify the agreement 

Continued partisan strife amoag the Conservatives presented the 
Liberals with a dilem«-w. They were united and the Conservatives 
were not. Lleras was forced into the role of arbiter between Con- 
servative factions, sin»» he could, if he wished, choose the principal 
Conservative spokesman. He resolved the difficulty by successfully 
proposing that congressional elections be held before, rather than 
together with, presidential elections. This would enable the elec- 
torate to designate the dominant faction of the Conservative Party. 

Chi December 1,1&5I, the electorate ratified the Sitges Agreement 
program, which had in the meantime been changed to require pas- 
sage of all legislation in Congress and lesser legislative bodies by 
the vote of a two-thirds majority. The plebiscite also supported the 
principle of civil 9ervi"e reform, the granting of political equality 
to women, and the allocation, beginning with January 1958, of not 
less than 10 percent of the national budget to public education. 
Most of these provisions were formally incorporated into the Con- 
stitution by subsequent legislative enactments. The others are simply 
assumed to be part of the Constitution. 

Congressional elections were held in March 1958. The Liberals 
received nearly 60 percent of the popular votes. Among the Con- 
servatives, the Laureanistas received more than 60 percent of the 
popular votes cast for that party. Valencia withdrew, but the Con- 
servatives were unable to agree on a Laureanista candidate. In a 
compromise suggested by Gomez, Lleras became the National Front 
candidate and, in return, the Conservatives obtained agreement that 
coalition government would prevail until 1974. The presidential 
terms were to alternate between the two parties over a sixteen-year 
period, thus giving each party two terms, and allowing the Con- 
servatives to serve last. A coup to forestall the elections was at- 
tempted by a handful of officers and men in the capital area cm 
May 2, but it was quickly put down. In the presidential elections, 
Lleras won by an overwhelming margin, defeating Jorge Leyva, 
right-wing Conservative extremist who opposed the National Front. 

hy Cmviveneia 
From the time the National Front government took office, the 

question of its survival has been the dominant issue in politics. 
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Officially nearly everyone favors it Except for brief flare-ups, vio- 
lence has remained well below what it was before 1957. There is a 
general feelir^ that the government of Lleras Camargo has done 
much to restore democracy, boost the rate of economic develofnent, 
and give the people of ail walks of life a greater stake in their 
country. Convivencia is viewed as a necessary means of achieving 
public calm, and most of the public support the view that it should 
be retained for the period agreed upon—until 1974. 

Many political leaders, on the other hand, basically feel themselves 
in the Ijng run adversely affected by the National Front With the 
membership of all elective bodies apportioned 50-50 among Liberals 
and Conservatives, and the presidency alternating between the par- 
ties, the traditional stakes of the political game have been removed. 
With the coming removal from politics of the public service, patron- 
age will wither away. 

Although most political leaders support the National Front, or at 
least the principle of convivencia, with their words, they undermine 
its existence by their actions. Most admit that the country has 
benefited from it, but the manner in which Lleras Camargo practioee 
the principle of the Front often comes in for heavy criticism. To. 
criticizing the government, politicians benefit from the sympathies 
of those citizens who feel their own expectations of the Front to 
have been unrealized. 

This disappointment appears to be increasing. The government 
is doing much for the rural population, but an immense job remains 
to be done. Violence and the threat of violence have not yet been 
eliminated and cast a continuing pall over the countryside. The gray 
details of each act of murder and rapine, given prominence in the 
press of both parties, serve »is daily reminders of political instability. 
The continuation of the state of siege is the constitutional and effec- 
tive admission that normal conditions have not yet returned to cer- 
tain areas. 

For the middle class, a persistent general rise in the coet of living, 
continuing problems of urban housing, and an unspectacular rise in 
economic opportunities have done much to dispel the earlier sense 
of relief with the end of the Bojas Pinilta regime, which had become 
as much a threat to them as it had to the upper class. A wave of 
strikes in late 196G—notably that of the bank clerks—indicated the 
development of dissatisfaction. As for the upper class, there ap- 
pears to be a division between supporters of the National Front and 
those who believe it to endanger their vested interests unnecessarily. 

The, Congressional elections of March I960 complicated the work- 
ing of the Front because they revealed a shift in the balance of 
power within the Conservative Party. Until the elections, only 
Lsureanistas oceuptad cabinet posts; afterward Gomea, although 
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offend seats tor his fscti<m in proportion to its eteetoral atzcngüif 
refused to permit hi» supporters to accept ftny posts sad i ose to 
Rgooain in the opposition {November 1960). The Cooserrotm Cabi- 
net posts were taken over entirely by the Ospinistas and Ahatktet, 
the winning CosuwtrvatiTe factiocu This faction had earlier attacked 
Lleras and Gomes for the tenaza (literally, lobster daw), thmt iestm 
for the alleged monopoly of power and patrooage wielded by the 
Liberals and the Laoreanistas, which to than constitnted a breach of 
the spirit of conmvencia. After their electoral rktory th^ became 
full supporters of the Front government. It is now the Laoreanistas 
who accuse the Liberals of trying to rule the country with the con- 
nivance of an "unrepresentstiTe" faction of the Conserratire Party. 

Even before the conflicts over the 1960 oongreesiGnal elections had 
died down, the coming of the prasidentlal elections in 1962 began to 
dominate the political scene and the thoughts and actions of politi- 
cians. Parity requires that a Conservative President shall take office 
that year, but it is not clear just how he should be chosen. The 
question which now arises is whether Liberals an to participate in 
his selection and thus have an opportunity to assist in sdbctmg one 

I of several possible Conservative candidates.   Factionalism among 
| Conservatives might lead to a deadlock out rf which a compromiae 
f Liberal President could emerge, leading to a breakdown or modifica- 
| tion of the Sitges Agreement on alternation.   Lleras Camargo him- 
| self is ineligible to become a candidate undo* present constitutional 
f law, but the npeal of this provision is a possibility.   In the context 

of alternation, this constitutional limitation increases partisan feel- 
1 ing by miking it impossible for a proven bipartisan figure to serve 
I a second term. 

Meantime, many politicians with presidential ambitions seek as 
much publicity for themselves as possible. They make accusations 
against each other and against the government In Congr^s, (he 
ambitious of all factions support or oppose measures, not OR the 
merits of legislation but because they wish to provide a basis for 
claiming credit—or preventing an opponent from taking credit—for 
acts with wide appeal. An example of legislation which has been 
fought on this basis is the amendment to Article 121 of the Consti- 
tution, redefining the powers of the President to declare a state of 
siege. It was first formulated by the Liberal-Laureanista Congress 
in 1959 when the Ospinistas, then a minority, voted against it. 

In 1960 the Ospinistas, by then a majority, opposed it again, not 
for its provisions but ostensibly because of its wording. The meas- 
ure finally passed by a narrow margin. The Lopistas of the Liberal 
Party voted against it too in order to stress their opposition to the 
National Front 
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Similarly, the Agrarian Beform Law became stalled in Congress 
in the fall of 1960. Carlos Liens Bestrupo of the Liberals cham- 
pioned it and hoped thereby to boost his potential presidential pros- 
pects for 1962 or 1966. Those who blocked the measure did not, for 
the most part, oppose the principle of at least some reform in this 
crucial field, but they did not want to lend their support to a pro- 
gram supported by Lleras Bestrepo. Alfonso Lopez Michelsen and 
his faction, for instance, blocked the measure because they did not 
want Lleras Bestrepo to gain credit for it, since they wish to appear 
to the public as the only group having solutions for the country's 
economic and social ills. 

The opposition makes full use of the traditional methods of politi- 
cal harassment—speeches in and outside of Congress, fulminations 
in the party press, street-corner n^e './irs, and political assemblies 
(sae ch. 12, Public Information; ch. 25, Propaganda). Opposition 
atUcks on the government hx* > tended to be directed mainly at that 
faction of the same party vnich is in the government. Lleras 
Camarga has gererally been spared from attack because he is re- 
moved in some degree from the internal politics of the Liberal Party 
and because he has great prestige. He is the closest thing to a non- 
political constitutional President the country has ever had. 

POLITICAL PARTIES TODAY 

The two major parties are very similar in history, composition, 
and organization. Both are what Colombians refer to as vertical 
parties and count among their members persons from all walks of 
life from the oligarchy to the lowest class. Both ire organized 
nationally, departmentally, in the larger towns within departments, 
and in villages. 

Convivmcia has not blurred individual party loyalties. At best 
it has resulted in grudging cooperation among political leaders at 
the national, departmental, and municipal levels. The individual 
still feels himself to be as intensely Liberal or Conservative as ever. 

Specific information en the geographical or the class distribution 
of the two major parties is lacking. There is, however, some evi- 
dence to show that the strength of the parties is least bahnced 
among the urban lower class, which seems to favor the Liberals 
over the Conservatives. 

In contrast to the two major parties, the minor parties are of re- 
cent origin. They are class-oriented, appealing to the lower class, 
and their programs, to varying degrees, are based on Marxist 
ideology. Theoretically national parties, they in fact lack sufficient 
membership to enable them to maintain organizations in every part 
of the country. 
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Alternation and parity inclnde only Liberals and Conservative«. 
The minor parties mvA work through (me or another major futj 
by infiltrating them, or one of their factions, and by subverting the 
infiltrated group. Only the smaller factions offer possibilities for 
such subversion, since the membership of the minor parties is very 
small. 

The Major Parties 

The National Front puts the major parties in a situation to which, 
by early 1961, they had not yet adjusted themselves. A faction of 
each party is in the government, while other elements of each party 
are, in effect, in the opposition. Factions in the government are 
spoken of as the "official party." At the same time, the parties have 
remained formally intact, as, through consultations and formal con- 
ferences, faction leaders seek to preserve an implied unity vad con- 
tinuity of thttir respective parties. 

The Cwuerratirc Pwty 

The Conservative Party el A bears in 1961 the marks which the 
events of 1948-5? inflicted upon it The key leaders of its principal 
facts >ire Mariano Ospina Perez and Laureano Gomez. The rivalry 
between the two men is great. Gomez has not forgotten that Ospina 
tried to benefit from cooperation with Rojas Pinilla. The Laurea- 
nistas consider themselves untinged by association with Bojrs and 
stress the fact that they, with the Liberals, built the present eon- 
vivencia arrangement. The Ospinistas view Gomez' faction as an 
unregeneratr group of rightist extremists and point out tkat Gomez' 
excesses provided the causes of Rojas Pinilla's rise. Hie Ospinistas 
now advocate a "Social Christian" direction for their party, an 
orientation which would encourage socioeconomic reform, but in 
accordance with the Christian ethic of the oligarchy rather than 
with secular, Marx-inspired thinking. 

The Ospinistas count among their ranks a high proportion of 
former supporters of Rojas Pinilla's reform schemes. Prior to his 
death in November 1960, Gilberto Alzate Avendano was a coleader 
of this faction and gave it its hybrid name—Ospinista-Alzatista 
(O/A). A political chiet from Caidas, he had challenged Games 
in 1950 by opposing his involvement of Colombian troops in the 
Korean War. After his death, the partisans of Guillermo-L&m 
Valencia re-emerged as a strong Ospinista subfaction and became 
known its the Ospinista-Valencista faction. 

The Laureanistas count among their most nctive leaders the elder 
Gomez' m&t Alvaro Gomez Hurtado, who has presidential ambitions. 

The third major subfaction of the Conservatives is made up of the 
followers of Jorge Leyva, whose votes in 1960 were only about ooe- 
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twentieth of their electoral tally in 1958. Leyvistas oppose the 
Nationä.1 Front They are considered right-wing extremists and 
display national-socialist tendencies. 

The Liberal Party 
The rift in the Liberal Party, which occurred after Gaitan's 

death, has never been healed. In the present alignment in the party, 
the division between the official party leadership and the faction led 
by Alfonso Lopez Michelsen is the continuation of the earlier split 
between moderates and Gaitanistas. 

The official wing of the party itself received about 80 percent of 
the popular vote. It stands behind Lleras Camargo in his handling 
of eonviveneia, although the degree of commitment to the National 
Front varies among leaders of the party. For instance, Carlos 
Lleras Restrepo, President Designate since 1960, has given indica- 
tions ir< his statements that he does not take the maintenance of 
eonviveneia for granted. He wants his party to be prepared for the 
eventuality of a resumption of full-fledged partisan competition. 
Apparently aspiring to become the Liberal candidate in 1962, if the 
alternation arrangement is abrogated, he engages in bitter attacks 
against the Conservatives. His ambitions were encouraged when 
the Liberal party's national convention in February 1961 elected him 
Jefe Vnieo (sole chief) of the party. 

The Lopistas developed out of a small group which, in September 
1957, began publishing La Calle, a daily Bogota newspaper which 
still serves as the faction's organ. The La Calle group was formally 
organized in December 1959 in anticipation of the March 1960 elec- 
tions, and it adopted the name Movimiento de Recuperacion—MRL 
(Movement for Liberal Recovery). At the first national onvention 
of the MEL in February 1960, about 1,000 delegates elected Lopez 
Michelsen Jefe Unico of the faction. A twin program was adopted 
under which the Gaitan platform of social justice and social revo- 
lution and of political and economic emancipation of the lower 
classes was reaffirmed, and a new program, called, Salud, Educaciön, 
Techo—SET (Health, Education, Roof), was added. Later that 
year two additional programmatic points were a ted—tierra 
(land) and trahajo (work, employment). 

Among the leaders prominent in the MRL are some Communist 
Party sympathizers, such as Juan de la Crnz Varela, a cacique from 
Samapaz who served for some time as Lopez Michelsen's mplente 
(alternate) in Congress. Others with pro-Communist, and later 
pro-Castro, leanings, also backed Lopez Michelsen in forming the 
faction. 

A power struggle appears to have taken place in the MRL before 
and after the 1960 elections. On the one hand, there were those who 
wanted the MRL to become a party in its own right in opposition 
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to the National Front which, in the worde of one of them (Alfonso 
Barbarena), was a erioüo falange, an autocracy of the white oli- 
garchy organized along the lines of a pro-Nazi subversive group of 
the early i940's (see ch. 4, Ethnic Groups). Opposing them were 
those who, like Lopez Michelsen himself, gradually turned from the 
idea of forming a separate party and seemed to prefer being a mili- 
tant faction of the Liberal Party. By mid-1960 this group appeared 
to have won out, and the anti-National Front, pro-Castro tone of 
the MKL's pronouncements abated thereafter. The MRL partici- 
pated in the February 1961 Liberal National Convention. 

The publicity gained by the MRL may be greater than its impor- 
tance. As the son of a prominent Liberal statesman, Lopez Michel- 
sen is able to gain publicity for bis every move. There are still 
serious internal rivalries among the leaders o* his faction. The 
MRL's strength is limited to certain centers, mainly Call, Antioquia 
and Cundinamarca. It is, however, a force to be reckoned with 
within the Liberal Party, and it tends to pull the center of gravity 
of the Liberal Party to the Left. At the same time, it is * source 
of embarrassment to the official Liberals. 

The Minor Putics 

Except for the Communists, the minor parties have no real impact 
upon the interplay of parties. 

The Partido Comunista Colombiano—PCC (Colombian Commu- 
nist Party) was founded in the 1920,8. It at first attracted to its 
ranks a number of perxms who later gave up communism and grew 
to prominence in the Liberal Party, In the mid-1940's the party 
split, one faction backing Gaitan and the other maintaining its inde- 
pendence. The PCC's period of real development began with the 
1948 Bogotazo. There is mach evidence to show that the Commu- 
nists had prepared themselves to lead a popular explosion if and 
when it occurred, that after Gait&n's assassination they did in fact 
lead much of the rioting, and that their participation aggravated 
the scope and effect of the disorders. In the years that followed, 
the Communists were active in the rural violence. They e&ablished 
themselves near Viota in Cundinamarca and, in February 1961, they 
still maintained political control in this area. The PCC has sympa- 
thizers among some rural and urban elements. 

The PCC's Secretary General is Gilberto Vieira White. The 
party has a press of its own, publishes the newspaper VOM de la 
Democracia, and holds official gatherings and conventions. It has 
official relations with the parties of the Soviet Union and the 
Chinese People's Republic. It is hostile to the National Front and 
advocates the formation of a popular front—a political alliance with 
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other Leftist group« which presumablj would include the LopisUs 
|see nk. 24. Subvömve Pot«atiaüt;38). 

Much smeller is the Anarchist Movimiento Obi^ro Eatudiantil 
Campesino d« 7 de Enero (Workers*, Students', Rurai MoTement of 
the 7th of January), originally an anarchist party. Still smaller is 
the Movimiento Popular Bevolucionario— MPR (Popular Revolu- 
tionary Movement). There is also a small Socialist group, one of 
whose leaders, Luis Emiro Valencia, is married to Gloria Gaitan de 
Valencia, Gaitan's daughter. Thnee groups venerate the memory of 
Gaitan, but their activity appears to be restricted to occasional street 
meetings. 

The Movimiento de Revolucion Christiana (Christian Revolution- 
ary Movement) and the Accion Popular Revolucionaria (Popular 
Revolutionary Action) are led by Esteban Bendek Olivella who op- 
poses communism, Castro, oligarchs, and Soviet and American im- 
perialism.   His followers are mostly high school students. 

As yet neither a party nor a definite movement but an additional 
disturbing element in politics was the attempt, during the spring of 
1961, of Rojas Pinilla to attract political support. He had returned 
to the country voluntarily after a year's exile "to clear his honor." 
Tried by the Senate in 1959, he was found unwortüy" and sen- 
tenced to two years' restriction and the loss of all political rights 
and military distinctions. No sooner was he conditionally released 
from restriction in March 1961 than he started stumping the country 
for support for his o'd thesis of a movement "above parties," based 
on a union of "the people-armed forces." The manifestation of 
some surviving popular support and the enthusiasm of a few old 
Rojistas, who even talked of proposing him for the presidency, 
caused the government to restate formally his loss of civic rights 
and to announce categorically that he can neither "elect nor be 
elected," Nevertheless, as late as June 1961i Rojas proclaimed his 
right to organize and lead a movement and to call a convention of 
its guiding spirits, which he set for January 1962. 

ELECTIONS 

The Constitution provides that all citizens over 21 years of age 
are entitled to vote, except those who are disqualified by judicial 
sentence. Detailed electoral laws, passed in anticipation of election, 
regulate the exact manner in which each election is conducted. Mem- 
bers of the armed forces, including the police, may not vote or par- 
ticipate in political debates while on active duty, nor may they be 
candidates for office. Until 1957 only men voted. In 1957 the junta 
that paved the way for the National Front placed the question of 
women voting before the electorate.   By this plebiscite, in which 
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women participated, political rights were granted to womeji on the 
same basis as men. Since then, women hare voted and a few have 
been eiected to Congress and to the lesser representative bodies. 

There lias been an increase in the degree of voters' participation 
over the last few years (see fig. 9). The National Front has mani- 
fested official interest in getting the people to take part in the elec- 
toral activities. 

In the past. Communists have sometimes ran in local congressional 
and assembly elections. Under the present convivencia System, they 
are excluded from presenting candidates. All candidates now must 
be either Liberals or Conservatives, but factional or dissident candi- 
dates, running under the one label or another, are allowed. Some- 
times dissident candidates, or the lists of smaller splinter factions, 
may be voted on in a department or municipality, even though they 
lack the strength to run on a nation-wide basis. 

HegistratioD of Voters 

The eligibility of voters b established in two ways. Since 1054 
cedulai (identification cards), have been processed by registration 
centers in towns and cities and issued to eligible voters. Cedvia» 
constitute permanent registration. Anyone presenting one may rote. 
By December 1959, 3.9 million eedulas had been issued. But inas- 
much as it was estimated that about 6 million citizens were eligible 
for voting, special arrangements were made to encourage participa- 
tion. Those who registered between January 5 and March 5, 1960, 
and showed some proof of eligibility, were permuted to vote in the 
March 1960 election even without going through the more compli- 
cated process of getting a cedula. But the total voting in the March 
1960 election was only 2.3 million, or less than half those eligible. 
This was well below the record vote of 4.4 million in the 1957 
plebiscite. 

Voting Procedures 

The date of elections is established by law. Elections usually take 
place in March. Each department (as well as each territory sending 
representatives to Congress) constitutes a single election district for 
presidential, congressional, and departmental elections. 

Candidates are designated by part} organizations. Each candi- 
date must make an official deposition stating that he accepts the 
nomination. The names of candidates and of their alternates (who 
are always the personal replacements of specified incumbents) ap- 
pear on printed ballots. At the polling station, ballots are marked 
in secret and placed, in an envelope, into an urn. Each voter's right 
index finger is marked with indelible ink. To temper partisan 
spirits and insure orderly elections, political rallies and loudspeaker 
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appmls to voters are forbidden two days before the elections and on 
election day itself. No liquor may be sold from the day before 
elections through the day after ibeöam. 

Etoetonl MacUaety 

Hie counting of ballots takes place under the saperrision of the 
Gott« Efectond (Electoral Gout). Ballots are tallied at the mu- 
nicipal, departmental, and national level. Appeals are heard by the 
Court. The Goert consists of the oldest Consenrative ez-President 
end the oldest liberal ez-President, plus four liberals and four 
Gonsenratives elected by Um Supreme Court of Justice for two-year 
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CHAPTER 22 

PUBLIC ORDER AND SAFETY 

To bring «bout a state of poklk order and tranqnilHtj in COIOB- 
bia is the most itemsnding task faced by the goTenunwt Condi- 
tkms ranging frwn merciless political partisan warters to habitaai 
banditry haTe prevaiiled since not long after the electicms of 1M6. A 
state of siege {ettado de titio), saqpending certain oonstitotional 
guarantees, was decreed over the whole coontiy in 1949 and was 
modified only in 1958. For lack of records it is impossible to esti- 
mate soenrately the number of deaths in "L* Viokncia,** as it has 
come to be known. A fairly conservatire estimate for the 10 worst 
yean, from 1947 to 1957, is 250,000. 

Since the ovvrthrow of Soiss Pinilla in 1957 by the Militaty 
Junta of Government and UM election the nest yew of a bipartisan 
National Front goTernment, violence has diminished. Gangsterism 
and banditry, principally in highland rural areas, carried on by 
those who have known no other existence for 15 yean, still floor- 
ished in 1961 despita • Jorts at suppression by UM police and the 
army. Besides these "antisocials," as they an officially termed, then 
existed quiescent partisan groups amnestied in 1957 (in some cases 
earlier) but still in possession of their arms and capable of renewed 
guerrilla activities. In early 1961 five departments wen still desig- 
nated as being in state of siege. 

As ambitious politicians, each represerting a faction within one 
or ether of the two traditional parties, have been looking toward 
the 1962 elections, uneasiness in the country has grown. Some have 
seen a better chance to realize their own aspirations should the Na- 
tional Front collapse nther than continue for the agreed period 
(until 1974). Then has been apprehension in responsible quarten 
lest renewed, expanded disorder be seized upon as a device for de- 
stroying the delicate balance of conviveneia (bipartisan government 
based on parity of posts), on the grounds of its failun to eliminate 
violence. A ntum to the two-party system, especially with each 
party split into factions, would threaten a relapse into the chaoti« 
conditions of the late IMO's which approached civil war (sea eh. 2, 
Historical Setting; ch. 21, Political Dynamics). 

The National Front government, since its inauguntion in August 
1958, has been earnestly seeking ways to achieve order.   Plans to 
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this end hmve not been limitel to suppression by the armed forces, 
although means to increase their effectiveness have been actively 
«ought. In addition, numerous plans have been devised to attack 
both t'tfi root causes and the effects of the long period of disorder. 
One or the most important and far-reaching was a constitutional 
change, approved by the plebiscite of December 1, 1957, requiring 
the annual allotment of 10 percent of the national budget to the 
expense» of public euu^tion. Others, the recommendations of study 
and planning commissions, have included plans for land redistribu- 
tion, resettlement (colonization) on government lands, solution of 
land title problems, a public works program for roads bridges and 
puhiic buildings, and a project involving roving teams of experts 
to inspire and train leaders in education, faiming and husbandry 
techniques, roadbuilding, sanitation and community improvement. 
Progress has been slow because of lagging appropriations, political 
differences and the lack of trained field workers, but a start has been 
made (sen ch. 10, Education; ch. 16, Health and Sanitation; eh, 17, 
living Conditions and Public Welfare; ch. 27, Agricultural Poten- 
tial). 

The direction, control, missions and functioning of the police have 
changed markedly since the beginning of the violence in 1946. At 
that time, although there existed a "nationalr police, it functioned 
directly under the central government, only in Bogota and in the 
national territories (mtendencuu and comuana») and for certain 
specialized purposes. The departme ts, «'ways jealous of central- 
ized control, raised and administered their own police forces, al- 
though, generally, senior departmental police officers were members 
of the national police on contract to the departments from the Min- 
istry of Government, which at that time controlled the national 
police. 

Throughout its previous history the police had been considered an 
arm not of the impersonal justice of government but of the party in 
power. On their return to power in 1946 after 16 years of liberal 
rule, the Conservatives set about converting the police to their pur- 
poses and employing them in support of their evident plan to achieve 
absolute political power. Police brutality, especially outside the 
cities, undoubtedly did as much to intensify the wave of violence as 
did spontaneous pailisan conflict. 

An extensive reorganization took place as a result of the Bogoti 
riots of June 1948 during which the city police, evidently less thor- 
oughly purged of Liberal elements than units outside the capital, 
had turned their arms over to the mob. The intent of the law 
passed in 1948 was to nationalize the entire police force, but strong 
resistance from the departments made such centralization unfeasible, 
and the project was dropped.   However, the President circur vented 
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UM iasue of nstionaUzation by replacing in April 1949 all libaral 
goTcmors with ConsenratiTes of his own choosing and then in No- 
vember, under a state of siege decree, removing all checks on the 
executive power. 

Han« wen no forth» significant changes in police organization 
until the military coup of General Bojas Pinilla, which established 
the Government of the Armed Forces in June 1953. He soon de- 
creed the transfer of the police from the Ministry of Government 
to the Ministry of War, designating them a fourth service in the 
Armed Forces. He wss successful in nationalizing the polk» of 6 
departments, but the other 10, more traditionally partkularist and 
politically and financially stronger, successfully resisted nationali- 
zation. 

The court system has operated under a penal code and a code of 
penal procedure based largely on European models, which prescribe 
functions, duties, punishments and procedures in such meticulous 
detail that little appears to be left to the discretion of partieipants. 
It has been said of Colombian courts that their concern is the ad- 
ministration of the law rather than the administration of justtoe. 
Case law and the law of precedent are littl« observed. Only one 
level of courts has followed a form of jury trial, and then only for 
certain serious offenses. Although the law ha* mad« a number of 
provisions to protect the accused, the low«» classes have been re- 
ported to feel that they fare poorly in the courts. 

The prison system is theoretically dedicated to reform, but most 
observers in 1961 considered it poorly staffed and antiquated in 
method. Prisons were old, crowded and dirty; food was bad; and 
workshop facilities were generally primitive. There were many 
cases of prisoners murdering each other, and escapes were common. 
The National Front administration is concerned about the situation, 
but economic stringency and the lack of trained personnel have 
made improvement slow. 

THE VIOLENCE 

Antecedents and Charaetcrifitles 

Violence, whether perpetrated by individuals or groups, has run 
through all of the country's history Reaction to injury, insult, or 
slight, whether real or fancied, has usually been violent. It became 
typical to resolve political problems, economic frustration or injus- 
tice by assassination, mob action or rebellion—rather than by com- 
promise, negotiation or litigation. 

The conquistadors' cruelty to the Indians is proverbial. la the 
bloody wars of libention, both sides slaughtered prisoners by the 
hundreds.    Bolivar's "War to the Death" announcement in 1818, 
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prodftune^ "Death to all Spaniards, er«! though indiffereat, and 
Ufa to the all Amervans [eriolio*, specifically] eveu though guiltj." 
The 80 rebei^<m8, armed coupe and revolutions that took place be- 
tween the libeiatkm and the beginning of this century caused inordi- 
nate loss of life Moet of them included or degenerated into guer- 
rilla warfare bftwesn hastily raised partisan forces, many of whose 
members relied more on the machete than on firearms. Often the 
late of the defeated, including the wounded, was to be dispatched 
en the field« and surrender often meant the firing squad. The last 
Mid most costly of these rebellions, the so-called uWar of 1000 Days" 
(1899-1902), resulted in 100,000 dead and many more crippled for 
life (see ch. 2, Historical Setting). 

The devastation from these almost continual wars left many with 
no means of livelihood and no confidence in a secure future as farm- 
ers. C-OLseauently individual and gang banditry became a way of 
life for large numbers of the landless and was almost invariably 
associated witn murder. There were few deterrents to this sort of 
violence. The police system was rudimentary; its members were 
thinly distributed and generally effective only in and near the larger 
towns. In this way banditry and violence became a habitual prac- 
tice, and their existence even came to be accepted as an inescapable 
part of life in the countryside. 

Besides banditry for gain (or to support life, as its perpetrators 
claimed), vengeance and political vendetta were often elements 
underlying the ubiquitous lawlessness. Passionate, violent reactions 
tc political opposition was not limited to the periods of armed re- 
bellion; it both I<K1 up to such revolts and followed th^m as after- 
math. 

The Conservative victory in the War of 1000 Days began a period 
during P hich violence as a manifestation of political rivalry sub- 
sided. Outbreaks threatened before the elections of 1910, and a 
strike of banana workers in 1928 was ruthlessly suppressed by the 
army, but in general the country was free of violent disturbance. 
The Liberals won one of the few peacefully contested elections in 
history in 1030 on a popular reform platform, but the world de- 
pression, in Colombia far harder on the poor than on the rich, 
caused popular agitation for immediate rather than promised re- 
forms. In several provinces riots and attacks on landed proprietors 
had to be put down. The border war with Peru in 1932, which the 
whole country supported, probably prevented more serious internal 
trouble. 

The Liberals continued in power until 1946. However, the re- 
forms they undertook did less to satisfy popular demand than they 
did to accelerate the agitation for greater benefits. Land reform 
measures were half-hearted at best, and government innovations in 
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the form of income, inheritance and excess profit taxes not only 
alienated Conservatives and some wealthy Liberals but also 
passed down in the form of increased prices, thus failing to 
the poor. The Liberals, unable to solve the dilemma, split into two 
factions and lost the election of 1946 to a Conservative Party deter- 
mined on vengeance and coonterrerorm (see ch. 21, Political' 
Dynamics). 

The Colombian addiction to the violent approach to social, politi- 
■ al and economic problems is not unique ir Lft£in America. What 
was special about the situation in 1961 was that over the entire time 
since 1946, violence never fell below critical proportions in some 
part of the country. Its prevalence ranged from nearly oouBiry- 
wide extent in 1949-53 to an apparently irreducible minimum in 
1958-60, whoa it was found possible to lift the state of siege in all 
but five departments. This does not imply that violence was limited 
to such aress; it remained sporadic elsewhere, and reported inci- 
dents increased in the first six months of 1961. 

The incidence of violence and the numbers of its victims have 
fluctuated over the years, but the ferocity of the acts has never 
abated. While firearms are no longer a rarity, many kLHings hava 
been done with the machete, and wanton hacking, mutilation and 
dismemberment have hem common. Torture and rape precedkg 
murder have frequently occurred. In the worst days of the violenoe, 
when whole villages set out to attack their political rivals, it was 
common for the defeated to be herded into buildings which wen 
then dynamited or burned. Where banditry has l^een practiced in 
the form of economic racketeering, as at the time of the coftw har- 
vest, extortion was usually accompanied by & lew exemplary mur- 
ders "to encourage compliance," and the penalty £«4* not acceding to 
blackmail has frequently been maiming or death. 

Numerous observers have attempted analyses of this merciless 
cruelty and the predilection of tfc most savage slaughter that has 
characterized violence m Colombia. Some have advanced the theory 
that the ethnic mixture of the considerable majority, particularly in 
the countryside, ptedieposes to violence, or has "a low boiling point." 
Others point to a steady buildup of social preasures induced by gen- 
erations of poverty and frustratf by repeated political promises of 
improvement, which finally culminav in desperation. Still others 
adduce Spanish cultural conditioning characterized by excessive and 
touchy individualism which causes intolerance of opposition, the 
viewing of difference of opinion as insult and the desire of each 
person or faction to be a law unto itself, finding security only in the 
extermination of opponents. Such qualities they find transmitted, 
without any inhibiting "civilised" controls, by the dominant culture 
to the masses of mixed blood. 
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Whatorw the underlying causes, in any case a complexity of 
ethnic, social and economic factors, social controls—whether inter- 
nalised or institutionai—have been unsuccessful in deterring rio- 
lenoe. Even the Catholic Church, to which at least 90 percent of 
the population gives formal adherence, has failed to inspire or im- 
pose controls cm any uniform or permanent basis (see ch. 8, Social 
Values; ch. 11, Religion). 

The Coorse of Violence, 1M6-61 

The elections of 1946 found the country in the grip of a steadily 
increasing pr jtwar inflation of prices. An excess of money derived 
from wartime exports, combined with a shortage of goods because 
of the war's curtailment of imports to feed processing and service 
enterprises, created both serious unemployment and high prices. 
For the same reasons, almost none of the surplus of money filtered 
down to the poor in either city or country. It was the proposals set 
forth by Jorge Eliecer Gaitan for much-needed but radical reform 
to benefit the masses which split the Liberal Party and permitted 
the Conservative candidate Mariano Ospina Perez to win with a 42 
percent plurality (see ch. 21, Political Dynamics). 

Gaitan, a persuasive orator and a truly popular leader, had a 
messianic hold on the common people, which enabled him with diffi- 
culty to restrain them from a violent uprising when the election 
result became known. Although Ospina had won the presidencey, 
the Liberals had a majority in Congress, where Gaitan, then the sole 
leader of the Party, pressed reforms so radical that not even his 
own party would fully support him. Knowledge of the struggle in 
Congress and in Ospina's coalition cabinet created tentäons which 
brought about clashes between opposing party mobs in many towns. 
The press of each party accused the other of responsibility and 
acclaimed its own victims as martyrs. About this time, late 1946, 
the Liberals started to accuse the Conservatives of con vising the 
police to a force of repression. Whether for this reason or not, 
conditions became so bad in the country that thousands of peasants 
fled for safety to the cities, bringing tales of burned homes, de- 
stroyed crops and murdered families. Many also crossed into 
Venezuela. 

Conditions worsened during 1947 and early 1948. In the depart- 
ments of Valle and Santander and in the cities cf Bogota and Cali 
there were strikes, accompanied by violence and the suspension of 
public services, which required forcible suppression. The reprisals 
undertaken by employers further embittered labor. The oil unions 
struck in January 1948, and though the strike was settled by nego- 
tiation, police found arms and explosives in the homes of union 
leaders.   Contraband arms came in across the borders, particularly 
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from Venezuela, where the left-liberal Accion Democratic» move- 
ment was in control. There was open revolt in Tolima, with the 
Liberal governor's knowledge and apparent support Gaitan, as 
Liberal spokesman, addressed a memorandum to the President for- 
mally accusing the Conservatives of wrecking the coalition, perse- 
cuting organized labor and fomenting general violence against 
Liberals. The rejection of the charges and the refusal of the gov- 
ernment to join in organized aid to the thousands of destitute refu- 
gees in the city caused Gaitan to withdraw Cabinet particpation by 
members of his party in March 1948. Nothing occurred to abate 
the tension before the opening of the Ninth International Confei- 
ence of American States in Bogota on March 30. 

Gaitan, the acknowledged head of the Liberal Party, was not 
appointed a delegate to the Conference, over which Laureano Gomez, 
the most reactionary of the Conservative leaders, presided. Ulis 
slight to the popular leader of the majority party in Congress in- 
flamed fetlings still further, but Gaitan pleaded for order and in 
fact prevented other Liberals named as delegates from boycotting 
the Conference. The inter-American mn-ting opened in an atmos- 
phere of barely suppressed tension. A worker was arrested while 
trying to place a bomb in the Capitol, where the Conference met 
There were reports of other threats of violence, including one of a 
bom'» plot against General Marshall, United States Secretary of 
Staui and chief delegate. On April 7 thousands of handbills ap- 
peared in the city, attacking the United States, the purposes of the 
conference and the plutocratic delegates "who dined in state while 
the people went hungry" and inciting to revolution. 

During the lunch hour on April 9, when the streets were full cf 
people, Gaitan was shot down in front of his office, not two blocks 
from the Capitol. His assailant was at once kicked and pounded to 
death by bystanders. The crowd already at hand became an enraged 
mob when the identity of the victim was learned and, ready to be- 
lieve the rumors that the Conservatives were responsible, moved on 
the President's Palace. Repulsed by the Presidential Guard, they 
rushed the nearby Capitol shouting for the death of the arch-Con- 
servative, Gomez, presided over the Conference, and for the dissolu- 
tion of the Conference itself. Finding Gomez gone, they wrecked 
the place, destroying furniture, equipment and records. 

The police, largely liberal in their sympathies, turned over arms 
and ammunition to the mob, and some joined them. It soon became 
lenown that Gaitan had died at the hospital to which he had been 
taken, and the mob, reinforced by thousands from all parts of the 
city, became further inflamed. Looting, murder, dynamiting and 
arson became general. Few public buildings, including missions 
and churches, escaped damage.   A radio station was seized, from 
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which the mob received directions and revolution was proclaimed. 
Troops brought in from the outskirts and more distant garrisons 
restored order after several days, but the central part of Bogota 
was severely damaged. 

There was immediate suspicion on the part of the authorities and 
some of the delegations, including that from the United States, that 
the assassination and the subsequent uprising had been planned and 
carried out by Communist agents. Credible evidence ind. ates that 
the Communists desired the disruption of the Conference and had 
plans to cr*ftte disorder in Colombia and elsewhere to accomplish it 
There is no indication, however, that Communists had a hand in the 
murder or that the violent reaction was anything other than spon- 
taneous. Current opinion supports the conclusion 'hat the Com- 
munists found in these events a ready-made opportunity which they 
were prepared to exploit and direct (see ch. 24, Subversive Poten- 
tialities). 

The violence 'V: off by the assassination was not limited to the 
capil L In varying degrees it spread over the entire country. In 
Barranquilla the mob nearly succeeded in taking over the entire 
city, seizing the provincial building and flying the red flag from it 
most of a day, before troops succeeded in dislodging them. TLere 
also, churches, convents and schools were sacked and burned, <ind 
priests stoned to death and mutilated. Bucaramanga saw sent us 
riots which threatened to overthrow the local government. 

Whether or not Ospina had previously attempted to convert the 
police to a party am of repression, the behavior of that force in 
Bogota and elsewhere gave him a lever with which to bring about 
police reform. A law intended to accomplish a thoroughgoing re- 
organization of the police was passed in 1948 and was mad^ the 
occasion for a purge of Liberals remaining in the force. All Liberal 
governors of. departments and many lesser officials were dismissed 
in early 1949. 

From this point on, conditions of disorder and political murder, 
far beyond possible control by the scattered small police posts, ruled 
the rural districts. Conservative and Liberal villages wiped each 
other out in guerrilla warfare of the utmost brutality. The police, 
now even more the arm of the ruling Conservatives, were concen- 
trated in larger units and were used not so much to enforce order 
as to subdue Liberal settlements, which retaliated by attacking po- 
lice and even army detachments. The army, now also being purged 
of Liberals, was used increasingly, but without permanent effect. 
In fact, Liberal officers deserted under the pressure placed on them, 
some taking entire units with them, and joined the partisan werf are 
in the hills and the llanos (see ch. 33, The Armed Forces). 
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The return of Gomez from his self-imposed exile in Spain and 
the approach of the elections of 1949, in which he was the an- 
nounced Conservative candidate, caused intensified Conservative 
efforts to suppress all Liberal political activity. Violence actually 
spread to the floor of the House of Representatives where, in the 
course of a heated debate, several Conservatives drew pistols and 
fired upon the Liberal members, who returned the fire. One deputy 
T is killed outright, one mortally wounded, and several less seriously 
hurt. The threat of violence was used in the outlyipg regions to 
destroy Liberal voting strength. Conservative representatives, ac- 
companied by police or soldiers, rounded up Liberal peasants, took 
away their registration papers and replaced them with a form of 
"safe-conduct" stating that the bearer's life, property and family 
were to be respected, in consideration of his oath that he did not 
belong to the Libera. Party. Two days before the election UM 
police fired upon Dario Echandia, the Liberal candidate for presi- 
dent, while he was walking with a partv of friends on a Bogoti 
street. His brother and four others were killed. The Liberals with- 
drew the candidacy of Echandia and boycotted the elections (tee 
ch. 21? Political Dynamics). 

The Gomez administration (1950-53), which opened with the 
President's statement that law and order would rule, differed from 
the previous one only in the increased degree '»f repression and re- 
prisal. Gomez had publicly labeled all opponents of the regime as 
either Communists or bandits. To him. Liberals were indistinguish- 
able from Communists, and bandits, who were subject to sum- 
mary execution, were defined as all those over 16 who hid or fled 
from the armed forces at any place or time, all who violated cur- 
few, all civilians of whatever position who issued other than routine 
instructions without prior military approval, all who carried tire- 
arms without a military permit and all who were without a safe- 
conduct form issued by die military. 

A large-scale military expedition was sent to pacify the llanos, 
without success. It caused the evacuation of many villages, but 
the able bodied men escaped to join th». partisan bands. The police, 
by now purged of Liberals, was increased in strength by hasty 
recruiting. Liberal writers claimed that criminal elements were en- 
listed to fill the ranks; in any case, new recruits were put on the 
force with little professional training and were responsible for some 
of the worst atrocities. Religious Htred was added to political 
enmity, since many Protestants were Liberals. Protestant chapels 
and missions were destroyed in the llanos and Valle del Cauca, 
despite condemnation hy the Catholic hierarchy of such bigoted zeal. 

During this period, there was no department of the country free 
of disorder.   Violence was worst in the llanos, the highlands from 
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the SanUnders to Valle del Cauia, and the upper Magdalena val- 
ley. The destruction -f r&ttle and fxrm produce and the dangers to 
transports*;.on were so great that li.e cities experienced food short- 
ages and conseqoeiii. price inflation. In late 1951 mob action reap- 
peared in Bogoti. The government's announcement of the discovery 
of the boc'les of five murdered policemen touched off riots which 
resulted in setting fire to the Liberal headquarters, the houses of 
two directors of that party and tlie plants of two Liberal news- 
papct-s. Finally, a split in the Conservative Party, caused by 
Gomez' announcement of a plan for constitutional changes intended 
to create a korporative Falangut state, paved the way for the mili- 
tary coup of General Rojas Pinilla (see ch. 21, Political Dynamics; 
sfa. 33, The Armed Forces). 

The Rojas regime was at first welcomed with feelings of relief 
by the people generally, and the approval of Liberal leaders and 
moderate Conservatives did much to dinn:,!sh the incidence of pub- 
lic disorders. The issuance of a general mvnesty to the partisan 
bands and the release of political prisoners had immediate effect 
in lessening violence. In the llanos, peace was restored when Rojas 
made a persona! appearance there to persuade the partisans to lay 
down their arms. The country remained quiet for nearly six 
months, but by the end of 1953, for complex economic and political 
causes, political murder was on the rise again. The -si^.ation was 
worsened by political agitation m the press of both parties, which 
began again to exchange accusations of aggression and to acclaim 
their respective victims as martyrs. 

Public disorder continued to increase throughout the rest of Rojas' 
presidency, although it never again reached the proportions it had 
maintained from IMS to 1953. Nevertheless, the armed forces, which 
had incorporated the national police in 1953, were never ab'e to 
eradicate it, even though far greater numbers were used than la 
previous administrations. Psychologically averse to such duty, 
untrained in antiguerriHa warfare and unused to and poorly equipped 
for v.perationa in the rugged and forested mountain country where 
the guerrillas were periVctiy at home, they wpre unabie to accom- 
plish any permanent good. The fall of Rojas in 1957 was caused 
by a complex of political and economic circumstances, compounded 
by increasing corruption within the regime, the result of which 
was to bring about a coalition of the leadership of the two tradi- 
tional parties. In the end, the political coalition secured the col- 
laboration of a junta of military officers. On May 10, Rojas was 
forced to accept exile, following the failure of his attempts to re- 
press the disorders in the capital which were accompanied hj student 
strikes and finally a general strike (see ch. 33, The ^rmed Forces). 
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AgailL, the chang* of government proved generally popular, and 
violence diminished. Organized bandit gangs {cuadrüla*), ccmposed 
of criminals who had lived by robbery and looting for years, con- 
tinued to operate. Because of their snull sue, mobility and famili- 
arity with the terrain, they were able to strike without warning 
and disappear before the army and police could take effective ac- 
tion. They ^ave been able to keep themselves armed by thievery 
from army and police potto, by ambushing small patrols and by 
smuggling, which is a serious problem on the coasts and across 
the borders. They have also developed over the years a considerable 
ability to manufacture by hand crude but effective small firearms. 
Stealing the coffee harvest was a specialized and highly organized 
form of banditry still practiced in 1961, though on a diminiahing 
scale. It presents all the features of gangsterism, including extor- 
tion, blackmail, protection rackets and clandestine disposal through 
ostensibly legitimate middlemen. 

Outbreaks of violence between amnestied partisan groups became 
rare, as each traded to settle down in a specific region. The ex- 
guerrilla chiefs now became in effect caeigue» (chiefs) of theii im- 
mediate areas. They remained jealous of any intrusion, whether by 
government officials or rivals of their own kind, and occasionally 
attacked each other or resisted the imposition of civil or military 
authority. 

The transition from rule by military junta to elective govert lent 
under the National Front was full of political maneuvering, espe- 
cially in the Conservative Party, but on the whole fairly free of 
violence. An abortive attempt to kidnap the Front candidate for 
president, Alberto Lleras Camargo, cm May 2, 1958, did not pre- 
vent his election two days later. The leader of this effort, a fervent 
Rojista, was Lieutenant Colonel Forero who commanded the Mili- 
tary Police Battalion at the capitol; he was taken, escaped and was 
later recaptured and tried.   The army and police remained loyal. 

One of the early acts of the new president was to raise the stfttc 
of siege from the whole country except the departments of Caldaa, 
Valle del Canca, Cauca, TolLna and Huila. This act did not indi- 
cate that lawlessness had been entirely eliminated elsewhere, bat 
that in those regions thus released from state of siege, violence was 
deemed sufficiently manageable that a return to normal administra- 
tive and judicial procedure was possible and desirable. Besides, the 
decree was designed to, and did have, a definite psychological effect 
on the country's morale; it indicated that the National Front viewed 
the future with confidence. 

Incidents of violent death diminished prograssively in 1958, 1959 
and 1960. No published fignres are available, and the bases of 
estimate have never been standardiaed, to far as is known.   It k 
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ccrUin, however, that with the advent of the National Front gov- 
ernment, the country-wide fignre of deaths due to political and 
habitual feuding and banditry—as distinct from what the police 
consider ^ncrmal" homicide due to quarrels related to "drink and 
skirts"—dropped from over 10,000 annually over a 10-year period 
to a few thousand a year. The Minister of War, in a New Year's 
speech broadcast at the end of 1960, was able to announce a 70 per- 
cent decrease from 1959 in the total impact of violence in that year, 
ahi'Xigh the standards of measurement used were not stated. 

Beginning in late 1960 and extending into the first half of 1961, 
there was an increase in incidents. Although this change was not 
great, it reversed the recent trend and, therefore, alarmed the au- 
thorities. No single cause can be assigned; rather the reasons must 
be sought in reactions to internal political and economic conditions 
and to external happenings, including events in Cuba. Factionalism 
within both the major parties, as politicians prepare for the 1962 
elections, has delayed the application of plans for agrarian, labor 
and tax reform, &.s well as economic development and social wel- 
fare measures. The agitation of pro-Castro elements, both Com- 
munists and those who have seen only social revolution in Fidelismo, 
have also added to the potential for a resurgence of political violence. 

THE POLICE SYSTEM 

DcrclopBtiit 

The development of the police system throughout the country's 
history has reflected the varying degrees of centralization that the 
government as a whole was ablo to adopt. During the colonial 
period, the larger towns organized a night-watchman service whose 
members were called sereno«, and some regional subdivisions had 
alguacüea (constables) and tollgate keepers, but there was little 
central direction. 

From the coming of independence until 1891, each of the suc- 
cessive governments under the many constitutions issued more or 
less complete decrees dealing with police functions. In general, 
and even when a government hopefully espoused centralism, the 
particularism of many departments prevented uniform results, and 
the central government's appointees to high police posts were usually 
local men who supported the party or faction in power locally. 
In effect there was no profesBional, impartial police force anywhere. 

In 1891 the experienced French commissioner of police, J. M. 
Marcelino Gilibert, was hired on contract to organi?« and train a 
"Nationsl" police corps which was to serve directly under the 
Minister of Government. In fact, the force was constructed only 
to serve the capital city of Bogota, with provision that the director 
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could delegate authority and personnel to either the governor of 
Cundinamarca or the mayor of the city, at need. The force waa to 
include about 50 officials and clerical personnel and 400 agents. 
Fran these beginnings the present National Police grew, firmly 
founded on the concepts and functions laid down by Gilibert. 

Hardly had the force completed its training than the rebeUion 
of 1895 and the civil war of 1899-1902 caused the integration of 
the police into the army, its subordination to the Mkistry of War 
and the substitution of military for police training. It was not 
reconstituted into a purely police force under the Ministry of Gov- 
ernment until 1915. During this time it remained for most par- 
poses a police for the capital, extended in its functions only to 
furnish guards for goTenu^enf prisons and monopolies, such at 
the emerald mines and certain aqueducts, and, from 1906 to 1915, 
to protect the mails The first schools for training agents and de- 
tectives were started in 1912 and 1914. Also during this period 
appeared the first official mention that the individual territorial 
departments were permitted to request and receive for service in 
their departments personnel and equipment from the national or- 
ganization—in effect to hire police services from the national gov- 
ernment.   This principle, with modifications, still applied in 1961. 

The many reorganizations between 1915 and 1940 brought in- 
creased strength, expanded functions and new services to fulfill 
these functions. In 1926 appeared the first mention of a detective 
section which, in addition to its duties in connection with criminal 
investigation, eventually was charged with the registration and con- 
trol of foreigners and with counterintelligenoe functions. In 1927 a 
welfare fund for disabled policemen was opened, to be supported 
both by government subsidy and the allocation of minor pay deduc- 
tions charged against policemen for lateness or absence from duty. 
It eventually grew into a general social welfare agency for all police- 
men and their families, supported by regular allotments of active 
duty pay and maintaining orphanages, night schools, schools for 
the children of policemen and social counwling and other services. 

In 1935 a corps of mounted police (carabinerot) was organized. 
Also during this period began the practice of furnishing to other 
ministries cerlc'n specialized bodies of police, raised and admin- 
istered by the national organization but functionally directed by the 
recipient ministrj. The Customs Police, for example, xfrk for the 
Finance Ministry, the Prison Police for the Ministry of Justice, and 
the Highway Police under the direction of the Ministry of Public 
Works. The Judicial Police, first created in 1915, have cosnbimd 
the functions of inspectors of the police force, of judgee nl offenses 
committed by the police in the course of duty, of ordinary police- 
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court judges in minor cases and of pretrisl investigation of more 
serious criminal cases which come to light through police action. 

Professionalism within the police force, as fostered by various 
types of training schools, has had periods of progress and regression 
since the days of Gilibert. Since 1891 there have been police schools 
of one sort or another, but an integrated system did not appear 
until 1940 with the establishment of the General Santander Police 
School in the outskirts of Bogota. Courses were established for 
applicants for the commissioned, noncommissioned and agent grades 
and for detectives; other courses were set up as prerequisites 'or 
promotion. Members of departmental and municipal police forces 
were accepted a* students. Later, as the police force grew, a new 
school at Bogotu, Jimenez de Quesada, was built to conduct courses 
for the enlisted personnel. 

The government has frequently sought foreign advice and mis- 
sions, not only for the theory and practice of general police opera- 
tions, but to teach modern scientific techniques such as systematiza- 
tion of identification methods and records. Among the countries 
which have sent missions are France. Argentina, Spain, Chile and 
the United Kingdom. The British mission was employed in 1948, 
after event's of the hogotazo (the riots and uprisings of April 19(8) 
had demonstrated the need for police reform. Although it stayed 
three years, the mission was generally considered to have accom- 
plished little, partly because of language difficulties, but principally 
because of the great difference between Anglo-Saxon legal concepts 
and procedures and those of the Continent, on which the Colom- 
bian system is based. Besides employing resident missions, die 
police have sent abroad exploratory groups, students and specialists 
to poli-» organizations and schools, notably to the United States, 
France and Italy. 

One of the early acts of General Rojas Pinilla after he had 
seized power in June 1953 was to transfer the police from the 
Ministry of Government to the Ministry of War, thus placing it 
under the Armed Forces command. Since Rojas entitled his rule 
the Government >f the Armed Forces, it doubtless seemed logical 
to have all the uniformed services thus concentrated. The transicr, 
together with the virtual nullification of party activity caused by 
the military coup, at least gave the police relief from the political 
tensions which had torn it for the previous seven years. 

What the law of 1948 had been unable to achieve in the way of 
nationalization, Rojas partially accomplished by decree in 1053, 
when the Departmental Police of Cordoba, Chocö, Cauca. Narino, 
Huila and Boyaca became nationalized. Another police service or- 
ganized in 1953 was the Policia Infantil  (Children's Police), in- 
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tended us a specific response to the considerable problem pot^vi by 
the flood of refugees to the cities. Their numbers, crowding the 
existing slums and creating new ones, included manj orphans and 
children of broken families who were uncontrolled by their indi- 
gent parents, unadjusted to city life and farced for lack of e 
settled home to run in packs, stealing their food. The purpose of 
the Children's Police was to gather the homeless ones and provide 
shelter, food, space for play under supervision, rone useful work 
and the beginnings of education. Their work has been highly re- 
garded by all elements of the population, and they have attracted 
the support and active assistant« ot voluntary civic and church 
groups and charities. 

The inclusion of police in the armed forces under Rojas did not 
actually involve full militarization, in the sense that organuation, 
training or principles of operation were patterned after those of 
military units; in short, the police did not thereby become a mobile 
military force capable of taking the field in formed units. In any 
case, they had always lived tmder a quasi-military regime, sad 
individual training at the police schools had combined military 
disciplinary drills with professional police training. Titles of rank 
had followed the military system for at least 15 years, and it had 
been habitual to assign military officers to police duty. The prin- 
cipal change appears to have been to organize the staff along mili- 
tary lines, with clearly defined lines of command and respon«bility. 
Even these remained somewhat indirect because of divided con- 
trols inherent in the departmental (territoriai) system. Neither the 
Military Junta which succeeded Rojsa nor the National Front gov- 
ernmeat had, by mid-1961, basically altered either organization or 
functions. 

OrfanisadMi 

Technically, the Commandant of the Nitional Police (in early 
1961 holding the rank of colonel) is directly responsible to the Com- 
manding General of the Armed Forces. It is believed, however, that 
because of the necessarily close relations with other ministries, no- 
tably those of Government and Justice, required by normal police 
operations, the Commandant functions generally quite independently 
of a normal military con,.r.ßnd relationship. He is supported by 
a chief of staff and a general staff with the usual four sections- 
personnel, intelligence, training and operations, and supply—and a 
fifth section for fiscal matters. The Inspector General of Police 
and certain other special staff sfcdions are outside the General Staff 
and directly under the Commandant. 

The functioning police are organised in divisions, one for each 
department, one for the Distrito Especial  (Special District) of 
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Bogoti, and a Special Division which comprises a Seccion (Section) 
for each of the eight National Territories, pins other units which 
furnish guards for approved enterprises, both government and pri- 
vate, the latter famished by paid contract National divisions 
serve the same six departments as in 1953, plus Meta, which be- 
came a department in 1960; the other departments, which remain 
semiantonomous, have what are called Departmen4«! Divisions. 

The divisions bear no resemblance to army divisions, except that 
each has an army-style staff. Divisions may vary in size in rough 
relation to the population of their departments, weighted to some 
extent by the prevalence of public disorder. Their smaller subdi- 
visions, while called companies, platoons and squads, bear little 
relationship to army units of the same designation; they furnish 
the police force of district«, municipalities and corregimientoa. 
There are no organised police reserves, either national or depart- 
mental. 

Since 1953 differences between the two types of divisions have 
diminished. First, all officers and, later most key noncommissioned 
officers were detailed from the National Police; pressure has been 
exerted on the departments to enlist and train agents in conformity 
with national standards and to bring pay scales into parity with those 
of the national body. Regional suspicions have been allayed by 
careful selection of firm but tactical officers who could improve 
standards while taking due account of departmental idiosyncracies. 
It was possible to pass a law in 1959, without too acrid debate, to 
accomplish the nationalisation of all police by January 1, 1962. 
Such legislation has been passed before without effect, but, barring 
an unexpected breakdown of the National Front government in 
1561, ine transition is expected to be smooth. 

The largest single concentration of police is stationed in the 
capital. The Bogota Division maintains a staff nearly as complete 
as that of the main headquarters, though smaller. The city is 
divided into four police districts, which between them maintain 
18 police stations and 3 detachments of mounted police. In addi- 
tion, each district has a unit composed of tear giis projectors and 
high-pressure hose truck« for crowd control. The communications 
center has efficient modern equipment for telephone and ra io con- 
tact with all districts, stations and patrol cars, teletype for contact 
with other impoiant cities and a radio station in the national 
(military) long-distance network. 

Official strength figures of police are never made public. In 
the course of a news interview printed in the newspaper El Tiempc 
at the end of 1960, the Chief of Staff of tl e National Police stated 
that the police force included 21,000 active agents.   Since the fig- 
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iti« was mentumed in the ooarae of a frank plea for public mpport 
of an increase in strength, it cannot be taken as exaggerated, and 
probably did not include staffs, schools or specialists. 

Proenrencttt and Tramug af Per——I 

In the past, both for political reasons and because of periods 
of rapid expansion, army officers have often been transferred to the 
police. The existing system, howsver, is designed eventually to 
f.^oduce a corps of officers professionally trained exclusively at the 
Escuela de Cadetes de Policia General Santander (General Saa- 
tander Police Cadet School). 

The Cadet School accepts candidates of suitable physkal qualifi- 
cations with recommendations as to character, family and badc- 
ground—so recommendations based on political affiliations are ac- 
cepted—and who have passed at least four of the six years required 
for the hacMUerato certificate (terminal diploma of academic high 
schools) (see ch. 10, Education). The school maintains a four-year 
course. The first two years are designed to complete the bachiUeraio 
requirement and combine academic, police, physical and »iltauy 
instruction. This is followed by the first year of profeesional 
instruction, which a candidate already having the haekälerato may 
enter directly. Here the curriculum is devoted to police techniques, 
legal subjects and the theory and practice of command. The use of 
police weapons and physical training continues. At the end of this 
course, the cadet is designated alferez (ensign) and passes to the 
final year of similar but more advanced courses. Upon the success- 
ful completion of these studies he is commissioned as a second 
lieutenant. The full capacity of the school is unknown, but 44 
graduated and 63 passed to the grade of alferez in 1959. 

An officers advancement follows in the same general Systran of 
qualification which obtains in the armed services. Promotion de- 
pends upon his record, a minimum length of service in grade and 
the successful completion of a school course (see ch. 83, The Armed 
Forces). 

Policemen (agente«) of the National Police are selected from vol- 
unteers of good physical condition, well recommended, who hare 
completed both four years of elementary school and their two years 
of military service. Qualified applicants then take a four-month 
training course at the Jimenez de Quesada Police School at Bogota. 
Candidate detectives are similarly selected and trained (in a longer 
course), but must have completed three years of the haehilkraio. 
There are three regional police schools modeled on the Quesada 
school, at Medellin, Tulua (Valle del Cauca) and in the Depart- 
ment of Narino, and a fourth one is planned for Barranquilla. It 
is unclear whether they prepare agents lor the National or Da- 



pftrtmentml Police, or both. Thre^ Centers of Instruction in BogoCi 
are believed to serve only the p^ice of the capital. For thsj eon- 
binerog, there is a special school for mounted duty at El Espinal, 
Tolima. Promotion is also dependent on passing qualifying courses 
in the appropriate school. 

Finuccs and Pay 

Although technically subordinate to the Ministry of War, the 
National Police is listed separately in the budget. Its allotment 
doubled during the Rojas regime, partly because of strength in- 
creases, but also because of inflationary trends. The budget de- 
creased in 1958 because of the austerity measures of the National 
Front, but increased again because of a considerable raise in pay 
for all officers and noncommissioned officers in 1959. The budget 
for V "^ was Col$104 million (Col$?.01 equaled in December 1958 
T7JS.$1.); the extension of the pay raise to all policemen, effective 
in January 1961, along with other needed expenditures, brought 
the 1961 budget to Col|119.3 million (Col$113.3 million (Col$7.25 
equaled U.S.$1.)). 

The pay and allowances of officers and noncommissioned oincers 
are identical with those for corresponding grades in the other serv- 
ices (see Ch. 33, The Armed Forces). The pay of agents in 1961 
was Col$380 ppr month. There is an additional family allowance 
of 20 percent for married agents and NCOs. Other allowances and 
retirement privileges are comparable to those in the other services. 

Attitudes and Public Image of the Police 

The lonj? history of the police as a political force of the party 
in power, and its incorporation in the military arm by General 
Rojas, which in effect made it a component of his "Government of 
the Armed Forces," have seriously hindered the National Front 
government in its stated intent to revise the purpose and image of 
the police to that of an impartial instrument of public service. The 
effort nevertheless is continuous and apparently sincere, on the part 
of both the povernment and the upper echelons of the police 
command. 

A sampling of the training texts used at the Police Cadet School, 
and of the professional articles and indoctrinational items in the 
Police Forces Review, a magazine of wide national circulation 
among members of the force, discloses an attempt to portray police 
duty on the highest ethical plane of service to the nation. Integrity, 
courtesy, firmness with justice and a self-confidence based on a 
thorough jrrasp of the proper powers and limitations of police 
operations are stressed. Indoc< rination seeks to teach condtict which 
will inspire law-abiding citizens to respect rather than fear the 
police. 
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The npuUtion of the police has improved oonsiderably in the 
ja*» sinoe 19S7. In on« instance, by demanding a full investigation, 
it was able to induce the complete retraction of an article in a 
Gonwrvative paper charging police brutality during a student strike 
in March 1959. The conduct of the Children's Police in handling 
the hundreds of "wild children" in Bogota and other cities has 
also attracted favorable comment. 

Another move of the police which has drawn favorable comment 
has been the establishment in Bogot4 and other cities of ckizens' 
committees known as Superior Police Councils. The Bogota com- 
mittee is composed of 30 prominent people representing such groups 
as the Church, women's clubs, the press, commerce, labor, service 
dubs, universities and political parties. The Councils meet period- 
ically with police officials to discuss civic matters and police opera- 
tions and their effect on the public. In this way the police, who 
took the initiative in the matter, have received widespread and 
favorable understanding. 

THE ADMINISTRATIVE DEPARTMENT OF SECURITY 

Before 1953 secret police functions w«»re lodged within the Di- 
rectorate General under titles changing from time to time, such ts 
the Detective Police, Security Police or the Department of Investi- 
gation and Identification. In 1953, under Rojas, the Servicio de 
Intelligencia Colombiano (SIC) was organized, responsible directly 
to the president It took over all the secret police functions of 
investigating crimes against the state and government and sur- 
veillance of foreigners—in short, security police and oounterintelli- 
gence functions. In 1960 its name was changed to the Departamento 
Administrativo de Seguridad (Administrative Department of Se- 
curity—DAS) without apparent change in function. 

CRIMINAL PROCEDURES IN THE COURT SsfSTEM 

The court system and criminal procedure derive largely from 
European systems not exclusively Spanish. Characteristic of these 
systems, the penal code and code of procedure are set forth in me- 
ticulous detail, little being left to custom, common law in the Anglo- 
Saxon sonse or precedent Application of this system throughout 
the country no longer allows regional variations: review and 
appeal travel from the lowest court through designated intermediate 
tribunals to the Supreme Court in applicable cases. 

Part of the system, though not within the Ministry of Justice, ii 
the Ministerio Püblico, headed by the Procurator General of the 
Nation (Procurador General de la Nacion), whose functions closely 
resemble those of the Attorney General in the united States, kit 
on a highly integrated nation-wide scale.   Also among his duties 
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is the scrutiny of the pe'-formanoe of al! com'-< to detect delin- 
qoency, error, malfeamnce, undue delays and so forth (see ch. 19, 
The Constitutional System; ch. 20, Structure of Government). 

Another function, European in origin, is that of UM Juez de 
Instrucciön, or Investigating Judge, whose duty is to determine if 
• complaint, report of crime, or arre-st is justified, to establish 
whether or not a crime has in fact been committed and to prepare 
the arraignment, including a complete summary of evidence pro 
and con, or, if in order, to declare an accused inculpable and quash 
the caw. 

Pretrbl Procedure 

Arrest mny follow the investigation of a reported crime, or the 
word of one who sees the commission of crime (flagrante delicto). 
(The principle of citizen's arrest, is recognized in the Constitution.) 
A person so committed to jail may nut be held more than 12 hours 
without a warrant, signed by the investigating officer, giving valid 
reason for arrest. The accused may be held incommunicado for 
72 hours from the moment of arrest» but severe penalties are in- 
curred if this period is exceeded. 

The investigating official must at once notify the appropriate 
judge and district or local attorney; he then proceeds to examine 
the accused, the material evidence end tb? tritnesses. The accused 
is interrogated, though not under oath, and may not be compelled 
to give testimony against himself, his blood relations to the fourth 
degree or relatives by marriage to the second. Witnesses are sworn. 
House search may be made only by warrant, and in normal case« 
only between the hours of 5 A.M. to 7 P.M.. and receipts are given 
for articles removed.   Force may be used to enter uninhabited places. 

Ths accused is entitled to counsel; if he does not have one, or 
even if he does not want one, the judge will appoint one to advise 
him. The accused is questioned only in the presence of his attorney, 
except when his or a victim's or witnesses' death is imminent or 
in a comparable emergency. He may receive no coaching on his 
answers and does not confront the witnesses. All testimony is re- 
duced to writing, as are visual observations of the investigator or 
expert witnesses of the corpus delicti and the scene of the crime. 
All testimony and papers of record are signed by the persons mak- 
ing them. 

The investigation must be completed within 30 days, unless more 
than one crime or one accused are involved, in which case 60 days 
are allowed. Bail is permitted at any point in the proceedings 
after the first determination of a prima facie case, unless thrre is 
a rather extensive list of serious crimes. The entire record of 
tqptimony—if the case justifies trial—completed by a statement of 
arraignment made by the investigating judge goes to the Circuit 
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Judge of the »re«, who refers it to the appropriate court of first 
instsaoe. 

Trials 

For common citiaens (neither high officials nor ecclesiastics) the 
highest courts of first instance are the Superior Courts of the 
Judicial Districts, which have jurisdiction in the most serious 
crimes, ranging from treason to embezzlement of sums of Col$l/XK) 
or more. The circuit courts try crimes in the medium ran^e, and 
municipal courts those ranging from serious mayhem to thefts of 
a value not over Col$20. Police courts have jurisdiction over mis- 
demeanors, minor mayhem or assault and, in some cases, property 
offenses involving up to Coi$<00. Military offenses and most of- 
fenses committed during a state of war or state of siege are tried 
in military courts (see ch. 33, The Armed Forces). 

After reference to a court, a case is subject to further examination 
by the government attorneys, the secretary of the court, the defense, 
the lawyer for the parte civil (the side which presents the claim 
for damages) and, in some cases, court experts, who give an esti- 
mate of actual and punitive damages that may be assessed. Such 
delays are subject to specific regulation and many last for 190 days. 
During this period, the judge is required to interrogate the accused 
in chambers twice on the facts, his personal history and background 
and "on everything which tends to reveal his personality." In 
Colombian law, any suit for damages caused by the alleged acts 
of the accused runs concurrently with the criminal trial. A separate 
set of legal representatives argue this case at the same hearing, 
following the presentation of evidence of the crime. 

Juries are employed only in trials before Superior Judges of 
Judicial Districts; they are used in all criminal cases within the 
court's competence except piracy, peculation and allied crimes, per- 
jury, counterfeiting, forgery, crimes such as arson which cre^'^s a 
common danger, larceny, robbery, extortion, intimidation, br.üery 
and embezzlement. For any given case three iurors are drawn by 
lot from a panel of 200 names furnished the court by the Superior 
District Tribunal (the next higher court). Challenges are per- 
mitted, if based on grounds of possible bias or involvement in the 
case, including relationship in the sixth degree to any party to it or 
to any of the court personnel. 

The trial opens with the reading of the older to proceed in the 
case and any other papers requested, after which the judge interro- 
gates the accused. Next. th< opposing parties may question the 
accused, the witnesses and experts. Argument and one rebuttal are 
then exercised by the prosecuting attorney, the parte eivü, and the 
accused or his representative, in that order. The judge may inter- 
vene with questions or rulinfs at any point. 
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When ft jury is pnasnt, it votee in closed etmrt by tmsw^tmg, 
"Yes," or, "No," to » written qoMticm by the judge in & fixed form: 
"Is the accused (by ntxm) responsible for the acts . . . (here ajm 
qwcifod exactly the alkgatitms of the anrvignn&Bt)." Degrees A 
giiilt are not the ccmcem of the jury, but they most answer a ques- 
tion as to whether or not toe »«used suffers mental derangement. 
A majority vote carries each question. If the judge concurs with 
the jury, he considers the matters of degrees of guilt, thr principle 
of greater or leas danger {peUgntsidad) to the public which the 
accused and his intent in committing the crime present, as well as 
previous good or bad conduct and character. In consideration of 
these matters and within the limits prescribed in the Penal Code, 
the judge passes sentence within 15 days. 

If the evidence makes it appear that the jury's verdict is clearly 
contrary to the facts disclosed, the judge may so indicate to the 
next higher rCart and request review. If that court supports the 
judge, a retuti before a new jury is ordered, the results of which 
are final 

Pemltiw 

The death penalty is forbidden by the Constitution, and the Penal 
Code makes no mention of life imprisonment. 

The prescribed penalties, graduated according to severity of con- 
ditions and length are as follows: 

Prendio (Penitentiary) 1 to 24 years 
Prition (Prison) 6 months to 8 years 
Arre«to (Confinement) 1 day to 5 years 
Ccnfinamiento (Rest Hction) 3 months to 3 years 
WMFine) Col$2 to Col$5000 

Presidio involves assignment to a penitentiary under mtximum 
s«»curity conditions and always begins with a pen >d of solitary 
conünernent of one month to two years after which daily labor in 
the infjtitution workshops or farm or on public works is required. 

Prision is served in a designated prison or special agricultural 
penal colony. Work outside the limits of the institution may not 
be required. 

Arretto is less severe confinement and offers the prisoner a choice 
of whatever types of work may be organized in the institution. 

Confinatnisnto carried the requirement that the person condemned 
reside in a fixed place, at least 100 kilometers from his or his vic- 
tim's usual house, or from the place whare the crime was committed. 

Fines are graduated not only in proportion to the seriousness of 
the offense, but also to the economic conditions of the offender. 
Fines in default are converted to arretto at the rate of one day for 
each Col$2.00 unpaid. 
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Than m «Is» accawy p—MM iHiidi mmj \m •djudgwi, aad 
is MMM «MM ex itamMkikay addad to th* basic wafwa Thay 
ifidDda natrietod .wM«<w». promiiMat poblieitj of dia aiataMa, tkia 
kü (womttmm pemmmA) «I cm! righta, UM pro&ibitiaa to anr- 
cwa a pwkmkm or emft, tfaa loaa of gofwnmmi pmätm and ra- 
oramaat pay, e bond to k^ep the poaea, umpmuni (withoot ooo- 
hmotm. uÄ with 3b» £nt%) to a panal farm oohmj aad Üw loaa 
of parartal rig^a la gcrjnl aentaneaa to pwiitantiaiy or priaon 
SBcIode a3! a^MOfimto aceaaaoty pmüSam for the tenn of COB- 

Th» etbemMj tBaaaa, drag addicts and afcehoiica neaive qweul 
tieataent Dtp&nimg oa the tmitmmm of the offenaaa md their 
ftote cr condition of addiction, they may be confined in inaane 
aaytarns or special farm eoloniea, parokd imdar aorvwltonoa, ordered 
to hbar oe public irarla or forbiddai to feefwt pnblk plaeei 
what« temptatiaea to rabpaa might be imnstibla. 

Tbe Tmd Code has 816 artklea defining fekmiaa {deUtoi) and 
ameamg pnaahMS. In atsuiy every cam, an upper aad lower limit 
w sat on the period of .^sfiaäment or die amcont of the fine, whkh 
«Iloirs the jjsdga ktitnde in sentencing. In many mstsaeas qpedal 
definitions of aggravating or «meliorating cirenmstaneas are provided, 
in which case the pmalty must be increased or decreased in a fixed 
propoftkaL The Code is silent on the rabject of mtsderaeanora 
(eonirmmeimet) except to indicate that they an in the competeaee 
of police ooorts. They ire said to be defined in police regnlatians 
and in nmnicipal ordinanoia. 

Immnnity under the statute of limitations principle applies 80 
years after the date of the crime for the most serious offenses, after 
a lapae equal to the prewribed sentence for offenaaa in the middle 
range, and five yean after coma ^aaion for the net. 

Review, Appeal, 

Review by the next higher court is automatic when a sentence 
Involves more than one year of any type of deprivation of personal 
liberty. Furthermore, a complete system of appeal is prescribed, the 
terms of which include strict limits of time in the interests of speedy 
justice. In some circumstances, the case may eventually reach the 
Supreme Court. 

When the sentence involves arrttto xor no more than three yean 
or priiion for nc more than two, the judge may grant suspension of 
sentence of from two to five yean under peace bond. Where arn»8to 
or prision is imposed for more than two yean, and two-thirds ol the 
sentence has hen served, or when in any case of sentence to pre$idio 
three-quarters of the time has been served with good conduct, and 
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with UM ooocurreiice of the Attorney General and UM prison oouncil 
of UM particalar institution, UM remainder may be smpended and 
the prisoner paroled. 

In minor crimes of riolenoe and against property, where mitigating 
cuewnstanoes exist and the criminal makes restitution, judicial par- 
don is allowed. Pardon and amnesty for political offenses can be 
decreed only by the President in accordance with the specific law 
of Congress. 

Mtawra 

Since 1946 there has been a Juvenile Court in each department to 
conduct proceedings involving infractions of law by persons under 
18, and to take cognizance of cases of abandoned and neglected 
children. The judge of each court is assisted by a psychiatrist, a 
special investigator and social workers. 

Upon apprehending a person under 18, all police are directed to 
report the case to the Juvenile Court, meantime, if possible, remand- 
ing the offender under bond to his parents cr guardians, but in no 
case confining him in the company of common criminals. The Judge 
of Minors is required to study the personality and environment of 
the minor, a process that may last as long as 90 days, before conduct- 
ing a hearing. All proceedings are held in confidence, and all public 
information media are forbidden to publish the name of the offender. 

Punishments for minors in this age group range in ascending order 
of severity from simple admonition to commitment to a special re- 
formatory for minors. All punishments include the provision that 
the minor must receive mental and moral education. 

Habitual Criminality 

Extraordinary Decree 14 of 1955 was passed to provide general 
authority to proceed against the habitual criminal. The Penal Code 
had no similar provisions but took accounc of repeated offense» only 
in a few specific crimes, usually only increasing the permissible sen- 
tence by a fraction. Decree 14 established the legal principle of the 
state of special social peril (estado de especial peligrosidad social), 
and prescribed the conditions under which proceedings could be 
started by reason of prior record—in general, for two or more cases 
of a specified crime within 10 years, or three or more misdemeunors 
within three years. Under the law, habituality is implied where the 
offender was arrested and investigated, even though conditionally 
released on grounds of insufficient evidence. Thirty-two categories 
of offenses are listed including crimes of violence and those against 
property and public morals, as well as vagrancy and professional 
begging. Chronic alcoholism, drug addiction and violent insanity 
are included to permit restriction to a hospital or a mental institu- 
tion for treatment. 
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Jurisdiction in such cases is ^.ven to designstnd existing courts, 
including police courts, and additional courts art'jonzbd for this 
purpose. Procedure may be initiated on complaint or from the 
record of past offenses. Apprehension and inTestigation follow nor- 
mal rules, except that the intervention of the representative of the 
Public Ministry (State's Attorney) is diseietionary. The accused is 
entitled to legal representation. The case is tried in private and on 
the basis of the record only, unless expert testimony is called. 

Fentences are always confinement m an agricultural penal ooloty 
except in medical cases. They are discretionary within set limits, 
as in the penal code, and range from 1 to 10 years. Beview is re- 
quired, and appeal may be filed, as under the code of criminal pro- 

PRISONS AND PENAL FARMS 

[ 

The Ministry of Justice is charged with the administration of the 
prison system through its Department of Prisons. Most prison per- 
sonnel belong to this department, but prison guards are on perma- 
nent detail from the police. The directors of prisons are in some 
cases police officers borrowed from the National Police and, in others, 
retired army officers. The principal officers of a prison constitute the 
Council of Discipline, which is concerned with such matters as in- 
ternal discipline, parole and pardons. There is also a Council of 
Guardianship (Consejo de Patronato) which is quasi-govemmental 
in that it consists of govermnent representatives, members of chari- 
table or welfare organizations and prominent citizens. Its duty is 
general prison welfare, and its recommendations carry seme weight 

Prisons are classified in three main types: penitentiaries, district 
prisons and municipal jails. Penitentiaries are few in number and 
include a central one, LA Picota, in Bogota and others at Tunja, 
Barranquilla, Ibagu^, and one or two older ones. The newest, com- 
pleted in 1960, is on the island of Gorgona in the Pacific, 20 miles 
from the coast of Cauca and 75 from the port of Buenaventura. It 
is a maximum security prison for the most dangerous criminals; the 
accumulated sentence of each of its present few hundred inmates 
ranges from 50 to 100 years. Eventually it is expected to house 
1,000 prisoners. There is a district jai' for each judicial district and 
a municipal jail in most municipalities. There are also a few women's 
prisons, one in Bogota. Otherwise women are confined in separate 
sections of penitentiaries. 

Only two penal agricultural colonies are known to exist. One, 
Araracuara, for dangerous prisons with long terms, is isolated in the 
tropical jungle of Amazonas on the Caqueti River. The other and 
far larger one, for lesser offenders, is at Acacias, south of Villavi- 
oencio, the capital of Mets. 
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PriM CMÜtiM» 

Moil of tk» pnwsis in UM eouitfy art old, and «MM very crowded. 
Hoalth eonditioitt an poor, and rations are said to be adequate in 
qcantky but notntkatally d^cimt. 

There is modi emphasis in the law codes on reform and rehabilita- 
tion through work. The policy may be well applied at the penal 
odonies, and possibly at some of the prisons in the smaller citiea, 
bat in the old prisons of the large cities overcrowding has made the 
workshops inadequate, and there is no land available for prison gar- 
dens. Poor living and working conditions, oo-ipled with forced idle- 
ness, have produced disorder and indiscipline. Murders among the 
inmatn have concerned the authorities and have occasioned continu- 
ing press comment, especially in Bogota. 

A press report of Bogot4 dated at the end of 1960, based allegedly 
on official records, disclosed oat there were 186 prison deaths during 
the year, of which more than 100 were murders by other prisoners. 
The balance died from illness and accident or were kilted trying to 
escape.   Prison murders in Bogota alone totaled 40. 

During the same year, 547 prismers escaped from the jails of the 
country. Many escapes are laid to administrative laxity and ladt 
of training and discipline of the guards. For example, in Bogota 
it was found that many prisoners were given passes without author- 
ity, some for over night. Abo, many of the guards were known 
to have fraternized and gambled with the prisoners and accepted 
bribes to bring them tools and weapons. 

THE INCIDENCE OF CRIME 

CrisM Rates 

Over the past few years (the last full statistics available are for 
1958) the crime rate has risen steadily, as evidenced by both the 
number of investigations initiated and the number of persons ac- 
cused as a result. Not only has the absolut .umber increased, but 
also the rate per 100,000 of estimated population (see table 1). 

Table l.   Crimtm ItumUgetmi and Rat* ptr 100,000, 1969-68 

tm trvwtlfKMnw Pwmu sccowd OMNI pw taa^M 

1050              87,14« 
102,993 
118,802 

106,983 
123.830 
152.018 

842.1 
1057              0SS.1 
1&S8 1,131. 6 

Source: Colombia,   DepwUmento,   Admiofatrativo   Nftckmal  de  Eatodfotics, 
Anwria Oaoaral 4» EmmdUUea, IMS, p. 364, 365. 
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Throughout this period the «ame four departments, not ulwijc in 
the aune order, had the highest rates. In 1958 they wen, in de- 
scending order, Condinamarca, To'ima, Cauca and Huila. Of (he 
persons accused of crime in 1Ö58, 93.6 percent were male, and where 
such information was reported, 42 percent were from 18 to 25 years 
of age and nearly 85 percent were literate. Almost all had some 
form of employment. 

Considering the number of investigations and persons involved, 
the number of trials and, still more striking, the number of eventual 
convictions are remarkably small (see table 2). 

Of the 8,010 convicted of felony in 1958, more than half received 
sentences to pnswn. and about one-fifth to presidio (see table 3). 

Tabi* t.    TriaU and RenJU, 1BS4S8 

MM Htt M. MT 

24,010 29,300 S7.706 27,749 

13.188 
1,818 
8,304 

19,962 
1,669 
7,739 

18,283 
1,849 
7.573 

19,364 
1,442 
6,943 

67. 1 61. i 5&5 S2.2 

TrUb heard -. 
Caaes eontinued or 

quashed.  
Acquittals  
Convktions  
Convietiona per 

100,000 pop  

30,937 

19.307 
,620 

8,010 

ML2 

Source: Anuarut Oeneral de EsUtdUHea, ViHS. p. 399. 

TobU S.    PmnükwHiU* Imptmxl for Convietoont of FeUmy, 1968 

Presidio     1,637 (1 to 24 yean) 
PriMön   4,484 (6 mo«, to 8 yean) 
Arreato.. .-.        876 (1 day to 3 yean) 
PeeaS Colony  »06 (1 to 10 yean) 
Fiwd    38 
Sucpended Sentence      13 
Criminally ILiaoe. -  44 
Peace Bond    6 
Labor at Public Works.      ... 6 

8,010 

Source: ^nuono Ccneral de Estodi'ttca, i96H. 

Crime statistics partially available for 1951i| and 1960 disclose that 
the incidence of serious crime remained basically unchanged from 
that of 1958 and previous y^rs. The five crime«? of great frequency 
studied are homicide, assault and mayhem, robbeiy, stock stealing 
and sexual crimes (see table 4). 

The Juvenile Courts beard 6,435 cases in 1958, an increase of 
about 1,000 from the average of the four previous years.   Of the 
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CUM heard, 4,810 were fint offenses, 1,310 were r*pMtas, and 815 
were ^protection cMe«," that is, with no puniahment oc^sidend. 

The prison population, ezeiiisrre of mimicipal jails, showed a net 
gain for the year 1958 bat neverthelesB a cnosidenbk decresse from 
lhat of the end of 1855 («e table 5). 

TUfc 4   Primtnt Criwm. IMS mmd 1869-00 

«Ö Dw. 
»a» 

U 

Homicide  
MAjrhem  
Robbery  
Stoek rtealiag 
Senuu  

7,7»7 
30,(04 
16.440 
5,730 
4.742 

3,805 
I«. 611 
8,023 
3,343 
2,669 

3,836 
16.244 
8,061 
3,270 
3,217 

6,741 
32.856 
16,084 
6,513 
5,886 

Sourae: Adapted from Anwario Gttural dt BdtMatim, 1968, p. 363, mad BokAn 
Mamml d$ OtadUtw«, No. 119, February 1961, p. 9. 

TaiUS.   Primm Pvpulatüm, im md 1968 

Fflnc ITP* 

PenUestmriea.. 
Dätrict j&ite... 
Circuit jtiila... 
Women's jaih.. 
Penal eokmies.. 
Detention jaih. 
CSometion jails 

Totale.. 

Dm. ». UH     Jao. I, UM 

1,313 
9,190 

18.000 
35 

1,404 
366 
168 

30.476 

2,287 
9,687 
4.793 

764 
1,670 

243 
191 

19,635 

Dw.«. tM 

2,269 
11,529 
6,659 

809 
1,366 

231 
186 

22,999 

Sourae: Anvmrio Omeral de BitadUtiea, 1968, p. 410, 411, and Amario (hntnU 
to Bla&ttiea, 1866, p. 247. 

None of the statistics given, except those in table 5, take into 
account misdemeanants or vagrants. During li>58 these offenses re- 
sulted in the jailing, usually for short terms, of 4,580 for vagrancy 
and pick-pocketing, 555 for tax fraud and evasion and 18,012 for 
minor police charges. An indeterminate number of habitual vagrants 
presumably increased the number in the penal colonies, under the 
"special social peril" decree of 1955. 

Saagfli^ff 

The violation of ciistoms regulations by the illicit export and 
import of goods, including the systematic smuggling of firearms, 
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conatitatM » considerable km to the nationel economy and a aarioM 
addiUoo to the criminal potential. 

The pre« contains many rdkctkms on the serioiisnese of the «to- 
ation and the gorenunent's aj^amt inability to correct it. A year- 
end article in the Bogota newspaper El Tiempo fivee an estima&a 
of the extent of illegal trafie daring 1960, based on independent 
inTestigation. The paper offers a figure of Col$360 millkm annually 
as the value of contraband entering the country by coastal smug- 
gling. The principal areas of entry are on the Caribbean coast, 
especially die Guajira Peninsula and the Gulf of Urabi. Carrying 
less bulk than the power boats used for coastal smuggling, but 
neTertheleas of some importance in the trade in arms and ammuni- 
tion, are light planes capable of landing on any cleared piece of 
level terrain. The paper estimates that S/XK) pistols and revohren 
are smuggled in each month. 

According to El Tiempo Um trade is highly organised; import has 
its capital base in the proceeds of the sale of coffee illegally exported, 
and therefore constitutes a double drain on the economy. There is 
also an estimated loss of more than Col$100 million in cattle drma 
over the Venezuela border. Besides arms, the most lucrative items 
of import are whisky, porcelains, electrical accessories and womarfi 
clothes. 

The government customs service (ad&ma) is very poorly sup- 
ported by the budget. It has few planes, its coastal patrol boats are 
inferior to those of the smugglers and it has only 3,000 sgents 
{resffttardot) for nearly 1,900 miles of ooasUine. The service, ap- 
parently completely independent of the police, is so poorly paid that 
its agents are under constant temptation to accept bribes. 
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CHAPTER 23 

FOREIGN POLICIES 

The outstanding positive foreign policy goal has long been to 
obtain from abroad the economic benefits—chiefly investment «ad 
loans, but also improved trade relations—that would assist the coun- 
try to overcome the besetting problem of poverty. Large-scale eco- 
nomic development hinges upon aid, chiefly from the United States; 
domestic reform in the economic and social sphere would be ineffi- 
cient in itself, though it may be a condition for obtaining the 
needed amount of assistance, as President Kennedy's me—age of 
March 1961 suggested. This is a principal objective of foreign 
policy, one poseibly more attainable through a passive and coopera- 
tive role in hemisphere relations and international organizations 
than by diplomatic initiative (see ch. 32, Foreign Economic Rela- 
tions) . 

A sscondary aim is security. Since no pressing threat to inde- 
pendence or national integrity exists at present, this aim entails 
little unilateral diplomatic initiative or innovation, but places heavy 
reliance upon the united Nations and the Organization of American 
States (GAS) as institutional means for maintaining order and 
stability, particularly in the Caribbean area, most vital to Colombia's 
economic ties. Full participation in these organizations also helps 
satisfy the strong Colombian interest in legal, and indeed legalistic, 
solutions to international problems, the antithesis of a resort to force 
that would be inimical to its national security and interest. 

Given the limited aims und small domestic impact of foreign 
policy, cultural intercourse plays a major role in external relation«. 
Less palpable and apparently less vital than the usual political, 
military or economic involvements, cultural relations nevertheless 
reveal more strikingly the underlying sympathies and inclinations 
of the ruling class. Economic dependence on United States trade 
and assistance cloaks the persistent undercurrent of antipathy to- 
ward the great power of the hemisphere. Cultural exchange with 
the United States has recently developed to impressive magnitude 
in response to deliberate efforts by Washington, since the advent of 
Roosevelt's Good Neighbor Policy, to counteract Latin American 
hostility. Yet the attraction of Colombian intellectuals to France 
and French culture exists without programed stimulation.   The ap- 
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peal of Spanish thought and litcrttur» has an obrioos historical 
baas, and Colombia feels a cultural affinity for the Latin countries 
of Europe exceeding any comparable feeling toward nearer neighbors. 

Among immediate neighbors, Venezuela and Ecuador enjoy UM 
greatest good will; Peru is much less respe«**!. Relationships with 
otVr Smith American countries are comparatively recent, although 
there is a record of cooperation with Chile, particularly in police 
and military training. A Colombian educator, Daniel Samper 
Ortega, obeeired before World War II that the least expensive way 
to go from Colombia to Brazil was via New York. Since the war 
advances in transportation and communication have brought Colom- 
bia into closer relations with other countries of South and Central 
America. Despite frequent disagreements among themselves, they 
usually unite in supporting the rights of small nations against larger 
powers. In disputes between the United States and the Soviet 
Union, however, Colombia and most of iu> neighbors have consist- 
ently supported the United States. At the same time, they clearly 
do not welco is any prospect of intensified involvement in the cold 
war. 

Since the restoration of amicable relations with the United States 
in the 1920*8 following the prolonged bitterness over the Panama 
Canal, and since the settlement of boundary disputes with its neigh- 
bors, Colombia's foreign relations have held to a quiet course. Only 
an inflammatory issue or threat has been able to evoke toward exter- 
nal affairs the popular or official interest which domestic politics 
hold. With the possible exception of Castro's Cuba no such issue 
has appeared since World War II. Partly for this reason, and partly 
because of the limited objectives of Colombian foreign policy, the 
postwar record of external relations has been relatively constant and 
predictable in spite of extreme fluctuations on the domestic political 
scene (see ch. 21, Political Dynamics). 

Nevertheless, Colombia, without contributing to international dis- 
order itself, has been surrounded since World War II by potential 
crises. The success of the OAS in mediating and resolving most 
quarrels of the area appears to justify a continued reliance on that 
organization for maintaining the peaceful conditions essential to 
the country's security. 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Colombia's entry into the twentieth century brought little change 
in its long-standing isolation from world affairs. Even after World 
War II, when international relations increasingly demanded the 
nation's attention, Colombia preserved substantially its isolationist 
position by channeling its external relations mainly through the 
OAS and the United Nations.   In this manner, bilateral involve- 
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rnents were either riiniiaixed or focused specifically on economic or 
cultural relations, learing the large nBoas of mteraational peace and 
security to the available hemispheric and global forums. 

Throughout its history, Colombia's relations with other ooontriflB 
have been limited by the lack of particular goals attainable through 
international political inyolveownt The record therefore wean the 
appearance of long periods of passivity punctuated by oocaskmal 
boundary disputes with hemispheric neighbors. The important ex- 
ception to this parochial pattern arose just after the turn of the 
century and involved Colombia in two decades of rancor and re- 
crimination with the united States over the question of Panama. 

In January 1903, Tomfis Herren, Colombian plenipotentiary, and 
John Hay, pursuing President Theodore Roosevelt's quest for an 
American-owned canal across the Panamanian isthmus, signed a 
treaty leasing to the United States a canal zone in Panama on terms 
financially advantageous to Colombia. This was the eulminatioa of 
a prolonged set of maneuvers and negotiations whkh had finally 
focused United States intentions on Panama in preference to Nica- 
ragua, and which had included arrangements between the United 
States and Britain covering their respective rights in management 
of a future canal. The United States Congress had authorised, in 
the Spoonar Act, acquisition of a canal acme and the property of 
the French Panama Canal Company. Accordingly, the Senate 
quickly ratified the Hay-Herran treaty. But the Colombian Con- 
gress, motivated by concern for its country's sovereign rights and by 
the prospect of added financial benefit, rejected the treaty and 
thereby brought Roosevelt's cherished project to an impasse. 

The President was prepared to overcome this latest obstacle by 
extralegal means and would have recommended to Congress tha 
the canal be started without a treaty. But developments in Panama 
itself offered an alternative course that was quickly grasped. The 
separatist sentiment that had long characterized Panama's relation 
with the central government in Bogota erupted once «gain in a revo- 
lution led by Joa6 Arango and designed to create an indepeudeat 
Republic of Panama. The Panamaair . junta blocked efforts to 
maintain the authority of Bogota for only a few days in November 
until the United States, acting in unseemly haste, bestowed recogni- 
tion on the new republife. 

The way was thereby cleared for construction of the canal inde- 
pendent of Colombia's wishes. But relations between Colombia and 
the United States were poisoned for many jears to come. The iirst 
major attempt at reconciliation occurred in 1909 when a treaty was 
signed and presented to the Colombian legislature (see ch. 2, His- 
torical Setting). Nationalist passions and indignation over the canal 
incident were still so strong that the treaty was rejected, an act 
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eontrllsitiäif to tHc iu'l of tjte C'ol«ml>i*K President. Ealaei Reyes. 
The WilaraE sdjninbtratkwi renewed f^ »fort to restore friendly 
jelations in 1911. hat the ppovssioli of d>* proposed treaty providing 
for uidemntBcsdogi of Cokwsfeia 8e<proed to many pro-Roosevelt 
United Stai^ w&atorg a Mfpadiation of the former president's 
achievement, and the treaty failed to gain Senate approval. 

Not until 1921 wag a treaty rattfied that contained enough conces- 
sions to please Colombians without provoking opposition in Wash- 
ington. The growing importance of Colombian oil played a signifi- 
cant role in establishing in th United States a climate favorable to 
the restoration of friendly relations with Colombia. Subsequent 
relations, based largely upon the fruitful economic ties which com- 
pleme»5*.'ty economies can enjoy, have been stable and amicable. 
The rbiombian residue of ii'i will toward the North American colos- 
sus, t flfected in occasional complaints about intervention and dollar 
diplomacy, has not materially affected diplomatic relations. 

Colombia'«« difficulties with its Central and South American neigh- 
bors have consisted of occasional boundary disputes that have inter- 
rupted otherwise uneventful records of polite, but hardly intimate, 
contact. The loss of Panama in 1903 erased one such problem with 
Costa Rica, substituting for it a disagreement with Panama itself. 
The latter dispute remained unsettled until after Colombian-United 
States relations improved; in 1924 Colombia and Panama resolved 
the boundary question by treaty and entered into diplomatic 
relations. 

A dispute of greater importance took p'ace in 1932 when Peru 
seized an area around Leticia in fht Amazon Valley. Colombia's 
relations with Peru had never been so close as its historic ties with 
Ecuador and "Venezuela, and feelings were aroused to a high pitch 
over this disagreement. A League of Nations commission reached 
a settlement in 1934 whereby the area was returned to Colombia, 
but the issue has survived as a latent source of ill will between the 
two countries. 

In 1941 a long-standing dispute with Venezuela involving sub- 
stantial territory reopened, but a resolution was obtained without 
resort to violence. The Granoolombjan idea for reconstituting n 
larger national entity composed of Colombia. Ecuador, and Vene- 
zuela, although not an immediate or practical possibility, has re- 
tained its appeal in some circles. Undoubtedly it has ,'onfributed 
to the generally friendly context in which relatior^ amongr the three 
countries have been conducted. 

Throughout the intervar period and after. Colombia W&H a co- 
operative participant ^ inter-American affairs. It •»rved. for 
example, as a member of the Committee of Investigation and Con- 
ciliation which tried without success to mediate the qmrrel between 
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Bolivia and Ptragnty that gave rise to irx Ch««» War in 1932. 
The absettce of intimate involvement in international politics 

made Colombia, in common »ith most of its neighbors, a neutral 
arena for competing cultural influences. The Good Neighbor Policy, 
inaugurated by President Franklin D. Roosevelt, represented the 
United States' first large-scak program of cultural diplomacy and 
was designed to obliterate the unfriendly sentiments surviving in 
Latin America from the era of intervention and so-called dollar 
diplomacy. By mean« of cultural exchange and more helpful trade 
policies, the united States hoped to establish its place in, and thereby 
strengthen, the inter-American system. Counterposed to the eon- 
cept of hfcüiispheric solidarity and cooperation was the program 
conducted by Spain, France and Germany, emphasizing the selfish 
motives of the United States and the traditional cultural ties be- 
tween Latin America and Europe. 

Colombia's behavior at the beginning of World War II signified 
at least a partial victory for hemispheric solidarity. Before Pearl 
Harbor the United States had an agreement with Colombia pro- 
viding a military mission to assist in the improved training of the 
letter's armed forces; a trade agreement readied in 1940 added 
strength to commercial relations between the two countries. After 
the outbreak of the war, Colombia joined with Mexico and Vene- 
zuela in sponsoring a resolution at the Bio Conference (January 
1942) which would have required all Latin America* signatories 
of the Havana Declaration of 1940 to sever diplomatic relations 
with the Axis powers. Failing to secure anything more than A 
"recommendation" to this effect, Colombia itself broke off d'plomatie 
relations and promptly moved to expropriate the SCADTA airline, 
which was suspect because it was founded and run by German and 
Austrian pilots after World War I as the first Western Hemisphere 
commercial airline. These steps were a merited contrast with 
Colombian neutrality in World War I. 

MACHINERY OF FOREIGN RELATIONS 

The Colombian Constitution gives almost exclusive jurisdiction 
over foreipn relations to the chief executive. As in domestic mat- 
ters, the President is responsible for the formulation and execution 
of official foreign policy, subject to the rather weak check of the 
Congress. He has an unrestricted power of appointment and re- 
moval of his Cabinet ministers; he controls and directs the armed 
forces; and he is expressly protected by the Constitution against 
legislative inquiry into diplomatic instructions and secret negotia- 
tions. Article 20 contains the two principal delegations of »uthority 
in external relations, empowering the President: 
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for tfce cxtenal «ecuriti of fee BepoMk defeadlas tkt 
•ad honor of tta* SuUm mad the iarMaMUtjr <rf iu ter- 

ritory ; to declare war with the cooaeBt of the Seeate or to make war 
wtthoat each eoawat when It becota netwaiy to repel a foieisa 
lara^oa: «ad to eoaeäade and ratify the treaty of peace. raporOac Us 
acttoM with iinUauil doeuacats to the aext mm*\m of Coognm; 
... to «net Che ffipionatle aad oanaierriel rriattom with forelca 
powen. appoiat Dtpkmatie Aweastm, recetre ftorclca diptoaiatie repre- 
Mntatlrta, aad to eater lato traattca aad coareaüomi wludi ehall be 
■ahMitted to Comma for appnmü. 

Thus, the Congress as a whde retains only the power to approve 
tnaties and 'Ho call upon the Government for written or verbal 
reports neceasaiy for the beuer perfotmanoe of the work of the 
nepective Home," The Senate retains the power to authorise dec- 
larations of war, although circumstances could permit circumvention 
of this provision. The President, paramount in all governmental 
functioning, is therefore given a ptill freer hand in the conduct of 
«xtenaal relations. 

The Constitution is otherwise silent on the subject of foreign 
relations except to stipulate that "the Government may celebrate 
with the Holy See, subject to subsequent approval by Congress, 
conventions for the regulation of the relations between the State 
and the Catholic Church on bases of reciprocal deference and mutual 
reepect," a provision revealing the privileged role of the Roman 
Catholic Church and the Holy See in Colombia. 

Although the foreign minister is customarily an official of impor- 
tance in the governmental hierarchy, the diplomatic establishment 
is small—in keeping with the modest role played by foreign policy. 
The diplomatic corps has remained a virtual mono^wly of the upper 
class, drawing most frequently upon professional persons, intellec- 
tuals and retired military officers for its personnel. In the more 
informal realms of cultural and economic relations, the country is 
most often represented by persons of elevated status in the social 
pyramid (aee ch. 6, Social Structure). 

The process of foreign policy determination, like the substance 
of the nation's foreign policy, is remarkably unchanging. Colom- 
bia's withdrawn position in international politics and the limited 
nature of its foreign policy objectives keep enunciations of external 
poli-y from %*ighing heavily in domestic politics. So long as the 
government's position remains prudent and conservative, as it has 
in recent ye»rs, foreign policy debates in Congress and among the 
public do not arouse particular fervor. For the most part, then, 
the Government of the day pursues a familiar and accepted course 
with changes of phrasing when appropriate to differentiate the 
contending political parties. Only when economic advantage ap- 
pears to be at stak« or when a disruptive factor such as the Cuban 
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rerolntica clouds the hemispheric horison is tin gorenunent dai- 
knged to adjust its foreign policy. But even in such • case the 
tendency is to rely upon the legal fonnolas and eonciliation mecha- 
nisms of the OAS rather than to strike out independent^ on a new 
course. 

CURSENl POUCISS AND RELATIONS 

In August 1958, Colombian Foreign Minkter Turfaay Ayala 
joined with bis counterparts from Venezuela and Ecuador to enun- 
ciate the common features of their oountnes* foreign polieies. The 
reeulting Declaration of Bogota was tngnificant in seröal ways: it 
expressed the intention of the participating countries to maintain 
harmony in their external relations and to work toward a com- 
mon market that would eliminate the profound concern of the 
three governments with economic and cultural relations, relegating 
international politics to a secondary leyel; and it demonstrated 
by its main emphases the close connection between domestic prob- 
lems and foreign policy. 

The declaration advocated that the three countries try to influence 
the rest of Latin America to participate more actively in "promoting 
world peace and security," and it underlined the importance of 
human rights and juridical principles. The principal approach to 
such matters was understood to be through the international or- 
ganizations to which the three belong, notably the United Nations 
and the OAS. It was evident, however, that Tnrbay Ayala and 
his colleagues were mainly concerned with the internal problem 
of economic development and that their views on foreign relations 
were strongly conditioned by this central issue. This accounts for 
the common market idea and the stated connection between cultural 
interchange and social progress. Even the ideals of peace and 
justice were stated in close association with the aspiration to raise 
living standard.«. It follows that much of Colombian foreign policy 
is concerned with foreign trade and that moet relations with for- 
eign countries are seen primarily in their economic dimension (see 
ch. 32, Foreign Economic Relations). 

Cultural relations also have an economic aspect insofar as they 
lead to establishing in Colombia necessary schools and other train- 
ing establishments and to acquiring technical aid. A large portion 
of such aid through cultural diplomacy has derived from North 
American sources, beginning with the Good Neighbor Poü?y and 
continuing in the period after World War II. But cultural ties, 
since they seldom involve dangerous political commitments, allow 
much latitude for expressing the profound relationship to the I^atin 
countries of Europe and the long-standing affinity for England. 
Colombia, in particular among South American countries, with its 
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proprigfaury tttitnde toward the Spanish cmtoral tradition, makes 
maA of it» Hndnd fwünf for the Spanish, Franeh and Italian 
Uteraxy and aftistic prcducts of Europe. Yet such cultural brads 
an intangible and sekkan assume the palpable form of exchange 
agreements and cooperative educational Tentnree which typify Co- 
lombia's relations with other OAS member states and especially 
with North America. Indeed, the Declaration of Bogota referred 
explicitly to cnltaral interchange among "countries of this hemi- 
sphere.*' 

The political aspects of external relations are generally through 
international organizations, the OAS, where only the hemisphere is 
concerned, and the United Nations, in matters involving Europe. 
Colombia is becoming increasingly aware of the whole globe, either 
through considerations of trade or through its responsible role in the 
United Nations, and a trend has begun that will gradually modi y 
the country's exclusive orientation to the hemisphere and Western 
Europe. Colombian participation in *he Korean War through its 
United Nations contingent was s case in which the larger dimen- 
sions of world politics forced themselves upon the attention of 
Colombia. Developing competition from Africa in coffee growing 
and exporting is another intrusion into Colombian isolation. Eva» 
the Soviet bloc, emphatically ignored by Colombian diplomacy since 
Colombia severed diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union in 
1948, will demand increasing attention, either by trade blandish- 
ments or through United Nations affairs. 

OrganisatioB of American States 

The Organization of American States was founded at the Bogota 
Conference of American States in 1948. The direct outgrowth of 
the Pan American movement which established an inter-American 
organization in 1889-90, the OAS represented an adjustment of the 
inter-American system to new developments of the postwmr period. 
In particular, it became a regional grouping of the type foreseen 
(and fought for by Latin American representatives) in the found- 
ing of the United Nations; its charter is r1o«ely related to the ap- 
propriate provisions of the United Nations Charter. The OAS 
Charter, though formally of recent vintage, embodies the instituMons 
and procedures developed over many yeara of hemispheric (on.Milta 
tion. Also basic to OAS are the Rio Treaty of 1947, in effect a 
hemispheric defense pact, and the Pact of Bogota which consolidates 
a generation of experience in maintaining harmony among the mem- 
her states. 

The OAS Charter provides for numerous boards and committee» 
to (h-tt! with special problems, as well as for the Pan American 
diion as a secretariat.    But its prime orjjan is the periodic Inter- 
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American Conference which ordinarily meets every fire years to 
elaborate policy for the whole organization and to deal with any 
threat to amicable relations within the hemisphere. Its most dra- 
matic body is the Foreign Ministers' Meeting which is obligatory 
in the event of an armed attack on any portion of the Western 
Hemisphere and which may gather to deal with any emergency. 
The first one under the new organization scheme was called at the 
request of the United States in 19£1 to strengthen hemispheric 
bonds against the "aggressive policy of international communism." 

The OAS is burdened in its operations by occasionally competing 
interest« among its members and, particularly, I y the memory of 
United States interventionist policies. The emotional reaction of 
Latin Americaa« to any hint cf intervention has prcred a difficult 
obstacle to positive action, for almost any genuine threat to the 
hemisphere would entail some action by the United States that could 
be regarded as intervention. This helps to explain the C»£tro em- 
pliasis upon selfish United States intentions in his ptopaganda 
appails to Latin Americans. 

At the same time, the OAS has great attractions for Latin Amer- 
icans precisely because it is based on the sovereign equality of 
member states and permits no great power veto as does the United 
Nations. Moreover, to nations like Colombi« t'urt carry too little 
weight in global politics to pursue a truly inde^iendent and effective 
foreign policy, the OAS affords a vehicle for concerting and thereby 
maximizing regional influence. Hie diverse and ramified functions 
performed by the OAS also permit member states to limit their 
diplomatic establishments, reduce their bilateral involvements and 
devote a minimum of attention to international affairs. A member 
can, while acting responsibly within the OAS, leave to that body a 
large portion of its foreign relations. 

Despi. its isolationist tendencies, Colombia has played an active 
part in OAS from the outset. Not only host to the founding con- 
ference, Colombia also supplied the new OAS with its first secretary- 
general, Alberto Lleias Camargo. More recently, the Colombian 
President, supported by a large segment of the prees, welcomed 
President Kennedy's proposal for large-scale economic aid to Latin 
America, not only as beneficial to Colombia, but also as an important 
means of strengthening the inter-American system. Another, re- 
lated phase was opened early in 1961 with the conclusion of an 
agreement with the United States providing that one of the first 
Peace Corps contingents would be sent to Colombia. 

The Chmllcnfc of Culm 

The prevailing harmony and amity of the inter-American system 
suffered a rude shock with the emergence of the Castro regime in 
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Cab*. The Cuban revolution itself was enough to upset the more 
conaenrative forces m Colombia. The real disturbance arose, how- 
ever, only after it became apparent that the new Cuban regime 
represented a challenge to established order in other countries of the 
hemisphere. 

Colombians have staged several demonstrations both for and 
against the Castro government. The Cuban example activated a 
certain amount of residual hostility toward the United States, which 
was countered by other spokesmen reminding their countrymen of 
the gratitude due the United States for its aid. In August 1960 a 
group of peasant volunteers was organized to stand ready to defend 
Cuba agaim^ intervention. On the other h^iid, the Church and the 
conservative Laureanistas have vigorously opposed Castro and his 
presumed intentions. 

Throughout, the government steered a cautious and non-committal 
course. Although Cuba had been requested to recall its ambassador 
in September 1960, a new envoy was proposed the following Febru 
ary, and diplomatic relations were uninterrupted. The goverumen. 
remained unperturbed in the face of criticism from both Right and 
Left, one wing desiring support for Castro and the other urging the 
severance of relations. Turbay Ayala defended the continuation of 
relations before the legislature, even when foreign policy debates 
and legislative inquiries called attention to attempts by the Cuban 
regime to organize movements to subvert the country's public order 
(see ch. 24, Subversive Potentialities). Official policy has remained 
generally critical of developments in Cuba, especially of the sus- 
pected role of China and the Soviet Union in disturbing hemispheric 
harmony by means of their influencoi in Cuba. Through early 1961, 
however, there has been no apparent official desire to take the ini- 
tiativ«» in action sipainst Castro except in pursuing a policy agreed 
upon by members of the OAS. 

The United Natioit& 

It is mainly through the General Assembly of the United Nations 
and the various specialized United Nations agencies that Colombia 
conducts its relations with the world outside the Western Hemisphere. 
Aside from its bilateral trade relations and other predominantly 
economic associations (such as the appointment, of an ambassador to 
the European Economic Community), Colombia gears most of its 
global diplomatic relations to United Nations agendas and pro- 
cedum?. This does not necessarily rule out hostility, as when 
Khrushchev berated the Colombian delegate at the United Nations 
in October 1960. But it provides a legal and institutional irame- 
work within which Colombia can f^ijust its policies to the realities of 
the international power struggle while avoiding many of the pres- 
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guru which might otherwise afflict a relatively weak nation stand- 
ing alone. With respect to the cold war which has M> dominated 
united Nations proceedings at times, Colombia has been one of the 
more steadfast opponents of the Soviet bloc among the smaller 
powers, having broken diplomatic relations with the Soviet Uiuoa 
in IMS. It was the only Latin American country to supply troops 
for Umted Nations action in Korea, though it has been alleged that 
this was is much the result of internal political struggles and the 
desire to assume an active role in the international arena. 

Colombia and other Latin American countries had participated 
in the League of Nations with an enthusiasm that varied in direct 
proportion to the prestige of the organization. They had seen in 
the League, with its goal of universality, a counterweight to United 
States pre-eminence in the Western Hemisphere. Uultimate dis- 
enchantmeiu with the League did not prevent a recurrence of this 
motive when Latin American delegates took part in the San Fran- 
cisco Conference. Colombia was a leader in the vr in effort to base 
the United Nations clearly on the principle of sovereign equality. 
There was, then, some irony in the subsequent turn to the OAS, 
which observed that principle, in preference to Unitrd Natkma which 
accorded special status to the great powers. Nevertheless, the Latin 
Americans, who had participated in the wartime establishment of 
such bodies as the United Nations Relief and Behabilitation Ad- 
ministration, the Food and Agriculture Organization and the In- 
ternational Monetary Fund, continued their active role in the United 
Nations and sought to insure that internationai law would replace 
force in international political relations. 

More concretely, Latin Americans were haunted by the fear that 
the United Nations, with its veto provisions, could govern or block 
action withii» the inter-American system aimed at settling hemispheric 
disputes or meeting aggression from without. The Colombian dele- 
gate, Alberto Lleras Camargo, was a leading spokesman for the 
Latin American campaign which led to adoption of Aiticle 51 of 
the United Nations Charter providing for collective self-defense 
on a regional basis. 

Some additional measure of Colombian participation in the United 
Nations was the country's membership in the Security Council in 
1947-48 and again in 1953-54. It was also the first Latin American 
member of the Economic and Social Council in 1946. Colombia's 
voting record in the United Nations places it squarely within the 
Latin American bloc; but, except on matters pertaining to the cold 
war, that bloc has been one of the less consistent voting groups. 
Colombia, which has taken a leading role in opposing the Com- 
munist members of the United Nations, has proved quite independ- 
ent in its decisions on other substantive matters. 
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In general it can be said that Colombia has pursued prudent legal 
policies in its interpretations of issues before the General Assembly, 
voting so far as possible for the anti-Communist side in the cold 
war, for the rights of small nations, and for peaceful settlement of 
disputes on the basis of an international law conceived in ideal 
and somewhat doctrinaire terms. Since its own most cherished in- 
terests have seldom be«) at issue, Colombia has been able to assume 
a disinterested position—that is, however, subject to the influence 
of such factors as its loyalty to the Holy See and the OAS. 
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CHAPTER 24 

SUBVERSIVE POTENTIALITIES 

Almost none of th* many rebellions, leTOlutiozu, golfea de estado 
(coups d'itst) and other violent chaises of goremmsnt which have 
taken place in Colombia can accurately be dsasified as snbveniTe 
of the form of the state. Many have been preceded by in illegal, 
conspiratorial phase, bat almost without exception the purpose has 
been that of seizing power within the traditional framework of gov- 
ernment Constitutions have been set aside for the time being, but 
usually by the constitutional means of declaring an uUdo d* titio 
(state of siege); and constitations have be» changed, but nerer 
on the basis of altering either the essntial forms and methods of 
government or their ideological foundations. Even Boies Pinilla, 
who eventually made inexpert efforts to create a one-party support 
(the "People-Armed Forces" idea) for his regime, developed th? 
idea quite openly within the framework of his personal dks^ctor- 
ship. He may have been sincere in his slogans of "country above 
party" as an effort to suppress the anarchy of long-continued par- 
tisan warfare, despite his simultaneous use of this "Third Fofee" 
to perpetuate himself in power. His effort at political rehabilitation 
in early 1961 was at least ostensibly based on the ballot, rather 
than force or conspiracy. 

The only group or movement of kno*n subversive principles, 
doctrine and purpose is the Colombian Communist Party (Partido 
Comunista Colombiano—PCC). It came into being in the mid- 
1930,s, and under various names, either openly or underground, 
has maintained continuous existence ever since. Its estimated 
strength, never greater than 8,000, is of lees importance than its 
propaganda and infiltration potential. The Party has always re- 
ceived its principal direction from Moscow, but since the late IdSO's, 
there has been an increasing intrusion of Chinese Communist in- 
fluence, and it is difficult to determine whether it is on a coopera- 
tive or competitive basis. Castro>sm (Fidelismo), which has at- 
tracted considerable spontaneous support in the lower class, has 
been freely utilized in Communist propaganda, particularly since 
it reinforces the ever-present anti-North American agitation. 

Anothrj group agitating against the government, the National 
Front and the traditional parties, the Armed Forces and united 
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Stfttat mfiaeoce is Ute Worker-Students' Rund Movement of the 
7Ui of Juiuary (MoTUviento Obrero Estudientii Cempesmo ? d© 
Enero—MOEC). Believed by some to he anarchist in principle, 
it is thought by others to be penetnted if not token over by the 
POC. In 1961 it was not strong enough to be seriously considered 
a "movement," but it had considerable nuisance value because of its 
demonatrations, riots and propaganda. Although anarcho-syndical- 
im had some supporters in the early labor movement it was too 
iratelleetnal an exercise for the illiterate and lost most of its rank 
and file either to Communist-controlled or conventional labor unions 
yean ago. Even if it in fact survives in MOEC, it is without r£*l 
subversive potential. 

The Movement for Liberal Recovery (Movimiento de Recupera- 
eite Liberal—MRL) is accused of Communist sympathies and con- 
necdons by Conservatives and some moderate Liberals. Its official 
poeition is that of a dissident left wing of the Lib»»! Party baaed 
on Gaitanista principles of drastic social and economic reform. 
Its jefe imieo (sole leader), Alfonso L6pez Michelsen, in his efforts 
to build voting strength has employed tactics of political mobility 
to a degree that renders him liable to a chargp oi demagoguery. 
On the one hand, the MRL clings to its Liberal Party designation 
and deoiee any commitment to the PCC, while on the other it 
maintains a separate directorate, and Lopez has announced that his 
party will accept Communist votes (see ch. 21, Political Dynamics). 

THE COMMUNIST PARTY 

Early Activity 

Communism as a movement or organization did not appear in 
Colombia until 1924. At this time an agitator sent from Russia 
organized discussion and study groups of intellectuals, students and 
workers in Bogota. The Qrupo Comunista, as it was called, in- 
eluded among its members a number of liberal intellectuals who 
later became prominent in the Liberal Party, among them Gabriel 
Turbay, who was one of the Liberal candidates for president in 
1946. Besides the Bogoti group, others of similar nature were 
organized in Cali, in Medellin, and in the "banana zone" of the 
Magdalena Valley. 

Police attention soon resulted in the deportation of the Russian, 
Savidesky (or Savisky, or Sawhsky, as it is variously spelled), and 
the break-up of the Bogota group. The publicity given the affair, 
however, particularly in the Liberal press, awakened interest in and 
sympathy for the communist movement, especially among the work- 
ing class. 
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Most of the publicly known history of Commnadat opttBÜoas 
deal» with efforts to gain control cf the kbor mf&mmi {mo tk. 15» 
Labor Relati<»ui and Organkation). In this feld Uw Oonunoakt* 
found the anarcho-sytidicaM^s already active. They fnxuabed Urn 
majority of delegates to the Workers' €onp«w ef 19SS, ft«« whtdi 
resulted the National Workers' Omfederatiosi (OoulecinrwadB 
Obrere Naciona!), the first "union of unions" in the oowatty. Tfc» 
anarcho-syndicalists, part of whose body of dogma pnotkm eosa- 
plete freedom of association and rejects all forms of eootrol «x- 
pressed through a discipline of centralism, whether of gofenwMBt 
or party, were out-maneuvered by the better-organised GaauBn- 
nists, and the confederation elected a Communist prase? A who took 
it into the Bed International of Trade Unkas. The seal siap» 
taken at the Congress of 1926, was to form a kbor party. Altar 
some debate, a majority of the center decided to form the Sodalisl 
Revolutionary Party (Partido Soeialista Bevoludonario—PSB), 
which, for the time being, became engaged in propaganda and 
proselytizing. In 1927 the PSB applied for aCüalkm in the Thlfd 
International (Comintern), upon gaining membesalup the FSB 
began to send representatives to the UJELSJEL for importsnl meet- 
ings and to assume posts in Communist international bodiee. 
Ignacio Torres Giraldo, member of the Party's Central Committee, 
became a member of the presidium of the Bed International of 
Trade Unions, the predecessor of the World Federal»» of IVada 
unions (WFTU). 

Like ether Colombian parties, the PSB soon showed Itself aobieet 
to factionalism. Hie left wing, entirely Marxist in its theses, was 
opposed by a sizeable faction of people basically Liberal in their 
sympathies. They had joined the PSB in the hope of being aUe 
to bring about a general strike to overthrow by violent means the 
Conservative Party which had held power eontinnooriy since the 
beginning of the century. The banana workers' strike of 1928, sup- 
ported by the Marxists and forcibly suppressed by the army, did 
much to further the split Country-wide mdignatk» at the gov- 
ernment's ruthless action and the economic effects of the depnsnon 
of 1929 lowered the stock of the Conservatives to such a degree 
that the Liberals could hope to win the 1980 elections. The more 
moderate members left the PSB to join the Liberals; Commimiat 
influence weakened, and the PSB candidate in the eleetioDS drew 
only a few huadred votes. 

After the elections, pursuant to a decision of the Comintern, the 
PSB changed its Lame to ♦ha Partido Comunista Colorabiaao; dar- 
ing the next few years it returned to its work within the 
and extanded its propstgandizing to try to make eonverte 
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agrknlturml workers, notably if» T^lima. This was & period when 
th* Comintern was stressing agitation ^roong racial minorities; 
therefore the PCC paid much auention to the Indian population- 
Baring the border war with Peru (1932-34) the Party's antiwar 
propaganda caused popular outbursts against it, in one of which 
the offices of the Party's paper Tlerra were ransacked. The paper's 
license to pubiish was taken away. 

The Comintern's Popular Front line, confirmed as directive in 
1035, did not apparently become effective in Colombia until 1936. 
Before that time Communists had attacked Liberal President Lopez 
as ineffectual and his reform measures as hypocritical. On May 
Day 1936, however, Gilberto Vieira White, by this tin» a natiorvil 
PCC leader, appeared on the ame platform with the President to 
praise his "reformist »nd democratic policies." 

The new line brought about supposed collaboration with the 
Liberals in the labor movement, but in practical effect furthered 
Communist attempts at penetration and control. One result was 
the participation of the Confederation of Colombian Workers (Con- 
federacion de Trabajadores de Colombia—CTC) in the Communist- 
controlled Confederation of Latin American Workers (Confedera- 
cion de Trabajadores de America Latina—CTAL), organized in 
Mexico in 1938 (see ch. 15, Labor Belations and Organization). 

Despite this success, the Party again entered a period of internal 
struggle. Torres Giraldo, for a long time absent in Moscow, had 
returned in 1934 as Secretary General of the PCC. He was opposed 
by Agusto Duran, Moscow-trained leader of the Barranquilla sec- 
tion of the Party, advocate of direct and violent action and opponent 
of intellectual ism, Vieira White, though already a rival of Duran, 
joined forces with him to oust Torres in 1939. Duran became 
Secretary General, and Vieira was named President of the Party, 
a title never before used. Its creation only intensified the rivalry 
between the two. 

The Party faithfully followed the changes in the international 
party line during World War II occasioned by the Hitler-Stalin 
pact of 1939 and the 1941 invasion of Russia. The Soviet alliance 
with Germany brought about another split in the CTC, but the 
Confederation was rapidly reunited after Hitler attacked the Soviet 
Union. At this time the policy of cooperation with the Liberal 
Party was renewed, and the Communists changed their name to 
Partido Social DemocraHco—PSD. Party membership grew rapidly 
as leftist Liberals, including some intellectuals, jo;ne<? it. In the 
off-year elections of 1944 the PSD seated one senator, four deputies 
and 67 members of departmental and municipal councils. There 
were 30,000 PSD votes counted. 
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PSD pmperity «aa Aort-lireA Ptrmdoxjcallj, the dKÜM in 
KrongUi w*s mnneetoi with the inetpieDt split in Üw Libcnl Pwty. 
Other* hmdm the Coaumoiiata had felt that the libenl raform 
wen half-heaited and iaeffecthre. Thwe reformwt liberals fomd 
their gpokeeman in Jorge El&er Gaitln who was capable of gatfasr- 
ing a larger rank-and-fik following than any politician in the 
country's history. Communists left their party in drovea to join 
the Gaitenistas. When the Liberel Party diridfcd, nominating both 
Gait*n and Gabriel Turbay, th«; Communist leaders split too. Sur- 
prisingly Daran becked Turbay who, though 20 years before a mem- 
ber of the Grapo Comunista, wis now the more coosenratire of the 
two. Vieir», followed by a considerable section of the Party, urged 
backing Gmitan. The Party polled a total of 25,000 Totes and 
elected one senator and one deputy. 

Even though after the election Duran switched support to the 
defeated Gaitan (who incidentally rejected Communist ties), Vieira 
kept the gplit open and at the Party Congress of 1M7 made it per- 
manent. Tieira emerged as Secretary GenersI of the POC (which 
resumed its own name), and Darin and his followers formed the 
Communist Workers' Party. The Cominform recognized the PCC, 
and Duran was expelled from membership. In the umgresrionsl 
and local elections of 1947, the Communists polled only 16,000 ratea, 
lost their Senate and House seats and elected only one departmental 
councillor. 

Coammist Enclaves 

Just to the east of the small town of Vioti, which is on a country 
road conneetirg it with Bogota less than 50 miles away, is an area 
completely Communist-controlled called the Republic of Tequen- 
dama. Its history goes back to 1934 when a Communist, Victor 
Merehin from Boyaci appeared in the area. He organised a num- 
ber of impoverished coffee pickers and induced them to settle as 
squatters on the disused parts of a large fnea (coffee estate) in the 
mountains above Viota. Little is known of the early years of this 
enterprise, but since squatters were often tolerated on unused parts 
of lar^e landholdings, they evidently remained undisturbed. 

Gradually the stmigth of the colony increased through recruit- 
ment, and its solidarity through the imposition of Party discipline, 
so that the local officials were replaced by the Couiiuu'ilöi organi- 
zation. Before 1940 they were able to demonstrate their absolute 
control and actually pnblkized il all over the country. All gov- 
ernment, including a school system, was in their hands. 

They were undisturbed until 1946, when the Conservatives won 
the election and started to extend the power of their minority gov- 
ernment by trying to take control of the countrywide.   Merrhsn's 
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OKguam&m ihm mored h&ek inte« \hßj %r janUins fran Vioti and 
Mtabüähed their •*c»pit*l'' in Braä.*, a remote rilkge. Here and 
in other anaQ onto« they esfcaUi&ed what th«^ calkd aauto- 
ig§ttmn units—CoBsmmuMt militia. They followed the policy of 
■aintaining the peacu in their own area and not raiding ovtteide 
of it, although snail guerrilla bands from other area« ooold always 
fad temporary refuge there. 

In general the same policy was followed during the intensified 
▼iokaoe that followed the hogotaao (the riots and uprisings in April 
1M8 in Bogoti), but tome reports indicate that efforts were made 
to m^wrfAi« contact with and influence the heads of friendly guer- 
rilla bonds and to keep in touch with other Communist groups 
by means of clandestine radio stations. When at the beginning 
of 1954 Bojas declared the PCC illegal, it made no difference to 
the Vioti enclave, and no serious attack was made on it. It re- 
mained impenetrable to any officials of the legal government even 
after the P* Hy was again granted legality in 1958. 

Merehan. by then a member of the PCC Centra! Committee, con- 
tinued to control the area in mid-1961. Strangers were permitted 
only under close surveillance, and stories emanating from it are 
difienlt to verify; some may stem from the Party's desire to gain 
prestige from its state of independence. According to report, all 
the funetums of government are represented, including a dues- and 
tax-gathering system and a court of three judges which adjudicates 
quarrels, thefts and family matters and is empowered to order eie- 
cutions. A school system run by Communist-trained teachers is 
in operation, and the militia trains regularly. A special C*dre 
School (Escuela de Cuadros) gives courses to selected memScre 
and applicants from all over the cou^fry in doctrine, orgrv.Jzation, 
sabotage and guerrilla tactics. Crud« ">ut effective small %Ttm are 
manufactured for the militia. 

The Sumapaz region, in the higher mountains southeast of Vioti, 
is another area where Communist influence is strong. It is not 
seated off, as is the Vioti enclave, and the local leader, Juan de la 
Cruz Varela, is unable to maintain such complete control. He poses 
as a leftist Liberal and was in fi^t elected to congress in 1960 on 
the MBL ticket, but his history, particularly since 1948, is one of 
complete cooperation with the PCC, whether or not he carries a 
Party card. Liberal Party members in the same ana have engaged 
in armed combat with his men, and farmers resist his demands for 
contributions. 

The Sumapaz area has a tongue which extends west over the 
mountain ridge into Tolima, to the Town of Villarica. In the 
spring of 1955 the Army fought a pitched battle with guerrillas 
there which resulted in a draw, even though air support was used 
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for UM attack. Apparently the force* of da la Gras Yarda 
deCarmiaed to niae the rich coffee crop ja* harrvtad. Tka 
waa sail is 1961 a focal point of diaorder. 

Another extension of the Smnapas area is toward the mat, akag 
the upper Ariari River, in an area close to the fovesninentfi eolou- 
xation area, and where the Coaunonists appear to he attempting to 
disnrpt or infSltrale the colony. In a clash there in SepUubtt IMO, 
news reports indicated thst four brothen of da la Gn» Yanla 
had been killed. 

Along both sides of the Cordillera Oriental sooth of Suiapai 
are other communist areas of some permancDce, among them tha 
country around Dolores, Tolima, and El Pato, Meta. Others asa 
reported to exist in northern Huila. Gsitania, in soothan Tofima, 
in Jar.osry W wss the some of a clash between a lihenl "w- 
guerrilia" chief, Mariachi, and a Communist band lad by Cham» 
Negro, which was trying to take over and organise Mariaehft ter- 
ritory. The Communist leader was killed, and troops were eaUsd 
for to pacify the area. Another area becoming critical in 1961 
was the Quindio region in the mountains between Toliaia and 
Ci!.k". Communist elements there, according to news reports, were 
calling it the "Colombian Sierra Mscrtra," in honor of Fidel Gsstro. 

Coamuian and Vialeiicc 

It has wer been necessary for the Communists to originate ▼»- 
lence in Colombia, where it is endemic (see eh. 22, P&Uie Order 
and Safety). They have always beta» in the position to farther 
it when it has seemed to be politic or to decry it when that oomas 
seemed expedient The anarchists who were assodatad with the 
Communists in the early unions of the ISSO's were advoeataa of 
violent strikes a^d sabotage, whereas the Communist poliey of tha 
time was to expand, recruit and organize, building, they hoped, for 
a general strike through which they might come to power. 

There is no evidence to connect the Communists with the peasant 
uprisings of the mid-1930's, although this was the period daring 
which they were attempting to organise the farmers MM} Indiana. 
In 1936 be^an the period when they were offering cooperation to the 
Liberal Farty, then in power. 

At least as early as the upsurge of general violence beginning in 
1946, Commmusts began to organize their own militia, or anto- 
defense forces, and to train them in guerrilla tactics. In tha gen- 
eral confusion of partisan aüegisnoes during the period of tha worat 
troubles, before 1953, separation and labeling of any partisan body 
or violent clash as positively Communist or Communist-inspired was 
impossible. 
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Much has bent written about Commanist inspinttion of and 
cnniieetion with the hcgotozo. The immediate reactioo of many 
connected with the Ninth Conference of American States, including 
General Marshal], was that the entire uprising, including the 
aarassination of Gaitan as a provocative act, was a carefully laid 
Communist plot. True, within a short time after the murder, the 
course of the noting showed evidence of central direction and prior 
planning. On the other hand, neither on-the-spot investigation by 
Colombian authorities nor a detailed investigation made at Colom- 
bian request by Scotland Yard, the results of which did net become 
public until 1061. disrlosjed any evidence that the murderer, a 
strange, solitary and possibly deranged man by the name of Roa 
Sierra, was connected with Communists or «ny other persons in 
planning or committing the act. Also, it was known at the time 
that the PCC was seriously split over the divergence of policies 
between Vieira and Duran and that neither was capable of pro- 
ducing unified action. 

There is, however, a body of somewhat disconnected and circum- 
stantial evidence to show that a disturbance or uprising was planned 
from outside the country, for some time in the early days of the 
conference. A letter purporting to be from Bias Roca, Cuban 
Communist leader, to another participant in the plot and published 
in a Colombian paper which received it from ^a friendly diplomatic 
scurce," mentions the i2th of April rather than the 9th as the day 
when ths rising would take place. 

Ute then head of the Colombian Security Police published a book 
about a year after the events which gives details indicating a plan 
of some sort. Numbers of known foreign Communists gathered in 
Bogota some time before the meeting, some of whom made contacts 
with members of the local party. Among them was Fidel Castro, 
who brought in a supply of subversive handbills which he and 
another Cuban scattered from the balcony of a theater which the 
Congress deiegatse were attending. He was later seen, rifle in 
hand, in the forefront of the mob rushing the Presidential Palace. 
Interrogated by the police, he was exonerated of connection with 
the assassination and flew back tc Culm. Other evidence suggested 
by the Security Chief was that the CTC, at the time thoroughly 
infiltrated by Communists, burned many records a few days liefore 
April 9. They were interrupted in the act by Security agents, who 
retrieved from the burning a list of code phrases and their key, 
obviously intended for radio broadcasts during an uprising. Also 
the Soviet Embassy shipped many boxes of records to Venezuela 
and stored others in a supposedly safe house where they were seized 
by Securitv agents.    They were found to consist of quantities of 
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propfind». mpaaaHj «gaiiut the united Stetes, tad litte of party 
wmbmtud wpapmthimn. 

It WUM noted that inmediately after UM rioting ateited, a radio 
station was seised from which revolntion WM at ones prodaimsd 
sad specific crders were girta to named indiridnals and to persons 
in other cities. Also strenge and significant to Cotambians, most 
of whom, regudkes of party, are good Catholics, were msssegss 
alleging that priests were firing on the eicwd from chorch towns 
and directing that they be seized. Many churches were burned and 
looted It wss also thought strange that certain Venezuelan radio 
stations announced certain specific events as having happened tn 
Colombia before they sctually took place. 

Since inTeetigatioos almost surely indicated that there wss no 
plot to kill Gaitan, the conclusion drawn by many wss that the 
initial ricting wss spontaneous, fen* Gaitan was much loved by 
the people, but that these events were seised up«» by those who had 
plotted dinturbancee ss an opportunity to exploit the vtolence 
fortuitously created for them. 

Coumatet Propagmads and Litermtau« 

Since the PCC resumed a legal existence in 1958, when the un- 
constitutional decrees of Rojss Pinilla were voiced. Communist 
propaganda and publications have been openly disseminated Con- 
stant themes have been North American imperial ist-monopoliat inter- 
ference in Colombian affairs and the repressive behavior of reac- 
tionary native capitalists and owners of laiifundioi. To free the 
people of these burdens, the PCC is proclaimed the vanguard in the 
struggle (see ch. 25, Propaganda). 

The pronouncements of the Ninth Congress of the PCC, held 
June 24 to 28, 1961, themselves a form of both internal and ex- 
ternal propaganda, stress the same points. Except for a VMolntam 
pointing out the significance and preaching emulation of the rrpid 
development of the revolutionary Cuban Äste into a full-fledged 
socialist one and another resolution calling for a constituent as- 
sembly to do away with convwencia (coexistence) and parity (the 
National Front), it does not appear to differ essentially from the 
prop-am of the Eighth Congress of 1958. In similar language, 
the threat is repeated that if the ruling classes resort to repression 
by force, the people, led by their vanguard, the PCC, would "take 
the road of armed strugfle" in a counteroffensive. 

Communist literature, not only for the education of Party mem- 
bers, but also for distribution outside the Party appears to be 
readily available. Besides standard works of Russian origin on 
Marxism and Leninism, literature translated from the Chinese is 
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distrilmted. A aerice of «dncation mannaüs for the Commaniflt Party 
indodM "Problians of the Historj of the Chinese Camimmist Party," 
by Mao Tae Tfmg, and "How u> be a Good Communiat" and "In 
ternal Struggle Within tlie Party." both by Liu Shao Chi. Mao's 
manual of guerrilla warfare is apparently widely distributed; it has 
been found in the effeeta of members of bandit gangs and guerrilla 
fighters, including some not known to be Party members. 

Organization and Finances 

The base statute of the PCC, published as part of the docu- 
mentation of the Eighth Party Congress in December 1958, outlined 
a typical Communist Party organization, which so far as is known, 
remained valid in 1961. 

In its first chapters, the document sets forth the standard Com- 
munist aims and fJ nnwm, which include the struggle to install a 
Democratic Regkn l National Liberation, headed by the working 
class, with the P ' ..y as its announced vanguard. A section on the 
duties and rJg''ifa of members stresses Party discipline, criticism 
and self-criticism, the preservation of Party secrets, due attention 
to the selection of members and the obli£ation to support the Party 
financially. After establishing the principles of democratic central- 
ism and collective leadership, the statute states that the source of 
all directives is the Party Congress and, between Congresses, the 
Central Committee. 

The fundamental organization of the Party is the cell (eelvla), 
which may be formed by a minimum of three members. Cells are 
organized in places of work or of residence. When there are more 
than 25 members in a factory, cells may be created in each of its 
departments, sections or shifts, in which case an Enterprise Com- 
mittee wit! head them. Each cell of no more than 5 members elects 
a Secretary; if it has 6 or over, k elects a Secretariat of 3. Cells 
must meet at least once every 15 days. 

When a large number of cells exist in one locality, they elect 
a Zone Committee. It comprises 5 to 7 members and has a directing 
Secretariat of 3. It should meet monthly and hold a zone confer- 
ence each 6 months. Over the zones (or the separate cells where no 
zone exists) is the Local or Municipal Committee, composed of 7 
to 11, elected annually at a conference of cell or zone delegates. 
It, too, has a Secretariat of 3 to 5 members and is in turn sub- 
ordinated to a Regional Committee which it elects annually at a 
regional conference of local and municipal representatives. The 
Regional Committee consists of 11 to 15 members who elect from 
among themselves an Executive of 5 to 7, which in turn has a 
Secretariat of 3, which concerns itself with day-to-day matters.  The 
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Regiemai Committoe also has a Finance Control Conuniasion of at 
least 3, which audits aeoonnts tnd supetrises the ooUectioo and dis- 
tnimtion of does. 

The Party Coogres, theorst^mliy the sapram« bodj, meets everjr 
2 years, in principle (thrre wa no nMeting betwen 1958 and 1961). 
Its purpose is to receive the reports of the Central Committee, 
to act upon UM program and statutes of the Party, to determine and 
approve the Party line and to elect the Central Committee. The 
Congress is composed of delegates from the subordinate bodies in 
numbers fixed by the Central Committee. Hie latter, whose num- 
ber is nut fixed by statute, directs all Party action between Con- 
gresses and meets ordinarily every 6 months. It elects from its 
members an Executive of not less than 7, which in turn directs the 
Party business between committee meetings. There are also a Na- 
tional Commission for Organization and a Central Commission of 
Finance Control The Organization Commission maintains the 
records of members, oversees their discipline and qua1ification8 and 
controls Party education. The Finance Commission performs the 
same duties as that at the Regional level. 

There is an interim body, the National Party Conference, called 
hj the Central Committee when the latter dean a wider discussion 
of policy desirable.   It is composed of regional representatives. 

Special mention is made of Communist activot (Party actives), 
who are specially designated to coordinate the work of members in 
mass organizations, among which are listed unions, peasant leagues, 
cooperatives, women's and youth associations, and sports and cul- 
tural organizations. These are the specially trained organizers, 
propagandists and agitators whose duty is to control front organi- 
zations and penetrate other- associations with a view to controlling 
them. 

The only auxiliary specifically mentioned is the Union of Com- 
munist Youth, which is given special emphasis both as a base of 
recruitment and a means of organizing all young people. 

The Party funds are stated to be raised from four main sources: 
ordinary dues, at a rate of 1 percent of pay or income, monthly; 
donations of sympathizers and friends; proceeds of special cam- 
paigns, festivals, collections, and so forth; and the special Builders 
Quota, which constitutes the price of the members card, set at one 
day's pay or income, annually. This fee goes directly to the Central 
Committee. 

The first three categories of funds are distributed 20 percent to 
the Central Committee, 30 percent to the Regional Committee, 25 
percent to the Local and 25 percent to the cell. 

The Party flag is red with a hammer and sickle inscribed within 
a five-pointed star. 
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ANTI-COMMUNIST MEASUEES 

Tlie Party has been togal for most of 'ts extstenoe and has always 
been nuaierically small. Becaoae of the traditionally bitter par- 
tisanship between the Liberais and Consetratiyes, any gemmment 
in power has been far Ron concerned with its normal opposition 
than with what has seemed the minor intriguing of the Commianists. 
There has been, moreover, a perhaps naive reliance on the supposi- 
tions that illiterate peasants and laborers cannot grasp the principles 
of Marxism-Lenin ism and that Catholicism has such a hold on the 
people that they will reject the atheistic tenets of communism. 
Poasbly a combination of all these reasons explains why, until 
very recently, governments have been apathetic to Communist ac- 
tivities. 

As recently as January 1960, President Lleras Camargo, in con- 
versation with a North American author, seemed relatively uncon- 
cerned about the Communist strongholds in the heart of the country, 
very close to his capital. His major worry was to suppress and 
pacify what he called the active bandits and guerrilla fighters, and 
to consider only later the then relatively quiet Communists. 

Events in the latter part of 1960 and the first half of 1961 have 
indicated an increased awareness that communism as well as political 
partisanship can be dangerous to the country. The early support in 
Communist, MOEC and MRL quarters for Fidelismo has backfired 
to a degree, as it became evident to lawmakers and the administra- 
tion that the Castro regime was actually a Communist state and 
that its agents and friends in Colombia were in fact subversives, in 
April 1961, for example, the Communications Ministry took a firm 
hnnd with Prmta Latina, the Cuban news agency, for inflated ac- 
<ounts of pro-Castro demonstrations; earlier the ambassador to Cuba 
was recalled and not replaced, although formal relations were not 
broken as of July 1961. 

The CTC, during the last half of 1960. expelled some of its Com- 
munist-dominated constituent unions and at its December national 
congress installed a new president who is firmly anti-Communist. 

The Cardinal Archbishop has issued two strong pastoral letters, 
one in October 1960 and one in May 1961, warning Colombian 
Catholics »gainst the false and atheistic doctrines of communism and 
warning that to teach or accept its teachings can be cause for 
excommunication. 

The President's speeches have also taken a firmer line against 
subversive efforts which have hindered his reform programs and the 
economic well-being of the country. There have been repeated 
speeches in Conjrress. accompanied by disclosures of subversive at- 
tempts, demandinji firmer measures against agitation and infiltra- 
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tion by Conummist and pro-Caaro elements. In th» Free Univer- 
sity of Bogoti, a munber of professors hare thmtoied to resign 
if the silegecUy ino-Commnnist rector and some of the professors 
he has appointed are not ousted for their Marxist teachings. 

The sum of the above events over the past year or less indicates 
an increasing realisation of and concern about subversion as prac- 
ticed locally and about the dangers to Latin America of the Com- 
munist foothold in Cuba. If the Conservatives and moderate 
Liberals can join on the issue before the approaching electio&s and 
subordinate partisan politics to agreement on the Lleras reform 
prograir, the Communists and pro-Castro elements will be denied 
their principal basis for agitation. 
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CHAPTER 2S 

PROPAGANDA 

Gokmbians are subjected to many types of propaganda. The 
country's many social and economic problems lend themselnw to 
propagandistic exploitation. Subversive group« call for total power, 
promistog eteliverance frmn poverty and ignorance. The Roman 
Catholic Church carries out political propaganda in behalf of social 
jnatM& 

The Partido Comunista Colombiano—PCC (Colisnbkn Com- 
munist Party)—and its front organizations vigorously expHt, for 
propaganda 'purposes, the dissatisfactions wad iptelkctual unrest 
which social and economic problems have created. Communist 
propaganda does not aim at seizure of political power, but merely 
«eks to accentuate acute domestic issues, mainly those which affect 
farmers and urban workers, and to intensify dissatisfaction with 
a view to encouraging riots and demonstrations. It also attacks the 
United States and tries to disrupt good relations with it It nües 
heavily on faoe-to-foce agitation, on the penetration of worker and 
student organizations and on the circulation of pamphlets, leaflets 
and, to a lesser extent, periodicals. 

Propaganda promoting the goals and methods of the Cuban revo- 
lution has so grown in scope and intensity as to become a source of 
concern to the Columbian Government Carried out by foreigners 
and assisted by the Cuban Embassy in Bogota, it resembles Com- 
munist propaganda in intensity and substance. In addition to mak- 
ing violent denunciations of the united States, it suggests the ex- 
ample of the Cuban revolution as the remedy for domestic social 
and economic problems. It reaches the public through some news- 
papers and through radio stations subscribing to the services of 
Prena Latma (Latin Press), believed to be the official news agency 
of the Castro regime 

Soviet and satellite propaganda in 1958-60 boasted of Com- 
munist economic, social and cultural accomplishments, and called for 
increased economic and cultural exchange between Colombia and 
Communist states and for weakened Colombian ties with the United 
States. Spanish-language radio broadcasts, illustrated magazines 
and films, and exhibits and activities of commercial and cultural 
delegations were u<«d. 
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Communist China, which since the late ISSO's has become a sig- 
nificant source of Communist propaganda from abroad, follows 
basically the same line, with even stronger attacks directed agaiim 
the United States. 

The activities of the United States Information Agency include 
supplying factual material about the United States and world events 
to the press and radio. Most of the leading newspapers and the 
najor radio networks make regular use of this material. The 
activities of seven Colombian-United States binational centers, spon- 
sored by IJSIA, an» desip' I to acquaint Colombians with the cul- 
ture and institutions of the United States. In late 1960 the USIA 
established community centers, mainly in working-class districts, to 
stimulate interest in community improvement; documentary films are 
made available to labor, student, religious and other groups. 

Communist and Cuban propaganda has generally failed to attract 
broad public response and has elicited some negative reactions. But 
it has also made some converts among the urban lower class, par- 
ticularly among those who have some education. Marxist political 
and economic theory has aroused the curiosity of some intellectuals. 
A few professional people have indicated interest in the methods 
and techniques of communism as applied to industrial and economic 
problems. The ''Yankee, No!" slogan, with its implicit appeal to 
nationalism, has had an effect among the urban and rural lower 
class and the less educated members of the iower-middle class. 

Some Colombians have also shown themselves susceptible to 
rightist forms of propaganda. There h-.s been a continuing rightist 
tradition in the country which hag had varying aspects. One has 
been a persistent high regard for the old Spain of the monarchy 
and a belief in the virtues of Spanish culture. In the period of the 
struggle for independence, these views found concrete expression in 
the maintenance of pockets of royalist resistence, particularly in 
the southern highlands. Some »Dements of such sentiments persist. 
In the contemporary period, right-wing Colombian elements have 
expanded the concept of "Hispanided" to include admiration of the 
virtues of Generalissimo Franco's falangism (see ch. 18, Attitudes 
and Reactions of the People;. 

Falangism differs from right-wing sentiment, which is in the local 
republican tradition, even though at certain times in Colombian 
history right-wing republicanism has speared to reglet separation 
from Spain, The Liberator, Bolivar, believed in authoritari'n re- 
publicanism which even in his day could be described as rightist. 
During the political vicissitudes of the succeeding centu^i'«. there 
have always been those who were willing to assume the role that 
Bolivar thought the executive should play. In modem times, the 
administrations of Ospina Perez, Gomez and Rojas have indicated 
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the susceptibility of many Colombians to tiie appeals of "igfatist 
force®—all aathoritariaii, BOOM nationalist, oHmre iaternatüwsliat. 
The Rojas go7emin«it showed the appeal that could effociivafy be 
made to some Colombiaa people by a right-wing authoritarian gov- 
ernment in the name of social justke against the pwrogatives cf the 
oligarchy (see ch. 21, Political Dynamics). The renewed reeponse 
to the political adtmty of Geroeral Bojas in early 1951 teTeakd 
that such attitudes still exnt In fact, the whole kiaujry of the last 
decade or more indicates that right-wing propaganda win continue 
to fall on fertile gramd. 

USIA activities have generally appealed primarily to «dvcstod 
members of the middle and upper rlawew, but are freqoflDtly re- 
ceived with reserve in some quarters. Other social classes, however, 
are becoming, to a growing extent, UM targets of these programs. 
Many Colombians still identify the United States with well known 
soft drinks, rock-and-roll, blue jeans and gangster moviea. 

The effect on Cdombiana of foreign activities is perhaps best 
illustrated by the inscription which appeared on the walls of many 
buildings in Eogo*4 ueriy in 1961: uRosBia, no; Cuba, no; Tankaa 
. . . mavbe." 

COLOMBIAN I ROPAGkNDA 

Information services designed to get public attention and approval 
for governmental activities are performed by the Oficiaa ds In- 
formacion y Prensa (Office of Information and Press). Such ac- 
tivities are small in scope In addition to holding news conference«, 
the office distributee transcripts of presidential and congressional 
speeches and of legisle >e drafts to the representatives of the press 
and radio networks. It also publishes (primarily for Colombian em- 
bassies abroad) the BoJetin Infovmativo, a weekly synopsis of prin- 
cipal legb Htive, political and economic events; excerpts of presi- 
dential ard congressional speeches tmd press comments by major 
newspapers are also featured. 

Informational services performed by Colombian embassies abroad 
are very limited. Inquiries pertaining to specific questions concern- 
ing the country ure answered, and copies of the BoUtin InformaHvo 
and some p&mp.tilets of interest to bnsinesnnen and tourists are 
available for diittribution. The Pan-American union's English- 
language publications featuring information on Colombia include 
several pamphlets, especially the ST-page Cdomhia »IH! another en- 
titled Vmt Colombia. The 40-page booklet, Introimtim to 90 
Latin American Countries, also features a section OR Colombia. 

The accomplishments, aims and aspirations of the National Front 
government are strtssed in public 8|ieeches b/ t'tte Preddent and by 
members of Congrens. Improvement in internal stability, absence 
of fraud and violence in the elections of 1960, and govemment ini- 
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tjative in the promotion of labor peace are given as examples. Tim 
effective operation of government since 195S is offered as evidence 
of the growing political maturity of Colombians and of the general 
viability for the country of a coalition government based on bi- 
partisan cooperation. 

Befcre elections, the National Front government is portrayed as 
the sole alternative to violence and civic chaos. Cabinet ministers 
contend against increasing propaganda activities of Communist and 
pro-Castro elements. The President links the righ' to iree political 
expression, improvement of social justice, elimination of civic vio- 
lence, and solution of the agrarian question with a plea for more 
nonpartisan support. Representative of the 1961 Colombian gov- 
ernment, in the course of their contacts with non-Colombians, em- 
phasize the uniqueness in Latin America of President Lleras' bi- 
partisan National Front government, the President's qualities of 
leadership (as revealed both in home politics and in the Organiza- 
tion of American Ststes) and his intellectual prowess. 

Although propaganda from Communist and Cuban sources has 
increased, the government has not launched an organized program 
of refutation. To curb the diffusion of printed propaganda, the 
government has confiscated, in sfiver&l Colombian ports, large quan- 
titi< j of Communist pamphlets and other publications which have 
reached the country by ship. Communist and Cuban pro-Castro 
agitation has been vigorously denounced in speeches of President 
Lleras and of members of the Cabinet and Congress. Leading Con- 
servative and Liberal political figures take great pains to rebut 
Communist and Cuban propaganda 

The Accion Cultural Popular—ACP—is a country-wide network 
of radio schools operated by the Catholic Church from Sutatenza, 
and is by far the most effective means of supporting the Church's 
political aims, both in terms of audience range and content. In- 
struction in reading and writing is interspersed with news and com- 
ments on current affairs in wh'ch the opponents of Catholicism 
are associated with sin, Communism and social injustice. The ACP 
assist" rural listeners in obtaining low-cost radio receivers tuned 
exclusively to the stations of the Sutatenza network. 

The Church has become an important force in spreading anti- 
Communist propaganda. References to Communist danger are often 
linked with warnings against Protestantism (see ch. 12, Public 
Information; ch. 10, Education; ch. 11, Religion). The Church has 
also placed growing emphasis on social and economic issues, some- 
times exhorting the faithful to follow the tenets of Christian 
socialism. 

Publications desigred to promote tourist trade are published mostly 
by Empresa Colombi»na de Turismo (the Colombian National Tour- 
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ist Board). Others are compiled and published bj public ndatioos 
companies such as the Institnto GdkMnbia&o de Opiniw Puh-k% 
which annually publish«» Quick Colombian Fzcto, the most wukij 
kvu'lable and be^ known English-language short reference work on 
the country, and also publish«» a Spanish-language remon entitled 
Faetores Colombiano*, Quick Colombian Fact» calls attention to 
the country's rejection of war as a means of sohring international 
disputes and to its long-standing practice of peacefully settling 
border disputes. Colombia is called "the first Latin American 
democracy." Its military contribution to the Korean War, the only 
one mack by a Latin American country, reoeiwee much emphasis. 
Ths Colombian practice of consistently defending the institution of 
political asylum is also stressed. In the historical synopsis, the 
period of civil unrest and of ths >w>jas dictarxurship (between 1948 
and 1957) ate passed orar briefly and no de*&ils an given rtfard- 
ing the öägre» and ext Jit of the violence which took place. 

ßuia Twutiea de Colombia (Tourist Guid« for Gokmbia) is 
distributed in the Latin American Bepublics as wel1 as in the 
United States. There is also a smaller English-language counter- 
part entitled This i» Colombia. An illustrated 90-page booklet, The 
Colombian Information Bulletin, is published periodically by the 
New York City Branch of the Colombian National Tourist Board 
and oontairs commercial and cultural information exclusively. Bo- 
gota a la Vitta, an English-Spaniuh tourist guide to Bogota, is spon- 
sored jointly by the Tourist Board and by the municipality of 
Bogota. 

Illustrated English-language pamphlets published by the Federa- 
ciön Nacicnal de Cafeteros (National Coffee Growers' Federation) 
are intended to create interest in, and demand for, Colombian coffee. 
The pamphlets also feature historical and geographical informatioQ, 
as well as brief deecriptions of social welfare activities sponsored 
by the Federation. 

COMMUNIST PROPAGANDA 

The Colombian Communist Party uses its legal status to foil 
ad1 antagfc in carrying out propaganda activities (see ch. 19, The 
Constitutional System). Student and labor groups are special tar- 
gets, particularly susceptible to infiltration. The number of Com- 
munist and pro-Communist periodicals increased from 20 in 1958 to 
22 in 1959, but their circulation is low, and interest in them analL 
Moct of the publication« are biweeklies and monthlies with circula- 
tions of between 2,000 and 3,000. Several appear irregularly and 
are intended only for internal distribution among members of UM 
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varioos bnuiches of the Communist Party or of Communist-affili- 
ated groups.  The preis orgmns of the far-left Liberals, which often I 
publish items sympathetic to the Soviet Union and Communism, j 
compensate in some measure for the limited distribution and appeal J 
of outright Communist publications (see ch. 12, Public Informs- j 
tion). I 

The weddy Vos de la Democraeia, with a circulation of 12,000 to | 
lifiOO in 19S8, is the principal Communist praas organ. Accwn, 
published in Manizales, is a pro-Communist monthly directed at 
professional people and intellectuals as well as at members of the 
working classes. Four monthlies are aimed mainly at labor: Frente 
Sindietd and Resurgimimto (both with circchtions of 3,000); Avan- 
zada, (published in Medellin); and the Communist-front La Paldbra 
dd Pueblo. Students represent the special target readership of 
Crm»i published at irregular intervals in Medellin, and of Juvenittd, 
a monthly bulletin of the Union of Communist Youth in Colombia. 

In addition to the periodicals, other printed Communist propa- 
ganda material freely circulatee in the country. Bogota is one 
of the centers for the printing and distribution of Communist pub- 
lications in Latin America. The publications include books on the 
life of Mao Tse Tung, books by him on guerrilla warfare, comic 
books and first reader. for children, works by Marx and Lenin and 
books on Soviet culture. Who Betrayt Democracy?, a work by the 
Colombian Communist leader Gilberte Vieira, is also among Cm 
available Communist publications. The Menorah book-publishing 
house is among the four bookstores in the country where foreign 
and domestic Communist or pro-Oommunist publications are pro- 
duo*d and distributed. 

Communist-front organizations distribute printed Communist 
propaganda and paint slogans on public buildings. The Movimiento 
Obrero Estudiantil Campesino de 7 de Enero (Worker-Students' 
Rural Movement of the 7th of January) is typical among these 
groups. Led by Elie Guiterrez and Marina Ramirez, its member- 
ship comprises mostly unemployed drifters and perennial students. 
The Union Nacional de Estudiantee Colotnbianos (National Union 
of Colombian Students) is'a major Communist-front organization 
for students. Systematic penetration and propaganda activities are 
directed at other, non-Communist peasant, labor and student groups 
in an effort to transform them into mouthpieces of Communist 
propaganda. 

Communist propaganda activities draw their main strength from 
an area located in the mountain region of south-central Colombia, 
which contains several small neighboring towns, including Viot&, 
Sumapaz, Villarica, Dolores, Gaitania, El Pato and Cumaral, and 
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is d(miinat«d by local Communist home« (see ch. 24, Subversive 
Potentialities). Systematic propaganda activities an carried out in 
the environs of Vioti at a hamlet called Brasil, which is tit« rau* 
dence of Victor J. Merchin, Cwnmanist boss of the region awl 
member of the national committee of the Colombian Communist 
Party. Weekly indoctrination sessions are k»ld for hundreds of 
coffee workers in the area in a meeting hall in Brasil called Casa de 
la Liga Campesina. "Yankee imperialism-r and the oppression of 
peasants by big landowners are fmjuent themra. Occasional special 
meetings are held during the week for wvMnen. The workers are also 
expected to purchase Foe de la Demoeraoia, although many of them 
are illiterate. 

Brasil also has a Casa Comunista (Communist House), a Com- 
munist-Party training school called La Escnela de Cuadroe. Under 
the direction of Martin Camaigo, candidates from all parts of the 
country receive instruction in Marxist and Leninist doctrine as well 
as in sabotage and propaganda technique«. Mimeographed propa- 
ganda sheets soliciting support for the Democratic Front of Na- 
tional Liberation, a Communist-proposed, Communist-dominoed 
"popular front" of left-wing partks, are also produced at the Casa 
Comunista. 

Attacks on the United States are the principal themes of keynote 
speeches and slogans of Communist or Communist-front raUus, Com- 
munist Party celebrations and Communist printed media and Party 
documents. It is denounced as the cause of Colombia's problem as 
a perpetrator of international unrest and as t menace to world 
peace. Colombia is portrayed as a victim of economic exploitation 
by the United States, and the National Front government is ac- 
cused of selling ^  the country's interests to wYankee iffiperialiam.,, 

The slogan, Yankee imperialism," was given particular stress in 
the fall of 1960 when a $600 million program of loans to Latin 
America was announced by the United States. The program was 
condemned by the Communists as an instrument of blackmail con- 
stituting part of the plan of the United States to attack Cuba. It 
was said that "alms" offered by the United States were insufficient 
to solve the vital problems of Latin America. In speeches de- 
signed to rally support from the Communist-proposed merger of 
the extreme-left faction of the liberal Party and the Communist 
i^rty, United States imperialism was identified as the principal 
danger which must be combated through the united efforts of all 
"democratic forces." "Increased trade with the socialist countries" 
was demanded to counteract the economic penetration of the coimtry 
by commercial companies of the United States and to end the op- 
pression of American imperialism. 

[ 
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In 1960 Cartro was extolled as the protector of Latin American 
Boremgnty and dignity, and the Cuban revoiation was upheld as an 
example for Colombians to follow in solving national problems. 
Mach of the pro-Cuban propaganda had the purpose of creating a 
belief in the strength of the C&stro regime. The Cuban revolution 
^ras called "indestructible" since it enjoyed the support of "all 
Latin America and of the socialist camp." At the same time, the 
defense of the Cuban revolution was hailed as an essential condition | 
for world peace. 

Praise of the Soviet Union figured prominently, especially in 
official communiques of the Communist Party and in keynote speeches I 
at Party festivals.   The Soviet Union and countries of the Soviet j 
bloc were hailed as «me great advancing force carrying on a struggle f 
bound to result in the defeat of imperialism.  Soviet achievement i in I 
culture, science and education were extolled. I 

Communist-front student and labt»* groups harp on so-called ex- j 
ploitation of petroleum resources by United States and English 
companies in connection with demands for their immediate nationali- 
zation. The high cost of living is contiasted with low salaries pre- 
vailing in some industries. Delays in granting union participation 
in matters relating to the dismissal of employees are denounced as 
a product of a conspiracy of big business. 

The lag in putting into effect the law of 1958 providing for uni- 
versity autonomy, including greater participation of the student 
body in university affairs, has been a favorite propaganda theme 
presented to student groups. The interpretation of national eco- 
nomics in Marxian terms has been a topic of Communist-sponsored 
lectures directed at intellectual audiences. 

Beprosentative speakers and workers of the far-left Liberal or- 
ganization, the Movimiento Revolucionario Liberal—MRL—have 
often acted as mouthpieces for Communist propaganda. In speeches 
given by MRL representatives at Communist rallies and Party 
festivals, Communist propaganda themes are re-emphasized and 
linked to demands for full legal status for the Communist Party, 
including the right to compete for the Presidency. At a Com- 
munist-sponsored rally in July 1960, the speaker representing MRL 
glorified the Cuban revolution as the outstanding model to be fol- 
lowed by all Latin American countries and, in connection with the 
land reform, demanded the confiscation of large estates without 
compensation to their owners. 

FordffB 

Since the early IMG's, the Soviet Union and its satellites have 
shown growing interest in Latin America as a propaganda target; 
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by the late 1950'8, Red Chin» had also intenufied its prqMgaods. 
The mail} Soviet propaganda effort supports the loQg-range ob- 
jective of mcreasing Soviet and satellite mflaence. Vehement de- 
RUitciatioa of the United States is left primarily to domeetic Com- 
munist and Cuban propaganda; UM Soviet Union and Soviet bloc 
countries concentrate on stressing their own economic, cultural and 
scientific achievements, and suggesting the alleged advantages to 
Colombia of initiating or mtensifying Soviet-Colombian coopera&on 
in these fields. Propaganda promotes increased trade aetivitias, 
cultural ezdiauge and travel. Disarmament, peace and the abemoe 
of unemployment in Communist countries have be« corollaiy themes. 

Diplomatic relations between the Soviet Union and Cokmbia 
were broken off in 1948, but Czechoslovakia ha? a consulate general 
in Bogota. The Instituto de Intercambio Cnltnr l Cdo^ibiano 
Sovietico (CoI<Nnbian-Soviet Institute tot Cultural Exchange) is 
an important source of Soviet propaganda. It was established tint 
in Bogota in 1959 under the name of Aaociacidn Cohmbiana <ta» 
loe Amigos de UKSS—ACAU (Colombian Association of Frieiida 
of the USSR). In 1961 the Institute also began to operate a branch 
in Medellin. It sponsors exchange programs for sdentifie aad 
cultural delegations and arranges visits to the Soviet Union for rep- 
resentatives of labor and for student M\A professional groups who 
attend speci»! courses. library servir _, musical events, motion 
pictures and lectures are among other offerings of the Institute. 

The Asociacion Colombiana de Amigos de la China—ACAC 
(Colombian Association of Friends of China)—was established in 
1959 to support the propaganda efforts of Red China. One of its 
organizers, and its secretary in 1960, is Jorge Zalamea Borda, a 
noted intellectual. 

Spanish-language publications of the Soviet Union, UM Soviet 
satellites and Red China may be obtained in some bookstores in the 
rttit \. These publications include Cultural y Vida, union Sovietioa, 
Tiwfon Nuevo» and Mujer Sovietica, published in Moscow; Bektin 
de Information Cheeotlovaoo, La Mujer Cheeotlovaoo and BoUs&n 
Economics Cheeoslovaeo, from Czechoslovakia; and China Revuta 
Iluttrada from Red China. 

The total number of weekly hours of broadcasting in Spanish to 
Latin America by the Sino-Soviet bloc rose from 70% in 1968 to 
97 in 1959. Spanish-language broadcasts by UM Soviet Union* 
European satellites have accounted for UM largest increase from 
28^4 hours a week in 1958 to 41 hours a week in 1959. Ute Soviet 
Union increased the total weekly broadcasting hours in Spanish from 
28 in 1958 to 35 in 1959; Red China broadcasts rose from 14 hoars 
to 21 hours during the same period.   The programs, which include 
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gcnen! news, eoameotMXj on Latin American ewnta, and coltaral 
feataraa hava good technical reeeptioii, but no information m avail- 
aWe regarding the range of their andienoe or the natnre of audience 
reaction. Tbe theme of "Yankee imiMrialiflraff has been vehemently 
stressed in the broadcasts of Badio Peiping; Radio Moscow, since 
the meeting between President Eisenhower and KhntshcheT, has 
placed somewha''. less emphasis on it. 
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Some of the films produced in the Soviet Union and satellite 
cotmtries have contributed to the propaganda effort to convey a 
favorable image of communist countries. A Soviet bloc film festival 
was held in 1959.   Full-length feature and doc.unentary films, made | 
in the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia, were shown in Colombia 
in 1959 to audiences in the larger «ties. Documentary films, repre- 
senting life in the Soviet Union in glowing tirms, have been the 
subject of some Colombian criticism, but their gmeral reception has 
not been unfavorable. 

Cultural propsgarda emanating from Red China was highlighted 
by the visit in May 1960 of the Peiping Opera. Some 23,000 per- 
sons attended the eight performancef. held at BojgottiV Teatro Colon 
and in an impm/ised theater at the Bogota fair grounds. The visit 
received extensive newspaper publicity. Adding emphasis to the 
current propaganda line of the Peiping goverrment. members of 
the opera company emphasized, in their statements to the press and 
in the courqp of their contacts with groups and individuals, the 
need for more vigorous cultural exchange between Colombia and 
Bed China. 

While a favorable image of the Communist countries as pro- 
jected by Sino-Soviet propaganda has gained acceptance among few 
Colombians, it apparently has aroused the curiosity of many. This 
trend is reflected in an increase in the number of Colombians 
traveling to Communist countries since 1958. Ii that year 141 
Colombians visited various countries in the bmo Soviet bloc, in- 
cluding a large delegation to a meeting of architei-ts held in Mos- 
cow. In 1959, 94 persons, including government o.fe».., cultural 
and labor leaders and Colombian Communists, accepted invitations 
to visit countries of the Sino-Soviet bloc; Colombia was represented 
at the Vienna Youth Festival by a delegation of 28. During the 
same year, a Colombian Roman Catholic priest, with the approval of 
his bishop, visited the Soviet Union tc study cooperatives. 

Travel from the Communist countries to Colombia also incrensed 
in 1959, The visitors from the* countries included a legislative 
delegation from Czechoslovakia and three athletic and cultural 
groups from other Communist countries. 

r 
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CUilAN PROPAGANDA 

Since the na» of the Ceatro cc^ime in Cd» in iM9t CtddBtbis 
has beoorae an important target for Cafaen propaganda. The 
spreading thrcoghoot the ommtry of propaganda, often aobvemv» 
in n^srb, by Cuban dipkwnattc peranuiel and aadavorer agents of 
the Castro gorenmient has been pointed out by «everal Colombian 
Cabinet members in eonnecuon with recomraendatioas to aevcr diplo- 
matic idatkns with Cuba. Many of the agents enier the ooon&y 
as tourists. The demand UK tourist visas by Cubans inoeaasd 
apectaeulariy in 1900, altho^h in former years touriat trafte be- 
tween the two ooantries was of minor significance. Meat of the 
requests for visas came from Cuban photographen. radio announoen 
ami journalists. Other infetnational agents seeking adaiismon into 
Colombia have also been supplied with Cuban pasaporta. 

Cuban propaganda tends to exploit the same issues emphasised by 
the Communists. Vebontent denuneiation of "Yankee inparialkm** 
»Bd vitriolic eriticiam of politkaü leaders in the United States 
always form a part of the introduction of Cohan propaganda bar- 
rages. These are generally followed by a graphic desaipCkm of 
Colombia's economic and social ills accompsnied by exhortations to 
its people to follow the example of the Cuban revolutioD- Frnpent 
mention is made also of the Castro regime's ties with the Soviet 
Union, its European satellites and Red China. 

The Cuban Embassy in Bogota is one of the main centers for the 
spreading of Castroist propaganda and is used as a base of opera- 
tions by various groups, notably the Communists. The Cuban 
ambassador, Rodolfo R de la Vega, recalled last year, maintained 
close contact with Communist leaders, including the seeratary-gm- 
eral of the Colombian Communist Party, Gilberto Vieria. Officials 
of the Cuban Embassy have also visited the Coamnniat-dob mated 
areas of Vioti anc* Samapas. The Embassy was active in aiding 
Communist pir»«aganda activities designed to sabotage the prograas 
of the Conference of the 21 Laiin American States which met in 
Bogota in September 1980. It also has supported, and partly 
financed, the Movimiento Obrero Estudiantil Campeeino, whose 
member» have been active in inscribing on walls in Bogoti such 
slogans as "The Vote, No! Revolution, Yes," or "Cuba, Yes, 
Yankee, No." 

The Embassy sponsors a country-wide network of societies called 
Friends of the Cuban Revolution. The main activity of these so- 
cities is the indoctrination of students, workers and peasants with 
the ideas of the Cuban Revolution. They are also instrumental in 
the organuntion of pro-Cuban demonstrations and in supplying 
such demoostrations with propaganda posters and balloons.   In the 
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•mDnmr of I960, the Fnends of the Cvbea BevtdutiMi made ptep- 
antioiiB fcr an ^enti-irapniAUat oongnae" to be held in BoffdL 

Tr^te! to Cube by GokmbiaB etadeot« is also airanged thwu^i 
the Cnfaea Embeaey, which, fa* «ample, anaafed for 39 OOIOB- 
InaD etadmta to attend the Havana Youth Confnee in Jaly 194a 
Another ISO students ate believed to have traveled to the Omgum 
under other aaspio«. 

Printed propaganda material distributed by the Emfaaasf indbdes 
pamphlets, rqnrints of speeches hj Castro, and mimeogtapind 
leaflets. Some of the latter urge Colombians to 'go oat into the 
streets in support of the Cuban Revolution''; others contain violent 
attacks on civil authorities. Most of the material arrivee in Coloaa- 
bia through regular diplomatic cbannels direct from Cuba or from 
the Cuban Embassy in Panama. Some leaflets and handlaDs, how- 
ever, are mimeographed in Bogota. The material is disseminated 
through student and labor groups which ha%e become infiltrated 
by pro-Castro agents. Leaflets are also distributed by aympathiMfes 
on the streets. A movie projection team, which as yet opetates 
undercover, is also believed to be part of the Embassy's propaganda 
operatjop. 

Most of the pro-Csstro, pro-Communist propaganda is transmitted 
to public information media through Prmta Latma (Latin Preas), 
the official news agency of Castro. Although the Bogoti office of 
Ulis agency serves mainly far-left Liberal and Communist organs, 
it places some items in moderate newspapers as well Several radio 
stations, notably Radio Renacimiento (Radio Station New Birth), 
subscribe to the services of Frenaa Latma. 

Since 1960 Cuba has been in the p.-ocen of improving its short- 
wave radio facilities for broadcasts to Latin America. In January 
1961 it was announced that a Cuban International Service would 
broadcast to Central America and the Caribbean at 0200-0100 Green- 
wich Mean Time-^GMT—on 6060 kilocycles (100 kilowatts) and 
to Spanish South America at 0400-0500 GMT on 15S40 kilorycles 
(100 kilowatts). Both frequencies are believed to be audible in 
Colombia. In December 1960 Cadena Oriental de Radio (Oriental 
Radio Network) initiated a program for Latin America, "Senal de 
America," from Havana on 1260 kilocycles at 0200-0230 GMT. 
After extending greetings "to the people of Latin America," the 
introductory announcement stated that "'Radio Senal' hoped to 
be in contact with humble, honest men of the continent, to bring 
them the truth about the Revolution," At the time this program 
was begun, however, the network's lack of shortwave transmitters 
probably precluded its reception in most parts of Latin America. 
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UM «CKIS of Cobui {Httpaguids, howem- lio itod, 
fnfc m Mittorad b&tmntm of pto-Cnbui dMstooatntioat doriiif 
1M0L Om Jclr 90 of that year wveral BUB traUdingB in Otli vm 
«WM»d with portan Notifying Otba «ad Tilifyiiif UM United 
SMML On th» MM day the Fneub of the Qrim Bivohrtkai 
kndwd tneokr Utkau decorated whh the Cabea flag from the 
titj*» warn «pure. Aa urta-Commaniat danoMtnüaB in Bogatft, 
in October ISM, wu mterrapted by » groop duurtiog, "Loaf live 
Cohe.** In Aegoat 1960 a groop of 50 peaaants tnm the departaaant 
of Gaklaa anfamitted written dedarationa offering to fight aa volan- 
tcen for Cuba in caae it was threatmad with invaaian. The dac- 
lantkn pointed oat that the group woold fight in opporiti« "to 
the iapiiatkna of Yankee inperialMB.» 

A Mo^hpieee of Cuban propaganda ia the well-known writer and 
intdleetaal, Jorge Zafaunea Borda. In the coorae of one of hia 
riska to HJavana, at ths inritatkm of the Cuban govenunaai, 
Zahnwa atiaaatd the abaenoe of dktatonibip in Cuba, adding that 
the aiming of people by their gorermuent pteefodaa the eriatane» 
of that farm of govenunent. He farther atated that the Coban 
ranrfntkn has met with "gigantic popular aappoct.* 

ÜSIA ACT1V1T1KS 

Programa eoodncted by the United Statee Information Agency 
are dwagnad to promote anderatandiag of the culture, institutiens 
and intnnatianal poaition of the United States, and to acquaint 
Colombians with democntk practioae on the oommunity level 
Oreat StRHB ia placed upon their factual nature. Some aspects of 
the program are intended to countenct Communist propaganda. 
Special effort« are made to reach student and labor group*. 

Some USIA information roaches Colombians through their own 
press and radio. Newa items supplied by USIA are used by 35 out 
of 57 dailies. Tue combined total circulation of the dailies using 
USIA material was 904330 in 1959. In 1960 the «pace devoted to 
USIA items in Colombian newspapers totaled about 28,000 column 
inches per month. Radio stations devoted more than 19,000 hours 
per year to the broadcasting of items received by the VSIA. Three 
major national networks, Primera Cadena Radial Colombiana—Cara- 
col (First Colombian Radio Chain), Radio Cadena Nactonal (Na- 
tional Radio Chain) and Circuito Todelar (Todel&r Circuit), com- 
prising a total of 84 stations, broadcast programs supplied by the 
Voice of America. 

It was estimated in I960 that about 2 mil]ion Colombians per rear 
attend the showing of USIA documentary films. Most of the films 
are shown in the USIA-sponsored Colombian-United States bina- 
tional centers, others by mobile film units.   In 1960 special showing» 
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hM by BolHk «nit!» aevterml night« pur week at the Berrio Lea 
Feme ead the Burrio LM Craoee, two dktncts in Bogoti inhabited 
■ainly bj werken. UM filma ehown included "Pax 7 Amktad en 
libtaiad" (Fence and Friendship in Freedom), which dealt with 
President Eisoahcwer's trip to 11 countries, and "Norteamerica en 
Autobus* (North America by Bus). 

Other topics featured in USIA documentaries were United States 
foreign policy, parallel features in the cultures of Colombia and the 
United States, items designed to refute Communist projiaganda, and 
artidee on science and space exploration. MSpace Pkmeer," "Alaska, 
Newest of the United States," "Pilgrimage of Liberty, Nautilus" and 
"Pan-American Festiritiee* wen among the USIA documentariec 
that were partkulariy snoeessful with Colombian audknece. Ail 
films hare Spanish language sound tracks. 

USIA has seven Colombian-American Binatknal Centers located 
in Bogota, Bananqnilla, Bucaramanga, Cali, Cartagena-. Manixaks 
and Medellin. Designed mainly to stimulate interest in the cultures 
of Colombia and of the United States, the centos feature libraries, 
moring picture showings, amateur theatrical performances, language 
classes in English and Spanish, and many other cultural and social 
activities. They also furnish information and handle application^ 
of young Colombians wishing to study in the United States under 
the auspices of the Institute of International Education. In 1960 an 
expansion of the fseilities was planned for the Ba» ranquilla Bina- 
tional Center, which at that time had 540 student* carolled in its 
English-language classes and 100 additional members. 

In March 1960 the binational ^enters started the publication of 
CohiM, an English-Spanish cultural magazine which features articles 
on literature, art, music, theater and tilms in Cotombia and in the 
United States, and also includes in each issue a section «»titled 
"Scientific Notes'' and a feature story on a city in Colombia and 
one in the United States. To prorid« university students with cul- 
tural and research material on the United States, the «alters have 
planned the establishment of reading rooms in university libraries. 
One of these reading rooms is already in UM at the University of 
Atlantic© in Barranqui'Ia. 

USIA began in late 1960 the establishment of community centers 
to emphasize practical instruction and entert&mment suitable for 
thorn who have little or no education. The community centers were 
to be established mainly in working-class neighborhoods and wer« 
to serve as bases of activities leading to community improvement. 
Course* are offered in crafts, reading and writing, hygiene, English 
and typewriting. Democratic practices are followed in the organi- 
zation and administration of the community centers, with local citi- 
zens partk-ipitting in tlie planning of prugrams and in fund raisin«; 
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One community center has abwdy been wtmHidwd in UM Ciadad 
Qoirog» Mction of BogatL Activitiw »t UM Qoirog» oeatar mSmdm 
cooking, BBwing, child care, hygirae, bom« impnnmnmU, and RnglMh 
claasBs for adults, diacoanon groapa for ycung paofde, a ^ort dab 
for yoangateia and reading and game bows for family groapa. Tha 
center abo has library tacilitim. 

OTHER INFOSMATIONAL ACTOnTIBS 

Great Britain opnates UM Inatitato CoSombiaao BriUnko in coo- 
junction with its conaalat» in Bogoti. Tha Institute has libraiy 
facilities and offers cl loses in Gokanbian fdk dancing. Its programa 
are on a high cultural ford and are uffered in a q^iet, elob-iika 
atmo^here—which make them rery popular with adncated, iqipar- 
class BogoUmoa. The Alianxa Francesa, under the jpoaaowlup of 
French consular authorities, is similar in nature and cetera to tha 
Mine cla» of Colombians. 

UM Pan-American Unkm attempts to propagate the idea and pro» 
mcrte tbe public aooeptanee of inter-American ooopnatioo. Ita Span- 
ish-language booklets and pamphlets incfatde sketebes on 
American countries and ezpoaitkms of the purposes, aims, and 
ices of the Organization of Amenean Stataa. A I'^ireattatlfa 
publication in the latter category is mtiUed Bogpujm 4» Urn A*p6- 
blleas Amerieanas (Sketches of American Bepubiics). This and 
other similar publkationa are distributed throogh UM odkea of the 
Pan-American Unioc in Bogoti to schools, cmc orfanisatior.i and 
indiriduak. 
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SECTION III. ECONOMIC BACKGROUND 

„^««eseBaaefct, 

CHAPTER» 

(»ARA(nrER AND STRUCTURE OF THE ECONOMY 

Cdombift is «n nn^de^oped countiy with tAxmaaak satnnt 
resources. Its economy is basically africoltural, ekmly tied to «of- 
fee production. Industry has grown rapidly since World War II, 
but has been offset by «a almost equally rapid increase in popoküsa 
which cancels out most of the gains of eoonomie demdopnanL 
Although international comparisons of pa* capita income hum to be 
taken with reservation, ':h* estimated per (»pita nataoBal iaeoaw » 
between Ü.S^220 and üi>.$330, placing Colombia in the middk «f the 
Latin American scale, which ranges from UJSJTO in Bolivia to 
Ü.S.$750 in Venezuela. 

Regional conditions vary, largely because of great differences 
in topography and climate, but with the gradual improvenieat of 
communication, trar.iportation and public services, national pattant 
are emerging. The economy is firmly rooted in the private enter- 
prise system, but the role of the government is incroasing thnNqgh 
its incipient national economic planning, the expansion of its fiscal 
operations, and its investments in development program«) roqniring 
formidable capital outlays, such as steel industries, tranaportatiaR 
and hydroelectric power production. 

The richness of the country contrasts sharply with the low 
standards of living and the marked disparity between the few rieh 
and the many poor. Over nine-tenths of the population pay BO 
income taxes because their earnings are below the taxable minimnin. 
Economic power, as expressed in land and capital, is held by the 
descendants of the conqutatadore», an exclusive upper clan whkh, 
though socially rigid, is economically active and efficient. The bulk 
of the population is composed of subsistence farmers and a rapidly 
growing urban proletariat. An econemic middle elaas—rn niral 
areas farmers engaged in commercial agriculture, and in urban areas 
retailers, skilled workers and service personnel—is slowly gaining 
strength. 

Although over half of the labor force is engaged in rural voca- 
tions, as against one-third in industry, commerce and service«, tgri- 
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culture «mtributes only about r)> percent of tl»e gros national 
product because *i uneconomic land utilizaticn and inadequate 
cultivation methods. The land tenure system, still rooted in the 
social and political pattern of the Spanish conquest, is rigid. Two- 
thirds of the farmers cultivate less than l«* percept of the utilized 
land; tlieir small ^mbsistence plots are crowded on the steep moun- 
tain slopes. The wide level ireas are used for livestock raising by 
the big landowners who constitute lefäs than 1 percent of the farm- 
ing popwlation, bat possess over half of the productive land. 

The low purchasing power of the rural population practically 
excludes it fron: the industrial consumer goods market, thereby 
reducing the volume of domestic trade to a fraction of its potential. 
The low output of the rural economy makes it necessary to import 
agricultural products, thus diverting a sizable amount of foreign 
exchange from capital goods import and thereby vetarding indus- 
trialimtion and over-all economic development. 

The most advanced production and processine methods in agri- 
cultm-e are in the coffee industry, which is often considered an 
entity separate from the agricultural a-x-tor. Grown on medbm-size 
farms by aame 400,000 farmers and their families, coffee makes up 
35 percent of the total sspricultural oucput value, and earns 75 to 80 
percent of the country's foreign exchange. Promotion is in the 
hands of a well organized marketing and credit organization, the 
National Federation of Coffee Growers, one of the most influential 
agencies in the country. 

The economy's heavy dependence on coffee exports makes tlie 
country extremely vulnerable to fluctuations of coffee prices on the 
world market and inspires fear of the consequences if synthetic 
coffee becomes mark?tahle in the near future. Diversification in 
the production of export goods is therefore a pressing problem, and 
some progress in this direction has been noted in recent years. 
There is now general recogrvtion, however, that basic changes can 
come about only throneh fin over-all agrarian reform which would 
institute strr* Mral changes i'i hnd tenure, agricultural credit policy, 
taxation, hind utilization, | rodurtion and marketing methods and 
would consolidate existi „' improvement programs in the various 
phases of agriculture. Th« absence of agreement among political 
factions on the extent and the time-tahl«» of such a reform is a 
serious obstacle. 

Colombian industry has surpassed all other Latin American 
countries in rate of growth since World War II l)ecause of increased 
private investment stimulated by the exiiectancy of quicker and 
greater profit than agriculture yields. Mid increased government 
efforts toward economic self-sufficiency. In the absent« of ov^r*?! 
planning and coordination, the different branches of industry have 
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developed unevenly. Heavy imlnrtry is almost completely lacking, 
with the exception of the Paz del Rio steel mill oonatrjetad in the 
1950s. 

Little is produced in transportation equipment, machinery, elec- 
trical appliances and paper products. On the other hand, the food 
processincr industries ca** meet the prawnt dom«tic demand, and 
beverages, tobacco prodnete, textiles, shoes and fuels are also pro- 
duced in adequate volume. Construction materials are largely do- 
i^cstitally produced, and the chemical industry has made strides in 
ivient years. Although natural resources are in many areas un- 
ejp!ore<i and untapped, gold, silver and emerald mining were major 
industries before the development of modern manufacturing, and 
since the late 1930's petroleum has been the second most important 
export rommodity. 

Industry is dependent on import of capital goods and, to a greet 
extent, of raw materials. Not only do recently built auto-assembly 
plants receive all parts from abroad, but the paper, rubber, cheatkal 
and electrical machinery industries, as well as several smaller enter- 
prises, cannot exist without imported raw materials. Among its 
economic goals, the government gives high priority to the substitu- 
tion of domestically produced raw materials for most of those cur- 
rently imported. 

Limitations imposed by tomography retarded the construction of a 
nation-wide transportation system. The country pioneered in com- 
mercial air transportation, but lack of ar \dequate surface trans- 
portation system has hindered the integration and specialisation of 
industry. Colombia is one of the few countries still engaged in 
major milroad construction. Railroad conrMCtions between the two 
coasts and the interior of the country nere first established in 1981. 
The number of local feeder roads and the overall highway system 
is growing steadily: scheduled to start construction in 1961 is a link 
in the Pan-American Highway to join the section now i»;J«r con- 
struction through Panama 

The country has invaluable resources of hydroelectric energy, oil, 
coal and timber. So far only the exploitation of oil can be con- 
sidered satisfactory. The production of hydroelectric power lags 
behind demand, the coal potential is barely explored and timber 
resources have been exploited to a very limited extent 

Capital shortage is characteristic of the economy. Investment is 
heaviest in transportation, manufacturing and petroleum industries. 
In agriculture and in rural housing the shortage of long-term credit 
is particularly pressing. Colombians have demonstrated more re- 
sourcefulness and hare provided more domestic capital than moft, 
Latin American countries; yet borrowing abroad, mainly in thj 
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United States during the late 192U's and again in recent years, has 
been ewential to the economy. 

The United States ?»*.■( been not only the major source of foreign 
inieatmept bat also the most important trading partner, althoogh 
the European prosperity of recent years has reduced the United 
States share in Colombian trade. Trade with other parts of the 
world, including members of the Sino-Soviet bloc, is negligible. 

Labor is available in sufficient numbers but not in adequate 
qnalby. Foreign labor is employed in specialized and skilled cate- 
gor-s, but its proportion is restricted by law. The shortcomings in 
general and technical education together with deficiencies in diet and 
in health conditions of the lower income groups handicap a large 
portion of the population in efforts to utilize fully their physical 
and mental potentialities. Furthermore, differences in altitude and 
climate act as obstacles to the free movement of labor. 

Development efforts on a private or semiofficial basis had been 
present in certain branches of the economy long before the beginning 
of intensive industrialization. Development of cöff<w production and 
improvement of the quality of cattle were promoted as early as the 
tarn of the century. After World Wrr II the government began 
to create agencies to promote branches cf the economy considered 
vital to attaining self-sufficiency, to betteiing the standard of living 
and to improving the balance of payments. Organizations further- 
ing tobacco, cotton and agricultural production, colonization and 
manufacturing were subsidized intensively. 

Over-all growth has been slow and uneven. The gross national 
product increased only 3.5 percent annually during the lOSOV; while 
the rate of industrial growth was about 7 percent, that of agricul- 
ture was only 2.3 percent. Hence, the rate of over-all growth has 
barely kept ahead of the 2.5 percent annual increase in popula- 
tion, while the most important branch of the economy, agriculture, 
actually lagged behind it. At this rate of development the economy 
has been unable to absorb the annual increase in numbers of labor 
force with the result that about 150,000 persons annually swell 
the ranks of the unemployed and underemployed. 

The urgent need for integrated development stimulated the crea- 
tion of the Council for Economic Policy and Planning and the ad- 
ministrative Department for Planning and Technical Services in 
1968. The two agencies, in cooperation with the United Nations 
Economic Commission for Latin America (UN-ECLA), the Inter- 
American Economic and Social Council of the Organization of 
American States (IA-ECOSOC-OAS), the Inter-American Devel- 
opment Bunk (IADB), the International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development (IBRD), and other international economic and 
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finaucial bodies, as well as with the Uni^d States 
Cooperatioc Administration (US-ICA), engaged in the task of 
ing the rate of growth of the GXP to an annual 5 peromt, a goal 
proclaimed essential by the government of Lleras Camaiga 

To achieve tnis goal, the government has introdooed teal aad 
financial measures which call for austerity in adminintratU« stand- 
ing and increase in public investment; long-term devek^Hnent plaaa, 
the first of which, the "Four-Year Plan ft»- Public IcvcsäMKfc," was 
launched in the fall of 1960; a tax reform designed to ■titriata 
development; a Col^OO million domestic ixmd issue for tha OOBS- 
pletion of the Atlantic railroad, otlier ttanspurtation, industrial, 
pover and municipal development projects; liberalizing tha credit 
policy: and strengthening institutions engaged in credit operatkna 
for development. 

Strengthening the Agrarian Credit Bank as the main arm of the 
government in agricultural development, and increasing aappart of 
regional development projects such as the Cauca Valley Authority, 
are progressive measures but will have limited effects if the phamad 
over-all agrarian reform is not passed or is weakened by rMtricthra 
amendments. The need for simultaneous improvement of social and 
educational conditions presents additional burdens. More lip service 
than actual support is given measures to extend the social aecmity 
system, raise the minimum wage and provide low-income housing. 

Liberalizations in foreign trade, including a new exchange policy 
in force since June 1957, which provides for extensive use of tfaa 
free market, have given the economy a strong stimulus and raised 
the hopes of the Colombian people that most of the ambitious devel- 
opment plans can be realized. A large part of the commercial debts 
accumulated before 1957 have been paid off, and confidence in tha 
Colombian economy has been restored abroad. The country hopes 
to further its economic development through inter-American eco- 
nomic cooperation. It participates in an international rswarch 
project concerned with the feasibility of a common Latin Amerkas 
market, and it has signed the Act of Bogota (1960), whose aim k 
cooperation with other Latin American states to achieve social and 
economic progress. 

At the end of the four-year term of the present government in 
1962. the infiuence of new political forces may alter the proepecta 
and pace of economic development, but social and economic aspira- 
tions are too strong to be eliminated or satisfied merely by politieal 
maneuver or changes in leadership. As in other Latin American 
countries, the post-war era has witnessed the desire for basic change« 
in the present socioeconomic structure of the country, a desire that 
has been stimulated by social revolutions in Cuba and elsewhere in 



the heinispliers. These aspirations are recognized by an inereasing 
number of people who, however, disagree widely on the extent of 
change neoenary. 

The elite is still hopeful that, with adequate foreign capital, 
technical aid and a few major reform measures, most of the aspira- 
tions can be eatiaüed without disrupting the present system. Others, 
including the Communists, believe that capitalism is not dynamic 
cnoogh and that the tempo of change is too sluggish. They rec- 
ommended drastic structural changes and much larger govemmeniai 
participation in the economy. 
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CHAPTER 27 

AGRICULTURAL POTENTIAL 
Agriculture engages the labor of 52 percent of the ecoBomicaCy 

active population, contributes some 35 permit to tta grow nmtion«! 
product, and provides 80 to £0 percent of the ooontiy's foreign u- 
change nmings. About one-ftmrth of the total area of the oonntty 
sen es agricultural pursuits, but only S.6 iiemnt » used for crop 
production, whereas 23.6 percent constitutes pasture for livesloek. 

Tlie relatively small crop-producing area, which eaaplojs the vast 
majority of the agricultural labor fores, produces 22 perant of the 
gross nati<mal product; the considerably largo- gnudng ana sus- 
tains a smaller number of people, contributing only 1&5 pcront 
to the groes national product. Crop and stock fanning an seldoiu 
practiced jointly. 

Foodstuffs constitute the principal crop products, and coffee rep- 
resents about three-fifths of the totaL Although coin, potatoes, 
yucca, sugar cane, plantain, barley, wheat, rice, and bananas an 
the staple foods, coffee, as the principal export commodity, has the 
greatest impact on the national econcmy. 

During the past decade,, Columbia has been compelled to import 
only about 4 percent of it» food requirements, mostly wheat, barley, 
cacao, fats, and oils for consumption, and several other crops for 
seeding purposes. 

The agricultural sector of the economy has shown less dynamisn 
and a slower rate of growth than other sectors. Between 1953 and 
1959. the growth was 2.3 percent per year, much lower than the 
4 percent growth necessary to bring the over-all growth of the 
economy to a desirable annual 5 percent. For the time being, the 
increasing demand for fsodauffs has httsn partially met through a 
reduction in food exponr and iu increase in imports. The growing 
of such products as bark/ and cotton has been increased consider- 
ably in recent years, but these isolated suoceases do not mitigate 
the urgent need to modify 'trtain economic ftnd social factors which 
have for a long time hampered agricultural progress. 

The outstanding problem of agriculture is the structure of land 
ownership. Large- and medium-sized holdings, owned by a relatively 
small number of upper-class families, occupy the level areas cf the 
overwltelmingly mountainous country and an almost exclusively 
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utilized for extensive stock raising, while a multitude of holdings 
too snail to sustain a family are located or, thfc poor soils o^ the 
mountain dopes and are utilized for crop production. Overpopula- 
tion on the small farms produces social pressure and provides a 
source for the growing urban proletariat. Great and fluctuating 
differences exist in income, living standards, and methods of produc- 
tion among the various types of agriculturists in the country. 

The income and production of farmers in all categories is limited 
by the chronic shortage of credit, storage, and transportation facili- 
ties. The latter two deficiencies are causes of considerable waste in 
both the quantity and quality of agricultural products, but they also 
account for the development of regional markets. Marketing of 
produce on the national er$h is the exception rather than the rule 
(see ch. 31, Domestic Trade). With the exception of coffee, few 
agricultural products an distributed nationally. Fanners take their 
produce to the nearest market immediately after harvest and sell it 
with little participation of middlemen. 

The economic and social pressures calling for over-all agrarian 
reform and development are on the increase. The passage of numer- 
ous laws reflects the concern of thn gevemment. Groups with spe- 
cial agricultural interests have been promoting agricultural research 
and education and the improved marketing of their respective prod- 
ucts; these groups have at times achieved—with government or for 
eign aid—worthwhile results, but poor coordination and administra- 
tion, a shortage of capital and skilled technicians, the low level of 
agricultural education, the absence of an effective marketing organi- 
zation, and the obstruction of s largely conservative ruling group 
have restricted progress to isolated phases of agriculu.re (see ch. 21, 
Political Dynamics). 

Present government policies are aimed p-t achieving complete self- 
sufficiency in agriculture, even though the costs of domestic produc- 
tion mar be higher than the cost of imports, and toward more di- 
versified and expanded exports. Tariffs, credits, and other admin- 
istrative and financial measures are employed with some success to 
promote the production of goods serving the^ ';nds. The country, 
for example, has doubled its cotton production during the past two 
years and has not only becozne self-sufficient, but a cotton-export 
country for the first time (1960) in its history. As a result of 
vigorous government action, the yield per acre of wheat, maize, 
potatoes, pulses, and cacao has increased; there are good indications 
that barley, rice, sugar, and coffee production will follow the same 
twnd. 

Improved irrigation, drainage, and the use of domestic fertilizers 
are recognized as essential to the proper utilization of the soil pres- 
ently under cultivation, as well as to the utilization of new land. 
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Improved incoitives f««- coloaizatian or intenud migrmtion u« «na- 
ti&l to the lattw end as well. All these, in addition to the «neetkn 
of integrated plans for research^ education, and the pnmakm of 
storage and transpcntation facilities, draaand the enployment of far 
greater resources than the country possesses. The need for foreign 
assistance was emphasized by President Alberto Liens Camargo's 
request for a $100 million loan from UM United States, in order to 
implement the agrarian reforms under consideration in 1900. The 
goTemment must also overcome domestic opposition from the dass 
of large landowners, who resist an over-all reform invdving land 
redistribution MI UM basis of the claim that such reform will tem- 
porarily reduce output, a luxury that the country cannot permit 
itself under present circumstances. 

LAND UTILIZATION 

Almost three-fourths of the country is forest or swamp had, 
land under permanent snow, or land the nature of whkh is unde- 
termined. Over 7 million acres (2-6 percent) are used lor crop 
production, end 66 milion acres (23.6 percent) are used for stock 
raising (see fig. 10). 

Symbol Land UM Aero« Fiffem* 

Forsat. swunp aad otiMr 
«ausMbi« lands. 

207.400.000 73. § WM 

Egüü Stock famine. 64,200.000 29.4 

m Crop farming. 7.200.000 24 

Fi§w9 10.   Lomd LHüitatim in CeUmhi*. 
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Clini>tic conditimis in general have discouraged wCttana&it in th* 
hot and humid lowlands, when the farm«1 must stniggle con« am- 
oosly not <mly ■» ith the soil bat also with the rapidly growing wild 
flora, coontk« pest5», and many diseaaca. It was mainly because of 
these environmental factors that the Indians of pre-Golombian times 
concentrated their denser settlements on higher elevations, which 
were also more easily defensible against hostile tribes. The Spanish, 
similarly, settled mainly on the useful level areas of the high plateaus 
and elevated valleys of the oordilleras. There, in addition to the 
comfortable climate and good soil, sufficient Indian labor was also 
available, rain was more evenly distributed, and two annual harvests 
were possible. 

The bulk of the land now utilised for agricultural purposes lies 
concentrated in the mountainous western part of the country, mainly 
in the temperate and cold regions, ^ere ahr K>t 50 percent of the 
land is utilized, in contrast with the eastern part, where only 13 
percent of the land is utilized. The exception to the relatively 
extensive land utilization in UM western regions is found in the 
ho* rain forests of the Chooö area, where only 2J percent of the 
land is in use. 

The present geographic distribution of utilized land is the com- 
bined result of many factors, among which climate, elevation, 
quality of soil, and land tenure practices have been most important, 
although inadequate education and research and lack of credit, 
storage, and transportation facilities have also played significant 
roles. 

Soils 

Pilot surveys give some indication of the soils in the western 
part of the country, but no over-all soil survey is available. Soile 
may be placed in three categories; soils usable in their present 
state, soils usable after treatment and management, and useless soils. 
The soils of the high plateaus and elevated valleys, composed of 
sufficient plant nutrients to be used for sever ! seasons without 
special treatment, fall mainly in the first category. On the highest 
elevations and on very steep slopes, however, soils are stony and 
less suitable for agricultural purposes. In the lower rejjions of 
these valleys, as well as along the rivers of the Pacific Coast, soils 
are composed mainly of silt carried down by the rivers during 
periods of floods. Although these soils suf sihnost uniformly fertile, 
they are constantly wet, and to be planted they must be drained. 
They have long been used during dry periods as pasture lands, and 
parts of these flood areas have in recent years been used ?or rice 
cultivation. 

East of the Magdalena Rhvr. along the low elevatinns of (lie 
Sierra Nevada dr Santa Marts», line loams made large-sciie banana 
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production poanble; on the higher elevations, brown day and hnami, 
high in potash and iron content, provide good sous lor csffee formen. 
The shallow, sandy, and «tony soils of the arid Goajira Peninsula 
provide meagre pasture for livestock. Irrigation and treatment of 
the soil could improve the area considerably. 

The soils of the practically inaoceenble rain forests or selvas 
that cover large parts of the Chooo area are bkeched of much.of 
their plant nutrients and would need chemical treatment for cul- 
tkation. Although experts differ, it is assumed generally that 
the soils of the rain forests in eastern Colombia fall into the same 
classification and that their immediate utilisation is rather 
problematical. 

Sail 

Lar'« tracts of land that were prosperous and rich at the 
of the Spanish conquest now lie bare and bleak in the high valkys 
and mountain slopes of the Cordilleras. Soil erosion has readied 
such major proportions that certain areas are unable to maintain 
even subsistence fanners. For instance, the Magdalena River aloM 
carries some 458,000 cubic yards of soil every day in its waters. 
The process is most noticeable in the Eutern Cordillera, north of 
Bogota. Soil erosion » also visible on practically all steep slopes 
and bare ground in the river valleys. The usable land has actually 
been decreasing in severd areas. 

Soil erosion caused by precipitation has been promoted rather 
than retarded by modern man. Intensive agriculture practiced on 
small level plots by the Chibcha Indians before the conquest re- 
tarded the deterioration of the soil. The small farmer of subsequent 
generations was forced to move from the level land to the moun- 
tains, where he cleared the steep slopes by burning the trees and 
underbrush. This practice, combined with the constant replanting 
of the same crop, especially annuals, in the same soil, contributed 
to soil depletion and erosion. Constantly repeated, the process has 
led to the gradual depletion of the land's fertility. 

Although soil conservation programs, the use of fertilisers, and 
techniques of crop rotation and land management are energetically 
promoted by the government—notably by the Cauca Valley Corpora- 
tion (Corporaciön Autonome Regional del Cauca) in its area— 
the fanner's lack of education, skills, and credit are seriously re- 
tarding factors. 

Factors Promoting Land Use 

Improvement in land utilization is being sought through the more 
intensive use of the land already under cultivation and by m-la- 
mation of presently unused land. Vast forest-covered areas could 
be cleared to provide millions of acres for agriculture.   Data com- 
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piled by the United Nations show that in the deputments «kne, 
«zoipting Choc6, soaoe 19 million «CTM could be added to the 50 mil- 
lion acres presently being exploited for agricnlturml purposes. Thos 
abont 63 percent of the total area of the departments could be uti- 
lized. Agricultural land in the Cboc6 area could be increased 
to 4 or 5 million acres if proper irrigation, drainage, äoU manage- 
ment, and transportation facilities were pnrrided. No esrimates 
are availabk regarding land utilization in the mtenekmeia» and 
eonmeriag, hat it is thought that millions of acres there could be 
developed through the oanstruction of roads, the dredging of men, 
and the drainage and irrigation of lands. Along the eastern dopes 
of the Eastern Cordillera alone, there are some 25 million aeroi 
of forest land with good soils, which could be utilised without too 
much investment 

The state owns vast areas of untilled land in Bolivar in Cordoba, 
and in the eastern part of the country. Before 1936, anyone who 
settled on such land end grew crops cm one-third, or maintained 
two-thirds in pasture for ten consecutive years, and paid the estab- 
lished price, could obtain full title to it. With the passage of 
the 193« Land Act (Act 200), confusing regulations and divergent 
practices were eliminated, end the government was authorised to 
determine the most economic use of untilled state lands—whether, 
for example, they could best be utilized for agriculture, forestry, 
mining, or other purposu. 

Decrees issued in 1937 and 1957 charged the Agrarian, Industrial 
and Mineral Credit Bank (Caja de Credito Agtvrio, Industrial, y 
Minero) with the responsibility for planning and operating new 
settlements with supporting colonization projects initiated by other 
government agencies, such as the former Colonization and Immigra- 
tion Institute. Lack of planning, insufficient credit, and the absence 
of implements and facilities had resulted in the failure of several 
small colonization projects before the Bank was given full author- 
ity. At present, the Bank buys land and sells it to settlers, admin- 
isters government parcelization and colonization projects, and or- 
ganises colonization centers. 

One successful colonization program is being carried out on the 
eastern slopes of the Eastern Cordillera, at Ariari, near Villa- 
vicencio in Mets, where 2,400 families who had previously settled 
there and 300 new colonists are being aided on a 170,000-acre tract 
of land. Each family receives a minimum of 123 acres and credit 
up to 6,000 pesos for home construction. A commissary, medical 
services, technical advice and assistance, an agricultural extension 
service, and other public services are available.   Farther south in 
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the MOW general um, at DonoeUo ud Bel£& de Um Andeqwens 
in O^anttk, «fer 700 lamflies tm leeetving «boot the Mine ttarrkm 
ee thoee pnmded et Amri. Bet this ^ojeet mdhn tram lack of 
roedt, whkh makes meriBBtiBg of prodnee almoet impoesible. 

Tbe Agrarian Credit Bank is abo active in many other aetUe- 
neot projects. The Sarare Project, covering 700^00 acres, has 

*en set aside for cokmkatkm in the Deputments of Boyae4 and 
Horte de Santander and in the Comisarii of Araoca. Five-hundred 
thcwasnd acres of this land are believed to be cultivable, especially 
tor cocoa, bananas, maiae, and okaginoos plants. The Bank, in 
cooperation with the Behabilitation Bureau of the Department of 
Morte de Santan^r, had by hot report, assisted some 500 old and 
157 new families. Individw! holdings ruge between 120 and 850 
acresb For some Col$3 millkm, the Bank also has purchased 
haciendas with a total of 18,400 acres, to be divided into 690 iadi- 
vidnal farms. During the period 1900-61, a sizable group of sstttara 
wss to be established on it and other lands added to it 

About L5 million acres, of which 800,000 to 900,000 arrr« are» 
workable, have been designated for colonization in Meta, Hi^la, 
and T<^ima. Hie area consists of some 870,000 acres on the Piramo 
de Sumapaz in a climatic xone similar to that of Bogoti; 74fiOO 
acres on the Piruno de Sumapaz in the cold cone; 850,000 acres 
in the cold zone along the Arros River; some 500,000 acres on the 
high Ariari Biver, including all three climatic zones; and 850,000 
acres near Galilee in the temperate zone. Two hydroelectric plants 
with a capacity of 100,000 kilow&tt* tie planned. The development 
of a lumber industry and the raising of sheep are the best economic 
proepects. The capital requirement for this colonization project 
over a three-year period is at least Ü.S.$40 million. Negotiations 
involving the Agrarian Credit Bank and ministries of Public Works, 
Agriculture, and Education are in progress to secure the neeaasaiy 
financial support. 

Paroelization is also used to increase the output of the land. In 
Colombia, paroelization is a system of purchasing large tracts of 
idle or insufficiently used land and dividing it up into small plots 
for the purpose of intensive agriculture. The new owi «HPS are en- 
couraged to solve their community needs through the formation of 
fuming cooperatives. Fifty-five such projects are now in progress, 
85 of which were begun by the former Colorazation and Parceliza- 
tion Institute and 80 by the Agrarian Credit Bank. 

Capital for the financing of these projects comes mainly from 
the commercial and savings banks, which are compelled by a law 
passed in 1959 to utilize 10 percent of their deposits for this pur- 
pose.   Other sources are the national government and the depart- 
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ments involved, «namly Santanoer and Sorte de Santander. Tha 
purchaser of such land mast deposit from 5 to 25 percent of the 
price, depending on the fertility of the «oil, his personal financial 
status, and other criteria. The balance is pud off in 10 to 15 
yean, usually in semiannual or annual installments. The settler 
may receive an initial credit of up to Col$4o0 pesos to faciiiut? 
his move to the land and an installation credit of a maximum of 
rol$5,000 on a short-term basis—usually a four-year ICKJI—to pur- 
cbase seeds, livestock, tools, and lumber. Additional credits are 
made available as the settler establishes himself. When government 
funds ate involved in the loans, the settler is obliged to pay inters: 
only for the first year. 

Water Cntral 

Irrigation of dry land and drainage of wet land serve both to 
intensify and to extend land use. This has long been expressed in 
ambitious plans, but only meager r«^ults have so far been achieved. 
Early irrigation works in the tobacco zones of Santander, in the 
banana zones of Magdalena, and in the sugar-cane fields of the 
Cauca Valley -.\orB products of private enterprise. More recent 
large-scale projects, such as the Coello Saldana project in Tolima, 
are government spunsored. At present, a total of some 500,000 to 
600,000 acres of laud a»? irrigated, and some 75,000 to 80,000 acres 
are drained. Some 1 million acres could be improved by such water 
conirol. 

One of the most hopeful signs of bold plannhig and action lias 
been the creation of the Cauca Valley Corporation in 1Ü51. Initi- 
ated under the direction o; David E. Lilienthal, it has been mode'ed 
aftf the Tennessee Valley Authority (see ch. 2^. Industrial Po- 
tential). In addition to power plants, the piaus call for flood 
control through the creation of two huge reservoirs. The T'mba 
and Salvajin dams would safeguard some 2iT0.(X)(? acres from the 
periodic lloods which occur in the valley about every 10 years. 
Ground water, which may rise as a result of 'he building of the 
irrigation projects, will have to be artificially drrined from almost 
1 million acres in the bottom of the valley. The A^ua Bianca and 
Reldanille-La Union-Tore draining project, effecting 12,000 acres, 
has already been completed, but construction work on the Timba 
dam, which will become the principal structure in the system, has 
not yet, begun. 

Work on other water control projects is slow. The only projeH 
of any size com) iCted recently is the Coello-Saldana River project 
in Tolima. Completed in 1951, the effects of its irrigation on crop 
production have been very encouraging. The 62,000 acres affected 
by the project, administersd since  1954 by  the Agrarian Credit 
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Bank, grow rice, some cotton, and other crops. Rice prodnctkn 
hu incnaaed tenfold once the bagumiBg of irhgatkn. 

A number of projeeto for whick no funds bay« bec& aacand 
remain in the planning staije. One of tbe most «■rfwHous phas 
under consideration is tbe Monteria-Oerat^ project in Cordoba, in- 
volving 150,000 acres and costing about CoHM million« to bs ob- 
tained from tbe Agrarian Credit Bank and from foreign socreea. 
Tbe Cesar Vier and Arignani projects in Magdalena rimald aSeet 
9(J0J000 acres; the 7-olia Kiver project in Norte de Santander is 
planned to iirprove 120^)00 acres; tlie Pab River (Nroject in Yalle 
is planned for tbe iraprovement of sugar-cane production on 2^00 
acres. Surveys made in such areas as Narino and Tcduna akog 
the Prado River amount to no mote than tbe gathering of pre- 
liminary data. 

Funds have been made available by the United SCatas ander 
Public Law 480 for the oasstnietkm of the Ponedem-Gsackiana 
project in Atlantico, whkb will aiset 40,000 to 70/100 aeras. Tbe 
Cokmtbian Government has provided CoHl milUoo sad tbe Agnriaa 
Credit Bank, Coi$33 million for tbe relatively ssaaU Vanado- 
Cabrera project in Santander, desired to irrigate 7S0 

Mtchamxmtmm 

Tbe critfria of tbe need or opportunity to me meehaaiaatkn ate 
quite different on the small farms of tbe mountain slopes and on 
the large estates of tbe level ueaa The low-income subsistent < 
farmer, dependent cm a small patch of land, still relies mostly on 
hand tools such as the machete and the hoe. On large, level estates 
or plantations, crop and stock fanners are better equipped financially 
rad technically to mechaniae at least partially. Thus, tbe greatest 
progress in agricultural mechanisation has been msde in the »rep- 
aration of level land for both crop and stock farming. Most of 
the sugar cane, rice, and cotton is grown on level land, as well 
as part of the barley and wheat On newly settled lands, situated 
in more or less level areas, the use of tractors for tbe preparation 
of the soil—although not for sowing or harvesting or locomotive 
power—is increasingly extensive. In areas where irrigation is used, 
mechanization is more advanced. Some large landowners producing 
cereali employ harvesters, mainly on irrigated rice lands. Heavy 
tractors are used in the clearing of forests and in construction 
work on large farms. Government statistics recorded a total of 
10,400 tractors in the country in 1958. 

Tht Us« of Frrtilttera 

The use of organic fertilizers is not widespread Because crop 
farming and stock raising are seldom practiced together, the ass of 
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HnofUTd muinre is vtrj limited. Cattle dung is used by some 
gjtmere of potetoee end OÜMT vageCaUu, bat other toaroes of 
OTganie fntiliaem, saeh u oompaet or city gerbege, are almost 
«nkiiowii. Hie sabsutenee fanner nsoally abandons his piece of 
land aft« oontintioiis planting of a single crop and the absence of 
proper soil management have chemically eroded it; he then clean 
himself a new patch from the nearby forest The land left fallow 
may recover ehemkally within a givec period of time in level aress, 
hot on the mountain slopes it will more likely deteriorate farther 
ander the impart of rain and water. Under these drcnmstances, 
it is rital to the country's economy to change soch practices and 
to promote the me of fertiliser. 

Because most of them must be imported at prices few farmers 
can afford, chemical fertilizers also are little used. The average 
consumption per acre in 1953 was only about 12 pounds, and it 
has not materially increased since that time. Phosphorus and 
nitmgen are the two minerals most lacking in Colombian soils, 
although some phosphorus has been provided from the iron-smelting 
industrv. Hie use of organic fertilisers and the rotation of peren- 
nial crops with leguminous plante would help considerably in making 
up these deficiencies. 

The Agrarian Credit Bank provides about 75 percent of the fer- 
tilizers used in the country. It sells compound fertilisers for dif- 
ferent crops and provides agricultural lime as a neutralizar of soil 
acidity. 

Developncat of Land Distribatfon 

The Indians of UM highlands owned land in common. It was 
distributed in parcels to heads of families according to their re- 
spective needs. Changes in distribution occasionally were made 
when required by changes in the size of the family or conditions 
of the soil. Families as a rule cultivated their land independently 
and occasionally engaged in mutual assistance. 

With the coming of the Spanish conquest, land was seized in the 
name of the Crown and distributed among the members of each 
expedition. The level floors of the plateaus and elevated valleys 
became the property of the conquerors. Although attempts were 
made through law to reserve certain portions of the land to the 
indigenous population, avarice gradually nullified good intentions. 
Land v.ns taken from the Indians by violence, through misinterpre- 
tation of law, and through various types of pressure. The pres- 
sures were maintained following the initial period of conquest, 
although in isolated cases some Indians were ahle to return to their 
land and reach reasonable agreements with their conquerors. Never- 
theless, the continuing inflow of greater numbers of European immi- 
grants and their preference for raising livestock rather than crop 
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fuming brought «boot the deFdopment of large ertatee on fawol 
lands, used mainij for liveetoek ruäng and sappOTting a relati««Iy 
■nail number of peraoos; and of a large number of small plots, 
mosiJy on slopes, toed for intensive crop fanning bat too small to 
support the relativelj large number of people who work thsn. 
In the prteenee of the population incrsase, this sjrstem has become 
inereasingly unsuitable to meet the eeooomie needs of the eountty, 
and its reform has become the most important social, economic, and 
political isBoe of recent yean (see ^h. 8, Histmieal Setting; eh. 21, 
Political Dynamics). 

Information eoncerning the most economical siae of land holdmgs 
for various types of farming units in each durable «ma is net 
available. The 1961 census allowed a total of nearly 1.9 mOSan 
rural properties. How many were fanning units is not indicated, 
bat 820,842 units located in the departments were daanfied by si» 
(see table 1).   The data show an overwhelming number of small 

TUfa /.   Sim tf ForMMf C/mte im Calmmkim, ttSJ 

nmnhm* 
'tarn* 

Vmrnrnt «f Awy. PMMM* 

Jum *— 
Omum 
mm» 

Under 3,5  
2.8 to 12  

Under 1  
I to 5.-.  

112,000 
347,380 
2801550 
101,384 
25,072 
4.424 

32 

13.70 
42.27 
2&0» 
12.35 
3.06 
tt 54 
a 00« 

m 
3.213 
«.013 

11.738 
18,588 
10,200 
1,186 

Oii« 
3. «8 

12 to 50  5 to 20.  ia73 
50 to 250  20 to 100.  

100 to 500  
600 to 10.000... 
Over 10.000  

3a 93 
250 to 1,200  
1,200 to 25,000.... 
Over 25,000  

3*15 
3a »i 
211 

ToUl..  830,842 ioaoo 56,063 ioaoo 

Source: Ader ted t*om United Nations, Eoonomie CoramiMtion for Latin AK^rim, 
AnmlyU «nd PnjteHmu of Beumemk DtmUfmmt, III: f%» Bnmmmt 
Dmmhpmtnt of CWMR5M, 1957, pp. 194, 195. 

properties occupying a small percentage of the land at cue end 
of the scale, anJ *t the other end, a small number of properties 
occupying va^t areas. Almost 56 percent of the properties are 
under 12 acres in size, and they occupy only 4 percent of the land. 
Broadly, fanning units in the first two categories listed in table 1 
are incapable of supporting the average-size family. Such farms 
are smaller than 12 acres and are often located on slopes as steep 
as 45°; they have poor soil, are remote from transportation fadl- 
ities, and are unsuitable for the application of new technology. These 
properties are called mmifundioi. 
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Fanning units lerger than 250 acres, including 4,424 units over 
1^00 nens and 82 units over 25,000 seres, constitute only 8.8 per- 
cmt of sll farms, but occupy 84 percent of the land. Most of these 
qualify for the term latifwdio, which signifies s large estste uneeo- 
ncJwcally cultiTated or not cultivated at all. Under the conditions 
prevailing in Colombia, units of over 250 seres which engage only 
in stock raising, and most farms over 1,200 seres, regardkss ot what 
they product, could be utilized more economically. 

Then are about 232,000 medium-sized units, occupying about 21.5 
percent of the land; these constitute the most prodnctive type of 
farm units. Many farms in this category engage in the production 
of export commodities such as coffee and cotton; some practice % 
rare hat economical combination of crop and stock farming. 

LAND TENURE 

Types of Tenure OB SHAII Farws 

Beliable information on land ownership and tenure is not avail- 
able. Basically, small farms are either owned by the farmer or are 
leased or culti rated on a eharecropping basis by a person whose land 
is inadequate to sustain his family or who has no land at all. The 
work is done in all these cases by the farmer and his family. The 
amount of rarplos food produced for sale after UM needs of the 
family are satisfied and the rent paid is small indeed. Frequently, 
the farmer and his family must seek additional sources of income 
to supplement that from the land. 

The most common form of sharerropping is called apareeria. In 
this relationship, the owner rents a piece of land to a sharecropper 
(apareero), and they both share the harrest in keeping with a pre- 
agreed division. This relationship takes different forms from region 
to region, depending on who supplies the seeds, implements, and 
facilities, the location of the land, and the type of crop grown. 
Tobacco, rice, cotton, maize, and wheat are grown under this system. 
The land involved is usually a small plot, often not more than one 
acre. 

There are several factors which make the apareeria a retarding 
nither than a constructive element. Its inadequacies generally result 
from the terms of the contracts, which may represent such unreason- 
able advantages for the owner that they fail to provide adequate 
incentive to increase output. Because of large-scale rural unemploy- 
ment, the aparcero is often faced with the question of whether to 
accept an unfavorable contract or starve. Inadequate production 
under the system may often be accounted for by the fact that the 
owner leaves the execution of the contract to an alguaeü (bailiff}, 
who usually has no technical knowledge and who is therefore unable 
to provide the apareero with necessary supervision and guidance. 
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Experiments carried out at the experimental station of Uw Min- 
iatry of AgricoUure at San Gil in Santander eeaed to have ptowd 
that, with improTement in the terms of the osnal oo^ract, and with 
some credit and technical aanstance, prodartk» coold mmtj ha in- 
creased to the benefit of both parties. This learnt has not bsoi 
leame<i by the country's landlords. 

Types of Tcmnre «i M«dim and Luge Fnnw 

Medium and large holdings, actually worked with hired labor, 
may 1» classified within three categories in terms of ownership sad 
use: holdings operated by the owner; holdings operated fay an ad- 
ministrator for the absentee owner; and holdings operated by «r- 
eral tenant fsrmers. Most of the holdings in this category are either 
livestock-raising haciendas or farms and plantations prodocing a 
single crop, such as sugar cane, bananas, cotton, rice, bari^, potei 
toes, or coffee. 

Large, owner-operated farms are the exception. Meat owners 
prefer to live in the cities and leave the operation of their funs 
either to a manager-administrator, who receives a fixed rmranentioB 
for his services, or to an administrator-entrepreneur, who will take 
the farm over completely and pay the owner an sgraed share of the 
profit in cash. In neither case is there much incentive for the ad- 
ministrator to improve the land under his care. Frequently, the 
necessary technical knowledge and skill to perform efficiently is also 
absent. Such factors account for the low productivity of many 
farms. 

Tensnt farming « ss very common before the passing of the Land 
Act of 1936, when tenant farmers (vknente, agngado, arrendaiarh) 
were mostly workers who performed Htm labor and in return re- 
ceived lodging for their families and a piece of land for their exefca- 
sive use. If they were tenants on a stock-raising farm, they usually 
were permitted to run their own herds along with that of the owner. 
When the provisions of the Land Act cam« to be interpreted as 
giving the tenant claim to the house he lived in and to the land ha 
cultivated, many landowners quickly disposed of their tenants and 
abandoned the system as 't had existed. At present, tenants on meh 
holdings fall into the s^egoiy of bnsinefemen who find it mm« 
profitable to rent a piece of land than to buy it They generally 
rent a rather large tract of land, usually 100 acres or more, and 
either raise livestock or produce a single crop. Although their fann- 
ing methods are in general more technologically advanced, the single- 
crop agriculture they engage in and their general failure to employ 
crop rotation results in the depletion of the soil within a few yean. 

Another type of agricultural holding is found in the few Indlait 
retgvardo* or reservations, remnants of historic Indian eonuaimities, 
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whidk nnriTcd eeaturin of prassai« fron the white man end the 
Plottage of land ooeaooned I17 his eppeetBiiee; moec ere in the eovtli- 
cn regkm of the Central Cordilkra. In 1940, there «era some 190 
rmgmerdo*, comprising 80,241 Induuw who oecnpied and worked the 
lead oUeettaly, sometimee supplementing their inemnee by working 
on adjtccnt latifu.idio*. 

Additional forme of tenora relate to colonists in newly exploited 
arass and to the caftlemen of the Llanos Oriostalee, The govern- 
ment, directly or through a aanigorernmental agency, provides each 
coiooitit with a piece of land on long-term credit. When the obliga- 
tkos stated in the loan agreement and in the statutes of the respec- 
tm colony have been fulfilled, the land becomes his. The system 
leads to marinmm production and to sound land management, be- 
cause the greater the output, the sooner the colonist will be able to 
repay his loan and own the land. 

Cattlemen of the Llanos Orientales have IM right to an ezdusiTe 
use of any specific part of the vast, state-owned grazing land; their 
cattle share the best available pasture at any time. There is little 
or no incentive for the improvement or preservation of the qualities 
of the ami. No program of soil improvement exists in the potentially 
cultivable Llanos. 

PRODUCTS AND PRACTICES 

Among the Indian tribes of pre-Columbian times, tin Chibchas of 
the Eastern Cordillera and other highland groups practiced seden- 
tary agriculture. Their staple foods were maize and potatoes, sup- 
plemented by the meat of domesticated guinea pigs. Yucca, beans, 
squashes, and tomatoes also were grown; tropical fruits and cotton 
were probably imported from the lowlands. Tobacco and such nar- 
cotics as coco and dutra, which probably grew wild, wen also known 
to than. Indians of the Central Cordillera and the Cauca Valley 
wore leas sedentary, although they engaged in some crop fanning 
on a pattern of shifting cultivation and thus supplemented the food 
they obtained through fishing and hunting. Maize, manioc, and 
yasia were produced, and cotton was planted and naed for the manu- 
facture of textiles. In the Pasto region, intensive horticulture was 
practiced on relatively small lota Potatoes, other tubers, and a little 
maize were the staple foods, supplemented by gathered fruits (see 
ch. 4, Ethnic Groups). 

The Spanish did not introduce UM advanced agricultural tech- 
niques that were known in northern Europe at the time of the con- 
quest They did, however, introduce previously unknown livestock— 
such as horses for riding purposes, cattle, sheep, and goats—and 
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new crop«—«uch as whettf btrley, and Migar GUM. Bot thtj did Mt 
bring the metal taming plow ncr employ haawm wad malm m tgri- 
culture. 

By the seventeenth emttiry, moderately drrenified agrieslta« 
existed. Tht Spanish settlras had beat intavmled mainly in Ufa- 
stock rsising and eetablisbed their hackndas on the tags lavd anM 
of the highlands, setting the pattern for preseol agricaltaral pro- 
duct ion. Diversified agriculture was expanded otmnderaUy in tfca 
nineteenth century. Sogar-ouie production was increased as panda 
became incrr*sing!y popular, and coffee cultiTatkm spread from Mar 
the Venezuelan border into the valleys, emtering in Antioqaia and 
CAMAS. The mechanized production of rice and other tropical eropa 
in the lowlands and the spread of stock raising in the hoi SUM of 
Maplalena are of recent origin, mostly since Worid War IL 

The Relative InpartaM« «f Crap ami Stack Fanriiff 

Crop farming and livastorlc raisng seldom are oonbined in Cekm- 
bia. Stock farms are dmost without exception faurga mtaifii— 
and occupy level land, often with very fatüa sou. 

A comparisim of the two seeUMn of agrieoltara nwmh Ümt enf 
farming, utilizing «sal? aboat one-tenth of the land ued lor agii- 
cultural purposes, annually produces two-tiur& of the vafaw «f 
agricultural productum. Differences in production v^Ma par 
unit are even more striJkmg. Orp units, on the average, 
about 16 times as much in value *a üvestode unite. This dispanty 
appears especially gnat in view of the fact that the eoUxvatkn 
practices of small landholders producing maiaa, potatoea, yMea, 
beans, or tobacco have in the past shown little improveiMnL Hand 
tools, mainly antiquated, are used afanoot «cclusivdy, sinoa the lann* 
ers' low income and the urnal l^atkoi of the small pkits cm sfanp 
mountain slopes do not encourage mechanisation. The greater valna 
producd by crop farming may be accounted for by the fact that the 
primitive but intensive fanning of crop farmers is more effectiva 
than the extensive stock-farming practices of the stock farmers, as 
well as by the fact that one-third of the value of crop production 
cranes from export crops, which bring a higher return than domes- 
tically marketed crops and livestock. 

Crops 

Some 98 percent of the crop-producing area consists of small hold- 
ings, for the most part located on mountain dopes growing naiaa, 
pulses, vegetables, yucca, plantains, sugar cane, and fruits, and 
worked only to sustain the farmer's family. Others also grow eoisa, 
rice, cocoa, wheat, barley, cotton, and tobacco for the market   Tha 
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raauimiiig 2 pncent of the country's crop land is in Urge estate*, 
mainly banana tnd sugar cane plantations. 

On more than 2 million acres of monntain land, Colombia annu- 
ally produces some 500,000 to «00/100 tons of coffee. The 1959-4» 
prodnctk» was estimated to be 650,000 metric tons (see table 2). 

fWt f.    Swsmary tf Ajnemlturml PnäatUm M i CaUmU» » 

me»(m 

hartarat) 

TWdp» 
hMttnan 
mm* 

Totti pwlMliM (in M» MM) luvt 
turn) 

Imprntanum 
NET H»     >      «. 

MBS) 

Coffee  840 
48 

250 
660 
125 
90 

206 
160 
57 

125 
161 
32 

131 
24 
15 
2 

11 

&5 
106 0 
48.8 
12.9 
57.6 
97.2 
2a4 
9.1 

20L2 
6.9 

745.3 
4.0 

las 
16.7 
47 
&5 

12.7 

456 588 463 
509 

1,220 
850 
720 
875 
421 
145 
115 
86 

290 
200 Ruiutaa 

FtaaUiaB  1,100 
746 
700 
540 
378 
100 
60 
72 

11,000 
12 
58 
38 
15 

1,110 
852 
700 
700 
411 
156 
75 
60 

11.250 
12 
73 
38 
21 

M«i» 

YUM*.  
PöUtoea  
Biee  
Wbeat  
Bwley  
Piita«  
Bus» rane... 

3 
100 
40 

1 
40 (refined) 

CMHO  
CoUon  

13 
142 
39 
10 
1.7 

14 

6 

TOIIMOO  
fctOTW 
Copn  
SoybawM  

'WAS* 
Crttte  15.100 
Sheep  1,190 
Oorta  351 
Pig»  1,870 
Hones  * 1,983 
Poultry    27,600 

• IfM tguf«. mlMi ottMrvlM Mattd. 

Source: Adapted from Colombia, Bank of the Republic, StoHttwd Sunny of th$ 
Beemtmy of Ceiombia, 1959, p. 27. 

UM country'« contribution to the world coffee market, surpassed 
only by Brazil, amounts to about 15 percent Coffee contributes 
about 36 percent of the value of crops produced in the country and 
about 80 percent of the foreign exchange secured through export. 
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Coffee was first exported in 1835 and gained real significance in 
the national economy toward the «id of the nineteenth century, wtan 
the opening of the railroad line from the Magdakoa River to 
MedeUin facilitated transport It is best produced on elerations 
between 8,000 and «^000 feet, and almost every region at this eleva- 
tion is involved in coffee production to some degree. About one- 
third of the country's coffee is grown on the volcanic mountain 
slopes of Caldas, but the Departments of Antioquia, Cundinamarca, 
Valle del Cauca, and Tol na are also major producers, and Norte 
de Santander, Huila, Santander, Magdalena, and Hanno are lesser, 
but also important, producers. 

About 97 percent of the coffee farms comprise less than 10 tens. 
The average number of trees per farm is about 3,500. Hie yield per 
tree is the highest on the continent, about 100 arrobas (2,500 pounds) 
per parcela (the average-sized lot under coffee cultivation). The 
income from the sale of coffee must maintain a latge family on each 
farm as well as support production. About 400,000 families make 
their living from coffee production, and their prosperity is serkrady 
affected by changes in world coffee prices. The potential for in« 
creased production is great in terms both of quantity and fuiity. 
Improvements are being promoted by individual growers, as well a« 
by such organizations as the National Federation of Coffee Qrowera 
(Federaciön Nacional de Cafeteros). 

Two distinct varieties of bananas are grown: the banana (tomnw), 
as a fruit mainly for export purposes, and the plantain (platmto) 
or cooking banana, consumed as a vegetable rath«1 than a fruit nnd 
a staple item in the local diet. 

The production of bananas for export is highly industrialiafed. 
It is concentrated on plantations south of Santa Marta, where, along 
a railroad line some 150,000 to 200,000 tons of bananas are produced 
on over 100,000 acres. The Magdalena Fruit Company, a subsidiary 
of United Fruit Company, owns about 18 percent of all banana* 
producing land, but it also buys fruit from independent producers, 
organized in two cooperatives. The company provides also diseasa 
control and technical assistance to contract Airmen. 

Located mostly in the northern coastal areas, large-scale commer- 
cial banana production has not spread inland, mainly because trans- 
portation and capital are absent. Adequate financial bedang is 
especially important, because diseases and windatorms make banana 
cultivation risky. Some commercial banana production has been 
started in the Narino area in southwest Colombia. Plans for the 
development of banana production in Chooö rre in the 
stage. 
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PkataÜM M » rale an grown in nmll gardns, QsoftUy in th* 
bot xooa, where moat fuaw haire MIM plaatain trat arooad tkt 
house. CoMuned by the grower, little of UM «timtted 1 nülka 
toM of enaoel plantain production entcfe the money eoonony. Its 
notritional valve is about equal to that of the potato. Caltrato 
is simple; a stomp is stuck into the ground and allowed to grow 
until it bean frait, 18 to 15 months later. 

Maize has hem a staple food for centuries, and it renuuns Jte 
most important foodstuff of th* nation. Although its cultivation 
occupies almost ss many acres as coffee, none of the avenge 800,000- 
ton production is exported The country is self-sufficient in corn; 
only in yean of unusually bad harvests is corn imported. 

liaise is produced practically everywhen; it is a common saying 
that when there is a fanner then is com. The Departments of 
Antioquia, Cundinamarca, Bolivar, and Boyac4 produce afcout 90 
percent of the total production of maiie, mostly on smaD faros 
planting an average of 6 acres of maiie. Cultivation consists of 
digging holes with a pointed stick, dropping in seed, and weeding 
the crop once or twice. Sue*» primitive methods explain the low 
yield per sen, which is less than half of that in the United States. 
More advanced methods an employed in the ana around Bogoti, 
when on relatively larger tracts of land mechanized cultivation is 
gaining in popularity, and in the Gauca Valley, when the unasnaUy 
fertile soil also contributes to above-average yields. 

Maize is planted twice annually in the hot zone and lower regions 
of the temperate seme, and once in the cold zone. The waste after 
harvest, caused by inadequate storage faculties, contribotee most to 
the cost of production. 

Perhaps the oldest crop of the Andean region, potatoes an a 
staple food of the peoples of the highlands. Centers of production 
an BoyadL, Cundinamarca, and Narino. Cultivation practices have 
hardly changed m centuries, but the use of inferior seed has reduced 
both the quality and quantity of the Colombian potato. The yield 
per acre is about one-half of that in the United States and about 
one-fifth of that of top producing anas in Europe. Government- 
sponsond programs to improve yields have recently resulted in a 
steady gain in output 

Beans an commercially grown on 800,000 to 250,000 sens.   In 
addition, broad beans, peas, lentils, and chick peas an grown on 
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flDftll pfttches by many farmers. POISM oonmitiite am ol thn 
foodrtaffi of sevwml ^aitllkm paofrfe and are eooaiUMd thriM^MMC- 
ihm ooontzy. Over an»-tliiid of pndmtim and caBmmfikm k m 
Antioqnia, bat Caldas, Tolima, and Valla are also «aadioe prodncMS, 
oontributiiif «gnificanüy to the total animal prodac&m of mmm 
fOfiQO to mflüQ metric tone. 

Rice is an importast iton ji tfee diet of the popaktkm in (be hot 
zone. Production has incrausd in recent yeua» and acosteated 
irrigation and mechanization programs will inerMue proäaeüem «van 
mOTe in the future. Domeitie produetkm is inadequate; the iaefioet 
of rice is always msoesauy. At premt, aoowding to the oSldal 
statistics, amne WOfiQO acres, half of them under irrigation, prodaea 
rk». Tkm figure pix^aUy m high, since {dots harvested twice are 
probably counted twice. Production is centered in Bolivar, Cfadoba, 
and Valle del Caoca as well as in the area aroand AvnaqeiDa. 
Together they produce about two-thirds of the coantry's total, Infc 
Tolima and Hoila also make significant oontributitms. 

Cultivation practices are more developed in the Cauca Valley Una 
along the Oaribbean Coast, where irrigatMB is rare and swdJag and 
harvesting are ckme by hand The National Federatkn of ICioa 
Orowers (Fe&sraciMi Nacional de Arroeeros), founded in IMS, u 
assiating individual rice farmers to increase production. 

The climate and soils of Cotembia »re not particularly favorable 
for wheat production, although a great many varieties of wheat are 
grown, especially in Cundinaiuarea, BoyadL, Narino, Santandsr, 
Norte de Santander, and in Urn Cauca VaUey. The acreage devoted 
to wheat production has not increased in recent yean, but improved 
methods of cultivation have brought the annual output up to be- 
tween 100,000 and 140,000 metric tons. The yield pa* acre is still 
low, and domestic demand still must be in part satafied by imports, 
mainly from the United States and Canada. The government at- 
tempts to promote domestic production through import oootroK 

Berltjp 

Acreage devoted to barley is relatively small, although it was 
increased from 136,0*10 acres in 1950-54 to 170^000 acres in 1959. 
Demand has increased since World War II became of the increased 
need for barley in the making of beer. Barley also constitutes a 
valuable nutrient in the most depressed areas of the country, where 
it is grown by some small landholders for family consumption. Total 
output in 1959 was about 5 million bushels. 
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A DMiivtt füiukt A Cokmibia, CMM» sa asost IftTOraibijr eiittitat«!. 
ander «boat the MUM eonditkns M coffee. About two-ihirdte «I tbe 
cacao prodoetkm is carried on in the Cauca Vitlkr ft» sstall farsis 
and the rest in Hnila, Antioquia, and Tolima. Bei^e lf«l^ C«k«»- 
bia exported some cacao, but in recent yean about oua-foBfth of the 
domestic demand has had to be imported. Great efforts have been 
made by the goremment to make the country again self-sufficient in 
cacao. The slow growth of cacao trees and the necaasitj of careful 
cuhiration promise only slow improvement in production. The yield 
per acre, but not the acreage, has been increased in recent yean as 
a result of new incentives by the government. 

Taet.% 

Yuvca is another important staple grown by subsistence farmers. 
Nevertheless, domestic production does not satisfy demand, two- 
fifths of which must be met through imports. Much of it is used 
for brewing. 

Sagar 

Sugar cane is cultivated for the commercial production of refined 
sugar and for harm consumptic . in the form of panels and irief 
(moSasses). Abou; 750,000 acres were devoted to sugar-cane pro- 
duction in 1958, of which about 80 percent produced sugar cane for 
panels, 15 percent for granulated sugar, and some 5 percent for imel. 
In the production of byproducts about 90 percent of the raw sugar 
cane is lost, and thus the over 12 million tons of sugar cane produce 
only about 1 million tons of panela, 350,000 tons of granulated sugar, 
and 55,000 tons of miel. 

The production of refined sugar is highly mechanijftd on planta- 
tions owned by 26 large sugar mills, located mainly in the Cauca 
Valley. The 3 largest mills pnxluce about 40 percent of the total. 
Panela is made in thousands of tsnall panela mills. Miel is mainly 
used by monopolies producing alcoholic beverages. Since 1948, 
Colombia has been self-sufficient in sugar and occasionally produces 
a surplus for export. 

Fruits 
Fruit trees are planted in the temperate and hot zones. Because 

of their high adaptability to »lopes and anleve! areas, the potential 
for the extension of their cultivation is great. Citrus fruit is culti- 
vated in the hot zone 

Cettoa 

There are vast areas in Colombia suitable for the production of 
cotton.   A vigorous government development program, administered 
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in cooperation with lite Institute) de Fomento Algodonero—IF A 
(Cotton Institute), has doubled cotton production and brought the 
country nearer tc self-sufficiency in this product. A cotton-import- 
ing country throughout its modern history, Colombia exported its 
first cotton in early 1960. 

Three )es of cotton arc produced in the various areas of tX** 
country, i fine cotton, grade "T", is produced mainly ia Toli ., 
Valle del Cauca, and in the vicinity of Girardot in Condinamarca; 
a medium type, grade "L", in Atlantico. Bolivar and Magdak&a; 
and a rough type, grade "S", in Santander, Antioquia, and BoyadL 
The greatest quantity of cotton is produced along the Caribbean 
coast, but irrigation projects in the valleys are adding rapidly to the 
cAtton acreage. In 1960, cotton fields comprised some 425,000 acres 
and produced 315,000 bales (480 pounds each) of cotton, as com- 
pared to the period of 1950-M, during which an average of 60yOOO 
tons were produced on 163,000 acres. 

OlcagiMcn Sccit 

Cottonseed production has increased along with the increase in 
the production of cotton: in fact, it has doubled daring the Isst two 
years. The rapid growth in output is in part caused by govenunent 
regulations requiring vegetable oil mills to purchase a fixed amoont 
of domestically produced cottonseed. If the predicted 1960 prodne- 
tion of 150,000 to 160,000 tons was met, it still did not satisfy 
domestic needs. 

Hie acreage devoted to the cultivation of soybeans also doubled 
between 1958 and 1960. The output for 1960 reached over 900,000 
bushels, compared with 367,000 bushels in 1958. Sesame, copra, son- 
flower, and several types of palm trees are also grown as soaroes 
of vegetable oil, supplementing the country's main sources. The 
IFA has found that peanuts grow well in cotton-producing regions 
and provide a good rotation crop. In 1961 some 80,000 acres wen» 
devoted to peanut cultivation, compared to 5,000 acref in 1960. 

TeteM» 

One of the main industries of the country is the tobacco industry, 
which absorbs the considerable domestic production of tobacco. 
Tobacco has been grown in Colombia from early colonial days and 
exported since the nineteenth century. Recent expansion of the in- 
dustry may bring about an increase in tobacco production, which 
declined in 1960 because of poor growing conditions and diversion 
of some land to cotton production. About 40 percent of the tobacco 
is grown in the Department of Sactander, where some 4,000 families 
are engaged in its cultivation on small plots of usually one to two 
acres, each supporting some 8,000 plants. After Santander, Bolivar, 
Tolima, and Boyaca are the main producers, but tobacco growing 
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is found in all anas where climate permits and is hamsted all year 
round. In 1M0, total production amounted to some 80,000 tons, of 
which about one-sixth was exported. 

Robber grows wild in the selva of eastern Colombia, in the Comi- 
aarias of Vkhada, Vaop^s, and Amazonas, in the Intcndencia of 
Caqtteti, and also in parts of the Departments of Choed, Cauca, 
Valle del Cauca, and Narino. The <mly large plantation is locatad 
in the Tkinity of the Bay of Uraba (in Antioquia) near the mouth 
of the Atrato KiTer, where the gormunait has rraerved over 300,000 
acres for this purpose. Total national production has remained 
steadily in the neighborhood of some 400 tons, a mere 5 percent of 
die growing domestic demand. Experiments in the UraUt area and 
other regions inüicate that conditions are favorable for the expan- 
sion of rubber production. 

Fftcr Flaato 

Fiqoe, a fibrous plant similar to sifetl, grows wild in many areas. 
It is usually planted along form boundaries rather than on large 
areas. Because of its undemanding qualities, it is often planted on 
eroded or depleted soils. In 1958, some 75,000 acres were devoted 
to its cultivation, and the estimated national production was 22^00 
tons. The fiber is spun and woven into various rather ocarae fabrics. 
Most coffee and salt produced is transported in fique bags. Fique 
ropes are also important items of production. Other fibrous plants 
which mostly grow wild include jute, ramie, and hemp. 

Livestock 

About 90 percent of the farm animal population consists of cattle, 
which are raised mainly for meat and hides and some for milk. 
There are between 14 and 15 million head. A few specialized dairy 
farms use modern methods and practice disease prevention. But in 
many areas, especially in the Llanos Orieotsles, cattle are grazed on 
the range, without supplementary feeding with concentrates or sani- 
tary precautions. Birth rates are consequently low, and death rates 
are extremely and unnecessarily high, reaching occasionally 50 per- 
cent of the new-born animals in many herds. 

In the hot zone, cattle breeding is carried on mostly in herds 
averaging about 100 head. Herds larger than that are not common. 
Artificial pasture is unknown in the Llanos, but a wide variety of 
artificial pastures—and consequently a better quality cattle—is found 
on the haciendas of the valleys. In the temperate zone, cattle are 
raised in small quantities, mrvTy by coffee farmers, almost all of 
whom own son» cows and produce beef and milk for family con- 
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fomptMB. Cattfe breeding is best developed in the cold son«. Duty 
sad doabfe-porpoee breeds predominste an cattle fsnas sonewtet 
snudler than tbow in the hot aone, hot on the average baviag man 
cattle than those in the temperate attne. Better ears is pnmded, and 
yields are the highest in die eoantty, perhaps as high as tkoss of 
like farms of European and North Arasrkaa coantfisa. Ootara- 
ment atatbtks claimed a daily productioB of 53 millk» quarts of 
milk from 1.8 million cows is 1957. 

Most common breeds are descendant of the early edoaml slodk 
crossed with more recent imports. The resolt» a hardy, aamil bread 
that i» slow tA ButrurvL low m yädd, bst resistant to pests sad dia- 
«aaes. NnmthelMB, black leg, horn disessea, tide, and Texas fever, 
as well as mueke (the larva of f, tn^neal fly) aeeoont in part for a 
low yield of cattle products. Hoof-and-flKNrth disesae, new to Ccdcan- 
bia. also prevails and endangers the proqwets for beef snd Meat 
export, in recent years, only hides have been exported, aitiKNtgh 
some cattle are occasionally smuggled across the border into Veoe- 
zuela. Agreements to export cattle to Peru were signed, to bs < 
tive in 1M1 (see ch. 32, Forngn Economic Bebtkoa). 

Milk production is highest near urban areas, particularly 
Bogoti and Medellin. Systematic milking on other than dairy tumm 
is very rate, and the milk is used mainly few the preparatioa of 
cheese, which is consumed on the form. No appreciable aaoant of 
batter is produced. Long-range progtam« to improve pastures, eattk 
breeds, and livestock management are in progress. 

Sheep and goats are not numerous, mainly because of the scarcity 
of feed and lack of proper management. Areas of high altitude with 
steep slopes are more suitable for sheep than cattle raising. The 
government has shown an interest in the development of this live- 
stock sector, purchasing breeding sheep from the United States. The 
Department of Narino and the Intendencia of Ouajin are «qMcUfy 
interested in the development of sheep, both for meat snd wool 

Pigs are not numerous either. The average nunhsr of hogs 
slaughtered annually is about one for every two farms. They an 
fed mainly on warte, and, exceptionally, on grain or corn. Thej 
are exposed to numerous pests and diseases, especially hog cholera. 

Lack of transportation facilities effects the marketing of livestock. 
Transportation on the hoof causes ioasai in weight; cm the other 
hand, truck transportation adds greatly to the coat of produetM». 
The government is promoting a better distribution of slaughter- 
houses and packing plants throughout the country. 

Forestry and Fishing 

Over half of the land is covered by forests, although much of it 
is unexplored and inaccessible.   The most densely populated high- 
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haAt have lost their one-time «bondant forests tiroa^i cootinaous 
ckaiing im crop fatming, and commercial exploitation Las deci- 
mated valsaUe forests in the valleys and lowlukds. 

Manfrove swamp forests produce raw material for the tanning 
indostiy. Decidooos forests produce brazilwood and dm-diTi, 
mainlj for local oonsomptkm. Rubber, indigenoos to Colombia, 
tagva, ipecac, and regetaUe wax are other forest products ootnmer- 
cially utilised 

Forest products were at one time important export items. Before 
coffee became of primaiy importance around 1880, Colombia was the 
world's leading rturce of cinchona bark, and the small port of Tolü 
on the Caribbean coast gave UM name to the aromatic Tola balsam, 
derived from the Myroxylon tree and now used mainly as * fixative 
in perfume and soapmaking. 

The government, long aware of the need to regulate the exploita- 
tion of forests, provided through legislation a sound basis for an 
effective forest policy, which has yet, however, to be implemented. 
Legislation theoretically regulates the circumstances of exploitation, 
defines protected forests (of which there are at present some 40, 
near watersheds, on steep slopes, and so forth), compels owners of 
over 124 acres to afforest part of their land, and compels conumvii- 
tka to maintain nurseries, but little or no provision has been made 
lor enforcement. The supervision of forestry matters is the respon- 
sibility of the Division of Natural Resources in the Ministry of 
Agriculture. Its corps of inspectors, in cooperation with local for- 
estry officials, is assisted by experts of international organizations; 
the Division is far too small, however, to secure the execution of 
existing forest laws or to engage in effective forest management. 

In the absence of a reliable survey on fishing, fish resources, and 
fish consumption, only generalizations and estimates can be provided. 
It is believed that the bulk of the fish consumed in the country are 
fresh-water fish. Intensive fishing along the coasts and around the 
islands is mostly for local consumption. Commercial fishing on the 
Magdalena River is important only during February to April, and 
on the Pacific coast, from mid-January to mid-April, when fish are 
abundant. Salt-water fish are canned in Barranqullla mostly for 
export purposes. Frozen fish are transported by plane from Barran- 
quilla to Bogota, Medellin, and Caii. The total annual fish con- 
sumption is estimated to be between 50,000 and 80,000 metric tons, 
about 10,000 tons of which are provided by commercial fisheries. 

Other Agrieulturai Products 

The raising of poultry is just getting underway in the country, 
as a result of the United States technical assistance program. The 
program has promoted poultry raising through the development of 
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an extension serrice and through presenting 4-S club 
(similar to VS. W4-H" clubs) with 25 chickens if Ihej voluntaer 
to start a poultry project. Gorernment aounx« estimatMl the total 
number of poultry at about 27.6 million in 1059. Eggs are OOB- 
sumed on the farm or locally marketed. Egg production was aboafc 
1 billiwi in 1959. 

Marketing, Tcchnolocy. «nd CredH 
Hsrfeccta« 

TIJ« shortcomings of the existing marketing systesa cause oonad- 
«rable Josses to both the farmer and the consumer. Lade of storags 
facilities, especially for perishables, and the inadequacies of tnna- 
portatkm compel the farmer to stil his products within a akort 
distance of his farm and within a short period of time aft«- harvMfc. 
Consequently, the market experiences a marked seasonal tfuctuation 
in products and a parallel fluctuation in prices. 

The government's attempts to stabilise prices through pucchastng 
and storing of farm products—with the help of the Corporation for 
the Protection of Agricultural Products (Corporaci&a de Deleasa 
de Productos Agricoias)—are only partially successful. Laif^e quan- 
tities of products are sold on the open-air market of the ▼iUagi 
square, where traditional methods of bargaining prevail and 
little attention is paid to standards and grades (see ch. 31, 
Trade). Market news services and market research are limited to 
the principal cities. 

TcduMbcT 
The use of trucks in the transportation of farm products has in- 

creased since World War II. Technology has also favorably affected 
both small and large landowners in pest control; hand- and motor- 
driven sprayers have become popular, and dusting planes are on- 
ployed. The use of processing machinery is very limited, even in 
such significant sectois as coffee processing. Depulping is in many 
cases done by machines, but the rest of the processing is accomplished 
by hand. 

Mechanization in Colombia will require increasing amounts of 
capital to fulfill even its essential goals. At present, the total in- 
vestment in agricultural machinery and equipment is less than that 
in the machinery of the Bavaria Brewery (Consorcio da Cerva» 
cerias Bavaria) alone. Foreign loans amounting to over $10 aiillaai 
have been applied to mechanization during the last 10 yean, and 
negotiations fjr additional loans are in progress. 

Credit 

Lack of sufficient credit has berat one of the major frcton ra* 
sponsible for slow agricultural development   As in other kn da- 



iiioprf comitrigB, the climate tor pmate iBTesüncnt in «gricultiu« 
kMBOt ham favonUe. 

In newt yMTS, UM gtmtmmakt has ben able to channel mam 
credit into the agricultural sector through direct kgiaUtion, the 
affdie^iai ni international financial and technical aanetanoe, and 
the support given semigovemmcntal develf^Mnrnt agencies. 

Significantly, it has compelled prirate commercial banks to invest 
at least 14 percent of their deposits into agriculture (see ch* 30, 
Banking and Currency System). 

The Agrarian Credit Bank, a semigoTemmental agency, has be- 
sinoe 1950 the single most important source of credit for 

It grants credit almost autonuttically—to the extent of 
available funds—to farmers who can produce sufficient collateral. 
Because of its relatively liberal terms, it is the only source of credit 
for the small fanner and sharecropper. Its activities supporting 
colonixatkm and paroelization are concerned with developing newly 
opcoed land and establishing settlers with little or no financial means 
at their disposal. Its interest rates, varying from 5 to 9 percent, 
an considerably lower than those of the commercial banks. 

Other sources of agricultural credit are interest groups such as 
the National Federation of Coffee Growers, which makes loans to 
its members against warehouse receipts. Commercial banks, indi- 
viduals who in most cases are loan sharks, and buyers of farm 
products are willing to make loans in specific instances, but their 
intemt rates are generally too high to make their loans of real 
help. Little is known of the specific effects of agricultural credit on 
output. 

ORGANIZATION IN AGRICULTURE 

The uneven progress experienced in the different branches of 
agriculture and in UM different regions is paralleled in the great 
variety and uncoordinated development of government and private 
agricultural organizations. Each Department possesses its own agri- 
cultural agencies, up to now resistant to interference from the na- 
Uonal government. Special interest groups, such as the coffee, cot- 
ton, and rice growers' associations, have been exclusively concerned 
with their own agricultural product A fanner cultivating more 
than one crop has had to deal with several uncoordinated agencies 
in addition to the various credit institutions. 

Colombian agricultural organizations, whether public or private, 
are heart by a multitude of special social and political factors de- 
riving from a system in which personality and strong partisanship, 
rather than rules of procedure, are of greatest importance in ad- 
ministration (see ch. 21, Political Dynamics). Heads of agencies 
change frequently. During the period 1955MSO, for example, the 
Minister of Agriculture was changed four times. 
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The Rek «f the Guwmrwmxni 

A norguiizstkm and atrmgthfning of the Mmktiy of Aftinl- 
tore in 1959 was «uned et improring the gBnnrel egriadtanl atae- 
tkm by giring the depertmait more enthoritj end e eoBMwhei hvgv 
share in the netienel budget Although its eUoeatkn in 1980 wee 
ebout 57 perontt higher than that of the preceding year, He ribere 
in the total national budget amounted to only 5 pereont. 

In an attempt to remove obatecke to agricultural progr—, tnmmt- 
ous kgislative and administrativ« meesnne have ben mferodaeed, 
and more are in the planning stege. Greater ptodactk» ie vital, 
not only to improve the belanoe-of-payments situation, but ehe to 
feed the rapidly growing population. To briug about an wmnediato 
increase in production, the government has intensified its oontrol of 
agricultural trade through wide use of protective teriffs and priee 
supports and at the time time providing for the expenaiaB of ctedü 
facilitke (see ck 30, Buiidng and Currency System; «h. 88, For- 
eign Economic Belationfc)t 

Ckmtinuous efforts have been made to solve land tenure ptuMwi 
The Land Act of 1936 and Decree 290 of 1957 oontamed 
provisimts and are among the most importent «nunphe ef 
UMmt actkn. The Land Act was rdetivdy megsetife» 
mainly because it made no provision for a ganenl 
program in which a solution to the land tenure probkm eould have 
bem pursued. Nor did it provide the necessary administrative ma- 
chinery for the execution of the program. Decree 990 eateblkiied 
the cWifkation of land in four categories. It attempts to compel 
the owner to cultivate according to land potential and its access 
to communication and transportation. Thus, 25 percent of the had 
classified as Type 1 and 15 percent of the land daanfied ee Type S 
must be cultivated within one year after being so classified. On 
Type 8 land, a minimum of 10 hectares (24.7 acree) mast be alsewd 
when the area is over 50, but less than 200, hectares (12IU5 and 4M 
acres respectively) and 10 percent when the property exceeds 900 
hectares. All of UM land classified as Type 4 may be kept as graae- 
land t r ?ire&. Landowners not complying with the requirenMOta of 
the kw must pay tax penalties miming from 2 percent in the fint 
year to 10 percent in the fifth and following yean. Tex mnraariiein, 
on the other hand, were promised to farmers who invested in ma- 
chinery and implements. 

The Decree has been put into effect only in extremely nail pilot 
areas, and even where applied itr enforcement has been lax. Dale 
gathered in these pilot projects, however, influenced (he drafting of 
Bill No. 10 of 1959, on (he economic tue of land and the twatamat 
of idle land, and a MLand Reform Bill," prepared by the CcauK 
Nacional Agrario (National Agrarian Committee) haadad by Geriee 



wlopad covBtnM, the climate for private mvestmcnt in agncoltur» 
hm meit bean favorable. 

In nmnt Tears, the govemmcnt hu ben able to channel more 
csedit into the agriealtnral mtUxt through direct legislation, the 
appUeatioB of intcmatiooal financial and technical swiietsnce, and 
the sapport given aemigovemmenial development agencies. 

Significantly, it has compelled private commercial banks to invest 
at least 14 percent of their deposits into sgricaltnre (see ch. 30, 
Banking and Corrency System). 

Hhi Agrarian Credit Bank, a semigovemmental agency, has be- 
come since 1950 the single most important sonroe of credit for 
farmers. It grants credit almost automatically—to the extent of 
available funds—to farmers who can produce sufficient collateral. 
Because of its relatively liberal terms, it is the only source of credit 
for the small fanner and sharecropper. Its activities supporting 
colonisation and parceHsatkn are eoccerned with developing newly 
opened land and establishing settlers with little or no financial means 
at their dkpoaaL Its interest rat«, varying from 5 to 9 percent, 
are considerably lower than those of the commercial banks. 

Other sources of sgricultural credit are interest groups such as 
the National Federation of Coffee Growers, which makes loans to 
its members against warehouse receipts. Commercial banks, indi- 
viduals who in most cases are loan sharks, and buyers of farm 
products are willing to make loans in specific instances, but th»ir 
interest rates are generally too high to make their loans of real 
help. Little is known of the specific effects of agricultural credit on 
output. 

ORGANIZATION IN AGRICULTURE 

The uneven progress experienced in the different branches of 
agriculture and in UM different regions is paralleled in the great 
variety and uncoordinated development of government and private 
agricultural organizations. Each Department possesses its own agri- 
cultural agencies, up to now resistant to interference from the na- 
tional government. Special interest groups, such as the coffee, cot- 
Urn, and rice growers' associations, have been exclusively concerned 
with their own agricultural product A farmer cultivating more 
than one crop has had to deal with several uncoordinated agencies 
in addition to the various credit institutions. 

Colombian agricultural organizations, whether public or private, 
are beset by a multitude of special social and political factors de- 
riving from a system in which personality and strong partisanship, 
rather than rules of procedure, are of greatest importance in ad- 
ministration (see ch. 21, Political Dynamics). Heads of agencies 
change frequently. During the period 1959-60, for example, the 
Minister of Agricultu.'e was charged four times. 
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Tke Sole «f tht Gemwmmi 

A norganization and atfwigthwimg of the Mmktaj of Afried- 
tore in 1959 was aimed at impnmng the gmwal agrieokoral 
tkm by gmng the deptatnmA man authority and a an 
afaare in the national budget.   Afthoogh its allocation in 1900 
about 57 percent higher than that of the preceding year, Ms 
in the total national budget amounted to only 5 peroent 

In an attempt to remove obstacles to agricoltaral piugnw, 
oos legislative and administrative measures have been introdaeed, 
and more are in the planning stage. Greater productkm is vital, 
not only to improve the balance-of-paymonts situation, bat also to 
feed tibe rapidly growing population. To bring about an mwnedisto 
increase in prodretion, the government has intensified its oontnl «i 
agricultural trade through wide use of protective tarifs and priea 
supports and Pt the time time providing for the expansion of cmSt 
facilities (see eh. 30, Banking and Currency System; eh. 8S, For- 
eign Economic Relations)! 

Continuous efforts have been made to solve land tenurs prnhlsmB 
The Land Act of 1936 and Decree 290 of 1957 oontamed 
provisions and are among the most important exsmplea of 
meat action. The Land Act was relatively ineieeti 
mainly because it made no provison for a gmenl 
program in which a solution to the land tenure problem eonld bav» 
been pursued. Nor did it provide the necessary administrative ma- 
chinery for the execution of the program. Decree 890 estabtishsd 
the classification of land in four categories. It attempts to oompsi 
the owner to cultivate according to land potential and its aooeas 
to communication and transportation. Thus, 25 percent of the land 
classified as Type 1 and 15 percent of the land classified as l^rpa S 
must be cultivated within one year after being so elassified. OB 
Type 8 land, a minimum of 10 hectares (34.7 acres) moat ba dsand 
when the area is over 50, but less than 200, hectares (1S&5 and 4H 
acres respectively) and 10 percent when the property sxcaads S00 
hectares. All of the land classified as Type 4 may be kept as graaa- 
land or forest Landowners not complying with the requirements of 
the law must pay tax penalties running from 2 percent in the first 
year to 10 percent in the fifth and following years. Tax oaaomAetm, 
on the other hand, were promised to farmers who invsstad hi ma- 
chinery and implements. 

The Decree has been put into effect only in extremely mall pilol 
areas, and even where applied its enforcement has been lax. Dato 
gathered in these pilot projects, however, influenced the drafting of 
Bill Mo. 10 of 1959, on the economic use of land and tha trsataaa* 
of idle land, and a MLand Reform Bill," prepared by the Camili 
National Agrario (National Agrarian Committee) hsadad by Garks 
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Ltaras Besbrepo, prominent liberal leader (see ch. 21, Politik 
Dynamics). Not» of the bills had been passed by the end of 1900. 
The bills contain prorisions for the incorporation of idle land into 
the oonntty's agriculture by means of Kater control, the provision 
of pnblk service^ and colonization projects, and also for the ex- 
propriation of land with compensatiou in cases in which the gov- 
ernment deems it necessary. The laws also incorporate provisions 
to increase tax penalties on undercoltivated land, as determined by 
Decree 290 of 1957, and to bring about the expropriation of la id 
over 50 hectares (124 acres) if the regulations are not complied with 
by the fifth year. They also provide for the creation of a National 
Agrarian Institute, which would be responsible for the execution of 
the law. 

Act 20 of 1959 authorizes the Agrarian Credit Bank and other 
credit agencies to invert 50 mill»» pesos in land distribution, coloni- 
zation, and parcelization programs and empowers the Ministry of 
Agriculture to expropriate land for distribution to landless agri- 
cultural workers. 

The country's tax aysteir. generally favors landowners but serves 
only as a poor means of directing the agricultural economy toward 
the production of needed crops and better land distribution. Farm 
taxes remain low, although coffee and banana producers pay a IS 
percent export tax. As a rule the landowner makes his own tax 
assessment, a system which favors the large landowners (see ch 
29, Public Finance). 

Scarigovenuncntal Agencies and Interest Gronps 

Several governmental, quasi-governmental, and private agencies 
complement, and, if political interests appear to demand, obstruct 
the work of the Ministry of Agriculture. Among the quasi-gov- 
ernmental agencies, the Departmento de Investigaciones Agrope- 
cnarias—DIA (Department of Agricultural and Livestock Research) 
plays the leading role in research; the Agrarian Credit Bank is 
responsible for credit, colonization, parcelization, and related ar- 
tivitke; the Corporation for the Protection of Agricultural Prod- 
acts, the former INA, regulates trade, maintains price supports, 
constructs and administers storage facilities, and in general regulates 
the flow of agricultural commodities. 

The most important organization influencing over-all agricultural 
policy-making in Colombia is the Sociedad de Agricultores de Co- 
lombia (Colombian Agricultural Society), founded in 1871. Con- 
cerning itself with all phases of agriculture, and meeting regularly, 
it nevertheless is not so effective as it» long history might suggest 
It is limited in it* effect because membership is confined to large 
fanners and because its paid staff is inadequate, consisting of one 
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officer «ad t few office derks. Some of the other, more ipemlwwi 
Inters groups of more reontt origiii have ranch better otfaaintie^ 
ere sopported by pnblk fonds, sad ere oonaeqaa^y makjog m 
greater oontiibntioa ia their reepectihre fidds. The etraogeet ai 
these is Um Netkmal Federsdoa of Co€ee Growers, faudsd ia 
1927. It eacoorftges coffee prodactkn, provides tedmksl Msielsnne. 
affords some credit, sad ia geacral strives to reise the hml of Ma 
members' iacomes. It derives its fiasadal sappmrt from s dmre m 
export duties. The IFA sssisted BflOO fsnaers ia 1958 sad {ribysd 
s sigaiL «at ride ia donbliag cotton oatpot betweea 195B sad 1M0. 
Its 196C budget of 40 million pesos is sdeqnate to awiataia Us 
services, performed bj nearly 500 employees, of whom some 10G sn 
agroncmists, engiaeers, aad chemists. The IFA operates all the 
country's cotton gins. The National Federation of Bice Growers 
sssisted some 1,200 farmers in 1959 by providing them with seeds, 
fertilizers, and credit The Instituto de Fomento Tabacabro (To- 
bacco Institute) sssisted about 8,000 of ifce 36,000 tdbaeeo groweri ia 
improving the quality of tobacco and ia iacressiag iaeoene. Its 
badgrt of ovwr Col$7 million pesos for 1960 is derived from tens 
on imparted cigarettes. 

Other important agricultural agencies include the lastitato Zoopro- 
filif^ico Coltnnbiano (Colombian Inrtitute of Preventive Vetariaaiy 
Medicine), the agrological department of the Instituto Geogr&fieo 
Agtuitin Codazzi (the Augustin Codazzi Geographical Institute), the 
Associaciön Nacional de Oleaginoeas (National Association of Fate 
and Oil Products), and the Cia. Distribuidora de Azucares (Com- 
pany for the Distribution of Sugar), a cartel. 

In the livestock sector organizations are less powerful, since they 
have no export and consequently no financial support from export 
tax revenue. There are several small groups devoted solely to the 
promotion of particular brp ids, such as the associations of breeders 
of Holstein-Frieeian, Bed-Poll, Ayrshire, Cebu, and Blanco Ore- 
jinegro cattle. The presidents of these groups form the Ua&n 
Nacional de Asociaciones Ganaderas (National Union of Cattlemen 
Associations), which exercises a significant influence in political life 
(see ch. 21, Political Dynamics). Several other groups of more 
recent origin have a broader membership but record little activity: 
the Confed racion Colombians de Ganaderos (Colombiaa Federa- 
tion of Cattlemen), the Asociacidn Nacional de Ganaderos (National 
Association of Cattlemen), and the Federaciön Nacional de Oaaa- 
deros (National Federation of Cattlemen). 

The Cauca Valley Corporation, created in 1954, has maay non- 
agricultural aspects, but its contribution to land development, irri- 
gation, drainage, reforestation, and the development of crops aad 
livestock in the upper Cauca Valley is of great significance sad 



slK/uld annre as a model for similar projects elsewhere. The Cokm- 
bnn Congress is ccmsi<kring a bill for the establishment of a similar 
regional cofporatioii for th» saba.ji of Bogota and the Talkys of 
Uhate and Chinquinqaira. 

Agncvltnral ccoperativee promoted by the government have shown 
a steady growth since the establishment of the first one in 1933. 
They are concerned with UM cooperative marketing of agricultural 
produets. with die purchasicg and distribating of supplies to their 
membership, and with the acquisition and lending of expm*iT.9 agri- 
cultural machinery. In 1947 there were over 400 cooperati»!« in the 
country, repreaenting nearly 900,000 members, mostly in the rund 

Edacatfon, ExtennoR« Researek 

Agricultural education, except for the extension services, is the 
concern the Ministry of Education. The extension services ?re 
maintained by the Ministry of Agriculture. The Ministry of Edu- 
cation has a rural education sect JOB, with general and vocational 
schools in rural areas coming under its supervision (see ch. 10, 
Education). The Ministry also provides 67 special courses for some 
3,600 farmers and coordinates and supervises the distribution of 
scholarships awarded by such external agencies as the united Na- 
tions, the Organization of American States, or the United States 
International Cooperation Administration. There were 22 students 
majoring in agricultural subjects abroad in 1959, and 15 graduates 
in agriculture had returned to the country during the same year. 
A shift of preference from European-type agricultural education to 
that found in the United States was noted during the 1950',s. 

The centers of agricultural education are the agricultural col- 
leges at Medellin and Palmira, which recebe technical assistance 
from Michigan State university under the United States Assistance 
Program in Colombia. A new college has been founded at Tun ja, 
and the University of Caldas has a small agricultural college at 
Manizalea Economic schools emphasizing agricultural economics 
were started in 1959 at the University of tta Andes in Bogota and 
at the University of Valle in Cali. Vocational, agricultural, home 
economics schools, and schools for the training of teachers in agri- 
culture, as well as pilot institutes of rural education, are mainly 
operated by the state (see ch. 10, Education). 

In theory, the extension service is the responsibility of the Min- 
istry of Agricuh'-'f but in practice it has been performed by sev- 
eral special interesr groups, such as the Federation of Coffee Growers, 
and by the agricultural agencies of local governments. The na- 
tio.tal government, in cooperation with the Servicio Tecnico Agricola 
Coiombiano-Aaericsno—STAC A (Colombian-American Agricul- 
tural Technical Service), the Agrarian Credit Bank, and the Cauca 
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Valley Corporation, operates its OWE nrtwork of aomm 45 load ax- 
tension offices, which usually consist of an extenak» taduüetna, a 
home dononstnUiCMr, and an assistant. One of UM moat fraitfol 
arcomplishments of the extension serrice of the nafciciud gamtnmmi 
is the coordinating of the activities of the various qgmam m the 
field. 

One of the soocessful mean& applied in reaching the grass raota of 
the farm population is the organization of agriecltarai youth groupa 
similar to the UÄ 4-H clubs, bat called 4-S in CdombÜL A total 
of 350 such clubs, with a membership of 6,000, wen organiaed 
and mainuined by the extension service of the Ministry, by STACA, 
and by the Cauca VaHej Corporaium in 1958. In additMBf then 
are some 55 Amas de Casa (homo ecouomks) clubs with over 1^000 
members. Projects in which the extension service «ugages indhNle 
community improvemoit programs, and efforts an made to perMaade 
farmers who att«td extension course to perfcMrm demoasteatMos in 
their home commonitMS, thereby multiplying the effects of the teach- 
ing prorem Developing cordial cooperation between the axteunm 
sen-ice and the local agents of specialised interest groups, sneh aa 
the National Federation of Coffee Growers or the National Federa- 
tion of Rice Growers, has improved the dissemination of niwiiitiil 
information. 

Both government and the industries recognize that research is a 
prerequisite to the improvement of the quality of agricoltml pro- 
duction as weil as to the increase of output Nevertheleas, lack of 
adequate financing, technical personnel, and coordination, as well as 
inconsistency in planning, produced only meager results between 
World War I and World War II. In the 1940'8, experimental sta- 
tions and laboratories concerned with export crops received morg 
systematic support from the respective interest groups oonoerned. 
Important preliminary work had thus bean done befon 1954, when 
the Department of Agricultural and Livestock Research of the 
Ministry of Agriculture contracted with the Oficina de Inveetiga- 
ciones Especiales—OIE (Office of Special Research)—to administer 
programs carried out in cooperation with the Rockefeller Founda- 
tion. The agency, profiting from the achievement of isolated re- 
search groups and njoying financial stability as well as a staff of 
highly trained personnel, has been able to make significant con- 
tributions within a relatively short period of time. The experi- 
mental station system has been reorganized into six major groups 
coinciding with different climatic zones, and improved varieties'of 
coffee, maize, sugar cane, rice, cotton, tobacco, potatoes, and wheat 
ha-re been developed and made available. At present the government 
maintains research and experimental stations at Tibaitata (Condina- 
marca), Palmira (Valle), Tulio Ospina (Antioquia), 0ent6 (Cör- 



del«1, ««4 Tobrnt (Ttdima); it has abo 11 sobautkxa in other 

BWirch is pcrfonnsd by sevevml other imtitutes sad «geneke, 
«tikflr indepaadHitly or oader eontract to the goTcrmiMHit. One of 
the Boat ontatanding is the Institoto de Inreatigacio«» Tecnologicas 
(Imitate of Technolofical Research), formerly operated by the 
Afrieultural Credit Bwok, bat «nee 1958 »n satonotnous planning 
and reaearch agency. Although sponsored by the Armour Research 
Foundation, it is now staffed exclusively by Coiombiana. Its re- 
search actmties oonomtrate on bettor utilization of food crops, fer- 
ttliaers, inserticides, and livestock feeds. It has registered significant 
prcgresB in the improreinent of agricultural machinfry for small- 
scale funning. Its budget for 1960 was projected at almost ColSS 
million, provided mainly by the government and private industry. 

International or foreign agencies, »ich as the Food and Agricul- 
ture Organisation of the United Nations, participate in research 
related to agricaltural statistics, soil analysis, agricultural admin- 
istration, planning, marketing, land reform, colonization, and like 
projects. Most of these projects are carried out jointly by the for- 
eign agency and a designated governmental or semigovemmental 
agency. 
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CHAPTER 28 

INDUSTUAL POTENTIAL 
THe prudtKtire capacitj of Colombimn indosUy is rapidly in- 

creasing, bat at present only a fraction of the country's tateni, 
overall industrial potential has beat tapped. Petrofemn and coal 
are available in large quantities, and iron ore is prment in snftcknt 
«{«iantity to satisfy present domestic needs. Hydrodectric power po- 
tential :s sufficient to provide ample and inexpoosive energy for the 
future. The development of manufacturing in its present early 
phase has revealed an effective response by a oonsidenble aegment 
of the populatkm to the demands of technokgy. The 1959 conäi- 
buti<xi of the industrial sector to the gross national product aiumtted 
to abooi 38 percent, of which manufacturing contributed 21 percent, 
inning 3J> percrat, and constrnctioo 8^ peront. 

Industries producing nondurable otwsamer goods sopply over 6* 
percent of the country's needs, but aluoet 50 percent of UM require- 
ments in durable consumer goods still must be imported. Domestic 
demand in textiles, footwear, tires, cement, glass, building mateiala, 
tobacco, and certain chemicals and pharmaceuticals have been met 
almost entirely by local production. With the same end of self- 
sufRciency in view, the government understands that one of the 
country's most important economic problemä is that of reducing die 
imjjortation of semifinished durable goods by increashig their pro- 
duction at home. Government tariff and Investment polkses are 
actively directed toward the goal vi expanding the production of 
intermediate goods in general 

Industrial grovth has not vem even in all sectors, branches wit4; 
a considerable history in Colombia, such &e mining and construction, 
have expanded at a moderate rate, hut the manufacturing bidustry 
has surpassed all other branches with a cumulative average growth 
of almost 8 percent p^r year since 1925. During the 1950*8, when 
thv» population increased 17 percent, manufacturing industry ex- 
panded 72 percent in productive capacity. The creation of entinaly 
new industries—steel, rubbe?. textile, and chemical—is mainly i»- 
sponsib'e for this advance. 

In addition to expanding rapidly, industry also has become more 
diversified and iwiter organir^d. The large number of small handi- 
craft induatrit« procassing local raw material for local consumpdoii 
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has drcreaspd; the more efficient large scale fartones, which until 
recently concentrated oa the prodiK^Mm of finished durable con- 
sumer goods made from imported raw materials and semifiuished 
and other intermediate prodncts, have begun to diversify their pro- 
duction and especially to produce swnifinished goods. 

Hktmrkal Bttrnptct 

Although the earliest modern types of indmtrial develoimMits for 
the most part date back only to the early years of tfas twentieth 
century, artisan and mining industries antedate the arrival of the 
Spaniards. In the beginning of the eighteenth century, many types 
of artisan activities were carried on, producing, for example, fine 
quality leather and textile goods. Water-powered flour mills existed. 
Gold, solver, and iron were mined by methods learned from the 
Indians. Cottage industries appeared in the nineteenth centnry, 
producing such goods as candles, soap, r -fumes, and Uquore for 
commercial purposes; there ware also early enterprises employing 
machinery in the production of beer, flour, chocolate, paper and 
matches, hats, textiles, shoes, pottery, china, glass, and crystal. 
Many of these industries were short lived; others survived and 
provided foundations for modem industrial development The re- 
Lu.ing of iron began early in the nineteenth century, and a few 
years later the first blast furnace was installed. The production of 
sulphuric acid also was ahmt lived, but a gunpowder enterprise 
(which, incident&Uy, generated its own power) remained in opera- 
tion through UM last quarter of the century. Bogota begx« to use 
gas light in 18^6, and an iron works in Antioquia began to produce 
simple mining and agricultural machinery in 1884. The Bavaria 
Brewery (Consorcio de Cerveooerias Bavaria, S.A.), presently the 
leading industrial enterprise of the courtly, established its first 
plant in 1891, and an industrial exposition at Bogota in 1899 indi- 
cated the country's interest in modern indostrial development. 

The beginning of the twentieth century witnessed the expansion 
of existing industries for the production of new goods and the 
establishment of heavier industries, as well as other types of enter- 
prise, in a number of urban centere. The first modern sugar re- 
finery dates bad: to 1901, the first modern textile plant to 1906, 
uid the first cement plant to 1908. The production of glass and 
pharmaceutical products was begun, and by 1921 the first commercial 
production of peti oleum was undertaken. Electric power and light 
production were expanded. By 1925, 7.6 percent of all goods and 
services wen produord by the manufacturing industries, not includ- 
ing the artisan industries. 

The world depression of the 1930,s, which reduced the import of 
manufactured goods, provided a strong impetus for domestic pro- 
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doction. In fact, many economic historians view this decade as wit- 
nenng the real beginning of the country's modem indastrial de- 
velopment. Hundreds of new enterpraee were establishedf and in- 
dnstrial diversification became clearly appermt. The rapid rate of 
gnrsth eontinned daring World War II, and by 1945 the mana- 
factoring indoatry had increased its share to 13.4 percent of die 
gross national product. 

A further broadening of the industrial base took place during 
the 15 yean following World War IL The gorernraeat became in- 
creasingly aeÜTe in the economic sphere, and by 1953 the mam- 
factoring industry accounted for 18.2 and, as has beat noted, by 
1960, almost 21 percent of the gross national product The ootpot 
of the mining and petroleum industries has also increased. An 
improvement in traasportatkm facilities has been a partkulariy 
important factor supporting industrial derekypmrot. 

Prcaent Prohlcom 

Colombia's industrial development reveals conditions cbai,*cteris- 
tic of the early phases of industrialization: reluctance of both pro- 
ducer and investor to engage in high-volume, low-cost prodaetk», 
a shortage of capital, and a determination to gain exaggerated 
profits. 

The main factor retarding industrial growth is the high coat of 
production, the causes of which are manifold. In addition to the 
high cost of imported raw materials, intermediate goods, and do- 
mestic raw materials, the inadequacies of transportation facilities 
and the high cost of transportation have contributed to economic 
regionalism, which in turn has resulted in wasteful duplication of 
production. The cost of power is high, and per&Hcs of modem in- 
dustrial skills and technical knowledge tre scarce. The latter prob- 
lem is due mainly to shortcomings in Colombian general education, 
to lack of well-organized efforts to produce persons with spedaliaed 
training, to labor legislation which rewards seniority rather than 
e&ciency, and to Colombian inability to provide reliable and «Acient 
supervision. The last deficiency makes it neoestfuy in the most 
successful establishments to retain supervision in the hands of the 
industrialist or to entrust supervisory position« mainly to forelgmrs 
and foreign-trained nationals (see dh. 18, Labor Force). The low 
nutritional level in the country also adds to labor's mdBciency. 

RESOURCES 

Mfiimlt 

The mineral resouroee of the country an axteoaiva and varied 
(see fig. 11), and Colombia hope« to reduce ha 
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tUmxigh UM deTelopmeat and export of hitherto untapped mineral 
rvaourceaL Colombia ranks second in South America in petroleum 
«atput; it leads in production of gold, poawasing about one-third 
4tf the known gold rnerr» of the continent. It is the world's prin- 
cipal producer of emeralds, and one of the few places where plati- 
num is found. The country can meet its domestic requirements in 
oil, cwent, clay, coal, salt, gjpsem, silica, and several other minerals. 

Ooo of the most promising sources of industrial potential is the 
4*ountrjV> coal reserves, variously estimated at between IC and 27 
biUkm tons. One layer of coal runs from Cur.dinamarca north 
almost i the Venezuelan border and provides a source of supply 
fr? the industrial centers in the Eastern Cordillera, inch-iing the 
Paz del Kio steel mill. Another considerably smaller fiel« extends 
through the Cauca Valley from Cauca to Antioquia, within an easy 
distance of Cali and Medellin. A third field has been reported, but 
not yet explored, in Bolivar. 

Petroleum resources have played a significant role in the coun- 
try's economy fur the last 40 years, bvt the known reserves promise 
only a relatively short period of exploitation if present production 
rates are maintained. Should explorations now in progress be un- 
successful, known reserves may become exhausted by 1975. 

Iron ore deposits of significant amount exist in Boyaca, which 
supply the Acerfas Paz del Rio (Pa» del Rio steel mill). Small 
deposits occur in Antioquia, Cundinamarca, Caldas, Huila, and 
Tolima. The ore contains a large amount of impurities, the removal 
of which in refining increases .«roduction costs. Total production 
in 1959 was 404,000 tons. 

Limestone production amounted to 1.8 million metric tons in 
1958, and the salt reserves are nearly inexhaustible. 

Uranium deposits have been reported in Antioquia and Huila 
and in the region between Santander and Norte de Santander. The 
government has granted three exploration concessions: one in an 
area covering some 17,000 acres, extending from California in 
Santander to Pamplonita and Cucatilla in Norte de Santander; one 
in Caqueta; and one in Huila. 

Copper is found in several areas, but no economically significant 
concentration has been reported. Some zinc ore has been mined 
and exported from a mine at Gacheta in Cundinamarca by the 
Callaphan Zinc-I-ead Company of San Frunciseo, California. Other 
finds wvre reported in Caldas, and scattered mines in Valle del 
Cauca and Toiima produce small amounts. Mercury is available in 
promisinp quantities in the Tolina area of the Central Cordillera. 
The output in lltöS was 15,400 pounds. Antim^ay is found in Cauca 
and Tolima; lead, in almost every lepurtmen., but mainly in Caldas 
and Santander.    Neither of the lnfter two minerals, however, is 
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«xtractod in sgüificmni amoontSL Barite has ben mauS in anmll 
qiwntitws in Haik, Norte db Stntander, Sactanikr, and T<dinuu 
The ?9S8 prodoctioii wat »boat 13/M30 too«. 

Asbeatos and gypaam are vr^ts&Sm in praokinf qaantitMa in 
Antioquia and Narioo. IntensiTe afadka sponsored by the Institato 
<k Fomento Inds^ml (Inatitate of Indaetml DevebpmMt) am 
underway to MtablMt the extent and qnaUty of the nsenrea. 
Gypsum production has been going on for some time and readied 
60,000 tons in 1958. Manganese is available in Caldas and Nazino, 
but it has little .alue becav» of the inacoeanlHlity of tl» location«. 
Unconfinned reports point to deposits in GaMaa, Antiotpua, aad 
Huila. Mka of good quality is available in large qnantitw«. IfarUa 
is mined in Tolima and Boyaci. Quarts, sand, boildiug rtfliM, and 
clay are present in sufficient quantities to satisfy the domestic 
demand. 

■         1 

Colombia's potential in primary power resources is imprMBwa, 
Vast forests proride household fuels, coal and oil fields am supply 
the growing requirements of industry and transportation lor foci, 
and hydraulic resources could meet the most ambitious indnstriai 
and communal requirements. The hydroelectrie potential done has 
been estimated to be 40 million kilowatts, with a production capacity 
of 200 billion kilowatt hours. 

In spite of the vast resources Mid a substantially accelerating 
output, both industrial and public power services are lagging be- 
hind demand and still constitute one of the major obstacles to more 
rapid industrial growth and urban development In 1965, the gross 
consumption of eisergy per capita was only 415 kilograms of petro- 
lenm equivalent, and that of electricity, IM kilograms The use of 
vegetable fuels is manifesting a relative decline, but energy derived 
from petroleum products, coal, and hydraulic resources is of increas- 
ing importance (see fig. 12). 

Labor 

Kearly 20 percent of the economically active persons in the coun- 
try make their livelihood in industry. 

Rapid urbanization provides ample labor supply in the unskilled 
categories, but skilled workers are scarce; this factor seriously 
impedes industrial development and present efficiency (see ch. 13, 
Labor Force). 

Finance 

Lack of adequate capital has been one of the principal factors 
retardinjr industrial development. Except during the years 1925-29, 
when foreign capital amounted to almost 50 percent of the total 
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capital formation, foreign inrostme&t has plajed a mach leas infla- 
ential rde in Colombia than in most other Latin American cotrntries. 
It is Mtimated that toward the end of the IWMft only about 14 per- 
cent ni the total umatment was of foreign origin (aee ch. 82^ 
Foreign Eoanomic BelatioM). Domestic cavings TatheT than fosr- 
elgs loans have played the principal role in the formation of indns- 
triai capiuL Companies follow » policy of distributing a high 
portion—about 75 to 85 pereent—of their profits as dmdeuds, and 
favorable provisions in the tax laws encourage shareholders to 
reinvest their dividends. Consequentlj, shareholders become savers, 
and rimultaneoosly, the most important source of domestic industrial 
credit. 

Before the depression of the 1930*8, income derived from coffee 
export was reinvested in the export sector of the economy, and the 
relatively small amount of public investment was channeled into 
public works with no or little immediate return. Since the 1990% 
the government has been making continuous efforts to provide credit 
for industry through the establishment of specialised credit insti- 
tutions or through industrial credit departments of existing credit 
institutions. In 1932 the Agrarian Credit Bank (Caja de Crtdito 
Agrario) opened an industrial department, and in 1937 the Cefural 
Mortgage Bank (Banco Central Hipotecario) frllowed suit In 
1950 the Popular Bank (Banco Popular) began to extend loans to 
s^iail-scale and handicraft industries, and in 1954 the Populas 
Mortgage Bank (Banco Hipotecario Popular) made loans to holders 
of real estate for the construction of homes. 

Government regulations compel commercial banks to invest a 
certain portion of their darings deposits in industrial developments 
«nd insurance companies to invest 10 percent of their reserves 
either in agriculture or industry. The cumulative effect of these 
measures, however, has not been dramatic, and the capital shortage 
continues. 

Recent economic policies of the government, as expressefl in tax, 
tariff, and fiscal regulations, have been designed to direct invest- 
ments into those industrial enterprises which promise to promote 
economic self-sufficiency through the use mainly of domestic raw 
materials. Thus, a shift toward increased investment in such enter- 
prises can be observed since World War II 

EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES 

In 1954 the Ministry of Mines and Petroleum was created, a new 
mining code was issued, and the first national mining census was 
taken. The census listed 914 mining enterprises, including pstro- 
leum-producing companies. More than one-third of all ktiioing 
enterprises were working sand and rock quarries.   Small enterprises 
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engaged in small-scale coal mining made up another third, while 
all other enterprises constituted the remat^der. The total number 
of employees was about 61,000, and the total value of minerals 
produced th&t year was fiven as Colf299 million (at that time 
about ü.S.$87 million), as follows: petroleum, Col$226 million; 
onal, Col$15 million; precious metals, Col$37 million; salt, Col$10 
million; sand and building stone, Col$7 million; and miscellaneous, 

Co\$A million. The Department of Planning and Technical Services 
estimated the value of the 1959 output as Gol$670 million (nearly 
U.SJ100 million) and the number of persons engaged in mining, 
including workers of the petroleum industry, as 73,000. 

inder Colombian law, the ownership of land does no' autom.t- 
ica.Vy include rights to the subsoil minerals. The retirees of the 
sutsoil are considered possessions of the state. In certain exr p- 
tion^l cases, howevei-, land rights have been jfranted together with 
righfai to some subsoii minerals. For examp'e, owners of land to 
which title was obtained lief ore October 28, 1873 (the date that 
certain chapters of the Fiscal Code took effect) possess the right to 
exploit such subsoil minerals as coal, iron, lead, mercury, and mica, 
but do not have similar rights to copper, beryl, gold, platinum, 
silver, and several others. 

The right to exploit deposits of copper, ^old, silver, platinum, 
and precious stones in the subsoil where they are in the possession 
of the state (except along navigable rivers) may be acquired 
through filing a simple cLiira with the government. Deposits of 
other minerals inland owned by the state »cd all minerals along 
navigaule rivers may only be exploited by concessions granted by 
the government 

Fuels 
Petrota» 

By 1928, Colombia was producing 20 million barrels of petroleum 
a ycir. Although the rate of output slowed down during the fol- 
lowing 20 year^, in 1959 it reached nearly M million barrels or 
8 million metric tons. This volume is only 2 percent of the pro- 
duction of the united States and 6 percent of that of Venezuela, 
but it nevertheless has a salutarj effect on the country'.: balance 
of payments situation. The country has become self-sufficient in 
oil products, with the exception of high-octane aviation gasoline and 
a small amount of other petroleum derivatives. The rate of produc- 
tion h *s b?en rising faster than the domestic consumption, which was 
estimated at 2.2 million metric tons in 1959. In the same year, 
5.8 million tons of crude oil were exported, producing about 18 per- 
cent of the total foreign exchange earnings and second only to 
coffee in value. 
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Oil fields, owned by the state sad exploited by domestic and 
foreign companies under concessions from the gornnment, occupy 
about 11 million «eras, or 4 percent of the total land ana. Bqyaltar 
paid to the state during the tenn of the oonoeesion range from 8 to 
13 percent, depending on the distance of the oil field from seaports. 
After the expiration of the concession, the government acquires the 
title to the entire establishment, including refining sad transporta- 
tion installations and equipment. 

Concessions are required not only for exploitation, but also lor 
exploration purposes, regardless of whether subsoil rights belong to 
the state or to private persons. Exploration is being conducted on 
some 22 million scree. Exploration concessions i.n usually granted 
for a period of 5 years, with a possible oxtenmon periou for a maxi- 
mum of 3 additional yean; exploitation concessions last for 30 or, 
in the Llanos Orientales, 40 yean, with a passible extension period 
of i0 yean. 

In 1959 there were over 8,000 oil wc'la in the country, of which 
2,064 were in operation. In the same y£*iv acme f . companies were 
engaged in exploratory drilling, and promising new finds were made 
in the lower Magdalena Valley. 

Empresa Colombiana de Petrdleoe—EGOPETBOL (Colombian 
Petroleum Enterprise), a government-owned company—operates the 
De Mares concession nt Barrancabemeja in Santander. 'lids is the 
largest and oldest oil field of the country, covering about 1.3 million 
acres. Its original concession, granted to the Tropical Oil Com- 
pany, expired in 1951; and the field, together with all installations, 
railroads, highways, and equipment became the property of the 
state. Its gross production is decreasing slowly and was somewhat 
less than 10 million barrels in 1959. 

The Colombian Petroleum Company owns the 400,000-acre Baroo 
concession in Norte de Santander and the Cicuoo concession in 
BoHvar; the first produces about 9.1 million barrels of excellent 
quality oil annually; the second, about 6 million barrels. 

International Petroleum Colombia, Ltda.—INTERCOL—owns 
three small concessions in Magdalem department, one at Agnachica, 
producing about 28,000 barrels of crude oil annually; one at Totu- 
mal, with an annual production of about 88,000 barrels; and one 
at Lagnnitas Gialanday with 12,000 barrels. 

Shell-Cöndor, S.A., owns and operates several concessions, the 
largest of which are the Tondö concession at Casabe in Antioqnia, 
producing so.^e 8.3 million barrels of crude oil on 120,000 acres; 
th« Otntagallo concession in Bolfvsr, with a production of nearly 
1 million harrels on over 50,000 acres; the El Diflcil concession 
in Magdalena, producing some 340,000 barrels on 120,000 acres; and 
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the San Pablo concession, producing over 4 million barrels and 
showing a rapid increase. 

One of the four major producing concessions, that of GuaguaquÜ- 
Terin at Muzo in Boyact, is owned by the Texas Petroleum Com- 
pany, S.A., and produces annually over 10 million barrels of crude 
rl on over 250,000 acres of land. Smaller concessions owned by 
UM same company are one at Palagua in Boyaca, with an annual 
production of 3,570,000 barrels; die Teutin concession at Ortega 
in ToliBia, producing 451,000 barrels; the Sogamoso concession in 
Boyaci, 50,000 barrels; and the Eremitano concession, 203,100 bar- 
rels. Various smaller concessions produce a total of some 70,000 
barrels of crude oil annually. 

Proved reserves in 1960 allowed a relatively short projecfive pe- 
riod for exploitation—if present production rates are maintained, 
only 12 to 15 years. Thus, the further exploration and discovery of 
oil fields is of vital interest to the natioral economy. 

Exploration and exploitation of oil would progress more rapidly 
were it not for transportation difficulties. Existing oil-producing 
areas are connected with industrial and transportation centers 
through 21 pipelines, of which 14 carry crude oil and 7 refined 
products. The longest and most important pipeline, completed in 
1926, extends 365 miles from El Centre, at the center of the De 
Mares concession in Santander, to Mamonal, south of Cartagena. 
The line is owned by the Andean National Corporation, Ltda., an 
affiliate of Standard Oil of New Jersey. Two feeder lines are con- 
nected to it. One is at Oalan on the border of Santander and 
Antioquia and carries crude oil from *ha Yondo concession. The 
other joins the line at Plato on the border of Magdalena and 
Bolivar ai.d carries oil from the El Diflcil concession. In addi- 
ti.m, fhe Andean pipeline also serves the Cantagallo concession. 

Tine second longest pipeline, completed in 1939, connects the Barco 
concession with the seacoast and runs from Petrolea, near the 
Venezuelan border, to Covenas in Cordoba, a distance of 263 miles. 
The line is owned by th* South American Gulf Oil Company, an 
affiliate of Socony-Vacuum Oil Compiiny, Inc., and the Texas Pe- 
troleum Company. The lengths of other lines vary between 5 and 
110 miles and connect various producing centers with rivers and 
seaports.   No pipeline at present reaches the Pacific Coast. 

CMI 

In spite of the vast reserves, exploitation has been slow, mainly 
because of the inadequacies of transportation facilities. Total na- 
tional coai output has shown a steady increase from 1.9 million tons 
in 1956 to 2.0 million in 1957 and 2.3 million tons in 1958. The 
country exported coal for the first time in 1957.   At present, the 
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mines in Cattdinamarcn, provide most of the coal produced; present 
production can satisfy present domestic requirements and keep 
pace with the (»rowing industrial seed. With the improTement of 
transportation facilities, however, it is hoped that the oonntry may 
capitalize on coal as an export commodity; there k considerable 
demand for it in other South American countries. 

Prcdons Metals and Stones 

Gold. Platbra», mat Surer 
Before the discovery of gold in Africa, Colombia was for a time 

the leading gold producer of the world. Its output at present, 
however, amounts to ouly 1 percent of the world's total, although 
it still exceeds that of all other South American countries. Gold 
output, although higher than in the early years, is considerably 
below the high output of 660,000 troy ounces in 1941. The average 
annual output was 390,000 troy ounces during the 1950'8. Over 
75 percent of this was obtained by alluvial dredging, less than 
1 percent by panning, and the remainder from veins. The total 
r*lu« of the output since the Spanish conquest is estimated to be 
more than TT,S.$1 billion. 

About 75 percent of the gold is mined in Antioquia; 11 percent 
in Chocö; about 5 percent in Narino; and the remainder in Caldas, 
Cauca, and Tolima. Large foreign investments have been involved 
in geld production, and amortization payments have been made 
regularly when loan financing was involved (see ch. 82, Foreign 
Economic Relations). The state has a monoprly in the gold and 
silver mines of Marmato and Supia. 

In connection with gold mining operations, platinum is found 
and mined mal'*' in Chocö by the Cia. Minera Choo6-Paclfico, 
S.A., and by it* subsidiaries in Nariiio and Cauca. The annual 
output averaged 24,000 troy ounces in the 1950,8. 

Silver is also found in conjunction with gld, mainly in Antioquia, 
and in smaller amounts in Caldas and Tolima. The annual pro- 
duction averages 110,000 troy ounces (105,000 troy ounces in 1958), 
an amount insufficient to meet the domestic demand. 

Eaenlfc 

Numerous small emerald mines are scattered throughout the coun- 
try, but only the mines in Boyaci produce economically. The Mm», 
Coscuez, and Chivor mines have been well worked, but because of 
civil unrest in the area in the early 1950*8, mining operations were 
frequently interrupted and production wa* considerably reduced. 
A new mine discovered near Barbur early in 1961 may well prove 
to be the richest in the world.  The government reported an output 
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of «8^00 carats in 1951 and 20,000 carats in 1955, but no more recent 
data are availabK The nie of emeralds is & government monopoly 
administered by the Bank of the Republic 

Sulfur has bee?-, mined since 1948 on the slopes of Puraoi, a 
TOi^ano in Cauca, by the Industrias Purac£, S.A. The company pio- 
neered in instiling the first flotation plant in the world, which 
now has a production capacity of 40 tons per day. Thi* raised 
output to such a level that the import of sulfur was unnecessary. 
Total output in 1958 reached 6,800 tons of refined sulfur, which 
was used mainly for the production of sulfuric acid by enterprises 
in Bogota, Barranquilla, and Medeliin. Beaerres were estimated at 
about 6 million tons. 

Salt is produced from larg^ natural deposits, mainly in Boyaci, 
and from evaporating spring and sea water. One of the oldest, 
and by far the most significant salt mine, which was first worked 
by the Chibcha? in pre-Colombian times, is located about 30 miles 
north of Bogota at Zipaquira The Zipaquira-Nemocon salt de- 
posits comprise hundreds of square miles and are several hundred 
feet thick, providing a nearly inexhaustible reserve. Its "salt 
cathedral," a well-publicized tourist attraction hewn out of solid 
rock salt, can accommodate 15,000 persons. Salt is also mined in 
smaller quantities in the Western Cordillera and is obtained from 
salt springs; the Gacheti and Tausa salt springs, both in Cundina- 
marca, are best known. The total production in 1959 was 266,000 
metric tons. Of this, 2t4,C00 tons were mined rock salt and 52,000 
were extracted from spring and sea water. 

The production of rock salt, a government monopoly operated by 
the Bank of the Republic, provides about 1 percent of government 
revenue. Although the government engages in some refining, salt- 
refining enterprises are mostly privately owned. 

ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION 

The total installed generating capacity of electric power plants 
was 900,000 kilowatts in 1959, or about 64 watts per inhabitant. 
These figures represent a significant change, compared with the 
respective figures of 270,000 kilowatts and 24 watts in 1950. 
Nevertheless, they do not indicate sufficient capacity to meet the 
requirement of industry nor to supply electricity in large areas of 
the country now entirely without a supply. The four industrial 
areas of Antioquia, Cudinamarca, Magdalena, and Valle del Cauco 
consume over 70 percent of the electricity generated in the ountry, 
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while population centers in many other areas are without electric 
power and all services dependent on it According to goyemment 
statistics for 1968, electricity was available in 701 oat of the 815 
principal munieipiot (municipalities) and in 168 out of the 1,859 
corregimientot {administrative subdivisions within a municipality 
or mu^'pal district). 

ine absence of large-scale utility companies and of capita! in 
general has resulted in the establishment of small generating units 
serving individual industrial plants or relatively small geographical 
areas with high demand at peak hours and little or no demand at 
others. In the 870 communities in which electricity is available« 
it is produced by 952 plants, and only 100 of these have a capacity 
of over 1,000 kilowatts. 

The increasing public icterest in the production of adequate 
energy was reflected in the creation in 1948 of the Institute Nacional 
de Aprcvechamiento de Agues y Fomento Elfctrioo (National Insti- 
tute for the utilization of Water and Electrical Development). On 
the basis of a survey prepared in 1953, the Institute was charged 
with the implementation of a national electrification plan which 
call? for the raising of the installed generating capacity to 2.7 
million kilowatts uy 1970. 

Approximately 70 percent of the electric energy is produced by 
hydroelectric plants, the remainder by thermoelectric installations. 
The hydroelectric potential of the country is favorably distributed 
among the most densely populated areas, with the exception of the 
Atlantic seaboard. Nevertheless, the quality of hydraulic resources 
and their proximity to settlements have influenced consumption be- 
cause of resulting differentials in costs of production. For example, 
unit prices are lowest in Medellin, where abundant water is avail- 
able near the city, and it is somewhat higher at Bogoti and Call, 
where heavier investment into power plants and transmission lines 
has been required. 

Industry absorbs about 87 percent of the total electric energy 
output. It produces 25 percent of the total and receives 12 percent 
from public utilities. The promotion of publicly owned utilities 
is being encouraged, and several communities are engaged in such 
expansion. The municipal power company of Bogoti, for example, 
obtained a $17.6 million loan from the World Bank in 1960 to 
build a new hydroelectric etation of 66,000-kilowatt capacity, to 
add another 20,000 kilowatts to an existing station, and to build a 
thermoelectric station at Zipaquiri. The new facilities will double 
the existing output of electric energy available to the city, raising 
tlie amount to 5X»,000 kilowatts bv 1965. 

Similarly, the Empreeas Püblicas de Medellfn (Medellin Public 
Enterprises) are constructing a hydroelectric project on the Nan 
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Kir«- with a capacity of 500,000 küowatts. BarranqoiUa plan» 
to tapa&d its Uiarartodeetric j^nerating capacity by 16,500 kilowatts 
and build a traiuaniagioD Hoe from tho city to Santa Maria. 

It m hoped that an acute power shortage in the Cauca Valley 
will be remed)3d throogh the constraction of b/droelectric installa- 
tioos by the Corporaciöa Autönoma Begional del Canca (Cauca 
Valley Corporation). In the past, public power stations, with the 
one exception at Anchicayi, have all proved too small and have 
lost dficieucy becaose of overuse. Almost all large industrial and 
conunerda! enterprises have as a result installed their own power 
geneTnting units for the production of energy needed at least during 
the hoars of peak load. Existing installed capacity in Cali and 
Tumbo totals 65,000 kilowatts, while industrial plants with larger 
than 100 kilowatt units contribute another 11,400 kilowatts of ca- 
pacity. The requirement in 1960 was about twice this capacity, 
and the predicted further growth of the area will produce a demand 
for 800,000 kilowatts by 1965. 

MANUFACTURING 

The major industries—in terms of output, number of enterprises, 
Mid workers—are the foodstuffs, textile, and beverage industries. 
The clothing and footwear, tobacco, chemical, and mineral industries 
are also signißcant, while the petroleum, rubber, and metallurgical 
indostrips displayed the most dynamic growth and are gaining an 
increasingly important place in the total manufacturing output. 

Difficult topography, combined with the inadequacies of trans- 
portation facilities, has resulted in regional industrial development. 
Identical or similar industries have risen in at feast five aitas: 
Antioquia, Cudinamarca, Vallo del Canca, Santander, and Atlantico 
(see fig. 1). Recently undertaken improvements in transportation 
and communication will gradually result in a greater integration 
of existing industries and allow each region to specialize in those 
for which it is most suited. Favorable conditions for and trends 
toward specialization in specific directions can be identified in sev- 
eral regions. Textile manufacturing has been growing in Antioquia 
more rapidly than in other regions. Two-thirds of the country's 
textile production, in fact, may be found hat«. The same region 
provides advantages for development in the footwear, tobacco, and 
metal industries. Cundinamarca is well suited for specialization in 
the manufacture of mechanical and metallurgical products, chem- 
icals, rubber products, glassware and related industries, as well as 
in printing and the production of beverages. Valle del Ca<'ca pro- 
duces and concentrates on the production of foodstuffs, paper and 
paper products, rubber products, chemicals, and tame mechanical 
and metallurgical goods.   Santander is mainly concerned with the 
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petroleum product«.   No particnlar emphsss on any product, how- 
ever, seems to have appeared in the AtMJntii» ngioB. 

More enterpriees are engaged in foodstuff prooMUg than in 
any other industrial actmty. The 2,786 eoterprieea esnjrfoyed 
nearly 37,000 workers in i9C3, a group second in «ice only to thoae 
«nptoyed in the textile indoatriee (wm table 1). 

TabU i.    Tkt Maaufmeiurimt Jmthutnu if Cttemhia, 1968 

Foodstuffs  
Beverages      
Tobacco ,  
Textiles  
Clothing and Footweu-   
Wood »nd Cork  
Funuttue (wood)..—  
Paper Product»   
Printing   
Leather (except shoes)  
Rubber Products   
Chemicals   
Petroleum Derivatives  
N^nmetallic Minerals  
Basic Metals  
Metallurgie   Products   (excluding 

transport equipment)  
neleetrical Machinery .. 

Electrical Machinery  
Transport Equipment   
Other  ... 

Total...  

2,788 
217 
24« 
483 

2.211 
474 
432 
84 
439 
267 
52 

581 
18 
Wl 
75 

487 
316 
194 
585 
227 

U, 125 

Vnkwrfi 

36,900 
13.417 
4,571 

39.380 
30.722 
8.561 
8.455 
3,380 
9,788 
4.938 
5,022 

14,072 
2,395 

20.408 
5,398 

10.188 
3.197 
4.779 

11,702 
5,288 

236,748 

140m 

OtJ» 

2.685 
819 
205 

1.291 
501 
93 
64 
141 
184 
137 
188 
642 
506 
321 
881 

228 
51 
147 
157 
118 

8.940 

518 
481 

838 
175 
S3 
33 
46 
08 
47 
76 

200 
100 
181 
71 

02 
26 
86 
77 
62 

S. 234 

«ftatsl 

1&0 
14 8 
7.» 
1&» 
84 
LO 
LO 
L4 
28 
1.5 
28 
00 
84 
88 
22 

28 
08 
20 
24 
1.9 

ioao 

Source: Adapted from Colombia, Departamento Adminiatrativo Naeional da 
Eatadtstica, BdtHn Mentmml it BttuHatum, No. 117. December 1980, pp. 
20-23. 

The foodstuff industries produce about 40 percent of the nation's 
industrial output in terms of gross value. Because of the relatively 
short industrial process to which moci agricultural raw materials 
are exposed, it seems more realistic, however, to express the contri- 
bution in terms of value added to the basic materials in the conns 
of processing. In these terms, the share of the foodstuffs industries 
in the national picture is only 16 percent. 

SU 
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Grmin-processiiig enterprises t.re probably the most oumeroa&. 
Flour mills nn^ from modern plants, equipped with automatic 
machinery, adequate storage facilities, and a daily capacity of 40 to 
80 metric tons, to small stone mills scattered over the rural country- 
side. The total productive capacity of the industry exceeds present 
output four or five times. 

There are many bakeries and pastry shops, all small enterprises 
not included in the over-aU figures of the foodstuff industries. They 
numbered over 3,000 in 1953. A large portion of the marketed 
biscuits and confectionery goods, however, 'W produced by two 
large enterprises. 

Sugar refining is concentrated in about a dozen mills, but panela 
(unrefined brown sugar) is produced on UM artisan level. Two 
large enterprises engage JI the manufacture of chocolate, with a 
capacity of 160 metric tons of chocolate production per day. A 
few relatively large enterprises for the processing of vegetable oils 
and fats have been established since World War 11 with the 
assistance of Dutch capital. 

Milk processing and pasteurization takes place in large and 
medium-size enterprises, mainly in the cities. Butter, cheese, and 
ice cream are usually produced in rather small enterprises. Four 
enterprises produce evaporated milk, powdered milk, and similar 
products. 

The canning of fruits and vegetables, except for the modem and 
well equipped Frntera Colombiona, Ltda., at Cali, is done in small 
enterprises. Eight enterprises, four located on the Atlantic coast 
aad four on the Pacific coast, engage in the canning and preserving 
of fish and other seafood. Several small enterprises specialize in 
the preparation and packing of frozen or salted meat, sausages, and 
similar products. 

Beverages 

While still contributing nearly 15 percent of the over-all value 
added in the course of industrial production, the beverage industry 
in recent years has yielded second place to textiles. In 1958, it 
employed over 18,000 persons in some 220 enterprises, and the value 
of production per worker was very high, amounting to Col$35,800, 
surpassed only by the tobacco and oil industries. The largest por- 
tion of the beverage industry is made up of brewing enterprises, 
which produced some 524 million liters of beer in 1057, or 38.8 liters 
par worker. Brewing is concentrated in five large concerns, one of 
which, the Bavaria Brewery (Consorcio de Cerveocerias Bavaria, 
S.A.), produces about 70 percent of the total output, owns 18 of 
the 29 breweri««, 5 malt plants, a crown and screw cap plant, and 
a printing and glass plant, and is more highly capitalized than any 
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other enierprise of the country. Kalt is produced by sever»! other 
enterprises, most of them financiallv connected with breweries. 

Nonalcoholic berenges are manufactured by a large number of 
enterprises, but two of them, the Gaseosas Posada Tabon, S.A. 
(Tabfo Inn Soda Water), and the Gia. de Gawosss Lux, Ltda. 
(Lux Soda Water Company), produce at least half of the national 
output Capital from r.broad, including the ür.ited States, has 
been invested in such enterprises, especially those established since 
World War 11. 

The production of spirits is a state monopoly: franchises for 
manufacture and the sale of products are assigned to the different 
departments. Liquor transported acrow department lines is taxed 
at a higher rate, and thus interdepartmental competition is dis- 
eonraged In Antioquia, Boyaca, Caldas, and Santander, the pro- 
duction of liquor is under private management, but the profits con- 
stitute public revenues and are entered into the treasury of the 
respective department Wine is produced by private enterprises. 
Some 140 million liters of two formerly popular fermented drinks, 
ehieha and gytarafo, were produced in 1948, but since then their 
production and consumption has been outlawed. 

Tobftec« 

The tobacco industry, employing over 4,500 workers, makes the 
fifth largest contribution to the industrial production of the coun- 
try in terms of added value. It is able to meet domestic require- 
ments in cigars and cigarettes made of dark tobacco. Two-thirds 
of the tobacco consumption of the country is in the form of cig- 
arettes, which are manufactured by a very few factories, most of 
them owned by the CüL Colombiana de Tabaco, S.A. In contrast 
with the large-scale enterprises engaged in cigarette manufacturing, 
cigars are produced by a very large number of artisans, perhaps 
as many as one thousand. 

Tcxtilw 

The textile industry employs more workers than any other branch 
of industry; it ranks second in gross value of production and first 
in terms of value added to the original product Over 39,000 
workers were employed in 463 establishments in 1958 and produced 
18.5 percent of the gross value of the country's industrial production. 

Cotton spinning and weaving are the country's oldesi dxtile- 
making activities, but much of the raw material had to be imported 
from the beginning of this century until very recent years. Since 
1959, however, most of the raw materials and all of the raw cotton 
required are now domestically produced, as a result of the combined 
efforts of private industry and the Institute de Foment© Algo- 
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danero (Co»tea Institute), which luve changed Colombia from a 
cotton-import into « cotton-export country. 

The silk and synthetic fiber industry, not unlike the cotton in- 
dustry, is concentrated in large enterprises in which foreign capital 
has participated. A more recently developed industry, it w^s begun 
in the 1930'B, but ha« grown rapidly since World War EL Large 
enterprises produce about 80 percent of the total output, with two 
factories manufacturing risooe*» rayon and one company a düng 
acetate rayon. 

The demand for woolen cloth, ponchos, and other covering made 
mainly from domestic wool cannot be met from the production of 
locai wool spinning and weaving plants. 

Hard fiber textiles are produced mainly for the packing of agri- 
cultural products. The domestic consumption was estimated as 
about 23 million units in 1953, of which 7 million were produced 
by two factories, one at Medellin, the other at San Gil in Santander, 
and the remainder by artisans. 

Clothing and Footwear 

The manufacture and repair of clothing and footwear is mostly 
a craft industry, but in 1958, 2,211 larger establishments employing 
over 30,000 workers were listed. They produced 5.4 percent of the 
total industrial output in terms of added value. Ready-made 
clothing, hats, underwear, and other items of clothing are manu- 
factnred by rapidly growing establishments. Leather shoes (worn 
mostly by residents of towns) and fique sandals are the main prod- 
ucts of the footwear industry. 

Wood and Furniture 

The combined contribution of the wood proeessing and furniture 
industry was about 2 percent of the total industrial output in 
terms of value added to the original material. In over 900 enter- 
prises, some 11,000 workers produce doors, windows, some plywood, 
other types of construction lumber, furniture, toys, and other wood 
products. Sawmills are numerous, but almort without exception 
they are small and located near the centers of consumption. No 
wood pulp is produced. 

Paper and Paper Products 

The paper and paper products industry stresses mainly the manu- 
facturing of kr.<.ft paper and cardboard in addition to industrial 
packing containers, kraft paper bags, wrapping paper, and office 
supplies. Over 3,000 workers were employed in 84 enterprises in 
1958 and produced about 1.4 percent of the ration's total industrial 
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oatpat in tenns of Added value.   Daring the tune year some 46,000 
metric tons of knft paper end cartons were produced. 

The need to import meet of the raw material used by the paper 
indoatry preeente a growing problem in the balance of payments 
picture. Efforts to produce paper palp domestically hare been 
nnsocoeiBfal; the rapidly growing demand for printed materials 
puts increasing praesuree upon the industry. A new paper plant 
at Pereira in Caldas, utilizing pulp imported from Finland, will 
begin producing newsprint in 1961. The construction of a paper 
mill at Calif to be operational in 1962, is ako planned. It may 
produce 35,000 metric tons of paper annually from «ogar-eane res- 
idue (bagasse). 

Prtetfa« 

The printing industry includes around 440 ? Nöiprues employing 
almost 10,000 workers. It manifested a considenbk* growth during 
the 1950,8 and in 1958 contributed nearly 3 perciut to the orer-all 
output of industry in terms of added value. 

The preparation of hides, including tanning, has been the main 
function of the leather industry. The manufacturing of leather 
goods other than shoes is in the hands of artisans. Neverthelen, 
in 1958 the leather industry had 267 plants with a total of nearly 
5.000 workeiv. Its contribution to the total industrial output of 
the country was 1.5 percent on around 47 million pesos in terms of 
added value. The country's large livestock production could sup- 
port a considerable expansion of the leather industry, if the damage 
caused by parasites, mainly ticks, could be eliminated end if the 
handling of bides could he improved. TL* export of hides was 
significant before World War II, but industrial development has 
F expanded the dcmeetie market that few hides are now »suable 
for export. 

Ribter Prodnets 

With 52 enterprises and over 5,000 workers, the rubber industry 
is relatively new and has made rapid progrsss In the manufacture of 
tires, tubes, and other rubber products, mainly boots and shoes. 
Bogotk and Cali are the centers of large manufacturing enterprises, 
while retreading shops are dispenad o\«r a wide area. 

Foreign capital, mainly from the united States, is invdved in 
the Good Tear de Colombia, S.A., at Tumbo, near Cali; in the Cia. 
froydon del Pacffico, S.A., at Cali; in the Produetos de Caucho 
Viilegats S.A., at Dosa, near Bogota; and in the Indnatria Colmu- 
biana de Llanfas, SA., als» »t Bosa. Although domestic rubber 
production cannot adequately meet all tha requirements for raw 
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matarial lor the industry, and a luge amount of raw material, M 
well as intermediate products, must be imported, the output of the 
tire factories meets most of the domestic need and is increasing 
rapidly. Total output in 1958 was 441,900 units of tires, while the 
total ratee of production added to the original material was nearly 
CQJ$T2 million, as compared to Col|30 million in 1953. 
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The expansion of the chemical industry is important to the coun- 
try; suable sums of foreign exchange are expended to import inter- 
mediate and final chemical products. Although the number of enter- 
pr§ e has not appreciably increased, the output of the 581 plants 
in operation grew from Col$89 idllion in added value in 1953 to 
Col$£30 million in 1958. Employing over 14,000 vcikers, the indus- 
try contributes 9 percent to the over-all industrial production in 
terms of added value. 

The largest branch of the chemical industry is made up of »me 
188 pharmaoeatical enterprises, about 10 times the number in exist- 
ence before World War IL The production of the pharmaceutical 
industry satisfies about 50 percent of the domestic demand, and it 
constitutes over 40 percent of the total chemical output. Entmel 
paints and varnishes are produced by a few large enterprises. The 
manufacturing of matches, one of the oldest branches of the chemical 
industry, is concentrated in the hands of fcnr major enterprises, 
in the largest of which some English and Swedish capital is in- 
vested. Domestic demand for matches is met by this industry, 
but materials required in match manufacture, such as paper, potas- 
sium chlorate, and paraffin, must be imported. The manufacture 
of toilet articles, soap, and candles is mainly an artisan activity, 
and in recent years has been only sic vly increasing. They depend 
heavily on the import of raw and intermediate materials. Artificial 
fibers such as viscose and acetate rayon are among the most signifi- 
cant products of the chemical industry. They are manufactured in 
three large enterprises and used mainly by the textile industry. 
Near the salt mines of Zipaquiri, and connected with it by a five- 
mile-long pipe line, a soda plant promoted by the Institute de 
Fomento Industrial began operation in 1951. It has a capacity of 
over 100 tons of carbonate, 30 tons of caustic soda, and 12,000 tons 
of bicarbonate per day. In 1958, the country's total production of 
soda ash was 16,533 tons and that of caustic soda, 16,165 tons. 

Sulfaric acid is produced from sulfur mined near Popay&n, 
Cauc*., and from imported raw material. A fairly recently estab- 
lishf<l branch of the chemical industry, it has three establishments 
with a capacity somewhat larger than the 1958 production of 6,800 
metric tons.   Tanning materials are produced only in one enterprise 
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at BoMventu»*. It «nphuiaes mangrove bark «xtnctioo and 
produces about 250 tons of extract per year, mainly used for the 
tanning of leather solee. 

Fertilizen, greatly needed by agricnlttue, are produced from by- 
product« of the Pax del Rio steel mill and the Barrancabermeja 
oil refinery. The latter, promoted by the Institute de Fomento 
Industrial, has a capacity of about 14,000 tons of nitrogenous fer- 
tiliztrs, 5,000 tons of ammonium, 4,000 tons of nitric acid, and 
5,400 tons of organic nit ogen. It also provides the basis for the 
development of other branches of the chemical industry in the 
production of such items as explosives, nyloc, and plastics. Other 
less important products of the chemical industry are oxygen, 
acetylene, waterproofing materials, quick-setting agents for cement, 
heat insulators, antioorosive painttt, flashlight batteries, etc. 

Oil ReiBiiif ladwtiy 

The refining industry produces about 75 percent of the domestic 
requirements in gasolines. Some 25 percent of high octane aviation 
gasoline and kerosene used is imported, mainly for use on the west 
coast, which is relatively inaccessible from other parts of the coun- 
try. Crude oil is processed into combustible derivatives by 5 oil 
refineries with a combined capacity of 65,000 barrels per day, and 
into dissolvents and asphalt by a dozen small enterprises. 

The oldest and largest refintry, now owned and, since 1961, 
operated by the government, is at Barrancabermeja in Santander 
and has a capacity of 37,500 barrels per day. It produces a full 
line of petroleum products, including high octane aviation gawline. 

The Intematioial Petroleum Colombia, Ltda. owns and operates 
two refineries. The larger is only four years old, and is located at 
the terminal of the Mamonal pipe line near Cartagena in Bolivar 
and has a capacity of 26,500 barrels per day. The other is at La 
Dorada in Caldas and has a topping plant with a capacity of 2,600 
barrels per day. It receives its crude oil from the Guaguaqui-Teria 
concession, and it produces mainly diesel and fuel oils. 

Of the two remaining refineries, one is owaed by the Colombian 
Petroleum Company, S.A. (a subsidiary of the Texas Petroleum 
Company, S.A.) at Tibü, with storage fa> r:tiei nearby at Cücuta in 
Norte de Santander. Its capacity »« rd£&y barrels per day. The 
Texas Petroleum Company, S.A. own* anu operates a refinery at 
Guamo in Tolhaa, near its Tetuan concession at Ortega. It has a 
capacity of 1,000 barrels per day and produces gtisoline, kerosene, 
and fuel oils. A gas plant associated with the refinery processes 
some 61 million cubic feet of wet gas per day and produces 1,500 
barrels of natural gasoline and butane used in the stabilization of 
gasoline. 
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In 1959, the total annaal production of the refining industry 
«mounted to 8.1 million barrels (of 42 gallons each) of gasoline, 
y.4 million barrels of fuel oil, 3.1 million barrels of diesel oil, and 
25,500 metric tons of propane gas. At the beginning of the 19M)a, 
when the country had only 2 refineries, the total gasoline output 
was 2.8 million barrels, one-third of the present production. 

NotUBctallic Minerals 

Because of its importance to construction, the production of non- 
metalHe minerals has a growing significance. The industry is in- 
creasing i^ both number of employees and output About 1,000 
establishments employed about 20,500 workers in 1958 in the pro- 
duction of cement, earthware, glass, bricks, china, and various ot-Mr 
goods. Due to transportation difficulties, cement manufacturing has 
developed generally on a regional basis; it is, in fact, one of the 
most dispersed industrial activities in the country. Although pro- 
duction began in 1908, output galred momentum only after World 
War II. The total output in 1959 was 1.4 million tons of grey 
cement as compared to 0.3 million in 1945. Several plants produce 
construction materials, such as the three large plants, supported by 
Swiss capital, which produce asbestos-cement goods ("eternit" goods), 
mainly tubes, roofing accessories, and asbestos-cement sheets for 
which they use domestic cement and imported asbestos. 

Bricks and earthware pipe are also produced by a large number 
of establishments using rather rudimentary equipment. Pottery is 
almost exclusively an artisan industry, but china is manufactured by 
an enterprise established in 1882, the Cia. Colombiana de Ceramica, 
S.A. 

The glass industr/, courtntrpted in two large and several small 
enterprises, supplies the domestic requirements in bottles and glass 
containers, but not »n sheet glass or opaque and neutral glass as re- 
quired by the pharmaceutical industry. In 1961, the Philips de 
Colombia at Barranquilla started producing glass for li-Ht bulbs. 

Metallurgical and Metal Industries 

The metallurgical and metal industries showed the most rapid 
development during the 1950's, surpassed only by the mbber in- 
dustry. The erection of the Paz del Rio steel mill at Belencito, 
north of Sogamoso in Boyaca, had a profound effect on the Colom- 
bian economy. In addition to its economic significance, the steel 
mill constitutes a national status symbol in the eyes of the Colombian 
people. Its history goes back to 1942, when iron ore finds were 
made in the neighborhood of Sogamoso, not too far from existing 
limestone and coal mines. Because of the inferior quality of the 
iron ore and the relatively high altitude (8,000 feet above sea level), 
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contndictory ret^munendations were received concerning the feasi- 
bility of erecting a mill. Neverthelees, the Instituto de Fomento 
Industrial, on the basis of a report of the Koppen Company, In- 
corporated, of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, gave this project priority 
on its agenda and established the Enpnsa Siderurgica Nacional de 
Pas del Rio, S.A. (Paz del Rio National Ironworks Enterprise) 
in 1948. Most of the plant equipment was purchased in France 
with a U.S.$25 million loan arranged by the Banque de Paris et 
des Pays Bas (Bank of Paris and of the Netherlands), and from 
the proceeds of the domestic sale of 60 million si.-ares at Col$10 each, 
sold domestically.   Steel was first produced in January 1955. 

Paz del Rio draws its raw material and fuel from its immediate 
vicinity, where there is abo an adequate supply of inexpensive 
labor. A railroad connection exists with Bogota, some 160 mike 
to the south, and there is a highway connection with the port of 
Olaya on the Magdalena River. The total cost of construction, in- 
cluding surveys and transportation facilities, was between U.S.$115 
and U.S.$130 million. 

The steel plant includes a blast furnace; three Bessemer con- 
verters; an electric furnace for the melting of scrap; a battery of 
43 coking ovens; and a unit producing byproducts, each as tan, 
light and medium oils, and benzol. It also has a mill producing 
merchant bar and rods, a wire mill, and a thermal power plant. 
Expansion of preaent facilities and the construction of a sintering 
plant for a more economical use of the iron ore an in progress, 
aad after 1961 the country will produce sheet steel, a development 
which will greatly assist the steel-consuming industries. 

The Paz del Rio steel mill and other minor plants in the country 
now provide some 30 percent of the domestic requirements in rolled 
steei, and, except for sheet, plate, and strip products, about 41 per- 
cent of the requirements in other products. It is hoped that by 
1965 the production of rolled steel and other products will reach 
50 and 45 percent of requirements respectively and i* th* jKtje 
time provide 50 to 60 percent of the requirements in &ieet, plate, 
and strip products, which are at present (1961) entinly supplied 
through import. The total production of steel ingots in 1957 was 
125,000 metric tons, and that for 1965 is projected to be 300,000 
metric tons. Production of steel ban and shapes, nils, win, and 
win rods was 78,000 metric tons in 1957, and is to be 189,000 metric 
tons in 1965. The projected output of other steel products in 1965 
should be 109,000 metric tons. 

In addition to the Paz del Rfo steel mill, the Empnea Siderurgica 
de Medellin, SA. (Metalworks Enterprise of Medellln) has an 
electric furnace that melts scrap and a rolling mill that produces 
reinforced ban, rods, and win.   The limited supply of senp iron 
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compels tlie plant to work below its annual capacity of 20,000 metric 
tons (about 7,000 tons in 1959). Three snail enterprises in Cundina- 
marca produce on a small scale. The Siderurgica del Mima has a 
capacity of 100 tons per day; the Siderurgica Corradine, 15 tons; 
and the Siderurgica de Tibirita, 20 tons. A number of small enter- 
prises are engaged in producing intermediate metal goods for con- 
struction and other branches of industry. Those plants in the 
Barranquilla area, relying on imported raw material <ind scrap, are 
expanding their facilities. | 

Other projects under construction include an aluminum rolling 
mill at Barranquilla for the production of aluminum foil and a 
plant for the annual production of 2,000 metric tons of zinc ^t 
Bogota. | 

The metalworkhg industry, an outgrowth of repair shops owned 
by the transportation companies and the petroleum industry, in- 
creased its output by 280 percent between 1953 and 1958. It em- 
ploys over 10,000 workers and produces 2.8 percent of the national 
industrial output in terms of added value. Steel and aluminum 
furniture, simple agricultural processing machinery, bicycles, razor 
blacks, plumbing accessories, and metal containers are being pro- 
duced in amounts almost sufficient to satisfy domestic requirements. 
The various enterprises in the foodstuffs and beverage industries 
manufacture their own requirements in metal caps. The Consorcio 
de Cerveocerias Bavaria, S.A. and the Cerveceria Union at Medellin, 
for example, manufacture their own crown :aps. A new plant, pro- 
ducing cans for fruits, vegetables, soups, fish, and liquids, is under 
construction at Barranquilla as a joint venture of Empresa Lite 
grafica, S.A., and the American Can Company. Metallic struc- 
tures—bridges, hangars, tanks, small boits, tufamg, sewers, drains, 
and such—are manufactured, but production cannot satisfy domestic 
requirements. By 1961 the output of nails will meet domestic con- 
sumption. In addition, the metalworking industry will be expanded 
by the establishment of a Necchi sewing machine factory and a 
plant for the assembly of Willys jeeps. 

Electric machinery and appliances are produced in over 190 
enterprises employing nearly 5,000 workers. Smali ek^tric motors 
and simple household appliances have been manufactured for some 
time. In 1961, the General Electric de Colombia, S.A., in Bogota, 
started the production of refrigerators, air conditioners, and vacuum 
cleaners. Company plans call for the eventual production of radios, 
televisions, fans, washing machines, dryers, electric ranges, lamps» 
and light bulbs. 

CONSTRUCTION 

During the last 10 years, the constn ction industry has contributed 
an increasing amount to the gross national product, but in 1959 
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its slwre in the tot»! picture Mjp^veu only slightly—from 8.3 
percent in 1950 to 8.8 percent in 1959. What »t its peak in 1955, 
its share reached 4.6 percent, *nd its total contrhution was some 
40 million pesos more (in 1958 pnces) than in 1959. "lie labor force 
engaged in construction work has never been so large as it was in 
1959, when it reached 155,000. The decline in production between 
1955 and 1958 hae -hanged to a gradual recovery because extensive 
public works projects have been undertaken. 

ORGANIZATION OF INDUSTRY AND ROLE OF 
GOVERNMENT 

Basically, industry is organized along the lines of free enterprise. 
Private industrialists have an influential agency in the Asociackm 
isacional de Industriales—AN DI (National Association of Indus- 
trialists)—which maintains its headquarters in Medellin S'd has 
branches in practically all principal industrial cities. In additron 
to acting as a strong lobbying agency and as an advisory body *» 
the government. ANDI engages in social and educational services 
on behalf of its members and their employees. 

The medium- and small-sized industrial establishments are served 
by the Asociaciön Colombiana ue Pequenos Industriales—ACOPI 
(Colombian Association of Small Industrialists)—founded in 1951, 
a widespread organization with several thousand members. In co- 
operation with the Banco Popular, it provides financial assistance 
for its members and performs services similar to th^se renderxl 
by ANDI to its members. 

') he role of the government in industry is expressed mail ly 
^hrough attempts to provide encouragement and assistance for the 
establishment and development of enterprises promoting national 
self-sufficiency. These aims have been served through the govern- 
ment a taxation and tariff policies and through the creation and 
maintenance of autonomous credit and development agencies. Among 
these, the Institute de Fomento Industrial plays a very significant 
role by stressing apheres and encouraging projects vital to the na- 
tional economy and neglected by private capital. An increase in 
the import of capital goods and the establishment of the Pas del Rio 
steel mill as well as soda, glass, and foodstuffs enterprises are out- 
standing results of these efforts. 

Public participation in energy production dates back to 1980; 
it gained impetus after World War XI when the Institute Nacional 
de Aprovechamiento de Afjuns y Fomento Eloctrico was established 
to aid development. About 80 percent of the energy output is pro- 
duced by public utility enterprises, many ot them owned and coo- 
trolled by local governments, Tnc remaining 20 percent is produced 
by private industrial enterprises for their own use. 
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The Inatitnto de Fomeflto Mimkipal (laatitate of MaBicipa). De- 
Tck^roent) has played «faifieaat rotes in the pnwaaiioii of both the 
power industry and public constractiou projects. The lostitato 
de Oldito Territorial (Territonal Credit Institute) has been 
charged with the promotion of the constmdion of bomsing for low- 
ineoras families. 
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CHAPTER 29 

PÜBUC FINANCE 

Public finance is expressed in the budgets of the national ami 
local governments plays an important role in the national economy. 
Capital expenditures of the national government alone, excluding 
amortization of public debt, eqiutl ibou; 3 to 4 percent of the gron 
national product and amount to one-fourth of the total capital in- 
Testment in the country. Administration expendilures of the gOT- 
emment exert economic infiuenc^ directly cm the purchasing power 
of an increasing number of persons on the public payrolls and in- 
directly through transfer of payments for social security pnrpons 
and payments on the public debt. 

Public funds are handled on three levels—nations1, departmental 
and municipal. Traditional regionalism attempts to preserve fiscal 
decentralization; nevertheless, in recent years there has been an 
attempt by the national government to achieve greater centraliza- 
tion by increasing iti relative share in total revenues and its re- 
sponsibility for the distribution of local revenues. This trend was 
arrested by the Lleras government, and decentralization of public 
expenditures again became a stated government aim, though no 
marked implementations followed. The budgets of the departments 
and municipalities amount to about 80 percent of those of the na- 
tional government. 

Colombian laws attempt to provide for a rather conservative fiscal 
policy by requiring that the national government submit a carefully 
prepared and balanced annual budget in which regular revenues 
do not exceed those of the previous year by more than 10 percent 
and expenditures are covered fully by revenues and other means of 
financing. In public finance, however, as in certain other phases of 
public life, attitudes reflect a proverbial "obedience hi act but not 
in fact" («e ohedece pero no se eumple). After the original and 
balanced budget has been passed by Congress, supplementary budgets 
and appropriations alter the situation. On a cash basis the na- 
tional government did not show a budget surplus during the two 
decades preceding 1959 (see table 1). 
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Tmklf t.    Rftcnur» and Expendüure* of the Colombian Goeernwunt 

(in millions of peaoe) 

Carem etpendi 
tare» without 

cmcrünlioBirf 
debt 

r«T«oiM 

Cnaiitmtac «WdUbrCBM 

Mm Afur 

1950-     .-, 519 
691 
733 
931 

1, 10S 
1,284 
1,357 
1,322 
1,673 
1,849 
2.330 
2.660 
2,549 
2,677 
2.810 

514 
668 
704 
839 

1,043 
1, 131 
1,137 
1,227 
1,636 
1, 921 
2,135 
2,482 
2,549 
2.677 
2,810 

-5 
-23 
-29 
-92 
-66 

-153 
-220 
-96 
-37 

72 
-195 
-178 

53 
1951   44 
1952..  24 
1953         -15 
1954     
1965.  

177 
44 

196«   
1957   

-37 
-80 

1958     108 
1969  237 
19Q0»  115 
1961* 
1962»  
19«3«   .            
1964«  . 

Soune: Adapted from Colombia. President«. Menaaje del Pretidtntt y del Ministro 
de Hacienda Sohre el Projecto de Fresupuetto, 1961. pp. 19. 20; Departa- 
mento AdminUtrativo \acional de Estadistica, Boletin Mensval de 
EtladUlica, No. 199. February 1961, p. 112; 

The austerity program of the Lleras government, combined with 
an increase in revenues through improved tax collection and changes 
in the tariff system, resulted in a surplus of some $10 million in 
1959. However, a deficit of some Ü.S.$16 to $20 million was fore- 
cast for 1961 as a result of a new and more progressive tax law 
(Law 81 of 1960) which may result in a temporary decline of gov- 
ernment income, but should invigorate business and development 
activities in the long run by providing incentives to capital forma- 
tion. 

Because the entire economy is highly dependent on income de- 
rived from the sale of coffee abroad, the fluctuation of coffee prices 
on the world market had a marked effect on the volume of govern- 
ment revenue so long as indirect taxes constituted its major source 
of income. The gradual shifting of emphasis from indirect to 
direct taxation, apparent since World War II, has strengthened the 
stability of government income. Nevertheless, the influence of coffee 
prices will remain a crucial factor as long as the country maintains 
its single-crop export economy (see ch. ^2, Foreign Economic Re- 
lations). 
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Expediency dominates the alloc&tion of pnblie funds, nuinly in 
the area of direct government investments. In the absence of long- 
range planning and political stability, the distribution of public 
funds has be«» highly irregular, influanoed mainly by personal or 
political interests of a partisan nature. As a result, public works 
started by allocations of funds in one year were often discontinued 
or slowed down to ineffective scales during the next yesx when 
funds were channeled elsewhere. During the 1950*« fear example, 
the annual investment of the public sector in agriculture varied 
between Coi$1.5 million and Col$27.5 million, that in social and 
cultural development between Col$8 million and Col$84 millka, 
and in communal development between CoiSll million and Cd$77 
million. 

Long-range planning in the form of a four-year plan (1981-64) 
was proposed to Congress by the Lleraa government. The plan 
emphasized a strict coordination of all public financial operations and 
a gradual increaae of spending on economic development to achieve 
» 5 percent annual rate of economic growth. The total investment 
envisaged under the plan amounts to CoI$7,164 million, of which 
Col$4,5T3 will be provided by Ute government, the remainder bor- 
rowed. The national government's investment in economic develop- 
ment amounts to 16 percent of its total receipts. 

The combined expenditure of the national, departmental and 
municipal governments showed a somewhat greater acceleration of 
growth than that observed in the area of national income. Total 
public expenditures amounted to some €ol$8 billion in 1958, Col$8.4 
billion in 1959, and almost Col$4 billion in 1960. Outlays of the 
national government ssem to double every four to five years, whereas 
those of the local governments show a more modest increase. 

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT 

The role of the public sector in the nation's economy was rela- 
tively insignificant before the beginning of the twentieth century. 
Changes in the size of the country and in the form of government 
and recurrent civil strife repeatedly altered the fiscal »ystem. Only 
after the civil war of 1899-1903 did public fii^^nces assume a man 
stable form characterized by liberal centralism. Policies concerning 
the division of revenues and expenditures and the basis for local 
financial rights and responsibilities as against those of the national 
government were formulated eariy in this century and embodied 
in the Political and Municipal Code (C6digo Politico y Municipal). 

liafora World War J, 75 percent of the national revenue was 
derived from customs proceeds, which made the available limited 
government services extremely sensitive to the fluctuations of inter- 
national trade.   World War I and its aftermath presented financial 



crisM. IE 192A the Olombian Gorenunent invited « United Stäiea 
mimaa of financial experts to prepare a survey «ieugi^d to estab- 
lisii a sound fiscal system, Tlie recommendations of the m-aeion 
wen promptly accepted by a special session of Congress. 

They included the consolidation of two governmental departments 
responsible for fiscal affairs into the Ministry of the Treasury and 
Public Credit {MinUterio de Hacienda y Credits Publico), the crea- 
tion of a government Accounting Department {Departamento de 
CatUrcloria) independent from the Ministry of Treasury, the estab- 
lishment of a central bank, the Bank of the Republic {Bonee de la 
Sejmhlim), and return to the gold standard. Stabilization of gov- 
ernment S'fciicee was further facilitated by the receipt of Ü.S.$25 
million from the United States for the Panama Canal, the inaugura- 
tion of petroleum production and export and the strengthening of 
Colombia's international credit position (see ch. 2, Historical Set- 

Government income has risen through an increase in both for- 
eign trade and internal taxes, reflecting a definite improvement in 
economic conditions. Current expenditures were moderate in the 
1920's; savings and foreign credits were applied to capital invest- 
ments, mainly in transportation, mining and other public works. 
Local governments vied with the nation&l government during the 
same period for the acquisition of foreign credits in the form of 
straight loans or through the sale of bonds. 

The intensive public investment policy of the IJJÖO's had several 
beneficial results in the decade that followed and moderated the 
impact of the world-wide depression on Colombia. Protectionist 
tariffs, modified expenditure policies, tax reforms and the creation 
of quasi-govermnent*! credit institutions also contributed to im- 
proved economic efficiency and fiscal stability in the lOSCs. 

The promotion of economic growth became government nolicy, 
and measures to stimulate private investment, along with increased 
public capital investments, characterized the 1940's. Quasi-govern- 
mental! institutions, such as the Paz del Rio steel mill, were created 
to pi note key industries. Rising coffee prices stimulated the 
economy. Expenditure to carry out the social and educational 
functions of the government were neglected, however, and the agri- 
cultural sector received less attention than its importance in the 
country's economy deserved. 

By the middle of the IßöO's the public sector absorbed 16 to 16 
percent of the national income, and registered an average annual 
growth of 5.7 percent, somewhat higher than the 5 percent grawtl« 
of the gross national product. Excluding labor in public enter- 
prises, the government had some 120,000 persons, or 3 percent of 
the ecc omi-tUly active population, on its payroll (see ch. 13, Labor 
Force). 
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ToM« f.    DütnbvÜ^m «f Sifmäüwwa in Coiombi* im tkt 1961 

(in milUooi of paM») 

JSL 
tnm* 

TtM <f 

Lfefi«l*tive Branch 81 ai 8.2 as 

ToUl LegUative Bnuteh  82 

29 
80 

115 
47 

27. f 
1L4 
&6 

32.4 
346 
881 

128 1 
29a2 
SSL 8 
lift 4 
sai 
89.3 

157.6 
148 3 
529 

3007 
728 

6U8 5 

as 

Exficuti .' Braneh: 
Presideot'a Offise.   29 

25 
13. S 
26 

27.9 
10.2 
&.1 

19.7 
sao 
305 
70 % 

ai 
Placntaig Oflfk*             as a i 
SUtktieai Offiee  as 
Civil Service  21 as 
National Seeurity  L6 
General Sesvisea  1.2 

aß 

85 
4 « 

14 8 
57 9 

7.2 

17.8 

las 
46 

57.4 
116 
40.0 

138 0 
480 
61.5 
40 

56a9 

a$ 
Civil Aeronautics as 

Miniatriea: 
Govenuuent  L3 
Fureign Affain  LS 
Joatke  XI 
Treasury 48 
Treasury, Public Debt....,  

52 2 
lao 

War-        289.3 13.2 
Police  111. 9 

116 
9.0 

23.0 
7.2 
7.8 

78 3 
55.0 
4a» 

30 
12 1 
487 
946 

1.1 
0.3 

172 9 
13 8 
1.7 

45 
Agneulture    .   80 
Lab«  
Public Health  8 9 
Development- -   88 
Mines and Petroieuin  20 
Education  .„.. 1LS 
Communication . .. 27 
Public Works—  227 

Total Executive Braneh  2,561.8 MS 

Judicial Braneh: 
Courts  649 

28 
45 

  

649 
28 
45 

24 
Administrative Courts  a i 
Attorney General   as 

Total Judicial Braneh...  722 27 

Comptroller General  18 2 18 2 RT 

Total Comptroller Oenwral..  18 2 

2, mm 

•lOO.O 

a 7 

9344 Total  487.6 9482 loao 

Percent of Total   381 18 3 387 

1 
• ladiKÜBf Jdt p—l fer th« patdle «tbt 

Houree: Adapted from Colombia Departamento Administrativo Nteional da 
Estadiitioa, Boi^t Menmü d« SttodMioa, No. 119, Februwy 1961, 
p. 114. 
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BUDGET OF THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT 

Expenditure Pftttera 

Expenditure? of the n%tioiul government; fall into two main 
categories—operational expenses and capital investments. Opera- 
tional expenditures cover administrative needs in terms of salaries, 
wages and purchases; capital expenditures are aiir-el at promoting 
economic growth and improving public services and, hence, con- 
tribute either directly or indirectly to the development of the na- 
tional -economy. 

The composition of expenditures has altered little during the last 
80 years. About one-third of the available funds is spent on 
wages and salares of government employees, another third is in- 
vested in public works, and the remaining third is transferred to 
social security accounts and spent on the public debt. 

In terms of government structure the executive branch disposes 
of about 96 percent of the expenditures, the judicial branch of 
about 8 percent, and the legislative branch and the independent 
office of the comptroller-general of less than 1 percent each (see 
table 2). Government agencies responsible for the internal and 
international security of the nation, such as the armed forces, the 
police, the office of national security, and the judicial branch of the 
government, spend about one-fourth of the budget. But the share 
of the M:nistry of War declined from a high of almost 20 percent 
in 1954 daring the Rojas Pinilla regime to 17.5 percent in 1960 
and to 18.2 percent in 1961. 

In contrast, relatively small sums have been spent on "improve- 
ment of human resources," as the government refers to educational 
and public health measures. Shortly before World War II the 
combined outlays for education and public health amounted to only 
7 percent of the budget. In the 1940'8 the contribution to both 
activities increased but did not amount to more than 18 percent of 
the 1955 budget. More recently there has been growing concern 
about the inadequacies of funds allocated to education and public 
health. In fact, the junta that replaced General Rojas and reflected 
the thinking of a somewhat broader segment of tHe population added 
to the 1957 constitutional revision a provision that the national 
government must devote at least 10 percent of the budget tc edu- 
cational purposes. Although an increasing amount has been de- 
voted to education in recent government outlays, it has still been 
lew than 10 percent; however, 11.5 percent of the 1961 budget is 
earmarked for education. 

Considering ths heavy agricultural orientation of the economy, 
the 8 percent share of the Ministry of Agriculture seems to be 
rather low, though considerably higher than agriculture's share had 
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been in the 1940's when it had to divide a similar portion of the 
budget with the Ministry of Commeroe. 

Most investment expenditures are channeled through the Ministry 
of Public Works, but the Ministry of Development, mainly con- 
cerned with promotion of industry, and 10 other «ninistries spend 
part of their funds on capita! formation. Taking into consideration 
also the investments of the local governments, it is estimated that 
about 50 percent of the public investments are channeled into trans- 
portation and energy projects, 13.5 percent into agricultural projects, 
7 percent into industrial projects, and the remainder into construc- 
tion and other branches of the economy. 

A characteristic of public investments is that, although they are 
related to the fluctuation of revenues and current expenditures, 
their increase or decrease is strongly influenced by the availability 
of foreign loans and is therefore heavüy dependent on the external 
debt of the country. Most recent figures show that the government 
has spent Col$814 million on economic development in 1980, ap- 
proximately twice as much as in 1958. 

Revenue Strncture 
Tazea 

Taxes provide nearly 83 percent of the revenue of the national 
government, other sources contribute 9 to 12 percent, and credit 
financing is utilized for the remaining 5 to 8 percent (see table 3). 
fr>vernment revenues, like government expenditures, have increased 
steadily. Higher public income, however, does not signify a higher 
per capita taxation but rather an increase in national income and a 
larger volume of money in circulation. 

Continuous effort to give the tax structure a progressive character 
has brought about a more equal distribution of the public burden 
through an increased reliance on direct rather than indirect taxa- 
tion. Direct taxes, which provided only about 4 percent of the 
revenue in the late 1920's, increased to 38 percent at the beginning 
of the 1950's, and gradually to about 43 percent over the past 
decade. In 1961 the national government expected to collect Col 
$1,162 million (on April 30, 1961, the free dollar rate was Col$8.83 
to the U.S.$1) in direct taxes, and Col$l,026 million from indirect 
taxes, a ."atio of 52:48. 

Income taxes in various forms constitute the bulk of direct taxes. 
Income taxes were expected to produce Col$979 million in 1961 
ta compared to Col$6ä million from property taxes. Income taxes 
include th-ee basic taxes levied on natural persons and legal en- 
tities : an individual income tax, a "patrimony" tax, which is a kind 
of property tax, and a supplementary excess profit tax, based on 
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the relationship of income and property. In addition to these beaio 
taxes there is a S percent surtax on income for the purpose of eco- 
nomic deTeloproent. 

TMt S.   Stnttot» of Iname •/ the Coiombian G<mtmmtnt, 1981 

DireetTuM  
Ineame uid Property Tu—. ... 
InhcaiUnee Tu.  
Tu oa Lottery Prisea  
Land Registntion ami Title  
Otber  

Indiraet Tura..  
Custom« Duties—  
Lubriesnts and OUs  
Matches and Plsyisg Cards  
Engraved Paper and Stamps  
Lotteriesand Raffles   
liquor Consumption  
Central Bank for Foreign Commercial 

Debts  
Other..  

Fees and Fines  
Post and Telegraph  
Ports and Piera.,  
Other  

National Enterprises  
Salt  
Petroleum (concessions)    
Petroieuni (sale)  
Other..  

Irregular Income  
Financing  

Balance of Treasury   
Credit.  

Total. 

On 
OflMM) 

1,163 

1,027 

127 

118 

SO 
178 

2,663 

1,086 
55 
10 
11 

1 

703 
3 
6 

78 
10 
24 

117 
87 

23 
43 
61 

10 
70 
26 
12 

48 
130 

43.8 

38. 

4.8 

4.3 

1.9 
67 

lOO 

408 
2.1 
04 
04 
01 

2&S 
01 
02 
2.» 
04 
O» 

4.4 
3.3 

09 
1.6 
2.3 

0.4 
2.6 
1.0 
03 

1.8 
4.9 

Source: Adapted from Colombia, Departamento Administrativo Nacional do 
Estadistiea, BoUHn Mmiual it E$tadUtiea, No. 119, February 1961. 
p. 113. 

Individual income tax has to be paid on all income derived from 
either domestic or foreign sources. The schsduk range, from 0.5 
percent tax on an income of $Col2,500 to 51 percent on an income of 
Col|2 million or more. Thus, a person with a net taxable income 
of Col$80,000 pesos (U.S.$11,000) pays about 20 percent. Provi- 
sions an made for exemptions of Col$2,500 for each taxpayer and 
Col$l,000 for each dependent.   Married taxpayers may divide per- 
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sonal income for taxation purposes. A flat 20 percent deduction 
or itemised deductions are granted for medical expense^ profes- 
sional services other than medical, tuition, rent, etc, to those whose 
income is under Col$36,000. Taxpayers in higher categories are 
granted 50 percent of the exemption if they support or educate 
5 or more children. Among othsr eases of exemption are church 
emoluments obtained under the practice of the Roman Catholic 
religion. 

The tax scale of partnerships, corporation and associations or- 
ganised for profit has also undergone changes in. recent yean to 
favor small units as against big corporations. The tax on corporate 
income is 12 percent ander Col$100,000,24 percent between C6l$l0Ot- 
000 and $1 million, and 36 percent on the net taxable income over 
(Jol$l million. Income tax on dividends of foreign companies (in 
which 50 percent or more is owned by foreign nationals) mot dis- 
tributed in Colombia is 12 percent, and on corporations operating 
in Colombia through branch offices, it is 6 percent Corporataons 
operating under the Western Hemisphere Trade Corporation Act 
of the United States Government are compensated by a 14-pomt 
income tax deduction over the standard deduction in their United 
States income taxes. 

"Patrimony" taxes consist of property taxes oa net assets or patri- 
mony owned in Colombia and measurable in terms of money. They 
are assessed on real estate, merchandise, machinery, raw materials, 
professional equipment, personal movables including vehicles, credit, 
shares of stock, interest in nonshare-issuing partnerships, and several 
other properties. Exceptions are made for unproductive assets and 
assets of a taxpayer who earns no taxable income except the normal 
return on his assets in an amount smaller than the patrimony tax 
assessed. Other exceptions include art objects and personal movables, 
except jewelry, under Col$10,000; Indian reservations; the first 
Col$20,000 invested in shares of stock companies, provided the tax- 
payer's income does not exceed Col$48,000; and the first Col$S0,000 
of any patrimony that does not exceed Col$200,000. The tax schedule 
extends from 1 percent on Col$20,000 to 15 percent on Col$800,000 
or more. 

The supplementary excess profit tax i i based on a projection of in- 
come against patrimony. It applies to net taxable income in excess 
of a certain percentage of the basic patrimony. The schedule of this 
tax rangt» from 20 percent on excess representing 6 percent of the 
patrimony to 56 percent on excess representing 36 percent of the basic 
patrimony, 

A 3 percent surtax for development of iron and power industries 
repl»jBd the 4 percent surtax which was in effect before 1961. The 
income from thn tax is equally distributed between the Paz del Rio 
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steel mill and the Institute for the Utilization of Water and Electric 
Development, and taxpayers are given the option of buying stock or 
bonds of the Paz del Rio steel mill in lieu of tax payments. 

The present structure of direct taxation has a number of character- 
istics that are intended to stimulate economic development. In addi- 
tion to the 3 percent surtax which is directly related to development, 
profits of foreign corporations and companies if reinvested in Colom- 
bia are exempt from the 6 percent corporate tax; large cities are 
authorized to levy taxes up to 4 percent on underdeveloped land in 
urban areas; construction of homes not exceeding Col$60,000 in value 
are exempt from patrimony and building taxes; income from export 
of nontraditional export goods is also exempt; corporations may 
create tax-free reserves up to 5 percent of ti.eir profits to promote 
industries which produce goods that replace imports; airlines are 
exempt of income tax for 10 years if funds so saved are used for 
modernization. 

Sensitivity to the world coffee market is reflected in the fact that 
various duties levied on foreign trade, in which coffee plays a domi- 
nant role, proauce 33 percent of the total revenue (see ch. 32, Foreign 
Economic Relations). There is no general sales tax, but the produc- 
tion and consumption of certain goods and services is taxed aad pro- 
duces about 6 percent of the revenue. Specially printed stamped 
paper or separate stamps have to be used in executing legal docu- 
ments. Taxes are levied on playing cards, matches, fuels and lubri- 
cants, cotton fibers, gold production, insurance premiums, admissions 
to amusements, services in hotels and bonding houses, e^c Inheri- 
tance and gift taxes are levied on individuals at rates ranging from 
1.2 percent on the first Col$3,000 to 9.6 percent on Col$100,000 or 
more and on corporations at rates from 14.4 percent to 31.2 percent, 
respectively. 

Income form Soorecs Other Than Taxe» 
About 83 percent of the income derived from other sources than 

taxes is from petroleum concessions and pipelines. It is estimated 
that about one-fourth of the expenditures of foreign oil companies in 
Colombia goes directly into the state treasury. Accounts of the op- 
erations of the emerald mines at Munzo and Coscuez are not pub- 
lished, and the income from mining is the smallest item in the revenue 
column of the budget. Salt extraction and government participation 
in other enterprises as well as public properties and services con- 
tribute less than 1 percent to the revenue. 

Chwaeter of Tuxatum 
Generally, the income tax scale is lower than in the united States. 

The tax burden of low-income groups is relatively light, and exemp- 
tions are equitable; taxes in the upper-income brackets are progres- 
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gively hearier. An overwhelming majority of tax returns, perhaps 
as many as 90 to 95 percent, originate in the iow-income C'BJBBS with 
less than Co!$10,000 annual income, but thiiir contribution to the reve- 
nue does not amount to more than 20 percent of the total income from 
taxes. A similar pattern characterizes the revenues obtained from 
corporate taxpayers. 

One characteristic of public revenue in the past has been the 
chronic undercollection of taxes. Assessment is baaed primarily upon 
the declaration of the taxpayer, who is not obliged to keep books and 
whose declaration is äeldom scrutinized in the tax-collector's office, 
because of the inadequacies in personnel of the revenue administra- 
tion. Consequently, underdeclaration of taxes has been common in 
all categories and nondeclaration among individual businessmen and 
buamess partnerships. A stricter application of tax laws &»d im- 
provement in the number and training of the tax-collecting personnel 
have resulted in a considerable improvement in tax collecting under 
the Lleras regime. 

Basic attitudes toward taxation have not changed with the improve- 
ment of tax administration. The lower-income groups have not 
demonstrated any unified resistance to the existing tax system, bat 
the upper classes raised massive opposition on several occasions when 
reforms were impoc^d to tax accumulation of wealth. When, for 
example, the Kojas government imposed taxes on income from divi- 
dends of stocks And bonds in 1955, a strong opposition was organized 
by members of the upper classes who possessed sizable investments in 
such papers. It is believed that tax refor-s afocting the upper- 
income groups played an important role m the downfall of Bojas 
(see ch. 2, Historical Setting). 

The contribution of agriculture to government menue is relatively 
small. The landowner is permitted to evaluate his own land for tax- 
ation purposes, and unrealisticallj low evaluations exempt many a 
large landowner from assuming his fair share of the public burden. 
Classification of land in terms of quality and utilization and gradu- 
ated tax scales based on the classification have begun to equalize the 
tax burden. Simultaneously, incentives for agricultural development 
in terms of tax reductions, price support, and tax exemptions, such as 
the exemption of all persons breeding livestock from property and 
patrimony taxes, may gradually increase the share of agriculture in 
the public revenue. 

In the industrial sector of the economy the textile, beverage and 
tobacco industries make the largest contribution to government reve- 
nues, but new metallurgical and rubber industries are contributing an 
increasing amount to the state. 

Public enterprises, owned by the national, departmental and mu- 
nicipal  governments, produced  Col$168.5 million  income  against 
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Col|lM.9 millk» expnditoiH in 1957. Wattr, «iMteidty and tcl»- 
fbantmrriom prodoeed 86 parant of thb total iaoMBa and M p«r- 
ont of tha ptofii. 

BUDGETS OF THE LOCAL GOVERNMENTS 

DiTokn of fiscal obligatkns uid PB^onafiMlitiag bctweaa die na- 
tkxoal and local go-ramaaents is not claarij drfuad; the pti—nt gar- 
ernmeat has anjaoanced its plan to dartfy the lines of demareatkn. 

Departmtaa^ deri«« the balk« in raott eases 80 perant, of their 
tmrmvm from taxes and mooopdieB. Variot» tax», the majority of 
wfekh were excise taxes on alcoholic bevenges imported fram other 
deparänents or tram abntad and on beer and tobacco, made op M 
perasit of the total departmental refcnnes in 1987. Income from 
monopolies, particnlarty fr&a tb" ^rudncuon and sale of aiotrfud and 
dictilled liquor, added 26 percent to the departmental income. The 
transfer of funds from the national tieasmj amounted to «nlj 8 
pmmst. 

Fnm the revenues the departments maintain their administrative 
agencies, »pend about S2 percent of their funds on public worfca» 
30 percent on education and promotion of cultural i leasares, 10 per- 
cent oft public order and safety and about 10 percent on public debt. 

The balanced revenues and expenditures of all 16 departments 
amounted to €ol$550 million ia 1857. Howevsr, the budgets of the 
individual departments vary gjeatly in sae according to their popu- 
lation and economic wealth. Thus the budget of the sparsely popu- 
lated and underdeveloped Department of Choeö amounted to only 
Col$3.7 million, while that of the highly industrialized Department 
of Antioquia to CoI$9L5 miUiosR. The combined budgets of only 
four populooj and industrialized departments, Antioquia, VaDe del 
Cauca, Cundinamarca and Caldas, constituted 56 pe/oent of the total 
departmental revalues und expenditures. 

Municipalities 

The municipalities, about 805 in number, administer their own 
financial affairs.  A small portion of their total revesce, usually about 
6 to 7 percent, is derived from departmental and national govern- 
ment contributions, but meet comes from real estate taxes, from issu- 
ing licenses to local enterprises, and from public semoes. In 1858, 
when the combined revenues of all municipalitios amounted to 
Col|680 million, taxes produced 38 percent, public serview produced 
42 percent and the contribution of higher governments amounted to 
7 percent. Some economic activitiee, such as slaughtering livestoek, 
is ttxed by both departmental and municipal governments. 
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A fairij lug« portkm of tLe Vocal funds is tbmtbsd by tfas sd- 
miniatrmtive brmodi Ttmpouabi* tor public finsness. In 1968 UM 
Ireswuj deputmmts of the raonktpslitks apoit 94 pnomt of the 
revtenne, or 90 poramt of sll sdminiamtiv^) wyas of the rnuuki- 
pel govsnuncDts. About 96 perant of the refo&oe was spent OQ 
public works, sad only 8.4 percent on the public debt. Munidpel 
fovemments spent 8.4 percent of their expenditure on education 
end about 12 percent on social benefits. 

PUBLIC DBBT 

The combu**! debt of the national, departmental and municipal 
governments amounted to Coi$l£86 million on December 81« 1968, 
)f which CoI$l,481 million, or 79 percent, were the liabilities of the 

national government; ColfSSS millkn, or 12 percent, liabilittss of 
the dcfiartmenlal goTemments; and Cd$l77 million, or 9 psreent, 
liebilitiee of the municipal governments. In addition, public enter- 
prises added Col$327 million to the debt of government bodies, thus 
raising the total public debt to Co$S^13 million. 

Both the national and the local governments have borrowed lib- 
erally from domestic and foreign sources to finance their budget 
deficits and to improve public services. As the nstioaal govaraiMnt 
gradually assumed a larger share of the responsibility lor public 
works projects, particularly in the field of transportation and more 
recsntly in the area of energy production, local governments became 
less pressed for additkNL»l funds and were able to redooe t^eir bor- 
rowing. In addition, borrowing on the local level has been re- 
stricted since 1928 by legislation w:üch requires the approval of the 
national government for borrowings by the departmental and mu- 
nicipal governments. On the average about four-fifths of the public 
debt has been the responsibility of the national and one-fifth that 
of the local government« in recent years. 

The source of domestic borrowing is mainly the sale of long-term 
government bonds and to a lesser degree ot short- and medium-term 
securities. A few long-term bond issues with a maturity of 20 years 
or more, and an interest rate between 3 and 7 percent, constitute the 
bulk of domestic credit sources. The great variety of terms has 
produced an uneven treatment of bond owners, a condition which 
the government attempts to rectify by conversion and unification of 
several bond issues. Such a conversion took place, for example, in 
1955 when Coi$S55 million of the outstanding debt was unified into 
Consolidated National Bonds, an issue of 10-year maturity and 5 
percent interest. 

At present, over 59 percent of the bond* are in the hands of the 
central bank and the Stabilisation Fund, and 30 percent is sob- 
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scribed by savings banks and insurance companies (see ch. 30, Bask- 
ing and Currency Systeo). 

Becaose the return on govemment bonds is considerably lower 
than the potential profit margin on private business investments, 
the government has to promote the sale of bonds with the help of 
legislation. The compulsory purchase of bonds by a selected seg- 
ment of the economy is secured through special decrees or through 
the incorporation of appropriate provisions into the law which 
authorize^ the issuance of a specific government bond. 

A 1940 decree, for example, requires all insurance companies to 
invest a minimum of 15 percent of their legal reserves into govem- 
ment bonds. In 1943 all urban enterprises employing 20 or more 
persons and possessing a capital of Col$50,000 or more were com- 
pelled to mainta^a at least 5 percent of their legal reserves in uni- 
fied National Domestic Debt bonds. To finance the 1961 budget 
deficits and the first phase of the projected four-year investment 
plan, the government proposed to sell Co!$200 million worth of 
Economic Development Bonds on the open market, granting 8.5 per- 
cent interest and various benefits to the buyers. 

Although the system of compulsory saving through the purchase 
of government bond«? definitely assists the government in placing its 
debt, it discourages the development of a free market in braids and 
affects adversely the development of private saving. 

The exterr A public debt amounted to only Co!$23 million in 1923 
Between 1923 and the end of 1929, Colombia contracted some 
Col$200 million worth of external debt, of which 48 percent was 
contracted by the national government, 37 percent by departmental 
governments, and the remaining 15 percent by municipal govern- 
ments. The extensive borrowing abroad during this per"od was 
responsible for the relatively mild effects of the world d pression, 
for an accelerated recovery, and for a strong impetus to inuustriali- 
zation during the late 1930's. But because of the financial difficul- 
ties caused by the depression and the hostilities with Peru, the gov- 
ernment suspended servicing of its foreign debf in 1931 and did not 
contract new loans. Normal conditions were restored gradually, and 
by 1948 täabstantial new loans had been negotiated and contracted. 

The placing of bonds on the private market abroad, which vaa 
the dominant method before World War II, has changed to the 
securing of loans from international financial institutions, such as 
the Export-Import Bank and the International Bank for Recon- 
btruction and Development (IBRD). Between 1948 and 1953, Co- 
lombia contracted Ü.S.$155 million worth of foreign loans, repaid 
U.S.$47 million, and carried forward U.S.$257 million. Between 
1949 and 1960 it received about U.S.$137 million from the IBRD, a 
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tam thai represented »boat 16 percent of the Bank's Latin American 
aasistanca. The bulk of the loans was inTestod in the construction 
of highways, railroad, and power resources, some in agricaitoral ma- 
chinery. Nonbanking international sources assisted in the financing 
of municipal public atilitiee. 

The increased interest in development by the national government 
was revealed by the fact that by 1953 its sh^re in the public debt 
had increased to 44 percent and that of autonomous agencies (quasi- 
govemmenUl agenciea) to 26 percent, whereas the share of the local 
governments had shrunk to 30 percent. By 1&58 the share of the 
national government grew to 69 percent, and that of autonomous 
agencies and local governments decreased to 17 and 14 percent, 
respectively. 

TRENDS 

The present government, like its predecessors, firmly subscribes 
to the system of private enterprise; on the other hand, it has re- 
peatedly expressed its belief that without the active participation 
of the public sector and direct intervention of the state the economy 
would not be able to develop At a sufficient scale. Hence, it is using 
the budget as an instrument to foster economic development. It 
attempts to stabilize its influence through long-range planning and 
increased public investment, while maintaining austerity in the ana 
of administrative expenditures. 

Long-range planning in the field of public finances as expressed 
in the 1961-64 investment and development plan promises a more 
economic utilization of the available financial sources. The plan 
proposes to increase the amount of public funds invested in eco- 
nomic development projects from 34 percent in 1961 to 37 percent in 
1964 and simultaneously to increase the income received from capital 
sources from 5.4 to 6.7 percent. The fact that regional planning 
has preceded planning on a national level has erased difficulties in 
the integration of plans at both levels. When the general plan of 
public investments of the national government was drawn up, it 
proceeded to incorporate all regional programs into the general plan. 

Signs of the growing concern over the "improvement of human 
rfesou^ces,, are expressed by a more permanent volume of funds to 
be allocated to education, public health and other social services. 
The Lie ras government believes that social progress is dependent on 
economic development and that both have to be promoted forcefully 
even at the expense of the taxpayer by a larger participation of 
the public sector. 

The passing of the new income tax law was a milestone in this 
direction, because it set forth more equitable tax provisions and 
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pnridad inoanÜTCB to nrersl types of development projects. Re- 
forms cononned with mdireet taxstkm, wtich heve been in the 
phiming stage once 1958, propose to levy gndnsl td valorem tazea 
on the sale of goods according to their social osefolnesB, thereby 
directing private expenditures toward productive investment. 
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CHAPTER 30 

BANKING AND CURRENCT SYSTEM 

Colombia has nearly «deqnate hanking fmntitim in mfaan 
particularly in the large industrial centers, hot lacks adequate 
ices in rural regions. Indnding local branehee of large itatfratal 
banks, there were 1,045 banking institotkos in 1958, about twiee at 
many as in 1949. Hie extensrre geographical spread of *«—»^mt 
faciUties has been accompanied to a lesser extent by an nrtmninn of 
credit facilities to low-income groupa. Because about half of the 
population does not share substantially in the nxney economy, crcdit 
operations hare served a minority and have been used int—iwiy 
<mly by firms and by persons of the upper-income bracketa. 

Conditions created by World War 11 resulted in an tnHaHnw of 
▼ariable intutsity whidi still preraiied in early 196L The goram- 
ment which came into power in May 1957 took meaaures nwiU'n^ 
in a limitation of the expansion of the money supply, but it COBH 
not completely halt inflationary trenda. 

STRUCTURE OF THE BANKING SYSTEM 

The banking system consuls of a central bank, 11 domestic and 
5 foreign commercial banks, 2 mortgage banks, 2 savings banks aid 
several specialized credit institutions. All banking actmties an 
supervised by tlüe Supermtendency of Banking (SuperintendaDda 
Bancaria), an independent government agency. 

Baaka 
11M Ccatrttl 

Colombia made several attempts to create a central bank before 
the presrat institution was founded in 1928. In 1880 the National 
Bank (Banco Nackmal) w^s established, and its notes dedared 
legal tender, but by 1894 it terminated its operations. In another 
attempt the Central Bank (Banco Central) was established in 190ft, 
bat it soon changed into a oomm«7cial bank and again left the coon- 
try without a central bank. 

upon recommendation of z united States advisory group, the m- 
tire banking system was revised, and the p ent Bank of ihm Ba- 
pubhc (Banco de la Bepäbüca) was establish^ throng the pmanol- 
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gacion of Law 45 of 1923. Its contract with the government, pro- 
jected for 20 years, was ienewed in 1951 to last until 1973. The 
government is entitled to 75 perxent of the bank's profit The bank's 
Htructure and its relation to commercial banks have been established 
on lines similar to the United States Federal Reserve System. Dur- 
ing the early years of its history, the bank's function centered around 
note issue and exchange stabilization. 

When, under the influence of the depression of the 1930*s the fiscal 
oj^erations of the government ^»ecame closely related to credit policy, 
several changes were made in the original charter, and the bank 
was vested with wide powers. It maintained its role as the bank 
of issue, continued to operate the mint and the salt and emerald 
monopolies, and was empowered to extend loans and rediscount 
facilities to other banks and governmental and quasi-governmental 
agenci .t also was used as an arm of the government in con- 
trolling inflation by regulating the reserve requirements of banks, 
determining interest rates and introducing other monetary devices. 

The capital of the bank is subscribed by affiliated institutions. 
Commercial banks are required to invest 15 percent of their legal 
reserves and 5 percent of their time deposits in central bank stocks 
anH are entitled to elect 3 of the 9 directors to the board. Three 
board members are selected by the government from panels proposed 
by commercial, in'hjstrial and agricultural associations, and one 
member is appointed by the National Federation of Coffee Growers. 
Private stockholders have no direct representative. 

On December 31, 196C, the hank had deposits of CoI$1.4 billion 
(in April 1961, U.S.$1 equaleo Col$6.70), outstanding loans, dis- 
counts, investments and other assets totaling Col$2.6 billion, plus 
gold and exchange reserves of Col$424 million (see table 1). At the 
end of the preceding year loar^ and discounts were distributed as 
follows: member banks, Col$690 million; nonmember banks, Col$14 
million; individuals (include? such quasi-governmental agencies as 
the National Federation of Coffee Growers), Col$664 million; and 
other official agencies, Col$341 million. About Col$180 million of 
the loans to member banks went to the Agrarian, Industrial and 
Mineral Credit Bank (Caja de Credito Agrario, Industrial y Mi- 
nero), a government-owned credit institution. 

Illustrative of the expansion of the bank's operations is the fact 
that when, between 1940 and 1960, the index of money in circulation 
(inflation) rose from 12.3 to 314.7, the index of deposits rose from 
16.8 to 441.7 and that of loans and credits from 17.0 to 423.5. 

Ccwncrdal Banks 

Among the 11 domestic commercial banks, the Bank of Bogoti, 
established in 1871, is the oldest   Other banks were founds jUi 
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TM$ 1.   Balamee Sh^ofth* CtAmbia* Bankofik* lUpublU, DtetmbirSt.tMO 

Asttt*: (fpmm) 
Gold and Foreign ExchaDge       4^ 
Cash -  • 
Loans and Discount«  I, S36 
Investment and Pubiie Debt.      TM 
Other AaseU      807 

Total    3, »15 
LüdnUtiet: 
Money in Circulation   1, W3 
Denoeits wHh Banks, Internal Public Debt  1,236 
Sight Deposits, Govemmrat  IIS 

Private. -  8 
Loan« -  »1 
Capitaland Reserve....    Ml 
Other liabilities  Mt 

Total  3,918 

Sooree: Adapted from Colombia, Banco de la Rcpdbliea, Rmntta id Ban» 4» to 
Rtpübtim, XXXIV. No. MO, 1961, p. 308. 

subdequent years, but Um sniriTed the political distarbancee Mid 
«conomic uncertainties which prevailed at the turn of the centozy. 
Their business centered around the issuance of circulating notes with 
little government supervision or restriction. Most of the institutions 
were owned by wealthy families which had their collateral in land 
or by individual businessmen witli international capital. Unlike 
other Latin American countries, Colombia had few branches of for- 
eign banks, perhaps for the same reasons that hampered the estab- 
lishment of stable and permanent domestic institutions. 

Between the end of the civil war of 1899-1903 and World War I, 
political tranquility and expansion of foreign trade created a more 
congenial atmosphere for economic development. In this period the 
foundations of modern Colombian banking were laid. The general 
banking law of 1923 codified all government measures pertaining to 
banking and credit and set firm rules for the establishment and 
operation of Colombian banks. Accordingly, commercial banks most 
possess a subscribed capital in proportion to the number of inhabi- 
tai ts of tha location which they propose to serve, must maintain 
20 percent of their capital is legal reserves and must submit U* the 
periodic control of the Superintendency of Banking. 

Nearly all commercial banks have branch offices in various parts 
of the country. The only United States bank which has a branch in 
Colombia ia the First National City Bank of New York. Other 
foreign banks include the Rc;^ Bank of Canada, Banco de Londzes 
y Montreal, Ltdo., Banco Frances e Italiano para la America de! 
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Sor, and Banqu« Nacionale poor le Conuneroe et llndostrie (of 
PMM). 

On Noiwnber 30, 1960, the 16 commercial banks had recorded 
grow aasefcs of Col$4,893 million pesos. Of Ulis amount, cash in 
cuireney and deposits with the Bank of the Republic amounted to 
Co!$739 million, foreign assets to Co!$124 million, and loans to 
Col$3,450 million. On the other hand, deposits constituted Col$2,562 
million of the likbilities; tiine savings and foreign currency de- 
posits, Col$763 million; foreign "'abilities, Col$153 million; capital 
accounts, CoI$644 million; and credit for the Bank of the Republic, 
CoI$544 million. About 43 percent of the outstanding loans were 
made to commerce, 30 percent to industry, including mining and 
construction, 21 percent to agriculture, and 6 percent to various 
other users. In 1950 banks were authorized to extend five-year loans 
(instead of one-year loans), and they are financing an important 
segment of the national economy. 

Mortgage banks were established with capital furnished mainly 
by the national government After the functions of the earliest 
mortgage bank, the Agricultural Mortgage Bank (Banco Agrfcola 
Hipotecaric), founded in 1925, had been taken over by the Agrarian 
Credit Bank, only two institutions remained in this category: the 
Central Mortgage Bank (Bar— Central Hipotecario), founded in 
1932, and the People's Mortgage Bank (Banco Hipotecario Popu- 
lar), founded in 1954. Their function is to supply long-term credit 
with gradual amortization to various areas of the economy. They 
can incur obligations up to 15 times their assets and give loans up 
to 50 percent of the value of the mortgaged property. 

Savings banks must invest 40 percent of their deposits and insur- 
ance companies 15 percent of their reserves in mortgage bank bonds. 
There are few private holders of buds, although they are listed 
on the Stock Exchange. 

On December 31, I960, the combined balance of mortgage banks 
was Col$l,022 million. Mortgage bonds in circulation amounted to 
Col$692 million, eeduku de capitalizacwn (bonds paid for in in- 
stallments, with a lottery feature) amounted to Col$190 million, 
industrial bonds to Col$89 million, and other liabilities to Col$151 
million. Assets consisted of mortgage loans of Col$627 million, 
other loans of Coi$211 million, investments of Col$88 million, and 
various other Assets of Col$101 million. 

Surtmg* Basks 
For many yean the government-owned Colombian Savings Bank 

(Caja Colombiana de Ahorros), founded in 1931, held a monopoly 
of savings operations.   It established a wide network of some 900 
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branch offices and had over 600,000 accounts by 1950. In 1M9, how- 
ever, new regulations authorizod commercial banks to open savings 
departments, and in 1955 the government merged its savings bank 
with the Agrarian Credit Bank. 

On December 31, 1960, the total savings deposits in Colombia 
amounted to Col$629 million, of whkl. Col$354 million or more than 
half of tht total was held by the Agrarian Credit Bank, Ool|258 
million by the savings departments of commercial banks, and CoI^S 
million by the Workmen's Circle (Circulo de Ohreros), a kind of 
credit union. 

The Agnraa Credit Baak 

The Agrarian, Industrial and Mineral Credit Bank has grown 
from a relatively modest beginning m 1931 to the major sonroe of 
agricultural credit and development ia G . Mnbia. Its capital, owned 
by the government, has been increased gradually, and its activities 
have extended into fields other than credit operations. In 19SS the 
bank established its own savings department It is the govenunentfs 
most important arm in the execution of development plans, such as 
land reclamation, colonization and irrigation, and plays a significant 
role in the purchase and distribution of farm machinery, lertiliaMS 
and farm supplies (see ch. 27, Agricultural Potential). 

The Agrarian Credit Bank functions through its main office in 
Bogota, 14 branch offices established in department*! capitals and 
400 field offices. It grants credit on terms ranging from 8 months 
to 15 years, oriented mainly toward the small-scale farmers. 

The average loan provided by the bank in 1959 was Col$1^18 or 
less than Ü.S.$200. The nearly 460,000 loans authorized by the bank 
during the same year amounted to Col$606 million, or about one- 
sixth of the commercial bank loans. Since commercial banks eztond 
about 21 percent ot their credit to agriculture, the bank actoally 
doubles the agricultural credit volume through its operstkro. 

Big landowners and owners of cattle farms apply for credit to 
commercial banks or the Cattlemen's B*nk (Banco Ganadero), an- 
other government-operated credit agency, established in 1956. On 
December 31, 1960, the combined balance of the Agrarian Credit 
Bank and the Cattlemen's Bank was Col|l,795 million. 

Other Credit Institntioas 

In addition to the Agrarian Credit Bank and the Cattlemen^ 
Bank, several quasi-governmental credit institutions operate in the 
capital market and exert a marked influence on economic develop- 
ment. 

The Stabilization Fund (Fondo de Estabilisacita) was «stabliahed 
in 1937 to regulate and stabilize the government bo»d markst 
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Ontdually it acquired new responsibilities and during World War II 
managed impounded foreign prupertj. Since 1950 it has made loans 
to governmental and quasi-goremmentai agencies promoting specific 
economic development promts. Its funds come mainly from im- 
port deposits and are used to develop the steel and power industries 
(see ch. 32, Foreign Economic Relations). The financial operations 
of the agency are confidential. 

In the field of agricultural financing the National Coffee Fund 
(Fondo Nacional de Cafe), established in 1940 and managed by the 
National Federation of Coffee Growers, plays a decisive rob through 
purchasing and storing surplus coffee. Also founded and financed 
by the National Federation of Coffee Growers is the Coffee Bank 
(Banco Cafetero), which has the characteristics of a private bank 
and centers its interest on financing efforts likely to promote coffee 
production. Other institutions established to encourage economic 
development include the Cotton Institute (Institute de Fomento 
Algodonero) and similar agencies specializing in the promotion of 
one crop or one type of livestock (see ch. 27, Agricultural Poten- 
tial), 

Similar patterns emerge in other areas of the economy. The In- 
dustrial Development Institut«» (Institute de Fomento Industrial) 
plays a prominent role in securing financial means of establishing 
major industrial enterprises such as the Fa^ del Rio steel mill; the 
Institute for the utilization of Water and Electric Development 
promotes the power industry (see ch. 28, Industrial Potential). 

The Territorial Credit Institute (Institute de Credito Territorial) 
was created to remote inexpensive housing through credit opera- 
tions. It provides cash loans and material assistance to cooperatives 
and individuals who engage in such construction. It also supports 
local governmental housing projects and construction of housing to 
be rented to iow-income families. The institute secured its initial 
capital partially through government cash contribution, partially 
through a 3 percent excise tax which now is channeled to the Paz 
del Rio steel mill (see ch. 29, Public Finance). 

The Municipal Development Fund (Fondo de Fomento Munici- 
pal) is actually not a credit institution but rather a quasi-govern- 
mental agency which allocates public revenue to special develop- 
mental undertakings. The fund is subordinate to the Ministry of 
Finance and directed by a joint committee composed of the heads 
of the ministries in charge of finance, education and social affairs. 

The Stock Exchange 

As of mid-1961 the Bogoti Stock Exchange (Bolsa de Valores de 
Bogota), established in 1928, was the only such Institution in the 
country; however, the founding of a stock exchange in Medellin was 
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decided upon late in I960. The Bogota Stock Exchange has plared 
an increasingly important role in the economy. Its capital and legal 
merres have multiplied 10 times since World War II, yet its posi- 
tion is not as central nor its influence &s broad as that of similar 
institutions in more highly develops countries. In 1960, only 116 
companies, including banks, registered the r stocks, and only rudi- 
mentary provisions were made to accccimodate the needs of new 
companies. Limitations on the stock exchange force new companies 
to reinvest their profits in their own operarions and to obtain capital 
through personal contacts. 

The capital of the Bogota Stock Exchange har been kept at 
Col$!.6 million for 8ou.a years. Transactions amouatod to Col$826 
million in 1960, as compared with Col$312 million in 1959. Moat 
transactions centered in the field of bonds, followed by industrial 
shares and a relatively mild turnover in bank shares. 

Brokers are located in many of the larger industrial cities. Their 
activities, not unlike thorn of the Bogota Stock Exchange, are con- 
trolled by the Superintendency of Banking. 

Insarance Conpuiics 

The seemingly sm xll volume of savings invested in insurance poli- 
cies has become one of the largest sources of capital in Colombia. 
The gross assets of some 60 insumnce companies amounted to over 
Col$.5 billion in 1958. The face value of the insurance policies in 
effect at the end of 1958 reached Col$23 billion, of which Col$12 bil- 
lion were fire insurance policies, Col$2 billion life insurance policies, 
Col$5 billion transportation insurance policies, and Col$4 billion 
ofher types of insurance policies. Domestic companies have written 
75 percent and foreign companies 25 percent of all policies. 

Insurance companies are required by law to invest 15 percent of 
their total assets in bonds issued by the national government, 10 per- 
cent in brads of the Agrarian Credit Bank and 15 percent of their 
technical reserves in mortgage loans. In reality insurance companies 
invest about two-thirds of their funds in public and industrial bonds 
and stocks. Since World War II they invested about 45 to 50 per- 
cent of their funds in public securities and 23 to 27 percent in in- 
dustrial and bank shares. 

Cooperatives 

The cooperative movement grew from a modest organization of 
4 cooperatives, 1,087 members, and Col$46,000 of initial capital in 
1933 to a substantial network of 500 cooperatives, 250,000 members, 
and Col$65 million of paid-in capital in 1960. Initiated and subsi- 
dized by the national or local governments and controlled by the 
Superintendency of Cooperatives (Superintendencia Nacional de Co- 



operetiTts), UM moTenMot f&ikd to prodöc» äkilkd gtsmnM htA- 
wahip and has lacked popular sapf^st. Bass« Cokeii&jan eoammiM* 
believe that if employers stopped &*tectJiag ««opiffali*» sjsaifeKnÄJp 
onntribations from the wages and saisries c«f their mupi^fms., stoat 
of the cooperativee would collapse orezttight. Bmmm Urn imv%- 
ment d d not grow from below bat was imposed on selected grmtps 
from above, attitudes tow.»-d the leadership are chararteri&Bd by 
distrust and sometimes peaskmate opposition which often reeults in 
liquidati<m of the unit. About as many oooperativca here beoorae 
bankrupt since 1933 as were in existence in mid-lMl. 

The lade of initiative and voluntary ooopermtion on the part of 
the membership does not, however, reduce the utilization of services 
that the cooperatives offer. Perhsps as many as 80 or 90 percent of 
the cooperatives would quaiify as credit unions rather than genuine 
cooperatives in the United States. They are dedicated to short-term 
credit operations and extend short-term loans to their membership 
even in excess of their capital reserves. When a cooperative needs 
additional lunds, it uraally borrows from commercial banks or from 
the National Cooperative Fund (Fuudo Cooperativo Nacionat), 
which was established to extend long-term, low-interest loans. 

Some cooperatives, m which genuine cooperation and contribution 
have been exercised in termi of labor, material, equipment and cash 
of the members, have recorded notable achievements. Housing co- 
operatives have constructed several thousand housing units for the 
use of both members and nonmembers. Some rural cooperatives 
have been successful in agricultural production and marketing; 
others, such as cooperativts of 80 AMioqui&n municipalities, have 
engaged in the construction of public works projects. 

Education for cooperative action and administration of coopera- 
tives is promoted by both the government and the National League 
of Cooperatives with the assistance of the Organization of American 
States (OAS) and foreign aid. 

FINANCING 

The Credit SjvUm 

Scarcity of capital, lack of coordination between the different 
credit sources pursuing their partisan or specialized goals and mal- 
distribution of public and private funds in the capital market, all 
contribute to the multitude of credit policies which characterizes the 
Colombian system. 

Interest rates vary greatly, depending on the source of credit and 
the qualifications of the borrower. The well-to-do with good securi- 
ties find it easy to obtain loans on favorable termb from the major 
credit institutions within the limit of available funds, but the little 
man who can produce few tangible securities or only character ref- 
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fcy hare to pay high intetnal ntas if he inecnedi in 
inf a kaii at ail. 

Althoagh afncolteie is tha motor in which the credit tjatam is 
hot dwreloped, it mflera from acute capital diortaga. HIM has ben 
paitienlariy trae lor the maali burmer or new landowner. As social 
oonsidsratiaos gain hrihanee in ptrfitka, govcnunent prorisians are 
made to rhannel more fmtds to sad liberalize credit for sgricnttare, 
partknlarty for the use of hm-ineome gnmps. In the area of coffee 
prodaction the credit mechanaaa has been suooesBfal, partKalarly 
against warehouse deposits, bat the same oonditkatf do not exist in 
other prodnctkai area& Most credit w still based on real estate or 
other property guarantees, although the terms and interest rates of 
the Agrarian Credit Bank are more liberal than those of oonunercial 
banks and show particular favor to new settlers in the fatnpimtmti 
areas of eohmisation and paroelizatkn (see ch. 27, Agrieuttural 
Potential). 

The distributiao pattem of loans granted by the Agrarian Credit 
Bank in I95»~t0 redects the fact that the poor man still has gnat 
difficulties in obtsaning credit. Of all loans, amounting to ColflSS 
million, 88£ percent was granted to landowners, 9.5 percent to ten- 
antit SJ potent to eettkra, only L4 percent to sharecroppers, and 
the remainder to ooopoatireB and others. An estahiisfaed farmer 
with collateral, howerer, can borrow up to CoV^QfiOO for 1 year at 
9 percent interest; for a 1.5- to 8-year period at 8 povent; and for 
6 to 15 yean at 9 percent interest For construction of farm build- 
ings loans are available at 5 percent interest, and other farorable 
rates are available for loans up to Col$läO,000 for farm machinery, 
up to CoföMtyOOO for irrigation purposes, and so forth. 

Commercial banks proTide loans only on securities which the 
small entrepreneur seldom can produce. They provide 90-day loans 
a«- 6 oeront interest, mortgage loans at 9 percent and more. Mort- 
gage '-uiks give loans at 7 percent interest, but deliver them in 
mortgage bonds which, wlktt ctshed, usually produce kn than ttoir 
face value, thus considerably increasing the cost of borrowing. 

Continuous pressure is exerted on the government by interest 
groups and agencies involved in economic development for the lib- 
eralisation of credit restrictionr It is expected that the government 
will increase the credit capacity of banks by reducing the percentage 
of their cadi reserves against i«tnand lisbilities from the present 
23 percent to 17 percent. The kbding capacity of the People's Bank 
(Banco Popular) was expanded when it was permitted to maintain 
only 8 percent of its savings deposits in cash and devote 55 percent 
of its loan portfolio to loans up to Col$25,000 (instead of Col$15,- 
000), and 80 percent to loans from Col|g3^00 to Coif 150,000 (in- 
stead of Col$15,000 to Col$50,000). 
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Indnatsy it more faTored in terms of availmbl« credit than any 
other branch of the eoonoroj. Foreign and domestic funds are avail- 
able on reasonable terms to the industrialists, but the beginn«' en- 
counters dificultiee in obtaining loans and is more likely to succeed 
if he is affiliated with established enterprise«. Existing enterprises 
often branch out into new fields, using their profits or family wealth 
as capital. Perhaps the greatest shortage of credit in industry exists 
in the area of public utilities, where rates have to be raised to offset 
the losses caused by inflation. Sociopolitical factors often make it 
difficult to raise rates, a condition which in turn endangers the 
profitability of the inrestment and thus diverts capital from public 
utilities. These conditions stimulate plans for nationalization of 
public utility companies. 

The realization by the government of the acute shortage of low- 
cost housing gave rise to an extensive housing credit system. Vari- 
ous governmental and quasi-governmental agencies have been en- 
gaged in extending credit for housing, but according to foreign 
observers, their terms are still not low enough. The Territorial 
Credit Institute extends housing loans through other agencies or 
directly to fanners it 2 percent interest and constructs, sells or rents 
houses of its own. But basic conditions for obtaining a loan or the 
price of a home is still too high to be met by a subsistence farm«' 
or agricultural laborer. The housing section of the National Federa- 
tion of Coffee G»cwers, municipal housing programs and housing 
cooperatives also provide loans in cash and in material. 

The volume of credit operations outside the established credit 
institutions is not registered and consequently is almost impossible 
to evaluate. It is common practice for commerce and industry to 
extend credit in their respective fields of interest at rates similar to 
or slightly higher than those of commercial banks when the bor- 
rower is a family member or trusted friend. The rural masses and 
a considerable segment of the low-income urban population do not 
participate in the institutional credit life of the economy, either as 
savers or as borrowers. In rural areas the landlord of a certain area 
is still the source of emergency loans for tenants, sharecroppers and 
subsistence farmers living on or near his land. In urban areas 
moneylenders occasionally charge as much as 36 percent on short- 
term loans. 

Investincnt 

An attempt at gradual elimination of underdeveloped conditions 
requires heavy investment net only in overhead and productive 
capital in the economy but also in social expenditures such as the 
construction and operation of schools and hospitals. Because the 
pressure for social investments has manifested itself considerably 
less than that for productive investment, Colombia has shown a 
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concentration in productive capital inresUnent, which resulted in a 
higher rate of development than nmilar volumes of investment 
centered in social expenditures produced for other Latin American 
countries. According to United Nations estimates, from the increase 
in capital between 1945 and 1953, some 16 percent has been invnted 
in housing, 18 percent in transportation, 31 percent in industry and 
16 percent in agriculture. 

The ratio of public to private investment in total gross domestic 
investment has been 15 in recent years. Th? heaviest public invest- 
ment was concentrated in transportation and energy production, the 
lightest in industry (see ch. 29, Public Finance). 

Capifel Foraation 

The sources of investment and capital formation are private and 
public savings within the eountry and capital from abroad. Per- 
sonal savings have tripled between 1950 and 1958, but they constitute 
a relatively small portion of the total savings because of the low 
general income kvel. Nevertheless, the combined savings of indi- 
viduals, banks, industries and life-insurance companies made up 
four-fifths of all savings; government savings added one-fifth. Sav- 
ings of business enterprises are the most significant. Because of the 
relatively low interest rates paid on cash deposits and on govern- 
ment bonds, business is inclined to reinvest its profits in existing or 
new enterprises which promise a higher rate of return. This prac- 
tice results in an uneven distribution of investment which does not 
necessarily serve to promote over-all economic development. 

The government devotes about 30 to 35 percent of its budgetary 
funds to investment (see ch. 29, Public Finance). Bank- are author- 
ized to use 4 percent of their legal reserves for credit, of which 50 
percent m»y be granted for economic development, 30 percent for 
production of essential raw materials and 20 percent for regular 
bank loans. 

CURRENCY 

The monetary unit is the Colombian p^so, « nonconvertible paper 
money divided into 100 centavos. The par value of the peso as 
approved by the International Monetary Fund on December 17, 
1948, is 0.455,733 grams of fine gold. The official exchange rate of 
the monetary unit has chancrfd, however, from Col$1.95 to the 
U.S.$1 in 1948 to Col$6.70 pesos to the U.S.$1 (free exchange rate 
to Col$8.33) in April 1961. The currency is issued in 1, 2, 5, 10, 50, 
100 and 500 pi«o banknotes and 5,10, 20 and 50 centavos coins. 

Evolvtioa 

The earliest monetary legislation after independence occurred in 
1821 and c-ucred that new coinr. must have the same qualities as 



those of the oolooia! period. Minis in Figota and Popeyan pro- 
duced gold and silvw coins, and legally as well as in practice, a 
bimetallic system existed. Between 1849 and 1874, when the raloe 
of gold was low on the world market, sUver coins were accepted at 
a premium over gold coins. In the 1870,8 the process began to be 
reversed. In 1871 the first pap« money was iamed, and banking 
was initiated. 

In UM late 1870's an intensiTe oatfiow of gold and silver, political 
unrest and uncontrolled issues of banknotes by private banks in 
addition to those issued by the shortlived central bank fore- 
shadowed further economic and political difficulties which cnlmi 
nated in the 1899-1903 civil war. The war resulted in a soaring 
inflation because the national government, local authorities and even 
military commanders printed large quantities of banknotes It is 
estimated that by 1903 the total of the varions issues reached 
Col$850 million, as compared ^Ith Col$4 million in 1885. 

In the years following 1908 a sound currency was re-established, 
and legislative measures to promote a stable and modem monetary 
development were passed. A legal tender was established, and paper 
money was accepted at a rate of 100 paper prsoe to 1 gold peso. 
The gold peso was declared equivalent to the United States dollar. 
In 1909 the Conversion Board (Junta de Conversion) was estab- 
lished as a forerunner of the present central bank. Its main func- 
tions consisted of issuing coins, exchanging worn-out notes and 
administering a conversion fund which eventually grew to provide 
substantial backing for the issue. 

In the course of the stabilization, English gold coins were made» 
legal tender to supplement the paper money at the rate of £1 to 
Col$500. New Colombian silver coins were put into circulation in 
1911, and the MedelHn mint started to produce gold coins in 1914. 
In 1916 new p&per notes, the hiUete» representaiivo« de oro (gold 
notes), slightly in excess of Col$10 million, replaced the large issue 
in circulation since the civil war. 

World War I had no lasting effects on the monetary system. A. 
money shortage was met by various substitute papers rather than 
by an increase of the issue. Cedulaa hipoteearias (mortgage bonds), 
bearing an interest of 2 to 4 percent and bono* bancarios (bank 
bonds) and cedtdas de tesorera (treasury bonds), bearing a 2 per- 
cent interest rate, were issued. The postwar deterioration of foreign 
trade made necessary another issue of Col$6 million worth of treas- 
ury bonds, but none of the emergency issue resulted in a pronounced 
inflation. 

A new phase in the history of the Colombian currency '«gan with 
the creation of the present Bank of the Republic in 1923, which 
became the fiscal agent of the government and the sole source of 
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UM goM aUniard was mupeoded »od ftxeiga exchange con- 
trol initiated, and Colombia faced the end of the 1930'8 with a strong 
and stable uamaej. 

Inflationary foroee have been at work for the last 20 yean, bat in 
somewhat milder form than in the rest of Latin America. The 
index of money in circulation rase from 1L4 in 1940 to 859.5 in 
1900 (100=1998). During the same penoU of time the cost of liv- 
ing index changed fron 85J to abi it 190. This inflationary devel- 
opment is only partially explained by the expansion of »he economy. 
Scarcity of imported goods and the oontinnons inflow of export 
earnings during World War II resulted in an increased accumula- 
tion of purchasing power which was channeled mainij into stock 
and real estate speculations. In addition, coffee prices went up, 
and in 1642 the Export-Import Bank began to extend loans to 
Colombia. Thus, credit facilities increased, and consequently prices 
of consumer goods ras. 

The trend continued after the war when a return to normal for- 
eign trade relations gave impetus to the import of capital goods 
and to domestic invertments. Bank credits were expanded to private 
and public borrowers, and the public budget grew. 

One effect of the inflation was an increase in groas capital forma- 
tion, but it also directed capital to areas where large profits were 
possible within the shortest possible time. Investments were not 
always congruent with the basic needs of the national economy, and 
they were responsible for the uneven development of the various 
branches of the economy. Vigorous anti-inflationary measures dar- 
ing and after World War 11 retarded the deterioration of the peso; 
the value accelerated again in the 1950's and took a sharp upturn 
after the cof ee boom had ended, and the volume in imports was not 
adjusted to ihe reduced volume of available foreign exchange earn- 
ings. The crisis was aggravated by corruption in government, rural 
unrest and excessive military expenditure By the end of 1956 the 
unpaid commercial debts of Colombia reached an estimated $300 
million. Hasty currency and import tax reforms brought no relief, 
and by the time the Rojss Pinilla regime was ousted in 1957, ox- 
ternal commercial debts wert nearly $600 million. The peao lost 67 
percent of its value between 1951 and 1957. 

The rapid inflationary trend which almost got out of hand was 
arrested by drastic changes in currency control in May 1957. The 
new regime assumed the external commercial debts and initiated a 
more liberal exchange system baaed on two rates: a fluctuating cer- 
tifirat«1 rate, the certificates of which were created by the surrender 
of exchange receipts from exports; and a free market rate (see ch. 
.>2. Foreign Economic Relations). 
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These meesures did not halt inflation completely, but aided by 
aasterity in gorernment expenditure, impmred economic planning 
and foreign urötance, they have slowed it down considerably as 
shown by the changes in the free dollar rates: 1957, Col$6.03; 1958, 
Col$7.59; 1959, Co}$7.69; 1960, Col$6M; and on April 30, 1961, 
Col$8.33. 

During 1960 the peso remained relatively stable. The disquieting 
rise in the free exchange rate during the early months of 1961 is 
believed attributable to a temporary flight of capital after the un- 
successful invasion of Cuba in April, and it is believed that ex- 
change rates will follow the annual pattern by falling below the 
spring level during the summer ai.i fall. 

GovcnuMut Agcacks of Control 

The government exercises control over the different phases of 
banking and credit operations, as well as administering all currency 
activities through the Ministry of Finance. In carrying out its 
responsibirities it is assisted by UM Bank of the Republic, by the 
Exchange Registration Office and by such agencies as the Superin- 
tendency of Banks and the Superintendency of Cooperatives. 
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CHAPTER 31 

DOMESTIC TRADE 
The contribution of domestic trede to the gross n&tioiud product 

in 1959 was estimated at about 9 perwtt and that of transportation 
at about 5.4 percent, both figures representing increaaaa of over 90 
percent during the last decade. The increase has been caused by the 
growth of the total population, the development of domestic indus- 
tries, changes in consumer habit*, an increase in imports and aa 
increased volunw of foreign tourist traffic 

It is estimated that about 40 percent of the population participate 
in the market economy of the country or engage in the sale and 
purchase of goods to an economically significant degree. Hie re- 
maining 60 percent contribute little or nothing to commerm. Tr*db 
is a significant source of income for about 280,000 peraons, or Man« 
5.4 percent of those affected by trade, and transportation is the main 
source of income for possibly as many ae 170,000 persons. 

Although the relative number of persons engaged in trade has not 
changed appreciably during the previous ten years, the volume of 
trade in relation to the number of peraons engaged in it has grown 
considerably. Other statistical data relevant to domestic trade are 
largely unavailable or conflicting. 

Domestic trade patterns have only begun to develop on a national 
lere! and still reucd the numerous and varied regional divisions 
of the country. Each region is to a large extent commercially self- 
contained. Most of the commercial products altering or leaving a 
region usually are a part of the nation's import-export trade. Hie 
development of a national market is closely geared to supply and 
demand in the field of foreign trade. However, raw materials for 
local irvlu3try in the various regions tend increasingly to flow 
through national trade channels. 

High distribution costs, caused mainly by the inadequacies of the 
transportation system, a lack of adequate storage facilities, and a 
general desire for excessive profits, work to retard the expansion of 
nationally organized domestic trade. 

The construction and maintenance of railroad and highway links 
between settlement clusters is unusually expensive, not only because 
of formidable physical barriers, but also because long sections most 
pass through areas either of low or no production which cannot 



contribut« to the volume of business. For iiis and other reasons 
progress in construction has been slow even though public invest- 
ment in transport has been relatively high, in fact higher than 
the returns from it 

At present (1961), therefore, the country's surface transportation 
system, although greatly improved during the last two decades, re- 
mains more regional than national in character, and the movofnent 
of goods between major settlement clusters is small, slow and costly. 
The frequent transfer of goods from one form of transportation to 
another is accompanied by extensive breakage and pilferage, with 
resulting high insurance rates. These conditions, encouraging the 
development of new and better means of transportation, contributed 
to the creation in 1919 of the first commercial airline of the Western 
Hemisphere in Colombia, and the building of petroleum pipe lines 
in the lOSO's (see ch. 28, Industrial Potential). 

A lack of adequate storage facilities, particularly for perishable 
agricultural goods, forces a seasonal flow of produce to market, with 
consequent wide price fluctuations. It also works to limit both pro- 
duction and consumption and therefore causes the loss of millions 
of dollars in national income. Refrigeration for the storage of meat, 
dairy products and eggs is almost nonexistent The scarcity of 
slaughterhouses, combined with inadequacies in transportation, 
causes great losses because of the need to transport beef cattle cm 
the hoof. Crops such as coffee, barley, cacao, rice and oilseed, for 
which there is a relatively well-developed processing industry, are 
less affected. 

Domestic trade has also been affected, ad have other fields of eco- 
nomic endeavor, by the domination of single families, which often 
control entire enterprises or types of enterprises. 

TRADE 

Retail Tradt 

Retail trade takes many forms; it varies from house-to-house 
peddling to open markets, from wayside inns to large city depart- 
ment stores. Goods are bought or sold locally or brought to the 
centers of population clusters, but few cross regional boundaries to 
enter the national market. In remote villages, where subsistence 
farming is predominant, local tr.de is almost nonexistent, since 
almost everyone in the community produces the same type of goods. 
Vendors may pass through such viilagee selling some manufactured 
goods, and the farmer may buy some manufactured goods at wayside 
inns which carry a limited selection of merchandise, mainly bever- 
ages, tobacco, toilet articles and the like. 
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Most of the Msential items not prodaoed on the local furms are 
obtained at markets which are commonly found in larger commu- 
nities or at trading posts scattered along the roads and male paths. 
The farmer also sells his sorplos at these markets and trading posts. 
The frequency of market days, the size of the market and the variety 
of merchandise offered depend more on the location of the market 
community than on its size. Communities off the beaten path have 
small and infrequent markets on such occasions as holidays or fiestas, 
r'hile even small communities located along thoroughfares have at 
least <*:<* weekly market day and often a minor, second market day. 

The small 5cale marketing of farm products is usually the job of 
women, as is the buying of food and other items for the household. 
The few men seen in small market places are usually out-of-town 
merchants; men engage only in major transactions, especially those 
involving the sale and purchase of livestock. 

Business is conducted on a cash-and-carry basis, and bargaining 
is almost compulsory. To make a good bargain, that is, to sell at a 
high profit, is viewed as essential for men; women attach leas signifi- 
cance to the amount of profit as long as they have a good bargaining 
session with the buyer. Metric weights and measurements are used, 
and in ease of dispute, an official of the municipality can be sum- 
moned to settle the argument with an accurate official scale, for a 
small fee. 

Merchants pitch tents at market places, or, in larger communities, 
establish permanent stores on or near the market place. In addition 
to manufactured goods, they often sell the same local commodities 
that are elsewhere available at the market Because the permanent 
stores keep open on other than market days, they only partially are 
subject to the competition of the open market, and their prices are 
usually somewhat higher. 

To the extent that a national market has been developing, it has 
been especially stimulated by the recent development of railroad and 
motor transport. The resulting faster movement of merchandise has 
not only made more possible the distribution of perishable farm 
products, but it also lias reduced the time required for distribution 
in general ai.d thus allowed more time for production. Where 
highways have replaced mule paths the fanner can take his product 
to market and return to his honte in a fraction of the time required 
before, and, although the higher transportation costs have raiser! the 
price of products, the farmer has been able to produce and market 
a larger quantity than before. 

In large cities, modern specialty shops and large department 
stores offering a great variety of goods set a pattern of trade similar 
to that familiar in the United States. Some of the places of retail 
distribution are operated by wholesale houses and manufacturing 
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«aterpris», bat they are the exception rather than the rule. Retail 
enterprises are mainly family enterprises in which members of a 
family or larger kinship group cooperate more closely with each 
other than with outsiders and assume that their descendants will 
follow in their footsteps. 

WholfSuI« Trade 

Wholesale distribution enterprises sometimes engage in retail dis- 
tribution. Firms engagtd in selling on the retail level in large com- 
mnnities, for example, may act as wholesale houses for retailers in 
adjacent communities and supply general shops and vendors in out- 
lying districts. They are able to do so because of their better finan- 
cial position and storage facilities. 

Seme manufacturers take orders from and ship products directly 
to retailers, some with and some without the use of local sale, men 
or representatives. Such representatives are usually members of the 
family group which owns the industry or their trusted friends liv- 
ing in the target area. Most cement factories, of which there are 
very many located in most of the country's principal communities, 
sell directly to retailers or to customers. Most textile factories, on 
the ether hand, are more thoroughly concentrated in specific areas 
and sell through local salesmen or middlemen. Petroleum companies 
maintain their own storage facilities and distribute their products 
directly to gas stations. Because of the general inadequacy of stor- 
age facilities, building up reserves on the wholesale level in most 
sectors of trade is the exception rather than the rult. 

Orfsaization of Trade 

The establishment and operation of trade enterprises is regulated 
by the Cödigo de Comercio Colombiano (Commercial Code) issued 
ir 1887. Decree No. 2521 of 1950 amended and implemented previ- 
ous commercial laws, especially those related to corporate enter- 
prise^. In accordance with the provisions of law, there are several 
forms of business enterprise, in addition to those of individual mer- 
chants, which are registered with local Chambers of Commerce. 

The Bodedad colectiva, which closely resembles the general part- 
nership, may have two or more partners who enter into a contract 
executed before a notary public. The name of the business must 
contain the name of at least one of the partners and the words 
y Campania (and company, or «» Hijo« (and sons) or ffermanog 
(brothers). 

The sociedad en comanditay not unlike th J limited partnership in 
the united States, consists of two types of partners: the comandi- 
tario, one who contributes capital and shares the liabilities to the 
extent of his contribution and whose name must not appear in the 
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name of the company; and the coUctivo or gestor, who has the right 
of snaniLgement. If the interest of the comandctmrio is in sharw. the 
company ic called a tociedad en cotnandita por aeeume*. 

The Colombian counterpart of a company of limited liability is 
the »ociedad de retponsabilidad limitada, which is organiied rerj 
much along the lines of the sociedckl tolectiva. The name ^f the 
firm must display the name of at least (me member and the word 
limitada. Partnership is restricted to 20 members, the liability of 
eac'i member being limited to the amount he has contributed. 

The aodedad anonima, abbreviated S.A., has the same essential 
characteristics as a corporation in the united States. The liability 
to stockholders who subscribe its shares is limited to the extent of 
their share holdings. A minimum of five shareholders is neceseacy 
for the organization of svch a corporation, which most register with 
and obtain a permit from the Soperintendencia de Bociedades 
Anör.imas or, if a financial institution, from the Saperintendenda 
Bancaria (see ch. 30, Banking and Currency System). 

There is no antitrust legislation, and large corporations, as weU as 
small businesses, are generally family or family group enterptises. 
A few companies only, such as the Bavaria breweries or the Gom- 
pania Colombiana de Tejidos (Colombian Textile Company), have 
large numbers of shareholders. The administration of a oorporation 
is entrusted to a board of directors who meet infrequently; director- 
ships are coveted plums providing 'Jieir holders with large inooeote 
often irrespective of the profits or loeöes of the company. 

Little discrimination is directed against foreign nationals engaged 
in business. Aliens may engage in all types of commercial activi- 
ties if they subject themselves to the jurisdiction of Colombian 
courts and waive their rights to diplomatic represmtatkm. Alien 
participation is, however, restricted in coastal »hipping and aviation 
companies, in which foreigners may hold not more than 60 and 51 
percent of the shares respectively. 

Camaras de Comercio (Chambers of Commeroe) are organiied 
and function in the capital cities of all departments. Their mem- 
bership represents both commercial and noncommercial aecton of 
the economy, including professional persons. Chamber« of Com- 
merce do not engage in promotion activities, bot act as •MniofficMl 
agennes within their respective official areas of jnriedietkm. AU 
business establishments register with the Chamber« of Commeroe, 
which provide them with various necessary certificates and informa- 
tion, keep records of commercial establishments aud aetivitiee, and 
set up arbitration tribunals. 

Since the role of the Chambers of Commerce is eemioßcial, both 
wholesale and retail tradesmen have united indepenckmtly in tl» 
organization of in interest group called the Federaciö» Nacional da 
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ConMracatcB—FENALCO (Nation»! Fr^erstkn of Trmdeameo), 
which, with it« oawiUsepKi ia industry. JM Asodacida Nackmal de 
Industziaks—ANDI (National Anonatkai of Industrialists), exer- 
cises significant infinenoe in the shapu^g of national ecooomje 
pdkies. 

OMsamer coopcraüves, distributing food, clothing, tires, agricul- 
tural implements and manj other eommoütks, have played an in- 
creasing role in the distributica of goods since 1932 (see ch. 30, 
Banking and Currenc/ System). 

Tlic Role «I GoTenuBeat 

Direct govemmimt partidpatkii in trade is not extensive. The 
national governmeat retains a few m&iopoiies »ich as those on the 
nie of emeralds and salt; the local governments, that on the sale «i 
liquor. In addition U* its participation in production, the govern- 
mt participates directly in the merchandising of oil, iron, and 
several services related to trade, such as power, transportation and 
communication. 

The indirect partkipatian of the government is manifested 
through market and price regulations, and through the activities of 
quasi-gweramenial agencies in the buying and «wiling of certain 
commodities The gvvemment imposed a fairly effective price ceil- 
ing cm the principal foodstuffs in 1958 to retard inflation. Prices of 
items to whicli the coiling applies have only risen slowly OTCT the 
November 30, 1957 level, which constitutes the base ceilinr. Only 
the ceilings on beef, vegetables and milk have since been x^vised. 

The government also influences the market through the mainte- 
nance of price supports for certain goods, in order to promote the 
country's economic self-sufficiency. The spectacular increase of cot- 
ton output, which turned Colombia from a cotton-import to a cotton- 
export country within two years after 1958, resulted in part frocr« 
government support of prn^s which, in 1959, was 18 percent higher 
than in the previous year. Soybeans, wheat, barley, cottonseed, rice 
and com also enjoy price support. 

The danger of price support based purely on domestic considera- 
tions is that goods so supported tend to become overpriced and 
thereby lose their ability to compete on the world market On the 
other hand, goods for which price ceilings are established may turn 
up on the black market at higher prices. Tne government attempts 
to protect th« domestic market from such irregularities by setting 
prices gearv>' t<. those on the world market, and through the imple- 
mentation of fcjtport and import regulations (see ch. 32, Foreign 
Economic Regions). 

Quasi-governmental agencies, often more powerful than a govern- 
mental department, execute price control through the purchase, 
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storage «ad »le of «elected goods.   The moot poverfol of then 
•fencies ere the Corponckio de Defense de Prodoctos Agtiooh»— 
INA (C«poretioo for the ProtectioD of Agncahand Products)« the 
Cs}s de Credito Afrsrio, lodastrisl y Mineras (Agrsrisn^ lodu- 
trisl, sad Minn«! Credit Beak), the Federscioa Nscions] de Csfe- 
teroe (Nstionsl Federmtioo of Coffee Growers), sad the lastkato de 
Fomento AJgodonero—IFA (Cofci<m Institate)  (see ch. 27, Agri- 
cohursl PotcntisI). 

TRANSPORTATION 

For centuries rirers were the beet sad, st pieces, the only mvmvea 
of transport Eventually peck trails breached oat from the settle- 
ment centers, establishing contact between production areas sad 
urban cores, ss well as with Ute principal river ports. On theae 
trails goods moved by mule or, on steep grades, by block and tackle. 
Vehicles on wheels appeared in many regions only at the end of the 
nineteenth century, and in some regions have not appeared even yet- 

In 1853 a macsdam toll road wss opened between Bogoti and 
Facatativa (toward Honda), bat other roads were still mala roads. 
The first overland connection, established in 1866 between Ctli aad 
the Dagna Rirer and hence with the Pacific Ocean, wss no KM»« 
than a male road. The road that established contact between Call 
and Palmira in 1869 was very much the same. 

Railroad construction with govenunent and private capital began 
in the ISTO's but cm a regional and sectional basis. Of 14 railroad 
Iii.es in operation by 1912, the longest ran a distance of only 85 
miles, and the total length of all lines was only 600 miles. 

A journey between Bogoti and Medellln, a distance of 150 miles 
as the crow flies, took 6 days under favorable conditions as late as 
the IdSO's. The traveler had to change means of transportation 
eight times: at Facatativi from meter-gauge to yard garage trains; 
at Girardot from train to boat; at Honda from boat to train, to go 
around the rapids; at La Dorada again to a boat; at Poerto Berrfo 
to a train up to the pass; to road transport for a journey over the 
Central Cordillera; and finally back to a train on the other side trf 
the mountaim. to Medellin. 

Direct railroad oonnectionf between Medellfn and Puerto Berrlo 
was established through a tunnel in 1929, and highway contact in 
the J930'8. Medellln and Cali, practically in the same valky, estab- 
lished railroad contact as late as 1942, while railroad connection 
between the interior and the Atlantic Coast was an achievement 
delayed until 1961. 

Inland Waterways 

Fourteen navigable rivers with 88 river ports have served the 
country since preconqueet days as main arteries of transportation 
and communication.   In the more remote regions their role has re- 
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Ktrined nnchmrged. Surf ace trmnsporution in «astern Colombia m 
'.I^i«xA ezdusiTely restricted to the tribataries of the Amazon aad 
Orinoco riTen; rive» atül nmain the main highways of the Choeo. 

Along the valleys formed by the three ranges of the northern 
Andes, the Magdalena and Cauca rivers offered convenient natural 
routes to the Spanish settlers approaching from the Caribbean Coast 
toward the interior. They have remained significant routes of trans- 
portation for men. livestock and goods, akhough their use has been 
limited in most parts by seasonal ffactaation in the water level. 
The Magdalena River, which carried 95 percent jf the recorded 
comtnercia} inland water transport, or some 300,000 passengers, 
200,000 head of cattle, and 2 million metric tons of cargo annually, 
may be navigated above Puerto Wilches only with difficulty during 
the dry seasons. These periods occur twice ~ year and last about 
three months each. 

Many of the highland settlements have established links with the 
river through tributaries, feeder roads, railroads, cable lines and 
pipelines^ Modem warehouses exist at such ports on the Magdalena 
River as Calamar, Puerto Wilches, Barrancabermeja, Puerto i^mo, 
Puerto Salgar, La Dorada and Honda. Above Honda, some 615 
rniks from the Caribbean, rapids interrupt navigation, which is pos- 
sible above them only to Neiva for small shallow-draft vessels. 

Transportation on the Magdalena is provided by a river fleet con- 
sisting of nearly 200 to* boats and 300 Hsrges with a total capacity 
of 170,000 tons. Three-fourths of the tewbnats and over half of the 
burgee are owned and operated by the Magdalena Public Service 
Fleet. Oil companies own about 30 vessels and 100 barges; the re- 
mainder are operated by various private owners. 

The 90-inile-Jonf Canal del Dique, constructed during colonial 
times, connect« the Magdalena River at Calamar with the Caribbean 
seaport of Cartagena. Some 50,000 metric tons of cargo pass along 
the canal in each direction annually. Because of heavy silt deposits, 
the canal most be dredged continuously in order to preserve the 
necessary 8-foot depth. 

Hie recorded transportation on the Cauca and Sinü rivers each 
amounts to 2 percent of the national total. The remaining 1 percent 
represents the contribution of the Arauca and M( rivers, as well 
as the token transport performed on the Guaviare, >aqueta, Putu- 
mayo and six other navigable riv?rs. In the rain forests and Jungks, 
rivers provide practically the only means of communicatioi for 
the local people and their goods. 

Seaports and Coastwise Shipping 

Cartagena, cm the Caribbean Coast, was founded in 1588. Al- 
though Bavranquilk and Santa Marta, the other two large ports on 



the Caribbean Coaat, hmvt tt times sorpuaed it L< ▼olmne of trmde, 
it« locatk» xetam it a mcnopoly as an outlet for goods produced 
aloo- Ute Atrato and Sind riren. The Canal del DiqiM and a rail- 
road line proride connection with the rirerport of Caimar on the 
MagdakiML Its harbor is on* of the best in Sooth Amtr*Ga, with 
a depth of 35 feet. It bae adequate berthage to accommodate modecn 
ocean ressels, a modem marginal qtt*y, and wharves equipped with 
six concrete warehouses. It? annual transit of cargo amounts to 
some 200,000 metric tons. Som» eight miles to the south at Mamonal 
lies the terminal of the longest crude oil pipeline of the country, 
capable of loading 9,000 bands of oil per hour. 

Barranquilla is situated on the Magdalena Rirer some 12 miles 
inland from the Caribbean Sea. Early in its history Barranquilla 
served only as a river port, because the sand ban at the mouth of 
the Magdalena prevented ocean Tessels from entering the inland 
waters. Since World War U, constant dredging and the construc- 
tion of canals and breakwaters have made possible the entry of ocean 
▼eesels of up to 10,000 tons, but larger vessels still must be loaded 
and unloaded off Puerto Colombia which lies some 13 miles to the 
east and is connected with Barranquilla by railroad and h'ghway. 
The port of Barranquilla has a marginal quay with mooring space 
for 7 ships and a wharf with 8 concrete warehouses. The cargo 
unloaded is in the neighborhood of 500,000 tons annually, a great 
portion of which is petroleum products. Coffee makes up a gnat 
part of the cargo loaded—some 150,000 tons annually. 

Santa Maria, often referred to as the Banana Port, is the smallest 
and northernmost of the three principal Colombian ports on the 
Caribbean Coast It has an excellent natural harbor, and its port 
facilities are highly mechanized. A short railroad line connects 
it with the adjacent banana-growing area of the Department of 
Magdalena; highways link it to Barranquilla and the eastern high- 
way network. In addition to the constant flow of bananas, freight 
movements increase periodically whan the utilization of Barran- 
quilla becomes hampered by sand bars. Flight traffic through this 
port is expected to increase afttr the completion in 1961 of the 
Atlantic railroad line, which has Santa Marts as its terminal 
Recent improvements of the port facilities have made a gradual 
accommodation of increased freight traffic possible. The volume in 
1958 reached 243,000 tons of cargo loaded and 25,000 unloaded. 

Other port* on the Caribbean of lesser significance are, from 
northeast to aouthweut: Manaore, Riohacha, Ci&iaga, Tola, Covenas 
(terminal of an oil pipeline), Turbo and AcandL 

On the Pacific Ocean, Buenaventura is not only the principal 
port of the coast, but in terms of volume of cargo handled, is the 
leading port of ihn country.   It is situated on a bay some 10 miles 
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from the ooe«n, and is a natenl ootlat for the foods, rnsinly ooffse. 
produced in the soothern part of the eoantrj. It is also the main 
poet of entry for good) imported into these refions. Petroleum 
products, tat example, ars more oooTenkntly imported through 
BnenaTcntara than obtained by way of the long and ooatly over- 
land routes from the demestk sonrees in the north. The poet is 
connected by railroad and highway .nth Call It can aeoommodato 
seTOi ocean vesseis and has some mechanical equipment, including 
oil and coal loading facilities. The heary and irregular rains of 
the region tend to extend the time required for loading and on- 
loading and cotueqnentiy increase oasts, making Buenaventura one 
of the more expensive ports on this coast. It handles some 400/100 
tons of incoming, and 250,000 tons of outgoing cargo annually. 

The relatively small port of Tumaoo is also on the Pacific Coast. 
Situated on the island of El Morro, it handles cargo to and from 
the Pasto region. It is connected with the highlands by a combina- 
tion of a railroad line, which extends from the coast to El Diviso, 
and a highway from the end of the railroad line to Pasto and to 
Ipialee on the Ecuadorian border. 

Coastal traffic between ports on either coast and between coasts 
through the Panama Canal is served by a variety of vessels rang- 
ing from large ocean-going ships belonging to the Flota Mercante 
Qrancoloiwiana to anall river boats which operate when weather 
permits. The disadvantages of overland transportation have con- 
tributed to the maintenance of a uniform annual volume of coastal 
shipping ranging in the nctighborhood '' iSOfiOO metric tons or 
150,000,000 ton-kilometers of transported freight. 

The Mcrduurt Marine 

The Merchant Martine, organized in 1944S, includes vessels of 
three companies: the Flota Mercante Grancolombiana, which oper- 
ates the i.vrgeet number of seagoing vessels totaling over 50,000 dead- 
weight tonsi the Compania Colombians de Navegacion Maritüna 
Ltda. (COLDEMAR), which operates three vessels with a total of 
6340 tons: and the Compania Nacional de Navegacion, S.A. 
(NAVENAL)V with one ocean-going and one coastal vessel. The 
vessels of the latter two companies provide services to the United 
States; th« vessels of the Flota Mercante Grancolorabiana provide 
service to other pans of Latin America, as well as to other con- 
tinents. 

Railrands 

Colombia is one of ti.e few countriee which in recent years have 
engaged in major railroad construction. As a result, it possesses a 
network that connects the two coasts with the major settlement 
centers of the interior (see fig. 13).   The completion of th« Atlantic 
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ruinMd line in the nmmor of 1M1 «teMwhed e link between the 
pnmmätf iaoleted imUn nctwort «nring the BiMnaventnre-Cali 
Medsllin atea end the m*m network aerring Bogoti-Le Dorede- 
Ibegn^, and eoonected. thent with the Caribbean port of Santa Malta. 
The contraetka of the SOO-mä*-*tmg AtJantic railroad line ooet 
over TJSjl billian, of whk^ abost 40 percent has been provided 
by the IntematknaJ Bank, in the form of lang-term credit 

Stili isolated tram this eantral network are three short lines: the 
I Ferrocsrril de Narino providii^ ooonecttoa h^weea the port ol 
| Tomneo and El Diviao; the Ferrocarril do Coeuta eonnecting tits 
t «ty of C6enta with the Venesadan railroad system; and the short 
| line connecting Cartagena with the river port of Calamar.   AU 
I- trada, asoeiit those that connect Oocnta with the Yenexuelan rail- 
4 road network, are of a jard gauge. 
^ With the ezceptkm of some 900 miles of the Fwroearril de An- 
| tioqaia, owned by the D^Mftmest of Antioqoia, the railroad^ orig- 
|t inally boik trader ooaoeseians, have been gradaally taker, ovw by 
* the cei^ral govamment and are now oontrdQed by an antonomoas 
| agency, the Ferroearriies Madonaks de Colombia (Natkoal Railways 
| of Codombis). 

The effect of the integrstkn of the various railroad networks on 
the total vofame of railroad transportation has yet to be observed. 
Before the integration, psssimgiii trafte steadily decreased an4 
freight traffic increased very slowly. The difficult terrain and cli 
matk variatioDS made the cost of construction and maintcnaaoe of 
railroads very high. Railroads abo have had high maintenance costs 
because of landslides which often put linua out of oommimon for 
4 to 7 weeks every yesr, antiquated rolling stocks, and labt»- laws 
which compel companies to employ many persons per mile. The 
average speed of freight trains is 8 to 9 miks an hour, including 
stops, and that of pessenyr trains, IT to 18 miks an hour. 

Competition by road and air transportation, especially for long 
distances, caused the annual number of rail passengers to Ml to 
108 million in 1959 from a peak of 18J5 million in 1946, and the 
passenger-kilometers to 6S1 million from 888 million during the 
seme period of time. Freight traffic increased from 4.6 million tons 
in 1948 to 6 million tons in 1968, or from 558 million ton-kilometers 
to 654 million. 

Sand Transpart 

Vast areas of the country, formerly inaooeesibk except by rank 
paths, have now become linked with population centers by means 
of motor transport and, incressmgly, by modern highways, but 
thousands of miks of pack traik still azüt a&d serve aa the only 
means of aooem to remote places nsstkd among the towering aaoun- 
tains.   In the muk trains which travel along these ancknt mountain 



trails, each animal carries bales weighing op to 150 pounds con- 
taining local products bound for local markets or trading posts or 
manafactured goods going back to the villages. 

In 1959, the highway network totaled some 18,000 milts «f which 
slightly more than 2,000 miles were all-weather paved roads vith 
concrete or bituminous surfaces. The remainder were macadamized 
roads. Two trunk roads cross the country parallel to the oordilleras 
from north to south (see fig. 13). Th*. wertem trunk road runs 
along the Cauca Valley from the Ecuadorian border in Narino 
through Past J. Palmira, Medellin, to Cartagena. This road, which 
will constitute part of the Pan-American highway, has branch roads 
running toward the Pacific Ocean which connect it with El Diriso, 
the termnal of the Tumaco railroad line, and with Buenaventura 
through Cali. A branch road connects it with Neiva and the roads 
of the Department of Huila, which eventually also will be linked 
with the eastern Uimk road running from Bogoti to Santa Marta, 
through Tunja, Bucaramanga, Cücuta, CK^sJia and Valledupar. The 
two north-south routes at present are connected by three roads: 
the east-west trunk road which runs from Puerto Carreno on the 
Orinoco River to Turbo on the Gulf of Uraba through Villaviccncio, 
Bogota, La Dorada and Medellin; a road in the South running be- 
tween Espinal and Uribe; and a road in the North running between 
Honda and Manizales. The eastern trunk road also has several links 
with the water and railroad system of Magdalena Valiey, as well 
as a branch road leading to Riohächa on the Guajira Peninsnla. 

Highway construction has been stimulated by the increased im- 
port of motor vehicles. Between 1938 and 1958 the number of care 
and buses increased six times, that of trucks nine times. In 1960 
the registered vehicles numbered about 80,000 cars, 19,000 buses and 
station wagons with a seating capacity of 500,000 passengers, and 
68,000 trucks with a total carrying capacity of 194,000 metric tons. 

Other stimuli to the development of road transportation have 
been the relatively low initial investment and the greater possible 
speed, < ^cially for short distances. The cost of motor transporta- 
tion is nevertheless high. Macadam is not suitable for high speeds 
and deteriorates quickly under bad weather and heavy traffic. Such 
roads, and the vehicles using them, require constant repair, thus 
reducing the use and increasing the operuting cost« of both. Poor 
road engineering, often resulting in the layout of roads with grades 
many mil«» long of 8 to 10 percent and with hairpin curves on 
which heavy trucks and trailers cannot be used, in many places 
limits the use of roads. 

Leas than half of the road network is under the jurisdiction of 
the state; about one-third is operated by the various departments; 
the remainder is controlled by municipalities and private owners. 
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Tb« government has made strenuous efforts daring the last tea years 
to improve the highway system and, in addition to budgeted Appro- 
priations, has utilized three loans from the International Bank fox 
Reconstruction and Development totaling U.S.$47.3 million (see ch. 
3S, Foreign Economic Relations). It also has signed an agreement 
with the Venezuelan Government in 1960 for the improvement of the 
road between Cucuta and Venezuela. Revenues for highway con- 
struction and maintenance are derived from the gasoline tax and from 
special taxes ou imports. 

Air Tnaaport 

The long distances between settlements and the uncoordinated, 
slow, and costly nature of surface transportation have provided an 
ideal situation for the development of air transportation. With the 
assistance of German air force pilots discharged after World War I, 
Colombian and German capital established the first commercial air- 
line of the Americas, the Sociedad Colombi-Alemana de Transportes 
Aereos (SCADTA), in 1919. By 1961, the country had over a dozen 
commercial airlines operating some 180 aircraft, and a network of 
some 200 airports ranging from international ports able to accom- 
modate the largest jet planes to numerous small airfields scattered 
over the country. Moreover, many private individuals own planes, 
and large haciendas often have their own landing strips. 

The same factors which motivated the initiation of commercial 
air tr&nsport have promoted the expansion of the services. After 
World War II, the heterogeneous fleet was more thoroughly stand- 
ardized through the purchase of United States surplus aircraft, 
mainly DC-3's and DC-4'3. Although airfreight traffic has shown 
only slow growth and a relative stabilization after the peak year of 
1951, mainly because of high farea and the improvement in surface 
transportation, passenger traffic has soared from 300,000 passengers 
in 1946 to over 1.4 million in 1958. The growth in passenger-kilo- 
meters has been less spectacular, but it has been steady and has 
shown gains in years when the actual number of passengers did not 
increase. 

The largest commercial airline is the Aerovias Nationales de 
Colombia (AVIANCA), a successor to SCADTA, It is privately 
owned with the government holding less than 5 percent of the 
shares, but subsidizing it through donations of land for airports, 
the construction of airport facilities, and the grant of an airmail 
monopoly which includes the right to collect and deliver airmail 
and to sell stamps. AVIANCA is one of the world's leading air 
cargo carriers. It also flies international routes to the United States, 
Europ-) and some Latin American countries. 

Another major domestic airline is the Rutas Aereas de Cohmibia 
(RAS)  which, in addition to its domestic services, flies some in- 
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ternationftl routes to neighboring countries. IIM Lloyd Aereo Co- 
lombiano flies one root« to Bolivi« in addition to its psssenger and 
cargo services in Colombia. Aerotaxi, owned by AVIANCA, and 
Borrito y Lia operate domestic services. Competition «HI lucrative 
routes '& great, and service on leas profitable routes is often 
neglected. In regions such as eastern Colombia, where commercial 
services are unavailable or infrequent, military aircraft occasionally 
supplement civil aviation with flights to the islands and the Onajin 
Peninsula. 

Major international airports for both passenger and cargo traffic 
are located at Bogota, Barranquilla, MedeHin, and Call; cargo is 
also shipped through Cartagena and Pereira. Almost half of the 
airports are privately owned; the remainder are in the hands of 
the national and the local governments. The Empresa Colombiana 
de Aerodromas (Colombian Airport Corporation), established in 
1954, operates all government-owned civil airports and aviation 
communications t^stfins. All other air-traffic control is operated 
by AVIANCA which charges government-approved fees co other 
airlines for its services. The National Airport Fund, established 
for the construction and maintenance of public airports in IMS, 
receives its revenues from an aviation gasoline tax, landing fees at 
public airports, etc 

The gover -nental authority pertaining to civil aviation is ex- 
pressed in Law 89 of 1938, revised in 191/. It created the Direccion 
General de Aeronautica Civil (Department of Civil Aviation) and 
charged it with the registration and supervision of aircraft and 
airports, Che licensing of personnel, and the formulation of regula- 
tions for the supervision and organization of flying. The fact that 
the agency is subordinated to the Ministry of War and often 
pursues goals different from those of commercial enterprises makes 
its role as a regulatory agency frequently difficult. All other aspects 
of air transportation in the government »re the responsibility of the 
Ministry of Public Works. 
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CHAPTER» 

FOREIGN ECONOMIC RELATIONS 

Foreign economic relations have bwen closely linked with doooestic 
economic growth since the country entered the international mar- 
ket early in the nineteenth centozy. Basically agricuitural, Colom- 
bia depends heavily on the import of capital goods and selected 
raw materials for industrialization, and on the import of durable 
consumer goods. 

To pay for the imports Colombia successively exported gold, 
»meralds, cinchona, and cattle hides until the end of the nineteenth 
century when coffee took the lead. In recent years exports hare 
accounted for 13 percent of the gross national product, and coffee 
has remained the dominant export commodity, producing between 
75 and 80 percent of the annual foreign exchange earnings. Ex- 
port of petroleum, which began in the 1920's, accounts for about 
15 percent, and minor export commodities for the remaining 5 to 
10 percent. 

Although coffee is the main iUm in the national economy, reli- 
ance on it as the major export is dangerous because of the price 
fluctuations on the world coffee market. A rise in coffes prices 
has a beneficial effect on balance of payments, but a delayed adjust 
ment to falling coffee prices causes a disequilibrium which is often 
difficult to correct. The present (1961) state of Colombia's foreign 
economic relations is a direct result of falling world coffee prices 
which started to decline after the unprecedented peak year of 1954, 
heavily contributing to the almost $.5 billion worth of commercial 
debts by 1957. To improve conditions, the Lleras government has 
instituted severe import restrictions on nonessential commodities, 
encouraged the domestic production of goods previously imported, 
and attempted to increase the number of export commodities in order 
to reduce reliance on coffee. It has also been compelled to import 
foreign capital in the foru of government and private loans. 

The direction of exports shows heavy dependence on United 
States purchase of Colombian coffee. Hence, the United States 
coffee consumer exercises a major influence on the Colombian econ- 
omy. Dependence on foreign sources of investment, including the 
United States, has been less pronounced, because of fewer attractive 
investment opportunities and, to a leaer extent, because the Colom- 
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feka economy has hoist able to mobilize domestic capital more effec- 
tiTely than many other Latin American coontrks. The united 
States is looked upon as the major eource of foreig;,! capital, having 
supplied about 75 to 80 percent up to the presaic It is also the 
mo?* wjyntaat outside sou**» of technical know-how employed in 
Golombta. 

Diversification cf exports is making slow headway; new coffee 
markets are still being sought. Barter agieements with European 
oountries, including some members of the Soviet bloc, are increasing 
and may eventually remove th» United States from its dominant 
role to a more modest position. The country's economic leadership, 
which is the same as its political and social elite, has economic 
self-suMciency as one of its main goals. The tariff system, which 
early in this century served chiefly as a source of income, Irs 
become strongly protectiv* during the past 30 years. The most- 
favored-nation itatus of *h« United States gradually lost its sig- 
nificance, and it was formally discontinued in 1950 when the two 
oountries were left without a formal commercial agreement 

TRADE 

Composition of Trade 

Following a long series of wildly speculative booms <n several 
export commodities during most of the nineteenth century, coffee 
became the leading export crop of the country. It achieved inter- 
rntional importance around 1380, and its flow h?s since fluctuated 
according to the volume of the harvest and to the conditions of 
the world coffee market Nevertheless, its relative position in the 
total volume of export has not changed significantly since the turn 
of the century (see fig. li). 

Other primary products such as petroleum, gold, platinum, and 
bananas !?ave supplemented coffee as export commodities. Manufac- 
tured industrial product?, on the other hand, have accounted for 
a negligible portion of foreign sales. 

The relative role of coffee as a principal earner of foreign 
exchange is even greater than its share in the export sector indi- 
cates. This« is particularly trne as compared to petroleum, since 
part of the foreign exchange gained through the sale of petroleum 
can be retained abroad by the foreign-owned petroleum companies. 

During the past decades the volume of coffee-expcrting has shown 
a slow but steady increase from an annual 260 million pounds in the 
1920*8 to over 8 billion pounds in 1959 and a slight decline in 1960. 
Fluctuating world coffee prices have made it an un cable factor in 
the national economy. For example, prices of the Manizales variety 
of Colombian coffee movd from U.S^.53 in 1960 to as high as 
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U.S^.91 in 1954 and fell to U.S^.45 in 1959.   The effects of thear 
price variations are implied in the fact that a change of only one 
cent per pound results in an Ü.S.$80 million loss or gain of foreign 

«zehange earnings at the present volume of export. 
The rise of world coffee prices, in fact, shows a high correlation 

with the growth pattern of the Colombian economy. As world coffee 
prices began to decline after the peak year of 1954, so did the 
capacity of Colombia to pursue its course of development The 
dropping of coffee prices had a signal effect on the balance of pay- 
ments with the known political repercussions that characterized the 
years 1957-68 (see ch. 21, Political Dynamics). This development 
also made necessary the present austerity program of the Lleras 
regime. 

In cooperation with 14 other Latin American governments, Colom- 
bia made strenuous efforts to stabilize coffee prices through the 
Latin American Coffee Agreement in 1958. The agreement aimed 
at price stabilization through an export quota system which assigned 
Colombia a quota second only to that of Brazil. As a result of 
the pact, prices of coffee produced in the participating countries 
remained fairly stable in the period 1959-60, but prices of coffee 
produced by nonparticipating nations, mainly African, suffered 
heavy losses. In 1960 the cartel-like pact was expanded into the 
International Coffee Agreement and signed by 15 Latin American 
and 13 African countries, all but five of the coffee-producing nations. 
The 88 psrticipants now produce about 93 percent of the exportable 
world coffee. 

The short-term agreement seems to have been successful in con- 
trolling the flow of coff<«, but it has had little effect on the volume 
of coffee production. Over-production at present and the possible 
introduction of synthetic coffee are serious threats to the economy. 
Hence, plans for the diversification of the export sector have high 
priority in government economic policies. It is hoped that govern- 
ment efforts will result m the reduction of the share of coffee to 
60 percent of the export sector by 1070. 

Petroleum replaceü goH in the 1920's as the second most impor- 
tant expert commodity. Both the output and export of petroleum 
have gradually increased. But, primarily because of expanded do- 
mestic refinery facilities combined with increased domestic consump- 
tion, petroleum has shown a decline in its share of the total export 
picture. 

Although the domestic consumption of petroleum products will 
doubtless continue to increase, new oil fields, enabling increased 
output, and enlarged processing facilities may also increase the 
export of refined products,   This is particularly important, because 
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ft higW income can be gained from the sale of refined products 
than from that of crude oil (see eh. 28, Industrial Potential). 

The export of bananas, the third most important export commod- 
ity, also fluctuates according to the success of the harrest, which is 
heavily influenced by weather conditions and the health of the 
plants. Winds periodically destroy hundreds of thousands of the 
delicate banana trees. World War II also had an advene effect on 
banana exports, and in one year, IMS, there was no banana export 
Currently bananas constitute 8.6 percent of the export trade, less 
than half the corresponding share before World War 11; the grad- 
ual expansion of nontraditional export commodities will still further 
reduce its position even if the volume of output is maintained. 

Colombia possesses a wide variety of natural resoorcep adaptable 
to exporting, but when coffee prices rise, domestic production ft»* 
export in other than traditional commodities receives little encour- 
agement. Rapidly declining coffee prices and a consequent de- 
terioration of the balance of payments, on the other hand, drastically 
alter the situation, and nontraditional export commodities receive 
greater emphasis. The export of tobacco, cement, lumber, and sea- 
food has recently increased under such circumstances. Other here- 
tofore unimportant export commodities such as platinum, emeralds, 
straw hats, orchids, medical plants, and cottonseed jromise to add 
increasingly to the country's foreign exchange earning. Cotton 
entered the export market in 1960 and brought in over U.S.$14 
million in the first ten months of that year. The export of 5S<n« 
100,000 head of cattle scheduled for 1961 should produce nearly 
U.S.$10 million (see table 1). 

TabUl.    Ntv EspoHt from Coiomkia 

(in thouttnds of U.S. dollan) 

Ml IM Mi. 

Cotton        ... 14.696 
Tobacco ,    2,022 

1,405 
1.416 

411 

2.285 
2,720 
2.121 
1,211 

2.528 
Cement..  2.076 
Lumber   2.084 
Shrimp .  1.496 

• Only Jtmarj ttotmcb Ostotar 
Source: Adapted from Colombitm Svet LetUr, No. 2, 1061, p. 2. 

Tiferfs 

The composition of imports shows a wider diversification than 
that of exports (see fig. 14). This is partly the rueult of govern- 
ment import regulations encouraging the importation of goods for 
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mdustriklization—m perticolar, machiaery, industrial, raw materials, 
and semifinished products. As a result domestic product have 
increasingly replaced importe, and the import of finished consumer 
goods, especially luxury items, has been limited. 

In the 1920's consume good; constituted over 50 percent of all im- 
ports. The percentage was gradually reduced to 14 percent by 1953. 
At ehe same time, the percentage of machinery, transport equipment, 
and construction material imports has fluctuated in relation M the 
country's capacity V) import; it has risen in good export years and 
dropped to a low level in bad ones. It was low during World 
War II in contrast to the prewar and postwar periods. Raw mate- 
rials for industrial use, such as semifinished products requiring 
further processing as paper pulp, woolen yam, leather, basic steel, 
and chemicals, as well as fuels and wool, show a steady increase 
which parallels industrial development Nondurable consumer 
goods, mainly foodstuffs and beverages, as well as such durables 
as electric appliances, furniture, jewelry, musical instruments, books, 
and tires, lubricants, cosmetics, pharmaceutical products and so 
forth, constitute a relatively small and decreasing category. Be- 
cause most of the merchandise imported illegally consists of durable 
consumer goods, data in official publications on this category may 
very well err on the low side. 

Direction of Trade 

The United States is by far the most important trading partner. 
In recent years it has absovbfed about 70 percent of Colombia's ex- 
ports and supplied 55 to 60 percent of its imports. In 1959 the 
United States purchased from Colombia some $320 million worth 
of goods, mainly coffee, and sold to Colombia a variety of indus- 
trial products and agricultural and industrial raw materials totaling 
nearly $250 million. 

The United States held a prominent role as a trading partner before 
the 1930's. During World War II, however, the Atlantic blockade, 
shipping restrictions, and the loss of Colombia's significant German 
trade made the role of the United States predominant, if not almost 
exclusive. In 1942, for example, the United States received 91 per- 
cent of Colombia's exports, and in 1941 it supplied 74 percent of it« 
imports. Although Colombia has been able to gain new trading part- 
ners since World War II, the positive trade balance it has main- 
tained with both the United States and Canada has provided most 
of the hard currency (dollar) reserves needed to pay off trade deficits 
in Europe. 

Europe has always sold more goods to Colombia than Colombia 
was able to export to European countries.   Bilateral agreements re- 
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dnoed the disparity significantly during the IStöO's, bat after World 
War II the old pattern re-emerged. Hie excess of imports over 
exports was almost U-S-fiOO million in 1958, Ü.S.$50 million in 
1957, and ü.S.$30 million in 1958. West Germany ranks first among 
the European countries as a trading partner, absorbing about one- 
third cf Colombia'» European exports. It has regained its position 
of second to the united States in the total volume of its trade with 
Colombia, although it has not achieved the trade volume readied 
before World War IL In 1938, it was receiving 15 percent of the 
country's exports and delivered 17 percent of its imports. Trade with 
the united Kingdom, France, Sweden, and Italy mah» up the re- 
mainder of Colombia's European trade. Total trade with European 
countries amounted to 9S percent of all exports, and 27 neroent of 
all imports in 1959. 

Latin American countries increased their share ;n Colombia's 
trade during World War IL Argentina, Brasil, Mexico, and Peru 
provided agricultural raw materials, foodstuffs, fibers, and yarns, as 
well as a limited amocnt of manufactured goods. With the recovery 
of the European markets, Latin America's share had again decreased 
from a peak of nearly 30 percent in 1942-48 to about S.f percent of 
exports and 6.2 percent of imports in 1959. Ecuador and Venexuela 
are the two leading countries üong its Latin American trading 
partners, but their combined import uua Colombia amounts to only 
0.5 percent of. the country's total export, and about 1.5 peroeni of 
its imports. 

Except for Japan, whose Colombian trade has grown suddenly in 
recent yean, trade with other parts of the free world is negligible. 
Colon bia has recently exchanged sugar and crude oil for Japanese 
manufactured goods. Moreover, in 1960, negotiations looking toward 
more intensive economic and commercial relationships between the 
two countries began. An economic mission from Taiwar also 
projected possibilities of significant trade with that country in the 
near future. 

Colombia's trade with the Sino-Soviet bloc amounted to only 0.6 
percent of the total in 1959. Trade in this direction hap shown a 
slow but material increase with heavy accent on UM use of private 
barter agreements, in which coffee is exchanged for mamtfactured 
goods. Czechoslovakia and East Germany have absorbed practically 
the entire export to bloc countries and have supplied about five-sixths 
of the goods imported from the bloc. Some trade exists with 
Hungary, but only occasional and negligible trade is conducted with 
Albania, Bulgaria, Poland, Romania, and the Soviet Union, 
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Illegal Trad« 

Uncontrolled illegal trade has always existed between Colombia 
and neighboring countries, but : -cent trade restrictions and the de- 
preciation of the peso rate have mede it more lucrative, and illegal 
exports have increased to an estimated annual total of $60 to $70 
million, imports to about $20 million. Coffee and cattle are the two 
main items smuggled out of the country; manufactured durable con- 
sumer goods are the main commodities illegally imported. Cattlemen 
claim that organized contraband operations annually smuggle be- 
tween 100,000 and 300,000 head of cattle into Venezuela and a lesser 
number to Ecuador. An estimated 300,000 to 500,000 bags of coffee 
a year are smuggled from Colombia into Venezuela, to avoid export 
taxes and obtain unregistered foreign exchange. It is also smuggled 
directly into Ecuador, through seaports to other areas of the main- 
land, and through the free port zone of the San Andres Archipelago. 
The International Monetary Fund estimated the value of illegal 
coffee exports to be about U.S.$14 million in 1959. 

Numbers of persons who cross the border between Colombia and 
Venezuela at Cucuta and at points on the Guajira Peninsula for 
shopping, and the increasing number of tourist,, to Colombia, smuggle 
relatively small amounts of goods in and out of the country. The 
cumulative loss to the state from this illegal traffic, however, is sig- 
nificant. Contraband operations are not restricted to rhe bonkrs 
of the north. Shipments to and from Ecuador, ostensibly legal, 
often contain concealed illegal goods. In a well-publicized case in 
the fall of 1990, 58 ioaüs of dynamite were discovered packed in 
boxes containing foodstuffs. 

The government is aware of the problem, and it attemptr o re- 
duce its loss through stricter enforcement of existing protective 
measures, as well as by initiating new legislation. With assistance of 
an adviser from the united States, an internal reorganization of the 
Customs was initiated in 1960. The press gave much attention to 
the extent of contraband activities and their effect on the national 
economy, highlighting the opc-rations along the Guajira Peninsula 
and on the San Andres Archipelago. The national government in- 
vested U.S.$1.5 milion in new launches and other equipment to 
combat smuggling. Liberalization of certain trade restrictions, such 
as freeing cattle for export beginning in 1<*W, is expected to reduce 
the profit earned through smuggling activities and assist in strength- 
ening legal trade. 

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 

The export and import figure« reflect only the volume and value 
of trade in merchandise (see table 2). The movement of nonmone- 
tary gold, income or expenses created by travel, transportation and 
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Tabu S.    Vein* ami Vr im« of Ferriyn Tnait of (UsUmbi* 

r 

VdH du nriBn» tfüA. 
ädtaw M»-K» 

Ksport H*Mt M lB»Mt 

1935..,.  69 
72 

140 
396 
463 
473 
506 
667 
584 
637 
511 
461 
473 
3S2 

67 
84 

160 
366 
419 
415 
547 
673 
669 
6S7 
483 
400 
416 
46» 

n». 
n.». 

80 
87 
80 

113 
100 
100 
93 
87 
96 

111 

DA. 
1M0  BA. 
1946 „  n.». 
1950  65 
1961 -,  •1 
1962  a 
1963.  86 
1964  98 
1956  100 
1956  91 
1957 ,  70 
1968  80 
1959  es 
1980..  

Source: Adapted from Colombia, DepsrUmoato AdminMrativo Nadooal de 
EaUdtstica, Annans dt Comerdo Exterior it 1968, p. 3; ibid,, BtIMm 
Mtnnuil it EtaHttiea, No. 114, September 1060, p. 35; and Oadtad 
Nation«, Economic BuOtH» for Lab» Amtnea, IV, No. % 1860, p. 83. 

insurance costs of goods, the flow of income from foreign invest- 
ments, and miscellaneoos government expenses related mainly to 
diplomatic representations, are combined under the heading "in- 
visibles" (see table 3). 

The export of nonmonetary gold, in the past often large enough 
to overcome a balance of trade deficit, has averaged only ÜJS^12 
million in recent years. Although tourism is increasing and in 1960 
held fifth place after coffee, petroleum, bananas, and cotton in earn- 
ing foreign exchange, Colombians traveling abroad have spent more 
than foreigners in Colombia. The traanportation and insurance costs 
of merchandise also exceeded receipts gained from similar sources; 
the government spends more abroad than it gains at hone in this 
category. A constant loss is added to th« "invisibles" from the in- 
come of foreign investments, which usus^ly leaves the country. 

After coffee prices began falling in 1954, delayed adjustment of 
imports to the declining income from exports led to the deficits of 
the Current Account in 1954-56 and the loss of foreign exchange 
reserves. By the end of 1957 the accumulation of commercial debts 
had reached Ü.S.$0.5 billion. The stabilizing measures initiated by 
the post-Rojas governments consisted of severe foreign exchange and 
import restrictions and arrangements from the refinancing and 
gradual repayment of short-term foreign debts. By 1968 the country 
had paid off a substantial part of its foreign debt and refinanced the 
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(in «fllioM of «Mtan) 

C^VfTVW ACC9IM» 

EKjwrt (f^J».).....  
OUOM   
Otter  

Import. (f.o.b.)  
Bakaw of TkfMk» .... 

oflavWblM  
of Corrsot Aoooubt. 

PHroto CS^JIUI MoTemeot.. 
Oflofcl «ad Baals OkpiUL.. 
DooAtku» „  
Emm «ad Omknoai..  

657.1 
66(12 
106.» 
«S2.4 
M.7 

-75 4 
-4a 7 

10 

57S.6 
484.1 
0&.6 

«19.8 
-4a s 

-101.4 
-141.0 

-14 3 
145.6 

2.9 
7.4 

6517 
5313 
1115 

•5*.8 
54.9 

-616 
-17 

14 
715 
1.5 

-817 

5819 
4019 
181.0 

•4515 
1814 

-615 
-719 

-715 
314 
10 

-318 

537.1 
8613 
1619 

■888.9 
1413 

-613 
-714 

•118 
4.6 
15 

-41.3 

514.3 
877.8 
1819 

•4015 
11L7 

-54.5 
-57.3 

311 
-615 

18 
114 

Soam: Adapted from Intwertioniil Moaetary Fund, Intomotienol Financial 
StetitHM. XII, No. 12, p. 279, and XIV. No. 4. pp. 84-87, 281 

remainder through government promissory notes. Its trade credit 
abroad had also been restored and a renewed inflow of capital began. 
The outflow of nearly U S.$80 million of incoming private capital in 
1957 was reversed to a U.S.$20 million favorable balance of payments 
by 1959. 

The deflationary nature of the stabilizing measures has reduced 
economic output and made a slight increase in imports unavoidable. 
The combination of three factors, namely, reduced export earnings, 
increased imports, and amortization payments on foreign debts, 
forced the government in 1959 to obtain a ü.S.$25 million loan from 
the Export-Import Bank, a U.S.$26 million loan from a group of 
12 banks in the United States, and a stand-by credit arrangement of 
Ü.S.$41 million from tb« International Monetary Fund. 

The new government loans, added to the already existing obliga- 
tions, increased the service costs dramatically and prolonged the 
liquidation of the short-term credits. The total service payments 
amounted to U.S.$103 million or 21 percent of the country's total 
foreign exchange earnings in 1959. If no drastic changes occur in 
world coffee prices, and if imports can be held near the 1960 level 
of about Ü.S.$34 million per month, it is projected that most of the 
backlog credits will be repaid by 1962, and service expenses will fall 
in that year to one-third of the 1959 level.   Until that time, thd 
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preseat austerity policy OQ imports m«y be cootinaed. MoreoTer, 
Colombt&n goTerfiment source« nmintoin th«t even if the present 
austerity program remains in effect and the income from increased 
exports grows, the country will still require an annual UJS^lOO mil- 
lion of foregn credit until 1985 to finance its economic development 
program. 

FOREIGN CAPITAL MOVEMENT 

Data on foreign investments in Colombia and on Colombian 
odd abroad are fragmentary. CapiUi from the united States has 
played the leading role, although the ratio of capital from the United 
States to that derived from domestic sources has been mailer than 
in other Latin American countries. There are practically no data 
available on foreign capital invested in Colombia in the nil iitwiifh 
century, which was mainly used for extraeitun of preeioaB metals, 
production of other valuable export coonoodities, and transportation 
and communication. In 1981 the French obtained control of the 
railroad oonoeasion in Panama (than part of Colombia). At the 
torn of the century united States investments constituted an esti- 
mated Ü.S.$8 million of a Ü.S.$350 million total invested in Latin 
America. United States investments were concentrated in railroads, 
river shipping, mining, agriculture, and submarine cables. 

By 1914 United Stetes investment had risen to U.S421.S million 
of which TT.S.$19 million was private capital During the 1990% the 
inflow of capital increased. It was derived from payments for the 
seüeasion of Panama, investments in petroleum exploration and ex- 
ploitation, and long-term loans obtained through the sale of bonds 
(seech. 2, Historical Setting). Between 1923 and 1980 United States 
capital in Colombia increased from U.S $24 million to UJSJS00 
million, U.S.$180 million of which was direct investment The 
number of enterprises controlled by citizens of the United States 
reached 63 in the süme year. 

The def-Qssion had an advene effect on foreign investments, but 
they began to increase again during and after World War II. In 
addition to direct private investments, the implementation of poet- 
war development plans with the assistance of newly created inter- 
national monetary institutions increased ihe inflow of foreign capital. 
A registry of foreign investments was begun in 1915, and since that 
date the relevant information is more detailed and more reliable. 

D;?ect foreign venture capital, registered and unregistered, is 
estimated at about U.S.$600 million, of which 75 to 80 percent origi- 
nated in the United States. The registered value of reported United 
States direct investment at the end of 1958 was Ü.S. $289 million 
of which U.S401 million has been invested in petroleum, U-S^M 
million in the manufacturing industry, Ü.S.$45 million in public 
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utilities, U.S*49 million in trade, and üJ5^38 million in other 
branches of the economy, A shift from petroleum to manufacturing 
has taken place in the distribution of foreign capital in recent years. 
At the same time, several enterprises, previously entirely foreign- 
owned have sold stock to Colombian investors. Loans from tl-j 
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development totaled 
U.S^lSl million betwi>en 1949 and 1960. Although sizable with- 
drawals of capital mm made in the late 1950% the refinancing of 
commercial debts led to the expansion of long-term government loans. 
About one-third of the capital required for the U,S.$1 billion in- 
vestment plan of the government for the years 1961 to 1961, sub- 
mitted to Congress in December 1960, is ezpecfed to be obtained from 
abroad. 

A continuous, but cautious, inflow of foreign capital at present 
seems to indicate that the attitude toward foreign investment, divi- 
dend payments, and re-export of capital has been only partially 
satisfactory to foreign investors. It is true that they are subject to 
the same rules as Colombians, except those who invest in coastal 
shipping and air transport, in which maximum holdings can be only 
60 and 49 percent respectively. They may also purchase real estate 
and mineral concessions, engage in manufacturing or other indus- 
trial and trading activities under the same conditions as those ap- 
plied to Colombians. 

In practice, however, foreign investment is met with enthusiasm 
and tolerance only so long as it does not create competition for domes- 
tic business. Thus, the lack of precise regulations governing im- 
migration of capital and the delay in official action providing 
exchange for repatriation of capital or dividends, added to the 
continuing rural unrest, have had restrictive effects on the inflow 
of investments. 

Critical attitudes toward foreigr; companies, expressed openly by 
political minority groups, labor organizations, and the active domes- 
tic investment group, also constitute discouraging factors. The ac- 
cusation found in propaganda that foreign investments drain the 
foreign exchange resources of the country through the retention 
abroad of high profit margins of foreign-o'.Txed companies is exag- 
gerated ; a considerable portion of the earnings of the foreign con- 
trolled enterprises in mining, the petroleum industry, manufacturing, 
etc., remains in the country. Moreover, the investments of the oil 
companies will eventually accrue to the state when, at the end of the 
concession period, installations and equipment, including refineries, 
become state properties, as in the De Mares concession in 1951 (see 
ch. 28, Industrial Potential). A United States mission to Colombia 
in early 1961 prepared recommendations for minimum guarantees 
and incentives desirable to attract more foreign investment. 
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ROLE OF THE GOVERNMENT 

Tariff Polidcs 

Government foreign trade policies are directed toward the aehiere- 
ment of a givater degree of self-sufficiency throagfa diversifjing and 
increasing exports, continuing an austerity program in imports, and 
maintaining a favorable balance of payments. In pursuance of these 
aims, the government applies strict exchange controls, tariff regula- 
tions, and a quantitative control of imports as a means of influencing 
domestic prices and production. In many areas domestic produc- 
tion must be consumed before imports are allowed. Thus, for exam- 
ple, the Ministry of Development decided that the Cii. Croydon del 
Pacifico, S.A., must absorb 54 percent of the domestic nibber pro- 
duction in 1961, since that was its share of tubber import in 1980. 

All exports, except tourist items of Colombian origin, most be 
registered with the Exchange BegistraHon CM A oi the govenunent. 
Commodities are grouped into three categories: principal export 
commodities (coffee, bananas, hides, and orecious» metals), minor 
export commcdities, and prohibited items, composed mainly of agri- 
cultural products in which shortages exist. 

The principal exports are subject to a 9 percent exchange or im- 
port tax, minor exports to 2 percent, but the tendency is toward 
the abolition of both taxes. In addition, 17 percent of coffee pto- 
duued must be surrendered in kind to the quasi-governmental Federa- 
cion Nacional de Cafeteros (National Coffee Growers); as a lever 
to influence the world price of coffee, revenue from export taxes is 
invested in loans to producers of the various export commodities, aa 
well as being devoted to financing imports and to making loans to 
semigovemmental agencies in their fields. Thus, part of the proceeds 
from coffee exports goes to the Coffee Fund, thai from hides and 
livestock exports to the Institute Nacional de Ganadarcs (National 
Institute of Cattlemen), and so forth. 

There are no export subsidies, but products that the government 
wants to export enjoy domestic price supports to enable them to 
compete favorably on the world market. Cotton and sugar at present 
belong in this category. 

All imports, except personal luggage, books, magazines, and ship- 
ments valued at less than ü.S.$20, must be registered with the 
Superintendencia Nacional de Importaciones (National Superin- 
tendent of Imports) before the order has been placed. Importers 
must also deposit in advance a certain amount ranging ftom 1 
to 130 percent of the value of the goods tc be imported. This 
deposit is returned 45 days after the goods are cl<ws«d by customs. 
In order to stimulate import substitution, that is, the domestic 
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pvodoctäon of eommodities which could reduce iropons, the gov- 
wnmMit clanifiee imports in three categories: (a) goods «hosa im- 
port is prohibited; (b) goods which require prior licensing; (c) 
goods with no quantitative restrictions. 

The tariff system consists 01 specific and ad valorem duties to 
which additional excise taxes of 25 percent may be added for speci- 
fied goods. The protective nature of the tariff system is also re- 
vealed by the fact that the duty on goods originating in certain 
eountries may be raised above or reduced below the general tariff 

In addition to the national tariff, a tax on cigarette imports must 
be paid to the Instituto de Fomento Tabacalero (Tobacco Institute); 
on liquor imports, to the local (departmental) governments; snd on 
all goods, including parcel pos* entering Bogota, to the municipal 
government of the capital city. Consular fees are reduced if goods 
are shipped by the Colombian merchant fleet. 

Direct government participation in foreign trade is not extensive, 
ahhcugh some governmental and semigovemmental agencies, such as 
the Corporacion de Defense de Productos Agricoles (Corporation 
for the Protection of Agricultural Products) and the Caja de Credito 
Agrario, Industrial y Minero (Agrarian, Industrial, and Mining 
Credit Bank), engage in large-scale foreign purchases of machinery, 
equipment, seeds, fertilizers, and other farming implements and 
distributes such goods among farmer*;. These agencies and govern- 
ment institutions pay no import duties, deposit only 1 percent of the 
value of import goods regardless of their classification, and pay no 
freight on the national railroads, and only 50 percent on the Antio- 
quia Railroad. The government also purchases supplies and equip- 
ment for government projects and operations, such as pharmaceu- 
ticals, narcotics, and so forth. 

The government is authorized to enter into international com- 
mercial agreements and to open up new markets for Colombian 
products, especially coffee. Officers of the Federaciön Nacional de 
Cafeteros are assigned to the various Colombian foreign diplomatic 
missions with full diplomatic privileges in prospective or actual 
market countries. They act in behalf of the Federation and are 
authorized to open credits to foreign governments for the purchase 
of coffee, hold coffee in warehouses abroad on consignment basis 
until it is sold, and so forth. 

Control of Foreign Bschange 

St.tT about 25 years of exchange control exercised through the 
Banco de la Republica (Bank of the Republic), the government 
abend ted the firmly held exchange rate (Col$2.50 equals U.S.fl) 
in 1957 and is making dollars available now through a "certificate 
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market" and a free market All income from exports, with the «at- 
oeption of that from petrokom and the registered capital of petro- 
leum companies and of the mining industry must be somndersd 
on a fixed rate (Col$6.70 equals Ü.S^1 in March 1961) for an ex- 
change certificate of short maturity issoed fay the Banco de la 
Bepnblica. These certificates an auctioned fay the Central Bank 
to commercial banks and proceeds are used to pay for importa, lor 
80 percent of the freight and insurance on imported goods, fori 
ing external debts, and for payments of dividend and 
obligations. When an exchange certificate is used lor the 
of a foreign exchange draft, a 5 percent tax must be paid. Unsold 
certificates are bought by the Banco de la RepnUica on mafarity at 
a discount rate. 

All other payments must be made with foreign exchange par- 
chased on the free market and derived mainly from 
as private investments other than petroleum and mining, 
and unregistered exports. The annual turnover on the free 
is in the neighborhood of Ü.S.$150 million. Payments made with 
free exchange are exempted frrm the 6 percent tax, and lor this 
reason free market dollar rates are usually higher than certificate 
rates (7.44 to $1.00 in March 19«!). Foreign petr 
have an exceptional position inasmuch as they do not have to 
render th^r receipts, but they are not free to import doUars at the 
free market rate (see ch. 30, Banking and Cnmney System). 

Foreign kmUtamn Pngnma 

Several of the united Nations specialized agenniea, the united 
States, and other governments, foundations, religious, and weifai« 
agencies are engaged in a variety of economic assistance prograina. 
The assistance of the United Nations, which amounted to «fw 
$500,000 in 1980 (excluding the contribution of $914,000 fay As 
united Nations International Childrens Emergency ^uad— 
UNICEF), is coordinated by the Economic Commission for Latin 
America (ECLA), a branch of the Department of Eoononuc and 
Social Affairs, which participates in an advisory capacity hi the 
planning activities of the national government Technicians and 
specialists of the Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO) assist 
the Ministry of Agriculture and its agercies in agrfenltnral planning, 
in the promotion of land reform and colonization, and in land use, 
improved nutrition, milk production, marketing, rural industriea, 
forestry, and cooperative movements. The United Nations Educa- 
tional, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) participates 
in various (educational projects. The International Labor Organisa- 
tion (ILO) provides assistance to thr Ministry of Labor and to the 
Servicio Nacional de Aprendizaje (SENA) in their efforts to pro- 
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duo» reliable labor statistics; the World Health Organization 
(WHO) works mi public health and sanitation projects, particularly 
oo malaria, yellow fever, tuberculosis, and smallpox control. 

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has made 
grants in the field of nuclear research. The International Civil 
Aviation Organization (ICAO), in cooperation with the World 
Meteorological Organization (WMO), assists the national govern- 
ment on air traffic and water resource problems. 

Another international body that is engaged in assistance pro- 
gram? in Colombia is the Organization of American States (OAS) 
which provides technical cooperation, scholarships, and direct tech- 
nical aid. Because of financial limitations, the benefits derived from 
its assistance programs are estimated to be smaller than Colombia's 
total contribution to OAS operations. 

The United States disbursed U.S.$322 million bbtween 1&45 and 
1960 in the form of grants, loans, and other type? of assistance. 
Hüs amounts to about 7 percent of the total of U S.$4.429 million 
in grants and credits given to Latin American countries during the 
same period. Military supplies and services amounted to U-S.$31 
million. Nonmilitary grants, comprising aid for educational devel- 
opment, technical aseistanc«, straight relief, agricultural surplus con- 
modities given through private agencies (hicluding UNICEF), 
transportation uf agricultural commodities, and contribution to the 
Inter-American, highway system, amounted to U.S^29 million. Uti- 
lized loans provided by the Export-Import Bank Act and the Agri- 
cultural Trade Development and Assistance Act, and through the 
sales of ovemias surpluses amounted to U.S.$220 million. Other 
assistance totaled U.S.$42 million. 

The main instrument of United States government assistance has 
been the Servicio Tecnico Agricola Colombiano-Americano—STACA 
(Colombian-American Agriculturnl Technical Service), an agency 
directed by and composed of International Cooperation Administra- 
tion (ICA) and Colombian government personnel. The United 
Stetes spent a total of U.S.$2,315.000 in 1960 of which public ad- 
ministration arid management absorbed $210,000; education, $610,000; 
agricultural engineering, extension services, cacao and fiber develop- 
ment, forestry, agricultural credit promotion, and so forth, $835,000; 
industrial development, $110,000; transport, $250,000; and health and 
sanitation, $3(0,000. Projects were carried out directly by ICA 
personnel or through contracts with United States educational insti- 
tutions and private business firms. 

The Rockeftiller Foundation has a long standing program which 
assists agricultural and medical research. It participates in the 
operation of six agricultural research stations located in the principal 
climatic zones of the country.   Its expenses, and grants to schools of 
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higher education, particularly to the Medical School of the Uni- 
versidad del Valk, and to various government and private research 
institutions and agencies, amounted to U.S.$800,000 in 1960. The 
Ford Foundation is planning to extend its program into Columbia 
and, as a preliminary step, in 1960 made a survey of educational 
needs. The Committee for American Relief Everywhere (CilRE) 
is instrumental in the distribution of united States surplus food. Its 
combined operation and assistance expenses amounted to almost 
UJS.$2 million in I960. The National Catholic Welfare Committee 
(NCWC) is engaged in agricultural and technical education, sponsor- 
ing eight technical schools; it spent U.S.$858,0>X) in 1930. 

Lees ambitious, but nevertheless significant, are the programs of 
assistance carried out by the West German Government in geological 
studies »nd education. They totaled DM 1,231,000, or about 
U.S.$300,000, in 1960. The French Government extends assistance 
within the framework of a bilateral economic ecoperation program. 
Scholarships to Colombian youth and technical assistance in mining 
and petroleum to the Ministry of Mines and Petroleum, as well as 
in urban planning for the city of Bogota, are the major French 
projects. A Japanese mission visiting in 1960 expressed interest in 
providing technical assistance in support of the foar-year investment 
plan, especially in engineering and electronics. 

International Coetmercial Agreem^ts 

Colombia has established formal commercial relations with several 
nations in three ways; by commercial agreement« a..d treaties; by 
agreements between the Federacion Nacional de Cafeteros and agen- 
cies of Iforeign governments; and by agreements extending the most- 
favored-nation position to certain countries. 

Formal commercial agreements with some European and Amer- 
ican countries, go as far back as the early part of the nineteenth cen- 
tury. Belgium, Luxembourg and Holland lud commercial and navi- 
gation agreements with Colombia as early as 1829. Agreements with 
the United States originated in 1846, with Great Britain in 18*6, with 
Spain in 1881, and with France in 1892. In an effort to exptud its 
trade, Co1oinbia signed agreements with Bolivia, Brazil, Denmark, 
Ecuador, Sweden, and Switzerland in the early part of the present 
century, and, shortly before World War II, with Argentina, Chile, 
Hungary, Italy, Norway, and Peru. 

After World War II further efforts were directed toward the ex- 
pansion of trade on the basis of bilateral agreements with West 
Germany, Finland, Portugal and Uruguay. These agreements usu- 
ally contained payment provisions in dollars and liberalization of 
tariff regulations for one or more expon and import commodities. 
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They wen renewable after expiration either aatomatkaily or by 
exchange of letter, and several of them continue to be in force. 

With Israel, Yugoslavia and the Soviet bloc ^ -Hes no govern- 
ment agreement exists, bat arrangements in the form of barter agree- 
ments between the Federaciön Nacion&l de Cafeteros and the ap- 
propriate agencies of the foreign governments have been secured. 
Agreements with trade agencies of Israel, Yugoslavia (1959), East 
Ge-Tjacy (1955), Czechoslovakia (1957). Hungary, Romania, and 
tl J Soviet Union (1959) are mainly concerned with the exchange 
of manufactured goods for coffee. 

Colombia extended the most-favored-nation provision on a recip- 
rocal basis to most of those countries with whom it signed formal 
commercial treaties. Most of these privileges have been terminated 
as tar ff policies and have become more protective in nature. Conse- 
quently, these relationships have lost most of their significance. 

Colombic is a member of the International Bank for Reconstruc- 
tion and Development, the International Monetary Fund, the Inter- 
national Finance Corporation, and the Inter-American Development 
Bank, but has not signed the General Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade (GATT). Economic integration in Latin America has been 
a topic of discussion and negotiation in more recent years, but no 
formal agreement has been achieved. The government appointed 
a committee in November 1960 to prepare a list of products available 
for a common Latin American market, should Colombia join with 
19 other countries in the creation of a Latin American Zone of 
Free Commerce, promoted by the Economic Commission for Latin 
America of the United Nations. 

Because of growing competition on the coffee market, there have 
been repeated government statements concerning the desirability of 
formal commodity stabilization agreements. In support of such end, 
Colombia associated itself with the International Coffee Agreement 
in 1960, and with the International Sugar Council in 1961. 
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SECTION IV. MILITARY BACKGROUND 

CHAPTER 33 

THE ARMED FORCES 

MILITARY HISTORY AND TRADITION 

The Armed Forces of Colombia inclndee an Army of some thou- 
sands, a fairly strong Air Force and a small Navy. The sue and 
character of the serrices have varied throughout the history of the 
country, from a mere militia rtifened by a few small professional 
units at the capital and other imi^ortant points to a fairly strong 
professional force of long-service man. Truly Colombian forces 
date only from the wars of inde' »denes (1810-19), but the pre- 
ceding 300 years of Spanish don. n;o& had their effect on the chwr- 
acter of the Colombian people and their approach to military affairs 
(see ch. 2, Historical Setting). 

The ConqwstMtors 

The Spain from which the first European conquerors cam«, early 
in the sixteenth century, had but just, aft« centuries of intermittent 
warfare, finally conquered the last Moorish kingdom on the penin- 
sula. The opening up of the New World furnished an outlet for the 
military energies generated by the wars and no longer employable 
in Spain. The tales of gold to be had for the taking in America 
attracted the adventurous and needy from an impoverished Spain. 

Expeditions wore undertaken by leaders who could fit out ship«, 
provide arms, and attract followers. Initially, the Crown's par- 
ticipation, consisted of exercising the right to license expeditions, 
in return for a part (usually a fifth) of the proceeds. Leaden, 
variously designated as governors, captains-general, or atfslantadot, 
made up what were essentially military expeditions composed of 
ex-soldkrs, artisans, tradesmen, and often debtors, criminals, and 
any sort of landless mf-u, all of whom expected to return rich. 

The accepted method was to land in the assigned arsa, establish a 
military camp, d*f«at "usy hostile Indians—in any CMS, to deepoil 
them of any gold Uisy might possess—and impress them for neoes- 
sary labor, which the conquistadors would . ot perform themselves. 
Exploration of the interior was done under the stimulus of take 
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told by the Indians of more gold or emeralds further on, where- 
upon an armed expedition would be fitted out to conquer new tribes 
and repeat the process. In this wty Antioquia was founded; ex- 
peditions from Peru penetrated the Pasto region and the valley of 
Cauca, and Jimenez de Quesada pushed into the Sabant: de Cundina- 
marca, eventually to found Santa Fe de Bogota. 

The period of purely military exploitation did no* last long. Soon 
the throne established audieneüu, courts having jm «diction over the 
various areas of the New World. All administration, however, in- 
cluding military command, remained the province of the governors, 
responsible directly to the distant king. As the communities be- 
came more settled, military actions became limited to an occasional 
expedition to put down a warlike tribe or nearly as frequently an 
ambitious and rebellious Spaniard. For such service, the whole 
Spanish community was considered a militia, from which a party of 
the needed strength was drawn. All except priests were considered 
available, since all were trained in arms. 

The Colonial Period 

From the first Presidency (1564) to the revolt of the Camunerot 
in 1781, there was little change in the military system. Troops 
regularly under arms appear to have been limited to presidents' 
or vicerdys' guards, small peacetime garrisons at coastal forts, and 
a few permanent guards at larger towns. In emergencies, troops 
were raised by a militia system. 

Particularly in the earlier part of the period, a number of serious 
Indian uprisings took place in the Central Cordillera and in the 
Magdalena Valley. The coastal cities were subject to English raids 
in Elizabethan times. Sir Francis Drake took and ransomed Car- 
tagena in 1586 and 10 years later destroyed Santa Marts and Rio- 
hacha. In the seventeenth century, buccaneer raids were frequent 
In 1741, during the War of the Austrian Succession, the English 
Admiral Vernon made a massive but unsuccessful attack on Car- 
tagena. These attacks were met by local militia uinforeement of 
the permanent garrisons. There was no war fleet worthy of the 
name. 

The most sericus disturbance of the colonial period was the 
Comunero Revolt of 1781, occasioned by resentment against ex- 
cessive taxes. A truly popular armed uprising, it began in the 
Bogota region and spread to the Magdalena Valley and Pasta It 
was not a revolutionary movement, for the rebels proclaimed full 
loyalty to the King. Initially successful, it forced important con- 
cessions. TK Viceroy, then resident in Cartagena, rejected the 
capitulations and sent a force of 500 troops to Bogota, which was 
sufficient to overawe the poorly armed, untrained rebels. 
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The principal result of the revolt from the military point of 
▼iew was arciy refwrn. For the first time, regular units other than 
the coastal garrisons were formed. Infantry, cavalry, and artillery 
units were raised, employing strong cadres of regular äoldiers 
brought to strength by calling to the colors short torn militiamsm. 
Troops numbering about 9,000 in all were stationed in various parts 
of the country. At the capital there was a regular regiment of 900, 
plus the viceregal mounted guard, with a number of militia regiments. 

The Sepamtioii fron Spain 

Colombia's struggle for independence from Spain lasted for more 
than 10 years (1810-24). No mere military campaign to drive oat 
Spanish troops, it involved a brief success, followed by defeat and 
retaliatory repression, then a renewed campaign, again sucoeasful. 
It was further complicated by internal dissension between federal- 
ists and the advocates of strong central government, and also in- 
volved military action in all the countries fron Venezuela to Peru. 
The revolution was facilitated in the first place fay Napoleon's over- 
throw of the Spanish monarchy in 1808 (see ch. 2, Historical Set- 
ting). 

The first act leading to separation took place in Bogota, where 
mob action (which did not, however, result in bloodshed) brought 
into being a junta which, while asserting loyalty to the exiled King 
Ferdinand VTI, set up a federated state of New Granada respon- 
sible to the King personally, but not through any peninsular Span- 
ish officials. The Act of July 20 (1810), as it is called, marks for 
Colombians the second most important date of their history. Almost 
immediately, bickering started between federalists and centralists 
and even between cities of the same province, so strong was section- 
alism in the country. 

In only two places could the royalist troops maintain control: 
the regions of Popayin and Santa Marta. The Popayin area was 
promptly cleared of royalist troops in 1811, but lost again in 1812. 
Santa Marta controlled not only its own vicinity, but the lowland 
to the south as far as the Magdalena River. The campaign against 
it, successful in January 1813, marks the first appearance in Colom- 
bia of Simon Bolivar, who was to become the great liberator of all 
Spanish colonies as far south as Peru. His forces cleared the Mag- 
dalena region and crossed the cordillera to Cücuta. From there, 
with some of the Colombian troops, be returned to continue the Sghi 
in his native Venezuela. 

The years of 1813 and 1814 were marked by lack of patriot suc- 
cess everywhere. The southwest remained in royalist hands, and 
Santa Marta was retaken. The provinces remained at odds as to 
what form union would take.   Bolivar, defeated in Venezuela, re- 



turned and by threat of arms forced Cnndinamarca into the federal 
«num. He was, however, unable to get help in Cartagena to move 
against Santa Maria and left South America for Jamaica and Haiti 
to seek aid and arms. 

Napoleon being defeated, Spain sent 11,000 men to subjugate 
Venezuela and New Granada. In December 1815, after a siege of 
nearly fire mcmhs, Cartagena fell. Advance into the interior 
brought about the defeat of all the patriot forces, and Bogota was 
taken in May 1816. Some troops escaped into the llanos; and others 
hid in the mountains. Guerrilla warfare was carried on by these 
snail forces without conclusive effect Meanwhile ihe Spanish re- 
pressive measures amounted to a reign of terror, as patriot leaders 
were hunted out and executed. 

Bolivar returned to the mainland in Venezuela in 1816, and until 
the spring of 1819 occupied h self there, achieving the liberation 
of the Orinoco Valley and gaining contact with such forces as had 
escaped from highland Colombia and were operating in the plains 
of the western Orinoco basin. In May 1819 he decided to reinvade 
Colombia and by rapid marches arrived at the foot of the eastern 
slope of the Eastern Cordillera, where he began his climb through 
a little-used pass and reached the plateau without discovery by the 
Spaniards. Bolivar recruited additional forces from patriot veterans 
in the vicinity. Two battles served to defeat the Spanish forces 
(which had been greatly reduced in the years since 1816). The first 
of these afforded the patriots time for further recruiting and re- 
fitting, which was greatly aided by the surprise taking of Tunja. 
The second, a complete victory at a crossing of the Boyaca River 
on August 7, 1819, marks the most famous date in Colombian his- 
tory. The Spanish commanders, disheartened by the victory and 
faced with patriot uprisings, evacuated nearly all of the highland 
area. 

The early part of 1820 was spent in expelling the remaining 
Spanish troops. By February, the south, except for the Pasto 
region, was free of the enemy. On the northern coastal plain, all 
but the city of Cartagena was liberated by June. 

In May, news was received of a revolution in Spain. One of its 
effects was an order for the cessation of hostilities and the nego- 
tiation of an armistice, which was completed in November 1820. 
The armistice, to run for six months, did not result in peace, be- 
cause the new government of Spain had announced that any settle- 
ment based on independence would be "absolutely inadmissible." 

The royalists were still in control of Ecuador, considered part of 
the Republic of Gran Colombia, and had not been dislodged from 
Peru. Campaigns were therefore necessary to liberate these areas, 
including Bolivia, then part of the viceroyalty of Peru.   Colombian 
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troop» wen an important part of these expeditions, and their vic- 
tories at Pichincha (Ecuador, 1822), Jonin, and Ayaeadbo (Pern, 
1824) are celebrated in Colombia. 

Colombian military tradition rests strongly on the Bolmrian 
era. The names given to the battalions «id squadrons of the Co- 
lombian Army are those of Bolfyar and his generals and the Tictories 
of the liberation. Naval TesKl8? names also reflect the leaders and 
important dates of the war. 

Military Affitira of Independent Colombia 

Colombia's history since ite liberation is one of internal dis- 
order rather then of foreign wars. The nal of the nineteenth 
century saw no leas than 80 armed rebellions, attempted lerola- 
tions and armed coups. None of these are considered by the Army to 
add luster to military tradition. The two most serious lasted three 
yean each, from 1890 to 1862 and from 1899 to 1902. The «War of 
1,000 Days," as the last of these is known, is said to have cost 
nearly 100,000 casualties in all parts of the country, an indication 
of the fierceness and mercilessneos of Ute guerrilla war into which 
it degenerated. 

The twentieth century has been free of serious armed revolts which 
can be characterized as civil war. The only fonign dash was the 
short jungle war in the Amazon basin occasioned by the boundary 
dispute with Peru in 1932-33. Ground action and river boat fight- 
ing wen supported by the Colombian Air Force, has than 10 yean 
in existence. 

POSITION IN GOVERNMENT 

Legal Baris 

The establishment of armed ioroi» is provided for in Article 186 
of the Constitution and extended by Article 167, which authorises 
the passage of laws to establish a national militia and a national 
police force. Their supreme command is placed in the hands of 
the President by Article I'M), which authorises him to make disposi- 
tiou of the forces, to appoint military offieen in accordance *Mh 
law, and if he deems it necessary, to direct personally military 
opentions in tin.« of war as Commander-in-Chief of the Armed 
Forces (Jefe Supremo de las Fuersas Armadas). 

Recognition ci Colombia's turbulent past is found in the nquin- 
ment that the President preserve or, when necessary, reston public 
order. This clause appears earlier in Article 190 than that which 
directs the President to provide for the security of the npublic 
against external enemies. The President dedans war with the 
consent of the Senate or, if the country is invaded, may do so on 
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his own «othoritj; he negüliates and ratifiw treaties of peaoe. mh~ 
Butting the pertinent documents to the next session of the legisla- 
ture. 

The basic structure of the Armed Forces, including the police, 
was established by a decree of the Military Jupta in 1957 and 
confirmed in law in 1960. 

InvoWemcst in Polities 

The situation of the armed forces as a political power within the 
government has fluctuated accoiding to circumstances. In the 
earliest times of conquest and exploration, every Spaniard, of what- 
ever background (unless he was a priest), landed, so to speak, with 
arms in hand. Governors, whether called captains-general, presi- 
dents, or viceroys, had to be prepared to take the field against In- 
dians or rival conquistadors at need. Although the Spanish crown 
impcsed laws establishing a civil government by 1542, the tradition 
that a Spanish noble or a commoner aspirvng to that rank was able 
to resort to arms to defend his holdings persisted into the colonial 
period. 

With such a tradition and no essential change in the class which 
considered itself bom to rule—composed first of Spaniards, then 
of Spaniards and their American-born descendant^ ibe erioUo*, 
and finally after independence, the criolloa alone—it i? not sur- 
prising to find, through the first three-quarters of the nineteenth 
century, a heavy preponderance of "general presidents." By no 
means were ail professional soldiers, nor can the society be called 
militaristic, but any local leader who could raise a few hundred 
men found tht title of general easy to assume and usually kept it 
for life. Wars and rebellions were so continual that the prestige of 
military rank generally overshadowed that of those who followed 
civilian professions. Most of the generals who became presidents 
were elected; only three seized power by military means and estab- 
lished dictatorships, and these ruled only briefly. (In Colombian 
terms, a dictator is one who attains supreme rule by unconstitutional 
means; behavior in office is apparently not a criterion.) Vhatever 
the cause, however, persons of military rank apparently participated 
fully in tne affairs of both the political parties—Conservative and 
Liberal—until the political stabilization which resulted in the major 
constitutional revision of 1S86. Beginning about that time, the 
number of generals who came to occupy the post of chief executive 
markedly declined. From then until 1960, there were only three 
generals elected pmsident, and but one who achieved dictatorial 
power by a coup (General Gustavo Rojas Pinilla—1953-57). 

The time of origin of the existing tradition that military officers 
do not involve themselves in politics is unclear, but it must fall 
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withi» this period. Whether or not the idea had taken root previ- 
ously, it received renewed and intensifad emphasis as a result of 
the bloody civil war of 1889-1903, occasioned by a Libbral revolt 
which divided the officer corps as it divided the nation. In the 
period of 40 years which followed, political partisanship remained 
acute, but violence in support of it was absent The suggestion 
has therefore been advanced that the army, steadily becoming more 
professional, came to recognize itself and to a degree to be tacitly 
accepted as the one national, w opposed to political or regional, 
force to serve the country when those always latent causes of vio- 
lence threatened the peace. It could therefore afford a certain de- 
tachment. In general, the armed forces succeeded in staying out of 
active politics from the close of that war until about 1948 and in 
avoiding being used for politicid ends by the successive administra- 
tions during that period. An exception was the abortive attempt 
by a few officers to abduct President Alfonso Lopez in 1944, but 
the act was rejected by the Army as a whole, and the President was 
restored to office. 

Party affiliation is taken with deep seriousness in Colombia. 
Over tne years since the fonnal establishment of the present Con- 
servative and Liberal parties in the 1840's, affiliation has come to fas 
virtually hereditary. Almost without exception, a man considers 
himself tu be of the party of his father, and his grandfather before 
him. This extends, apparently, to all classes enjoying the exercise 
of suffrage. Whole villages belong to the same party, usually that 
of their hacendado (landlord), and are voted en masse by him, 
apparently without objection on their part Hence, both officers 
and enlisted men consider themselves "bom into" a party and so 
identify themselves, even though adhering to the tradition of in- 
activity in politics, in all but exceptional circumstances (see ch. 2, 
Historical Setting; ch. 21, Political Dynamics). 

One of the amendments to the Constitution which the Codifica- 
tion of 1946 brought into force stated for the first time (Art 188) 
that personnel of the Armed Forces and the National Police were 
prohibited from exercising the franchise or entering into political 
debate while on active duty. This had the effect of reinforcing the 
provision in effect since 1832 that their "essential duty was obedi- 
ence," and that they had no power to deliberate and the provision 
of 1886 which constrained them from assembling "except on the 
order of competent authority" and from petitioning except in con- 
nection with interne! subjects such as improved service and morale. 
No provision, however, prevented retired officers from being po- 
litically active, as they always had been. 

The commencement of the downfall of the armed forces as a non- 
political arm of government was precipitated by the Bogotaxo (UM 
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riots ai d aprismga in Apri! 1948, at the time of the Bogota Con 
fereace of American States). Tne troops were at first called out in 
norma! fsishion to quell the noting in the capital and later al' over 
the country, as the disorders spread. There appeared to be little 
controversy about the Army's position, inasmuch as one of the first 
results of the rioting was the formaiion of a coalition government. 
As time went on, however, the coalition found it impossible to 
work together, and control, harshly exercised, feil again into the 
hands of the Conservative President Ospina. By April '949 the 
restoration of order had degenerated into outright repressi« n of ail 
Liberal Party activities by police and military action. Liberal 
army officers complained about discrimination. Some deserted; 
others, followed by their entire units, took refuge in the mountains 
and forests and carried on partisan warfare against tht Conserva- 
tives. Before the election J

4
 1949, both police and army were 

ordered to entei Liberal village and forcibly to register peasants 
as Conservatives. Conditions worsened ander the netf president. 
Laureano Gomez, wiio placed crippling restrictions on ail sources of 
political opposition and in all practical effects made himself dictator. 

Gomez broke with leng-standing tradition by appointing a civilian 
Minister of War. The seeming assumption of civilian supremacy 
over the military had the effect, first, of rendering the service more 
subject to use as a political »ool; and, second, by its breach of the 
historic practice of putting ihe senior militar person into the Cab- 
inet us a nor^joliticJ figure, it caused resentment and, where pos- 
sible, cautious noncooperation even among officer» of Conservative 
background. In general, the situation appeared to be one in which 
discipline enforced continued obedience to the orders of government, 
but the execution thereof was marked by increasing lack of zeal. 

As has frequently happened in Colombian politics, particularly 
when ore party has amassed a monopoly of power, the Conservative 
Party split into faction;:. Fhat led by Ospina made overtures to 
the Army in the person of Lieutenant General Rojas Pinilla, the 
Chief of Staff. Meanwhile, in a constantly aggravated atmosphere 
of discontent, disorder, and partisan warfare in the countryside, 
Gomez planned to get rid of Rojas Pinilla, whom he had come to 
suspect of adverse political intentiocs. In a series of plots and 
counterplots Gomez overreached himself, and his orders for Rojas 
PiniDa's arrest resulted in the Army coup which deposed him aad 
brought about the Government of the Armed Forces on June 
13, 1953. 

The inconsistency of the overt establishment of a military dictator- 
ship with the professed desire of the military to remain outside 
tht field of political action is instantly apparent and difficult to 
reconcile. On the one hand. United States Army observers who have 
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known Bojas PiniU» smcfc before he became Chief of Staff have 
stated that he «as coKl, hard, and ruthlestly ambitious—in short, 
potentially a typical dictator. On the ether hand, frustrated and 
helpless ander the Incipient totalitarianism of Gomez and wearied 
by years of partisan outrages, people and political leaders alike fait 
that the cohesive force of the military was the hi>t resort available 
to suppress both disorder and Gomez' moves toward perpetuating 
arbiträr)' rule.   There was, in short, a demand for the Anny to act. 

The bloodless military coup was greeted with public approval. 
Leaders of both traditional parties announced their satisfaction. 
Those who feared a typical military administration were reassured 
by the fact that Rojas appointed only 3 officers to his Cabinet of 13. 
He soon announced a general amnesty to the partisan fighters and 
guerrilJero* and released political prisoners, acts which went far to 
reduce outbreaks of political murder, for the time being at least. 

The fund of good will created by these early acts was soon dis- 
sipated, particularly insofar as the elite class—the ''oligarchy**— 
was concerned. Rojas decreed tax reform, embarked on a program 
of public «pending, and created a number of government coutrnlled 
corporations in the fields of water powei, petrokum exploitation, 
railroad, air, and highway communications-, and low-rental housing. 
None of these ostensibly beneficial programs suited the moneyed 
elite of either party: one result was a renewed outbreak of party- 
inspired ^nolence, even before the end of 1953. The Army was 
therefore saddled again with the unwel'-oroe task of resuming anti- 
guerrilla warfare, a task for which rhey wer^ neither organized nor 
trained, and they consequently had no lasting suocess. 

Kojas' «ooiai, economic, and financial plaits may have been good 
in theory, had the country been equi] ped with a sufficiently broad 
and stable economic base in the beginning. Colombia, however, 
was and is too dependent on its major export crop, coffee, and the 
considerable drop in world f-offce prices in 1955 produced an in- 
creasingly nnf vorable balance of trade. The resulting infiation, 
which was increased rather than alleviated by attempts at price 
support and "pump-pnming," eventually impoverished again mem- 
bers of the lower class which had initially benefited by Rojas* re- 
forms and in the end lost him their support. In addition to their 
lack of economic base, many of the regime's projects were ineffi- 
ciently and even dishonestly administered. Especially at the top, 
against Rojas, his family, and close supporters, then was evidence 
of corruption brought to light at the triak which followed his fall. 

The effect of two years of Rojas' rule upon the two traditional 
parties was to bring them into closer relationship, a movement firat 
promoted by Alfonso Lopez. Alberto Lleras Camargo, a Liberal 
and former President (1945), was in 1955 the prime mover in pro- 



moticg the movement of onion, which began to show progress «a 
tmrij as late 1955 The Civil Front, as it was first called, included 
virtually all the top echelon of liberals and a considerable number 
of Conservatives. Llents even went to Spain to secure the concur- 
rence of the exiled Gomez, so deep was his conviction of the need 
for united opposition (see ch. 2, Historical Setting: ch. 21, Political 
Dynamics; ch. 26, Character and Structure of the Economy). 

The Army backed Rojas' rise to power; the Army also deposed 
him. The exact motivation of the officers who forced his resigna- 
tion has never been made cfear. There were, however, several 
factors in operation which logically could have influenced the Army 
to reassert itself as the ultimate power in the state. 

One of these factors was the progressively increasing conversion 
of the Army into a true political force—almost a party in itself— 
the result of the continual deferment by Rojas of opportunities to 
seek the popular will through elections. In the early years of his 
rule, at least, national elections would have returned the country 
to the old conditions of party strife and violence; nevertheless 
most officers did not want armed forces rule to be for long the 
alternative to normal political life. In the beginning, in 1953, the 
only claim to legitimacy that Rojas had was that he was accepted 
in the presidency only to fill out Gomez' term, which expired in 
August 1954. There was, however, both expressed and accepted, 
the proviso that the termination of military rule was dependent on 
the return of internal peace. Consequently, the resurgence of vio- 
lence in the provinces, easily traceable ♦© partisan agitation, caused 
the Army, which had to contend with it, to accept the continuation 
of military rule as simple recognition of the law of necessity. 

The erosion of the Army's loyalty to the regime began during 
1955. Certainly by this time a i imber of causes of dissatisfaction 
were evident. One group of related circumstances had to do with 
the Army's view of its own position before the nation. As time 
went on. it became more and more painfully obvious that Rojas was 
succumbing to the temptations of his autocratic position. He be- 
came surrounded by a close group of associates, military and civil- 
ian, who shielded him from realities and fed his vanity. Favoritism 
was open and blatant. As one officer put it, a colonel could never 
be sure that some major with palace connections would not inform 
against him and supplant him in command. More and more, the 
Army was finding itself the servant of his power instead of his 
collaborator in restoring normal conditions. Its own inability to 
succeed in suppressing partisan violence and banditry was bad for 
morale and prestige. Further, the Army, as an institution, became 
associated in the public mind with the doubtless highly justified 
accusations of graft and corruption leveled at Rojas and his top 
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level coterie. In defending theniselvee, they were not perticiilariy 
helped by public knowledge that their perquisites Kiwi been sabetan- 
tislly increased and that they had been able to build elaborate 
cluU for officers and noncommianoned officers and to anjoy other 
sdrantagee that seemed to be evidence of undue favor. They were 
highly sensitive to the growing public opinion that they, the reputed 
saviors of national honor, were benef.ting unduly while the country 
was still in crisis. 

The most severe threat *o the Army's still-cherished tradition of 
political nonparticipation came with the announcement by Rojas 
of a "Third Force" as the f arty of government, which he intended 
as a counterforce to the tradi. .onal parti». In 1954 and again the 
next year, such a force had been proposed in support of Rojas, but 
difficulties of organizing it and establishing its functions had caused 
the dictator to veto it* establishment. In 1956, when the Civil Front 
of Lleras Can&rgo seemed to pose a real threat to him, Rojas set 
the anniversary of his coup (June 13) as the formal, solemn dedi- 
cation of the movement, which he publicly referred to as the force 
of the "People-Armed Forces." The success of such a movement 
would have produced a party far outnumbering the Civil Front 
and not only would have made the election of Rojas in 1958 a 
foregone conclusion, but would irrevocably have placed the armed 
forces in the forefront of political action. 

To the senior officers, and the military command and staff not 
involved directly with he presidency, the Civil Front of the two 
old parties must have teemed far preferable to any manipulated 
mass organization under Rojas' control. For one thing, because of 
social origin, the leaders of the traditional parties were more nearly 
the natural allies of the military service leaders. Perhaps more 
compelling was the probability that the alliance of the parties 
would have a strong effect in reducing partisan warfare and assassi- 
nation; also, the existence of a ccadtion government gave promise 
of facilitating the forces' withdrawal from their forced political 
role. 

The Third Fcrce did lot last long. The Catholic Church offered 
strong opposition to it, or it did not wish to sae Church-sponsored 
group , ich as labor unions and youth groups, taken over for 
polit'-al purposes and considered inappropriate, if not sacrilegious, 
the oaths of support required of Third Force members. The oppo- 
sition of the military, broadly based on the issues of tradition, 
misuse, and corruption, culminate! in August 1956 in a meeting of 
senior officers with Rojas. By an appeal to their ingrained disci- 
pline, the dictator persuaded them not to withdraw support, but 
only in return for promises of reform. He agreed to drop the 
Third Force idea, to call a Constituent Assembly, to forego his 
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efforts for re-election and to do twity with greft Of these promises, 
only the first was observed—and the Church opposition had in fact 
already nullified the Third Force. Bojas did establish a packed 
Coistituent Assembly, but only tc assure his re-election. 

From this time on, Kojas' actions seem to be those of a man 
with delusions of grandeur driven to the recklessness of despera- 
tion. All support was v;.misKing, economic conditions were deterio- 
rating, and violerice continued to increase. Open letters by Civil 
Front leaders st&ting th^.t the re-election of Rojas would be un- 
oonstitutional were answered by a speech by the dictator that the 
Governmenr. of the Armed Forces would rule Colombia for the 
rest of the century. In late April, when the Civil Front candidate, 
Valencia, was rominatcd, Rojas issued an order for his arrest, which 
touched off student riots of ?uch violence that the order was canceled. 

Another act of folly bordering on insanity which took, place 
on the first Sunday in ^lay was a police attack on a crowd leaving 
a Bogota church where an anti-Rojas serrocn ^'d been given. The 
action« of the police, tossing tear-gas grenades into the church and 
directing streams of dyed water against it, brought on a general 
strike in the city. Nevertheless, Pojas ordered out troops (actually 
as prepared to move against him as for him) and permitted his 
controlled Constituent Assembly to elect him President for the 
1DSB-62 term. 

This, the last straw, brought about the final arrangements for * 
military junta of top officers of the armed services and the estab- 
lishment of full -anderstanding and cooperation }*>fween them and 
the Civil Front. Before dawn on May 10, 1957. rejecting his final 
plea to be permitted to finish out his present term, they deposed 
Rojas and the next ',iight. to save his life, had him secretly flown 
cjt of the country into exile. 

The group which had put an end to the dictatorship collectively 
assumed responsibility as ia Junta Militär de Gobiemo (The Mili- 
tary Junta of Government) strictly on a temporary basis to fill out 
the current presidential term. Quite out of the tradition of Latüi 
American n.ilitarv juntas, it did just that and no more. Still 
acting in cordial collaboration with the Civil Front, it decreed a 
plebiscite held December 1, 1957, which, itself in effect an amend 
rnent of the Constitution, provided for a return to normal elective 
processes, on the basis of an equal division of posts, elective and 
appointive, between the two traditional parties. 

After elections held on this basis and after the inauguration, on 
August 7, 1958, of Alberto Lleras Camargo, the joint candidate for 
President, the Junta Militär relinquished its power, and its mem- 
bers retired from active service. In the new government, the only 
po^f held by a military man was that of Minister of War (see 
ch. 21, Poetical Dynamics). 
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ORGANIZATION 

Top Control 

As titular commander-in-chjef, the President has as principal 
military adviser in his- Cabinet the Minister of War, with »upei- 
viaory functions over ail three services and the National Police. 
The Minister is the senior general officer of the Army. 

No explicit statement of the functions of the Ministry of War is 
available, except as is indicated by its organization, which com- 
prises: the personal secretariat of the minister; the Procuradnria 
de las Fuerzas Armadas (corresponds most nearly to a Judge-Advo- 
cate Generals Office for the Armed Forces, without legal advisory 
functions); a Secretariat-General, subdivided into several sections 
dealing with the budget and the management of various funds and 
a legal section; a department for Civil Aeronautics; the Military 
Industry division; and the joint service Military Club. 

Budgetary allotments indicate that the Ministry's responsibility 
in the field of civil aeronautics is principally connected with the 
operation and maintenasfe» of the National School of Civ 1 Aviation. 
The Military Industry Division plans for the production of military 
items, but its functions, if any, in actual manufacture or procure- 
ment are unknown. 

Two high-level councils are provided to advise the President at 
need. The Superior Council of National Defense, created in 1960, 
includes the ministers of Government, of Foreign Relations, and 
of Finance, and the Commanding General of the Armed Forces, 
with the Chief of Staff of the Armed Forces as its general secre- 
tary. The other is the High Military Council, composed of all 
general officers normally stationed at or near the capital. It would 
include, in addition to the Commanding General and the Chief of 
Staff of the Armed Forces, the three service commanders, the c«»ro- 
mander of the Military Institutes Brigade, and the directors of the 
War College and the Military Industry Division. 

Armed Forces Headquarter» 

The Commanding General of the Armed Forces (Comandante 
General de las Fuerzas Armadas) is specifically charged with re- 
sponsibility for all the functions of command over the three military 
forces, the National Poiice, and the Directorate-General of Services. 
To assist hira in these functions, he is provided with a chief of staff, 
who actually performs many of the functions of a deputv The 
Armed Forces General Staff (Estado Mayor General) is divided 
into four 8scti-.>n8 (Departsmentos)—D~l (Personnel), D-2 (ilntel- 
ligence), D-3 (Plans and Operations), and D-4 (Logistics) —the 
functions of which closely conform to the United States Army staff 
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prooedara. The Genenl Staff is specifically denied the function 
of command. Also within the headquarters are the Special Staff, 
the Adjutart General's Office, and the Superior Military Tribunal. 

All four services, under the Commanding General, are assigned 
full command responsibility in their appropriate fields. The Di- 
rector General of Services has administrative responsibility for the 
service echelons, which operate in accordance with plans developed 
by higher authority. 

Tke Army 

The Army (Ejercito) has its own commander, headquarters and 
staff, in which the four general staff sections are designated £-1, 
-2, -3, and -4. Its major formations, the brigades, are called Opera- 
tive Units and are composed of varying numbers of battalions of 
infantry and aitilleiy, sometimes with a cavalry squadron (grupo) 
attached. In addition, under Army control are units of those serv- 
ices ronoemed with transport, communications, engineering, and 
supp'y. Schools and branch centers operate under central control, 
exerc sed through a headquarters called la Brigada de Institutes 
Militares—BIM (Military Institutes Brigade). 

The Navy 

The Navy (Armada) has its headquarters and naval staff at 
Bogota. Its organization for operations takes due account of 
Colombia's 1,600-mile, two-ocean coastline, and its over 2,000 miles 
of rivers navigable by Ught craft. The principal naval base at 
Cartagena contains ship repair facilities, warehouses, and the 
Escuela Naval de Cadetes (Naval Cadet School). Other bases are 
located at Barranquills and Buenaventura, with smaller ones at 
river ports on the Magdalena and rivers of the east and south. 
There is also a Corps of Marine Infantry (Cuerpo de Infanteria 
de la Marina), units of which serve at the various bases and on 
river patrol duty. 

The principal ships of the navy are destroyers and patrol escorts 
(frigates). Of two old (30 years) destroyers, one was, in early 
1961, being cannibalized to keep the other in commission. It is to 
be replaced by a destroyer on ship loan from the United States. 
Also in early 1961, a 3,500- ton capacity floating drydock with sea- 
going tug was being provided on ship loan. There are two recently 
purchased destroyers built in Sweden. 

The Air Fore« 

The Air Force (Fueraa Aerea) headquarters, also in Bogota, con- 
trols tactical units (fighter bomber and light bombardment), a trans- 
port unit, and 6 principal and several minor bases.   The Air Force 
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Okdet School «ad buk flying school an near Cali, in the Depart- 
ment of Velle del Ckoca. There a also an Infanterie de Ariackn 
(Aviation Infantry), which perfonns guard and other "home- 
keeping" dutiee. 

FOREIGN INFLUBNCE 

The infloenoe of foreign troops and foreign adriaen began during 
Bolivar';? wan of liberation. Bang in need not only of trained 
soldiers to stiffen his raw levies but also of veterans who could train 
them, Bolivar asked his embaaay in London to ncroit volunteen 
from among the thousands of idle British veterans of the Napoleonic 
wan Among those who responded, some wen romantics, adven- 
turers, or intriguers, but from the best of them were formed a 
foreign legion composed of separate British, Irish and Hanoverian 
units which performed well—in some cases magnificently. Others, 
individuals, he mixed into his own units as driUmaatere; French, 
Italian, and Polish officere also camej but the main strength cams 
from the British Isles. 

After independence was secured, the use of foreign advisen seema 
to have diminished markedly, although arms wen ngulariy por- 
chssed from European sources and from the United States. French 
mfiaeace persisted through the study of Napoboa's campaigns, and 
after German success in 1870, administration for the German staff 
system began to dominate military thinking. Specific knowledge 
of mission« is lacking. There was some help from the united 
States in establishing the Escuela Superior de Guerre (War Cdt- 
lege) late in tiw century, and a French Army mission assietedi in 
re-establishing the Escuela Militär de Cadetes (Military Cadet 
School) in 189C; the mission also conducted a tactical survey and 
trained a model artillery battalion. 

In 1910, a military mission arrived from Chile, already heavily 
under German influence. It remained until 1918, and during the 
period, Colombian staff Organisation and procedures came more 
and more to resemble the German model. 

Between the two world wan, various European missions were 
employed, among them Italian, French, Swiss, and German officers 
or ex-officers. A French mission founded the Colombian Air Force 
in 1921 and trained it until 1924, when a Swiss mission took over. 
The Naval Cadet School at Cartagena was founded with British 
naval help in 1985. 

The first united States missions to the military serrices of Colombia 
were established in 1989 and have functioned continuously since that 
time. They have been concerned with organization and training 
matten and have facilitated the attendance of many offioen at United 
States service schools including the Command and General Staff 



Collfife lev«L Over the years, the miasioas h»vt developed mutual 
relatiooships of friendlices and oooperation. 

Colombia, which had eeverad relations with the Axis powers in 
1041 and later proclaimed a state of belligerency, received limited 
Lend-Lease aid dumg World War II. In 1951, it responded to 
the United Nations call for troops to assist in repelling the Com- 
munist invasion of So ith Korea by offering an infantry battalion 
and the one frigate it then poaseosed. These units (the only South 
American forces offered) weit» accepted and, after a short period of 
intensive training with United States troops, served with credit in 
combat They returned to Colombia enthusiastic about North Amer- 
ican military methods and about the treatment received. 

In 1952, a bilateral Mutual Assistance Treaty with the United 
States was signed and resulted in the arrival of a Military Assist- 
ance Advisory Group (MAAG), the duties of which are limited to 
the programming and provision of specified material aid (weapons 
and equipment) for certain designated units and to training only 
in the use of such material, including, on oocaacn, sending person- 
nel to appropriate United States service schools. 

SOURCE AND QUALITY OF MANPOWER 

The basic source of military manpower, the young men of the 
country, is tapped by means of a conscription system which, though 
legally based on a theory of universal obligatory sarvioe, amounts in 
practice to a selective process. Noncommissioned officers, all of 
whom are career soldiers, are chosen from conscripts who volun- 
teer for this service as they approAch the end of their active duty. 
All officers except the relatively few in the technical and profes- 
sional services ve the products of the cadet schools and come exclu- 
sively from the educated classes. The initial process of selection 
for entrance into each group operates with considerable success to 
assure the forces an intake of the better qualified among those 
available. 

Conscription 

Under the present military service law, which dates from 1956, 
the period of military obligation is 30 years, during which at least 
«me period of active duty must be served. The law is written so 
as to allow some flexibility in the active service period, according 
to the needs of the services, by setting the limit r»t 12 to 24 months. 
The period has been for some years set at IS monJis. 

The opportunity for selectivity inherent in the disproportion 
between the size of the total age-class and the number actually 
accepted for service enables the forces to induct men of satisfactory 
or better physical capabilities.   Illiteracy, however, does not estab- 
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liah grounds for exemption; therefore, the illiteracy rate among 
conacripta approximates that of the country at large, or over 
40 percent. 

FrMarement of Officers 

Officer material originates almost exclusively from the upper mid- 
die and upper claar«, for economic and social reasons. Virtually 
all of the line officers of the Army and Navy and pilot officers oi 
the Air Force are graduates of the cadet schools, which require SB 
academic aecondary education for entrance. Oily in the upper and 
middle classes is a secondary education (usually to be followed by 
attendance at a university) either a social must or an economie 
possibility. The government free secondary schock preparing tor 
the baehillerato (the degree required for university nsntricalatkn) 

I are in a small minority, uA the private schools are expensive (see 
ch. 10, Education). 

For entrance to the Military Cadet School at Bogota, which 
educates cadets for commission in the Army and is the model lor 
the cadet schools of the other services, a candidate, besides posBeasing 
the hachiUerato (usually attained between 18 and 20 years of age), 
must be unmarried and of an "honorable family of moral status 
and good conduct." He must also pass a physical test and an 
academic examination of comprehensive scope for its level in mathe- 
matics, geography, history, Spanish and English. 

The Air FöI^C Cadet School, at Cali, allowing for difference in 
service interests, follows in essential pattern the schone of the 
Army's school. The Naval Cadet School, at Cartagena, differs 
principally in that it accepts cadets between the ages of 16 and 20 
and requires as background only four years of the academic sec- 
oadary school course leading to Lie bft/ulleraio. 

Officers in certain staff and professional specialties (law, medicine, 
veterinary medi-iine, engineering, architecture, chemistry and 
physics) may be commissioned second lieutenants or the equivalent 
in the Navy before attaining their university degrees by taking a 
military orientation cuui * at a service school. They must, however, 
present their university degrees within four years or be dropped for 
technical incapacity. 

Procurement of Noncommissioned Officers 

Noneomraiasioned officer candidates are carefully selected from 
each conscript class as it nears the end of its term of service. All 
must be volunteers, must be screened by a board of officers, and 
must pass a 20-week course of academic and practical military sub- 
jects before appointment in the lowest NCO grade. 
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TRAINING 

Attention to the training mission occupies a major portion of the 
effort of communders and staff from the highest headquarters to the 
smallest units. This basic mission is well understood by all, and 
apparently «arrest effort is made to fulfill it 

The superior direction of the training system is highly cen- 
tralized, and, on paper at least, fully standardized. In the Army, 
headquarters in Bogota issue« a directive prescribing the length of 
training and school courses for enlisted men. A preskf aatdal decree 
prescribes the kind and length of courses at service schools required 
to qualify an officer for each promotion in his career. 

Brigades prepare their own training directives, based «Hi the Army 
directive and elaborated to prescribe in further detail the training 
process in their own areas. Battalions submit plans for phases of 
instruction and reports of progress. Companies submit weekly de- 
tailed schedules and reports. 

The far smaller Navy and Air Force maintain more concentrated 
training establishments than the Army, which is dispersed over the 
whole country. In general, the same principles of direction and 
standardization apply. 

Individual Tndning of Conscripts 

The 26 weeks of recruit training, divided into two equal periods 
of basic and advanced instruction, are thoroughly standardized 
within each service. In fact, basic instruction is markedly similar 
in content in all three. 

After a w^ek spent in processing and preliminary orientation and 
indoctrination, the recruit undergoes 11 weeks of intensive basic 
training; each training day is of 9 hours, with 6 on Saturdays (not 
including a 2-hour lunch period). The list of subjects covered 
presents no features very different from those stressed in i^ost 
armies. 

In the advanced training period, many of the basic subjects are 
continue*! progre^ively (for example, physical training, drill, com- 
bat formations and marches), and some rifle range practice is held. 
Specialist training receives 172 hours of the 61B available. Normally,, 
recruits receive familiarization training and, where appropriate, 
crew drill in the basic and supporting weapons of the battalion to 
which assigned, and those destined for headquarters and service 
companies begin training in the special functions of such units. 

Training in the methods and subjects of instruction is held for 
officer and noncommisai >ned instructors at least one hour per week- 
day during the basic course and two hours during the advanced. 
Such orientation is prescribed and its necessity highly emphasized 
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by the Army dirpctive.   Meanwhile those recruit« who are illitermte 
or barely literate receive instructions in reading and writing. 

Individnal Instruction of the Professional Cadre 

The system of professional qdalification and advancement of of- 
ficers and sergeants is completely standardized and centraiiy con- 
trolled. Hie basic document governing the requirements for officers' 
promotions is a presidential decree which covers all three services. 
For initial promotion to the grade of sergeant and all subsequent 
advancement, the requirements are laid down by the headquarters 
of the Army, Navy, and Air Force, 

An officers' promotion, to include the grade of major (or Keu- 
tenanr commander in the Navy), depends upon his time in grade and 
his successful completion of a course at a service school. Courses 
are progressive in scope and tactical level as the various ranks are 
attained. The Army'? courses are held at the various branch schools; 
the Navy and Air Force mch have only one. The prescribed lengths 
of courses are: from second to first lieutenant (ensign to lieutenant, 
junior grade). 12 weeks; from first lieutenant to captain (lieutenant, 
junior grade to lieutenant), 20 weeks; and from captain to major 
(lieutentut to lieutenant commander), 12 weeks. 

All majors, and a few captains with superior records who have 
completed qualification for their majorities, take the General Staff 
Course at the War College, after passing an entrance examination. 
Members of all services attend the War College, and passing the 
General Staff course is a prerequisite for promotion to lieutenant 
colonel (commander in the Navy). 

Besides time in grade and troop, sea or flying duty, the grade of 
colonel (captain in the Navy) is reached by presenting and orally 
defending a thesis before a board of senior officers. By a decree of 
1960, a special course was set up in high command, strategy, national 
potential and the coordination of governmental problems as a preiaq- 
uisite to entering the rank of general officer. 

NoneoaMBiMioned Oflken 

The original appointment of second corporals {cchoe $eg%mdo$) 
and their promotion to first corporals {eabot primeros) is aocom- 
pushed in the brigades. Successive promotion to the three grades 
of sergeant (second, vice-first, and first) is accomplished in a manner 
as standardized and centralized as the system of advancement of 
officers. Within a year of completing their time in grade for pro- 
motion, all not disqualified by reason of character or conduct an 
sent to the schools of their own branches for 12-week courses.   In 
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•dditk» to snbieets pwrtmeai t*s tfcjtir own »«as, they n*mv% mum* 
in tftdministrfttion, comaraisicaatkms. ^pim'äsh, hmary* ^»tl^'jü&lks, 
and geography. 

SpecMttrts 

Minor or "apprentice'' specialists are developed thrmigk on-the-jofe 
training in their own units. Permanent and tetter-qualified spe- 
cialists are produced at the schools of the special branches. 

Navy «ad Air Force 

There is great similarity in »he systems of schooling and promotion 
in the other two services to that in force in the Army. Both services, 
however, lay relatively greater stress on the traininj» of specialists 
in their appropriate Belds. 

OMccn of tke Prafcnicm 

Those officers entering the sen-ice directly from the universities 
and commissioned in the appropriate staff branches and as professors 
in the cadet schools and War College are promoted through attend- 
ing short courses at service schools, including the War College. They 
may not rise above the grade of lieutenant colonel. 

Unit und Combined Training 

In the Army, small-unit training (squad, platoon and company) 
follows recurrent cycles of 13 weeks, geared to the release to each 
company of successive increments of conscripts who have completed 
their individual training. Its conduct is handicapped by the de- 
mands of public order duty, by the detail of men on garrison special 
duty, and by the recurring absence of officers and NCOs at schools. 
In the course of a full year, however, most companies can attain a 
fair degree of proüoiency. 

The Army training directive required at least one battalion field 
exercise in 1960, to be preceded in each battalion by a command 
post exercise (CPX). It also prescribed the same for each biigade. 
Similar handicaps to full participation for companies exist, and 
further, unit field equipment and transportation sufficient for ex- 
tended field duty are lacking, as are funds for gasoline and main- 
tenance. 

RANKS, PAY, AND UNIFORM 

Ranks 

Titles of rank in the Army and Air Force, from second lieutenant 
to lieutenant general, parallel those in mos! armies in both transla- 
tion and indication of responsibility and status. Those :n the Navy 
translate differently from the United States Navy system, but the 
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Steps in gr«de are tbe same. In tht* Armj, tber« is no gnde higher 
than that of lieatenrnt general, and that grade has not had any 
incumbents since the deposition of President Rojas Pinilia. who held 
it. In the Air Force, the highest grade Is brigadier general, and 
in the Navy, the senior officer is a rear admiral. In the Marine 
Infantry, grades are identical with those in the Army, but the 
highest is that of brigadier general (see table 1). 

Noncommissioned grades show 1MS oomspoEdence to th-se car- 
rent in the United States Army, coth in terminology and number. 
In tbe Air Force, two separate categories are specified: technical 
NCOs and command NCOs. Relative rank and responsibility be- 
tween them is unclear. Titles of naval ratings are unavailable. No 
conscripts or IS-month volunteers hold any rank or rating in «ay 
sen-ice. 

Differences in social origin, education and tradition, reinforced 
by long-continued military custom, separate officers and noncommia- 
sioned officers of the career service. Each class knows and respects 
the place, values and functions of the other. The bonds which unite 
them as professional military men appear stronger than the disrup- 
tive factors of political partianship which were at the roots of what 
has become known as the "violence problem." 

In an army where all career soldiers ant noncommiasioned officers 
and all privates are conscripts who are in the service for only 
18 months and do not even join their own companies for at least 
6 months, conditions are created which result in a considerable 
gulf between conscript and regular. Very much of the individual 
instruction period is in the hands of the NCOs: for example, physical 
training, drill, initial familiarization with weapons, military couriflay 
and introduction into the regularity and discipline of barracks MA. 
The standing of the recruit in the eyes of his officers is largely 
established by the opinions and reports of the senior NCOs, as is 
selection from among the volunteers for entrance into the career 
service. 

Pay 

Effective in April 1959, the services received their first pay in- 
crease since 1941. It resulted, on the average, in nearly doubling 
the basic monthly pay in terms of current Colombian pesos. This 
action by no means compensated for the inflation of values over 
the previous IS years, but nevertheless wad a substantial morale 
factor. 

The differential between the base pay of the various grades ia 
not large, but since longevity and family allowances am com- 
puted on a percentage basis, the "spread" is thereby increaaad (sea 
table 2). 
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TUfa I.     MOtiary Rmmka in du CaUmkimm Armtd Ftrtn 

Te&ieste Gcnenl 
Mftjror Geaent 
BrigMÜer General 
Corooel 
Teniente Corooel 
Mayor 
Capit4o 
Teoiente 
Sub-Teoieote 

Sargeato Mayor 
Sar^nto Primero 

Sargento Vieeprimero 
Sargralo Segundo 
Cabo Primero 
Catw Segundo 
3oidado 

Jntf «atf «r ftow 

Lieu^oant General 
Major Geoerai 
Brigadier General 
Colonel 
Lkutenaot Colonel 
Major 
Captain 
1st Lteuteaant 
2d LieuteD«nt 

Se.geant Major 
Ist Sergeast 

Vice 1st Sergeant 
3d Sergpaot 
Isi Corporal 
2d Corpo?»! 
Soldier 

Sergeant Major 
Ut Sergeant or Master Ser- 

geant 
Sergeant 1st Class 
Staff Sergeant 
Sergeant 
Corporal 
Private 

Att F»m Teckmtal Sm I Oflwi' 
Sub-Ofieial Tfenico Jefe 
Sub-Oficia! T6caico Sub- 

Jefe 
Sub-Ofieial Ttenieo 

Primero 
Sub-Oßcüü Tfenicc 

Segundo 
Sub-Ofiefaü T^cnieo 

Tereero 

Contra-Almirante 
CapiUu de Navio 
CapfUn de FragaU 
CapiUn de Corbet* 
Teoiente de Navio 
Teniente de Prarata 
Tentente de Corbet« 

Chief Technical NCO 
Sub-Chief Technical NCO 

1st Technical NCO 

2d Technical NCO 

3d Technical NCO 

SmttOßan 
Rear Admiral 
Ship Captain 
Frigate Captain 
Corvette Captain 
Ship Lieutenant 
Frigate Lieutenant 
Corvette Lieutenant        Ensign 

Rear Admiral 
Captain 
Commander 
Lieutenant Commander 
Lieutenant 
Lieutenant, Junior Grade 

• Kqtdratent aoknowa. 

Source; Adapted   from   Institute   Coiombiano   de   Opinion   Päblica,   Factor«! 
CoUmkumc*, 1960, pp. 64-5S, 

Longevity nälowances for oflBcers do not begin until the comple- 
tion of 15 years of service, when an increase of 10 percent of basic 
salary is granted, augmented by 1 percent per year thereafter. 
NCO longevity pay id computed on the same basis, but begins after 
10 years of aervicfe. Family allowances for both officers and NGOs 
(married or widowers) are paid at the rate of 30 percent of base 
pay, plus 5 percent for the first child and 4 percent for each suc- 
ceeding one. Various other allowances are paid, including flying 
pay and Navy diving pay. 
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TeiBiente G«n*mi  
Mayor Gesenü , 
Brigadier Geoeral  
Corond   
Teuent« Corooei  
Mayor  
Capitin   
Teniente  
Sub-Tenieate  

Sargeato Mayor  
Sargen to Primero  
Ssrgento Vicepritiero 
Sargento iyegur.do . 
Cabo Prim-ro  
Cifcc Segundo  
Soidado  

Ptytai 

1.830100 
1.85a 00 
1.550 00 
1,45a 00 
1.350 00 
1.25a 00 
J. 150 00 
i,ooaoo 

«aoo 
-sä oo 
700.00 
65tt00 
«00 00 
soaoo 
400 00 

liOO 

• Arrar *ji Alt Tarnt. Utirj par f» ti* mm» tor 
* At Ite free rate, f .3. n «qaak CoW «iOaoter \m\. 

Source; Adapted   from   InsUtuto  Colombiaoo  de  OpiaiÖD   PlSbiiea.   Factori* 
Cohmhianoi. 1960, pp. 57, 58, 

Officers and NGOs may retire on 50 percent of bwe pay after 15 
years, augmerted by 4 percent a year to a maximnm of 85 percent 
They contribute to a retirement fund of 8 percent of base pay 
during active service and 4 percent after retirement 

A special provision which is extremely favorabb for the indi- 
vidual, but because of its cost operates to reduce the number suit 
abroad to school, is that such personnel are paid at a rate of $1.00 
per peso of base pay. Even though allowances are paid at the peso 
rate, a considerable outlay is made for each officer sent abroad to 
school. Another special feature in a Christmas gratuity to all of 
half a month's pay. 

Adequate data are not available from which to estimate adequacy 
of pay on a costof-living basis nor to compare salaries with those 
of equivalent position in society. 

Uniforms 

Combat, service and dress uniforms exist, but details of style, 
quality and adequacy are not available. 

Officers insignia of rank for the Army and the Air Force are 
.tie same. Company officers wear one, two or three stars longi- 
tudinally on the shoulder strap. Field officers wear stara in the 
same pattern, but with a bar across the middle of the strap.  Generals 
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we*r % oanventionalixed son with rays, and either one or two stars 
are added for major generals and lieutenant generals. All insignia 
are gilded. The Navy uses a system of bands of gold braid on the 
caffs, similar to bat with minor differences from the insignia of 
the united States Navy. 

AWARDS AND DECORATIONS 

The nice orders of honor to which military men are eligible all 
follow in general the usual European pattern of descending degrees. 
The highest have either a Grand Collar or a Grand Cross Ex- 
traordinary; all have the degrees of Grand Cross, Grand Officer, 
Commander, Officer and Chevalier; these of lesser importance also 
have a class of Companions. They are all entitled Military Orders, 
though some may be awarded to civilians. 

The five types of medals, which take orecedence after the orders, 
are awarded for excellence in military school courses, for length of 
service, for courageous conduct on public order duty, for service in 
the Korean War and for wounds received in international war. 

Various badges are awarded to distinguish those who have ex- 
celled in activities such as markmanship and other specialties. There 
is also a badge for enlisted men for good conduct and one for 
wounds received on public order duty. 

Orders and medals are worn on the left, in the usual fashion. 
The large stars of the orders are worn on or below the left breast 
pocket. 

Colombians arc intensely medal-conscious and are proud to wear 
their decorations on all occasions of dress. Enlisted men are not 
neglected; most of the orders are awarded to enlisted men in the 
degree of Companero. 

MILITARY JUSTICE 

In 1958, just before the inauguration of the National Front gov- 
ernment, a new code of military penal justice, which had not been 
revised or recodified in many years, was enacted. The most sig- 
nificant aspect of change was a return to a more restrictive inter- 
pretation of the Constitutional provision (Art. 170) that courts- 
martial and military tribunals will take cognizance of offenses re- 
lated to the military service or committed by military personnel on 
active duty. 

In practical effect, the new code removes from military juris- 
diction many crimes that fit the penal code of the country, except 
under conditions of war or a state of siege. With certain excep- 
tions there remain in the military code only provisions relating to 
purely military offenses. With respect to military persons, the 
principal exceptions are serious felonies (homicide, m .yhem) and 
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the major crimes against the «t«te (trenoa, mpknag*, nktükMi, 
sedition, riot, and conspiracy or incitatkm to commit the sani«). 
Civilians remain subject to military jorisdict:« for criaMB of a 
military nature or affecting the military forces, such as the illegal 
bearing of arms, larceny, robbery or snuggling of military equip- 
ment, armed attacks on troops, sabotage, and iUegtt use of the 
uniform; in time of war or state of siege, most crimes and breaches 
of order can be tried by courts-martial. 

Hie action of the government of the Military Junta in thus 
reducing the special privilege of the military, in effect to consider 
itself above the provisions nf the law governing the country as a 
whole and in fact, because oi the long-contmued state of siege, to 
impose the provisions of military law on large sections of the 
population, is a measure of the country's desire iy reject completely 
the legal provisions which had over the years eroded Ute normal 
course of justice. It is the more remarkable in that the accretions 
to the military fuero, as such special privilege is traditionally 
known, might have been expected to be strongly defended by the 
Junta (see ch. d, Social Values and Patterns of Living). 

In the Army several levels of command have jurisdiction in first 
instance: the Army commander over his headquarters, its divisions 
and detachment^ and the brigade commanders; the brigade com- 
manders themselves over all their officers and those civilians in their 
respective zones whose offenses are covered by the military code; 
battalion commanders over their soldiers and civilian employees; 
and school commandants over all their personnel, including students. 
Minor offenses against military regulations are punished under the 
general powers of command without formal trial. Similar levels of 
jurisdiction apply in the Navy, Air Force, and Police. 

A special type of courts-martial, called Consejos de Guerra Ver- 
bales (courts-martial following oral procedure), in time of peace 
and public order tries itcly serious cases of crimes against the na- 
tion and violations of discipline such as insubordination, disobedi- 
ence of orders, or attacks on either superiors or inferiors in rank. 
In time of war or state of siege, the competence of these courts 
is unlimited, if the government so decrees. 

As court of appeal in Bogota, the Tribunal Superior Militär, 
is presided over by the Commanding General of the Arrosd Forces 
(also with the power of delegation) and composed of nine civilian 
judges. The decisions of the Tribunal are reviewed and may be 
modified or reversed by the (national) Supreme Court of Justice. 

Coorte of Honor 

In cases not culpable under disciplinary regulations or the code 
of military justice, but where nevertheless conduct beKerod to affect 
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the hoDor of UM offiow corps is allegod, th» commmdBre cf Army 
brigmdes »ad ooirespoading Web of oonun&nd in the Air For«, 
Nary tad National Polke an aathoriaed to bring the taspectod 
offender before a Tribunal of Honor. Tht commander himself ia ex- 
officio prceideni; he ia aarinteri by two offioen maior in grade and 
service to the accuaed The only prescribed penalty is dismissal 
from the service, with the loss of all pay, rank, honors, and privi- 
leges. 

Appeal may be made to the Chief of the Armed Forces General 
Staff, who if the case warrants may order a rehearing before a 
Superior Tribunal of Honor composed of generals and general 
staff officers, whose decision is final. 

OTHER MORALE FACTORS 
1 

Rations 

Service ration? appear to be ample ir quantity, but examination 
of sample menus shows considerable monotony, from day to day 
and week to week. Much starchy food is served, and beans in sev- 
eral forms are said to be a favorite item. Beef is served almost 
daily, as is some sort of salad greens. Fish is usually served once 
a week, but not necessarily on Friday. As a beverage, agva de 
panda (water flavored with unrefined sugar) is in great demand. 
In the menus seen, it was served twice daily, at dinner and supper. 
Despite the repetition of similar foods, similarly prepared, observers 
agree that in the case of most conscripts, the meal a are probably 
better than the diet they had before entering the service. 

Amenities 

At most permanent poets there are well-constructed officers and 
NCO clubs. Pleasant rooms, excellent messes and bars, and facili- 
ties for sports, including usually swimming pools and sometimes a 
golf course, provide the social center for each of these groups. The 
Armed Forces Officers Club at Bogota ranks among the best of the 
private clubs of the capital. Low-cost commissaries and exchanges 
are also provided. 

The conscript is not entirely neglected. His Col$15 (Ü.S.$2.25) 
a month, termed a gratuity rather than pay, is hardly enough for 
pocket money, hut he is required to spend nothing. Laundry, clean- 
ing of uniforms, haircuts and toilet articles are provided; moving 
pictures and radio are free; sports are encouraged and equipment 
furnished, including swimming pools. 

Religiös 

The Catholic chaplaincy is active in the services. One of the 
bishops is designated Military  Vicar to the Services, with  the 
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military nnk and pay of a brigadiei- general. Priests join the 
chaplaincy as "Professionals" and ate entitled Reverend Officers. 
Tbey achieve regular promotion like other professionals, through 
recurrent military orientation courses. Chaplains are always avail- 
able at posts and participate in the training schedule by inspira 
tioaal talks on religion*, moral, end patriotic subjects. 

Other 

In general, relations with adjacent civilian communities are good. 
Most married officers and married NCOs live off-post, and each 
group in its own class mixes with the population and joins social 
activities.   Officers' clubs often offer membership to civilians of the 
community. 
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By Order of the Secretary of the Army: 

Official: 
J. C. LAMBERT, 
Major General, United States Army, 
The Adjutant General. 

EARLE 0. WHEELER, 
General, united State» Army, 
Chief of Staff. 
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